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Art. 1.— Contributions to Meteorology, being results derive/ jrom

an examination of the Observations of the Unih-,1 Si,,h, Signal

Service, and from other sources ; by Elias Loomis, Professor

of Natural Philosophy in Yale College. Eighth paper.

With plates I and II.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, New York, October 24, 1877.]

The origin <m<J <b rih>i>n« >>t of storms.

In order to determine the circumstances under whi
originate, and ultimately acquire their full intensity, I selected

from the published volumes of the Signal Service obe

(SeDtember, 1872, to May, 1874), all those cases in which the

barometer fell below 2925 inches at any station. It was found

that the barometer on Mt. Washington was frequently very

much lower than at the neighboring stations. Burlington and

Portland, indicating some peculiarity of this station. All

these cases were therefore set aside, and reserved for separate

examination. During the entire period under discussion, the

-lit of the barometer at Virginia City was nearly a

third of an inch lower than at the neighboring stations, and

these observations were therefore eliminated from my list.

There remained one hundred and forty-eight cases in which

the barometer fell below 29-25 inches at some one of the other

stations. Sometimes at the same hour the barometer was

below 29-25 inches at a considerable number of Bt

included within the same low area. In such cases only one of

the stations is included in the table, viz., the station at which

leter was lowest. These one hundred and f

, ,ond to fortv-iour different storms, and an shown

in the following t; hi i
' hi -h column 1st shows the number

of the storm: column 2,1 sh .ws the .hit- at which the barome-

ter was below 29 25 inches: column 3d shows the -

of t i barometer o served at that hour ; column 4th shows the
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name of the station at which the given height was observed
;

column oth shows the total rain-fall (in inches) for the preced-
ing eight hours, at all the stations included within the area of
low barometer; column 6th shows the date of the storm's
origin so far as can be determined from the observations;
column 7th shows the locality where the storm originated. In
order to reduce the dimensions of the tabic, the localities are
denoted by symbols whose significance is explained on pa«ie 5.

Column 8th shows the totaf rain-tall (in inches) tor the eiuht
hours preceding the date in column 6th, at all the stations
included within a circle of six hundred miles in diameter,
inclosing the locality named in column 7th; column 10th

side of the locality where the storm originated ; column 11th
shows the distance of this high pressure in miles, and column
9th shows the height of the barometer at that point. Columns
12, V> and L4 show similar particulars on the west side of the
locality named in column 7th. Several additional columns
which [ had prepared, I am obliged to omit in order to reduce
the table to the limits of the page of this Journal.
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Of these forty-four storms, thirty-two occurred during the five

months from November to March, and only two occurred dur-

ing the four months from June to September.

The third column of the following table shows the number
of cases in which a storm originated in each of the different

localities named in column 2d. The first column shows the

letters by which the locality was designated in column 7th of

the table on pages 2 to 4.

SymbolJ Where storm originated,
j
Cases. Symbol.' Where storm originated.

|

Cases.

P. 0. jPacific Ocean, north of,

Washington Territory.! 2

n. W. North of Wash'n Terr. -1

Or. Oregon. 1

Ut. Utah. 1 1

Moil. Montana
"
°n ^ '

5

Wy. iWyoming. |
2

Col.
J

Colorado. 2

N. M. INew Mexico. 1
5

n. D. JNorth of Dakota.

Dak. Dakota.

Neb. Nebraska.

n. T. Northern Texas.

n. Mi. North of Michigan.

Gt'm. bul/of Mexico.

Ala. 1Alabama.
Cub. Near Cuba.

j

We see that, of the forty-four storms here recorded, two

apparently came from the Pacific Ocean north of the United

States boundary; four others came from nearly the same

locality ; one came from Oregon and one from Utah ;
that is,

eight appear to have had their origin on the west side of the

Rocky Mountains. Of the thirty-six remaining cases, seven

appear to have originated north of Montana, five in Montana,

two in Wyoming, two in Colorado, and five in New Mexico :

that is, twenty-one appear to have originated upon or very near

to the chain of the Rocky Mountains. Seven other cases

appear to have originated west of the meridian of 95° from

Greenwich, viz : one north of Dakota, four in Dakota, one in

Nebraska and one in Northern Texas. Six other cases appear

to have originated west of the meridian of 83° from Greenwich,

viz: one north of Michigan, one in Arkansas, one in Alabama
and three in the Gulf of Mexico. Besides these, one appeared

tte near Cuba, and one in the Atlantic Ocean not Ear

from Cape Henry. We thus see that our great storms are not

confined in their origin to any particular locality, but half of

them originate upon or verv near the chain of tlie Rocky

Ml rcmteina. More than two-thirds of the whole number origi-

nate north of latitude 36°.

The first stage in the development of each of these -

an area several hundred miles in diameter, over which

of the barometer differed but little from thirty inches, with an

area of high barometer both on the east and west sides, and at

a distance of about 1,000 miles. In the few cases id

high barometer is not reported on both sides of the origin, it is
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because the area of the observations was not sufficiently ex-
tended. The mean value of the high barometer on the east

side was 3042 inches, and the mean distance 1,033 miles : on
the west side the values were 30-81 inches and 977 miles. If

the area of the observations had been sufficiently extended
towards the north, it is presumed there would sometimes have
been found three areas of high barometer within a distance of

1,000 miles from the locality where the storm originated. On
Hoffmeyer's storm charts we frequently find three areas of high
barometer and occasionally four areas of high barometer sur-

rounding an area oflow barometer.

These areas of high barometer are regarded as one of the
causes, and generally the most important cause of the storm
which succeeds. Two such areas of high barometer create a
tendency of the air towards an intermediate point, and the
currents thus set in motion are deflected to the right by the
earth's rotation, whence results a diminished pressure over the

central area. This diminished pressure causes a still stronger
inward flow of the air, which results in a still greater depres-

ds to assume
• if the winds
ng from this

of the bar-

lied, and the

of the barometer. Since the air presses in on all side

towards this area of low barometer, the area tends t

an oval form, which may become !

are very violent, and the centrifugal force resulting :

revolving motion causes a still further depressio

ometer. This partial vacuum would be soon filled,

inward movement of the

upward motion by which the inflowing air escapes. The air in

its upward motion, carrying with it a large amount of aqueous
vapor, is cooled, and its vapor is condensed, producing rain.

The heat which is liberated in the condensation of this vapor
causes a further expansion of the air, and increases the force of

the inward movement of the wind. Kain is then one of the

circumstances which increases the force of a storm, and it

attends storms when they have attained to consider-

able violence, as is shown by the rain-fall in column 5th of

the table on page 2. This table generally shows a large rain-

fall whenever the storm is so situated as to permit observations

on its eastern side ; but when the center of the storm passes

u, the observed rain-

-hes. See Nos. 1, 9, 10, 11, 23, 34, 36
and 37.

I have shown in my 7th paper, pp. 14, 15, that an area of

low barometer of considerable magnitude may be formed and
continue for several days with very little rain

; but in these

cases the barometer was 'never observed to fall as low as 29*25

inches; and it will be noticed that some rain was invariably

reported whenever the barometer fell below 29"4 inches, and
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generally there was some rain reported whenever the barometer
.
29-5 inches. I have found no storm of great violence

whirl; was not accompanied by a considerable fall of rain.

i< not, howrever, generally the cause of that tirst move-
ment of the wind which results in a great barometric depres-

sion. This appears from column 8th of the table on page 2,

which shows that over a circle of 600 miles in diameter sur-

rounding the locality where the storm originated, in thirty-one

cases no rain for the preceding eight hours was reported from
any station, and in only one instance did the total rain-fall

v. it fin this circle exceed one-tenth of an inch. It may be said

that in the neighborhood of these localities the stations were
few in number, and that rain-fall may have occurred at inter-

mediate points from which we have no reports. But in at least

a quarter of all the cases, this circle of 600 miles in diam-
eter included as many as four or rive stations, so that we
seem fully justified in concluding that generally the inward

t of the air toward a central area begins before there

is any considerable precipitation of vapor.

After an area of low barometer has been formed, it soon

begins to change its position. This movement appears to be
mainly determined by the same causes which control the general

i of the atmosphere. Throughout the United States

(with the exception of the extreme southern margin) the aver-

age annual progress of the wind is from west to east,

movement is determined by causes which are general in their

operation, and cannot be permanently changed by the influence

of local storms. When an area of low barometer is formed,

the wiud sets in both from the east and west sides to restore

the disturbed equilibrium. The partial rarefaction of the air

causes ail inward pressure of the wind on the east si

is balanced by an equal pressure of the wind from the west

ise. But on the west side there

is an additional pressure eastward resulting from that cause

which determines the general circulation of the atmosphere,

and which would exist even if there were no local disturbance.

This pressure is not limited to the center of the storm, but

extends to the entire mass of air which is disturbed by the

storm, and generally extends much beyond these limits, and at

all points is exerted nearly in parallel lines. Moreover, the

toe of the atmosphere by storms is mainly confined to

the lower half of the atmosphere, while the regular movement
-of the upper half is much less disturbed. The force of this

rent from the west, combined with that of the lower

half of the atmosphere, pressing upon the west side of an area

of low barometer tends to fill up the depression upon that side.

On the east side of the storm, it is mainly the lower portion of
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the atmosphere which presses inward, while the upper portic

is still moving from the west. Thus while under the influem
of the earth's rotation upon the inflowing current, the barom

of least pressure advances in the direction of the general sys-
tem of atm ion. This reasoning applies not
merely to the easterly motion of storms in middle
but also to the westerly motion of storms within the tropics.

There is a third circumstance which appears to have an
important influence upon the progress of storms in the middle
latitudes. The upward motion of the air which always pre-
vails within an area of low barometer takes place pr
on the east side of the low center, as is indicated by the position
of the rain-areas described in my 7th paper. By this upward
motion, the air which presses in upon the east side of the low
center is prevented from restoring the equilibrium of pressure
upon that side, while there is less of this upward movement on
the west side of the low center. Thus the low center is

steadily transferred toward the east, or the storm travels
eastward.

The areas of high barometer which uniformly mark the
commencement of a storm, invariably attend it during its pro-
gress eastward. During the progress of the storms recorded in
the table on page 2, the average value of the high barometer
on the east side was 30*39 inches, and on the west side 30*32
inches, which numbers are almost identical with the values
found for the commencement of the storms, showing that
although the wind had been blowing outward from these
areas of high barometer for several days, the magnitude of the
high barometer had not been diminished. Hence we conclude
that rh.se areas of high barometer must be constantly recruited
by air which flows toward them in the upper regions of the

re, and this supply evidently comes from the areas of
low barometer. In other words, during the progress of storms,
the surface winds are moving from areas of high barometer
toward areas of low barometer; and the upper winds are
moving from areas of low barometer toward areas of high
barometer.

An inspection of column 4th of the table on page 2, shows
that these cases of low barometer occur most frequently in the
neighborhood of the Atlantic Ocean. This will appear from
the following table, in which the stations are divided into three
classes ; one class including the stations near the Atlantic
coast or the Gulf of St. Lawrence, a second class including the
stations between the preceding class and the meridian of 92°
from Greenwich, the third class including stations west of the
meridian of 92°.
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Station.
| Lat. station.

I
Lat. Cases. Station. Ut. Casi-».

Cape Rosier 48° 52' 11 Marquette 46° 33' 3 jiFort Garry 49 51' 8
Father Point |48 31 Escanaba !45 46 2 Fort Benton
Chatham 147 3 1 Duluth m; (8

Quebec |46 48 2
!
Portland, Or. tr. :so

IT Alpena 46 5 2 jiSt. Paul 1

Eastport 44 55
Halifax 44 39

Grand Haven 43 5 1 Fort SuIIv

3
j
YanktonMilwaukee [43 3 12 4,»

Portland. Me. 43 40 2 Leavenworth
12 -21 Oswego 42 28

Keokuk 40 23

.:.? 5! I

;u 11 1
_' -j:. 2

!

apply i

We see that cases of low barometer occur most frequently at

the northern stations, and none have occurred south of latitude
39° except on the Atlantic coast. The cases of low barometer
appear to be pretty uniformly distributed along the different

meridians until we come witbin two hundred miles of the
Atlantic coast, with but one exception, viz., Fort Sully.

There is reason to suspect that in 1874 the readings of the
barometer at this station were too low. During the first six

months of 1874 the mean height of the barometer at this station

was more than one-tenth of an inch below that of the neigh-

'ing stations Duluth, Breckenridge and Yankton. If we
1

"s correction to the observations reported at Fort Sully,

umber of cases at this station below 2925 inches will be
reduced to four, which accords very well with the results at

other western stations. The observations at Cape Eosier,

Father Point and Sydnev did not commence until November,
1873, and r October, 1873. There is then
a sudden increase in the violence of storms on approaching the
Atlantic coast, and this may be ascribed to the increased sap-

ply of aqueous vapor coming from the ocean and the Gulf
Stream. This increased supply of vapor results in an increased
fall of rain ; that is, increased expansion of the air, causing an
increased violence of the wind, and hence diminished pressure.

In nine of the cases included in the table on page 2, the

velocity of the wind was reported zero, and in thirty-one cases

the velocity did not exceed five miles per hour, showing that

near the center of an area of low pressure there is usually a

period during which the rely calm.
In fifty-three of the cases included in the table, no rain was

reported for the preceding eight hours at the station where the

barometer was lowest ; and in seventj'-eight of the cases the
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rain-fi I] was l< as than one-tenth of an inch, showing that the
principal rain-fall does not take place at the center of a low-
area, but considerably to the east of that center.

An area of low barometer may have considerable progres-
sive motion when there is no rain-fall,

examples quoted in my 7th paper; but
which usually accompanies great barom
greatly to modify the movement of the
this rain-fall takes place chiefly on the

center, the heat which is liberated in th

s is shown i

le abundant rain-fall

trie depressions tends
;orm's center. Since
>ast side of the low
condensation of the ,

pa-.-:

aqueous vapor causes a stronger inflow of air on the east Bide and
a continued fall of the barometer on that side. If there should
be a great precipitation of vapor on the west side of the center of
least pressure, this must be accompanied by ascending currents
of air on that side which would oppose the estal

the equilibrium of pressure on that side, and the center of the
storm may be held stationary or even diverted to the west.
Tins appears to afford the explanation of the phenomenon of
stationary storms, of which No. 36 in the table c

very remarkable example. This storm traveled i

to Nova Scotia at the rate of twenty-four miles per hour; but
from March 9th to March 10th, when near Nova Scotia, its

motion did not exceed three miles per hour. From the 10th
to the 11th its motion was scarcely fifteen miles per hour, and
from the 11th to the 14th the center oscillated to and fro, its
average rate of progress for the three days being less than
three miles per hour. This period was characterized by a
heav\ fa 1 ol si nv oi the w. st side of the center of low pres-
sure, as is shown by the following table.

PreeipitaHon, March 8 -14, ±74

SoSsr i' •10
•oi

•J? •2( •20 -o?
'°

l •22 04
;;;•;

•101 -09 03 •,.4 !>.-.

;'!

Father Point •33

Cape Rosier '
-u.5

-kChatham it 3< 13
1 1 i

oi ':

The date is given at the top of each column, and the
tion, which was chiefly in the form of snow, is expressed in inches
of water. We see that during these five days the average pre-

was more than one inch of water, which corresponds
to about one foot of snow, and this snow-fall extended west-
ward 1,000 miles from the center of least pressure.
was considerable precipitation even beyond these limits. This
remarkable precipitation of vapor which continued so long and
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extended over so large an area on the west side of the low-

centre, is believed to have been the cause of the slow eastward
progress of the storm.

This unusual precipitation on the west side of the storm is

ascribed in part to an east wind which prevailed at a moderate
elevation above the earth's surface, while a strong wind from
the west or norti . --

;
r< .

. led at the surface of the earth.

This fact is shown by the following observations of the wind
and the upper clouds at Portland, Eastport and Halifax.

Date. Station. Wind. Clouds.

March 11.2 Eastport

Portland

N.W.
X. W.

N. W.

E.

S.

s.

N. EL

The precipitation on the west side of the low center ceased
March 14th, and after that date the low center traveled rapidly
cast ward. From the 14th to the 15th its average progress was
twenty-nine miles per hour, from the 15th to the 16th it was
forty -seven miles per hour, from the 16th to the 17th it was
thirty-six miles per hour, from the 17th to the 18th it was only
thirteen miles per hour, and from the 18th to the 19th when off

North Cape it was only eight miles per hour. The progress of
this storm from Montana to the North Cape is shown on Chart
b and the isobaric curves show that there was a sudden in-

crease in the violence of the storm on approaching the Atlantic

No. 10 of the table on page 2 presents another example of a
nearly stationary storm. From February 22d to the 24th the

center of this storm re: *bt hours near Quebec,
and for the next two days the storm" traveled very slowly, but
I have no means of determining the exact position of the low-

center. The following observations show that at this time

there was an unusual precipitation on the west side of the

Precipitation, February 22-26, 1873.

22.1 22.2 22.3 23.1

t.
•t:> •50

8**

Mt. Washington

•40 -50 -20
j

2
No. 40 of the table on page 2 presents another example of

the same kind. The center of tl near Father

Point from the morning of April 30th for about two days, and
!t was four days in reaching St Johns, Newfoundland. In
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3re was an unusu r .

; side of the center of low pressu
' ble:

Precipitation, April ZQ-May 3, 1874.

i also there was an unusual precipitation of
' the center -* *-

following table

of the

vapor on
shown by the

Cape Rosier -21 -27 "01 -10
! "15 -40 -20 -20 1-54

Sydney
|

-34 -23
| | [

[ |

„
|

.09 .„

A still more remarkable example of the same kind occurred
on the Atlantic Ocean in the winter of 1874-5. A storm of
unusual violence extended entirely across the Atlantic and for
many days the center of the storm was nearly stationary. On
the 30th of December, 1874, there was a low center (barometer
28-7 inches) a short distance south of Greenland, with an area
of high pressure on the east (barometer S05 inches) and an

igh pressure on the west (barometer 30 '8\ On the
3

«£
h£ • f

enter occuPied "early the same position (barome-
ter 28-3), with a high on the east (bar. 30"7) and a high on the
west (bar 30/8). January 1st the low was nearly stationary
(bar. 28-7), with a high on the east (bar. 30'5) and a high on
the west (bar. 30-7). January 2d the low had advanced 750
miles eastward (bar. 28

'9), with a high on the east (bar. 30-5)
but the high on the west had nearly disappeared under the

pproaching from the west. January

the bar. 30 -

5) and another low (

on the west side by a high (bar.
low areas had blended into a sin-

the west (bar.

30-5). "

gle low area (bar. 28-9), and the
thereby transferred about 400 miles westward, with a high

"
.30-7). Th,

--

(bar.30-5) and a high i

was at this time a subordinate low center (bar. 29*7) further
it may be claimed that this was the continuation of

the storm of December 30th, but it appears to me more reason-
able to consider the great depression of January 4th to be the
continuation of that of December 30th. January 5th the low
center had moved a little southward (bar. 28-9) with highs
both east and west. January 6th the low had moved toward

est (bar. 28"9) with highs both east and west. Jan-
•v to the south (bar

28-5) with highs both ;aary 8th theTo^s

high on the west was nearly broken down by a new area of
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pressure which was advancing from the west. January 9th

much reduced (bar. BO'S) and a [ual high on the

y 10th low stationary (bar. 28'7) with a high on
30-5), with a small low on the west (bar. 29-5)

and a high further west (bar. 30-6). January 11th the

low areas coalesced and the resulting center of least pressure

was thereby carried 650 miles westward (bar. 28 -

5), with a

high on the east (bar. 30'7) and a high on the west (bar. 804>
In this case there was a subordinate low center (bar. 29'3)

about 2,000 miles in a northeast direction, which has the

appearance of having been detached from the larger low area

since the morning of January 10th, and this may perhaps be
claimed as being the continuation of the great storm of the

twelve preceding days ; but it seems to me most reasonable to

regard the greater low area as being the continuation of that of

December 30th. January 12th the low was stationary (bar.

27-9), with a high on the east (bar. 80*7) and a high on the

west (bar. 30-6). The barometer had now attained its greatest

depression, and the area of low pressure (below 30 inches)

stretched entirely across the Atlantic Ocean, including the

whole of Newfoundland on the west and the whole of Great

Britain on the east, extending southward to latitude 32° and
northward beyond latitude 70°. Plate II represents the isobars

for January 12th and also the path of the storm's center from

December 30th to January 18th. January 13th the center

was nearly stationary, January 14th it had moved a little east-

ward, January 15th it had moved a little northward, and dur-

ing the three 'following, days it moved a little eastward. Thus
on January 18th the center of the storm was only 900 miles

eastward of its position on December 30th, and it was 200
miles westward of its position January 3d. The principal

westerly motion of the storm center appeared to result from the

influence of another low center advancing from the west and
uniting with the former. This result took place January 4th

i January 11th. and also January 15th.

This entire period of twenty days was characterized by
winds of hurricane violence on the western side of the low

center, attended by extensive h on the

western side consisted chiefly of snow and sleet, with very low

temperature, the thermometer on the American coasl

ing much of the time near zero of Fahrenheit, and at stations

but little removed from the coast sinking more than 20° below

zero. Thia lieved to have taken place chiefly

over the <>< mt could not be measured. The
following table shows the precipitation in Newfoundland, New
Brunswick ws the lowest tempera-
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Precipitation, Jan. 1-18, 1815. Lowest Temperature.

JU syawy . i.'fe *ft&. \:%: Qnebe, ffi. K" wi™,

0-48 0-75 0-40

100 •49 •25

•01

•10 •06 01
Z{

]

:i ill-' -2U-5
•03

1 20 1-65 •93

15 •28

l

-io

•31 15 •15 1-12

01 -16-3 iS

•25 •36 •55 •02 •64 •30

- \* - S'S

-34-7

•40

•30 •09 09
- 5-4 -« -34-8

Sum 3-35 2-93 4.5 2-93

Over the Atlantic Ocean near the parallel of 30°, throughout
the month of January the mean height of the barometer is

about 301 inches. During the twenty days now under ex-
amination there were only four days in which the pressure in

that region fell below 303 inches. Throughout these twenty
days there was always an area of high pressure on the east,

rora 30-3 to 30 7 inches, generally at a distance of 1,500
iles. On five days the center of greatest pressure

was distant at least 3,000 miles, but there was always a pressure

of at least 30-3 inches within a distance of about 2,000 miles.

On the west there was always an area of high pressure varying
from 30-4 to 30*8 inches, and generally at a distance of about
1,500 miles; but on five davs its distance was about 3,000
miles. It is not known whether there was an area of high
pressure on the north, but we know that during this period
the temperature at the north was extremely low. Throughout
this eutii period t t ivas therefore a < ause to produce a wind
from four different directions towards the center of this storm,
and the force was sufficient to set the air in motion over an
immense area. The usual phenomena attending areas of low
barometer must therefore follow, viz : high winds, a fall of the
barometer, and a precipitation of vapor. On the present
occasion these phenomena were exhibited in unusual intensity,

because the center of low pressure was directly over the Gulf
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Stream, where the temperature of the water in January is

nearly 80°, and the air which flowed in from the north and

w.-st'wa-; .-v.^ivoly i-ohi. It seems probable that this cold

northwest wind pushed under the warmer wind from the south-

east as was observed in the storm of March 11, 1874, and that

this was one cause of the unusual precipitation on the west

side of the storm-center This extensive precipitation on the

west side of the low center is believed to have been the prin-

cipal cause of the slow progress of the storm eastward.

Violent Winds.

In order to determine the laws which govern the velocity of

the wind I selected from the published volumes of the Signal

Service observations (September, 1872, to May, 1874,) all those

cases in which the velocity of the wind amounted to forty

miles per hour. The number of these cases was 25< '.

the observations at Mount Washington and Pike's Peak, where

high velocities are very common. Of these 250 cases, eighty-

two were reported at 7:35 A. M., ninety-one at 4:35 P. M., and

seventy-seven at 11 P. m. These results indicate a slight influ-

ence of the regular diurnal inequality in the force of the

winds, but the inequality depending upon the hour of the day

is only one-fifth as great as is found in the average of the daily

observations for an entire year : showing that the causes which

determine the force of the daily winds have but little influence

in co itrolliag the force of the most violent winds.

The following table shows the average number of cases of

violent winds for each month of the year :

M. ): ,:, M,nU, «•«,,. Month. 1 Ca.es.

Jan.

Feb.

M..r-h

22

Julv

Ausr.

5

I'" i

Thus we see that during the six months, from November to

April, violent winds are more than five times as frequent as

during the other six months of the year. But the average

force of the daily winds for the former period is only one-

fourth greater than during the latter period, showing, as before

stated, that the causes which determine the force of the daily

winds have but little influence in controlling the force ot the

most violent winds.
The following table shows the number of cases in which the

wind blew from each of the eight principal points of the com-

pass at the time of these high velocities. We see thai

winds come from a northern q
frequently as they do from a southern quarter, and they sel-

dom come directly from the south.
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The following table shows all the stations at which these vio-

lent winds were reported in more than two cases, and it also

shows the number of cases for each of the eight principal

points of the compass

:

Breckenridge .

Fort Sully""

Cape Rosier .

.

Father Point.

.

Fort Benton..

Cheyenne
: ..

The observations at Cape Rosier and Father Point embrace
only a period of seven months. A comparison of all the ob-

servations indicates a decided preponderance of high velocities

at the more northern stations. In order to determine whether
the force of the wind generally increases with an increase of

latitude, I determined the mean velocity of the wind at all the

Signal Service stations and classified the observations according

to the latitude of the stations. The following table shows the

results at all the stations north of latitude 30°, except Mount
Washington and Pike's Peak :

These observations indicate that in North America the aver-
fche wind increases with the latitude from latitude

30° to latitude 45°. Beyond the parallel of 45° then
entiy :i diminution in the force of the wind, but this result
may be due to the circumstance that beyond this
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erally less than it

force of the wind is generally i-< •><• -* at stations on the Atlan-

tic coast, the Gulf of Mexico and the Great Lakes, particularly

Lakes Michigan and Erie. The force is least at the interior

stance to the movement of the air

caused by the inequalities of the earth's surface. There is,

however, an important exception to this rule between the me-
ridian of 94° and the Eocky Mountains, where the mean force

of the wind is greater than it is at the interior stations east of*

that meridian. Between the meridian of 94° and the Rocky
Mountai is. the average velocity of the wind is 10"2 miles per

hour, while between the meridians of 82° and 94° the average

velocity is only 7
"5, and at the stations situated directly on the

Mississippi river the average velocity is only 7 '4 miles. This

difference is partlv due to the circumstance that beyond the

meridian of 94° the face of the country is nearly a plane sur-

face almost entirely destitute of forests, and therefore opposes

but little resistance to the free motion of the winds. But there

is another circumstance which contributes to the same result.

Throughout an extensive region east of the Rocky Mountains

the annual rain-fall is very small. The winds of this region are

vin Is, while theair of the Mississippi valley con-

tains an abundance of vapor. The difference in the specific

gravity of the air over the two localities is sufficient to accel-

erate considerably the west and northwest winds which sweep

over the dry prairies west of the Mississippi river.

The same causes which affect the average velocity of the

winds affect also the frequency of occurrence of the most vio-

lent winds. The resiion where violent winds are of most fre-

quent occurrence is near the Gulf of St. Lawrence. It has been

mentioned that the observations at Cape Rosier and Father

Point embrace a period of only seven months, and should

therefore be multiplied by three in order to render them com-

narable with observations at the other stations. An important

reason for the greater violence of the winds in this region, is

the greater magnitude of the barometric fluctuations and the

unusual contrast which exists between the warm and moist

winds from the south, and the cold dry winds from the north.

Bevond the meridian of 94°, where the average force of the

freq "-iolent winds are also of very 1

renee, and these violent wind
as frequently as they do fror

gion, northerly winds somet
continuously to the Gulf of '.

north four times



four miles per hour, and also November 18th, 1873, when the
wind at Inai tiles per hour. In these and many
similar cases, there was an area of high barometer in Dakota,
causing northerly winds at all places on the south side of this

center from Dakota to the Gulf of Mexico. The frequency of

violent winds in this region is ascribed to two causes, viz., the
country is generally destitute of forests and the air is uncom-
monly dry.

The frequency of violent winds at Indianola is specially re-

r the cause of this phenomenon
I have prepared the fo] 1st ah< >wa
the dates at which the winds attained a velocity of forty miles
per hour,' column 2d shows the velocity observed; column 3d
shows the direction of the wind ; column 4th shows the height
of the barometer; column 5th shows the rain-fall in inches
during the preceding eight hours; column 6th shows the tem-
perature of the air at Indianola ; column 7th shows the aver-
age temperature of the water of the Gulf of Mexico during
the same month as derived from Maury's thermal charts; col-

umn 8th shows the difference between the temperature of In-
nd the temperature of the water in the Gulf; column

9th shows the height of the barometer at some station north of
: column 10th shows the direction of this station ;

and column 11th shows its distance in miles from Indianola.

Violent winds at Indianola.

Wind.

BaroJ Rain

Thermometer. High on North.

V.-1. !..;•.-. fmp.fmpj »Wer Barom. Direction. Dist.

1872, Oct. 7.1 4 3 N. .!.•!>', V.i 70° -2 -12° 3u-23 1200
Nov. 6.2 40 N.

N. 29-83 02 s
78

- 25
15 N.43 E. 750

12< H)

N. >.»()* N31 W
48 N. 3014 -88 N.31 W

Dec. 10.1 40 X. 2!t-sn 17 N.32 E.
1873, Jan. 28.1 3>r2(i X 7 E.

28.2 N. 30-33 X. 7 K.

42 N. 30-42 N. 7 E.
Feb. 22.3 48 N. 54 74 -20 N. 10 W. 11 w0
Mar. 2.1 N. -25 •93 X. 10 w

25.1 N. 2S01 57 75 N. 10 W. lioo
N. 4> North

April 7.3 H N. 48 42 N. 10 W.
15.1 ». 3o]9 -25

Nov. 18.1 N. »a

Dec. 3.3 48 N'.K. 30- 1* •26

12.3 N. •46 N.45 W.
X. 30-12 •15 74

40 N. -30 •47 UK 10 E."

April 1.1 N. 43 •31 X. 10 K.

•46 NorthN. 29-70

17.1 40 X. 3005 ' 58 81 -23 •38 IN. 32 E. 1300



rge the wind
We also that i

; an area of high

the temperature of the air

at Indianola was below that of the

generally very much below it ; an
( iu If contained an abundance of

would be sufficient to produce a fr

The reason that violent winds at

than at stations further east on the

greater dryness of the air near the Bock
annual rani

Bocky Mountains, and the winds must be dryer near
tains than they are near !.< Mi 1> pi Biver. We

velocitf of the wi
At Mobile the m

ity of the wind is 6'0 miles per boar; al >

miles
; at Galveston it is 93 miles : and at

miles.

At several of the stations, one of the most notice

liarities of these violent winds is the great predor
winds from a particular direction, viz : at Quebec they come
chiefly from the northeast ; at Breckenridge chiefly from the

northwest ; at Indianola from the north ; at Yankton from the

northwest, etc. This seems to indicate that the direction of the

wind is somewhat modified by the configuration of the surface

common at Indianola

f Mexico may be the

Mountains. The

13 u

of the ntrv.

A high velocity of the wind is not invariably associated with

a low barometer. In fifty-seven cases (out of 250) the barometer
was above thi rt v inches: in sixteen cases it was above 30"25

inches
; and in "three cases it was as high as 305 inches. The

follow ino- are the extreme cases :

».. ,.., .*_ *H^ I-or«
—

2

3

Breckenridge

Breckenridge

30-75
|

N. 4"

-23

In each of these c the of low barometer
within the limits of the United States, and a '.so an area of high

barometer ; but in cases No. 1 and No. 3 the pressure at Breck-

enridge was the highest reported at any station at that hour.

In No. 1, however, the barometer at Breckenridge rose -17 inch

and in No. 8 it rose "20 inch before the succeeding obser-

vation, which seems to indicate that at the former date the

center of high pressure was northwest of Breckenridge. In
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No. 1 there was a difference of temperature of 84° between
Breckenridge and Florida, and in No. 3 a difference of 89°.
This was doubtless an important part of the moving force
which gave the wind such velocity. Nos. 1 and 3 are remark-
able examples of the force with which a cold wave often sweeps
over Montana and Dakota, bringing at the same time an ex-
tremely low temperature and a very high barometer. In No. 2
the barometer indicated 30-91 inches at Halifax, and the differ-
ence of temperature between Quebec and Florida was 69°.

Barometric Gradient.

I have determined the barometric gradient for each of the
250 cases of high velocity of the wind, and a comparison of
the results shows that the gradient increases with

•'

of the station. In order to determine the rate of increase, I

divided the observations into four classes ; the first .

all the stations south of latitude 35°
; the second conta

stations between latitude 35° and 40° ; the third between 40°
and 45°j and the fourth containing the stations north of lati-

tude 45°. The following table shows the average results ; col-
umn first shows the average latitude of the stations in each
class, and column second shows the average distance in miles
between the isobars drawn for each tenth of an inch difference

It is readily seen that the gradient increases more rapidly
sine of the latitude, but not so rapidly as the square

of the sine of the latitude. It also appears that the gradient is
about the same in the ! ^ it is near the Atlan-
tic coast in the same latitude, with the exception of the sta-
tions which have a great elevation. At an elevation of 6,000
feet the gradient is nearly one-third less than it is at the lower

The observations also indicate that the gradient is less in
summer than in winter; but the observations are too few in
number to furnish a satisfactory value of the gradient in sum-
mer for these high velocities.

The following table shows in miles the average distance be-
tween the isobars (which are drawn to represent a difference of
pressure of one-tenth of an inch), corresponding to a velocity
of the wind from one to fifty miles per hour, excluding the ob-

:•:
;

tude of the stations employed
the table i

i my second paper, page 13.
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Relation hifirtil , tin, relurjty of the iri ,<<! ami t/n ,fi'stance between

V,l,c. Dist. V,.n,. l>i«t. v,,„. n,,r. Veloc.
j

Dist. V,l„, M,t.

j U 115 21 f.7 31 78 41 50

1
]2 ]li

22
97

32

33 72 « 48

97 69

I is

100 26
2T

85 11
54

s JS

10 117 20 ft.-) 30 SL 40 51 ...1 45

There are thirty-five cases reported of velocities exceeding

fifty miles per hour, one of them amounting to seventy-one

miies per hour, viz., Yankton, May 29.1, 1873. These obser-

vations do not indicate any increase in the gradient above

that corresponding to a velocity of fifty miles per hour. This

fact seems to indicate that these very high velocities are local

and are due to a local cause. The barometric gradient is a very

reliable indication of the average velocity of the wind over a

large area : but over a small area there may be exceptional ve-

locities which do not sensibly affect the barometric gradi nt as

determined from observations at stations distant 1< M -

each other. Such exceptional velocities may result from a

Mr. Henry A. Hazen, a graduate of Dartmout

College of the class of 1871.

In the following notices, those based upon single newspaper

reports, and which could not be otherwia i veri0ed,

in smaller type, and the source of the infer

For information received I am indebted to John M. Batchelcler

<>f Bost .ii. Fred. E. Goodrich of the Boston Post, Principal J.

W. Dawson of Montreal, Professor E. T. Quimby of Dartmouth

College and others.

1876.—May 10. A shock at Santa Barbara, Cal—(U. S. Sign.

Serv.)

Aug. 16. At 1.15 p. M. The bark Forest Queenwperienced a

heavy shock of fifteen seconds duration in lat. 41° 55' V. " l-r

126° 25' W., off the southern part of Oregon.— (U. S. Sign, fcerv.)
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(U. S. Sign. Serv.)

Sept. 21. A shock about 11.30 p. h., felt at Newport, R i.
and at 1 all River and New Bedford. Ma-., and adjacent places.
At Fort Adams, R. I., it was reported to be "apparently from
east to west and lasting about ten seconds.''

Sept. 25. Two distinct and heavy shocks with an interval of
about fifteen minutes between them were felt aboul
of 24th and 25th throughout southern Illinois and ]

St. Louis, Mo. to Indianapolis. Ind., and Louisville, Ky. They
air - to have been most severe in the valley of the Wabash
r
!':;

VC1 '- ^'t'lMt.Cai ,nsville,Ind.
In,- time given for the second and heavier shock varied from
12 midnight to 12.15 A. m.

Sept. 26. A slight shock reported at Friendsville, 111.— (U. S.
Sign. Serv.)

Oct. 6. Two shocks at San Francisco at 9.20 and 10.08 p. m.
lhe farst an ten seconds, with a mo1
N. W. to S. E. was felt also at Oakland, San Jose" and Angel
Island.

Nov. 20. A shock at Eastport, Me., at 1 p. m.—(IT. S. Sign. Serv.)

Dec. 11. About 7 p. m. at Silver Mountain, Cal., a series of
seven shocks were felt within a period o:
first and third shocks being heavier than the others. Thej
were preceded by a rumbling noise and apparently came from
the south or southeast,
A slight shock was also reported at 3 o'clock next morning

at the same place.
°

Dec. 12. A slight shock in the City of Charleston, S. C, in the
evening—(LT. S. Sign. Serv.)

Dec. 21. A shock at Wytheville, Va., at 10.30 a m—(U S
Sign. Serv.) •

\ -

„ i

8n-~?an
-
10

-
A s%nt shoct about 1.1* P- v. at Los Angeles,

Cal., which at Benedict Canon near there, was felt as
tinct shocks preceded by a loud report.—(Los Angelas
-N. Y. Times.)
Jan 13. A heavy earthquake about noon, fortv-five miles south-

east of San Diego, Cal. '• The reverberations were from east to
xtended throughout the mountains to the borders of

Cajou \ alley."—(N. Y. Times.)

Feb. 17. A heavy shock at Quincy, Plumas Co., Cal., in the
morning.

>. M. at Portland, Me.,
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Feb. 24. The Honolulu Gazette of Feb. 28th reports a sub-

marine volcanic outbreak in Kealakeakaua Bay at 3 A. M., Feb.

24. During the same night a severe earthquake was felt at

Koawalsa and Kell.

March 8. Two light shocks about 2 a. m., and a few minutes

before 5 a. m. at Helena, Montana.—(Helena Independent, in N. Y.
Times.)

March 19. A shock at Kingston, Jamaica, at 12.55 A. m.

April 17. A slight shock of short duration at Panama at 5.50

A. m.—(U. S. Sign. Serv.)

April 23. A slight shock at Auburn, N. H., at 11 a. m., from

N. W. to S. E.— (IT. S. Sign. Serv.)

April 26. A slight shock at Franklin, N. C, at 5 p. m.—(U. S.

Sign. Serv.)

May 2. A shock "lasting eight or ten seconds" at 10.20

P. m. at Oshawa, Ontario.

May 9. At 8.30 P. M., a series of severe shocks, lasting four

or five minutes, and followed by a destructive tidal wave, were

felt on the coast of Peru, Bolivia and Chili. The center of

ice appeared to be the neighborhood of the volcano

Haga, on the borders of Peru and Bolivia, in lat. 21° S. The
shocks were felt along the coast from beyond Arequipa, Peru, to

Val r;ii.«>. CI ,. hut were most violent and destructive from

Iquique, where the duration was 4 m. 20 sec., to Cobija,

Mexillones and Chavanago, Bolivia. The disturbance does not

appear to have extended very far inland. The sea wave how-

ever spread over the entire Pacific, being felt along the coast of

Mexico and California (whence it was reported by the signal

service a dav before news of the shock was received), at the

Sandwich Islands, the Marquesas Islands, Japan and Australia.

On the Per asta the wave was from twenty

to sixty feel ; and ProP'
ertv, both on land and among the shipping in the harbors.

At the Sandwich Islands the wave was fifteen to thir*

high, and on the Australian coast one to six feet hLk Its

average rate of progress, as calculated from the time of arrival

of the first wave, and assuming its origin to have been near

Iquique, was as follov lea per hour, to San

Francisco 348 miles, to Honolulu 408 miles and to Australia

378 miles per hour.
.

On the Peruvian e at intervals

for some days, and later reports indicate that the whole coast

red a considerable permanent upheaval.

At San Jose, Costa Rica, a fe, -V28 a. m.

of the 10th (local time) or <> h 54m after the shock at I
{

In the Sandwich Islands the volcano of Kilauea exhibited
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unusual activity, and eruptions of lava with occasional earth-
quake shocks occurred during the week preceding
wave, especially one at 2.45 p. m., May 4th.
More detailed local reports of the phenomena mav be found

in this Journal III, x!v, p 77, U.l. Weathe* Seview, May'

xvfW U2 m 198
1Can

'

V°L XXXVi1
'
PP

'
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'

345
'

NatUr6
'

V0K

ScKe^
two^seconds

A S6Vere ^^^ *' Lima and Calla°' laSting twei%-
May 15. From Port Stanley, Out, it is reported that a wave

fave feet luoh , ltlUl} >\ (lll( ,
t() s m ,, irt , .,,. . h ock, swept

along the northern shore of Lake Erie, followed for an hour bv
smaller ones. J

May 25. A shock at Knoxville, Tenn.—(U. S Sien Serv )

Sign
a

L
2

rv.

A Sh°Ck ^ 8 ^ M
'
at NeW Ha™onyflnd.-(U. S.

May 30 A heavy shock between 2 and 3 a. m„ at Pasa
Kobles, Cal.

June 11. A volcanic eruption, smoke and boulders, in the
i.ig Wells Station, Southern Pacific R. R,

of the earth
&

'

preceded b^ a viol^'t vibration

t ?
unw1

-

8
; •

At MiIwaukee, Wis., at 7.30 p. m., the water inLake Michigan fell two feet in half an hour and rose againmore quickly.—(U. S. Sign. Serv.)
June 23 A shock about 11.30 P. m. at Bakerafield, Cal.

i to be in the nature of an upheaval rather than

iJ?y i
A Bhoct at Sacramento, Cal, lasting one minute. Oscil-

lations, E. and W.— (U. S. Sign. Serv.)

iJfl
W

i

Tw0
1

S,,OC
!

CS at 6 '40 R M" at Memphis, Tenn., last-
ing several seconds, vibrations from S. W. or W. to N. E. orE.

hve seconds, at Carbondale, 111—(LT. S. Sign. Serv.)

July 17.

seconds, at '.

lasting about th

Aug io. A shock lasting several seconds at Florence, X J _
(U. S. Sign. Serv.)

'

Mil
Ug

"

17
i

A
,
S%ht

fu
Ck ab°Ut U A

-
M" felt in ^troit,

I a few neighboring towns. [1

seconds to one minute, and was accompanied by a rumbling
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. At 7.30 p. m. of the same day a heavy shock, lasting

fifteen seconds, was felt at Campo, Cal.—(II. S. Sign. Serv.)

Aug. 23. Shocks of an alarming nature were felt at Cobija,

Bolivia, at 1.40 P. M., and at Iquique at 5 P. m., and a few days
earlier at Copiapo, Chili.

Sept. 1. A slight shock at 1L A. M. at Latonsville, Sandy
other point > in Prince George's

Co, m.
Sept. 7. A shock at 10 p. m. at Yuma, Arizona.—(U. S. Sign.

extent of i

twenty miles wide, and having i

irty or forty seconds, had an apparent motion toward
the southwest, and was accompanied by a rumbling noise.

Sept. 18. Panama advices of this date say, shocks of earth-

quake were continuously felt in some of the southern ports of

Sept. 29. A shock i

seconds, with 1

Oct. 9. A severe shock at 2.20 A. M. at Lima and Callao,

Peru
; felt also in Pisco, lea and Chincha, where two shocks

were reported. The vibration was from north to south.

Oct. 12. Quite severe shocks were felt in Oregon, occurring

md at 1.53 p. m, two shocks being noticed; at Marsh-
Held. Clackamas Co., at 1.45 p. M. ; and at Cascades at 1.52

P. M. (Another shock was felt at Cascades at 9 A. M.) The vibra-

tions were in each case from north to south and were sufficiently

violent to overthrow chimneys.
. At 3.26 A. M. of the same dav a slight earthquake

was felt on the Isthmus of Panama.
Oct 26. Between 5 and 6 p. m. the schooner Leo felt a

rthquake shock, continuing about ten seconds, in kit.

43° 13' K, long 128° W, the vessel being 300 or 400 miles

from the coast of Oregon.
Nov. 4. About 2 A. M. a rather sev« re earthquake was felt

it a large part of Canada, New York and New Eng-
land. It was reported from Ottawa. Perth and many otler

{•laces in Ontario east of i lin
i

initio Kingstoi ml Pern

from Hanove:
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of Lake Champlain and the Hudson as far south as Albany ;

and finally from Utica, Eome, Auburn and the Mohawk Valley.

It was probably felt throughout the whole Adirondack region

which is thus enclosed, but whence no reports could be ex-

pected. It would thus seem to have been felt over an irregular

trapezium, whose angles are marked bv Pembroke, Ont., Three
Rivers, P. Q., Hartford, Conn., and Auburn, N. Y. ; and which
is therefore some 200 miles on its northern and southern sides,

about 800 on the east and 175 on the west. In regard to the

exact time of the shock the reports differ too much among
themselves, and are mostly of too vague a nature to permit any
deductions therefrom as to the direction or rate of progress of

the vibration. Comparing the reports from thirty-six localities

in which the time is given, and rejecting three as quite wide of
the truth, we find them cluster closely about 2 A. M., none
earlier than 1.45, none later than 2.10, most being between 1.50
and 2, local time. The only ones, however, which appear to

v accurate are Montreal 1.50 A. M. (J. W. Dawson),
Hartford 1.56 (Ed. Hartfor I C > u mt) =1.52 Montreal time, and
Dudley observatory, Albany, 1.53 = 1.54 Montreal time. The
Hartford record is also confirmed by an apparently careful

report from Windsor, Conn., giving 'l.55 a. m. Many (25)
reports give in a general way " 2 a. m.," "about 2 A. M.," etc.

The duration in Montreal was about twenty seconds. The
other reports of its duration vary from four or five seconds to

two or three minutes and in one case five minutes. Most of

them however give about half a minute. It seems to have been
most severe in the valley of the St. Lawrence and about Lake

i. where the vibration was sufficient to overturn
crockery, crack ceilings and in a few cases to throw down
chimneys. The reports are nearly unanimous that the vibra-

tion advanced from west to east, only one report (Hanover, N.
H.) stating it as from north to south, this however on the con-
current testimony of three observers. In some places a rum-
bling noise and in others two or several shocks were reported

;

at Dudley observatory "a severe shock of ten seconds duration,

followed after an interval of thirty seconds by a lighter one ;" at

Hanover, "a succession of five or six waves, increasing in inten-

sity for the first third of the time and then decreasing;'
1

in

M< Qtreal " a low rumbling sound followed by a sharp explosion
and then a tremor."

In compiling the above I have been able to compare reports

from fifty eight stations.

Nov. 14. A slight shock at 9.40 A. M. at Cornwall, Ont.

Nov. 15. About noon several shocks were felt in Iowa and
adjoining portions of Kansas, Nebraska and Dakota. The
times given were: Iowa City 12.30 p. m., Council Bluffs 12.15,



These times are plainly discordant, but at this distance r

data are available for correcting them.
Nov. 16. A slight shock about 2.20 a. m. at Knoxvill

Term.
Nov. 18. A shock about 5 A. M. in the Bermuda Islands -

(Newark Daily Advertiser).

Princeton, N. .T, Nov. 30, 1877.

[When, many years ago, it

Maury and others, that a cold 8

between two adjacent warmer ones, or vice versa and that there
might be a succession of such conditions between the surface and
the bottom, the assertion was believed by many to be fallacious

and contrary to the Uvws of ocean physics, and that warm Mater
would necessarily rise until it was above that of a lower tempera-
ture. More recently, however, reliable observations of the north-

ern seas have established this fact, the Germans, the Swedes and
the Norweg verified ir. The investigations

of Professor Hind on the coast of Labrador, have shown many
cases of a similar character. A similar observation was made by
Captain Belknap, of the U. S. Navy, while in eoinmand of the U.
S. steamer Tuscarora, during her famed cruise in the Paeirie ; and
by the courtesy of Commodore Ammen, chief of the Bureau of Nav-
igation, we are permitted to present an abstract of a report made
by that officer on the 2d of September, 1874.

—

Eds.]

A STUDY of the surface and under-surface temperatures, in

the Pacific Ocean, has yielded some interesting results. (Treat

'.a iv was taken to make the observations as accurate as possi-

ble, and the surfac t mper.-it ires .arc invariably means of four

and five thermometers. Whenever there was any doubt, or

any marked change in temperature, the observations were
ahva s rep r • j. [ i taking the 1

along the Kurile Islands, the indications of the Miller-Casella

thermometers were sometimes so startling and perplexing, the

temperatures being so low, that the observations were
often duplicated to verify their accuracy ; if the second obser-

vation confirmed the first, the results were accepted as true
;

otherwise they were rejected.

Proceeding in this way, a cold stratum between two warm
near the surface, between the
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parallels of 49° and 52° north latitude and the meridians of
158 and 167° east longitude. The upper part of the stratum
in one place, showing a temperature of 88 -7 I-', v ... '. -'o
fathoms below the surface, while at 10 fathoms below the sur-
face the temperature was 41° F. At a depth of 100

ro^P
?
rature was 32 ° F

' ; below that curve to a depth
ot 200 fathoms, the range of temperature was from 34°-5 F. to
38 7F. The width of the col v narrowed
to a point in an easterly direction fr„m the coast, or as the edge
of the Japan stream was approached.

I may say here that the indications of the Miller-Casella
thermometers are not always reliable, as the needles sometimes
jump in the tube*, md this wis especially the case on this
northern line, where the changes of under-surface temperatures
are so much more sudden than in the Central North Pacific
where serial temperatures were taken by this ship.
In three or four instances, the thermometers came up from

the bottom and intermediate depths, indicating temper
from 20 F. to 28° F.; temperati ossible.

There can be no doubt, however, of the existence of the cold
stratum described above, as no temperature was recorded until
repeated observations with different thermometers coni
accuracy.

An inspection of the surface-temperature chart will show that
the coldest surface water was found along the Kurile Islands,
between the parallels of 45° and 47° north latitude. The tem-
perature of the air was also lower in that region than at any
point further north, and the lowest snow line was (

there, though the range of latitude traversed was nearly eight
degrees higher. The current in that locality was found to be
setting in a southerly direction, and undoubtedly pourin^ out
of the Sea of Ochotsk. "

F

The surface temperatures along the Aleutian Islands show
considerable . ,/ s s ,, t

doubtless attributable to tidal in ction of the
wind, and the meeting of different currents.

In passing from Behring's Sea to the Pacific, through Onni-
mak Pass, on the morning of the 17th of August, the surface

re rose seven degrees in one hour, some five to seven
miles inside of the Pass, the current at the time setting with
moderate strength into the sea.

The lowest surface temperature along the Kurile group was
36 -4 F.; along the Aleutian Islands the surface temperatures
ranged from 41°6 F. to 49° F. a

. .nation of
the line, across the Gulf of Alaska, to Cape Flattery, the ran^e
of temperature was found to be from 50° F. to 59° F., indica-
ting in the most unmistakable manner the influence of that
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branch of the Japan stream which, curving to the northward

near the meridian of 140° west longitude, impinges upon tin;

coasts of Alaska, and following the line of the shore bordering

on the Gulf of Alaska, sweeps back to the westward and

southwestward to the Aleutain chain: for the moment Onni-

mak Pass is cleared, the temperature of the water rises, and

the current is found to be setting to the southwestward.

The following table will show some of the differences of

temperature observed on the line sounded from Honolulu to

the Bonin Islands, and that part of the northern line from the

southern point of Kamtchatka to Onnimak Pass in Behrmg's

Sea:
Southern Line, Northern Line,

Central North Pacific. North Pacific and Behring's Sea.

Surface, ---70° to 76° F. 36°-4 to 49° F.

Under Surface 30 f'ms, 70°-8

" 1000 " 35°-5
" 2000 " 33°-2
" 3000 " 33°'2

The very low temperatures noted at the depth of 30

fathoms to 206 fathoms are some of those observed in the cold

stratum already described in this report.

The serial temperatures observed on this northern line were

not so extended as could have been wished, owing to the loss

and breakage of thermometers and to the fact that two of the

instruments furnished had to be thrown aside as worthless. In

the latter case the mercury would crowd up past the needle,

rendering the indications valueless, and that defect in those

instruments could not be overcome.

The thermometers sent down at the 3,664 fathom cast came

up unharmed, and as some of the " Challenger's" instruments

broke at a depth of 3,875 fathoms the maximum pressure

which the Miller-Casella thermometers will bear must

where between those depths, or a pressure of about

three-fourt - indicated

thorns is 33° -8 F.

I should take into consideration, however, the fact that

and time intervals for sounding, that the

depths found by the "Challenger" were not so accural

obtained by the "Tuscarora" with piano wire and dynamo-

meter.
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Akt. IV.— On the Magnetic Effect of Electric Con
Henry A. Bowland of the Johns
Baltimore.

The experiments described i

view of determining whether 01 „„.
tion produces magnetic effects. There seems to be no theory-
Ma] ground upon which we can settle the question, seeing that
the magnetic action of a conducted electric current may be
ascribed to some mutual action between the conductor and the
current Hence an experiment is of value. Professor Max-
well, in his "Treatise on Electricity," Art. 770, has computed
the magnetic action of a moving electrified surface, but that
the action exists has not yet been proved experimentally or
theoretically.

The apparatus employed consisted of a vulcanite disc 211
centimeters in diameter and -5 centimeter thick which could
be made to revolve around a vertical axis with a velocity of
61- turns per second. On either side of the disc at a distance
of -6 cm. were fixed glass plates having a diameter of 38 -9
cm. and a hole in the center of 78 cm. The vulcanite disc
was gilded on both sides and the glass plates had an annular
ring of gilt on one side, the outside and inside diameters bein**
24-0 cm. and 8-9 cm. respectively. The gilt sides could be
turned toward or from the revolving disc but were usually
turned toward it so that the problem might be calculated more
readily and there should be no uncertainty as to the electrifica-
tion. The outside plates were usually connected with the earth :

and the inside disc with an electric battery, by means of a point
which approached within one-third of a millimeter of the edo-e
and turned toward it As the edge was broad, the point would

|
there was a difference of potential between

it and the edge. Between the electric battery and the disc, a
commutator was placed, so that the potential of the latter could
be made plus or minus at will. AW parts of the apparatus
were of non-magnetic material.
Over the surface of the disc was suspended, from a bracket

in the wall, an extremely delicate astatic needle, prot,,-
etion and currents of air by a brass tube. The two

needles were 15 cm. long and their centers 17-98 en
from each other The readings were by a telescope and scale.
The opening m the tube for observing the mirror was protected
* The experiments described were made in the laboratory of t

veraty through the kindness of Profes™ TT -

greatly indebted for their completeness.
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from electrical action by a metallic cone, the mirror being at its

vertex. So perfectly was this accomplished that no effect of
electrical action was apparent either on charging the battery or
reversing the electrification of the disc. The needles were so
far apart that any action of the disc would be many fold greater
on the lower needle than the upper. The direction of the nee-
dles was that of the motion of the disc directly below them,
that is, perpendicular to the radius drawn from the axis to the
needle. As the support of the needle was the wall of the lab-
oratory and revolving disc was on a table beneath it, the needle
was reasonably free from vibration.

In the first experiments with this apparatus no effect was
observed other than a constant deflection which was reversed
with the direction of the motion. This was finally traced to

the magnetism of rotation of the axis and was afterward greatly
reduced by turning down the axis to -9 cm. diameter. On
now rendering the needle more sensitive and taking several
other precautions a distinct effect was observed of several

millimeters on reversing the electrification and it was separated
from the effect of magnetism of rotation by keeping the motion
constant and reversing the electrification. As the effect of the
magnetism of rotation was several times that of the moving
electricity, and the needle was so extremely sensitive, numerical
results were extremely hard to be obtained, and it is only after

weeks of trial that reasonably accurate results have been ob-
tained. But the qualitative effect, after once being obtained,

never failed. In hundreds of observations extending over
many weeks, the needle always answered to a change of electri-

fication of the disc. Also on raising the potential above zero

the action was the reverse of that when it was lowered below.
The awing of the needle on reversing the electrification was
about 10- or 15* millimeters and therefore the point of equili-

brium was altered 5 or 7£ millimeters. This quantity varied

with the electrification, the velocity of motion, the sensitive-

ness of the needle, etc.

The direction of the action may be thus defined. Calling

the motion of the disc -1- when it moved like the hands of a

watch laid on the table with its face up, we have the following,

the needles being over one side of the disc with the north pole

the direction of positive motion. The motion being

trifying the disc + the north pole moved toward the

,
and on changing the electrification, the north pole moved

y from the axis. With — motion and -f electrification, the

iorth pole moved away from the axis, and with - electrifica-

ion, it moved toward the axis. The direction is therefore that

n which we should expect it to be.

To prevent any suspicion of currents in the gilded surfaces.

pointing!
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the latter, in many experiments, were divided into small por-
tions by radial scratches, so that no tangential currents could
take place without sufficient difference of potential to produce
sparks. But to be perfectly certain, t!

'_ Idcd lisc was re-

placed by a plane thin -lass plate which could be electrified bv
points on one side, a gilder induction plate at zero potential
being on the other. With this arrangement, effects in the same

as before were obtained, but smaller in quantity, see-

ing that only one side of the plate could be electrified.

The inductor plates were now removed, leaving the disc per-
fectly free, and the latter was once more gilded with a continu-
ous gold surface, having only an opening around the axis of
3-5 cm. The gilding of the' disc was connected with the axis
and so was at a potential of zero. On one side of the plate,

two small inductors formed of pieces of tin-foil on glass plates,

were supported, having the disc between them. On electrifying
these, the disc at the points opposite them was electrified by
induction but there could be no electrification except at points
near the inductors. On now revolving the disc, if the induc-
tors were very small, the electricity would remain nearly at rest

and the plate would as it were revolve through it Hence in
this case we should have conduction without motion of elec-

tricity, while in the first experiment we had motion without
conduction. I have used the term " nearly at rest " in the
above, for the following reasons. As the disc revolves the
electricity is being constantly conducted in the plate so as to
retain its position. Now the function which expresses the po-
tential producing these currents and its differential coefficients

must be continuous throughout the disc, and so these currents
must pervade the whole disc.

To calculate these currents we have two ways. Either we
can consider the electricity at rest and the motion of the disc
through it to produce an electromotive force in the direction of

:d t<> the velocity of motion, to the elec-

trification, and to the surface resistance; or, as Professor Helm-
lioltz has suggested, we can consider the electricity to move
with the disc and as it comes to the edge of the inductor to be
set free to return by conduction currents to the other edge of
the inductor so as to supply the loss there. The problem is

capable of solution in the case of a disc without a hole in the
center but the results are too complicated to be of much use.

Hence scratches were made on the disc in concentric circles

about *6 cm. apart by which the radial component of the cur-

rents was destroyed and the problem became easily calculable.

For, let the inductor cover - the part of the circumference

of any one of the conducting circles ; then, if C is a constant,
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the current in the circle outside the inductor will be H— , and

inside the area of the inductor -C——. On the latter is su-

perposed the convection current equal to + C. Hence the

motion of electricity throughout the whole circle is —, what it

would have been had the inductor covered the whole circle.

In one experiment n was about 8. By comparison with the
other experiments we know that had electric conduction alone
produced effect we should have observed at the telescope — 5-

mil. Had electric convection alone produced magnetic effect

we should have had +5-7 mil. And if they both had effect it

would have been + *7 mil., which is practically zero in the
presence of so many disturbing causes. No effect was dis-

covered, or at least no certain effect, though every care was
used. Hence we may conclude with reasonable certainty that
electricity produces nearly if not quite the same magnetic effect

in the case of convection' as of conduction, provided the same
quantity of electricity passes a given point in the convection
stream as in the con <l!m

The currents in the disc were actually detected by using
inductors covering half the plate and placing the needle over the
uncovered portion

; but the effect was too small to be measured
accurately. To prove this more thoroughly numerical results

were attempted, and. after weeks of labor," obtained. I give
below the last results which, front the precautions taken and the
increase of experience, have the greatest weight.
The magnetizing force of the disc was obtained from the

deflection of the astatic needle as follows. Turning the two
needles with poles in the same direction and observing the
number n of vibrations, and then turning them opposite and
finding the number n' of vibrations in that position, we shall
find, when the lower needle is the strongest,

Where X' and X are the forces on the upper and lower needle
ely, A the deflection, D the distance of the scale and

H the horizontal component of the earth's magnetism. As X'
and n' are very small the first term is nearly X-X'. The tor-

sion of the silk fiber was too small to affect the result, or at
least was almost eliminated bv tin method of experiment.
The electricity was in the first experiment distributed nearly

uniformly over the disc with the exception of the opening in

the center and the excess of distribution on the edge. The
surface density on either side was
Am. Jour. Sci.Itdirp Series, Vol. XV, No. 85.-Jan., 1878.
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V-V being the difference of potential between the disc and
the outside plates, /3 the thickness of the disc and B the whole
distance apart of the outside plates. The excess on the edge
was (Maxwell's Electricity, Art. 196, Eq. 18),

where C is the radius of the disc.

We may calculate the magnetic effect on the supposition
that, as in the conducted current, the magnetizing force dae to
any element of surface is proportional to the quantity of elec-

ting that element in a unit of time. The magnetic
effect due to the uniform distribution has the greatest effect.
With an error of only a small fraction of a per cent, we may
consider the two sides of the disc to coincide in the center.
Taking the origin of coordinates at the- point of the disc under
the needle and the center of the disc on the axis of X we find
for both sides of the disc, the radial component of the force
parallel to the disc,

Sn'Nffa

where a is the distance of the needle from the disc and b that
from the axis ; N is the number of revolutions of the disc per
second and ^=28,800,000,000 centimeters per second according
to Maxwell's determination. The above integral can be. ob-
tained exactly by elliptic integrals, but as it introduces a great
variety of complete and incomplete elliptic integrals of all three
orders, we shall do best by expanding as follows

:

X=if-"p=^N-V1+A,+A3+&c.,, (4)

A,=2i(aretan^ + arctan^)_ aloge
M

A 2=-^+»).oge|
I
-2c),

A
»=ll>-3 I

-«C+(S«'+2,»+a») log,

g

where s='l!±|^-
!

, M=a*+(C+ft)», N=o'+(0-*)».
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From this must be subtracted the effect of the opening in the
center, for which the same formula will apply.
The magnetic action of the excess at the edge may be calcu-

lated on the supposition that that excess is concentrated in a
circle of a little smaller diameter, C, than the disc;

where &=-^===, and F(ib) and E(&) are complete ellip-

tic integrals of the second and first orders respectively.
The determination of the potential was by means of the

spark which Thomson has experimented on in absolute meas-
ure. For sparks of length I between two surfaces nearly plane,
we^have on the centimeter, gram, second system, from Thom-
son's experiments,

V—V'= 1 1 7-5 (1+ -0135),

and for two balls of finite radius, we find, by considering the
distribution on the two sheets of an byperboloid of revolution,

where r is the i

le experiments a i

V-V'=109-6(/+-0135). (6)

A battery of nine large jars, each 48- c. m. high, contained
the store of electricity supplied to the disc, and the difference
of potential was determined before and after the experiment by

a small jar and testing its length of spark. Two
determinations were made before and two after each experi-
ment, and the mean taken as representing the pot<

the experiment.
The velocity of the disc was kept constant by observing a

governor. The number of revolutions was the same, nearly,

ined bv the sizes of the pulleys or the sound of a
Seebeck siren attached to the axis of the disc; the secret of
this agreement was that the driving cords were well supplied
with rosin. The number of revolutions was 61* per second.

In such a delicate experiment, the disturbing causes, such as
the changes of the earth's magnetism, the changing temperature
of the room, &c, were so numerous that only on few days could
numerical results be obtained, and even then the accuracy
could not be great. The centimeter, gram, second system, was
used.

First Series. a= 205, 6=9-08, « = "697, D= 110-, H-182
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i from equation (1)

X- -99 X'= = -00000339,

The error amounts to 3, 10 and 4 percent respectively in the

three series. Had we taken Weber's value of v the agreement
would have been still nearer. Considering the difficulty of

the experiment and the many sources of error, we may con-

sider the agreement very satisfactory. The force measured is,

we observe, about -Wqqqq. of the horizontal force of the earth's

The difference of readings with + and — motion is due to

the magnetism of rotation of the brass axis. This action is

eliminated from the result.

It will be observed that this method gives a determination

of v, the ratio of the electromagnetic to the electrostatic system
of units, and if carried out on a large scale with perfect instru-

ments might give good results. The value v= 300,000,00O
meters per second satisfies the first and last series of the experi-

The following observations were made at the observatory of
Vassar College; longitude 4h 55m 33", latitude 41° 41' 18".

inent used was the Equatorial telescope; the power
usually 230.

1874, May 2.—Observations on Jupiter began at 10*> 18™.

The seeing was excellent. With a power of 600 the ruddiness

of the equatorial belt was brought out ; two large dark spots

on its upper portion were very striking in appearance, the

intercepted space between them being conspicuously white.

The shadow of the 4th satellite was near egress. It touched
the limit of the planet, in internal contact at 10h 37"> 10s 3,

and was last seen at llh 2m 45s *8. At times during the hour I

thought the shadow was followed by a companion shadow.

1874, May 3.—The 3d satellite of Jupiter was occulted at

9 11"> 2-5. [This observation is by Miss Fisher (student)

with a small telescope.]
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1874, May 7.—The ingress of the 1st satellite of Jupiter was
observed. The satellite was in external contact at 10h 50,n 39s

.

The internal contact was at 10 h 55m 7 s
.

1874, May 14.—Observations on Jupiter began at 8 P. M.

The broad equatorial belt was rosy and was seen fully out to

the following limb. The shadow of the 3d satellite was upon
the disc. The shadow was dark but not black. I could not

call it circular; the longer diameter was nearly parallel with

the equatorial belt. It left the planet's disc at 10 h l ra ll»'l.

1874, May 19.—The noticeable peculiarity of the planet's

disc is that of a large white spot on the broad belt near the

center at 8 h 10"' P. M. At 9 h 45m no trace of this spot could

be found, although the equatorial belt was seen out to the

preceding limb.

1874, May 22.—There was a very decided change in the

spots from dark to light between 9h" 6m p. m. and 9 1

' 86" P. K.

1874, May 28.—The planet was unusually striped. The broad

belt was much spotted and its upper part heavily shaded.

There was a rosy tinge over the whole belt. The 3d satellite

touched the limb of Jupiter, at ingress, at 9h 56™ 44* P. M. Its

internal contact was at 10b 6m 15" p. M. Although it entere i

on a part of the planet which was not bright, it could be fol-

ire peculiar white markings i

1 belt of Jupiter; these were beyond

5m. The 2d satellite touched the limb
<"

i dilation at 8h 2m 148
3; was wholly occulted at 8h 9m 42 8 -3.

1875, April 11.—Observations on Jupiter began at midnight.

The night was fine and the planet was near the meridian. The
I the 1 tab is ingress at

h 37m 52s a. m.

The internal contact with limb was at
h 46m 16s

. The satel-

lite was last seen l
h 2m 51 s

, although it was upon the dark belt.

The shadow was followed for some six minutes longer.

1875, April 23.—The 3d satellite of Jupiter was wholly off

from the disc of the planet at 7h 15m 28
P. M. The shadow of

the 3d satellite touched the limb, at egress, at 7
h 43m 7

B
P. M.

The shadow was wholly off at 8h lm 51" P. m. Measurements

were made of both satellite and shadow. The diameter of the

satellite measured 2"*17, of the shadow l"-95.

1875, April 30.—The 3d satellite touched the following

limb of Jupiter at 8h 21m 198 *3. The internal contact was at

8h 40m 248
-3. The shadow of the satellite was fully upon the

disc at 9h 4Sm 98
-3. The equatorial belt was slightly ruddy,

and dark and white spots could be seen upon it. The 1st and

4th satellites were so nearly of the same size that I could dis-

tinguish them only by position.

1875, May 10, 8 to 9.30 p. m.—A white loop extended diag-

onally over more than half the equatorial belt of Jupiter.
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1875, June 2.—Observations began at 7
h 55m P. M. A very

iviiiai kable white spot \v;i> at once seen, nearly at the center of

Jupiter's disc. It was followed by a very dark shading, so

that it strongly resembled a satellite and shadow in transit.

The white spot was so well defined as to be easily measured.
The longer diameter (oblique to equatorial belt) was l"-7.

At 9 P. M. the white spot was approaching the limb of the

planet, turning apparently with the planet, and was followed
ir.

:!;r

1875, June 4.—Observations began at 7
h 30m P. M.

11 54m no white spot could be seen. At 8h 15m the white

ith the peculiar appearance of shadow following could be
, as on June 2. It was, at this time, | of the diameter '

from the following limb. At 9h 15m the se

was seen, following the first, as on June
The 1st satellite touched the limb of Jupiter at 8h 21m 24B

P.

The internal contact was at 8h 26m 19s
P. M. The satellite

entered upon the planet below the broad belt, very white,

more brilliant than the spot, but smaller and scarcely more
3. The shadow of the satellite was first seen upon

the disc at 9h 23m 448
P. M.

1876, May 30.—Observations began at 9h 39m P. M. The
broad belt on the disc of Jupiter was mostly above the equator.

It was mottled with large white spots, somewhat rose-tinged.

The 1st satellite as it approached the planet was of a dazzling

whiteness ; it entered upon the disc above the lower margin of

the equatorial belt, yet it could be seen for only twelve min-
utes. The shadow entered on the disc about sixteen minutes

black, but not round, the longer diameter being
1st satellite touched

j on the disc at 10h 15m 12e

p. M. The satellite was seen at 10h llm 32" P. m. It is possible

that the satellite was faintly seen at 10h 34m 2".

1876, May 31.—The peculiarity in the appearance of Jupiter
is the presence of bright white spots on the upper portion of

the disc, markings re<emblin^ faenhe on the Sun. The first

satellite was seen to come out of eclipse at 9h 44m 41 8 "99.

1876, June 15.—Observations on Jupiter beean at 8h 20m P. M.

The first satellite was known to be in transit, but could not be
seen upon the disc. The shadow of the 1st satellite was
wholly within the limb at 9U 34m 5l*'9. At 9h 55m 369 "9 the

3d satellite was seen to come out from occupation. At 9h 58m

ir-9 the 3d satellite was wholly out and shining with brilliant

\ At 9h 20 111 42" the 1st satellite was found, approach-

ing the preceding limb, a dull \iv,\\ \\± • lipt in shape, the

m ,
;- >r axis being perpendicular to equatorial belt. When this
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satellite reached the limb it was as white as the 3d satellite, and

round. The transit was made across the brightest part of the

disc, and where there were no perceptible variations of brilliancy.

The 1st satellite's last contact with limb was at 10h 2
m 47s

.

1876, June 22.—Observations began at 10h 12m P. M. The
1st satellite, known to be upon the disc, could not be found.

The shadow was wholly on at 10h 26m 56". The satellite was

seen, duskv. oval and oT;iV , from 10h 55m 33 s to llh 10m 33.

1877, June 13.—The shadow of the 2d satellite was seen,

wholly entered upon the disc, at llh 20m 45 s
. The satellite

itself 'touched the limb at llu 36m 07 s
; was at internal contact

at llh 43m 30s
.

1877, June 19.—The 3d satellite touched the hmb of the

planet at 10h 47m 538
. The internal contact was at 10h 59

m 108
.

The 1st satellite reappeared from occupation at llh 4m 51 s
.

The ruddiness of the equatorial belt was noticed by several

observers.

Art. YI.—RevL<

[Abstract of a paper, in the Proceedings of the American Academy ol Arts ana

Sciences, xiii, 1, prepared by the Author.]

In 1856, R. Schneider of Berlin made a very careful deter-

mination of the atomic weight of antimony and obtained for

its value 120'3. His method consisted in reducing native

antimony glance by means of hydrogen and his investigation

was a model of its kind. In his paper* all the details of the

experimental work are given and it is evident that eyei

tion was taken which the circumstances required. In 1857,

Dexter by oxidizing the metal with nitric acid obtained for the

same constant the much higher value 122 -3,f and soon after

this result was apparently closely confirmed by Dumas, whose

analyses of antimonious chloride gave almost precisely 122.J

The' present investigation was undertaken with the view of

reconciling if possible the large discrepancy between the results

of these equally careful and accurate experimenters. It was

suggested by the method, devised by the author, of precipitating

sulphides v i in a previous number of this

Journal.g This seemed to afford a ven accurate method of

making the synthesis of antimon is of revis-

ing the analysis of S-hneider. In carrying out th

however, unexpected difficulties were encountered which are

discussed at length in the original paper. of these
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timonious sulphide as usually
lount of tartaric acid cm the

itimony on the other. These
s in opposite directions, for

itimonious sulphide is heated
nto the gray modification, the

residue increases

±2

from the circumstance that the a

precipitated occludes a small a
one hand and of oxi chloride of

occlusions tend to produce err<

when, before weighing, the red ;

to the point of its conversion
tartaric acid is charred, and the
the apparent weight of the product ; while on the other hand
the oxichloride of antimony is decomposed at the same tem-
perature and the antimonious chloride, which volatilizes, tends
to diminish the weight of the product In the earlier deter-
minations these causes of error were balanced as nearly as
possible by regulating the conditions of the precipitation

;' but
it was subsequently found to be possible to entirely prevent the
occlusion of antimonious oxichloride, and in all the later deter-
minations allowance was made fior the small amount of carbon-
aceous residue, which was accurately estimated in every case.

In the preparation of pure metallic antimony, we were
greatly guided by the experience of Mr. Dexter ;* and our
several products must have been very similar to his, as the fol-

lowing determinations of the specific gravities of the different

buttons show. The observed values were reduced to 4° C, on
the assumption that the coefficient of cubic expansion for anti-

mony between 0° and 100° C. is for each degree 0-000033, as

observed by Kopp. The letters here given will be used
throughout the table to designate the various specimens. As
might be supposed, the specimens were prepared at different

times and at different stages of the investigation, but the results

are united here for the convenience of comparison and of refer-

S.'K. -I

The

I'i RK

.6-7022

.6-7052

.6-7050

I in preparing the several buttons just
referred* to, the method by which the metal was brought 'into

solution in its lowest condition of quantivalence, and the man-
ner in which the antimonious sulphide was precipitate!, col-

lected, dried and weighed are all described at length in the
original paper. The following table shows the results which

! obtained.

•Poggendorff 's Annalen, c, 564 (?. c).
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We were for some time in doubt in what condition the sul-

phide of antimony ought to be weighed, in order to obtain the

most accurate results. Our final judgment was that the errors

already referred to would best be balanced, while others would
be avoided, by weighing the sulphide, after it had been dried,

at from 180° to 200°, but before it was actually converted into

the gray sulphide. This conversion takes place between 210°

and 280°, varying to that extent in different cases. The change,

as we infer, is attended with a sudden evolution of heat, and
the action is quite violent Small particles of the material are

frequently projected from the vessel, and we sometimes noticed

that the surface of the platinum nacelle became coated with the

familiar sublimate of sulphide of antimony. If there is oxi-

chloride in the precipitate, there may be an additional volatiliza-

tion of chloride of antimony at this time ; but the main loss, as

we have constantly observed, takes place before the point of

conversion is reached. We therefore concluded that more
trustworthy results could be deduced from the weight of the

red sulphide dried, as we have described, than from that of the

gray ; and, as will be seen, this judgment was fully confirmed

by subsequent experiments on the haloid compounds. We
have, however, in all but two instances weighed the sulphide

in both conditions, and we give the results of both weighings
;

and on comparing these results in determinations eight to

thirteen inclusive of the table on page 43, which were made
under the nearly identical conditions we have above indicated,

it will be seen that the differences are far smaller with the red

sulphide than with the gray, which shows conclusively that

additional causes of error must have affected the last weights,

—a circumstance which sustains our judgment.
In the first twelve determinations we did not estimate the

amount of the carbonaceous residue, which is assumed to be
balanced by the loss of chloride of antimony, although we
always tested the purity of the sulphide of antimony by dis-

solving it in hydrochlorii acid, as described. In determination

numbered thirteen, we succeeded in precipitating the antimony
without the usual occlusion of oxichloride. In this case, there

was no evidence of sublimation nor loss during conversion, but
a proportionally large carbonaceous residue, which was deducted
from the weight of the sulphide; and the result of this deter-

mination, as will be seen, still further corroborates our conclu-

sion. The same is true of the analyses of chloride of antimony
made more recently, in which we dissolved crystallized chloride

of antimony in a concentrated aqueous solution of tartaric acid,

without using any excess of hydrochloric acid. In these cases

also, the drying of the precipitate, and the conversion from the

red to the gray modification, were attended with no appearance
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of sublimation. Were we to repeat the investigation with our

K
resent knowledge, we should follow the indications of these

ist analyses ; and instead of attemping to make the two chief

errors as small as possible, and balance them, we should seek
to remove from the solution all the free hydrochloric acid, and
thus eliminate the error due to the occlusion of oxichloride. It

would then, of course, be necessary to determine in all cases

the carbonaceous residue, which might however be very large,

without impairing the accuracy of the result Still, our experi-

ence with these antimony determinations would lead us to fear

that we might thus raise up as many hindrances as we avoided,

and the determination we have given as No. 13 is sufficient for

all purposes of comparison.
This point in our investigation was reached in the spring of

1876, and the results given above were presented to the Ameri-
can Academy of Arts and Sciences at their meeting of June
14th, 1876. But although they agreed so closely with the

results of Schneider, and although the close confirmation of his

analysis thus furnished by our synthesis seemed so conclusive,

yet we could not rest satisfied so long as the great discrepancy

between this value of the atomic weight and the higher number
obtained by Dumas remained unexplained. We therefore

determined to repeat his experiments before publishing our
results. Accordingly, in the autumn of 1876, we purified and
analyzed a large number of different specimens of antimonious
chloride, and the results are united in the following table.

Beginning with crystallized chloride of antimony obtained from

different dealers, and pure in a commercial sense, we first

boiled for several hours the melted chloride over finely pulver-

ized metallic antimony, using for the purpose a glass retort, so

tilted that the condensed liquid flowed back into the body of

the vessel. When boiled in this way, the surface of the vapor
is marked by a very well-defined ring in the neck of the retort

;

and by regulating the lamp this ring can readily be m
very near the mouth, so that, while all the chloride of antimony
condenses and flows back, any more volatile admixtures will

gradually escape. The retort having been brought into its

normal position, the chloride of antimony was next distilled
;

and, rejecting the first and last eighth which came over, the

rest of the product was redistilled over strips of metallic zinc,

and so on three or four times, rejecting at each distillation the

first and last of the product The final distillate was then still

further purified by repeated crystallizations from fusion. As
the fused mass solidifies quite slowly (indicating a large loss of

latent heat), it is easy to arrest the process at any point, and

pour off the still liquid portion from the crystals which have

formed. The last can then be remelted, and the process
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repeated, and so on indefinitely as long as the mat
In this way, from several kilograms of the commercial
chloride we obtained the few grams of beautifully clear and
perfect crystals used in our analyses. In the fifth 'preparation,

the crystals were obtained not by fusion, but by cooling a
saturated solution of the previously distilled chloride in purified

sulphide of carbon. Such a solution, saturated at the boiling
point of sulphide of carbon, deposits the larger part of the
chloride, when cooled to the ordinary temperature. Naturally,
every precaution was taken during the course of these prepara-
tions to protect this 3co{»c substance from
contact with moist air, and all the transfers were made in a
portable photographic developing chamber, the air of which
was kept dry by dishes of sulphuric acid. The portions for

transferred, in this chamber, to tightly fitting

\ after the weight was taken, they were
ntrated aqueous solution of tartaric acid,

using about five grams of tartaric acid to each gram of chloride
of antimony. The solutions were then diluted, and precipitated
with argentic nitrate, weighing out in each case the amount
required, so that only the least possible excess of the reagent
should be added. The precipitates were washed and collected

by reverse filtering in platinum or porcelain crucibles, and dried
in an air bath at temperatures varying from 110° to 120°.

They were weighed with the small disk of paper used in this

process, and the invariability of the weight of these paper disks
was repeatedly tested. Also, in several instances after remov-
ing the filter, the argentic chloride was heated to incipient

melting ; but, as in no case was its weight thus altered, this

additional precaution seemed unnecessary. In the determina-
tion numbered 17, an attempt was made to ascertain whether
the presence of antimony in the tartaric acid solution appre-
ciably influences the precipitation of argentic chloride. In this

the antimony was first separated from the solution by
H,S; and, the excess of this reagent having been removed by
warming the filtrate with a small amount of ferric nitrate, the

as precipitated in the usual way. The results, as

will be seen, agree as nearly as could be expected with those
obtained by at once precipitating the chlorine from the anti-

r solution."

i letters in the following table indicate different prepara-

a crystallized chloride of Veron and Fontaine, Paris, which was

•
;

ny -

rhc

:
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i as d, again distilled below 100° in a current of dry hydrogen

us from bisulphide

d lieyond.

Analysis of Antimonious Chloride.

Determination of Chlorine.

% of Chlorine.

1-1691
2-3435

" 3-3281

4-4157

1-3686

1-8638
2-0300

«
2-5813

3-5146

2-4450 « 4-6086

Mean value for all analys

Theory when Sb=122

If in calculating the per i

the above determinations i

and chlorine obtained by !

107-93), these per cents wil

lower, and we shall obtair
of 46-620. Moreover, on tl

46-659
46-650

46-653

t of chlorine from the results of

re use the atomic weights for silver

3tas (namely, CI— 86-467 and Ag=
I be in each case very nearly 01)20

for the mean value 46-600 instead

lis assumption the atomic weight of

antimony, deduced from Dumas's analysis of the chloride, would
be 121-95 instead of 122. Again, if we use Stas's value of the

atomic weight of sulphur (S=32-074) in calculating tire atomic

weight of antimony from ourown results, on the synthesis of the

•ve should obtain 120-28 instead of 120 ; and, lastly, the

values Sb=120-28 and 01=35-457 give for the per cent of

chlorine in antimonious chloride the value 46-931.

Here, then, is a most striking result : for these determina-

tions confirm the value of the atomic weight of antimony
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obtained by Dumas as closely as did the previous determina-

tions confirm that obtained by Schneider. Evidently, there

large constant error in one case or the other. Moreover,

robable that in either case any error could arise-

I process employed : for, in the first instance, we
ynthesis by one method confirming an analysis by a

wholly different method ; and, in the second instance, the analy-

tical process employed is regarded as one of the most accurate

known to science, and we had apparently shown that its accu-

racy was not impaired under the peculiar conditions present.

It appeared, therefore, reasonable to assume that the results did

icate both the actual proportion of antimony in the

sulphide of antimony and of chlorine in the chloride of anti-

mony analyzed, and to look for the cause of the discrepancy to

some impurity in one or the other compound. We therefore

next sought to determine how much sulphide of antimony
could be obtained from a given weight of chloride of antimony,

hoping that by thus bringing the relations of antimony to

chlorine and sulphur into close comparison the source of the

error might be indicated.

The following table exhibits the results of these antimony
determinations, as well as the general result of the assumed
complete analysis of antimonious chloride. The per cent of

chlorine taken is the mean of the first thirteen determinations

of the previous table, as these only had been made at the time

the second table was drawn up, and it therefore exhibits the

results exactly as they were presented to us at this stage of the

investigation.

Analysis op Antimonious Chloride.

, taken in Sb,S 3 obtained fat Antimony when % of Antimo
St :S=120: ;2.*

h. 3-8846 2'8973 53-275 53-525

b. 5-1317 3-8417 53473 53725
h. 4-4480 3-3201 53-316 53 567
h. 4-5506 3-4009 53-633

h. 4-8077 3-6072 53-593 53-845

b. 4-2774 3-1958 53-367 53-618

L-a a of all Analyses 53-401 53-652

and Ag=108, according to Dumas.
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As they at first presented themselves to us, these new results,

so far from throwing light on the subject, only rendered the

problem the more obscure and baffling. Towards i

them, however, one point seemed evident:—that, however little

value our own experiments and those of Schneider might Live

in fixing the atomic weight of antimony, they had at least

established, beyond all doubt, the proportion of this element in

the gray sulphide weighed in our antimony determinations.

For if we assumed, as those experiments indicated, that five-

sevenths of the gray sulphide was antimony, then the amounts
of antimony and chlorine found in the analysis of antimonious

just made almost exactly supplemented each other;

while on the other hand, if this material was, as generally

believed, pure Sb,S 3 , in which Sb : S=122 : 32, then oar deter-

minations of one or the other of these elements must be greatly

erroneous, and the excess obtained far too great to be explained

by any known or probable imperfections of our methods. Of
course, although the gray sulphide might contain, on the aver-

age, five-sevenths of its' weight of antimony, it was a possible

that it might also occlude a constant amount of

some undiscovered impurity, leaving the proportion of the

sulphur to the antimony that which the atomic weights 122 and
32 required ; and, were it not for our previous experience, this

would have been the most obvious explanation of the discrep-

ancy. Indeed, the new facts led us to re-examine this mate-

rial, and review our previous conclusions, but with the same
result as before. We could discover no impurity except the

small amount of carbonaceous material which was well known
and taken into the account, and in our later determination even

this had been reduced to so small an amount as to be wholly

insignificant.
[To be continued.]

Art. VII.— On a new mineral, Pyrophosphorite: an A

Pyrophosphate of Lime from the West Indies ; by Charles
Upham Shepard, Jr., Professor of Chemistry in the Medi-

cal College of the State of South Carolina.

Through the kindness of Mr. C. C. Wyllie of London, Eng-

land, I have been put in the possession of a few small :

of a min. r..l phosphate from a new locality in the West indies.

Commercial e.» *id< i itions forbid at present the publication of

the precise position of this deposit, but later I hope to be able

tee it, as also to give information with regard to the

I so on.
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The mineral is generally snow-white and opaque, with here

and there a slight tinge of bluish -gray. The white port

and has an earthy fracture like magnesite; the grayish—con-

stituting perhaps one-third of the mass—is small-botryoidal

like gibbsite, and is somewhat the harder of the two.

The specific gravity varies between 2*50 and 2-53; hardness

between 3 and 3-5.' Before the blowpipe it melts with diffi-

culty on the edges to a whitish enamel.

The following are the r '

the mineral, as executed <

Loss on ignition

Ma^iesia:::::::":"":
Sulphuric acid

Phosphoric acid

Silica

Oxide of iron and aluraiiu

the adventitious ingredients, v
>n and alumina (taking an equal

5 the oxide of iron preponderates), the

, and loss on ignition, we obtain :

Sulphate c

Silica

Lime 44-022 or 45-16]
Magnesia 3*090 3*17

|
on raising

Phosphoric acid 50-362 51*67 \ 97-474 per

The above composition agrees with the formula

2MgO,P2 5
4-4(5CaO,2P2 5

)*or2MgO,P2 5+4
J 2CaO,p'o"

which would require the following amounts of

i-20 per cent. f 45-16 per
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The mineral therefore is (essentially) anhydrous ortho-
pyrophosphate of lime with pyrophosphate of magnesia. The
absence of water naturally suggests that its repository must
have been in contact with some igneous formation. The pro-
portion of phosphoric acid exceeds that of any known calcic

-tinguished by its excess of phos-
phoric acid over the bases, in conjunction' with almost total

absence of waterof chemical coinl . uttion. This latter property
sepa rates it distil etly from the class of phosphates represented
by the Mejillones and Kaza deposits.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Direct (Jombustion of Nitrogen.—Kammerer has
described an interesting lecture experiment to show the direct

union of the nitrogen and oxygen of air. In a cylinder or globe
of about two liters capacity filled with air, a piece of burning
magnesium ribbon about thirty to forty centimeters long, is

placed. When the combustion of the magnesium is ended, an
intense odor of nitrogen tetroxide is perceived, and when the mag-
nesium oxide has deposited, the characteristic color of this gas
may be observed. By pouring into the jar a solution of potas-

pritfa acetic acid, ti d agitating, the brown
color of free iodine at once apj - a deep blue

color when starch solution is added.

—

Her. Berl Chew. Ges., x,

1684, Oct., 1877. g. f. b.

2. On the Relative Attraction of Oxygen for Ifyfrng,-,, and
Carbonous oxide.—Bunsen, in his* " Gasometric Methods," "

of the products for;

lixed with oxygen in qu:

! to burn them both completely, and exploded; from
which be draws the conclusion that the atomic ratio of the com-
bustion products (H 2

0:COa ) is always represented by simple

numbers, changing from one to the other per saltum as' the pro-

portion of hydrogen varies. Houstmavx has experimented anew
1 has obtained quite different results. He

finds: 1st. That when electrolvtic gas and carbonous oxide are

mixed and exploded, following the method usedby Bunsen, the

proportion of the former gas being continually increased, vapor
of water and carbon dioxide are formed in a constantly increas-

ing ratio. Thus while the hydrogen, relatively to the carbonons
oxide, varied from 0-25 : 1 'to 233 : 1, from 20 to 70 per cent of

the mixture being burned, the ratio. of the combustion-products
(H2 : C02 ) varied from O'S : 1 to 4-5 : 1. Nothing like a sudden
change of ratio was anywhere observed. 2d. That when to a

mixture of carbonous oxide and hydrogen, increasing quantities



of oxygen are added and the whole exploded, as in E. v. Meyer's

method, aqueous vapor and carbon dioxide are formed in a con-

stantly increasing ratio, no "preference for rational values" being

detected. Hence the author maintains that the division of the

oxygen between these two combustible gases does not take place

the law laid down by Bunsen. As to the cause of

the discrepancy, he says that while his experiments were made
with dry gases in dry tubes, he has observed that when aqueous

vapor is present in the tube, less hydrogen and more carbonous

oxide is burned. The ratio of H 2 0:'C0 2 is always lessened, and

the more, the greater the amount of moisture present. On the

other hand. n dioxide, more hydrogen and less

carbonous oxide is burned. Now v. Meyer's experiments were

made with moist gases, and Bunsen's partly with dry and partly

with ] '

'

at first "increases, reaches a maximum, when the 2

bustible gases burned is about 30 to 35 per cent, and then falls

uniformly again to the limiting value reached when the combus-

tion i> complete. The law according to which the oxygen divides

itself between the combustible gases, is thus expressed: The ratio

of the aqueous vapor formed to the carbon dioxide is equal to the

ratio of the unburned hydrogen to the unburned carbonous oxide,

multiplied by an affinity-coefficient, which is independent of the

proportion in which the combustible gases arc present, but which

varies with the relative quantity of oxygen added. The relation

between this coefficient and the necessary quantity of oxygen be-

ing fixed empirically in the case of one proportion of such a

mixture, it may be readily calculated for all others. This coeffi-

cient, in II nts, varied from 4*0 to 6*4, when
between 20 and 70 per cent of the combustible gases were burned,

the maximum being reached at 30 to 40 per cent. In other

words, the ratio of the aqueous vapor to the carbon dioxide was

4 to 6'4 times as great as the ratio of the hydrogen to the car-

bonous oxide in the unburned residue. Since therefore relatively

more hydrogen is always burned than carbonous oxide, the attrac-

tion of oxygen is greater for the former than for the latter gas.

The variabilis •: the affinity-coefficient itself is due to the fact

that with the relative quantities of oxygen, the physical condi-

tions change under which the reaction takes place. With a fixed

quantity of oxygen it remains constant, not only when the pro-
" hydrogen to carbon

the unburned portions of the combustible gases are wholly or

• placed by an indifferent gas with similar properties;

as, for example, nitrogen.— Ber. JBerl. (Jhem. Ges., x, lGJti, Oct.,

1877. g- *• b.

3. On the Sulphite* of Pl< tt.mm- Kiban has call, d attention

to the analytical properties of platinic and plat inous sulphides.

From his experiments he concludes, 1st, that platinic sulphide

prepared in the cold or at the temperature of the water bath,
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when taken alone, or at least in the absence of the metals of the

, -run;,-, ,,f Kivs. nius. may l>e considered a- insoluble

in alkali or ammonium mono- or polysulphides. and hence should

be classed with mercury in the fifth group; 2d, that whiie hy

various special devices, such as pouring a solution of platinic

chloride into a sulphide, drop by drop, or in fusing platinic sul-

phide with an alkali sulphide, a considerable quantity of platinic

sulphide may be dissolved, yet that this is not a condition occur-

ring in ordinary analysis; ad. that in presence of metals o! the

sixth -roup, platinic sulphide dissolves not :«My in alkali or ammon-

ium polvsidpiiides. Arsenic, antimony, tin and -old effect this re-

sult, the quantity of platinum sulplhh di- \ ed 1
- . uth

the amount of the other sulphides present; 1th. that planum sul-

phide when mixed with the fifth -roup o[ metals, is not dished
by the monosulphide, but is sensibly acted on

ammonium, thus resembling copper ;
5th, that platinous

may be considered soluble or insoluble according t<> its physical

state and the nature of the sulphide used. Platinous salts occur

rarely in analysis, however, and then are easily converged into

platinic compounds.— Bull. $<><. Ch., II, xxviii, Oct., 1877.

4. On the Destructive Distillation of Phenol „,tJ <

—Kramers has examined the decomposition products o' ia aed

when phenol and chlorbenzeue are distilled at a bright red heat.

Tli • i. uol was allowed to flow slowly into a horizontal gas pipe

kept at a bright red in a Hofmann's furnace. The products re-

ceived were fractionated and yielded benzene^

liphenyl, pan
of it, and didiphenylbenzene.—Liebigs A» naltti,

clxxxix, 129, 135, October, 1877. <* F
-.
B-

5. Boracic Acid.—In the Annales de Chemie et de

for November, M. L. Dieulafait publishes a very ii

cussion as to the origin ^\ the boracic an !

Tuscany, and in connection with many sali

those of Stassfurt. He traces the boracic

he calls the normal sea water, and he open-

following broad generalization : "Toutes h- substances -annes

existant en amas et en couches dans I. -s i

artie d'une mer normale. D'un autre cote, a

toutes les, p.... ies, les mers out eu une composition qui ne s'eloign-

ait pas sensiblement de celle des mers de la period

In order to establish this coucl ision in t!

gives in tic tirsi place experimental evidence that the water ot

• *—
> decigrams of boracic p""1

cubic meter, and, further, that on evaporating the bi

acid accumulates in the bittern until alter the deposit

alike. In the second place, he insists that in the v

eristic deposits of Stassfurt the borates are found, ao

aalliteas we should expect, if these deposits were ton
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as assumed, by the drying up of extensive salt lakes. Again,

having confirmed the pre vie) as statements that the chief salt beds

of the world are found on two geological horizons, the Lias and

the middle Tertiary, he gives evidence that in the Maremma of

Tuseanv where the Suffoni occur, there is a saliferous basin of the

Tertiary period, and he concludes that the Suffoni are not properly

volcanic vents, but that the surface water percolating to the salt

beds -heated it is true by volcanic agency—determines well-

known chemical changes, from which result the peculiar acid va-

pors there discharged. But we can only give here the barest out-

lines of an argument, which is worthy of careful study.

We might question whether the very broad generalization of

the author could be fully sustained, and think that he underrates

the effect of local influences in varying the composition of differ-

ent saline beds; yet he seems to us to have correctly interpreted

the general order of the causes which have produced the deposits

of borates, and in the experimental results cited above, to have
added two very important facts towards the solution of this inter-

M. i >ieulafait also contributes in his facts

i regard to the certainty and delica

horacic acid. He rejects the test with turmeric a- unsatisfactory,

in the presence of such a mass of salts as are found in bittern, and
he finds the flame reaction by far the most sensitive as well as the

most trustworthy of all the tests with winch he lias experimented.

When the Bunsen lamp is supplied with pure hydrogen, he finds

Same reaction will indicate the one-millionth of a gram of

l.oiacie acid. His method of applying the test is as follows: The
material to be tested is first mixed" with an excess of oil of vitriol,

and this paste held in a loop of platinum wire is brought near

—

say within u>nv millimeters—but never nearer than two millimeters

to "the visible mantle of the hydrogen flame, so that the flame may
not be colored in the least by the sodium always present. If the

assay contains boracic acid, the ooloration

appears, which can be identified with absolute certainty, by means
of a spectroscope, and the coloration can be most delicately ob-

the flame tangentially.

metals, and shows that the effect is not a thermo-electric one.

The photo-electric series of the metals runs in this order:— Alu-

minium, gold, copper, platinum, silver. While the thermo-electric

series is as : m. copper, gold, aluminium.

His conclusions are as follows :

—

(1.) In a circuit consisting of two different metals, a photo-

I ions are ex-

posed to luminous radiations of different intensities.

(2.) When the same junction is exposed in one case to an in-

crease of temperature, and in another to a
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tion, the thermo-electric and photo electric currents respectively
generated in these cases are opposed to each other in direction.—
FhiL Mag., Nov., 1877, p. 330. j. T.

7. Hankel concludes from a series of experiments upon the
photo-electricity of varieties of fluor-spar, that the electrical phe-
nomena are largely due to the inrhn mce <4' tin- chemical rays of
the spectrum, which cause chemical changes in the constitution of
the crystal—Ann. der Physik und Chemie, No. 9, 1877, p. 66.

8. Specific Heat of air at constant pressure and constant vol-

xime.—II. Kayskr has redetermined the specific heat of air at con-
stant volume and constant pressure, by a modification of Kundt's
method. The dust figures in the glass cylinder were formed by
the transverse vibrations of steel rods excited by a violincello

bow. A sm shed to one end of the rod played
in the glass cylinder, while a style affixed to the other end of the
rod drew its vibrations on a phonautograph. These vibrations

were compared with those of a tuning fork. H. Kayser concludes
from his experiments that the true value of the velocity of sound
in free air is 3325 m. The value of k

y
the specific heat, has been

variously assigned as will be seen from the following table :

—

MftSSon . .. 1-419 Cazin 1-41

Weissbach 1 -4025 Rbutger 1 -405

II. Kayser concludes that the true value is £=1-4106.

—

Pogg.
Ann., No. 10, 1877, p. 218. J. T.

9. Fluorescence of the lietina.—M. von Bezold and Dr. En-
gelhardt are led to the conclusion that the living retina also fluo-

resces under the influence of the same rays, which Helmholtz
1 - stated c\ -< i In es nt t no tin lead retina.— Phil

Mag., Nov., 1877, p. 397; Trans, from Berichte d. baier. A Lad.

Math. Phys., June, July 7, 1877. J. T.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Reports of the United States Geographical Surveys west of
the One-hundi't>lth uufidian, in charge of First Lieutenant Geo.
M. Wheeler, Corps of Kn_rim et- I". S. Army, under the direc-

tion of Brig.-Gen. A. A. Humphreys, Chief of Engineers, U. S.

Army. Vol. IV. Paleontology; quarto with S3 plate-. Washing-
ton, 1877. Engineer department, II. S. Army.—This large vol-

ume, a contribution to the science of the country from the

Wheeler expedition, under the War Department, comprises two
important memoirs, as follows:

(1.) Report upon the Invertebrate Fossils collected in portions of

Nevada, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona, by parties of

the Expeditions of 1871, 1872, 1873 and 1874; by Charles A.

Win n-:. M.I). : comprising general observations upon the collec-

tions and the periods they represent; a general view of the cIa^i-

fication adopted ; and descriptions, in successive chapters, of the
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fossils of the Primordial, Canadian, Trenton, Subcarboniferous,

nms, Jurassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary Periods; and
illustrated by twenty-one plates.

(2.) Report upon the extinct Vertebrata obtained in New Mexico
by parties of the Expedition of 1874 ; by Prof. E. D. Cope : com-

-(1) fossils of the Mesozoic periods, and geology of Meso-
oic and Tertiary beds

; (2) fossils of the Em-eno; (3)" fossils of

ae Loup Fork group ; and illustrated by sixty-two plates.

Prof. White's valuabh report has ahvad\ beeu briefly noticed

-
'

vertebrate fossils, including species of fishes, birds, reptiles and
mammals. Some of the general result- arrived at with regard to

the species of the Eocene of New .Mexico ace presented in vol.

xii of this Journal, (1870, p. 297). The Loup Fork (or Loup
River) group, as Dr. (ope observes, has now been identified at

three widely separated localities : by Dr. Hayden in the Upper
Missouri region, and by Dr. Cope in Colorado, and in New
Mexieo, tin S tit a 1 i in rl>. first - n 1 l>\ 1 )i iiavd* i, !» ing

of this horizon. The group underlies the " White River group"
in the Missouri :

Cope has descril

beds, and points out the fact 'that while differing mostly
genera, and throughout in species, as far as now known, from
those of the White River beds, they appear to be somewhat older

in their geological relations than Pliocene, and hence, he has sug-
gested (first in 1875) that they may be Upper Miocene. The

n are stated to be Am
/>/-•/« .<,"/*. If-'j,r .f/irri'u,>i. Arri-nt/n rntn, I

of the type of M. onrju,tlh>,^ Vsemht-hn-H*, *t<ne<fiber. The
species of the White River and Loup Fork groups difn

la genera from those of the Eocene. The 69
of fossils illustrating Prof. Cope's Memoir are crowded with good

res. Nineteen of them are occupied wit!

etons of different speeies of Coryphodon
{

1872-1875) named by Dr. Cope, V. ,-n*/,id>itwf, 0. lobatu.% C.

"W ;7" ,w
!

( r'« r'<.t.nA, <
'. tot!Jens, C. elephantopus, C. molest»s,

C. simus. Prof. Cope discusses several controverted points,

which we leave without notice.

2. Summary of field work of the dated States Geological
<

•-.-,,/
,,f (h, '/: rr'it<„'U-s, under the charge of

Dr. F. V. Havi.kn. for the season of 1S77.—The work of the
United Stat Survey of the Terri-
tories in charge of Dr. Y. V. Maydeii has lion prosecuted with
large success during the past year. The surveys in Colorado
having been eompl : i during* the previous year, the parties

prosecuted their work in a belt ol country \\ ing mainly in the

i

"
.

'

the Survey of the -toth Parallel by Clarence King.
The parties all took the" field on the first of June.
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heprimary-tnangulation party, upon the
of all the topographical parties is* based. w;b

opographer.
Springs, Wyoming. Near this point a base-lii:

l sal parties is based, was,
A. 1). Wilson. Chief Topographer. H<of Mr. A. D. Wilson. Chief Topographer. He took the field

;

carefully measured, from which a net-work of
extended over the country from Fort Steel in Wyoming, west-
ward to Ogden in Utah, a distance of about 260 miles, and north
a." far as the Grand Teton near the Yellowstone National Park.
The area embraces about 28,000 square miles, and within it twent v-
si\ primary stations were occupied and carefully computed, and,
beside-, many mountain peaks were located.* From the base-line
at Rawlins, this work was carried north and west to the vallev of
Hear River in Idaho, where a cheek base was measured and "the
system expanded to the neighboring mountain peaks. Many
remarkably long sights were taken from the loftier summits,
several over 100 miles in length, and some of them 136 miles.
From the Wind River Peak all tin pr minent poi ts in the Big
Honi^Moimtains to the northwest, were sighted, and the higher of
the I uita Mountains to the southwest, each about 1(55 mites dis-
tant. From these, connections were made at six points with the
tnangiilation of the Survey of the 4oth parallel.

In addition there were three other fully equipped divisions for
ieal and geological work, and another under the direc-

tion of Dr. C. A. White, for special g ological and p il< ontologieal

The area assigned to the Green River division, directed by Mr.
Henry Gannett, with Dr. A. C. Peale, as geologist, was recfangle
No. 56; the boundaries of which are meridians 109° 30' and 112°,
ami parallels 41° 45' and 43°. This area contains about 11,000

i!es, and embraces portions of Wyoming, Utah and Idaho.
The party first surveyed that portion of the district which is

v John Day's and Salt Rivers, two tributaries of the
Snake. Tin inland west ward, thev surveyed

•. of thedist.ict which is draimd b v [5ear River.
W if h the exception of a -mall are t of gr: nite along the south-

western side of Wind [-Jiver Mountains, and some ha>altic outflows
in the northwestern portion of the district, which are not older
than late Tertiary age, Dr. Peale finds all the rocks to be of

-pace is occupied by
strata of Silurian age; the others range from Carboniferous to
late Tertiary. A very large part of the district is occupied by
beds of the Gr< ei Riv. r and liridg. r gi .u; -. i r. bal ly of Eocene

Ham's Fork. In the Malad'e valley. Dr. Peale observed deposits
thai are of later age than tin Pri . > robablv of
Tertiary age.
The Sweetwater division in char-e of Mr. G. P. Chittenden,
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and 43°, embracing about 10,800 square miles. The party took
the field at Salt Wells station, on the Union Pacific Railroad, and
worked northward and eastward. Owing to the ftdvai
and the probable risk, ou account of hostile Indians, about 800
square miles in the northeastern portion of the district were kit
unworked, and the party left the field on the 25th of Septem-
ber, near Fort Steele. Mr. Chittenden estimates that about five-
eighths of the area surveyed are desert land; two-eighths mount-
ainous, and one-eighth, of available value for habitation. A very
large portion of the area is without the strong topographical
features common to the surrounding region. Dr. Ei
that a very large part of the area of the district is occupied by
strata of Tertiary age; that they found no older rocks than
these after leaving the southern boundary, as they pushed their
work northward, until they reached Fort Stambaugh. Here the
oldest metamorphic rocks are exposed, with the Tertian-si rata
resting upon them. Going eastward from Fort Stambau<jh upon
the Wind River drainage, he found the full series of the sediment-
ary formations represented, beginning with the Silurian. Here, as
well as in the mountains farther west, he reports abundant evi-
dence of the former existence of glaciers. Marching southward
the older sedimentary formations were found in the Seminole hills.
Northward from Rawlins he reports the existence of mud-puff
springs, covering an area of about two square miles, similar to the
fanoue mud-geysers, but on a_small scale.

division was in charge of Mr.
. St. John as geologist. This

lies between meridians 109° and 112°, and parallels 43°
15', and is drained by the upper branches of the S

e River. The district almost throughout is a
-'— presenting several comparatively short but

ng which are the Mount Putnam, Blackfoot
and Caribou Kauy.es

; many peaks of which are largely covered
with snow during the whole summer. The party left* the held

ly on account of the probable danger from hostile
Indians, hut not until after surveying 6,000 square miles.

Professor St. John reports the district to be one of unusual
rod worthy of much and careful stud v. With the ex-

ception of the rocks of igneous origin, which 'he finds to have
been of late Tertiary outflow, and quite extensive, the region is

by sedimentary or stratified rocks; which he refers to
Lower Silurian, Carboniferous, Jur ,- and Ter-

- They have all suffered great displacements in nearly
all parts of the district. Besides these, he mentions other deposits
in the valley of Snake River, later than the Tertiary >trata just

to, but still probably of Tertiary origin. It seems
probable that these, as well as similar deposits observed by Dr.
Peale, may prove to be of the same age as the Lake Reds of Dr.
Hayden in Middle Park, the Uinta Group of Mr. King, &c.
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The necessity of a careful examination of the various geological
I, and of a review by a practical paleontologist

of the various districts that have from year to year been survived
vui geologies ot this and other survevs. has been long

felt. Such a work indeed, was imperatively necessary before a
consistent ami nun

]
rt-lj.-n-i vc classitieat ion of tin- ioima'tions could

be established. This duty was assigned to Dr. C. A. White, the
Ogwt of this survey, and he took the field at the begin-

ning of the past season, continuing his labors until its close. He
has pursued his researches with such success as to demonstrate
the necessity of continuing this class of investigations by various
lines of travel across what is generally known as the great lio.-kv
Monntain §e portions of it that have been
surveyed, as well as those in which the surveys are now in pro-

of Colorado immediately

I'ouiuei i ass ana .uiaaie rark to the region of Yampa and White
Rivers; thence, crossing Green River, he pushed his investiga-
tions westward along the southern base of the Uinta chain, as far
as Great Salt Lake. Thence recrossing the Wasatch .Mountains,
he carried his work eastward across the Green River basin.
Among other important results, he has demonstrated the iden-

tify of the Lignitic series of strata east of the Rocky Mountains in
Colorado with the Fort Union group of the Upper Missouri
liivcr, and also its identity with the great Laramie group of the
Green River Basin and other portions of the region west of the
R-x-kv -Mountains; to which the labors of Dr. Haydeu and Mr.
^b'ek have long since plainly pointed.
He also finds the planes of demarkation between any of the

Mesozoie and Cenozoic groups, from the Dakota, to the Bridger
inclusive, to be either very obscure or indefinable, in the region
traversed by him ; i, c-itastrophal or secu-

-vs "took place elsewhere during all that time, or extend-
ing within the limits of that region, sedimentation was probably
continuous within what is now that part of the continent, from
the earliest to the latest of the epochs just named. During the

the Held work. large and very important collections
of fossils were made, which are now being" investigated.

Messrs. S. H. Scudder of Cambridge and F. C. Bowditch trf

Boston spent two months in Colorado. Wyoming and Utah, in

making collections and observations in fossil and recent entomol-
ogy, with very gratifving results. Mr. Scudder is making arrange-
ments to ,d 1 materially "to his labors in this department, In connec-
tion with the survey.

Professor Joseph Leidy spent some time during the season in

Green Uiver Masin, making observation* and collections for his
large work on Rhizopoda, which is to form one of the quarto
volumes of the survey.
The botany of the survey was represented during the past sea-
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of Harvard University. Their examinations extended over con-
si'h ;•('.; portions t Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Nevada, and
California: l.ut their own pergonal" observations in the field will
by no means be a measure of the extended range of the subject
that will be covered by their report. They have for years been
^ateim g and noting the progress of the work of American bota-
nists, and are ready to bring out some most imp -rtant u< nrralizu-
tions in their report. Dr. Hooker has, during many years past,
prosecuted extensive botanical researches, not oiilv iii Europe, but
in the Indies, from the Bay of Bengal across the Il'imalavas to Thi-
bet; in the Antarctic regions, the southern parts of South Amer-
ica. :m i Africa; h. New Zealand, Australia. Morocco, and Asia
Minor. The joint report of these two sa\auts will form a part of
the eleventh p«»««i—- ~* *i —
facts and viev

be of great scientific interest.

Previous to the year 1874 there were many indefinite
the existence of strange and interesting remains of the l.i.w.™

' '"% ^pi'« l.llK
1
ott l\,ot l loll.. 1. p It, l ImI to _ot-

of tin

liav

red

people, who once occupied the region about the head-wa
u u San Juan. The various government exploring parties
traversed New Mexico and A

'
1 '

brought reports of other
- in niose regions, but no reliable accounts of those just refer-
to had ever been received.

1874, Mr. W. H. Jackson, in charge of the Photographic de-
ment, was directed to visit and report upon those ruins, in

connection with his usual work; which he did, and the results
in of the Survey. In the follow
i of the geologists of the Survey,

1UCU uuc »aiu« region aim made a careful investigation of the'rmns,
and by his artistic skill, in connection with Mr. Jack*

ere illustrations, as well as a full report, Upon his
return Mr. Holmes conceived and successfully carried out the

s nting the~e ruins by models in plaster. Mr. Jack-
son has taken up. and added to his department, the work of repro-
' l,iii! - ""* models as well as those of ancient pottery found

In furtherance of this work he visited Northern
New Mexico and Arizona, during the early part of the past sea-
son. He procured, among other important material, the neces-
sary data tor plastic representation of the pueblos or communal

ngs, of Taos and Acorna, models of which he has
:.-tructed. Contact with Europeans has somewhat

one can readily see
that they are constructed after their ancient prototypes the dw ell-

mgsof the forgotten people; forgotten, because the builders of
the modern structures are as ignorant of the ancient builders as

These are merely the salient features of the work which has been
•
d by the survey; the details will appear in its usual

publications. H
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Vol. II, 768
illustrated by several wood-ruts, lithographs and

"td •»«« t^t, and accompanied by an atlas of mi
legislature of Wisconsin passed its first act for a geological sur-
vey in 1853, appointing Mr. E. Daniels, State-geologist'; an.l its

second in 1854, putting J. G. Percival in this position. Two care-
ts, of about lOO pages each, by Dr. Percival

were published in 1856. In 1857, the survey was reorganized under
Prof. James Hall, with whom was associated in 1859, Prof. .1. I).

Whitney with special reference to a study of the lead region.
Dr. Can- and Mr. Daniels Wereedgaged with Prot B
the year 1858. A Report of this survey by Professors Hail and
Whitney, making an octavo volume of 456 pages, was published
in 1862. The volume is one of great value and especiallv mi
account of the descriptions of the mines, ores and minoraK by
Prof. Whitney, which occupy 352 of its pages. .V second vol-
ume was prepared by Prof. Hall, hut it was" not published. In
1873 a new survey was ordered by the State and placed under
the charge of Dr. I. A. Lapham. Dr. Lapham held this position
tor two years, and annual reports were prepared and presented
to the legi- >i which the legislature failed
to order. Dr. Lapham was displaced, unreasonably, in 1875,
and the place given to Dr. O. W. White. But in* February'
187H, n again passed into the hands of able geologists through

i ration of Prof. T. C. Chamberlain, of Beloit College,
and under this arrangement, the new volume, above announced,
has been prepared and issued.

This volume (called vol. 11. titat of Professors Hall and Whit-
ney being vol. I) contains Dr. Lapham's annual reports for 1873,
1874, and Dr. White's for 1875 as introductory to the reports of
the recent survey. These final Reports are

:

I On the Geology of Eastern Wisconsin, by Prof. Chamberlain,
310 pages.

II. On the Geology of Western Wisconsin, by Prof. Roland D.
5 pages.

HI. On the Geology and Topography of the lead region, by
i I'of. Moses Strong, no pages.

T' 1^ Reports show that the work has been carried forward
i full appreciation of what hoth

i economical interests of the State demand. The
topography, hydrology, forest and marsh vegetation and soils,
are the suhj. ,.i ; -; and then the distribution

• ,:
-ti. >. of the several rock-formations are given with

lull details. Under the subject of erosion many remarkable facts
•nv stated; :uid the ir- nti-piece represents a lofty tower or
'* stand*' Kock, of Potsdam Sandstone, which is almost as remark-
able as anything . t the kind in Rocky Mountain scenery. The
©hapten on the Drift and other Quaternary deposits are of un-
usual interest. The third repon, on the lead region, is, as its

author states, much bri It serves
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to supplement and extend the account by Prof. Whitney, adding
the results afforded by the more recent mining operation- and a

further study of the regions.

The Atlas consists ot' a series of colored plates, illustrating in
sections the geology of the State; and others for eastern Wis-
consin, representing by color the (list rihutiun of the native vege-
tation, the drift, and the various kin. is of subsoils. The chromo-

work, which i- beautifully done, is credited to the
Lithographic and Engraving Company. The size of

thi- most of the maps is inconveniently large—too large, we
think, for the small amount of detail in the geology.
We cite from the volume the followins; "factsYnd conclusions

relating to the Wisconsin drift.

In the first place the facts with regard to the driftless region,
which covers Southwestern Wisconsin ami tiie 'oonlers of Minne-
*")< :>iid Iowa adjoining, described and mapped oy Prof. J. D.
^ I t y, are brought out with ad .

: ;„id the

water-worn material except in the beds of some of the streams.
Its area is about 12,000 square miles.
The eastern border of the driftless area, as laid down by Prof.

Irving, lies near a line running north from Fiveport :.. m;*„^ t„

Grand Hapids. Thence, the boundai
'

westward near the line of the Green

H. Winch*
twelve miles north of Eau Claire. According i

inchell, it crosses the Mississippi just south of St. Paul, and
then, to the south, enters Iowa over the soul
southeast town of Minnesota-that of Houston. The former
absence of the ice is proved by the absence of gravel and stones,
which suddenly cease on entering the region, and, as Prof. Irving
states, by the character ot the hills and ravines and the existence
over it of numerous fragile sandstone peaks. The origin of tba
driftless feature of the region receives imp rta t elm id at ion from

i ved by Professors Chamberlain and Irving, and the
is report, a new theory in explanation of it.

According to the observations of Prof. Irving, in connection
mi. the part of the great northern

glacier that moved over Lake Superior was prolonged Boothwest-
ward along several great depressions : (1) along the great Lake
Michigan depression south-southwestward

; (2) along the Green
Bay Valley, which has a nearly parallel course (S. 35° W.) and
extends nearly to Illinois ; also, on the north, and more to the
west (3) along a Keweenaw Bay depression, west of southwest
indirection; (4) along a Bayfield Bay depressi,,,,. a- a part of,

or a branch of, (5) the greater mass moving in the same direction
from the western extremity of the Lake Superior depression. The

UM stretched on south and west over [llinoifl
That of the Green BayValley was partly ind
reached to Illinois. While those of the Keweenaw Bay depres-
sion and Western Lake Superior continued westward and south-
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The independence of the glacier-mass of the Michigan Bay de-
1>iv-mo)i and that of the long Green Bay valley is well proved by
Prof. Chamberlain. IVtuo-n the lake and the vallcv there is a
low ridge called the Kettle Range- so named from the multitudes
of ponds and pools over its surface. It is one to ten miles wide,
and in some parts 300 feet high above its base. It continue*
southward nearly to Illinois here' bends around westward, and thru
turns northward along the west side of the valley and mar the
boundary of the driftless area. This Kettle Range 'is, according to
both geologists, a true moraine ridge, and marks the east, south and
west outlines of the Green Bay valley glacier. It consists of gravel,
bowlders, sand and clay, unstratified, but with portions here and
there rudely stratified. Furthermore, as ascertained by Prof.
Chamberlain (the geologist in charge of Eastern Wisconsin) the
glacial scratches made by the Michigan and Green Bay ice-
courses converge southward toward the axis of the intervening
Kettle Range, having a southwest direction on the '•

Bay side and a southeast on that of the Green River Valley, thus
I"" 1

'

!; - '" th. range as a moraine ridge between the two ice-
masses or along their blending borders. Again, on the west side
of the Green Bay Valley the glacial scratches run southwest-

le southeastward on the east side) and terminate in the
I nge of that side, thus marking out this west.

of the Kettle Range to be the course of the western border and
western moraine of the Green Bay glacier. These facts are well
displayed by Prof. Chamberlain on plate vn. The pond-depres-
sions, or bowls and ha-ins. ,,f the Kettle Range are accounted for
by this geologist on the supposition of alternate retreats and
advances in the glacier, producing irregularities in the deposition
of ridges of moraine material. He says also that there are nume-
rous subterranean streams running from its base which undoubt-
edly have an undermining action and may have produced part of
the depressions. Over the regions of Wisconsin between the Green

t and the more northern Keweenaw Bay glacier course
th. ice thinned out toward the great driftless area.

Professor Irving accounts for the absence of ice from the drift-
less area on the view that the great glacier of the north was
divided by the deep and large channels of Michigan Bay and
Lake Superior ; that the great depth of the ice of Lake Superior
forced it to follow the courses of the bay-depressions leading
out of it, one part goii ri along Michigan
Lake and the Green Bay valley, and the rest west of southwest
along the Lake Superior bays; and that thus the intermediate re-

ft iceless and driftless. He states that the surface is
n°t higher than that of Wisconsin to the east, and is lower than that
of Minnesota to the west ; and hence that no argument can be
drawn in favor of its escape from the ice by its altitude or by an
elevation of the land. The explanation, though different, is closely
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related to that given by Professor N. II. Winchell, in his Minne-
sota Geological Report for 1876, (published in 1877)* and that the

hills of the granitic region stretching southwestward from
Keweenaw Point, and from the south shore of Lake Superior

iari In •) \\> -:. prevented the extension of the great glacier from
Lake Superior in that direction.

Both Professor Chamberlain and Professor Irving state that

there h abundant evidence that during the Glacial era the continent
in that part was higher above the sea-level than now; and that

this elevation was followed by a depression below the present level—that of the Champlain period. The former states that " some
of the streams have cut channels from one to three hundred feet

deeper than those they now occupy," thus pointing to the fact of

greater elevation .luring the Glacial era.

The chapters on the drift contain numerous facts with regard
to the sources of the drift, proving transportation for 100 to 300
miles or more. The masses of native copper, which are very
common, must have come, it is stated, from Keweenaw Point, or

full ::<>o miles. f All the facts brought out on the glacial phenomena
are of great significance and merit reproduction in this place;

bat we have to refer to the volume for the larger part of them.
The observations on the Champlain deposits and terraces are also

highly i

Onlv facts we cite here. The Milwaukee brick have
a cream-white color and this has been attributed to the absence
of iron. But Professor Chamberlain states that the clay is /W,
and contains, according to analyses of the brick, nearly five per
cent of oxide of iron: and that the absence of color must be due
to the formation of a silicate of lime and iron, lime being also

present in the clay. [The silicate is probably a variety of epidote,

the formation of which in the Triassic red sandstone of the Con-
-:'•".:

;

-•;'.•"

by the writer to be connected with a discharge of the red color

of the sandstone.]

The Niagara limestone of southern Wisconsin includes two
distinct varieties of limestone which were of simultaneous origin;

and, according to Professor Chamberlain, the compact kind
corresponds to the solid .•oral limestone of modem coral reef seas,

and the granular to the beach sand-rock, which is simultaneously
made along the shores of the coral reef regions out of coral sands.

* Noticed briefly- in the number oi::].- Journal for November last, vol. riv, p. 422.
rst volume of his Report on the Geology of

in the Mississippi bl Fevre River, a few miles
below Galeus but not far nortl

i

' i porphyry, and Mr. A. H. Beebe informed
* Prof. C. A. White, in

Geology of lows

alena is about 31')0 milts in a straight

iw copper region, and Lm
from Galena, or iibout 465 miles s west-by-south frcm the Keweenaw region.
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_
4. Probable ancient outlet of the Great Halt Lake.—It is be-

lieved that the explorations of the survey under the direction of
Dr. Hayden, the past season, have determined the probable an-
cient outlet of the great lake that once tilled the Salt Lake i'.asin.

At the head of Marsh Creek, which occupies the valley, continu-
ing directly south from that of the lowest Portneuf, is "the lowest
pass between the Great Basin and the drainage of the Columbia,
In fact so low and Hat is it, that a marsh directly connects the
two streams, one flowing to the Bear River and the other to the
Portneuf and Snake Rivers.

This fact was observed by the Survey in 1871 and 1872, but
this district has been ear. r'uiiv \amiued the past season bv Mr.
Gannett and Dr. Peale.

5. Siberian Sti />/<<.— Professor John Milne, in a paper enti-
tled » Across Europe and Asia, Part V, from Ekaterinburg to
Tomsk" -Col. Mao-., Oct., 1877), suggests that the material oi the
groat plains of Siberia was deposited by the rivers while they
were under floods caused by their being dammed about i hen-
mouths in consequence of the ice of the stream not having there
melted. He shows that although the time of freezing of the wa-
ters in autumn differs but a week or so in the more northern and
southern parts of the rivers, t tie time of melting in the spring often
differs a month. Consequently the ice toward the mouth of the
stream might serve as a dam during the breaking up of the cold
season, and cause a spreading of the waters over the country;
and "in past times, when the cold was probably more intense,
these harriers of ice may have been more continuous and com-
plete, and thus have kept the plains—which were then smaller
than they are at present, because their northern ends were be-
neath the sea—more or less constantly covered with a lake of tur-
bid water." Floods from this source occur now in Siberia. This
barrier of ice differs from that suggested by Mr. Belt, in being of
fluvial instead of Arctic-ocean origin. Professor Milne remarks
that the Siberian plains are directly connected with the several
river channels. Wherever there is a river, and especially a large
°"c, a br ; ; . it ; and as it expands in flowing
";>rth«:ml. »<» with the plain. The widening of these plains Con-

they unite to form that open flat expanse which
triages the Arctic Ocean. In some parts, the plains 1,000 miles
inland are not over 250 fret above the sea-level

0. MlA-roskopische Physiographic der m<is.<ig<:n Gesteine, von

Verlag-h.v it work forms properly a
1 companion volume to the 3Iikr<>sk"/i ;*</,. I' ,/ :<,gr.ij >/,;,_•

^ trograph>>>/< ;/•/,•/,%,„ .!//.<^=/•<//-'> •//. published bv Dr. Rosen-
busch in 1873. The many litnolo gists wh,, ha\e ;;- d w\\\ pleas-
ure and profit his earlier work, will welcome the one which has
1

ts t > i j, ^ n to tin publi Likt it- pi lece^sor, it is not a
compilation of facts observed by others, but rather a record of
the author's own wi le and < xtensive -

b- v ations. The general
Am.,Joitr. 8ci.-Thiko Series, Vol. XV, No. 85.-Jan., 1878.
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method of classification adopted is as follows:— (I) orthoclase
rocks; (•_>) orthoclase-nephelinc, and orthoclase-leucitc rocks; (3)
plagiodase rocks; (4) plagioclase-nepheliue, and plagioclase-leu-
cite rocks; (o) nephdine rocks

; (6) leucite rocks; (7) olivine, or
chrysolite rocks. The special system of subdivisions of these
classes will be ua the rod from the' following example: Orthoclase
rocks are divided into those which are pretertiary or older rocks,

and those that are tertiary or recent, or >/<>>/,iger rocks. First, the
older rocks (I) contain quartz and are (l) granular in texture,
granites, or (2) porphgritic, quartz porphyries, or (3) gla^y, i'el-

site-pitchstones
; or they are (II) without quartz, and are (1) gran-

ul</r, syenites, or iJ) p<>rr /i;/ritie, porphyries with no quartz.
Secondly, the younger rocks (I) contain <ju;irtz, and are (\) gran-
ular or porp/i grit i>\ lij.arites. or (_') gl-*«y. obsidian, trachytic
pitchstone, pcrlite. pumice; or they are (II) without quartz, includ-
ing the trachytes and some glassy rocks.

The descri, rockfl are very complete, espe-
cially tin- references to their microscopic character. A valuahle
portion of the work is the list of books and memoirs on lithologi-

c;d subjects '••\'-\\wz aho it thirty pages. e. s. n.

7. A Guidt t> tin I>.t, r,n'tl! 'it;.u, ,,/ 7!<>(>/,;s. being an intro-
duction to Lithology; by E. Jaxxetaz. Translated from the
French by G. W. Plympton, C.E., A.M. 165 pp. 8vo. New
York, 1S77. (D. Van Xostrand. )—This little hook has some very

ired by the numeroufl
inexcusable mistakes which appear in ; t- pa<_>-es :— for example,
muxi-orite micas are stated t.» 1m i(

< tesselated
appearance of some andaludt- made) is

described as due to the ''envelopment of fragments of the rock
in which they are found," (p. 3tf) ; pvrites (FeS.,) is said to he
easily reduced to FeS (p. 109) etc.

*

Besides, "such words as
-. Cyanitfels, Topfstein, Gailin&ce, etc., do not belong

to the English language.
s. Tidd'S fur the Determination of Minerals. Based upon the

tables of' Wei.-hach : enlarged, and furnished with a set of mineral
formulas, a column of specific gravities and some of the character-

• blowpipe reactions; hy Peksifok Frazkr, Jr., A.M. 119 \

hiladelphia, 1878. (J. B. Lippit
' Professor Frazer's useful little book was noticed i

Lippincott & Co.)—The first

ume ix of this Journal. The revised work, besides i

rections and minor a<: .•< s. as for

instance, the indication of the comparative rarity of the less

prominent species.

9. Tridymit* in / < A/r-/.— Prof. A. von Lasaulx reports the dis-

covery of tridymite in the trachyte-porphyry of County Antrim,

10. Anthracite of Pennsylvania.—Mr. E. T. Hardman, in a
paper in the Journal of th-j Royal Geological Society ,,f Ireland
(xiv, 200, 1876), attributes the change to anthracite in Pennsylva-
nia to the series of trap-dik, - to the . a^tward - m -

the fact that these trap-dikes are Triassic or Jurassic in age, and
the nearest over fifteen miles distant from the coal.



III. Botany and Zoology.

1. C Darwin. The Different Forms ofFlowers on Plants of the
i:„. Sj,rr,,s. (London, Murray ; New York, D. Appleton <£ <

'o.

1877.) 12rao, 352 pp.—Circumstances have prevented an earlier
notice ot this volume, Mr. Darwin's last work upon the fertilization
of flowers, the English edition of which was issued last summer
and the American rej.rint was not far l.ehind. Although VV( .

, lllu1,t
to call attention to it, for the benefit of our general readers, ami of
the numerous local botanists of our eountrv who haw little access
to foreign publications, yet the duty of reviewing the present vol-
ume was nor urgent, as regaids scientific novelty. For it is to a
great extent a reprint, with alteration> and considerable additions,
' l •' rtl

< b's
!
ub isln d -mm years ago in tin Journal ot the Linntean

Society, which excited much interest at the time, and the topics
nave become a part of our common knowledge. Still Mr. Darwin
could not take up and reprint these papers without adding some-
fl'i'ig to their value, and without making emendations or indica-

i-ations. He a.lds. moreover, succinct notices of what
lutsl.een done by others in the same field.

bix of the chapters relate to dimorphous blossoms, such as those
ot Primrose and llonstonia, including also the trimorphic cases, as
oiLxjthrnm Salicaria and some species of ().,•,/h. The seventh
chapter discusses Polygamous, Dhecioiis. and Uyuo-Dhe-ious
Hants; the eighth and closing chapter is devoted to Cleisto-
gann.iis Flowers.

For the dimorphous and trimorphous forms,—which needed
a general appellation, and one to indicate the difference in the
sexual organs themselves (calyx, corolla, elc. being alike in the

—Mr. Darwin adopts Hil i. , l's term of h> U r *t>/l, : ,.l

When this term came to our notice as one intended for settled use,
we took the opportunity in rid- Journal, a year ago. to suggest a
Htt( r Dame, one which equally avoi : the older
term, dimorj >/,>,,.-<.), ', dice is'in the stamens

not in the tloral envelopes, and avoids the erroneouB
implication of the term Jut, : -,,st ,</<>?, that the style is only or mainly
concerned. That is, we proposed the term hetr.rogone" or hetero-
genous. We were too late to ensure its adoption in this work. A
iairly good term once in use ought not to be exchanged for a new
one without very sufficient reason : and for the present purpose the

U enough. But the time has arrived when
*» peculiarity of structure must be indicated in descriptive
l "> r;Ul

.Y
; ' s a part of the (diaracter of the genera or species which

affect it: and here the inconvenience or equivocation of the phrase
-blores het&rostyV u ill -on . tiim - 1 « manib st. We think it proba-

matic botany, and that
»' -1 ail write /•'' ,v.* /,.,-. afhrwVti, hkerogoni. niomew, (lueeei,

gyno-dicecei, polygami, as the case may be.

One good set of terms for phytography we owe to Mr. Darwin
and the present book, i. e., that of /no-ntonoe-
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cious, for the case of those plants which produce their two kinds
ofblossoms a •] tV-Mi;ilt->. t'irlu-r on distinct indi-

viduals or on the same plant. So, likewise, the term <t/tdro-mon<f-

eious and andro-tlio-rioHa for the ease of hermaphrodite and male

cism, Mr. Darwin remarks that, after making enquiries from sev-

eral botanists, I can hear of no such cases. The last summer
brought one such eas< to light in our < ainbri lu< V- tanie Garden,
perhaps except mi ally, hut it raises the impury whet her JDiospyrus

I lrij}»;<ht<i, our Persimmon tree, may not be of this character. A
solitary female tree here, and with no male tree in the town, sets

sized and seedless. This year it was loaded with full-sized fruit,

well furnished with seeds, the latter with a good embryo. The
female flowers always bear stamens; but these are generally
thought to be impotent; perhaps they usually produce some
pollen ; they doubtless did so upon this occasion.

As Mr. Darwin asserts, it would be convenient, and conduce to
clearness, to restrict the L'mmean (and as now used loose) term
polygamous to the species in which hermaphrodites, males, and
females co-exist. This may occur in two ways, and possihly in

three. The English Ash, as he remarks, is trioecious, or has the
three kinds on as many individual trees; while some Maples hear
all three on the same tree.

Ifwe rightly read a statement on p.lo, it implies that proterandry
and proterogyny are known to occur only in "some few hermaphro-
dite plants " But it can hardly mean that, cases of it being com-
mon and obvious in many natural orders.

The first chapter of this volume is devoted to Primula and its

allies; the second, to hybrid Primulas, mainly to the Oxlip. which
is shown to be a spontaneous hybrid between the Cowslip and the
Primrose. A note is added on mm ascums, spe-
cially those bet wet 11 Y.rhn,, ,,, Tltii/mux and V. LyrhnUi*. whi.-li

cross with the greatest facilitv, and produce a series of forms
which a.im.-t coimeet tluse t Wo u idelv dlM hiet -]'eeh-. Vet the
hybrids ot the first generation are almost wholly self-sterile.

Such cases as tin- and that of the Oxlip, which was formerly
prove that the Cowslip and the Primrose were mere

varieties of one species, show, as .Mr. Darwin remarks, "that bot-
anists ought to be cautious in inferring th<

forms from the presence of intermediate g
be easy in the many cases in which hybrids are moderately fertile,

to detect a slight degree of sterility in such plants growing in a
state of nature and liable to be- fertilized by either of the parent
species."

The third chapter takes up in succession other heterogone dimor-
phous flow. :

:' some specie- of Flax, and of
Houstonia, Mitchella, and other Ruhiacece. The fourth chapter

flowers of the same category, notably
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striking case was first brought to light. Our Xi*ta v, rtl-ilhita

finally Pontederia, the only monocotvlcdonous -enus now known
to Ke'liL-tcroo-onc. The trimorphism 'in this uvnus was detected a

tew vears a-o by Frit/ M filler in Brazil; also recently, in /> <<„-

data, our yomm n i'i, ,,vh„ 1. h\ Mi l.eu-vtt uf'X,. York.

-prino- of heterogone flowers: i. e., offspring produced by

_
* -

.

styled plant are hybrids formed within the

same species. This conclusion is i i

the difficulty in sexually uniting two organi
ility of then- ,.ff>pring, a fiord no sure enteric

oi Lythrurrl or Prim Ufa for the sake

<mly with some difficulty, that the

sterile, and that the parents and tl

whole series of rela

spring, he might m;
be good and true sp<

The cause of this st

sprung from the v
same capsule, must evidently be it

econdite incomp:
ments, not in any general difference

ascertaining whether they

that they could be united

, r-.pri.ni were extremely

be crossed, or can be crossed only with extreme difficulty. We

iriv.ii ,lirt;.r. n.-e which olteii exisN in the facility of crowing

the same two species; for it is manifest in this case

that rise re>ult must depend on the nature of the sexual elements,

the male element of the one species acting freely on the^ female

ility of hybrids cease's to he a crit -i-i.»ii <"' species.

The 6th chapter follows up the subject in a series oi

remarks.
] t reters to those case, of more or less marked ^ap-

ses in stamens m 1 St w hi*

.-. in size or form of* poll en --rains ; an- '

the short-styled



form, the tubus .if which ha\. to p narrate the longer pistil of
the l..iiu--styh'.l form, :uv Larger than the grains from the other
form." -This curious relation 1. ,1 Delphi » (as it formerh .11.1 in.

)

to believe that the larger size of the grains is connected with the
greater supply of matter needed for the development of their
'...M-vr tubes." But it proved that, in inanv eases where the
pollens differ much in size, the styles differ moderately in length,
and ,•;,-, versa, and that in plants generally, there' is no close

hip between size of pollen and length of style (the grains
being of the same size in Datura arborea and in Bu
while the style of the one fs nine inches long and of the other
very short)

;
yet still "it is difficult quite to give up the belief

that the pollen grains from the longer stamens of heterostyled
plants have become larger in order to allow of the development
of longer tubes." A list of the genera, thirtv-eiuht in number,
positively known to be heteroirouous. is o-iv.-n. Thev belom- to four-
teen orders; but almost half the genera belong to the order
Jbtb'nu-tw ; with the exception of I'nuh-.b ,-hi

. thev all have w>s\\-
l:»- corollas and nil depend on iiiM-.u^ fbr fertilization. "Plants
which are ahvady well adapted by the structure of their flowers
for '•''—|'i:i!i/;,tion by the aid of insects often possess an irregu-
lar corolla, which has been modeled in relation to their visits

;

and it wotild have been of little use to such plants to become
heterostyled. We can thus understand whv it is that not a single
species is heterostyled in such great families as the Lequmna^"'.
Lgbiatm, SerophuluriaeeoB, Orchil* a

. etc.. all .f whi i

\'
yA \ i i-

lar flowers."

ChapterVII relates to Polygamous, Dioecious, and Gyno-dicecious
plants. A few genera are mentioned which have probably passed
on from the heterogone condition to the di.ecious. <"<,}>,>,>,<,n ,i is

perhaps the best marked case ; and MitcheUa and Epigaea show
tendencies in the same direction. On the other hand,' Mr Dur-

ations on !-:u,, :ilj,nii,< Eurojx.uswx^ "very interesting,

lire plant may be converted into a
di.ecious one." Rhamnus lanceolate* shows the same thing more

... Of Gyno-dioecious plants, u hi h b u h. . . .phro lit

flowers, but no separate males, and which show no
ot.Mous tendency towards di.e.-ism, the principal illust rations are
from Labiates, such as Thyme, N<,,Kt-i <rb,-h,,„„/, Mint, etc.

The eighth and last chapter is devoted r.. (. leistoiramic flowers.
All ordinary eases of two kind- of Mowers are evidently arranged
to favor or secure cross-fertilization. But there is a good number
of plants, such as most Violets, which besides their ordinary and
showy blossoms, produce others w .-tify" with-
out opening. These are always small and inconspicuous; and
they so much resemble early flower-buds of arrested development
that we were accustomed to designate them as flowers pivco-
'doush fertilized in the bud. In some if not most cases this
would - a .pute correct representation of them ; and there are
well known instances in which—at 1 i-r in ultb at.on—the earlier
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•

completing their deveh rs these comparatively
minute and ever closed flowers are profoundly modified struc-

turally in reference to their funefioii. Dr. Kuliit, in 1867, gave
them the appropriate name oi jlt>r<$ •<• '.<'.//•//'. <•/, it<t<><jaiiii<% or

as we prefer <! !*t .<;.,,,,. ,,.-* (lowers. The literature of the suhject

may mostly be gathered from this chapter, in which all that is

known of these blossoms is condensed. We cannot here attempt
a recapitulation. In brief. " they are remarkable for their small

size and from never opening, so that they resemble buds; their

petals are rudimentary or quite aborted ; their stamens are often

reduced in number, with the anthers of very sjnall size, contain-

ing few pollen-grains, which have remarkably thin transparent
coats, ami which generally emit their tubes while still euelosed

within the anther-cells; and lastly the pistil is much reduced in

size, with the stigma in some cases hardly at all developed.

These flowers do not secrete nectar or emit any odor. . . . Conse-

quently insects do not visit them; nor if they did could they find

an entrance. Such flowers are therefore invariably self-fertilized;

yet they produce abundance of seed." Indeed they are far more
an the ordinary flowers of the species, which are apt to

be sterile. The latter are in most cases adapted to the visits of

insects ; in some, such as Orchids, they are dependent upon this

agency for such fertility as they possess.

Cleistogamous flowers are known in about twenty-four natural

orders, yet not in a large number of genera. The list given by
Kuhn, and corrected and extended by Darwin, is likely to be
enlarged

; but in one particular it may be diminished, for Muellia,

Dipteracantlois, and C,->/phi'iranthus are really all of one genus.

We can add another genu- and natural order to the list. For,

while writing this notice, Mr. (/. G. l'ringle, of Charlotte, Ver-

mont, calls our attention to its occurrence in J><ii>b<trda repens,

of the order Hosacece, and sends excellent specir"

plify it. This should confirm the genus, which, ;

original and proper specie-, and irrespective

covered peculiarity, surely ought not to be ~

Cleistogamy is an arrangement to secun
supply of seeds with the least evpenditi

or guard against the dangers of cross-fertilization dependent on

either winds or insects; but no cleistogamous species is known
which has not ordinary flowers also, mostly corolliferous and in-

sect-visited, some specially modified for such visits, either by
heterogone dimorphism or by special stnieture such ;i- thai ol

Orchids and Violets, but some aiicmophihms, such as a few

rushes and grasses. Among the latter, it is singular that one of

the earliest known and strongly marked cases, that of Amphi-
'arpuu, {MU;,n„ <„nrh'< '>>•

[
Hooked.

the diacovi ry of eh -

the leaf-sheaths of Danth<»tut sj>t'c</ta and its allies, also in Vilfa

and other grasses. A
*
G *
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2. Ferns of Worth America. By Daniel C. Eaton, of Yale
College.

( >. F. < 'assmo. Salem, Mass.) Part I, pp. 20, and three
-I»vi-s. (to,J-77.—\Vc are glad that mir

U ' 1
' '- '"-l!.),- ail'i II .,• Li< IH I li lii.t.lhl-t- tin -It IT t'Ulltltv

u_l ' '• figures give tor the study of Kerns. Books of this kind, of
vario is pretension and merit, abound in Great Britain, and tliere
is evid, inly a great demand for them. But our own fern-fanciers
are becoming numerous and active, and this work will aid them

:i
'

'""'-' »' "> "u.ro into the Held. At least our botanists and
l-iit< want it. And this work seems to us well plan-

ned to meet all these requisitions. Well executed it certainly is,

thus far. The papt r and t\ p -graph y are most excellent; and the
l

,| - ,t - h-om e .,,:•,
| drawings by J. II. Kmerton, are beautiful

s !'<
'

l ;1 '-
.

Plate II, representing Ctwiht,,-

Y"
6

;'
- f'" ,i " 1 ' '

'"
/' " (a 'iew species, detected in California

by Mrs. Mwood Cooper, whose nam, it bears), is to our mind the
best

; and the synopsis id the speeies of t he genue, arranged under
the sections, was a good thought. The figure of Aspleniam ser-
*•"'''"', tro

t
,i'-:d American Fern, recently discovered in Florida

by Dr. Garber, is wol n maged and characteristic ; but by l:ntip-
'-' ' tlu ' -''' ; " ; - '"" blue. Under the same conditions the Ly-
:/> '" ... whirl, i« well ,-1,..m-ii lor a leader, seem- to,, pale and dull.
A little mure practice will set this all right. The prospectus in-
forms us that a fascicle will be published every, two months, or

roposed to figuthereabout,

th ~P" i' - in lig
» is t. ti c Id it 1 St ,tes

'

Phis i«.

'Hiai h «:il be k, pt up to the standard, and will be
annot doubt; for no one knows our Ferns

' !:l,t '•' "'' l! as Pn-lcssor Fatoii, and no one can de-cribe t hem bet-
ter. \\ e hope, and we do not doubt, that the sale v.

this enterprise, ance and completion.

X»t,* nn 11, i'nnr h::\ by GkoIIGK
re, an exhaustive monograph of a

1 in this Journal (for 1*23,
y * n

-
' '- iimi page which is now reproduced i

( 'b.»el\ ad led species IS. i,intrl''-arl>i-f'u/!ii„^ from which it is i:

'' s " , - 1
' ^'

'
b\ II,

<
i cdi< d or , ithei - ibt. n m in sterile brai

owded with figures (48

this <

U1Ue '

country, and the
he same size. Th.
i the view taken b
Professor Hitchc
title-page gives n,

the fortus which these two speeies assume in
account of them tills 22 pages of

v .Milde; but it iv 1,.

.ek had, if mdeed he did not have i,„th. As
ith.-r name of publisher nor place- of publi-

' is privat, ly printed.

ongs. It is stated1 that "if the publication of these
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) be of any service to fern-students
|
which it s

II owe it entirely to the generosity of Mr. Robi

Ann. d. Sc. Nat"., Sept., 1877, from Sitzungsb. der k. Akad.
Wissensch., 1876, t. 74). Wiesner prefaces his memoir by a short

! account, of which we here give an abstract. Near the
middle of the last century, Guettard demonstrated by rude ex-

periments that light favors transpiration. linger, and, later,

Sachs have supposed that the movements of stomata under the
iiiiu !!<< <>t' light are the cause of its action upon transpiration.

Darth lemy has, however, shown that the opening of stomata

rgely upon the pressure of gas in the interior of plants
;

when this pressure is slight,

the light. The opening of s

looked upon as an effect of the increased transpirati

opening of stomata is according to him to be

its cause. Delnram and Risler have stated that those rays of

light which are most efficient in decomposing carbonic acid, are

the most active in transpiration. Lastly, lhiranetzky has shown
that transpiration is not always proportional to the intensity of

light. To explain 'his !,,. assumes that there is, in the plant, a

sensitiveness to the action of light, which may be exhausted by
too frequent excitation.

Wiesner, in the memoir now noticed, gives a detailed account
of his own experiments, and presents the following conclusions.

A part of the light, which has rr:i\er-id el..,.r,.| h\ 11 is trans-

formed into heat; there results an elevation of temperature
within the tissues, and a consequent increase of tension of aque-
ous vapor in the intercellular spaces. The excess of vapor
escapes through the stomata. The rays which correspond to

the absorption bands of the chlorophyll spectrum, and not the
rays which are most luminous, are those which an
trai spi ration : rays which hav p issed through a solution of chlo-

rophyll exert only a feeble influence upon transpiration. Other
coloring matters, xanthophyll, for instance, acts like chloro-

phyll, l.ut | ( ..s powerfully. \Vie>ner has -howii that active trans-

piration in young leaves of maize can take place when the stomata

are closed; on the other hand, the transpiration of I{,>rf»- f;l ;<t

comosa was very feeble in the dark, although the stomata were
Widely open. Also that the dark heat-rays are less active in

rays have no mffii.ai at all: that, w! never may be the nature
<>f th- rays, they act solely by elevating the temperature of the

5. TTeber Botrydium granulatnm ; by J. Rostaitnski and M.

WoRoN-ix._This is an' interesting paper which appeared in the
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.

lular Alga of i

end grows a branching
fastened in the moist ground. Small as it is, it i- :tni|>l\- provided
with reproductive bodies as will be seen by the following : 1st.

change into a large

iium. 2d. If the plant
becomes somewhat dry the pyrifonn portion shrivels, and the root
film.- divide up into a number ot cells which may be transformed
in either of two ways ; if placed in a moist position their contents
arc transformed into /.oospores like those already described; or else

each cell pushes out a hyaline root-like process which then grows
so as to push the rest of the cell above ground forming whal is

known as the hypnospore. In the hypnospore, zoopores are pro-
duced which have one cilium. 3d. By the germination of the
uniciliate zoospores individuals are produced which bear the
stums proper. The latter may be either green or red, and in

them are formed zoospores which are furnished with two cilia and
which, after escaping from the spore, unite in twos or some larger
number so as to form what Rostatinski would call an isospore or,

as is more generally expressed, a zygospore.
The cellsV Botrydhim sometimes bud out at the sides and the

budding procossi-s. after a time, send out hyaline roots and finally

separate from the mother cell, forming a new individual. In this

connection, we would refer to a plant which we found during the
past summer at Eastport, Maine, and Gloucester, Mass., where it

was not rare on rocks and wharfs at half-tide. The species seems
to iie identical with <'>,/;,,/</,,, <ir><j'ir">in< A. Br., found by Brown
and afterwards by ] 'ring-la im at Heligoland, in company with
C'ih>t/iri.r seopellortem Ag. with which it is also associated on our
own coast. The mode of growth, by means of buds, winch after-

wards send out a hyaline root, and Then m parate from the mother
cell, is the same as that described in Botrydium. The sporiferous
plant also bears a strong resemblance to Botnjdiuni <jr<<n>ibtt«n>,

and it seems that the son,, w I it anomalous genus < 'n-Hnhna, at

least C. gregarium, should be included in Botrydium. w. G. f.

6. Orn Fpetshw/ens mariwi Klomfull '

By Dr. F. R. Kjellman.
Ueber die Algen Vegetation des M,*,-,,.,,,,^},,,* Mteres. Bv Dr.

F. iv. Kjellman.
liidr.'ig till I. ,;... ,„d.,„„ ,< ,if A'/,-/.-!,/ l,.if'-'ts A!/,-,,,, tjuion. By

Dr. F. R. Kjellman.
The above named articles, which are extracted from the proceed-

ings of the Swedish Royal Academy are important contributions
to our knowledge of arctic Alga*. Dr. Kjellman as botanist of
the expedition to Nova Zembla under the command of Nordens-

be study of the vegeta-
tion of a region which is rarely visited. Although, of course, the
number of species is small, a number of interesting Phwosporce
were found. Dr. Kjellman regards as a characteristic of the Nova
Zembla coast, in striking contrast to that of Norway, that there is

an almost entire absence of littoral Fuel and indeed of all littoral
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species whatever. The most prolific region

ut-llu Polho sJ<t. By Vincenzo Cesati, Napoli.—The former article

forms a pamphlet of forty-one pages, with four plates, in which the
writer enumerates the higher cryptogams of Borneo and describes
a number of new species. The latter article is much shorter and
contains descriptions of about thirty new species and varieties.

8. Nbteg on Botrychium simplex Hitch.; by George E.Dav-
Kvr-oriT, ],S77. Salem, Mass. 4to, pp. 22, tab. *1.— B»tryrhhi,,>
sim},h;j) is a little Fern which was originally described and'figured
in this Journal in 1823 (vol. vi, p. 103), by President Hitchcock.
For many years it was very little known, and was confused with
several other species of the same genus. Dr. Milde, in vol. xxvi,
of the Nova Acta Acad. Nat. Curiosorum, was the first to clearly

define it, to associate with it forms more highlv developed than
the specimens known to President Hitchcock, ami to illustrate the

species with figures of its several forms and variations. In the
present paper Mr. Davenport has thoroughly discussed the plant
in all its forms, and has carefully pointed out its real dim' ren "es

from its nearest ally. He gives* a great number of stations where
it has been discovered, and in the two plates be has had figured
many specimens of this species and of other species which have
been mistaken for it. The whole forms an interesting and valua-
ble eontribution to the history of North American Ferns; and it

is to he hoped that the author will be encouraged to publish the

results of his studies upon other species. o. c. eatox.
9. Note on fin: Il,i!,iK< <>/ :/""n'j lAintihiA : by Alexander

Agasmz.— ]\Ir. C. 1). YValcott' has called attention to the fact

that wh n coll cting fossils he finds large n imbers of Trilobites

<>n their_ back;* from this he argues that they died in their nat-

ural position, and that when li\ . ; on their

back>. !Jc mentions, in support of his view, the well known fact

that very young hamulus ami other Crustacea freipiently swim in

that position. I have for several summers kept young horse-shoe
crabs iu my jars, and have noticed that besides thus often swim-
ming on their backs, they will remain in a similar position for

hours, perfect! v .piiet. on" the- bottom of the jars where thev are

H' r - When they cast their skin it invariably keeps the same
attitude on the bottom o{ the jar. it is no; an uncommon thing
to find on beaches, where himulus is common, hundreds of skins

; dry by the tide, the greater part of
'

hind extremity raised.

; Twenty-eighth Report N. T.
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throw out their feet beyond the anterior edi-v «>f i !i. - carapace,

browsing, as it were, upon what they rind in their road, and
washing away what they do not need by means of a powerful

current produced by their abdominal appendages.— ' 'oiomuniratud

by the Author.
10. New Species of Cemtodus, from the Jurassic ; by O. C.

Marsh.—Among the'interesting vertebrate remains recently found

in the Jurassic 'of Colorado is a tooth of a ('erxfndus, in good
preservation. The specimen is a left lower dental plate, having

the inner side convex, and the outer divided in:-> rive promim-nt

IV. Astronomy.

1. The JVbv. ./'•/• M> -tr:,rs.—At my request, Messrs. Benjamin
Vail and John P. Carr, students in the State University," kept

watch last night for the N ovember meteors. The early part of

the night was too cloudy for observations, but before two o'clock

Hi) the sky had become quite clear. In one

hour and fifty minutes—from" 1.55 to 3.45— fifty-four meteors

were counted by the two observers. This was at the rate ot

thirty per hour. Nearly all were Leonids—that is, the point from

which they radiated was in the constellation Leo. A few of the

which continued luminous for several seconds. The ap
Of BO large a number ten or eleven years after the maximum dis-

plays of"l866 and 1867 is quite unexpected.
November 14, 1877. DANIEL KIRKWOOD.

2. On Schmidt** X„r„ Cy,/}>;.—Mr. (Vpeland,
ie Astronomische Naehrichten, from Lord Lindsay'

: Dunecht, dated September 5, says : " On September 2, 1877,ays : " On September 2, 1877, I

• with the 15-inch refractor of this observatory.
lr was round to be of the ! nM magnitude and of a dec:

a d in th same ri ! 1 with the reddish star

B.D.-J-42 4184 which it precedes by about 25 3
1 Viewed through a

low power eye-piece and a powerful direct vision prism, held be-

tween the eye and the eye-piece, the light of the star was found to

be absolutely monochromatic. A single prism Browning spectro-

scope with a slit, but without a cyli i hi il I ns, _; t\ < ., >t tr 1 ke

i -e of continuous spectrum. A fev

measures were all that could be obtained ; they indicated a wave-
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length of 512 mm.; but great uncertainty attaches to this deter-
mination as a slight derangement of the spectroscope prevented
the introduction of a comparison spectrum. On September 3,

Lord Lindsay made thirteen measures of the wave-length, with a
Grubb spectroscope giving a dispersion of 3^° from B. to Z. The
very reliable result was 498 -

t> mm. A single measure of mine
gave 496-1. It will be at once seen that the 'light of this remark-
able star is most probably identical in wavedength with the nitro-

gen line 498-7, or possibly with one or both of the lines r>oi>-4 and
5-66, (D'Arrest, Undersugelser over de nebulose Stjerner, Co-

the whole width of the line must be enclosed,

the history of this star from the time of its discovery by Schmidt
it would seem certain that we have an instance before us in

which a star has changed into a planetary nebula of small angu-
lar diameter. At least it may be safely affirmed that no astrono-

mer discovering the object in its present state would, after view-
ing it through a piisi ,. hesitate to pronounce as to it- present neb-
Qloofl character. Judging from the brightness of the star in the
finders of 3| inch aperture it is probable that a refractor of 5

inches aperture would be sufficient to show the monochromatic
nature of its light when viewed through a small direct-vision

3. The Report of Professor Pickering, Director of the Harvard
College Obs> rs, Nov. 20, !

s 77, has been pub-
lished. It has been decided to devote the large refractor to

photometric work and some results of general interest have been
already obtained. After describing the photometric arrange-

ments and the details of some observations upon the satellites of

Mare, the Director adds: these observations have not yet been
wholly reduced, it is therefore impossible to give the final con-

clusion. The best idea of the light of a satellite is obtained by
giving the diameter to which the primary must be reduced to
render it no brighter than the satellite, or the diameter of the lat-

ter, if it reflected light in the same proportion as the planet. This
is, in fact, probably the only estimate we can ever make of the
true diameter of these bodies. An approximate reduction of the

measurements of the on; g u> light with that

from the holes, gives its equivalent diameter at about 5*9 miles.

The result of the other comparison is about 5-4 miles. This

agreement is all that could be desired. The observations of the

inner satel It as 0-5 miles. The direct compari-
son of the two gives their relative diameters as in the ratio of

10 to 9. These "figures will be 80 the final re-

duction. As the darker color of the outer satellite somewhat
•v safe to call it about six miles

in diameter, and the inner satellite seven miles.

This photometer has since been used upon various othe:

Saturn have been obtained, including the very faint object
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Hyperion, whose light is thus determined with great precision.
Numerous other very faint objects have been similarly meas-
ured, especially some minute companions to bright stars.

'

Stand-
ards will thus be established for the fainter stars, with which
observers hereafter can compare other minute objects, Se\eral
asteroids have been compared in lik - matin, r. ai ! will give some
reliable data regarding the true diameters of these bodies.

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Norwegian Exploring Expedition.—-The Norwegian Atlan-
tic exploring expedition returned to Tromsoe, in Norway, bv lat-
est a. bices, tor the purpose of ivlifting tor the Inn her pr.'.scent ion
of its work, -

._.• occupied from the b.th of June
,xn}^ ri

' "tli of July. It will be remembered that the object of
ration is the discovery not merely of the more impor-

tant facts in regard to the physics and natural history of the
northern seas, but also of making an economical application of the
same in connection with the Norwegian fisheries, which consti-
tute' «. important an element in the prosperity of that nation.
This is only a continuation of the enlightened measures initiated
by the government of Norway many years ago, upon the results
or which, indeed, we are obliged to depend for most of our infor-
mation in regard to the natural history and economy of the her-
ring, mackerel, cod and other northern fish.

An interesting point established by this first cruise of the Vor-
ingrn. the vessel employed, is that the minimum of temperature is

not always at the bottom of the water, but otteii :it ,-, .riain d.-pth
near the surface, it- di-tance therefrom varying with the season or
other circumstances. In the West Fiord the temperature at the
surface was 4.3-7°; this decreased to 3s-s c

in sixtv fathoms; and
then in 140 fathoms, ten fathoms above the bottom, it rose to 41°.
The explanation of this phenomenon appears to be' that in winter

rally cooler than the sea surface, and the layers of
"" K"i"g chilled and becoming denser, sink down to a

mi
; ^ «;irmer. and the surface layer of water has no further tendencv
to sink. Ihis maintains a cold stratum persistently between the
surface and the bottom, which continues until by* the action of
storms or currents ;l „ equilibrium to a certain extent is effected.

lhe greatest depth iouud during- the cruise was 1710 fathoms,
wlth '

l hott " ' tt'inpt'i-anir. of i'- i° . the lowest yet found by the
expedition.— Harper's Weekly, October 27, 1877.

2. 7r<t>i*lati»„
,,f W<;.4»irlis Mec/umics.—Profenaor DuBois

part of volume second, section second of
/.'

Motors. Though com: - intended as a con-
•t Coxe's translation of volume I, and it is to be soon

ion of that part of volume II that treats of
Heat. Meow >u,d the Xtunn Engine. It is hoped that tL.
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&Sons
3. A new Treatise on Steam Engineering, Physical properties

<>/ permanent Gases, and of diftreat find's of Vapor ; by John
W. Xystiiom, C.E. 185 pp. 8vo. New York, 1876. (G. P.
Putnam's Sons.)—This work contains many formulas and tables
relating to combustion, steam pressure and so on, which will he
useful to the practical engineer. The author makes a vigorous
attack upon many of the commonly accepted terms in mechanics, as
he has done in his Elements of Mechanics. A large number of
new symbols and characters are introduced, the desirability of
some of which mav perhaps be questioned.

4. A List of 'Writings relating to the Method of Least Squares,

pp. 8vo. (From the Trans, of theV.mn. Acad, of Science.)—In
this memoir Mr. Merriman gives over 400 titles of volumes or
memoirs relating to the Method of Least Squares, beginning with
Tote's rule, published in 1 7 J _'

. and ending with the year ls7o.

The work is however not a mere list of titles. He "has given
notes upon and abstracts of all the more important papers.
About one-fifth of the titles are quoted at second hand. These
are in general those of works of minor importance. The rest he
has been able to examine in the libraries of Yale College. The
preparation of this list with the criticisms of papers is a contribu-
tion of great value to exact science.

5. Elements of the Method of Least Squares ; bv Mansfii:i.i>
Me. ;!;! max. mspp.M-o. London, 1877. (Macmillan & Co.)-Mr.

r rents the subject of Least Squares in two sections. In
the first he introduces the least amount of theory possible, the
object being to give and explain the practical rules. In the second
he develops the theory.

6. Royal Society.—In their award of medals for the present

i e taken a wide view.
for four of the five nun cho-en for the honor are foreigners. The
Copley medal goes to Professor J. D. Dana, of New Haven, Conn.,
tor his biolo^b in\ estimations, c

ried on throi ' '

which his c

F.ILS., the newly created <

physico-chemical researches on gun cotton
and when we bear in mind the diligence
which these researches have been carried <

and the admi:
cal Transactions, we may salely pr<

pro\ e<l. A'Royal Medal is awarded to Professor < >s-

the Tertiary plants of Europe, of the Xorth Atlantic, North Asia,

»j > N'-rth Aim ri< i, ai d for ! i- d> e genet dizati ns respecting
their affinities and their geological and climatic relations. For

tal, Robert Wilhelm Bitnseo, of

Heidelberg, and Gustav Robert Kirchoff, of Berlin, are selected,
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in recognition of their researches and discoveries in spectrum anal-
ysis. Tins is a good beginning with a medal which is, perhaps,
destined to become t'amou- in the history of science. There will
be no question us regards the cusTo.lv of' the golden prize, for each
of the two learned professors will have a medal, Athetueum,
The Silver Country or the Great Southwest. A review of the Mineral and

other wealth, the attractions and material development
New Spain, comprising Mexico and the Mexican Cessions to the Unite
1848, and 1853, by A. D. Anderson. 221 pp. 8vo. New York, 1817. (G-. P.

Journal of the American Electrical Society ; including original and selected
papers on Telegraphy and Electrical Science. Vol. i, No. 2, Chicago, 1877.

Jared Potter Kirtland, M.D., LL.D.—Dr. Kirtland died at

-near Cleveland), Ohio, DecemU-r
10, 1877, at the advanced age of eight v-four vears, having been
born m \\ allingford, Connecticut, November 10th, 1793. In
scientific research and study Dr. Kirtland devoted himself espe-
cially to general natural history and zoology. His discovery of
the existence of sex among the Naiades of North Ameriea
was announced by his paper in volume xxxvi (1834), of this
Journal. 'Ibis important observation has since been fully con-
firmed by others, although for a time sharph contested. He

-

some fixed object by a byssns and
Bt year of their lives become selsite, (this Journal, -I)

xxxix, 164) Dr. Kirtland removed to Ohio in 1823, bavin- grad-
uated in medicine at Yale College in 1815. He conducted the
survey of the Natural History of Ohio under the first Geological
survey of that State in 1848. The large collections then ma I

• at

his own cost he subsequently devoted to founding the Cleveland
Academy of Natural History, the State of Ohio refusing to reim-
burse him the expenses of the collection. His catalogues of the

sks and birds of Ohio form part of the pub-
- of that survey, and subsequentlv his description- of

the fishes with figures drawn bv ":, mblished in
the Journal of the Boston Society of Natural History.

Dr. Kirtland was a man of untiring industrv, devoted to the

in medicine, and those of a pro-
theoryand practice of his art in more than one
ge. II,;- w:b :i zealous cultivator of plants and was

suecv-tul m producing many new varieties of fruits. His large
OT " ! g'-merous nature :.- .;., nw \ patriot and

ring friends, t

stores of exact Ige afforded a
of enjoyment. If.' retai

. ra andimmi d
the -lose of his long life.

Dr. Kirtland was one of the subscribers to the first issue of th
Journal in 1818, and his name has stood on its books to the cloi
of the last year, being, so far as appears, the last member of th:
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Art. "VIII.—On the Photometric comparison of Light of different

colors ; by Professor O. N. Rood, of Columbia College.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, Oct. 24th, 1877.]

The comparison of the intensities of light of different colors

has long been considered one of the most difficult of photo-
metric problems, but by the use of very simple means, I have
recently made a series of measurements of this character, which
may not be without interest to those whose studies lie in this

direction. The luminosity of card-board painted with vermilion,
was, for example, measured as follows: a circular disc of the
vermilion canl-boar.l was attached to the axis of a rotation-

js of black and white card-board
'"' u sininltain'. >ii ! ist< i ed on the same axis, so that by

re fcive pro] ortiona of the latter, a series of grays
could be produced at will.

The compound black and white disc was now arranged so as

b by rotation a gray which was decidedly darker than
the vermilion ; this gray tint was then gradually lightened, till

the observer became doubtful as to the relative luminosities of
the red and gray discs ; the angle occupied by the white sector
was then measured. Next, a grav decidedlv more luminous

f
i the vermilion was compared with it. and diminished in

brightness till the observer again became doubtful, when a
second measurement was taken. All this time the manipula-
tion was performed by an assistant, the experimenter giving

.

>.t remaining in ignorance of the results to the end.
The mean of ten 5u _ned to the vermilion
disc a luminosity of 23-8, that of white card-board being taken
A*. Jopr. 8ci.—Third Series, Vol. XV, No. 86.—Feb., 1878.
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In this experiment and in all those that follow, proper

>ns were made for the amount of white light reflected

by the black disc, this having been previously ascertained, in a

manner which will be described in a future communication.

In order to test the correctness of the final result, the lumin-

osity of a blue-green disc, correctly complementary in color to

the vermilion, was next measured in the same way; it proved

to be 26 56. The vermilion and blue-green discs were then

combined, according to Maxwell's method, so as to obtain a

pure gray by rotation, and the angular proportions of these

colored surfaces, and the value of the gray in terms of win to

and black card-board, measured. The gra ;.

a luminosity of 24*54, that of white card-board being 100.

Next, the value of this same gray was calculated from the

measured luminosities of the two colored discs, and the propor-

tions of these colors required to produce a pure gray by mix-

ture on the rotation apparatus; the calculated value was 25*47.

This agreement proves the correctness of the photometric

comparison, and also of Grassman's assumption, that the total

intensity of the mixture of masses of differently colored light

is equal to the sum of the intensities of the separate compo-
nents, which, so far as I know, has not before received an ex-

perimental confirmation.

Corresponding measurements were made with a green, and
its complementary purple disc ; also with a blue, and its com-
plementary yellow disc ; the results are given below.

Luminosity. Gray (observed.) Gray (calculated.)

Vermilion, 23 '8 \ qa.--± o k-a 1
Blue-green, 26-56 f

4 '

Chrome yellow, ....80 -3 )

Cobalt blue, 35-38
f

54 ol 53 92

Green, 4T19 )

.14-83
f

Purple,
24-94

Though the Geological Commission has busied itself in

investigating the marine fauna at almost every point on the
coast of Brazil where its labors have extended, yet in a group
like that of the Echini, the different shore species of which are

so readily found and collected by all travelers, it has been able

to add very little that is new. In its collections, however, are
three species which do not seem to have been record'

Brazil before. They are: Diadema selosum Gray, Bipponoe
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esculenta A. Agassiz, and Mellita sexforis A. Agassiz. According
to Mr. Alex. Agassiz in his "Revision of the Echini," the first

mentioned species is almost world-wide in its distribution, oc-

curring in the seas between North and South America ;iml

Mexico, among the West Indies, the islands off the northwest
of Africa, and also in many places in the Pacific and Indian
Oceans. We cannot yet record it from the mainland of Brazil,

but it was found in great abundance by Mr. J. C. Branner, on
the shores of the island of F t? an lo !• Xorouha, situated m arly

200 miles to the northeast of Cape St. Koque.
The second species, Hippono'e esculenta, was obtained by Mr.

Branner from the sain from the mouth of Rio
Formoso, about twenty miles south of Cape St. Agostinho, in

the province of Pernambueo. In its previously known range, as

recorded by Mr. Agassiz, it was limited to the main shores and
the seas between North and South America, and to

the Bermudas.
The third and last species mentioned, M< 'h'ta ?<7tori\ was

dredged from the shallow water inside of Fort Yillegagnon, in

the harbor of Rio de Janeiro, by Professor E. Selenka, who has
kmdh piv-.'nt I tht' ('.ninnk-ioii with several specimens. They
are very numerous in this one locality, but, so far as we know,
have not been obtained from any other part of Brazil. Of this

species, Mr. Alex. Agassiz says that it has a great range in

im shallow water to 270 fathoms, but has not been
found over an extended geographical area, as it has been re-

corded from the southern United States, the West Indies and
Bermudas, only.

In addition to the two species above mentioned from Fer-

nando de Noronha, there were obtained from the same locality

three other species already known from the coast of Brazil

:

Ctr/aris tribuloides Bl., Echinometra subangularis Desml., and
'I '.so1,,,'u-t, s >,iri"i<ttu* A. Anas-'/,. <'.<!<in- tnhnloides, though
V'Tv ran- indeed along the const of Brazil and represented in

the collection of the Commission from there by only a few frag-

ments, was exceedingly abundant at Fernando de Nor..aha.

occurring there in thousands. It never seems to attain the size

of the specimen from Cape Yerde Isles, figured by Agassiz (op.

eit
;

- pi. bl), and varies much in the length and strength of the

ous seaweeds. Though F< ni i nlo de N >mui a is not 200 miles
distant from the main coast, yet there intervenes a great depth

of the island, however, seems to be very similar to that of the

coast

The following list probably contains all the littoral speeies

of Echini at present known from Brazil, all of which, with the
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exception of Strongylocentrotus Gaimardi A. Agassiz, have been
found by the Geological Commission. The localities at which
they were obtained are so nearly those recorded by Mr. Alex.
Agassiz in his Kevision of this group, that it would be of no

8 follows

:

It has been noticed that Mellita testudinata is brilliantly phos-
phorescent at times, when it has been removed from the water
for a few hours, though it be still wet and apparently alive.

The phosphorence is very apparent over the entire body. I am
indebted to Mr. Alex. Agassiz for kindly examining and veri-

fying the determinations of a collection of the above Echini
sent to the United States, excepting Mellita sexforis, which has
been found only very recently.

On the evening of July 21, 1874, at 9 h 0™, the moon being
in her first quarter, and tlie sky remarkably clear even close to

the horizon, my attention was attracted by a bright ray of light

darting from the northwestern horizon, way up in the constel-

lations. Taking it for an auroral phenomenon, I went in for

• -scope ; but on my return, after a few seconds, to my
disappointment I found no more trace of it. Soon, however,
it reappeared, and darted up in an instant after the manner of

certain auroral rays, and vanished again after ten or fifteen

seconds. I then became aware of my error, and found with
surprise that the phenomenon was taking place in the tail of

Coggia's Comet, the head of which was then plunged under
the horizon.

During the whole time that I observed this interesting phe-
nomenon, I saw the comet's tail shortening and extending,
lightning up and extinguishing like the rays of certain auroras.
Extended undulations, rapid vibrations, ran along it in succes-
sion from the horizon to its extremity, giving it the appearance
of a fine gauze wavering in a strong breeze. The
and the waves of light were of unequal duration

; some being
rapid, while others lasted a longer time. For over one hour
the comet's tail kindled and extinguished more than one hun-
dred times ;

the extinction being sometimes so complete that
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it was impossible to see any trace of the comet; while some-
times it became so bright, that in spite of the light of the

moon, it could be distinguished easily in all its contours, even

to its very extremity, which was then a little to the south of

y Ursse Majoris.

Be it coincidence or not, at the moment that this phenomenon
was occurring, a strong magnetic perturbation was going on in

Cambridge, where the declination needle oscillated through an
angle of 1° 27', although no auroral light was seen ; and by
the kindness of Mr. Cleveland Abbe, of the Signal Corps, I

learn that no aurora was reported for that night.

It is not a new thing to see vibrations and pulsations m li-

ning along the tail of comets. Many observers have seen this

phenomenon; among others Longomontanus, Vandelin, Snel-

lius and Father Cysat, who are reported to have seen undula-

tions taking place on the border of the Comet of 1618, as if it

was agitated by the wind. Hevelius observed analogous mo-
tions in the Comets of 1652 and 1661. Pingre asserted that he

distinctly saw in the long tail of the Comet of 1769, "des

ana semblables acelles que les aurores boreales pre-

sentent."* According to Winnecke, from the 5th to the 12th

of October, 1858, the rays forming the superior part of Donati's

comet spread and contracted suddenly like the rays of the

Cambridge, Jan. 5, 1877.

Art. XI.—Sudden extinction of the light of a Solar Protuberance

;

by L. Teouvelot.

.
On the 26th of June, 1874, while making my daily observa-

tions of the sun with the spectroscope at the Harvard College

Observatory, 1 saw an unusual phenomenon, which may be

worth recording. The narrow slit of the instrument was di-

rected on the preceding side, about 270°, just above a group of

spots which was then very near the limb, when I saw a bril-

liant protuberance partly projected on the spectrum, on the side

of the rays of less refrangibilitv. In shape, this hydrogen flame

resembled an elongated comma, having its acute extn-mtv
directed toward the sun, where it terminated just a little above
the chromosphere. The chromosphere under this protuberance

formed several slender and am ames, none
of which, however, reached it. The large prominence, which
was slightly inclined to the limb, had a height of 3' 37", and

about 3° in its greatest width.

* Arago, Astro, pop., vol. ii, p. 439, Paris, 1855.
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When the slit was set wide open, so as to allow the whole
protuberance to be seen between its jaws, the coma
flame appeared perfect, and showed plainly its texture. But
when it was observed with a narrower slit it became partly
invisible on the C line; only a short and jagged portion being
seen in it on the red side. 'When the slit was carried alom> the

nice by means of its screw, the portion visible on the
C line did not remain constant, but either extended or con-
tracted of a small quantity; the maximum portion visible on
the C line never being more than one-fourth the width of the
slit, while sometimes it was not seen at all on this line.

The portion of the protuberance projected on the spectrum
was considerably more brilliant than the spectrum itself, and
about one-third only of its whole length was visible. As the
slit was carried along it, the visible parts became invisible near
the C line, and invisible parts appeared on the spectrum; and
the area of the visible portion either contracted or extended,
when seen in different parts.

I had been observing this phenomenon for eight or ten min-
utes, when, while looking at it' with the slit wide open, the flame
suddenly vanished, at 10b 30"', no traces of it remaining. As

perceived before or at the moment this phenomenon took place,
and as the light did not go out of it gradu &]]

as a flash of lightning, it does not seem that a change of posi-

tion was the cause of its disappearance, but rather because the
light which rendered it visible abandoned it in an instant.

According to theory, this protuberance was moving rapidly
away from the earth at the moment of the observation, as it

was projected upon the less refrangible side of the spectrum ;

v,r r|1 - ^ "i 1

1 fail to explain its sudden disappearance, since
for this it should have moved out of sight with an unconceiv-
able velocity.

For over half an hour I watched attentively the same spot in
expectation of seeing the flame reappear; employing for this a
narrow and a wide slit in succession, but with entirely negative
results. I saw no more traces of it, although the small aigrette-
shaped flames of the chromosphere, which were still visible,

the exact place where it had vanished, and where
very probably it stdl existed, but now as a dark protuberance.
On several occasions I have seen the light abandon a protu-

berance gradually, but never so suddenly and on such a strand
scale; and sometimes I have seen also the light gra.i

initiating protuberances which were invisible before, something
after the manner of clouds in our atmosphere, lighting up and
fading into darkness by the appearance or disappearance of the
sun. Of course, the illumination of dark solar protuberances
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cannot be conceived as being due to the reflection of light, as

in the case of the clouds in our atmosphere: it is the protuber-

ance itself which is rendered luminous by some change taking

place in it These observations would seem to indicate: that on

the sun there are sometimes dark and non-luminous protuber-

ances, which may cause the spots of absorption often observed

in the vicinity of spots.

The phenomenon of the gradual illumination of a protuber-

ance was observed in 1869," at Des Moines, Iowa, during the

total c-iiwc <>f the sun. I>\ Pr-.f r William A. Rogers, who
iocompanied Dr. C. H. F. Peters, on the Litchfield Eclipse Ex-
pedition. Professor Rogers was observing a large protuber-

ance on the sun with a 9-inch-aperture refractor, when he saw

several protuberances form gradually in the vicinity of the

large flame, and at a considerable height above the chromo-

The projection of the hydrogen flames on the spectrum is

'
'na; the period of maximum of

sun-spots', and it has been observed several times. However,

it may be worth while to record a characteristic case of projec-

tion, accompanied with remarkable changes of form, and a visi-

ble motion of the protuberance.
On Sept 10th, 1872, at 12" 33™, I was observing a small nar-

row flame forming an arch on the chromosphere, the height of

which was equal to 36". Nothing remarkable was to be seen

in this protuberance, although it was in the vicinity of a group

of spots which was then verv near the eastern limb of the sun
;

but, two minutes later, one of the extremities of the ai-

ing on the chromosphere was suddenly detached from the limb,

Hog in an instant to a

height of 70", then appearing straight and rigid, but twisted

like a rope. For a few seconds, it continued to ascend, at the

same time growing wider; and at 12 1
' 37°\ it had at:

totxim im altitude°of 118". It was then slightly curved. At
12 h 43-, the force which had carried it up began to give way,

and it then descended rapidlv toward the sun, folding upon

itself in two places, while at the same time it became narrower.

At 12h 45m , it had reached its former height; and soon after it

sunk to a l« sphere and was lost in it

At the sa arc of hydrogen was distended,

it was seen projected on the spectrum opposite the sun. to-

wards the violet The figure of this protuberance appeared

exactly the same, whether it -
spectroovor

seen between the wide-open jaws of the slit Howey
the slit was narrow, the flame became invisible on the O line,

i on the spectrum. When the

protuberance, after having reached its greatest altitude, de-
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scended rapidly toward the sun, it remained projected on the
spectrum just as before, although the descending motion was
apparently in a contrary direction to the ascending one; but
this did not seem to affect the position of the flame on the spec-

Art. XII.

—

The Moon's Zodiacal Light ; by L. Trouvelot.

During the evening of April 3, 1874, the " Zodiacal Light"
was particular]

, -riiliant : < sp< i illy lose to the horizon, where
it appeared as a segment of a circle, having an irregular wavy
outline, giving it a vague resemblance to the beams of a faint
aurora. Although the sky was clear, it was found impossible
to observe with the telescope on that night, on account of the
great disturbance of the atmosphere. At 9h 45 ,n

, the d<rlina-
tion needle indicated a very strong magnetic perturbation in

Cambridge, oscillating through an angle of 3° 22'. However,
no aurora was visible at this time, although the phenomena
usually attending them were manifested during the evening bj!

the tremulous appearance of the telescopic images.
While going home, I remarked in the east a strange conical

light rising obliquely from the top of the roof of a building,
behind which the moon, then about 15° or 20° above the
horizon, was concealed from view. By going away from the
building, the conical light, which closely resembled the tail of
a comet, became brighter and brighter as it approached the
moon, upon the western limb of which it rested. The base
was at least as wide as the diameter of the moon; but it ex-
tended beyond, on each side, by a fa nt. r yht, w hich gradually
vanished in the sky. The extension of this luminous append-
•8« A estimated to be equal to eight or ten times the moon's
diameter. It was not readily visible when the moon was in
sight, as the brilliant light of our satellite overpowered its dim

'. The axis of this appendage was found to be coin-
cident, or nearly so, with the I ie prolonged
m the west passed a little to the north of Jupiter.
The phenomenon had been observed for about fifteen min-

utes, when it gradually faded away until it almost
appeared five minutes later, although the sky was clear. A
quarter of an hour after, the sky was overcast with dense
vapors, which continued for nearly an hour.

.
At ll b m the sky had cleared up, and the moon shone

brightly. The luminous appeno
. and even

appeared more brilliant than before. In order to ascertain
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whether this appendage was visible only on one side of the
moon, or if it was seen on the other side, I went under the
piazza of my house, and placed myself in such a position as
to have the moon concealed by its upper part, the sky below
being visible. As I expected, a similar appendage was ob-
served on the eastern side of the moon, exactly opposite the
western one ; the axis of both, wings, passing through the
moon's center, being in the plane of the ecliptic.

Although at this moment no auroral light was seen in the
north, yet, up in the zenith, there were evident signs of it, as
luminous vapors assembled there and rapidly dissolved,
arranging themselves into bands radiating from a center after
the manner of the crown of bright auroras. At ll h 20™, all

traces of the luminous vapors in the zenith had vanished ; and
at the same time the appendages of the moon were almost
totally invisible, although the sky remained clear.

The fact that the zodiacal light had been unusually brilliant

lis evening, and that the two luminous appendages of
the moon resembled it in shape and appearance, and were situ-

ated in the same plane, seems to indicate that the two phenom-
ena are of the same order; while the magnetic perturbation
and the auroral phenomena connected with the variation of

is observed in the moon's appendages would seem to

some kind of connection between the zodiacal light
and the aurora. The result of my observations of the zodiacal
light and the aurora during the last seven years also seems to

indicate some such connection, as when the zodiacal light was
observed to be particularly bright, it has generally been fol-

lowed hv auroral phenomena. But only a long series of obser-

vations in this direction can solve the problem.
Cambridge, Nov. 2, 1877.

ART. XIII.— Chemical Equivalents and Atomic Weights con-

sidered as bases of a system of Notation ; by C. Marignac.

(Translated from Moniteur Scientifique of Quesneville for September, 1877, by

Mr. P. Casamajor.)

The Academv of Sciences of Paris has witnessed lately, at

several of its sittings, an interesting discussion, in which >ev-

sto, among its members, have taken part.*
a his discussion related to two questions which have often
been brought before it. and whirl, will probably be brought
before it again many times.
One subject of discussion was a principle, stated in 1811 by

* Messrs. Sainte Claire Deville, Wurtz, Berthelot, Fizeau.
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an Italian philosopher, Avogadro, on the equality of the mole-

cules of all bodies in a gaseous state. This principle is often

placed in opposition to the law of Gay Lussac, on the simple

relations which exist between volumes of gases, capable of com-
bining with one another, which law was established a few years

before, and which, to tell the truth, is not in contradiction with

the hypothesis of Avogadro. From this question arose another,

on the relative merits of the chemical notations, expressed in

equivalents or in atoms.

For the present, I will not discuss the first of these questions.

The truth of the principle of Avogadro can only be admitted

on the condition of supposing that the atoms of simple gases

cannot exist in a free state, but are welded together in pairs,

forming molecules occupying two volumes, like the molecules

of compound bodies. Exceptions should be made for mercury
and cadmium, whose molecules are formed of only one atom,

and for phosphorus and arsenic, whose molecules must contain

This hypothesis is not absurd in itself. It may account for

certain chemical facts, such, for instance, as the greater energy

of action that bodies possess in a nascent state, or before their

atoms have combined two by two to form molecules ; also for

the ease with which certain reactions take place, as pointed out

by M. Wiirtz. It also explains several physical facts, such as

the equality of specific heat for the same volume of simple or

compound gases, whose molecule is formed of two atoms, as

carbonic oxide, hydrochloric acid. It found lately an important

confirmation in the researches of Messrs. Kundt and Warburg*
on the specific heat of vapor of mercury, which show that this

heat agrees with the mechanical theory of heat for monatomic
gases, and that this agreement does not exist for other simple

gases. We must acknowledge, however, that these considera-

tions do not constitute sufficient proofs.

On the other hand, there are some compound bodies whose
vapor densities are in contradiction with the principle of Avo-
gadro. We should be forced to admit that all these compounds
suffer decomposition when they seem to be reduced to vapor,

so that, instead of measuring their volume, we measure that of

their elements, or of the products of their decomposition.

Although this decomposition has been ascertained in some
cases, it has not in all.

As may be seen, the principle of Avogadro gives rise to

serious objections, and, without being convinced of its worth-

lessness, like my eminent friend, M. Deville, I acknowledge
that it is as yet but an hypothesis, in contradiction with facts,

which have not been satisfactorily explained. But, I repeat
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it, I have no wish to enter into this discussion at present, as it

would require to be extensively developed, and it can only be
definitely settled by long and difficult experiments. I have

i must exert a certain

influence on chemical notations, although the connection be-

tween the two questions is not necessarily very close.

As to the best system of notations, it may he necessary to

explain why such a question is raised and can only be raised

ia Fiance. In every other country the question lias solved
itself gradually, as chemists have, one after another, accepted
the atomic notations, and given up the formulas by equivalents
in their writings and in their teachings* In this gradual
manner, in almost every country, by the successive assent of
the tii-eat in ijoritv of cm-musts, atomic formulas have been sub-
stituted for the others without any formal struggle. In France,

however, it has been very different, I am not aware whether
the regulations of the University! forbid a professor from
adopting the method of instruction which he thinks best, or

teachers adopt a uniform system from the belief tuat

otherwise their pupils would be placed in a relatively inferior

if they did not adopt the system most in favor with

-
i at any rate, such an important change, as the intro-

duction of a system of chemical notation, can only be generally

ed when it has been judged necessary, not only by the

majority of teachers, hut also b\ the Superior Councils, which
govern the University, and, in these, chemists are not the only
persons who have influence. It is easily understood that,

under these conditions, the partisans of both systems wish
to have them discussed in the presence of the scientific body

with the object of maintaining
the established system, or of introducing the other.

To enter into this di*< ussion. it is dou! t ss advisable, in the

nee, to define what is understood by these equivalents
and these atomic weights, which are placed in opposition to

one another.

As to equivalents, I see that M. Berthelot tells us that

"their definition is a clear conception." Unfortunately he

aid not give this definition, and 1 confess that I do not know
of any, at least of any that is precise and gem ral. I» ' ' >s

when we compare, with one another, elements, such as chlorine,

bromine and iodine, I I itive ea tivalente

is perfectly clear, as the term equivalent is its own definition.

tfut when we deal with bodies which have not a similar

* Freaenius still considers the formulas in equivalents as the best—Translator.

^T The entirt- .Mated under one orgamza-

theology, lyc& ta of primary instruction.—
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analogy, and particularly if they do not perform the same
functions, the idea of equivalence has no meaning. I defy

anybody to give a general definition of equivalents which
weight 14. adopted for nitrogen. In volume, it

corresponds to the equivalents of hydrogen and of chlorine,

but it has not the same chemical value. It has the same
chemical value as the equivalents of phosphorus and arsenic,

but it does not occupy the same volume. Moreover, it cor-

responds neither in volume nor in chemical value to the

equivalents of oxygen, of sulphur and of most metals. Why
then should this number exist?

If, instead of starting from a general definition, which does

not exist, we try to find the meaning of equivalents in the

methods employed in determining them, we are led to the

following conclusion:

It is proved by experience that we may assign to a body, be

it simple or compound, various weights, multiples of the same
number, and that these weights express the proportions accord-

ing to which all bodies combine with one another. We may
choose one of these weights to express the equivalent of the

body. All combinations may then be represented as the

union of a certain number of equivalents of the elements,

and, if the equivalent is represented by a symbol (in general

the first letter of the name of each element), combinations may
be represented by formulas which are not generally compli-

cated. This is, after all, the only condition required of equiv-

alents, and hence the only general definition, although not

very precise, which can be given is that the equivalent repre-

sents for every element or compound body one of the weights

which may combine with other equivalents. Theoretically

it matters little which of the weights is chosen. Practically,

however, one of the weights is preferred, taking as a guide

one of the following rules, which cannot be considered as very

rigid, M tS ey d mol - to the same result:

1. When bodies are analogous, and have the same chemical
character, their equivalents are represented by the weights

which replace each other in analogous combinations. Let us

note, however, that this rule is not followed for compound
bodies, such as bases and acids, whose so-called e (\

are weights which often have very different values of com-
bination, and we are thereby led to very singular anomalies
of statement, such as these: two equivalents of alumina corre-

onds to three equivalents of magnesia; one equivalent of
1

-ic acid to three of nitric acid, &c. In reality the

ntal principle of equivalents has been entire] v aban-
doned for compound bodies, and. in its stead, a method has
been adopted, which has been borrowed from the atomic

phos
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theory, by taking for their weights the sum of the equivalents
of the elements which they contain.

I believe I am not in error when I affirm this, as M. Ber-

of phosphoric acid corresponds
to three equivalents of nitric acid, when it forms a tribasic

phosphate.

2. Equivalents are chosen in such a way that compounds,
which offer the greatest analogies, are represented by similar

formulas. This principle served as a guide in determining the

equivalents of aluminum and of copper. It is often in contra-

diction with the preceding. For instance, aluminum and mag-
nesium, which are both powerful deoxidizing agents, do not

replace each other in the proportions indicated by the equiva-
lents adopted for these two metals.

3d. When neither of these rules is applicable, or when they
lead to complicated formulas, the equivalent of a body is chosen
in such a way as to give the simplest possible formulas for its

most important combinations. This rule justifies the adoption
of the equivalents of nitrogen, phosphorous, arsenic and of some
other elements.

We may see by the above that the equivalents constitute a

purely conventional and arbitrary system, without any scien-

tific value.

The explanation I have given of equivalents is somewhat
different from thatwbic • M. Dumas, gave
in his lessons of chemical |>hilo>ophy. This eminent chem-
ist took as his starting point the * juivalents of bases, as deter-

mined by their true chemical equivalence, founded on the same
quantity of oxygen contained in the base. The equivalents of

acids are r from the weights necessary to

in equivalent of base. Afterwards, he seeks to es-

tablish the equivalents of the elements by considerations which,
he acknowledges, are often arbitrary. This method of deter-

mining equivalents however, has been either never adopted, or

entirely abandoned, doubtless because it led to formulas which
are inadmissible. I have given the meaning of equivalents,

such as they have been adopted, and not such as they might
have been.
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If we refer to the fundamental hypothesis of the atomic thee >vx,

which supposes that the divisibility of bodies is not indefinite,

but that they sire formed by the agglomeration of excessively

small but indivisible particles, or atoms, the theoretical defini-

tion of atomic weights is of the simplest, as they are the relative

weights of these ultimate particles. But, however simple the

definition may be, the determination of the weights is sur-

rounded with great difficulties.

The hypothesis of the existence of atoms accounts in such a

simple manner for that of chemically equivalent proportions for

elements which play the same part, that we are naturally lei.

at first sight, to consider these proportions as representing their

relative atomic weights, although this consequence is not rigor-

ously necessary. It is evident, however, that as neither this

consideration of chemical equivalence, nor any other considera-

tion drawn from chemistry alone, has led to a complete and
logical system of chemical equivalents, we cannot by such con-

siderations be guided in the choice of all the atomic weights,

and as these, on account of the hypothesis that is made on their

rbitrary, like equivalents, it has become

of compound bodies to find motives for this determination of

the atomic weights. Among the properties which can be ap-

pealed to, the most important are the densities of gases and
vapors, the specific heats and isomorphism.

I acknowledge that in some very rare cases these three orders

of physical properties do not lead "to the same result, and I agree

with Mr. Berthelot that between these three data we must make
a choice. I am, however, in complete disagreement from him
in the conclusion that I draw from this. If he does not say so

expressly, his whole argument proves that, in his opinion, no
account is to be taken of these physical properties, when they
disturb the usage estal il bave been adopted
for a long time in chemical notations. On the contrary, I think
that great account should be taken of these physic;:!

and that when they all agree we must have no fear i A
a few formulas which have only long usage in their favor, par-

ticularly if the necessary modification is unimportant. If,

moreover, the physical properties do not agree, it is necessary
to study the facts with the greatest care, and see if, in some
cases, a disagreement can be explained and then choose the

weight which agrees the best with the general properties of the
elements and its combinations.

Is it impossible to do this ? The best proof that it is not, and
that there is even no serious difti _ the atomic
weight which agrees the best wi: erties, is to

be found in this circumstance that there is no disagreement
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among chemists, who accept this system of notation, as to the

atomic weights, except for a few bodies that are not, as yet,

v known; whose physical properties have not been
sufficiently studied, and for which, besides, the idea of equiva-

lents is quite as uncertain as that of atomic weights.

I am perfectly aware that the majority of chemists, who have
adopted atomic formulas, believe that they are now able to give

a rigorous definition of atomic weights. Starting from mole-

cules, which they defiue as the smallest quantity of a body,

simple or compound, which can exist in the state of liberty;

admitting as an axiom the principle of Avogadro, which states

the equality of volume of all molecules in a gaseous state, from

which may be deducted their relative weights, they define the

atom as the smallest quantity of a body which may enter into

the composition of a molecule. This definition allows them to

determine the atomic weights with certainty, at least for those

hoilies that enter into volatile combinations. I have not given

great weight to this consideration because, not more than

Messrs. Deville and Berthelot, do I regard the principle of

Avogadro as absolutely demonstrated. But I wish it to be

specially noticed that there is not, so far as I know, a single

case in which the application of the above definition of atomic

weight has been used to change an atomic weight previously

obtaiued by considerations based on the physical properties.

Perhaps I should except boron and silicon ; but the atomic

weights of these elements had never been considered as firmly

their equivalents. This observa-

tion might be appealed to as the strongest proof of the accuracy
of thedefhi!- Jits, but I have no wish to admit
it, as constituting a sufficiently sure base for the determination

of atomic weights.
I have herelo answer an objection, which I acknowledge to be

serious, and which I believe is at the bottom of the opposition

of M. Berthelot. The atomic weights rest on an hypothesis

which has never been, and, in fact, can never be demonstrated,

which many scientific men do not consider as verisimilar, that

of the existence of atoms.
I am nearly readv to agree with M. Berthelot in his opposi-

tion, and I have certainly no idea of defending the atomic

theory, but merely the chemical notations founded on the

atomic weights. My answer to the objection stated above is

that the existence of atoms is only useful in justifying the

name of atomic weights, which, for my part, I would very will-

ingly have replaced by anv other. 1 know of do cas
an atomic weight has been determined by a method founded
on the indivisibility of atoms; consequent! v we m
atomic weights as entirely independent of this indivisibility.
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In reality, I consider atomic weights, and I believe that many
cbemista agree in this, as being only equivalents, in the deter-

mination of which arbitrary conventions have been replaced

by scientific considerations, based on the study of physical

properties.

Let us now sum up the advantages that atomic notations

present from this point of view.

For the elements, in the first place, the atomic weights repre-

sent equal volumes of all simple gases, so that their ratios of

tion in volumes ore directly expressed by atomic form-

ulas, while the formulas in equivalents do not offer this advan-

tage. This law presents some exceptions for vapors, in the

cases of phosphorus, arsenic, mercury and cadmium, but the

same divergence exists for equivalents.

Atomic weights are exactly proportional to the specific heats

of simple gases, that are not liquifiable, which agreement does

not exist for equivalents. According to the law of Dulong and
rither

nearly the same, except
carbon, boron and silicon, whose physical properties offer

numerous irregularities, and in which the specific heat varies

with the temperature in a manner unknown in other bodies.

Equivalents do not offer this concordance. I will not insist on

the objection raised by M. Berthelot, and founded on this, that

the equality of speci6c heats of atoms is far from being absolute,

as he was sufficiently answered by MM. Wiirtz and Fizeau. I

will merely add that if we only a iws that are

absolute, we should have to reject them all. Even the law of

volumes of Gay Lussac would have to be dropped, as it has

been ascertained that all gases have not the same coefficient of

expansion, so that the existence of simple ratios in combina-
tions by volume are not strictly accurate.

As to compound bodies, the molecular formulas, based on

the use of atomic weights, present the same advantages, perhaps
to a higher degree, when we compare them to the formulas in

equivalents.

The use of atomic weights allows us to simplify the formulas
of a great number of compounds by dividing them by two.

Particularly is this the case with organic compounds. Not
only does the formula become simpler, but there is an impor-
tant advantage gained, that the formulas of almost all com-
pounds correspond to the same volume, which is double the

volume of the simple atom. The only exceptions are for a

very limited number of bodies, generally belonging to types of

complex composition, such as nth* oi

derived from ammonia; even for these it has not been prove!
that they are not regulated by any law, even if M. Deville is
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right in thinking that the irregularities they present are not due

to the decomposition of their vapors. On the other hand, the

formulas by equivalents teach us nothing on the vapor densi-

ties of compound bodies, as their equivalents may correspond

to two, four or eight volumes of vapor, perhaps even of six. if

the old equivalent of silicon is kept, as is done by many of

those who prefer the notations by equivalents. Molecular

formulas also agree with the specific heats of compound bodies

in the solid state. According to the law of Woestyn, molecu-

lar heats are proportional to the number of atoms contained

in the molecule, which law has the same degree of approxima-

tion as that of Dulong and Petit. Formulas by equivalents do

not show these properties.

Finally, the svstem of notation, based on atomic weights,

gives the explanation of several cases of isomorphism which

are incomprehensible with the notation based on equivalents.

For instance, in the case of perchlorates and permanganates,

and in the case of chloride and sulphide of silver when com-

pared to protochloride and protosulphide of copper. I may
also recall that it was by considerations of the same kind that

I was led to discover oxygen in fluorine compounds of niobium,

where its presence had not been suspected, and that the formu-

las of these compounds, expressed in equivalents, would never

have suggested this idea.

In presence of these advantages, we may ask: what are

those that are offered by the system of equivalents and its

resulting notation ? I believe I can indicate two.

In the first place, as the system is conventional, it does not

of itself contain any necessary reason for changes, and it may
remain invariable. As there was no serious motive for choosing

the number fourteen as the equivalent of nitrogen, rather than

seven, which would have given it the same volume as oxygen,

or ^ which would have accounted for its value of eon

toward hydrogen and the metals, we may readily believe that

there will never be a sufficient motive to replace it by one of

these numbers. The determination of equivalents not being

governed by any fixed rule, they will not be necessarily modi-

fied when we come to have a more accurate knowledge of the

properties of bodies.
In the second place, as, in their determination, no account is

taken of the phvsical properties of bodies, greater attention can

he given to their chemical equivalence, when it exists. I his

presents some advantages in practical chemistry.

These considerations are doubtless of some value; but if we

examine things a little closer, we may easily see that in this

respect, there is really very little difference between the two

systems.

Am. Jour. Sci.-Thibd Series, Vol. XV, No. 86,-Feb., 1878.
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It is true that there was a time when atomic weights

had to be changed, and it is doubtless, on this account, that

atomic weights were dropped and equivalents adopted. Never-

theless, the history of chemistry shows that for more than

thirty vears no changes have been judged necessary for well

known bodies, and that those which have been admitted for

elements, whose properties or whose combinations had previ-

ously been imperfectly known, were so thoroughly justified by

their chemical properties, that even the equivalents of* these

bodies have had to be modified. Such was the case for bis-

muth, uranium, vanadium, tantalum and niobium. In reality,

the only important change that atomic weights have had to

suffer, since their introduction in chemical science, has been the

reduction to half of the weights of silver and of the alkaline

metals, a reduction based on their specific heat in the solid

cific heat of their combinations, or on isomor-

i the first instance by M. Kegnault* We
may see by this that, on the score of"invariability, the two

systems are on a par.

As to the advantage which results from the fact that equiva-

lents express ratios of real chemical equivalence, in cases

where they are not indicated by atomic weights, it would be

an important one if chemical equivalence were indicated in all

cases ; but we know that this is not so. It is really not more

difficult to conceive and to remember that an atom of oxygen

is worth two of chlorine, and an atom of lead two of silver

than to know that an equivalent of nitrogen is worth three of

oxygen, and that two equivalents of aluminium are worth

three of magnesium. So there is really no advantage, on these

two heads, which can counterbalance those which I have

shown for atomic notations.

It may be said that the preceding is a contradiction of what

I said before. I said that the system of equivalents presenta

conditions of invariability that are not presented by atomic

weights. Further on I have shown that every change of atomic

weight had necessitated a corresponding change in eqo
If we look for the cause of this apparent contradiction, it

seems to me that we shall be led to make an observation which

gives the key to the discussion actually going on. It is tbat,

in reality, if we keep out of sight every question as to the

origin of the terms- there is no

difference between the two systems, and the partisans of equiva-

lents are willing enough to accept the principles which serve

to determine atomic weights, except when the necessity arises

of changing the formulas of bodies that are of great importance

and occur with great frequency.

* Annates de Chimie et de Physique, 1841, III, vol. i, p. 191.
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Art. XIV.

—

Some thoughts

Liver and its relation to vii

LeConte.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, New York, October, 1877.]

The great size of the liver and its persistence as a conspieu-

ous organ, as we go down the animal scale even to a very low
position, clearly demonstrate the great importance of its func-

tions. This conclusion is entirely confirmed by the very grave
effects on the health produced by its disorders. But in spite of

iitv still hangs about
the true nature of its functions. The function of the liver is

not simple, like that of the lungs or the kidneys, but very
complex. The liver is the manufactory of both bile and sagftf.

The bile is both & secretion used in the dig

of food, and an excretion, separating poisonous matters from
the blood. The sugar, too, has doubtless as many and as com-
plex uses; but these are little understood. Evidently, there-

fore, any light, even the smallest, thrown upon this sugar-mak-

"ii of the liver will be hailed with pleasure both by
the scientific physiologist and by the medical practitioner.

"What I have to offer on this subject, however, is not the re-

sult of any elaborate research, nor of the discovery of any new
facts, but simply the result of thought on, and necessary de-

duction from, facts already known. Neither are all the

thoughts and deductions entirely new, but I cannot find that

they have been held snlHt-i.Mit.lv lirmh and stated sufficiently

clearly by physiological writers, and for this reason, perhaps,

al practice.

It will not be "amiss to review very briefly the main and
usually acknowledged facts connected with this function.

1. The portal blood of flesh fed animals contains no sugar,

but the same blood, after passing through the liver, i. e., the

blood of the hepatic vein, contains always a notable quan-
tity of this substance. Evidently therefore, it is ma«
in thelirer.

2. If the dead liver removed from the body be washed out

completely by water injected through the portal mid hepanc
veins until everv trae- .'it s-mar is removed, and then the liver

be allowed to stand t

J material out of which the sugar is made is finally

5. If the liver of
before cooking, the

i

3. If the liver of any animal be kept ;

whio
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substance is so large as to be easily detected by the taste. The
liver is decidedly sweet. I have very often detected this sweet-

ness. I have not seen attention drawn to the fact.

4. Evidently, therefore, the liver is constantly forming sugar

from some insoluble or feebly soluble substance, which on ac-

count of its feeble solubility cannot be easily washed out.

This substance has been isolated by Claude Bernard and oth-

ers, and its properties determined. It is a white, feebly-soluble,

tasteless, amorphous substance, having the composition of

starch or dextrin. It changes easily and rapidly into sugar by
mere contact of blood or other albuminoid ferment. It is

called glycogen or sugar-maker. It is a kind of animal starch.

The quantity of glycogen in the liver varies much with the

food, being greatest (17 per cent) with amyloid food, and least

(7 per cent or even only 2 per cent) with albuminoid food.

(Pavy.)

5. The sugar formed from glycogen (liver-sugar) is closely

allied, perhaps in composition identical, with glucose; but ap-

I i tiers from this and all other forms of sugar in being
more unstable, i. e., more easily fermented and especially more
easily burned or oxidized in (he blood. It therefore probably dif-

fers from glucose in molecular structure if not in chemical com-
position. Sugar in any other form than that made in the liver,

may circulate for some time in the blood without oxidation,

but liver-sugar is speedily burned. The great importance of

this difference is usually overlooked.

6. This change from glycogen into liver-sugar— this manu-
facture of sugar in the liver—is not a vital but a purely chemical

process. It takes place in the dead just as well as, or even much
better than, in the living liver.

Such are the undoubted facts in regard to the formation of

sugar in the liver. But the physiological uses of this function

have remained in a large measure at least, a mystery. There
are, however, some other equally undoubted facts which are

o throw light on this point, and which therefore we
will briefly state.

1. The 'amount of amyloids which may betaken, and often

is taken, as food, by a healthy man in the course of a day, is

certainly one or two pounds. The whole of this is converted
into sugar before it can be taken up. Two pounds of sugar,

therefore, may be taken into the blood of a man who is fed

largely on amyloid food.

2. This amount of sugar in the blood would make that

liquid as sweet ns syrup. But so far from this being the fact,

sugar is an extremely minute, a scarcely detectable ingredient

of the blood of the general circidation; so much so, indeed, that

it is rarely put down among its normal constituents. What
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then becomes of it ? Burned up, it will be answered. Yes, it

is doubtless burned up ; but this combustion occupies at least

twenty-four hours, and in the meantime a large though gradu-

ally decreasing quantity ought to be found in the blood unless

it is disposed of in some other way. How is it disposed of ?

3. The dissolved food is presented to the absorbents of the

stomach and intestines in three principal forms, viz: as peptones

(or dissolved albuminoids), sugars (dissolved amyloids) and fats.

Of these the sugars are taken up mostly by the capillaries

of the stomach and intestines (portal capillaries), the peptones

partly by the capillaries and partly by the lacteals, and the

fats wholly by the lacteals. Nearly the whole of the sugar

and a large portion of the peptones, therefore, pass into the

portal vein and thence by a second capillary circulation are

distributed through the liver before they can enter the general

circulation. The fats, on the contrary, with much of the pep-

tones and some of the sugar are carried by the thoracic duct

and discharged directly into the general circulation at the

junction of the subclavian ami jugular veins and thence are

carried immediately to the heart to be distributed everywhere.

Now, put these three facts together: (1) the large amount of

sugar taken up from the stomach and intestines of an,

animals, (2) nearly the whole of this sugar is d -

through the liver before it can reach the general circulation, <>}

the minute proportion of sugar found in the general circula-

tion, and the conclusion seems unavoidable, viz: The whok

of the sugar is arrested in the liver, changed into a less to

stance near/

.

. and thus withdrawn

from circulation and stored in the liver. The stored amyloid <">

then slowly re-changed to sugar, but in the more oxidahle form oj

Uver-sugar,&nd re-delivered, little by little, to the blood by the

hepatic vein, as the necessities of combustion for animal heat

and vital force require.
The views thus far presented have been held with more or

less firmness •
' aard'a discovery of

this function. In what follows I have attempted only to push

these views to what seems to me their legitimate conclusions.

It will be observed that there is here a double change m op-

posite directions. The liver seems to change sugar by dehy-

dration into glycogen only to change by rehydration glycogen

back again into suear. At first sight there seems to be, there-

fore, a waste of force such as never occurs in the an

This has been urged by Pavy and others as an ol

this double change, as a fact. But there are at least two good

reasons for thU do.it.l- change. First: A large p<

sugar (gl,lCl « . The experiments ot

Dr. Wier Mitchell, of Philadelphia, have proved that large
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quantities of i

effects,

diabetic patients is doubtless due to this cause. Plainly, there-

tore, there is needed a reservoir to receive and detain the flood

of glucose poured into the blood after every full meal of

this double change—(and this is probably the fundamental rea-

son)—is that the sugar is re-delivered to the blood not as glu-

cose but as liver-sugar, and therefore in a more oxidableform—
as a better fuel than previously.

For the sake of greater clearness, we have spoken thus far as

if glycogen were made only from sugar. Most of it is un-

doubtedly made in this way in all animals except carnivora.

But it seems certain that the liver has the power ofmaking gty
cu;/''n from albuminoids aho ; for animals fed on albu

a ion. still continue to make sugar from glycogen. Therefore

—

and this is a very important point

—

albuminoids are da

in the liver into glycogen and some nitrogenous matter, which is

separated and excreted partly in the bile, but probably mostly

restored to the blood to be excreted as urea by the kidneys.

In this way the excess of albuminoid food, over and above what

is necessary for tissue building is reduced to a condition su

easy combustion.

But if this view be correct—if this be the way in which

albuminoid food in excess of the requirements of tissue-build-

in-' is disposed of, then it is certain

ted in t these are also albuminoid.

The first step in the elimination of these takes place in the

liver where they are decomposed into glycogen to be burned as

sugar and eliminated through the lungs, and a nitrogenous res-

idue to be eliminated mostly by the kidneys. If so, then ani-

mals starved to death ought to make glycogen and liver-sugar

to the last. Now, according to Chauveau, horses and dogs after

six days fasting still continued to m; ke liver-simar.*

Again : we have spoken thus far only of the dissolved food

taken up by the portal capillaries and distributed through the

liver before entering the general circulation. By far the larger

part undoubtedly takes this course ; but a small portion also is

taken up by the lacteals. This enters the general circulation

through the thoracic duct, little by little, in proportion as it is

taken'up. But this also must pass, though not so directly,

through the liver by the hepatic artery or by the mesenteric

artery and portal vein and is doubtless also arrested there in

the form of glycogen.

There are, then, three sources of glycogen, and therefore of

liver-sugar, viz: 1. The whole of the amyloid food. 2. All
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id food in excess of what is required for tissue-buildi„
: t ;

and 3. All waste tissues. But since in the mature animal waste

tissue is exactly balanced by tissue-building, the sum of the

last two sources is exactly equal to the whole albuminoid food
;

and the materi il us i foi gly. og. n m ik i_ is, therefore, equiv-

alent to the whole food, unless we except fats. The amyloid

material is changed without loss, but the albuminoid material is

changed with large loss of nitrogenous residue, which is elimi-

nated partly as the nitrogenous matter of the bile, but mostly

as urea by 'the kidneys. There are also the same three sources

oi vital force and vital heat, viz: 1. Combustion of amyloid

food. 2. Combustion of the combustible portion of albumin-

oid food-excess. And 3. Combustion of the combustible por-

tion of waste tissues. And, for the reason already assigned this

is exactly equivalent to combustion of the combustible portion

of the whole food. Therefore, the sole object of the

junction of (he liver is to prepare food and waste tissue for final

elimination by hmg* „ ,d kidneys ; to prepare an easily r

fuel, liver-sugar, /or the generation of vital force and vital heat by

i d at th •in- t. r i - l>u n siiitahh I >r i 'initia-

tion OS urea. And conversely : the only combustible used in the

body is liver-sugar, unless, indeed, we except fats, the mode of

combustion of which is not known. We at once see, then, the

importance of this function, lying, as it does at the very found-

ation of all the eliminative processes, as also of all force-mak-

ing and heat-making processes of the animal body; and we
are led to anticipate that the failure of this function must

entirety sap the vitality of the system. That such is a fact we
shall presently see.

There are several important conclusions to be drawn from

the above to which I would next call attention.

1. The real function of the liver in this connection is not

glycogenic or sugar-making as usually supposed, but glyco-

genic or glycogen-making.
' Glycogen-making is a true vital

function ; sugar-making is a pure chemical process. The former

is an ascensioe, the latter a descent'*;, metaui >rphosis. The for-

mer can take place oiilv in the 'icinq liver: the latter also in

the dead liver, and even more rapidly, because the opposite

force is withdrawn and the contrarv process of fixing is stop-

ped. Iu this as in so many vital processes we may, in the pres-

ent state of our knowledge, best represent the cood

the result of two opposing forces, a higher vital and

a lower chemical; the former producing asceaaive,

descensive changes. In death the latter triumph, and t,.e

the liver are fully recognized by Claude Bernard, although for

convenience both processes are called glycogenic.
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2. In the well-known and usually fatal disease, diabetes,

sugar is excreted in large quantities by the kidneys. But the

kidneys are not the organ in fault. On the contrary they do

all they can to remedy the evil. Sugar in the blood is ex-

tremely hurtful ; the kidneys remove it as fast as they can.

Some have supposed that the lungs are in fault. The sugar

contributed bv the liver to the blood, they say, is not burned

up as fast as received (as it ought to be) on account of defi-

ciency of oxygen taken in by the lungs. But the true organ

directly in fault is undoubtedly the liver. In diabetic patients

the liver seems to have lost its .•war. The
sugar taken up by the portal capillaries is not arrested in the

liver, but allowed to pass straight through unchanged into the

general circulation, whence it must, of course, be <•

by the kidneys. The difficulty is not too much sugar-making

but failure to arnst (/,> stigar as glycogen. This is proved by
cases of traumatic diabetes. It is well known that puncture

of the floor of the fourth ventricle of the brain produces dia-

betes. In such cases, even though sugar be ingested in large

quantities there is no glycogen formed in the liver; the glu-

cose having been allowed (probably on account of paralysis of

the vaso-motor nerves) to pass straight through unchanged
into the general circulation. The extreme gravity of patho-

a betes, therefore, is partly the result of the directly

hurtful effects of sugar in the blood, as shown by diabetic cat-

aract, but chiefly owing to serious disorder of a very impor-

tant function of the liver—a function on which wholly depends

animal heat and animal force of all kinds, viz: the prepara-

tion of food and waste-tissue for easy combustion. The use of

a pure albuminoid diet may remedy the former difficulty, i. e.,

the presence of excess of glucose in the blood, but cannot rem-

edy the latter and greater difficulty. We at once see, there-

fore, why an extremely low vitality and a temperature which is

subnormal, even in fever, should characterize this disease.

3. There is a very interesting analogy between this glycogen-

making function of the liver and the starch-making function of
plants. Plants change the soluble forms of amyloids, viz : dex-

trin and sugar into the insoluble form of starch. They do so

for the purpose of storing it away forfuture use. When ready

to use it they again reconvert it into the soluble form of dex-

trin or sugar and take it again into circulation. It cannot be
stored unless in the insolnblt form : it cannot be used unless in

the soluble form. So animals also change soluble sugar into

insoluble glycogen (animal starch) and -tore it away in the

liver for future use. In order to use it, however, it must be
reconverted into the soluble form of sugar.

In a work entitled " Digestion Yegetale," published in 1876f
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M. Morren likens the change of starch into sugar in plants to

digestion in animals, and concludes that the function of diges-

tion can no longer be regarded as peculiar to animals, but is

universal among organisms. But, as we have already shown,

the true analogue both of starch -formation and starch -solution

in plants is found in the glycogenic function of the liver. Di-

gestion is properly a solution of solid food, preparatory to its

absorption into the circulation. No such function is needed in

plants (unless at except insectivorous plants) because their

food is alrea.lv liquid. Materials already absorbed and stored

in the tissues cannot be called food, nor can changes in such

materials be called diursr >n e\ ept by a metaphor.

4. The analogy between animals and plant- as !•_

function of stonnt: mivl. .ids is fai more striking in the lower

animals and in embryonic conditions. All parts of pis

to have the power of fixing and storing amyloids, although it

is mostly confined to parenchyma or undifferentiated cellular

tissue: 'while in the higher animals this function is confined

to the liver. But it is an interesting fact showing th

resemblance of lower animals and of the embryonic conditions

of higher animals, to plants, and illustrating the law of differ-

entiation both in the development of the embryo and in the

evolution of the organic kingdom, that the embryos of the

higher animals and the adults of many lower anin

also the power of fixing amyloids or making glyeoge

parts, altho \y true of undifferentuo

li>.il hsmr (Bernard.) And, what is very noteworthy, it is

*'""/'//'«// animals, or' animals least endowed with nei

* i-v. which accumulate most glycogen in their tissues. Bizio

found 10-14 per cent in the dried tissues of the oyster and car-

dinal. Foster fully as much or more in entozoa, viz: two per

cent wet weight. Thus as we pass up the animal scale not

only do we find this function more and more localized in one

organ, the liver; but also the glycogen product more and more

- But if there are striking resemblances, so also are there

a in the use of stored amyloid*
th , dmrdoms Plants stoi \ - r

'
future use as

mtpriaf : of course, therefore, after re •

tmverted into insoluble cellu-

lose. Am ....,- au.M 2heo^n_ for future

^safuel for force- >,mki„i Ph. s do not iv, pore it for force

'<
,

-,- • •..-.- • '
:

.nilding fbrtheit •
unold

'
.

6. We have seen th r '' er food or™te tlS "

sues, are probably split in the liver into glycogen and some

nitrogenous resh luum. The ulvcogen is changed into sugar ana
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then by oxidation into 0O 3
and H

2
and eliminated by the

lungs. The nitrogenous residuum if it is not at first urea is at

least easily changed into urea and eliminated by the kidneys.

We see then the close relation between the functions of the

liver and kidneys. Now in going down the animal scale, we
find in many cases, as for example in insects, that the same

organ performs both functions. In the process of evolution urea

was at first formed and excreted at once by the same organ.

A fterwards these two processes were differentiated.

7. We have already stated that Foster found a large percent-

age of glycogen in the tissues of entozoa.* He asks, " Of what

use is this glycogen ?" and answers, " No respiratory use" is

possible, for "having a constant temperature secured to them"
by the body of their host, " they are the very last creatures to

need respiratory or calorifacient material." He, therefore,

inclines to the view of Pavy, that glycogen is not respiratory

material at all, but material on its way to become fibrin. On
the contrary, we, for our part, see in this observation of the

presence of stored amyloid in an animal not needing any inter-

nal source of heat, a striking proof (if any were still needed)

that the prime object of respiration is not heat-making but force-

making ; and the view of Fosier we regard as a no less strik-

ing proof of the fact that this fundamental principle of physi-

ology is even yet imperfectly recognized by some of the best

men. The very use of the term heat-making material as syn-

onymous with respiratory material shows a profound miscon-

ception. But this expression as applied to amyloids and fats

has unfortunately become so universal, and is now so hedged

about by authority of great names that it is almost impossible

to eradicate ihe false ideas associated with it. It cannot be too

often or too strongly enforced that the prime object of com-

bustion in the animal machine, as in the steam engine, is not

heat-making but force-making. Heat is only a concomitant, often

useful, but sometimes useless and even distressing. Careful

experiments have over and over proved this ; the doctrine of

conservation of force absolutely requires it; and yet physiolo-

gists still go on serenel tory food as only heat-

making, as if vital force were something wholly unrelated to

other forces of nature and therefore requiring no explanation at

all. The vital force created by combustion may be expended

largely in mechanical power, as in the higher animals, or almost

wholly in the vegetative functions of -, .

secretion, &c, as in the more sluggish lower animals such as

plstscrqjt.—Since finishing this article in April last, I have

read with deep interest a very remarkable paper by Professor
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Schiff* entitled "A new function of the liver," in which the

author demonstrates in the most convincing manner by means
of experiments on dogs and frogs conducted in the physiologi-

cal laboratory in Geneva, that the liver has ih? power ofcompletely

decomposing poisonous matters generated by the wasting of tissues.

Ligation of the vessels of the liver, especially of the portal vein,

in mammals, quickly produced extreme lethargy and finally

course of our to tiiivc hour-. In frogs it is true, liga-

tion produced little effect, but this is only because of the slow-

Re*fi of the changes in their tissues; for the blood of dogs dead
of ligated livers injected into the circulation of frogs quickly

d est roved lite it their livers are ligated, but produced no effect if

the livers are unligated. Moreover many other organic poi-

sons were shown to be either wholly or partly destroyed and
rendered innocuous by the liver. Doubtless this is the true

explanation of the more potent effect of organic poisons when
red by subcutaneous injection ; for they then enter the

general circulation without passing through the liver.

I regard these experiments as a most striking confirmation of

the view presented in this paper, viz: that waste tissues are

decomposed in the liver into glycogen and a nitrogenous resid-

uum eliminated mostly by the kidneys. But if my view as to

the mode of decomposition be correct, then the experiments of

Professor Schiff have demonstrated not a new function, but

rather an extension of the glycogenic function, throwing upon
it a new light and giving it a ,,*»• ,i

: n> [fb-ance. It is precisely

this new significance which I have attempted to set forth in the

foregoing paper.

Berkeley, Cal., Oct. 15, 1877.

(Concluded from page 49.)

After a long series of experimeuts, which threw but little

bght on the cause of the discrepancy that had now h

prominent, although they yielded very interesting subsidiary

results which are described in detail in I

jnade a series of analvses of autimonious bromide with the

hope that if there was as we suspected, a source of constant

error in the . uiious chloride, the same influ-

ence would affect the analyses of the corresponding bromide to

a different degree and might thus reveal its nature.

* Arch, des Sciences, Iviii, 293, March, 1877.
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We prepared the bromide of antimony by adding in small

portions at a time the pulverized metal to a strong solution of

bromine in sulphide of carbon. The retort containing the so-

lution was kept cool by snow, and shaken after each addition

until the action ceased'. As soon as the color of bromine was

discharged, the sulphide of carbon was distilled off over a

water bath ; and then, replacing the water bath with a gas

lamp, the bromide of antimony was first boiled, and then dis-

tilled over the finely powdered antimony which had been

added in excess. On account of the high boiling point of bro-

mide of antimony, and the readiness with which its vapor con-

denses, it was found best in distilling to cover the body of the

retort with a hood. The bromide thus prepared was purified by

-r ;: i\ onsover pulverized antimony, as in the case of

the chloride, and finally by crystallizing and recrystallizing sev-

eral times from solution in purified sulphide of carbon. A warm
saturated solution in sulphide of carbon deposits, when cooled

to the freezing point, the greater part of the bromide of anti-

mony in fine acicular crystals. These crystals were dried first

with blotting-paper, and then in vacuo over sulphuric acid.

The antimonious bromide thus purified by fractional distilla-

tion and crystallization was only a very small fraction of the

first crude product. It was pure white, had a high silky lus-

ter, and, when first made, was wholly destitute of odor. It was

examined for chlorine, iodine, and arsenic ; but the

delicate" tests which we possess for all three of these elements so

frequently associated with commercial antimony and bromine.

failed to show the least trace of either in the bromide of anti-

mony we analyzed. The determinations of bromine were

made in all respects like those of chlorine. Great care was

taken not to add more than a very slight excess of argentic

nitrate, and we found that under these conditions the superna-

1 cleared more readily above the precipitate in the

case of bromide of silver than with the corresponding chloride,

and for this reason the first could be washed more quickly than

the last. The results of these determinations are embodied in

the table on the following page.

Here, as before, the letters indicate different preparations: a

was made and purified as described above ; b was the same ma-

terial as a redistilled and again crystallized from bisulphide of

carbon; c was another portion of the same material aevef&l

times redistilled and twice recrystallized from the same sol-

vent ; d was a separate preparation from the start ; e was

another separate preparation purified with extreme care. In

the last case there was over a kilogram of the crude pro-

duct, which was reduced by the I
and crys-

tallization—each process repeated from ten to twenty times—
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SES of Antimonious Br
Detemination of Bromine.

A I •. ' .-!

Mean value from last six determinations, 66-664

Mean value from all the determinations,. 66-6665

Theory Sb 120 requires, 66-6666

TheorySbl22 «* 66-2983

If in calculating the result of the above bromine determina-

tions we use the atomic weights of Stas—Br=79'952, Ag=
107-93 — the per cents found will be in each case only 0*002

higher, which is, of course, an inappreciable difference. Hence,
whether we take Stas's or Dumas's values for the atomic
weights of bromine and silver, the atomic weight of antimony
deduced from the above determinations is exactly 120-00.

This is certainly a remarkably close confirmation of our pre-

vious conclusion. Indeed the wonderful coincidence between
the observed and the theoretical results must be to a certain

extent accidental ; for no process of chemical analysis is capa-

ble of the accuracy which this agreement would imply. Still

it should be noticed that the probable errors of the process, so
far as they are indicated by the variations from the mean
value, are not larger than we might expect would be d
hy multiplying obsen t"i that the mean of

toe last six determinations which are undoubtedly the most

3 close to the theory as the mean of the
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But not only did these experiments on bromide of antimony

thus confirm our previous conclusion: they also gave the first

definite clew to the explanation of the disagreement with otb*r«

wise consistent results which our experiments on chloride of

antimony had presented. The one difference between the chlo

ride and the bromide, which appeared to render the last better

suited to yield accurate results, was the difference in their hy-

groscopic qualities. As we have stated, the chloride is one of

the most hygroscopic substances known. The bromide is also

hygroscopic, but far less so, presenting no unusual difficulties

of manipulation ; and, since our tests indicated that both sub-

t the inference that

iloride of anl

; depend on the extraordinary attraction of this substance

for moisture. Before, however, fully following out the clew

thus obtained, we made a similar study of the iodide of anti-

The iodide of antimony was prepared like the bromide, by

shaking up in a glass flask a solution of iodine in bisu

carbon with finely pulverized metallic antimony. On filtering

and decanting, after the color of the iodine is discharged, a

solution having a pale greenish-yellow color is obtained, from

which on cooling or on evaporation red crystals of iodide of

antimony are deposited. The substance may be purified by

mi the same solvent; but iodide of anti-

mony is far less soluble in bisulphide of carbon than the chlo-

ride or bromide, and cannot therefore be so advantageously

treated in this way, nor can the small amount of carbonaceous

impurity which the crystals acquire from the solvent be so

easily removed. Moreover, iodide of antimony cannot be so

.-tilled as the chloride or bromide, on account of its

high boiling point, which is above that of metallic mercury.

But another property of iodide of antimony which, so far as

we know, has not hitherto been noticed, interferes still more

seriously with these methods of purifying this substance. In

all its conditions, it undergoes a more or less rapid ox

contact with atmospheric air, forming ox;

(SbOI) and free iodine. When iodide of antimony is rapidly

boiled in a small flask, so that the body and most of the neck

are kept full of vapor at the boiling-point, the action a* the

surface of contact of the vapor and the air is v. :

iodine is set free in v diar violet color, while

the oxi -iod: in clouds, forming a most beauti-

ful phenomenon. So also when the greenish-yellow solution

(above described) of the iodide in bisulphide of carbon is ex-

posed to the air and light, it rapidly becomes colored red from

the liberation of iodine, and at the same time turbid from the
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iodi.l

I of the insoluble oxi-iodide. Even the crystals of

lide of antimony, when kept in the light, slowly become
opaque from the formation of the same oxi-iodide ; while the
odor and staining of the stopper of the bottle furnish abundant
proof of the liberation of iodine. » The study of these phe-
nomena was most interesting, and the results obtained will be
described in another paper. It is sufficient for the present to

' that they pointed out to us a great source of impurity in

my, and fully explained the want of accordance

of the crystals of this substance as first pre-

iodide of {

pared. It was evident that we could only hope to purify the

material by distilling or subliming it in an atmosphere of

inert gas ; and we devised the apparatus represented in the ac-

companying figure for this purpose, which we have since found
very genera w here the temperature

required does not exceed that which can be measured u-ith a

mercury thermometer. The apparatus has been already refer-

further description. It was a simple

modification of the apparatus used before for drying at a regu-

lated temperature the precipitates of sulphide of antimony,
which, as we have stated, was so arranged that the character of

J sublimates which might be given off could be observed.

We used the same glass tube passing through the sheet-iron

air-bath, with its transparent mica cover, only we added a com-
mon glass adapter, selected so that its mouth just fitted over
the open end of the tube. A platinum nacelle containing

mdide of antimony, which had already been purified by cry*

. was placed in the tube within the air-bath, bur near

the open mouth ; and, while a current of dry carboni

through the apparatus was steadily maintained, the air-bath

was heated by a gas lamp to the requires
was indicated by a thermometer as shown in our figure. Iodide
of antimony is sensibly volatile, even at 100°

;
and long before
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it reaches its melting point, 167°, the evaporation becomes very-

marked. As soon as melted, it sublimes quite rapidly : and we
obtained the best results by keeping the temperature between
180° and 200°, and by shifting the adapters we used as receiv-

ers, it was easy to collect the different portions of the subli-

mate. We thus obtained crystals of two isomeric modifications

of iodide of antimony : the more abundant in large hexagonal

plates, often half an inch or more in diameter, perfectly tranfl-

parent, and of the most brilliant ruby-red color ; the other in

small rhombic plates, having the same peculiar greenish-yellow

color as the solution of the iodide already mentioned. The
amount of the last was always small, but it was larger in pro-

portion as the temperature was lower. This new and most

interesting product will be described in the paper just referred

to. Of these crystals, the most brilliant, chiefly of the red va-

riety, were selected for analysis. The iodine determinations

were conducted in all respects like those of chlorine and bro-

mine. The iodide was first dissolved by a very concentrated

solution of tartaric acid, and then the solution was diluted to

the required extent. The same care was taken not to add

more than a very slight excess of argentic nitrate, and the

amount required was accurately weighed out in each case.

Each of the determinations was made with a separate prepara-

tion in so far as it was a product of a separate sublimation

;

but the material sublimed was essentially the same in all eases,

—a mixture of the products of many crystallizations from the

crude material made as described above. The results are col-

lected in the following table :

Analysis of Iopide of Antimony.

Iodine Determinations.

XT "Wt. of Sbl3 , Wt. of Agl, % of Iodine, VarintvNo-

grama. grams 1=127, Ag= 108.
Vanety-

1. 1-1877 16727 76-110 Pure red.

2. 0-4610 0-6497 76-161 Chiefly yellow.

3. 3-2527 4-5716 75'956 Pure red.

4. 1-8068 2-5389 75-939 Pure red.

5. 1-5970 2-2456 75-090 Red and yellow.

6. 2-3201 3-2645 76'C40 Pure red.

7. 0-3496 0-4927 76'161 Chiefly yellow.

Mean value 76*051

Theory Sb=120, requires 76-047

Theory Sb=122, " 75-744

If in calculating the results of these iodine determinations we

use the atomic weights of Stas, I=12tf-85 and Ag= 10793, the

mean value would be 76-034, and the corresponding atomic

weight of antimony 119"95.
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The difference (0'004) between the first mean value and
theory—corresponding to only about T% of a milligram in the

largest amount of argentic iodide weighed—is evidently insig-

nificant, so that these results confirm the lower value of the
atomic weight of antimony as closely as did the analyses of the
bromide.

As we have already intimated, our analyses of the iodide

of antimony, as first crystallized from bisulphide of carbon,

yielded very discordant results. These we give in the table

below, not, as before, in the exact order in which the analyses

were made, but in the order of the several values, so as to

exhibit the distribution of the errors.

Analyses of Crystallized Antimoniotjs Iodide, red variety.

Mean value V5'83

Theory Sb=122 -- -- -.75-74

Theory Sb=120 76*05

The cause of this discordance we attributed, as we have inti-

mated, chiefly to the remarkable readiness with which iodide of

antimony undergoes oxidation in contact with the air, resulting

in the formation of oxi -iodide of antimony and free iodine,

2SbI
3
4- 0-0 = 2SbOI + 2 1-I

While the free iodine escapes, the oxi-iodide remains as an im-

be effect is a replacement of a por-

tion of its iodine by oxygen. Now, since eight parts of oxygen
replace one hundred and twenty-seven parts of iodine, it can
readily be seen that an otherwise almost imperceptible amount of

oxidation would be sufficient to produce all the variation from the

normal composition which the above results present A simple

i will show that an absorption of only TU*ths of one
per cent of oxygen, or less than halt a milligram by each gram
of iodide of antimony, would reduce the percent of iodine from
the theoretical value, 76 047, to the mean of the above results,

Am. Jocr. Sci.-Thikd Sbries, Vol. XV, No. 86.-Feb., 1878.
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75'832
; and that a corresponding absorption of three-quarters

of a milligram would reduce the per cent to 75*700, the lowest

observed. It is not, therefore, surprising that we could obtain

concordant results only with material which had been both

purified by crystallization and also recently sublimed.

Keturning now to discuss again the cause of the disagree-

ment of the analyses of antimom ir otherwise

consistent results in regard to the atomic weight of antimony.

it was obvious that the strong hygroscopic power of the ehl< >ri< le

must lead to a replar uilar to that which is

produced in the iodide by direct oxidation ; for, as we have

before said, the crystals of antimonious chloride cannot be

exposed to the atmosphere for an instant without absorbing a

perceptible amount of moisture, and every molecule of water

thus absorbed reacts on a molecule of the chloride, thus:

—

SbCl
3 + H 2 = SbOCl + 2HC1.

And when the antimonious chloride is boiled, the hydrochloric

acid formed is given off, while the oxichloride remains behind.

dissolved in the great mass of the liquid. Indeed, it seems

impossible, with our ordinary appliances, to prepare or purify

antimonious chloride without its becoming contaminated with

Id indicate that when
once it has been formed, as above described, in the mass of the

material, it cannot be wholly removed by distillation or crys-

;. however often these processes may be repeated.

Naturally, our attention was very early called to this obvious

source of impurity in the antimonious chloride we prepared:

and we noticed from the first that, even after the material had

been many times distilled, there was always left, on repeating

the process, a very small amount of dark-colored residue. We
had examined the residue, and found that it was a mixture of

chloride and oxichloride of antimony, colored by a trace of car-

bonaceous material ; and we had made a long series <«

for the purpose of studying the effect produced by the action

we have des E these analyses is given in

the following table. We started

by fractional distillation and crystallization, ami distilled it ten

times in successiou ; not, however, carrying the distillation to

absolute dryness, but leaving, so far as' we could judge by the

eye, about the same amount of residue in the retort ei

These r.-idnes w« ai :.:;./. d. as we did also the final distillate.

The material first distilled was the same as that marked c in

the table on page 47, and we assumed that the average of the

results there given truly represented its composition.
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Analyses of Antimoitious Chloride.

Residues and Distillates.

The original purified preparation 46-(54

The residue of 1st distillate .45-71
" 2d " 45-66

7th " ...4603
"

8th " 45-94
"

9th " 45-65
" 10th " 45-99

The last distillate 46-62

Although, under the circumstances, we could not expect
great precision, yet it was evident from these analyses that the
amount of impurity in the residues was not diminished by the
successive distillations ; and we therefore concluded that addi-
tional oxichloride of antimony must be formed each time dur-
ing the very short contact 'with the atmosphere which the

between the several distillations necessarily involved.
But, on the other hand, the very remarkable fact that these ten

ons produced no sensible change in the composition of
the great tna - icmed to indicate equally clearly

action of the atmosphere liad no perceptible influence
on the final result; and this opinion was still further strength-

ened when, on twice distilling p >rtiou> of the last distillate, at
a low temperature, in a current of dry hydrogen, we obtained
products given again—very nearly at least—the same per cent
of chlorine. And, lastly, 'when to all this evidence were added
the results of the complete analysis of the chloride, showing an
amount of antimony which fully supplemented the very con-
stant per cent of chlorine, the assumption that any material
amount of impurity could be present appeared wholly unten-
able. Yet we have seen how this assumption was forced back
upon us by the subsequent results of the investigation.

Returning to the subject after our experiments with iodide
of antimony, we, for the first time, fully appreciated how very
small an amount of oxygen—the onlv real in purity present-
was required to reduce the per cent of chlorine in antimonious
chloride from 47*02, the amount corresponding to Sb=120, to

I 122; f.r, while the effect is so

differently produced, vet the result of the action of the atmos-
phere on the chloride of antimony is wholly like that of its

action on the iodide. It ends in replacing a small amount of

chlorine by oxygen; and although, in consequence of the
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smaller atomic weight of chlorine, it requires in this last case a

larger replacement to produce a corresponding change of per-

centage composition, yet still the amount required to make all

the difference in question is very small ; so that, when we come
to sum up the supposed completed results (as on page 47), it

might easily be covered up 1> ies of the

analytical work. An easy calculation will show that the sub-

stitution of but TVff

6
o of one Per cent of oxygen for the equiva-

lent amount of chlorine would reduce the per cent <

element in the chloride from 47 -020, corresponding to Sb=120,
to 46-608, which corresponds to Sb=122 : and such a substitu-

tion would result from the absorption of only l y% mill

water by each gram of the chloride. The composition of the

material would then be as follows :

—

Composition op Antimonious Chloride with t\*^ per cent of

O when Ct,=35-5 and Sb=120.

Chlorine 46'608

Oxygen -146

Antimony . 53*246

100-000

Now it will be seen by referring to the tables, on pages 47 and

48, that these percentages do not differ from the mean of the

results of our previous analyses as much as these results differ

among themselves ; and we therefore determined to repeat these

analyses, hoping that the experience we had acquired in both

chlorine and antimony determinations would now enable us to

obtain results sufficiently sharp to show even the small differ-

ences of composition which the substitution in question would

produce.
Meanwhile, we instituted a series of experiments with a view

of studying the decomposition which the oxichloride of anti-

mony undergoes under the action of heat, in the hope that we
might thus discover some method by which the amount of oxi-

chloride of antimony in our preparations might be directly de-

termined. For this purpose, we used first crystallized SbOCl,

obtained by the action of alcohol on chloride of antimony in a

sealed tube, which we weighed put into a platinum nacelle, and

heated to various regulated temperatures, using for this pur-

pose the apparatus already described. It appeared that the de-

composition took place in two stages. The first stage of the

decomposition began between 167° and 175°, but was not com-

pleted until between 260° and 280°. The second stage began

at about 320°, but required for its completion a red heat. Dur-

ing both stages, chloride of antimony sublimed ; and there was

left in the nacelle at the close of the process beautiful crystals
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of Sb 2 3
. In another experiment, we used crystallized

Sb
4 5

Cl
2 ,

prepared in the same way as the SbOCl, but with

proportions of alcohol and chloride of antimony. In

this case, the decomposition did not begin until 320°, but in

other respects both the process and the products were as in the

first experiment. It was quite evident that the chemical

changes which took place in the two stages of decomposition

we have noticed were represented by the following reactions :

First stage: 5SbOCl=Sb 4 B
Cl 2+SbCl 3 ; (1)

Second stage: 3Sb
4 5

Cl
2
=5Sb 26 3

+2SbUl
3 ; (2)

but the relative weights observed in the first two experiments

were of no value, because it was evident that a no inconsider-

able amount of Sb a 3 was lost by sublimation. Since, how-

ever, the small sublimate of oxide condensed in the glass com-

bustion-tube very much nearer the nacelle than the very much
larger sublimate* of chloride, we varied the apparatus in our

third experiment so far as to place the nacelle in a tube of the

shape represented in the accompanying figure. This tube was

weighed with the nacelle, and was so -
?

—-

selected that it quite closely fitted the <^o^^3JJ _
combustion - tube within which it was

"

placed for heating, as shown in figure by dotted lines. And it

is evident that, while with this arrangement the SbCl
3
would

be swept bv the CO a
gas into the colder portion of the

tion-tube, the greater part at least of the sublimed oxide would

be retained in the small tube, which was of course at each stage

weighed with the nacelle, as at first. Our results were as lol-

Weight of SbOCl - -04939 grams.

Lossat280° 0-1271 «

Required by theory of reaction I, if Sb=120._- Q-I305

Total loss at red heat ; that is, in both stages .. -.0*2179 ^
Required by theory of reactions 1 and 2 - -021 ,

4-

It was evident from this determination that the order of the

decomposition was precisely that indicated by our

although the end of the first stag- was not quite •

marked as the end of the second; and this would naturally be

expected.

As the residues obtained on distilling chloride of antimony
;"

:...:,,, .

.
.

;

;

.... ',.
., .

'

•

ness yielded the same crystals of oxide ol

it was plain that the residue left on evaporating t

a temperature not exceeding 120° was chiefly at

but that this when heated more intensely was c

ist SbOCl

;

verted into
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Sb
4 5

Cl
2
before the temperature reached 280°, and finally at

a red heat was converted wholly into Sb 2 3 . We therefore

endeavored to determine the amount of oxiehloride in one of

our preparations of chloride of :intiinony by distilling a weighed

amount from a platinum nacelle at as low a temperature as pos-

sible in a current of dry carbonic acid, and heating the residue

to a temperature of about 275°. We thus obtained the follow-

ing results:—
No. "Wt. of SbCl,. Residue. 4 of residue Sb.O s Cl..

6-7286 0-0212 0-815

4-5150 0-0151 0-334

7-9320 0-0258 0-325

In order to yield 0*146 per cent of oxygen, which would

reduce the per cent of chlorine in the preparation from 47 "020

to 46-608, as in the scheme on page 116, there would be required

1-155 per cent of Sb
4 5

Cl 3 .

Although the results of the above determinations accord

within a few per cent of the quantity estimated, yet it was per-

fectly clear during the course of the experiments that they did not

at all represent the total quantity of the oxiehloride present in

the preparation examined. Not only was the composition of

the preparation not materially altered by the slow aisl

—a fact shown by the determinations marked e in the table on

page 47, and by which we were misled at the outset,— but also

the product from our distillation yielded when distilled again

as much residue as before. In a word, we found

the same phenomena repeated in these distillations at a low tem-

perature which had been so noticeable when the chloride was

distilled at its boiling point, and which are so strikingly illus-

trated by the results given on page 115. It is pose

before suggested, that the effects might arise from a small addi-

tional absorption of water at the successive transfers which the

repeated distillations involved; or, in the later experiments,

from the circumstance that the very extensive apparatus em-

ployed for drying the carbonic dioxide was not co

effectual. Still, now that our attention has been called to the

danger, and we had taken unusual precautions on both these

point-, the explanati

and we came to the conclusion that the o\

over with the chloride of antimony to a certain limited extent,

and that it was only an excess above this definite amount which

was left behind as residue. Of course, SbOCl not only is not

volatile, but is at once decomposed by heat; and we do not

suppose that this compound by the tension of its own vapor is

Ertjon. It is a very dilute solution, as it

were, of SbOCl in SbCl 3
which thus distils; and the distilla-

tion of the oxiehloride may resemble the carrying over of
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boracic acid by the vapor of water, and similar uhenomena, the
result, as it is has always appeared to us, of a feeble kind of
chemical union which has been usually designated by the term
"molecular combination." Such a theory would account for
the remarkable constancy which we have found in the chlorine
determinations of the various preparations of antimonious chlo-

ride purified by distillation. But, on account of the very great
difficulty of removing all possible disturbing causes, we found
it impossible to obtain a rigid experimental demonstration of
our theory without much more time and labor than we could
then command. We hope to return to the subject hereafter.

Meanwhile, however, it was evident that we could place no reli-

ance whatever on the results just obtained. Nevertheless, the
determinations were of value on account of the contrast be-
tween these results and those, of a similar series of experiments
on the residues from antimonious bromide which we collect in

the following table :
—

Residue chiefly

No. Wt. of SbBr3 . Sb 4 5Br3 . % of residue.

1. 2-8342 0-0010 0*035

2. 2-0220 0-0006 O'OSO

3. 4-6730 00010 0*021

As will be seen, this residue is less than one-tenth of that

obtained from the chloride, and is practically insignificant.

Evidently, then, in the determination of the atomic weight of

antimony more accurate results may be expected from the anal-

ysis of the bromide than from the analysis of either the chlo-

ride or the iodide of this element The intermediate position of

the bromide renders it, in a very remarkable way, the most
stable of the three compounds." It absorbs moisture far less

eagerly than the chloride, and it absorbs oxygen far less read-
ily than the iodide, and is thus in great' measure protected

against each of these two sources of the same impurity.

We come rinallv to the new analyses of antimonious chlo-

ken. Fortunately, some of the old prepara-

tion that had been distilled so often' had been preserved. It

had been boiled for a long time since the last analyses were
made, and kept in the same flask used for determining its boil-

ing point, which had stood meanwhile tightly corked in a desic-

cator over sulphuric acid. The solid mass in the flask was
easily broken up without exposure to the air by simply heating
it to the melting point, and shaking it in the flask as soon as,

!-•':;. the nues hail -earated from the glass.

Near its melting point, chloride of antimony becomes very fria-

ble, and is thus easily reduced to coarse powder, whence prob-
ably the old of butter of ant

:—

"

also worthy of notice that neither the bromide t
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acts in this way, as we found out in more than one instance to

Thus we were readily able to prepare our material for analy-

sis, and, by a thorough mixing of the mass, to insure that the

several samples taken had a uniform composition. In regard

to the antimony determination, no further details are necessary.

It was conducted, as described before, with every minute pre-

caution which experience had suggested ; and we give the full

details, in order to show how completely we had been able to

overcome the difficulties which it at first presented, and we feel

confident that there is no process of wet analysis which is capa-

ble of giving more accurate results than this.

Details of Antimony Determination.

The antimonious chloride was first transferred to a very care-

fully dried weighing tube, and thence to the large flask in

which it was dissolved. The transfer to the weighing tube was

made in a dry atmosphere, and only required two or three sec-

onds. It is evident, however, that a slight absorption of mois-

i this point is not important; for, even if it increased the

snt weight of the assay by several milligrams, it would

ily reduce to a barely perceptible extent the percentages of

all the constituents leaving the relative values wholly un-

changed. It is only when, on boiling the chloride, after such

an absorption, the"chlorine is driven off, that the essential

change of composition results.

Weight of tube and antimonious chloride ..20-9609 grams.

" chloride analyzed. 4-5689 "

The weight of the tube and chloride while on the balance

pan remained invariable for a sufficient length of time to give

positive assurance of the constancy of the weights. The chlo-

ride was dissolved in a saturated solution .it tartaric acid con-

taining about 15 grams of the pure acid, and then diluted with

carbonic acid and water and precipitated as before described.

The precipitate, having been washed and collected as before,

was dried in an air bath, at about 110°.

Weight of small filter. 0*0434 grams.
" porcelain crucible 101-2132 "

" crucible and precipitate 104*6762 "

" red sulphide of antimony 34196 "

A portion of the dried pree pit tte dissolved in hydroehlo

acid gave no residue. The rest was then transferred to a p
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tinum nacelle, and heated, as has 1

of dry carbonic dioxide gas. No sublimate was formed, and
only a very slight empyreumatic odor could be perceived.

Weight of platinum nacelle 6 2493 grams.
" nacelle and dried precipitate 9 -5 2 7 3 "

"
d tate after heating to

285° for over half an hour 9*5234 "

Loss of weight of portion taken 0-0039 "

Corresponding loss for whole precipitate 0-0041 "

Weight of red sulphide as above 3-4196 "

" gray sulphide 3*4155 "

The carbonaceous residue left on dissolving this whole

amount of gray sulphide in hvdrochloric acid was barely per-

ceptible. It was collected, however, as usual, on a weighed

paper disk, and estimated.

Weight of small paper filter - .-0-0198 grams.
w same with residue ..0-0212

residue 0-0014 "

Calculated for whole precipitate 0-0015 "

Weight of gray sulphide as above - 3-4155 "

Total weight of gray sulphide 3-4140 "

Corresponding weight of antimony assumed to be

* of the sulphide 2-4386 "

Per cent of antimony in the antimonious chloride

under examination 53-374

It will be noticed that this result is practically identical with

the mean of the previous determinations, which, as will be seen

by reference to the table on page 48, was 53401: and, by

reviewing the facts stated in that connection, it will be per-

,
ceived that this agreement is in itself alone a strong continua-

tion of the conclusion which we de lue< d ii ur first experi-

ments on the >vnth.-;> of the -ru\ sulphide of antimony,—
• two values of the atomic weight of antimony in ques-

tion, the lower is the more exact.

Coming next to the chlorine determinations, we
:

*!"' iixti.ue.au effect which, under cert

have an important influence on the accuracy of this well-known

- employed in the analysis of chloride ot

In a precipitate df argentic chloride that had been deposited
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from an unusually concentrated solution of antimonious chloride

in tartaric acid, and had stood over night, our attention was

called to some crystalline grains, which, on examination, proved

to be a compound of tartaric acid, antimony and silver. We
soon found that this product could be readily obtained by
concentrating the filtrate from the precipitate of argentic

chloride, and adding to it, while still warm, an excess of

argentic nitrate. On cooling, the new crystals form in abun-

dance. They have not yet been measured, but under the

microscope they have the general aspect of right rhombic plates

or prisms, with hemihedral modifications,—a general form which

of the tartrates, and which we ourselves

have previously studied in our crystal lographic deters

of the tartrates of rubidium and' caesium.* We obtained for

the amount of silver in the crystals, as a mean of three analyses,

26-30 per cent. The compound Ag, SbO.H
2
=0

4
=(C

4
H

2 2 )
.

H 2 would require 26'34 per cent. The crystals may there-

fore be regarded as tartar emetic, in which the potassium has

been replaced by silver; and they resemble the crystals of this

well-known salt in general form. They are evidently the same
substance obtained by Wallquistf by precipitating nitrate of

silver with tartar emetic, and analyzed both by him and by
Dumas and Piria. These chemists obtained respectively 27;31

and 28*05 per cent, of oxide of silver, which corresponds with

the result given above as closely as could be expected ; but

they appear to have prepared the substance only in an amor-

pbous condition. At least, in the description quoted, no men-

tion is made of any crystalline form.

These crystals of argento-antimonious tartrate are ap

not acted upon in the least by cold water, and only slightly by
boiling water; and finding this very insoluble material mixed
with the precipitated chloride of silver, under the conditions

stated, we were led to fear that it might be occluded to some
extent by this precipitate, even when formed in much more
dilute solutions of antimony and tartaric acid. The phenom-
enon was very similar to that we had already studied in the

occlusion of the oxichloride by the sulphide of antimony; and

there was re sin the previous case, an occlu- i

sion of this double tartrate might result, even when the sub-

stance would not otherwise be precipitated. How far such an

action could have vitiated our previous results, it was, of course,

now impossible to determine; but, as we previously stated, we
ha i always taken great care not to add more than the slightest

possible excess of argentic nitrate, and this was especially true

in our more recent determinations. Now, however, we were

* Am. Jour, of Science and Arts, II, rxxvii, 70.

f Gmelin Handbook, Cavendish Edition, x, 326.
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on our guard, and in the following determinations very great

pains were taken to add just the requisite amount of the silver

salt, and the argentic chloride was subsequently examined for

traces of any such occlusion. But, excepting this close atten-

tion to well-kt. ..a ;: precautions, the determinations were made
in the same way as before.

Analysis of Antimoxious Chlokide.

No. Wt. of SbCl 3 . Wt. of AgCl. % of Chlorine.

1. 2*2220 4-1682 46*407

2. 1-9458 3-6512 46-420

Mean value 46-413

Bringing now the results together,—estimating the amount
of oxygen by difference, as is usual in chemical analysis, and
c: U: i Ming what would be the composition of a preparation of

antimonious chloride in which T
2
5

'

ff

3
n of a per cent, of oxygen

had replaced an equivalent amount of chlorine, assuming, of

course, Sb = 120 and CI = 35-5,—we obtain the following very

striking accordance:

—

Chlorine _ _ 46 "41

3

46-418

Oxygen -213 '213

Antimony . . 53*374 53*369

100-000 100*000

The general conclusions, then, which we deduce as the

results of this investigation, are-
First, that the value of the atomic weight of antimony foand

by Schneider in 1856—Sb= 120 3—must be accurate within a
few tenths of a unit, but that the most probable value of this

constant, as deduced from our experiments, is Sb=120, when
S=32.

Secondly, that the apparent disagreement with this result.

presented by the partial analy
probably due to the constant presence of oxichloride

!
reparations of this compound.
The investigation from the first has been a study of constant

errors: and those who have followed us through
v MI r t rtaiuly allow that the opinions expressed at the i

°i this paper (on page 42) were not hastily conceived, even if

they do not fully agree with our conclusions. In the attempts

to correct or balance such errors, we have found at once the

chief difficulties and interest of our work, and the a

results thus reached seem to us the most im]

whole investigation. Seeing, then, the sources of constant

error we have discovered, and knowing that there are others
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whose influence we Lave been able to trace, although we have

not been able to define them as clearly as we could desire, it

would be presumptuous in us to express too great confidence

either in the correctness of our theories or even in the conclu-

siveness of our experimental results. Of this, however, we feel

assured, that more trustworthy results cannot be expected from

a repetition of the same processes until a more complete and

accurate knowledge has been acquired of the substances em-

ployed. We have therefore proposed to ourselves a more

thorough investigation of the haloid compounds of antimony,

and the first results of this investigation we shall shortly pub-

lish. After the requisite data have been thus collected, we

hope to return to the old problem with such definite knowledge

of the relations involved as will enable us to obtain at once

more sharp and decisive results than are now possible.

During the course of this investigation, we have been suc-

cessively aided in the experimental work by Dr. F. A. Grooch,

Mr.C. Richardson and Mr. W,H. Melville, at the time students

in this laboratory; and without their assistance we could not

have accomplished the great amount of labor it involved.

Harvard College Laboratory, June 12th, 1877.

Art. XVL-DescripHom of ti

sils ; by I

Protocyalhus varus, gen. et sp. nov.

The fossil form for which the above generic and spec'

arc proposed belongs to the Archceocyathus group, and finds its

heUtu of the writer from the same

horizon.* The only specimen at present

known to me is but 0'22 of an inch in length and has a width ot

onlvO-16 of an inch at the larger extremitv. The general form

is that of a minute cone with the apex broken off. The widtu

at the smaller extremitv is 0-12 of an inch.

third is occupied by 'the cup. The cup itself is filled with

light colored limestone, renderi 1 1 a -liable from

the interseptal areas, which are filled with a darker colored

material. These latter appear to have been tweur

number. T may be observed in two or three

pla .-, i.ii'l are ~,.,mi to h- thin and delicate. The outer wall

has been almost wholly removed and the portions of it that re-

main are much weathered. Ti; id for study

therefore, of the solid moulds of the intersej

the cup filled with limestone, a small number of the septa, a
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of the inner wall and the impression of a
considerable portion of the outer wall. The latter shows that
the external surface when perfect was longitudinally furrowed
as in Archceocyathellus. In that genus, however, so far as
known, there are two rows of pores along each of the furrows.

one on either side of the septa; whereas, in the present genus
there appears to have been but one, and that placed
directly on the line of the septa. The evidence of this

consists of rudely circular holes placed at regular intervals

along the middle of each furrow in the cast. These ap-

pear to me to argue the existence of funnel-like projections

inward of the outer wall at the place of the openings! That
they mark the position of orifices leading into the interior ap-

pears to me in the highest degree probable. Their position is,

however, so remarkable, that I was for a long time unable to

understand the meaning of them.
On one side of the specimen there are a small number of the

interseptal moulds that project beyond the others and one of

these shows one of its lateral faces for a considerable distance

lengthwise, and also nearly down to the outer surface of the

inner wall. An examination of this face shows that the cavi-

ties observed along the furrows extend but

a short distance inward, and that the septa

arched around the funnel-like projections which

they represent from below, striking the outer

wall only at the intervening spaces (the spaces

p/^_^ between the dots in the figure). It is further
h\L£_223 shown that these cavities are directed slightly

upward or toward the aperture of the cup.

These characters serve to distinguish the form at once from
Archo?ocyathellus in which the septa meet the outer wall unin-

terruptedly.

If I am right in viewing the cavities along the furrows in

the cast as indicating the presence of external orifices at these

points, then it follows that these orifices were doubtless func-

[uivalent to the double row of orifices along the fur-

rows of the outer wall of Archaocyathellus. In proof of this it

maybe remarked that the size of the cavities indicates that

the orifices were proportionally considerably larger than those
or the only known species of'Archceocyathellus (A. R
cws), while their position is such as to present no obstacle in

the way of regarding them as having communicated simulta-

neously with two of the interseptal spaces.

The fossils of this group have, in their septate i

* Fig. la.—A few of the interseotal moulds of Protoeyathus raws
show the position of the supposed external orifices ; 6, enlarged outli

eral face of one of the moulds designed to show the direction of the c
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much the appearance of corals ; but the peculiar poriferous

structure known to characterize a good typical species, the uni-

form presence of a large walled central cavity, and the exist-

ence in one species {An-hn<„ ii<tu,i'- J//„ /./,.*„-',
, of branched

spicula? would seem to ally them more nearly to the sponges.

By the late lamented Mr. 'Billings, to whom "we owe our first

knowledge of these singular forms, and who has discussed their

affinities at considerable length, they were classed provisionally

Ulth the sponges; but in conclusion he remarks that u The re-

semblance between the whole structure and that of the paleozoic

corals seems also to show that in the Lower Silurian seas forms

existed combining the characters of the Protozoa and the Cce-

lenterata."* The existence of such forms in our older deposits

is a matter of much interest, and it is to be hoped that contin-

ued researches will add still further to our knowledge of them.

This species occurs in conglomerate-limestone of the Lower
Potsdam group at Troy, N. Y.

Solenopleura nana, sp. nov.—Of this species I have a num-
ber of specimens of the head, but they are all more or less im-

perfect. The largest and best preserved specimen consists of a

nearly perfect glabella and the greater portion of the fixed

cheeks, and is but two lines in length. The glabella is nearly

four-fifths the total length of the head and is especially charac-

terized by its great relief. It is obtusely conical, slightly

widest behind, and is well defined all around by the dorsal fur-

rows. In a specimen two lines in length its highest point is

nearly one and one-half lines above the base of the fixed

cheeks. It is marked on either side by two or three faint far-

rows. The fixed cheeks are notably convex, but their relief

does not exceed one-third of that of the glabella. The eyes

are situated slightly in advance of the mid-length and are

connected with the front of the glabella by an obscure ocu-

lar fillet. The distance from the eye to the glabella is

nearly equal to the width of the glabella at the mid length.

The front tn ! is bounded by a feebly convex

rim, inside of which there is a narrow furrow which gradually

deepens on either side of the median line in passing outward.

Between this furrow and the glabella there is a somewhat angu-

lar r;<L- - -- :;_r out ward to the sutures.

The course of the facial suture is nearly the same with that

of Solenopleura brachymetopa of Angelin (Palseontologia Scan-

dinavica, PL xix, fig. 1), but is directed slightly more inward

in front of the eye. The neck-furrow is continuous all across.
"
of the neck-segment cannot be made out,

the damaged condition of all of the specii

ft is seen, however, to be 1



:

cheeks. The entire surface is covered with a fine regular gran-

This species is the second one of the genus, so far as I am
aware, that has been described from American rocks, the first

one having been obtained from strata of the Acadian epoch

in Newfoundland and described by Mr. Billings. It occurs in

both even-bedded and conglomerate limestone of the Lower

Potsdam group at Troy, N. Y., associated with OkneUu*, Couo-

\ l/i'rrhi/tW-n*. It is principal!} interesting on account

of "its affording another generic link between the already

closely related fauna? of the Acadian and Lower Potsdam.

New York, Oct. 13th, 18TT.

Art. XVIL—Note on Lingulella ccelata; by S. W. Ford.

The above mentioned species, occurring in the Troy Pri-

mordial, has hitherto been set down by me as an 0&
the evidence now in hand shows that it should be referred to

the genus Lingulella of Salter. The following are the principal

characters

:

The ventral valve is somewhat elongate-

pointed, slightlv elevated and conspicuously channeled for the

passage of the pedicle. The convexity is moderate and nearly

uniform. On the inside there are two prominent, elongate,

curved scars, one on either side of the med
concavities diivtt-d "inward. These recall by their form and

position the large lateral scars of the ventral valve

-| *ies of Obolella (e. g., 0. chromatica.) The other impressions

ol tl is valve have not been made out.

The dorsal valve is more rotund than the ventral and has the

beak much depressed. The convexity increases with

ing age, and in adult specimens is such as to sometimes give

the valve a semi-globose appearance. A shallow depression

extends in all the specimens from the beak to the front margin,

but in fully grown forms it is often inconspicuous. On the

inside there are four prominent ridges. Of these the more cen-

tral two commence close to the median line a short dud

front of the beak and extend into the forward third of the

-
' - _ .<.-. ., -.. f-..-. ;_-., ;-. •''. - - "

._
"

.

their rise close to the beak and reach to points a little in ad-

vance of the mid-length. There is also a short slender ridge

directlv beneath the beak on the median line. The central por-

tion of the valve in the upper half is slightly excavated lhe

description of the intei iaa been mam]? drawn

up from an excellent natural internal mould.



valve (Pal. N. Y., vol. i, p. 290, pi. 79, fig. 9). The effect of thip. 290, pi. 79, fig. 9). 1
is very beaut i;
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The surface of both valves is ornamented with moderately
conspicuous radiating and conci-i rcgularly

grouped, and covering the whole a fine papillose network, the

points of which are arranged in concentric series, those of one
series alternating with those of the next, and so on, as first

pointed out by Professor Hall in his description of the dorsal
'" l.N.Y.,^ '

'

ally the case, the shells have a dark, polished aspect, with a

setting of light-colored limestone, few handsomer fossil objects

can be named. The shell is thick and of a finely lamellar

sual length of the ventral valve is about

The species known as Obolella crassa of the Troy beds may
also be briefly noticed in this connection. It includes the

species already widely known under the name of 0. desquamata

from the same locality, this latter, as may be shown, having been

founded upon the dorsal valve of the former. The ventral valve

is always more acutely pointed at the beak than the dorsal, but

beyond this feature there is nothing, so far as I have been able

to discover, by which they may be distinguished from each

other externally. The surface of each, when perfect, is both

radiatch ml concentrh illy striated. As a rule, however, the

imbricating edges of the successive layers of growth are the

only markings visible.

Of the interior of the ventral valve an excellent Bg

given by Mr. Billings on page 355 of this Journal for May, 1872;

but the interior markings of the dorsal valve have nowhere, to

my knowledge, yet been accurately shown. The scars are nearly

the same with those of the dorsafvalve of 0. chrornatiea* but

the smaller pair close to the beak are here, in the majority of

cases, distinctly connected with the larger pair directly beneath

them; while the central pair, instead of running parallel witb

each other throughout, diverge at the mid-length of the valve,

and extend onward in slender falcate forms into the anterior

fourth of the shell. Their parallel portions are, however, the

only parts usually seen, and it was only after collecting the

species for a number of years that I obtained evidence that

what had come to be looked upon as wholes were, in reality,

only parts of much more extensive impressions.

The species of Brachiopoda at present known to me from

the Troy Primordial are the following: Obolella crassa, 0. gem-

3.S. This

Journal, March, 1
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ma* (Billir

from this

ccelata, and a small species of 0,-ihis yet undrscrihrd. Tins' latter

species is about one-third smaller than Orthis BilUrtgsi of the
Acadian groupf which it otherwise much resembles, except
that the ribs do not dichotomize ns in that species. None of
the specimens yet obtained are sufficiently perfect to admit of
a full description.

New York, Oct. 31st, 1877.

Since the publication of my paper giving an account of the

metamorphoses of this remarkable trilobite4 I have obtained
*t Ti< y a number of specimens further illustrating and confirm-
ing the fact of the metamorphoses. Among the more impor-
tant of these is a beautifully preserved cephalic shield showing
the manner in which the appendages that I have called the
inter-ocular spines were finally lost. As this specimen supplies
one of the most important links in the demonstration and fully

confirms what was inferred from the structure of previously
known specimens representing other phases of the development,
the more interesting features which it presents may be briefly

noticed at this time.
The specimen in question is almost exactly intermediate

between the forms represented by figures 3 and 4 of my former
paper. Excepting the neck-furrow and the second pair of fur-

rows in advance, none of the glabellar furrows reach the median
hne

; while the inter-ocular spines, still further reduced in size,

are seen to be entirely cut off from the swollen spaces between
the eye-lobes and glabella, by the furrows immediately within
the eye lobes extending completely across them, and' uniting
with the marginal furrows. There "can be scarcely a doubt but
that the next moult would result in a head destitute of these

appendages, as in fact, we find the forms next in order of in-

creasing size to be. The dwarfed proportions of the appendages
lead also to the conclusion that they are examples of atrophied
organs, as has likewise been suggested to me by M. B
I know of no instance of this—the suppression of spinous

* This Journal, May 187^ p 355
t Acadian GeoL, Dawson,' 1868, p. 644. Also Dana, Man. of GeoL, 1874, pr

*K fig. 250.

tThis Journal April, 1877.
Am. JorR. Be I XV, No. 86.—Feb., 1S78.
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appendages beyond the contour— in any other species of

trilobite.

The surface of the cheeks in the specimen under notice is

iv ornamented with fine, waved, radiating lines as in

the adult.

I may also add, that several of the different stages of growth
observed are shown to be represented by two distinct forms,

respectively a long and a broad form. The same thing baa

been stated by Barrande for a large number of Bohemian
species. Some of the earlier forms were very diminutive, the

smallest specimen now in my possession being one-third smaller

than the smallest example yet illustrated. I have also observed
one specimen the width of which did not exceed

s's
th of an

New York, December 10th, 1877.

* Neither the small trilobite recently described by G. Linnarsson under the name
of Paradoxides acukatus (Transactions of the Geol. Soc. of Stockholm for 1877, p.

species previously described as Paradoxides Kjerulfi by J. G 0. Lin-

narsson furnish, in my opinion", any proof of the metamorphoses of Trilobites, or

I greatly question whether the two Swedish species above mentioned are truly

d am strongly disposed to believe that the former will yet t

Linnarsson notes the close agreeme
Hydrocephalus, but

'
' error in his diagnosis of the genus.

smaller prir

the facial suture

There is nothing, to my mind, in the structure of the specimei

In regard to Mr. Linnarsson's somewhat extended,

o of my work in the publication referred to, I n

3 change any o"
"

with his

._.,__ bably deeply in fault. "Were 1

upported by a better array of facts drawn from his own special
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Art. XIX.—On Schweitzer's "New Acid Ammonium Sulphates ;"

by S. W. Johnson and R. H. Chittenden Contributions
from the Sheffield Laboratory of Yale College. No. LI.

Dr. Paul Schweitzer, in a paper "On some New Acid Am-
monium Sulphates, read before the American Chemical Society,
July 6, 1876* has given the results of some partial analyses of
residues remaining after subjecting ammonium sulphate to
several degrees of ignition, and has inferred : 1. That exposure
to a heat a little higher than that of the boiling point of mer-

with loss of one-half of its ammonia. 2. That a temperature
somewhat below incipient redness occasions further loss of
ammonia and sulphuric acid and leaves a salt of the formula
(NH

4 ) 2H 4
(S0

4 ) 3 . 3. That probably an intermediate salt is

formed having the formula (NH
4 ) 4
H

2 (S0 4 ) 3
.

These conclusions are based on the fact that the residues of
ignition at the temperatures named yield such percentages of
SO

3 as the above formulae require. We have repeated most
of Dr. Schweitzer's experiments, and so far as we have gone,
have fully verified his observations. The formulas which he
deduces from his estimations of S0 3

are, however, inconsistent
with the usually received atom-fixing powers of the elements
involved, and we have made further investigation of the sub-
stances to which he has called attention, in order to ascertain
whether they are really exceptions to the laws of valence, and
therefore possibly serviceable means of enlarging our generaliza-
tions, or have a composition different from that which Dr.
Schweitzer has inferred.

Ammonium sulphatef heated for several hours somewhat
m the boiling point of mercury at first fused without

effervescence to a thick pasty mass, as Dr. Schweitzer has
stated, but afterwards became fluid. When the fumes no
longer had an alkaline reaction, and " ammonia" ceased to be
given off, the residue vielded nearly the same percentage of
k0

3 obtained by Dr. Schweitzer. He found 6917 per cent
and after fifteen minutes further ignition 6949 per cent. We
found 69-60 per cent and after further heating at the same
temperature 70'03 per cent of S0 3

. The bisulphate requires
w-56 per cent. We notice, however, that the per cent of S0 3 ,

w hich in this case admits of very i

s prolonged. £ sec .ml 1 sample gave in the

'•s:
;, Aug., 1876, p. 42.

1 «»« urn carbon*«d,inal.™!
.>*lCg result*

Calculated.
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first ana

was estimated in both samples by distillation with sodium hy-

droxide, and in the second sample hydrogen was determined by

combustion with lead chromate and" metallic copper and found

to be 4-67 per cent.

On the basis of the

ing statement.

SO a
70-08

NH 3
17-00

Difference 12-92

100-00

The ultimate composition.

i have the follow-

Calculated for

II

100-00

On dissolving in water the solutio

addition of strong alcohol

down a crystalline precipitate

99-98

has an acid reaction,

rated solution throws

hich is normal ammonium sul-

hate and yielded in the results of two successive determinations

25-48 per cent and 25'65 per cent of NH 3
. Theory requires

26-76 per cent The alcoholic mother liquor from these de-

terminations gave on evaporation a small crystalline residue, and

a few drops of a strongly acid liquid. The absence of any

amide or amic acid was shown by the prompt and complete

n of all the sulphur by barium salts in cold-pre-

pared solutions. These results would indicate that the sup-

posed bisulphate is a mixture of normal sulphate with bisulphate

ilphate.

The analyzed substance compared with the salts just named

in respect to atomic ratios gives the following results, eight

atoms of sulphur being assumed in each case for convenience.

Inspection of the above figures makes evident that the ana-

lyzed substance must contain besides normal sulphate, a cer-
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tain proportion of bisulphate in order to bring down the
nitrogen below twelve and also some pyrosulphate to reduce
the oxygen below thirty- two.

Calculation shows, in fact, that the substance is a mixture
of nearly one molecule of pyrosulphate (NH

4 ) 3 S 2 0., one
molecule of sulphate, (NH

4
)„S0

4 , and three molecules of bi-

sulphate 3(NH
4
HS0

4 ). Such a mixture would have the fol-

lowing empirical expression: S
8
O a3N 7

H
3 , and its centesimal

composition compares closely with our analyses.

31H 4-50 4-67

99-99 100-00

Our examination of the so-called "biammonium tetrahydrogen

sulphate" obtained by subjecting ammonium sulphate to near

incipient redness demonstrates that it also is a mixture. The
facts given by Professor Schweitzer agree substantially with

those observed by us.

He found in the residue after two successive heatings

72 52 and 72-95 per cent SO,. We found 72'54 and
72-75, and in another sample 71-91 and 72-04 per cent.

Our complete analyses do not agree with Professor Schweit-

zer's formulas, but indicate that the substance is very

nearly a mixture of two molecules of ammonium bisulphate

(NH
4)HS0 4 with one molecule of pyrosulphate (NH

4 ) 8
S

2 7 .

Such a mixture is re] dly by S
4 0, 5

N
4
H, 8 .

The percentages required by it and those found in our analyses

4S 28-96 29-05 29'01 28*81

150 54-29 53-85 53"78

4N 12-67 12-94 12-94 12-96

18H 4-07 4-16 4-27

This mixture dissolved readily in a small proportion of wat
giving a solution acid to test papers and to the taste. T
concentrated solution stood for two weeks without crvstallizir

On adding a little alcohol (93 per cent) and agitating, oil

appearing drops separated, which shortly united to a hea

layer at the bottom of the vessel, and very soon huge pnsi

appeared in it. More absolute alcohol was added, and all

twenty-four hours standing a fine crop of crystals was obtain*

These crystals A were rinsed with alcohol and dried at 100
To the filtrate absolute alcohol was added as long i

tate separated. On standing i
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crystals formed. These B were separated and dried at 100 C.

These crystals proved to be normal ammonium sulphate.

They yielded by analysis

—

A B Calculated.

(NH
4 ) a
O 39-33 3946 39'39

The alcoholic mother-liquor was evaporated on the water-

bath and left a small fluid residue, which on cooling deposited

a few crystals, apparently of normal sulphate. The few drops

of liquid remaining were intensely acid and had all the char-

acters of sulphuric acid discolored by organic matters. Treat-

ment with aqueous alcohol thus resolves both the bisulphate

(two molecules) and the pyrosulphate into normal sulphate and

sulphuric acid, or in part probably into sulphethylic acid.

In the first stage of the decomposition of ammonium sul-

phate at a temperature "a little higher than the boiling point of

mercury" the vapors are alkaline. The chemical change would

appear to involve six molecules of the sulphate, which lose five

molecules of ammonia gas and one molecule of water vapor,

leaving as solid residue a mixture of one molecule of unchanged

sulphate, one of pyrosulphate and three of bisulphate.

6[(NH 4 ) 2Sb 4
]-[5NH 3+H 8

0]=3[NH
4HS0 4 ]4-

(N
,H 4 ) 2S a 1+(NH

4),S0 4

In these changes two molecules of sulphate yield one mole-

cule of pyrosulphate with loss of one water- and two ammonia-

molecules,* while three molecules of sulphate yield, each, a

molecule of bisulphate, with loss of a molecule of ammonia,f
and the sixth molecule of sulphate comes out unaltered.

In the second stage of heating (near incipient redness) the

fumes are at first alkaline, but shortly become acid, and con-

tinued so as long as that temperature is maintained.

The changes are empirically expressed as follows

:

S 6 23N 7
H 31 -[2S0 3

+2H 8
0+3NH 3

]=S4 15N 4
H 18 ,

or rationally

—

[3(NH
4
Hs6 4)+(NH4 ),S aO, + (NH 4 ) 2S0 4 ]

- [2S0 3
+2H 2OH-

3NH 3
]=2(NH 4HS0 4

)+(NH4 ) 2S2 0,.

The rise of temperature from 350° to 520° C. appears not to

alter the pyrosulphate and bisulphate, but the chemical change

seems to result from a molecule of sulphate reacting on a mole-

cule of bisulphate, whereby both are decomposed, thus

—

NH 4HS04+(NH 4 ) 2S04=2S0 3
+2H g

O+3NH 3 .

It would be interesting to study the reactions at other

temperatures.

SO*/ONH4

-rH 2 + 2NH 3]=K!n >0^—"4 BU*X0NH4 ... 'N-i-:,

+ 3S0«<ONH*
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The following incomplete synopsis of the species of Populus

is based upon the material in several of our principal herbaria,

and is published for the purpose of drawing the attention of

botanists during the coming season to this still very imperfectly

known genus. Flowers and fruit even of the common species

are too rare in collections, and are much needed for their satis-

factory definition.

§ 1. Styles two, with two or three narrow or filiform lobes:

capsules small, thin, oblong-conical, two-valved: seeds very

* Petioles flattened : bracts silky : stamens six to twenty.

1. P. tremuloides Michx. 2. P. grandidentata Michx.

* * Petioles terete : bracts not silky : stamens twelve to sixty.

3. P. heterophylla L.

§ 2. Styles two to four, with dilated lobes : capsules large,

often thick, subglobose to ovate-oblong, two to four-valved

:

bracts mostly glabrous.

* Leaves cordate or ovate to lanceolate, crenate
;

petioles

terete: stamens twelve to thirty: seed a line long.

f Capsule glabrous, two-valved.

4. P. balsamifera L. Leaves whiter beneath, ovate-lanceo-

late, acuminate^ glabrous
;
petioles one-half to two inches long,

at arst puberulent : rhachis of aments (pistillate two and one-

half to five inches long) pubescent: disk one or two lines

broad : stamens twenty to thirty : capsules ovate (three lines

long), on very short pedicels.—Var. candicans Gray. Leaves

broader and 'cordate; the petioles often somewhat hairy.—

Var. (?) Cali/ormca. Leaves ovate to oblong-lanceolate, acute,

usually rounded at base, somewhat pubescent beneath, mostly

on short petioles (half inch Ion- or le>s).—The typical form

northward' : wur. canrtka** west to Colorado

and Idaho; the last variety on the Pacific side from Los

Angeles to Oregon, but known only from the foliage.

5. P. angustifolia James. Leaves not whiter beneath,

rhombic-ovate to narrowly lanceolate, mostly cuneate at base,

often small
; petioles one- half inch long or less (rarely one

mch) : rhachis glabrous (pistillate two inches long, ra

or four) : disk a line broad or less : stamens twelve :

ovate, smaller, on very short pedicels.—Colorado and PJew

Mexico to Central Arizona and Nevada, and Washington Ter-

ritory. Two forms are spoken of, the " Yellow Cottonwood,

making fair lumber, and the " Black Cottonwood," common
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and extensively planted in Utah, but the wood considered

f f Capsule tomentose, three-valved.

6. P. iric/iocarpa Torr. and Gray. Leaves broadly ovate,

acuminate, cordate, often whiter beneath with age, puberulent

when young
;
petioles one or two inches long : rhachis pubes-

cent (pistillate two to six inches long) : disk very broad : sta-

mens twenty to thirty : capsule subglobose, nearly glabrous.

—

Var. cupulata. Disk somewhat herbaceous, very large and
campanulate, twice longer than the ovary, pubescent : bracts

villous: pedicels a Hue or two long.—S. California to W.
Nevada and British Columbia.

* * Leaves deltoid, sinuate-crenate
;
petioles flattened : sta-

mens sixty or more : seed one and one-half or two lines long

:

capsule three or four-valved : rhachis and disk glabrous.

7. P. monibfera Ait. Leaves with numerous serratures and

narrow very acute acumination, broadly truncate-deltoid, some-

times ovate, rarely cordate; petioles two to four inches long:

ament usually long (two to seven inches): disk rarely two

lines broad : capsules rather thin, oblong-ovate, four or five

lines long, on slender pedicels one to five lines long.—New
England to FI »i la, Lou siana, and the base of the Rocky
Mountains in Colorado and Wyoming. Most flowering and

fruiting specimens seen from east of the Mississippi have four,

rarely three, distinct styles and a four-valved capsule ; a single

specimen from the Agricultural Grounds, Washington (culti-

vated as P. angula(a), has the styles united and bearing

a peltate stigma, and the capsule three-valved. The more

western specimens have all three distinct styles and a three-

valved capsule. There are no apparent differences otherwise,

and it remains to be seen whether these forms can be specific-

ally separated.

8. P. Fremonti Watson. Leaves with few serratures (four

to twelve on each side), broadly deltoid with a broad acute

apes and usually somewhat reniform or cordate
;
petioles one

to two and one-half inches long, often pubescent (as the branch-

lets) with short sprea te disk three or four

lines broad, and pedicels eight to ten lines long: pistillate

aments three or four inches long : disk three lines broad : cap-

sules ovate, thick-cori . >n stout pedicels two

lines long or less.—Var. (?) WisUzeni. Leaves sharply acumi-

nSteTTrancate or slightly cuneate at base: staminate disk less

dilati-d, and th.' pedicels shorter : pistillate amenta very slender

(two to six inches long), the disk two or three lines broad, and

the somewhat • i:^
1
'- ! v -ules three- or usually four-valved, on

slender pedicels "two to eight lines long.—The tjpi

from N. California to S. Utah ; the variety from S. California

to the Rio Grande. * ,
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J.'>>r i, t

which
demonstrate experimentally that molecular cohesion \

t>erty of bodies, to whi<

merit gases :

^lude that
and thus do r

property of bodies, to which there is no excepti

If the permanent gases are not capable of li

conclude that their constituent particles do not

each other as much as possible, certain indispensable

are necessary, which may be expressed thus :

—

(1.) To have the gas absolutely pure, with no trace of foreign gas.

(2.) To be able to obtain extremely energetic pressures.

(3.) To obtain intense cold, and to subtract heat at these low

(4.) To utilise a large surface for condensation at these low tem-

peratures.

(5.) To be able to utilise the rapid expansion of the gas from

extreme condensation to the atmosphere pressun— an < \]::i m >n

which, added to the preceding means, will compel liquefaction.

Having fulfilled these five conditions, we may formulate the

following alternative :

—

When a gas is compressed to 500 or 600 atmospheres, and kept

at a temperature of —100° or —140°, and it is allowed to expand
to the atmospheric pressure, one of two things takes place :—

Either the gas, obeying the force of cohesion, liquefies, and yields

its heat of condensation to the portion of gas which expands and

loses itself in the gaseous form; or, on the hypothesis that cohe-

sion is not a general law, the gas must pass to the absolute zero

and become inert,—that is to say, an impalpable powder.

The work done by expansion will not be possible, and the loss

of heat will be absolute.
Struck with the truth of this alternative, which is rendered c< r-

tain by thermo-dynamic equations based on accural
sought to produce a mec
satisfy these different conditions, and I have chosen the comph-

iratus of which the following is a brh-f description :—
I take two pumps, p 3

and p4 , for exhaustion and com
such as are used industrially in my ice-making apparatus. I

couple these pumps in such a vvav that the exhaustion of one

Is to the compression of the other. The exh

the first communicates with a tube (r) of 11 metres long and 12*5

* The liquefaction of oxyqen is so important a scientific achievement that we have

-es in laying before our readers the folio wing

cated to us by M. Pictet himself.—Ed. Chemical News.



centimeters in diameter, and filled with liquid sulphurous acid.

Under the influence of a good vacuum the temperature of this

liquid rapidly sinks to -65 b
, and even to —73°, the extreme limit

attained.

Through this tube of sulphurous acid passes a second smaller

tube (s), of six centimeters diameter, and the same length as the

envelope. Theee two tubes are closed by a common base.

In the central tube is retained compressed carbonic acid pro-

duced by the reaction of hydrochloric acid on Carrara marble.

This gas, being dried, is stored in an oil gasometer (g) of one

cubic meter capacity.

At a pressure of from four to six atmospheres the carbonic acid

easily liquefies under these circumstances. The resulting liquid

is led into a long copper tube (b), four meters in length and four

centimeters in diameter.

Two pumps, p
t
and p

g , coupled together like the first, exhaust

carbonic acid either from the gasometer (g) or from the long tube

(b) full of liquid carbonic acid.

The ingress to these pumps is governed by a three-way tap, h. A
screw valve cuts off at will the ingress of liquid carbonic acid in the

long tube; it is situated between the condenser of carbonic acid and

this long tube. When this screw valve is closed, and the two
pumps draw the vapor from the liquid carbonic acid contained in

the tube four meters long, the gr. ring of tem-

perature is produced ; the carbonic acid solidifies and descends to

about —140°. The subtraction of heat is maintained by the

working of the pumps, the cylinders of which take out three liters

per stroke, and the speed is 100 revolutions a minute.

Both the sulphurous acid tube and the c&l

covered with a casing of wood and non-conducting stuff to inter-

cept radiation.

In the interior of the carbonic acid tube, b, passes a fourth tube,

a, intended for the compression of oxygen ; it is rive meters long

and fourteen millimeters in external diameter. Its internal diame-

equentlv immersed
: - brought to the

curved this portion downward and given the two long tubes a

slightly inclined position, but still very near the horizontal, as I

have shown in the accompanying drawing.

The small central tube is curved at a, and screws into the neck

of a large howitzer shell, c, the sides of which are thirty-five

millimeters thick ; the height is twenty-eight centimeters, and the

diameter seventeen centimeters.

This shell contains 700 grams of chlorate of potash and 256

grams of chloride of potassium mixed together, fused, then broken

up, and introduced into the shell perfectly dry. When the double

of the sulphurous and carbonic acids has lowered the



gas from the tube e.

condensing the sulphurous acid passes through t

i. Entry for liquid carbonic acid.
> Eiit for the vaporised carbonic acid caused by t
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temperature to the required degree, I heat the shell over a series

of gas-burners. The decomposition of the chlorate of potash

takes place at first gradually, then rather suddenly towards the

end of the operation. A pressure-^! aire, m, at the extremity of

a long tube, lets me constantly observe- the pressure and the pro-

gress of the reaction. This gauge is graduated to 800 atmos-

pheres, and was made for me expressly by Bourdon, of Paris.

When the reaction is terminated the pressure exceeds 500

atmospheres ; but it almost immediately sinks a little, and stops

at 320 atmospheres. If at this moment I open the screw-tap, r,

which terminates the tube, a jet of liquid is distinctly seen to spirt

out with extreme violence. I close the tap, and in the course of a

few moments a second jet—less abundant, however—can be ob-

Pieces of charcoal, slightly incandescent, put in this jet inflame

spontaneously with inconceivable violence. I have not yet suc-

ceeded in collecting the liquid, on account of the considerable pro-

jectile force with which it escapes, but I am trying to arrange a

pipette, previously cooled, which possibly may be able to retain a

little ot this liquid.

Yesterday I repeated this experiment before the majority of the

members of our Physical Society, and we had three successive

jets, well characterized. I cannot yet determine the minimum
pressure necessary, for it is evident that I have a surplus pressure

produced by the excess of* gas accumulated in the shell, and which

could not condense in the small space represented by the interior

I hope to utilise a similar arrangement in attempting the con-

densation of hydrogen and nitrogen, and I am especially occupied

with the possibility of maintaining low temperatures very easily,

thanks to four large industrial pumps which I have at my dis-

posal, worked by a steam-engine.

Since receiving the above we have been favored with further

particulars of an experiment which was performed for the fourth

time on Thursday, December 27th, in the presence of ten scientific

men—among others, Professor Hagenbach, of Bale, who came

expressly to assist at this important experiment.

At 10 o'clock in the evening the manometer, which had risen to

560 atmospheres, sank in a few minutes to 505, and remained

stationary at this figure for more than half-an-hour, showing by
pressure that part of the gas had assumed

the liquid form under the influence of the 140 degrees of cold to

which it was exposed. The tap closing the orifice of tl...

then opened, and a jet of oxygen spirted out with extraordinary

violence.

A ray of electric light being thrown on the escaping jet showed

chieflv composed of two parts ;—one central, and some

long,' the whiteness of which showed that the element

liquid, or even solid; the other exterior, the blue tint ot
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which indicated the presence of oxygen compressed and frozen in

as state.

The success of this remarkable and conclusive experiment called

forth the applause of all present.

We understand that Messrs. Pictet & Co., of 22, Rue de Gram-
mont, Paris, are fitting up apparatus with the intention of having

these experiments repeated at their Freezing-Machine Works, at

Clichy, in Paris.— Chemical News, Jan. 4.

2. The Liquefaction of Oxygen, Nitrogen and Hydrogen.

:its of M. Cailletet. (From Nature, of January 3d.)—
... It appears that as early as December 2, M. Cailletet had

succeeded in liquefying oxygen and carbonic oxide at a pressure

of 300 atmospheres and at a temperature of —29° C. This result

was not communicated to the Academy at once, but was con-

signed to a sealed packet on account of M. Cailletet being then a

candidate- for a seat in the Section of Mineralogy. Hence, then.

the question of priority (between M. Cailletet and M. Pictet) has

been raised, hut it is (vrtain that in the future the work will be

credited to both, on the ground that the researches of each were

absolutely independent, both pursuing the same object, creating

methods and instruments of great complexity. . . .

The methods employed by MM. Pictet and Cailletet are quite

flatinot and are the result of many years' preparatory study, as

testified by M. H. St. Claire Deville and M. Kegnauit. It is diffi-

cult to know which to admire most, the scientific perfection of

Pictet's method or the wonderful simplicity of Cailletet's. It is

quite certain that the one employed by the latter will find frequent

use in future experiments. M. Cailletet's apparatus consists e-en-

tially of a massive steel cylinder with two openings; through one

hydraulic pressure is communicated. A small tube passes through

the other, the sides of which are strong enough to withstand a

pressure of several hundred atmospheres, and which can be in-

closed in a freezing mixture. It opens within the cylinder into a

second smaller cylinder serving as a reservoir for the gas to be

compressed. The remainder of the space in the large cylinder ia

occupied by mercury. M. Cailletet's process consists in com-

pressing a gas into the small tube, and then by suddenly placing

it in communication with the outer air, producing such a degree

of cold by the sudden distention of the confined gas that a large

portion of it is condensed, a process perfectly analogous to that

used to prepare solid carbonic acid by the rapid evaporation of

the liquefied gas.
In M. Cailletet's experiment with oxygen it was brought to a

temperature of - 29° C. by the employment of sulphurous acid and

a pressure of 300 atmospheres; the gas was still a gas. But

when allowed to expand suddenly, which, according to Poisson's

formula, brings it down to 200° below its starting point, a cloud

was at once formed. The same result has since been obtained

without the emplovment of sulphurous acid, by giving the gas

time to cool after compression. M. Chailletet has not yet obtained,
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M. Pictet has done ; on being separated from its enormous pres-

sure it has merely put on the appearance of a cloud. . . .

M. Cailletet first introduced pure nitrogen gas into the appa-

ratus. Under a pressure of 200 atmospheres the tube was opened,
and a number of drops of liquid nitrogen were formed. Hydro-
gen was next experimented with, and this, the lightest and most
difficult of all gases, was reduced to the form of a mist at 280
atmospheres. The degree of cold attained by the sudden release

of these compressed gases is scarcely conceivable. The physicists

present at the experiment estimated it at —300° C.

Although oxygen and nitrogen had both been liquefied, it was
deemed of interest to carry out the process with air, and the

apparatus was filled with the latter, carefully dried and freed from

carbonic acid. The experiment yielded the same result. On
opening the tube a stream of liquid air issued from it resembling

the fine jets forced from our modern perfume bottles.

These more recent results are all the more surprising as, at an

earlier stage, hydrogen, at a pressure of 300 atmospheres, has

shown no signs of giving way.
3. On the Liquefaction of" Acetylene, Ethyl hydride, Nitrogen

dioxide and probably Marsh gas.—Cailletet, studying the com-

pressibility ot acetylene, observed a marked departure from the law

of Mariotte in its behavior, and, pushing the condensation still

further, succeeded in liquefying it. The apparatus consisted of a

hollow steel cylinder, t st a pressure of several

hundred atmospheres, having screwed into it at top a bronze collar

carrying a thick glass reservoir closed above, and eontinu<-d

downward by a larger tube, open at bottom.^ This glass tubeby a larger tub

; gas to be liqu<

mercury in the

lower end <

surface of mercury in the steel cylinder. Hydraulic pressure

forces the mercury up into the tube, compressing the gas and

finally liquefying it in the narrow portion at top. In compressing

acetylene, the temperature being +18°, numerous droplets are

seen to form and run down the walls of the tube, under a pressure

of eighty-three atmospheres. Reducing the pressur- .

the liquid returns suddenly to gas filling the tube for an instant

with a thick fog. Liquid acetylene is colorless and extremely

t appears to be highly refractive, and is light*

ti which it is soluble in all proportions. It dissolves parain

nd fats. Cooled to zero in presence of water and linseed oil, i

forms a white compound like snow, which decomposes on heating

or lowering the pressure. The tension of the acetylene vmp<W

is as follows: at +1°, 48 atmospheres; at 2-5, 50; at 10,

63; at 18°, 83; at 25°, 94 ; at 31°, 103. Comparing the tensions

of acetylene, ethylene, and ethylene hydride (C2H e ) which con-

tain in equal volumes, equal weights of carbon united to lucre**

ing quantities of hydrogen in the ratio 1:2:3, the author finds

the tension of acetelyne at 1°, as above, to_be forty-four atmo-

spheres ; that of ethylei

six atmospheres, and that of ethylene 1
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the first time by Cailletet—at 4° being forty-six atmospheres, its

taking place at a pressure a little less than that of

acetylene.

In a subsequent paper, Cailletet announces the liquefaction of

nitrogen dioxide, by a pressure of 104 atmospheres at —11°. At
8°, the dioxide is still gaseous under a pressure of 270 atmo-

sisting of a pah vi «»« ^o uummtra .» «.»««. „*,., ...

centimeters long, one of platinum the other of iron, both i

in porcelain tubes, the ends, which projected about two millime-

ters, being united and then covered with kaolin sintered together.

The free ends of the two wires were soldered to large copper

wires, which ran to the galvanometer. The graduation of the

apparatus was effected bv means of thermometers for low tempe-

ratures, and for high ones, not exceeding, however, 825°, by
means of a calorimeter. Since the curve given by these determi-

nations was almost a straight line, especially the latter portions of

it, Hossetti believed that he mi<rht continue* it beyond the experi-

mental limit in the same direction without marked error. In the

flame of an ordinary Bunsen burner, this flame being seventeen

centimeters long, he found the highest temperature, l:J.M> C;. to

be in the colorless mantle i.f the flame, the violet zone ha\ in- a

temperature of 1250°, and the inner blue flame not reaching 1200°.

long, the temperature one centimeter above the opening of the

burner was only 250°
; at two centimeters above, it became 400°

and so remained up to a height of four or five centimeters, reach-

ing 650° at the height of six centimeters. Mixtures of air and

gas were then burned in a Bunsen burner closed below, and the

temperature measured in the hottest part of the flame. For one

volume of gas and two volumes ot ~ l - ,;( '

c

?

for one volume of gas and two and one-half of air, 1150°
;
and for

one volume of gas and three of air, 1116°. With four

of air the mixture would no longer burn in a Basset)

and burned from a bat-wing burner gave I

ture of onlv 958°. Mixtures of gas and carbon dioxide, burned

in a Bunsen. burner as above, gave, for one volume gas and one

and one-half CD.,, a temperature of 1000°; one volume gas and

two of C0
2 gave 860° ; and with three of C0 2

780°. P

volumes CG
2 , the mixture burned only in contact with a flame.—

Gaz. Chim.'ltaL. vii, 422, Sept. 1877. *• *• B-

5. On the principle of Maximum Work, as illustrated by the

Spontaneous decomposition of Barium perhydrate.—As a funda-
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mental deduction from his thermochemical researches, Berthelot
proved long ago the tendency of chemical systems toward that
composition which corresponds to the maximum evolution of heat.

He now notes an excellent illustration of this law in the case of
barium perhydrate, which decomposes spontaneously, while
barium peroxide is permanent. A specimen of Ba0

2
prepared

in 1874 contained 9-4 oxygen in excess, and in 1877, 9"2 of tin-

oxygen; showing its permanence. The hydrate however, Ba0 2

(
H 2°)t> prepared pure and kept moist, gradually decomposes,
gM babbles of oxygen developing in the mass, generating a pres-

sure in the vessel, and forming a crystalline mass of barium
hydrate BaO, (H2 0) I? . This decomposition is even more rapid
under water. A specimen prepared in 1874 and kept moist, had
lost in 1877 a fifth of its oxygen; while another portion kept
under water had lost nearly all. In explanation of these facts,

(1) that barium dioxide a ' '

calories, and 1

energy
; (2) that t

perhydrate into bariu
"

i heat, Ba02 -t-

the water be con-

Boussingault has
observed, aqueous vapor can displace the oxygen, the heat evolv

3

ing, Ba0
2
=Ba04-0 absorbing 12-1 cah

decompose without the aid of foreign i

om position of barium dioxide or perh, _
hydrate and free oxygen, on the contrary, evoh
H 20=Ba(OH) 2+0 evolving 5-52 calories if tl

sidered liquid, or 4-0 if solid; and hence, as :

observed, aqueous vapor can displace the oxygen, „
being 15*2 calories, since the two bodies are in the same physical
state. In the same way Ba0

3
(H

20) 7
-
r-(H a

O)
3
=BaO(H

30) 1
>0,

I I o-6 calories, or 6-4, as the water is liquid or solid.

Hence barium perhydrate decomposes spontaneously and at the
ordinary temperature. " Thus," says Berthelot, " the secret of
spontaneous decomposition of barium perhydrate is not to be
found in any symbolic considerations, drawn from a figurative
arrangement of atoms ; but is explained by very simple and very
obvious principles, resulting from the regular action of molecular
mechanics."— Bull. Soc. Ch., II, xxviii, 502, Dec. 1877. G. f. b.

6. On the Hydrocarbon called Idryl.—Goldschmiedt has sub-
miml to extended examination the mixture of hydrocarbons
found in the quicksilver chambers of Idria, from which Bodecker
obtained the hydrocarbon which he called idryl. The crude ma-
terial was the alcoholic extract of the chamber deposit, and fused
from 75° to 86°. By solution in alcohol, difficultly soluble flocks
were observed which were filtered off and marked A. They fused
at about 200°. From the filtrate, or from the more fusible por-
tions of the crude material, only very small quantities of A were
obtained. On distilling the raw product in a current of COa , a

fuswg at 100°, which was crystal-

imation (B). The residues were
in alcohol and mixed with a boiling saturate.!

solution of picric acid. Red crystalline precipitates were thus
obtained, most abundantly from the portions of lower melting
point. On concentration, additional pierate was obtained but
lighter in color as it was more soluble. The portions having
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nearly the same fusing point were united and recrystallized til!

- wav con-

densed into ti;n -.-. The tiist ((/) whs in -lark red flexible mvdlcs,

fusing at 220°; the second (D) was in large bright red brittle

needles, fusing at 185 ; t lie third (E) was in gold -yellow tine deli-

cate needles, which fused at 144°. On examining the fractions

obtained A yielded a small quantity of a body insoluble in ben-

zene and probably chrysene ; the larger portion was anthracene.

Ti t'raetion B was phenanthrene, the fraction C pyrene, and the

fraction D a new hydrocarbon having the formula C'.dl,,,, which

though not identical with Bodeeker'-: substance—this being prob-

acy a mixture of pyrene and phenanthrene—the author proposes

to call idryl. Further researches upon its constitution are in

process.—~Ber. Bert. Chem. Ges., x, 2022, Dec. 1877. G. p b.

7. On the !><t ;-mination •/' Xitr ><n > in Mtr >,//.</ >. fin.—Lauer
and Adoe have made a series of el tin bef$

method of determining -erin. Solution of the

nitroglycerin from a dynamite with ether, evaporation of the ether

and solution in potassium hydrate in excess, and then deter:

ofthe nitrogen 'b\ !,'.
'

i

:

, irdr's method, gave too low results. The
dynamiu- was th a. shaken .villi water, t* , dt p -it' .1 nitroglycerin

dissolved in alcohol, the alcoholic solution treated with potash and

the nitrogen determined as above; this method also gave too low

results. Finally 80 grams copper oxide were mixed with the nitro-

glycerin and liunii I by Duma-'- method fhe combustion went
on quietly and yielded the theoretical quantity, i8'5 per cent.—

Ber. Bed. Chem. Ges., x, 1982, Dec. 1877. <*. v. b.

8. On Aromatic Hydantoins.—By the direct union of cyanic

acid and glycocoll, hydantoic acid is produced:
^ ^ s+CONH

=co<Ni:cH
2
cooH. *y loss of water

>

h?dantoin is fonned

CO-s^
T

I . Hydantoin and its homologues methyl-hydan-

ther glycocoll or the corre

CH
2
NHC

2
H

B NH
Bponding homologues of it with urea:

£0QR +C0<;N'H*

=CO< *
2H^~?Ha+H

2
+ NH

3
. Schwebel has succeeded

informing a phenyl-hydantoin by fusing together phenyl-glycocoll

with urea- CO
/X

I . Phenyl-hydantoic acid was not
" ^\N(C,H

§
)—CH, J

obtained. When however, potassium cyanide, ammonium sulphate

and phenyl-glvcoe ,11 in :.-, n-ous solution are al^wed to stand for

some days at 40° the filtrate after separation of the potassium

sulphate by alcohol, yielded abundance of phenyl-hydantoin.—

Ber. Bert. Chem. Ges", x, 2045, Dec. 1877. «• f. b.

Am. Joob. Sci.-Third Sebies. Vol. XV, No. 86.-Feb., 1878.
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9. On the Behavior of Benzoic acid in the Organism of Birds.—Jaffe has taken up anew the question of the change which
benzol.' acid undergoes in the organism of birds, first investigated
by Meissner and Shepard. He confirms the result of these latter

chemists that no hippuric acid is formed, but that an acid is ex-

creted which like hippuric acid is a paired benzoic acid. To this

acid he gives the name ornithuric acid. He prepares it by ex-

tracting with alcohol the fresh excreta of hens fed on benzoic acid,

evaporating the alcohol, extracting again with hot absolute alcohol,

and evaporating. The strongly acid liquid is mixed with water,

and repeatedly agitated with ether, to remove fatty impurities.

The residue is treated with dilute sulphuric acid, and again agi-

tated with more ether. The etherial solutions are concentrated
:nid aiiowed to stand for some days in a cool place. The orni-

thuric acid separates in crystalline masses, haying when pure the
empirical formula C

19
H

20
N

2
O

4
. B< ric arid It

gives benzoic acid and a new base (.' .11 (MI>.(> , diamidovaleric
acid.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., x, 1925, Nov. 1877. g. f. b.

9. Le Sage's Theory of Gravitation ; by James Croll, LL.D.,
F.R.S.—Le Sage's Theory of Gravitation is at present exciting a

good deal of attention among physicists. This is perhaps to a
considerable extent due to the fact that some of the conditions

. assumed by Le Sage in his hypothesis, have been
proved to follow as necessary consequences from the kinetic theory

r and able account of this theory of gravitation has been

one case at least he seems to me to have failed.* It is a necessary
condition of Le Sage's theory, in order that gravity may be pro-
portional to mass, that the total volume of the free spaces in a
substance in the form of interstices between the molecules must
be great compared with the total volume of matter contained in

the molecules themselves. This condition of free interstices Mr.
Preston considers to be satisfied by assuming the molecules to be
small as compared with their mean distances.
Were we at liberty to make any assumptions we chose in refer-

ence to the smallness of the molecules of matter and their distance
apart, we might be able to satUi quired as to
mass. This, however, we are not at liberty to do, for modern
physics has enabled us to determine, at least roughly, the size of

—*- molecules of matter and also the distances between

irticle on Kinetic Theories of Gravitation by Mr. W. B.

of gravitation with which every theorv°he says, must
drements, Le Sage's theory he maintains satisfies but

acting mass,
- as the
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them. This subject has recently been investigated by Sir William
Thomson, who has gi\ < n lull details ot his result in a remarkable
paper in "Nature" vol. i, p. 551. Sir William says the diameter
of the molecule cannot be less than T tro,^To7oTnr of a centimeter.

The number of molecules in a cubic centimeter of a liquid or a

solid may, he says, be from 3X 10" to 3 X 10
26

. This gives the dis-

the mean of these two values we have ^o-o.ttooyoot of a centimeter

for the distance between the centers. The mean spaces between
the molecules are therefore less than the diameter of the molecules

themselves. Under this condition of things it must be absolutely

impossible that a gravific particle even though it wore tnfinltsly

small could penetrate to the extent of a thousandth part of a

centimeter, into the interior of a body without having its motion

stopped by coming into collision with a molecule. Le Sage's

theory appears therefore to be utterly irreconcilable with Sir

is regarding the size of the material molecule.

But even supposing we were to assume, what we are hardly war-

ranted in doing, that the molecules are 10,000 times smaller and
their distances 10,000 times greater than Sir William Thomson
concludes, still this would not assist the theory. The gravific

particles would then, no doubt, penetrate a little further into the

interior of a body, but beyond a few feet or perhaps a few inches

no particle could go. (Communicated by the Author.)—Phil.
Mag., Jan., 1878.

10. On the Thermal Conductivity and Diathermancy of Air

and Hydrogen.—Dr. Henry Buff, Professor of Physics in the

rui\.r*it\ ot (i'k^en has undertaken the revision of the work
of Magnus, Tyndall and others upon this subject. The apparatus

used was similar to that of Magnus, which is essentially as fol-

lows : Upon a vertical cylinder of thin glass, 56 mm. in diameter

and 160 mm. in height, there was fused another cylinder of the

same diameter but of 100 mm. in height. These cylinders were

A cork closed the lower open-

ing of the V\ lin.lrie.il \e—i and through this passed the glass

tubes provided with stop cocks, by means of which the vessel

could be filled with any gas at any pressure. A thermometer was
' >- <r. d throu -n a tubufature about 50 mm. below the thin glass

Plate placed in a horizontal position. The upper vessel was tilled

with boiling water, which was kept in ebullition during the ex-

periment by the introduction of steam. To guard against radia-

tion the apparatus was placed in a beaker and this beaker in

another filled with water of a constant temperature. Magnus
found with this apparatus that the heat rays are partially ab-

sorbed by their passage through air. With hydrogen, however
he found that the temperature increased with the density, and

even at ordinary atmospheric pressure it had greater diathermancy

than a vacuum. He accordingly concluded that hydrogen w£S

similar to the metals in regard to conducting power. Dr. Butt s
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•: the

double wall surrounded the cylinder filled with cotton wool to pre-

vent too rapid cooling. The glass cylinder was 20 cm. high and
7-5 cm. in diameter—its lower edge was ground so as to fi1

upon the plate of an air pump. The thermometer in MagttOt'
apparatus was superseded by a thermo-electric one formed of flat-

tened German silver and iron wires soldered together. This
junction is placed very near the bottom of the brass cylinder and

; pon the plate of the air pump
*,,„„ _•.!.

water> With thig sthe enclosed space could be filled nth wrater. Wi1
ratus, Buff discusses the controversy between Magnus and Tvn-
dall in regard to the diathermancy of moist air. Although his

experiments are not •
I at his re-u!ts auTee

petty closely with those nf Magnus, and cannot believe with
Tyndall that the thermal absorption of moist air is from twenty
to forty times greater than dry air. He sums up his results as

follows:-
V

(I.) " The thermal conductivity of hydrogen and of other gases
is far too small to admit of its being proved by the method dag-
pus adopted. The assumption ;

• hydrogen
is similar to that of the metals, if by this statement anvthiug
more is meant than that hydrogen, like solid and liquid bodies, is

capable of transmitting heat from molecule to molecule, is there-

fore not justified.

(2.) On the other hand, hydrogen possesses a diathermancy"—y approaching that c^
-

.... D
heat

(4.) The absorptive power of moist :

air by a trifling percentage, but by r

hitherto had been assumed by severe. v„y
(5.) Rock salt is nor a' -« lut- \ 1 1 rmanous for the so-called

lor rather resembles that of dry
air, —I'h'l M«i;i . Dec. 1877, page 401. j. T.

11. y,^tr>',H..ft/.. El. /,•;, s,„rk hi .ompressed gases.—Cazix
:;: have been experimenting separately upon the sub-

J
( r ( zm ' M h\< iv.nlt. ;!S i s: Tlie eleetri *park
resembles an ordinary gas flame. In both sources of light there
are, beside the peculiar vaporous i line spectra,
other solid and liquid particles wh - spectrum.

•:
,

electrodes and sides of the containing vessel increases with the
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rial particles are wanting, and the aureole can be compared to the

hi ue basis of the ordinary gas flame. Cazin enclosed nitrogen in

a species of quicksilver 'pizometer; the electrodes were of plati-

num. Beginning with two atmospheres, the channelled spaces

and all the nitrogen lines save -i\ .1 '^appeared. At ten atmo-

spheres only the lines A=567 and A=500, together with a very

bright line A=424, which first appeared under five atmos| .liens,

and was attributed by Cazin to nitrogen, remained. These lines

which were not perceptible at ordinary pressures, together with

the always present sodium lines and a platinum line which ap-

peared at fifteen atmospheres of pressure, remained up to forty

atm .spheres, 'rinse results needed to he eonrirmed hy the check

of photography, and Ilerr Cazin has already obtained interesting

affirmations by this process. The above results were obtained

hy passing the spark through the vapor of hyponitrous acid at a

pressure of thirty atmospheres. Herr Wtillner objects to the con-

clusions oi Cazin tiiat the continuous spectrum is due to the

hr a leuing of the bright lines. According to Wtillner this is

only the case for the hydrogen and a portion of the oxygen spec-

trum. The phenomenon noticed by Cazin in the nitrogen sped rum

was due to admixtures of carbon idly the car-

bonates. Wtillner has obtained a third order of spectra from

nitrogen, and he attributes Cazin's results to the fact that by

increasing the pressure he was able to pass from one spectrum to

another.—Iteib/atter Phy«ik and Cheone, Xo. 11, p. 620. J. T.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Silurian Plants: by Leo Lesquereux. 12 pp. 8vo From
the Proceedings of ri, Amer. Phil. Soc. ( »ct. L!>, 1377.—Mr. Les-

quereux has °. h
.

18 la*est

tacts respecting the land plants of the Ohio Lowe-- Mlunan, first

aiitiouueed by him ii :

.'
1S '

'

4
<P-

3l )"
1
?
e

'veent report by Count Saporta of a discovery of a fern from the

dates of Angers, France. ; rM " ( ,! '-

-

mice and interest to ii " ' >l[UK >h '
L,>I

!

IU '"

i

and adds now, from the same rocks—the Cincinnati group, near

'„„* ,,/•/,„-/ ><»• lAsqx., 1>*< <>
t;
hyt nn

:
>ra-

cilllumn, Lesqx. (near Covington, Ky.. opposite i mcinnati)

In this paper Mr. Lesquereux also describes a fungus {Rh%-

Z"<> ;,hn s ;,/,,'/./,„, K,-,.,x >. lonnd in coin.- tn-n u ith a SigiLla-

ria in cannefcoui at Cannelt-ui, lk-aver Co.. Kentucky.

2. Mu.l.p,,! l!r ;ft ;„ x, ir /M„,j,.>/,;r, : U W .kkkx Upham.

176 pp. roy. 8vo. From the third volume of the final Report of

the l„ ,[.,_, o{ X, u Ihmu.shire. Concord. V 11.

Uphara's memoir treats of the drift deposits, more or less strati-

fied, which r valleys, about the lakes, and on

the sea shores of New Hampshire. It is the result of a careful
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study of these Quaternary deposits, carried on while acting as
assistant geologist in the survey of the State. The conclusions

tght out with regard to the long gravel deposits of the
larger valleys, which had been called kames, or eskers, are given
at length in the last volume of this Journal, in an article contrib-
uted by himself. All parts of the subject are worked up with

.ess and the facts are given with full details in the vol-

ume. The memoir is well illustrated by maps and sections.
3. Ueber das Krystallsystem unci die Wink,! des (ilinnmrs ;

von N. v. Kokscharow.—The monograph of the eminent Russian
-ist upon the crystallization of the micas covers some

eighty-five pages quarto, including the results of a long series of
accurate observations. The principal conclusions arrived at are
as follows:—That all the micas, without exception, belong to the
orthorhombic system, with monoclinic habit ; that with them all

tin plane angle of the base (cleavage plane), and also that of the
fundamental prism is exactly 120°, consequently when the acute
edges are truncated the prism is geometrically a hexagonal one.

The ratio of the axes is e (vertical) : b : a=2'84953 :
1 '73205 : 1.

The author gives also a list of the crystalline planes observed by
him and others, and a discussion of the methods of twinning.

—

Memoirs of the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg, May 7, 1877.

4. Die Glimmergruppe ; 1 Theil, von G. TschermaJc.—The me-
moir by Prof. Tsehermak upon the mica family, of which the first

part has been received, has been long promised, and is of espe-
cial tut crest in view of the earlier monograph mentioned above.
In the present portion of the memoir, the author irives in detail
his rryM:iIh.gr.-ip!:ic:il ;md optical examination of the different
species of the mica family, reserving the discussion of their chem-

- >• a si id paper. The evact determination of their

meters has enabled the author to prove that all the
ugh a variation in angle from the orthorhombic form

may not be established, are nevertheless monoclinic.
The micas are divided into two groups ; with the first the plane

liar to the plane of symmetry and
with the second is parallel to it : they are as follows":—

Phlogopite, Zinnwaldite.

The name Merovene, first introduced by Breithaupt, is era-
ployed by the author to in- hid. d! fie m , ; „, .,, rm, t

s ..t \V>in ins.

leas closely related to them and not
divisions. On the other hand the magnesia

tss as define.! above are called
anomite (Gr arouew)

; in this class falls the mica of L. Baikal,
and that ot Greenwood Furnace, N. Y.— Vienna Academy.



III. Botany and Zoology.

r the abov-3 title, Mr. Parkman gives a

experiments, during ten or twelve year-, in crossing Lilies. One
of the earlier results, and that which the horticulturists count as

the eminent one, was the production of that magnificent hybrid

between L. miration and L. .s/>rei>-s>ftiK with flower resembling the

former in fragrance and form and the most brilliant varieties of'

the latter in color, which was brought out in Knghmd under the

name of Lilium Parkmanni. The interesting physiological point

which Mr. Parkman here records is, that this striking novelty was

wholly unique ; that all the other seeds of the same parent a^
which germinated, over fifty in number, gave rise to plants which

in the blossom showed no trace of the male parent, L. awrafam
but were exactly like the female parent, L. speciosum. That
these plants were trulv hvbrids. not u hhstanding, is well made
out, 1, by the precautions taken against any possible access of

own pollen ; 2, by the scantiness of seed, most of which was abor-

tive
; 3, " such good seed n< there ,\ a- differed in appearance from

the seed of the same lily fertilized by the pollen of its own
species," which is smooth, while this was rough and wrinkled.

and 4, the stems were mottled after the manner of the male

It would naturally be thought that this slight but evident im-

pewion of the character of "the male parent might be

by iteration. That was tried next vear. when the flower> ot

several of these plants were fertiliz
' aurcOum

precisely as their female parent had been fertilized. The result

was an extremely scanty crop of seed, "but there was enough to

produce 8 or 10 young bulbs. Of these, when they bloomed, one

bore a flower combining the features of both parents but rii >._h

large, it was far inferior to L. Parkmanni in form and color; the

remaining flowers were not distinguishable from r

pure £,/ speciosum ." The article records the res nits of various

The ,,.

tempts to hybridize other lilies, lor instance.

was pollenized with eighc different old-world s

i was, that capeuh 8,
'
n- abundantly

produced; some of them contained noth; _

a few imperfect seeds, still others uave a fair supply of good seed.

r'roin tins seed several hundred young bulbs were
\

"But when • -.'not a >ing!e flower of them all

was in the least dwim-uMiahh- tr..m the pure L. wperbum.
'

eight differ. » Iu* oybnd

offspring. Not onlv in th-
"

J

and bulbs, the young pi
maternal paren'.'" The c\penm.
farther. "In the following year
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the rest, and applied to them, as to their mother before them, the
pollen of several species of lilies. This time the seeds were ex-
tremely scanty. A few, however, were produced ; hut the plants
and flowers that resulted from them were, to all appearance, L.
s>ip< )•}>>!>,, pure and simple."

In trials of other species results intermediate between these two
cases w ere obtained. For instance the pure white of the perianth
of L. longiflorum came out unstained in the progeny raised by

; and the herbage was equally
!inart".-cted

; hut in that or the next generation "distinct evidence
could be seen of the action of alien pollen" in the changed color of
many of the anthers, and in the abortion of others. They also
shewed differences of habit among themselves, some being very
tall and vigorous, and others compact and bushy, with a tendency
to bloom in clusters ; but these may have been mere seedling
variation,, with which the hybridization had nothing to do." Yet
some of these marks correspond with known results' of hybridi/i-

JThat offspring should partake unequally of the characters of the
i parents is % matter of common observation. That in the genus

uuium the hybrid offspring should in forty instances out of fiftv take
almost all its traits from the female parent, as Mr. Parkman has
shown, is very remarkable. That, in not a few instances, it should

all, so far as can be seen—that the paternal influence
should be represented by zero—is most extraordinary. If par-
thenogenesis in plants were more unequivocally demons!
as to be placed in certain instances quite beyond doubt (which is

case), then we should regard tin

Mr. 1'arki ian mention. ;i - having j,,.,.,, .,[,_,-,_,< .|,.,| (,, |,ji h . v iz: that
in the case of L. superbum the embryo was developed without

'once, to be quite as likely as the alternative of the
progeny's inl » from the female and nothing from

ns approximate to the
same thing. We are supposing the total absence of male parent's
characters, and also that the alternath e of fertilization by chance
pollen of the species is absolutely excluded. Of this there is very

• not entire certainty. One of Mr. Parkman's
ng that parthenogenesis had nothing
question/' viz., that some of the

""
young plants that never had bloomed before, has no aj

- from a slight confusion of the idea of parthem-e. w ds
feet in some animals of a previous male influence upon

g progeny, which is quite a different tiling.
f that more than one sort of hybrid may be generated

between the same two species, copulated in the same way, must do
the old mode of naming hybrids by a combination of

that of the male preceding. The
-

but in practice it proves insufficient. a. 6.
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2. ThureCs Garden.—Upon the death of M. Thuret and the
sale of his place at Antibes, it was feared that his noble and uu-
surpa-sed ants, of special botanical interest,
Would be broken up. lint it is now stated (i'.ard. Chroti., Dec. 15)
that, thanks to the generosity ot Madame Louise Fould, it will
for the future be devoted to public uses in connection with the
.Timlin des Piantes at Paris." An adjunct of this sort in Mediter-
ranean climate is just what the Jardiii des Piantes needs; and this
ensures not only the preservation, but the increase and the scien-
tific usefulness of a very rich collection of warm-temperate plants
of all countries, specially those of dry regions. a. g.

3. Dr. Enfjelnu.tnn.-i n<v- hntnnh-al Pnpers In t/>> Transaction*
of the Acad. Sri. St. Louis, vol. iii, Xov.-Dec, 1877.—The most

I of these papers is an appendix to that on The Oaks
of the United States, read in the spring of 1876, and pub-
lished soon afterward. A full notice of it appeared in this

Journal. The continuation, of as many pages (21), is equally
worthy of particular notice ; but it is more difficult to give an
abstract of it, and the space is wanting. Certain corrections are
made, an improved classified enumeration of our species is given;
then follow" additional notes," a continuation of these, and finally

more additional notes. We have not vet the last word; but
thoroughly conscientious work of this kind is most valuable.
>>'o\v that the Oaks are comparatively clear, we look to Dr. Kngel-
mann for the elaboration of our Coniferce. A good contribution
is made in the second paper before us: " The American Junipers
of the section S.tbino. which fills ten pa-es with the dis ussion

of our nine species, Mexican and We>t "" Indian heing included.

ing of Agam Shavrii,

with a plate illustrating floral details. It must suffice merely to

announce these publications, which are indispensable to working
botanists. a. g.

w ranae for .„„
York, who sends Lister

'</, Lratln red by him in
l
- Lily Mai

o. The first was not know n north ,,

Raima
attics east of Oswego. The first was not known north of the j

barrens of New Jersey, and is a southern plant. The >ecnd be-

h'ngs to the district t'r'oni central Ohio west, but Mr. Hankenson
had already detected it in Wavne Co., in the western part of New
iork. Pastor Wibbe also sends a polymerous state of Trillium

erythrocarpum. Something of the kind not rarely occurs in Tril-

mm. This plant, which has been (

i all the parts from leaves to carpels reg

-casen <m the leaves apparently bv < li"i'i-
-

except that the stamens hardly keep up to double the i

5. Bntunisclu CHtersuchnteiiit "!,,,- S.-hunmelpllze. Part III.

ti-<'-li-,n.jo F>*; bv Dr. Oscar P»ia:t es.ii. Leipsic, 1877. 4to.

—In this volume of" over two ba - ives de"

ot of his cultures i

- -etes. The
work is fall ts and observations and is excel-
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l.ntly illustrated. Had it been shortened by one-half, it would
have been .. Inlv for foreigners. As it is, it is

too detailed to commend itself to the general reader. The greater
part of the book is devoted to species of Coprinus, especially C
wtrvuruTtus. The spores of this species which were sown in de-
coctions of horse dung germinated readily and produced first a

and then a pileus and spores. In many cases a sclero-
tium was first produced from which grew later the pileus. In
some species of Coprinu*. Imt not n ill, oonidia (stabohen) were
produced. The object of Brefeld's cultures was to ascertain the
existence of male and female organs in the Basidiomycetes. It
had been stated by Rees and Van Tieghem that the "sttbehen"
were male organs. Van Tieghem afterwards, however, changed

mind and concluded that they were conidia. Brefeld denies

iced directly from the mycelii;
by a vegetative process without the intervention of anv sexual
organs. He arrives at this conclusion by the following process.
11. has examined the mycelium, the sclerotium, and all parts of
the fruit-bearing body and finds no trace of sexual organs. But
as the plants examined were complex, and it was possible that he
had overlooked something, he goes farther and make. .lir,-> ..| the
sclerotium, the stipe. ;u „l the pil.,us and phua- them in conditions
favorable to farther growth. Now. if tin- fruit-bearing body is
produced by a sexual action which takes place in the sclerotium,
when the sclerotium is cut into several pieces only those pieces
which contain the sexual organs can produce fruit-bearing bodies.

Ine same is true of cutting the stipe and pileus. Brefeld found
that however he sectioned the organs mentioned, the hyphae
of the cut surface grew up and formed one or more new fruit-
bodies. Hence there can be no sexual organs either in the sclero-
tium, stipe or pileus. The mycelium and the hymenium in

comparatively simple and it is impossible to recog-
nize in them any sexual organs according to Brefeld. The latter
part ol the book is devoted to a consideration of some other
Aasidiomycetes, especially Amanita and A; ,,-h „« uulleus. The
last named species which is several inches high was raised 1-v
Brefeld from the spore in his cultures and he confirms the view of
Hartig that the so-called Rhizomorpha subcortical™ is only the
sclerotioid state of this fungus. Brefield considers that Rhh -

morpna subterranea is only an underground form of E. subcorti-
cal^ In concluding, he gives some general views with regard to
the Basidiomycetes and a table showing the relationship and
descent of the different groups. Some of his views are novel, as,
for instance, that the teleutospore of the Uredinei is of the nature
oi a resting-spore and that the pro„,y<-e!ium and >Poridia repre-
sent the basidmm and spores of 1 8 as shown
in the simplest form in some of the ;, work we

about the first attempt to refer different species of fungi to a
pothetical type which was the common ancestor. This method
'" has been used with such advantage by zoologists is not

hypoth
which



likely to answer as well in fungi of which almost no definite fostU

utrai/e zur Entirickelunrisgesehichtr der Flechten. Part II.
"

r Hymetiiabj-'iiIJi,

admirable essay,

Ueber du . ncdgonidien ; by Dr. K. Stahi*
~eipsic„ 1877. 8°.—An admirable essay, excellently planned,

nd beautifully written. In the first part'of this work which has

already been noticed in the Journal, Stahl gav
sexual organs of lichens. In the present, he considers the signifi-

cation of the hymenial gonidia of course in its bearings on the

Schwendener theor\ thai lichens are Aseotnycetes parasitic on alga'.

The species studied were End.„'<np<>n t
>n.<:'hi :l ^ 'i'ln>lh?i>in) niinu-

ttdttm, and Pohjblastia ru
;
/>rf<,*,i. Stahl considers that the hy-

menial gonidia are derived from the thalline gonidia and present

a different aspect simply from their different surroundings. When
the spores are discharged some of the hymenial gonidia are

always discharged with them. As the spores germinate, their

hyphse fasten themselves upon the gonidia which then increase

more rapidly than before. In from four to five months Stahl suc-

ceeded in raisin g new perithecia and spores by his culture of the

spores of Endocarpon with the hymenial gonidia. In like man-
ner, he raised perithecia and spores of Thelidium from culture

of the spores with the hymenial gonidia. He went still farther.

Some of the spores of Endocarpon together with the Inne mal

gonidia which had been discharged with them were placed

in water in which the gonidia became diffused. Then spores

Thelidium were placed in the water and on germinating

_: Stahl was able to produce a uia.nu* ui mm,,-

with gonidia of Endocarpon. It will be seen that StahTa

riments have a most important bearing in favor of the

ey attached themselves to the gonidia of Endocarpon.^ By

\,;dh

expe;

Schwendener theory. To Schwendener and Bornet
debted for the most accurate account of the anatomy of the thal-

lus of lichens, but hitherto no one has been able to reproduce the

fruit of a lichen by cultivating the spores with the gonidia.

Bornet and Rees succeeded in making the hyphaa of certain < «!-

lemacem grow in JVostocs, but it was maintained by the

of the algo-fungal theory that the union of hyphae with a Nostoc

did not constitute a true OVA-w thallus because, as there was

no iruit formed, it showed that the combination was not normal.

Byproduct his culture*. >tahl remove this

objection. In constructing a thallus of one species by letting its

spores germinate with the gonidia < f another, he prove* that the

ire neither produced b\ tin h;
f

i <
n<'i i> "' '•<• •'•'

} '

""
'

*

tial connection between them except -!.:.• -it - . \\ c

notice the - r oi Jnitfa Mm i

has
j
im in „ lItll [lllt t |, lU-hens u ill m.tU hen ifter kept as a

group apart from algae and fungi, but will appear as a

de Bary and E. Stras-

_i this paper the develop-

t of Acetabularia is given partly by De Bary who cultivated

by A.
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Bporee received from Antibes in his laboratory at Halle and partly
by Strasburger who had studied the species in the Mediterranean.
The anatomy and formation of the spores had been previously
published by Woronin in the Annales des Sciences. To this De
Bary adds an account of a peculiar process connected with the
base of the plant. The spores produce a number of zoospores
whirl] conjugate by twos or by larger numbers. Zoospores from

I
i Ddt conjugate with one another but only

With those coming from another sporangium. w. g. f.

8. Entwickelungsgeschichte des Pmthalihims ran Gym no-
gramme leptophylla ; by Dr. Karl Goebel. Inaugural Disserta-
tion. Strasbourg, 1877.—A detailed account of the growth of the
prothallus of Gymnoyra, ,,,,<, l,-rt„r !,

!fUa, The antheridia are
like those of Aneimia hirla. The archegonia originate in a pecu-
liar process, which projects from the under t"
If the archegonia are not fert"

'

prothallus. The prothallus
kind of adventitious buds so
several months and attain a considerable

9. On a new Species of Parasitic Green Alga belong in </ to the

n of (John; and On a species of
-

''" <>" •>-/,, »f K-tornrjrus, with notes on the

ition of the Ectocarpi ; by Prof. Edward Perceval
^ hi. ,h i. Dublin Trans. R. I. Acad., vol. xxvi.—The species of
t'lilofix-htjtfitun was found by Prof. Wright on several plants,
among others on Calothrly „'.f. , >; ,,/„. where it was probably
seen by Harvey and mistaken by him for the spores of thai plant

M shown by Prof. Wright's plate seems to be
the parasite which is very common on Ectocarpi of our own
const. Al the end of the second article is a consideration of the
different forms of sporangia found in British species of Ectocarpus.

10. Transpiration in Plants.—In the last number of this .1 ournal,
attention was called to a recent paper by Wiesner, showing that
th

V
ra

-
vs "*' I'l-'l't which correspond to the absorption bands 'of the

II spectrum, are the most efficient in trai a

Deherain (in Ann. des Sci. Nat. for Sept., 1877) reviews Wiesner's
communication and states that in 1869 he arrived, bv a different
method of experimenting, at an opposite result, namely, that yel-
low light is more active than blue in transpiration. Still . b.i i»t-'

that his method is free from errors, he submits the following ex-
planation of the contradiction: ,!,- rav- u-hwh determine tran-

ce the ones absorbed by chlorophyll, but ti

'ion proportionately to their own eon\ . , -:i ... ei,eV-\ : it

may therefore be supposed that a yellow rax. richer
radiation, can act with greater energy, although only partly ab-

•Idorophyll, than can a blue rav, p*
tions, which is more completely absorbed. g. l. g.

..
1 1

-
0n J

. eh.—At a meeting of
the Boston Society of Natural History, December 19, Professor
Edward b. Morse communicated some of the results of his work
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in Japan. His main object in visiting Japan was to study more
fully a group of animals upon which he has been at work for a
long time—the Brachiopoda.

Accepting an appointment as professor of Zoology in the Impe-
rial University of Tokio he established a Zoological* station on the

coast for the purpose of collecting material for the University

Museum and for the training of Japanese assistants in the work."

His studies of Lingula have brought out i

Brachiopoda is >

termined in a *]

appearanee

:;overy of auditory capsule

; of the most important. 1
iew of Lingula and their p<:

lie auditory capsules as fig

ubicolous Annelids. He has also cleared up t

the obscure points in regard to the circulation, and is pre]

maintain the absence ot anything like :i pulsatory organ.

being entirely due to ciliary a<

nd the anterior border of the pallial merabn
described some of the habits of Lingula. While partially buried

' leave three large oval openings, one i

ch side. The bristles which are quite lc1 one on each side. The bristles which are quite long in

this region of the animal arrange themselves in such a way as to

continue these openings into funnels and entangle the mucous
which escapes from the' animal :

n walls. A
continual current is seen passing down the side funnels and escap-

ing by the central one.

They bury themselves very quickly in the sand, and the peduncle
- a sand tab©. They attach themselves by means of

this tube to the bottom of dishes in which they are confined.

Mr. Morse exhibited living specimens of Lingula which he had

brought from Japan in a small glass jar. The water had only

_ 1 twice Binoe August 20th, and yet no specimen had
died. This illustrated more hilly the \itulity f Li igula than the

experiments he had made on the North Carolina Lingula several

A description was also given of an ancient shell-mound discov-

ered by Professor Morse at Omori near Tokio, and photographs of

many of the i. The general aspects

<>f tie- deposit were like those described by Steenstrup in 1 >enmark.

i>"i by Wyman, Putnam and others on the United States coast.

The implements were mostly horn. Only three rude stone imple-

ments were discovered. The pottery was remarkable i

a great variety of ornamentation, though it was very rude in

character and did not exhibit that finish seen in aswi- ut < r- an

pottery which is found in the Empire. In the incised character

"f the* markings it recalls the pottery of the east coast of the

United States.

In the character of the raised knobs for handles on th

: shows the closest resemblance to pottery discovered

I;i
Professor Hartt in Brazil. Mr. Morse was not prepare™ it was early Aino or a race which preceded the Ainos

and which the Ainos" displaced in their occupation of the island

from the north.
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12. The American Naturalist.—The January number of this sci-

entific monthly comes to us from Philadelphia, where this Journal
is to be published hereafter by Messrs. McCalla & Stavely.
Professor E. D. Cope is now associated with Professor Packard
in the editorial management of the journal. It has always been
successful in combining the scientific and popular in its articles,

and has contributed greatly to science-education in the country as

well as to the progress of science; and the Prospectus states that

this will he still its aim. It is also announced that the depart-
ment of birds will be edited by Dr. Coues, and that of micros-
copy by Dr. R. H. Ward; and that Professor O. T. Mason will

continue his monthly summaries of anthropological news.
13. Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornithological Club. 48 pp. 8vo.

Cambridge, Mass.—The third volume of this Quarterly Journal of

lithology commenced with this year. The January number
"

" 5 papers on birds and a very full selection

} from the recent literature of the science.

While thoroughly scientific, most of its articles have a popula
interest, making it an attractive journal for the amateur as web
as the man of science. It has for its frontispiece a beautiful col-

ored plate of Baird's Bunting,—Passerculus Bairdi of Coues,—
Bg a paper by Dr. Elliot Coues, U. S. A. Professor J.

A. Allen has a paper on An inadequate "Theory of birds' ntsts^
in which, after stating various facts, he expresses the following
conclusion: "The most surprising thing about Mr. Wallace's
' theory of birds' nests' is its inadequacy and its irrelevancy to the
facts it was proposed to explain; and in this respect it was
scarcely excelled by any of the crude inventions into which the
more ardent supporters of the theory of evolution by means of
what has been termed -natural selection' have been betrayed."
The charge for the Bulletin is only two dollars per

Prof. O. Beccari, describes the wonderful gallery or bower-con-
structions of the Amblyornis inomata, observed by himself in
the Arfak Mountains. The huts and gardens, as built and laid

out by this bird, which is called " the gardener," seem to surpass
any production of intelligence and ifal hitherto
described and observed in birds of the Paradise family.—Nature,
Dec. 6, p. 110.

IV. Astronomy.
1. Meteors observed in Cambridge, Mass., November 3, 1877.—Meteors were seen on this night at the following Cambridge

times: 6h 53™; 9h 47m ; 10h 47m ; llh 7 ra
. They proceeded from

the same radiant, which was near to Mars, and their directions
were towards the S.W., all conformable to the above radiant.

2. Prize for the discovery of Comets.~The Imperial Academy
of Sciences at Vienna has resolved to continue, until further notice,
the prizes, awarded since 1872, for the discovery of telescopic
comets. The awarding of such a prize, consisting, according to
the wish of the receiver, either in a gold medal or in its money
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value of twenty Austrian ducats, is connected with the following

conditions

:

(1.) Prizes are awarded only for the first eight successful dis-

of each calendar year; for comets that, at the f
their discovery, were telescopic, i. e., invisible to the naked <

other observer, and the

is to be decided by the epoch of the first position,

covery is to be made known to the Imperial Academy <>f Sciences,

immediately, and without waiting for further observation-, bj
telegraph where practicable, otherwise by the earliest mail The
Academy will communicate the news without delay f

observatories. (3.) The first notice mu-; contain as accurately a

"le to the (

3 plac
plemented at the next occasion by later observations. (4.)

it is possible to the observer the position and motion of the <

besides place and time of the discovery. This first notict

If the comet should not have been verified by other observers,

the prize will be awarded only when the observations of the dis-

coverer are sufficient for determining the orbit. (5.) The prizes

will be awarded in the general session held at the end of May of

each year. If the first notice of the discovery arrives between
the first March and the last May, the prize will be decided in the

general May session of the Academy in the next year. (6.)

Application for the prize is to be made within three months after

the first news of the discovery has arrived at the Imperial Acad-
emy. Later applications will not be considered. (7.) The
astronomers of the observatory of the University at Vienna will

be judges, whether the conditions contained in arts. 1, 3 and 4

have been fulfilled.

3. Index Catalogue of Books and Memo >'.

tetv, <&c. ; by Edward S. Holden. Smithsonian Institu-

tion, Washington, 1877. 8°, pp. ix and 111.—About half of this

valuable work of Professor Holden is devoted to the catalogue

named in the title. The rest consists of: a list of books and

memoirs relating to the nebula in Orion ; a similar list of those

relating to variable nebula? ; a list of drawings of nebulae ; and

two indices to Sir Wm. HerschePs and Messier's Catalogues of

Nebulae and Clusters.

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Telephone in England.—-Col. W. H. Reynolds has concluded

a contract with the English Government by which the Post Office

Department has adopted the Bell telephone as a part of i*-
*"*'

with theVable 2 If miles long, between Dover and Calais there

was not the slightest failure during a period of two hours.

Though three other wires were busy at the s— *

k is heard through the telephone, and indiv

tinguished. This important experiment was c

Bourdeaux, of the Submarine Telegraph Company, home very

riments were made with the telephone on Saturday
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night between Aberdeen and Inverness, a distance of 108 miles.

Songs and choruses wore distinctly transmitted, and conversation

was carried on at times with marvellous distinctness, notwith-

standing the weather was unfavorable. The experiments were

; I 'rofessor Bell's instruments. The Berlin correspondent

of the Daily News states that a Berlin house is making a number
1

the Russian army. The re-

y in military circles. The

uoiogne u-azette denies that any telephone is in existence between

Yarzin and Bismarck's office at Merlin. Our contemporary says

that the distance, 363 kilometers, is too large for using a telephone

with any advantage.

—

Nature, Dec. 6, p. 109.

2. A Mant/"? of Heathvj a,,,! V, ntH-tfin,, /,, thnr practical.

r<>r tif "> uf En </!»<:<n am! ArchiU -As-, etc.; by^ F.

Schumann, C.E., U. S. Treasury Department. 89 pp. 8vo. New
York, 1877. (D. Van Nostrand.)—This little book contains the

formulas and data require*! I.\ ar I it< ts md euirmei rs in putting

to practice in the construction of buildings, the theoretical princi-

ples of heating and ventilation. The subject is systematic ily

treated, and all the explanations are given that are required for

an intelligent use of the formulas.

3. Mesmerism, Spiritualism, etc, lr>*t<>riralh/ ami
; being two Lectures delivered at the London Institu-

tion, with Preface and Appendix; bv \V»i. B. Carpenter, C.B.,

F.R.S. 158 pp. 12mo. New York, 1877. (D. Appleton & Co.)

—The learned physiologist of London, Dr. Carpenter, has shown

good sense, thorough knowledge and excellent judgment in these

; of the phenomena of Electricity,

ivcd in its action, with directions

ubject which is exciting much interest

Proteus, or Unity in Nature, by Charles Bland Radcl
London. (MacMillan &, Co.)

The Physiology of Mind. By Henry Maudsley, M.I
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Coggia's Comet (Comet III, 1874), the last that was con-

spicuously visible to the naked eye. was attentively observed at

observatories in both hemispheres. The reported results of the

diverse series of observations and determinations made with

the telescope, spectroscope, and polariscope, appear to reveal the

essential features of its physical condition and structure, and to

afford important indications with regard to the probable phys-

ical theory of comets in general. The following are the ele-

ments oAhe parabolic orbit of the comet, computed by M.

Schulhof (Astr. Nachr., No. 2003). T= 1874, July 8-85664,

G. M. T., 77=271° 6' 19"5, /2=118° 44' 25"-3, i=66° 20'

58"-6, log. 2=9-829826, which gives, per. dist. £=0-67581.

Motion direct.

Nature and Condition of the Cometic Matter.—The following

are the general results of the observations made with the spec-

troscope and polariscope* with the view of ascertaining the

nature and condition of the matter of the comet ; in the nucleus

and coma or envelopes, and as more widely diffused m the tail.

(1.) The light of the tail and coma was partially polarized in

a plane through the axis of the tail.

(2.) The spectrum of the comet consisted of three or more

bright bands on a continuous spectrum. This continuous spec-

trum was faint on July 7, but became much brighter by July

14. The three bright bands were identical with those obtained

by passing a spark from an induction coil through gaseous-

* Month. Not. of Royal Astr. Soc., 1873-4, pp. 489 to 491; 1874-5, p. 83.

Astr. Nachr., No. 2018, pp. 18 to 32.

Am. Jodb. Sci.—Third Series. Vol. XV, No. 87.-Mabch, 1878.
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dioxide of carbon (carbonic acid gas). Other experiments

have shown that the volatile hydro-carbons give, with the

electric spark, the same spectroscopic bands; and that these

are wholly due to the momentary incandescence of the carbon

molecules of the compound. Several other comets have given

the same ''carbon bands." Brorsen's comet, a faint circular

nebula, invisible to the naked eye, proved to be an exception.

Three bright bands were observed in its spectrum, but they

differed in position and other features from the carbon bands.

(3.) "The spectrum of the nucleus was continuous, but it

appeared to have traces of numerous bright bands, and three

or four dark lines also were seen."

(4.) The light from the tail gave a continuous spectrum,

without superimposed bright bands.
'

From these results we may draw the following conclusions

:

(1.) From the bright bands observed we may infer that the

coma consisted in a large measure of matter in the gaseous

state ; and that the actual gaseous substance was either dioxide

of carbon (i. e. carbonic acid gas), or oxide of carbon, or the

vapor of some hydro-carbon.

(2.) The light of incandescence of the gaseous particles,

which furnished the bands, must have been of electric origin

;

since the heat of the sun could not have been sufficient to

ignite the most inflammable vapor.

(3.) The continuous spectrum on which the three carbon

bands were seen, affords no decisive evidence of the presence in

the coma of discrete solid particles, since it may have resulted

from the solar light reflected from the gaseous particles. Such

light would not have been sufficiently intense to give the dark

solar lines.

(4.) The " traces of bright bands " seen in the spectrum of

the nucleus reveal the presence of vapors at its surface shining

by electric light. The bright continuous spectrum may have

been wholly due to reflected solar light (since dark solar lines

were not wanting), or partly to discrete solid particles rendered

luminous by electric discharges. The light reflected from the

solid nucleus, or from dense vapors or clouds near its surface,

may well have been of sufficient intensity to make the gaseous

carbon bands resulting from electric discharges inconspicuous.

(5.) The spectroscope did not give any decisive evidence

with regard to the state of the matter in the tail—whether

gaseous or composed more or less of discrete solid particles

;

but since the tail was formed of matter flowing in continuous

streams from the head, we must suppose that it was made up

chiefly of gaseous particles, like the head.

(6.) The light of the tail was exclusively reflected solar

light
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The experiments of Professor Arthur W. Wright, of Yale
College, on the gases from stony meteorites,* have furnished
strong evidence in support of the hypothesis first propounded
by him, that the cometic substance is gaseous carbon dioxide.
He found that "in meteorites of the stony kind, the character-

5 gas is carbon dioxide, and this, with a small proporl
carbonic oxide (oxide of carbon), makes up more than nine-
tenths of the gas given off at the temperature of boiling water,
and about half that evolved at a low red heat." The spectrum
of the gases, obtained by passing an electric spark through a

small tube containing the gases at a low tension, consisted of
the hydrogen and carbon spectra together. The three bright
bands of the carbon spectrum were coincident in position with
those in the spectra of comets, and had the same relative order
of intensity. The close relationship now known to subsist

between comets and meteors renders it highly probable, as sug-
gested by Professor Wright, that the cometic matter is iden-
tical with the gaseous matter found associated with stony mete-
orites, and consists chiefly of carbon dioxide disengaged from
the nucleus of the comet by the heat of the sun.

If we adopt this hypothesis with regard to the nature and
origin of the cometic substance, the question arises in what
condition does the carbon dioxide exist, in its association with
the matter of the nucleus ? We may at once admit, with Pro-
fessor Wright, the high probability that it has become inti-

mately associated with it by interpenetration, or by surface

concentration upon small metallic grains, as it is found in

meteoric stones. But it is also to be observed, that at the tem-

perature of free space, which must prevail on most comets
throughout the greater part of their periods of revolution, a

large accumulation of carbon-dioxide might exist on their

surface in the solid condition, or as a layer of detached solid

particles. This may be inferred from the results of Faraday's

experiments on the condensation of this gas into a liquid at

extremely low temperatures. He found at the temperature of

80° C, below the freezing point, a pressure of one atmosphere

sufficed to condense it' into a liquid. 80° C. is, according to

Fourier, 20° C. below the temperature of free space, but, accord-

ing to the more reliable determination of Pouillett60° G. above
it. At this temperature, - 140° C, a small fraction of one atmos-

phere of gaseous pressure should suffice to condense the gas

into a liquid.

Now, when a comet, supposed to have an accumulation of

solid carbonic acid at the surface of the nucleus, is in the act

of approaching the sun, the increasing amount of heat received

from the sun should give rise to copious evolutions of the

* This Journal, III, vol. ix, July, 1875, p. 44.
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carbon-dioxide in the gas

termittently—and these i

large areas, or in limited streams or jets. A portion ol toe

vapor evolved may be condensed into solid particles by the cold

resulting from the rapid evaporation. In so far as the gas is in

intimate physical association with the solid matter of the nu-

cleus, it would seem that the heat of the sun would not at the

perihelion distance of either Coggia's Comet, the great comet of

1861, Donati's Comet, or, indeed, of any of the conspicuous

comets with a few exceptions, be intense enough to occasion

such copious evolutions of gaseous matter as have been actually

observed. Evolutions of occluded gas may, however, consti-

tute the chief phenomena, produced by the solar heat, in the

cases of the inconspicuous comets of short period, which, in re-

treating from the sun do not pass beyond the limits of the

planetary system.

The conclusions that have now been reached apply strictly

only to the comets that have been spectroscopically observed,

but they may be regarded as probably applicable also to other

comets that do not differ greatly from "these in the circumstan-

ces of their approach to the sun and recess from him, and in

the phvsical phenomena they have presented. The great

comets of 1843 and 1860, that approached very near the sun,

may have given off, in great abundance, aqueous or other

forms of vaporous matter, derived from the liquefaction and

subsequent vaporization of frozen liquids.

The important question here presents itself, what is the prob

able origin of the free electricity that plays so important a part

\ich conspicuous comets have

the assumption that the solid

nucleus of a comet is surrounded by a gaseous atmosphere like

the earth, permeated by free electricity increasing in tension

from the surface of the nucleus upward ; and that whatever

may be the unknown origin of the electric state of the earth s

atmosphere, the same may be the origin of the atmospheric

electricity of the comet. But, I will add, from my special

molecular stand-point, that the etherealelectric atmospheres by
which, as I conceive, the gaseous or vaporous atoms ascending

from the nucleus are surrounded, should expand as these

atoms recede from the nucleus, and come under diminished gas-

overplus of free elec-

jaged electricity along

the lines of best vaporous conduction should disengage more

or less light.

Physical Aspects of the Comet—From, numerous published

drawings of the comet, I select that in which its peculiar

features are most conspicuous. The cut is a copy of a drawing
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communicated by R S. Newall to A. C. Kanyard, showing
the aspect of the comet, as seen at Feradene on July 12th. In
the accompanying description* it is stated that u the nucleus
was very bright, with a disk tolerably well defined. In front
of the nucleus (i. e. on the side toward the sun) was a fan-
shaped light which seemed to arise from the overlapping or du-
plication of the two tails, which streamed away behind (the
nucleus) for a length of about 15°, forming, as* it were, two
luminous veils, delicate, transparent and flickering, having be-
tween them a black space well defined up to the nucleus. The
edges of these tails appeared to be brighter than the middle
part, and crossing over the nucleus they formed the sides of the
fan ; the outside edges also crossing over formed the top of the
fan and head of the comet. In front of this was another cov-
ering semicircular and brightest in the preceding part, and in

front of that was again another fainter envelope or cloud."
This outer faint envelope, or duplex envelope, has been a no-
ticeable feature in the aspect of other comets (a g. Donati's).

Physical structure a?id condit

ous drawings made by different observers,

the following remarks :f
" The drawings that were made of

Coggia's comet during the early part of July, 1874, show that

although there was but one small almost stellar nucleus, there

were two sets ofparabolic envelopes situated side by side, and appar-

ently overlapping one another just in front of the nucleus. These

* Month. Nnti«w of Astr. Soc.. 1875-6, p. 279. f Ibid



(see cut. p. 165), and they were described bv Mr. Lockyer in a
letter published in the Times, of July 16th,"on the structure of

the comet When the comet was again visible in the Southern
hemisphere, the inner duplicate structure was still visible, but
the outer arcs had been dissipated." The duplicate structure

here referred to is a highly significant fact. That it may be
duly appreciated it must be borne in mind that at the period
when this structure was observed, the line of sight from the
earth to the nucleus was inclined under a small angle to the
plane of the orbit, and under a large angle to a line through the

nucleus perpendicular to the plane of the orbit. A few days
r (July 21) the earth was in the plane of the orbit ; the line

period when the observations were made the luminousjets which
made up the structure observed were situated in Hie plane through the

radius rector perpendicular to theplane of the orbit, or were seen as

projected on this plane. The lateral dispersion and lines of
jet-discharge shown in the drawings, must then have been in

ion of this plane, and not in that of the plane of the
orbit. Shall we then conclude that the head and first portions
of the tail were flat, or approximately so, and consisted en-

tirely of jets lying in this plane or but moderately inclined to

it, or regard the drawings as showing sections of a hollow parab-
oloid by this plane. We must adopt the former hypothesis,
since the strong contrast between the dark space behind the
nucleus and the two comparatively broad bright streams on
either side of it, and the sharp lines of demarcation between
them cannot be reconciled with the latter.

This conclusion suggests at once the inference that the nu-
cleus of the comet must have rotated about an axis approxi-
mately at right angles to the plane of the orbit, and that the
outstreaming from diverse points of the surface, had some
physical relation to the latitudes of these points (i. e. their

angular distance from the plane of the orbit or equator). This
idea being once admitted we readily perceive that we have a
plausible explanation of the duplicate structure of the comet
in the hypothesis that separate streams, or systems of jets, pro-
ceeded from the two hemispheres lying on opposite sides of the
plane of the orbit ; and that the overlapping of the envelopes
just in front of the nucleus, signalized by Mr. Ranvard, may
have been the result of an initial inclination toward the radius
vector of the jets issuing from each hemisphere. The preva-
lent notion that the outstreaming is everywhere in directions
normal to the surface of the nucleus, and decreases in intensity



from the region exposed to the normal incidence of the sun's
rays, it appears, then, altogether fails of application to Coggia's
comet. It gives the single hollow paraboloidal tail without

don, which is entirely at variance with the facts of ob-

Physical Theory of cometary phenomena.—Now, if there be,
in fact, two systems of jets, eminating from opposite hemis-
pheres of the nucleus, and passing over from one to the other,
we can look for the origin of such a state of things only in a
supposed magnetic condition of the nucleus, and in the hypoth-

Lbes of initial discharge lie in the direction of the
lines of the magnetic force ; or in lines having a certain relation

to these. This consideration brings us to the proper point of
view for the presentation of the definite physical theory of com-
etary phenomena which I have been led to form, from a detailed
study of Coggia's comet and other comets. It is briefly this :

that the direct effect of the action of the sun on the side of the
nucleus exposed to the solar rays, is to form an envelope of

gaseous carbon dioxide extending a certain distance from the
nucleus. This envelope, consisting of a diamagnetic gas, is

traversed by the ideal lines of magnetic force proceeding from
the nucleus, which are also lines of electric conduction through
the diamagnetic gas. The electricity set free by the ascending
currents of the gas, by reason of the diminished gaseous pres-

sure, is propagated along these lines ; and the impulsive force

of the electric currents detaches streams of successive mole-
cules of the gas, in the direction of the lines of conduction.
De La Rive's well-known experiment of transmitting electricity

through an attenuated gas or vapor surrounding a magnet,
showed that the lines of force in the magnetic field were also

lines of electric conduction, rendered luminous by the propa-

gated electricitv. The outstreaming cometic matter moves
away subject to the combined action of the nucleus and sun.

Both bodies exert repulsive forces upon the escaping molecules,

the probable origin of which I shall consider soon. But their

effective actions may be either repulsive or attractive, according
as the repulsion prevails over the attraction of gravitation, or the

reverse. The repulsion of the nucleus takes effect in directions

normal to its surface, or nowhere deviating much from this di-

rection. It should be observed that besides taking effect on the

gaseous molecules detached by the electric discharges, it may
operate on other molecules not thus detached, with an intensity

sufficient to overcome their gravitation toward the nucleus.

In my mathematical discussion of Donati's comet* I reached

the result that the tail of the comet was made up of matter of

which a portion was solicited by an effective solar repulsion,

* This Journal, H, vol. mii, No. 94, July, 1861.
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varying in intensity from to 1-213 A (A representing the
intensity of the sun's attraction of gravitation at the same dis-

tance); and another portion was subject to an effective solar
attraction, varying between the limits and 0455 A. I also
showed that the "columnar structure" of the tail, signalized
by Prof. Bond, was attributable to considerable variations, at

short intervals, in the quantity of matter detached from the
head of the comet ; while the limits of variation of the effect-

ive solar force remained sensibly the same for several days.
The varying intensity of the solar repulsion, in its operation
on different molecules or particles escaping from the head, was
the determining cause of their subsequent wide lateral disper-
sion in the plane of the orbit. Professor Bredichin, Director
of the Observatory of the Moscow University, in a memoir on
Coggia's comet, assigns for the effective solar force in operation
on that comet, average attractive values varying from 0118 A
to 0-530 A. The values obtained in single determinations come

~ =1-415 A and attraction = 0736 A.
Force of Cosmical Bepulsion.—Several hypotheses have been

propounded with regard to the nature and origin of this force.

But none of them appear to be free from serious objections,
several years since (1861) I suggested the hypothesis that the
solar repulsion might consist in the repulsive action of free

fcricity. We have abundant evidence of electric

excitation both at the surface of the sun and in the cometary
3 ;

but it may reasonably be doubted whether the free
electricity at the sun's surface can exert, at cosmical distances,
an energy as great as that which the operative cause of the
wide dispersion of cometic matt,

, ilv when it

is considered, as suggested by Dr. W. Zenker, that a positive elec-
tric state at or near the surface of the sun implies a corres-
ponding negative state at some lower depth.* While not
prepared to admit the impossibility of a sensible electric repul-
sion, it appears to me that another and much more probable
view may be taken of the character and origin of the solar
force. This is that it is a diama . terted by the
sun as an electro-magnet f on the gaseous molecules of the comet
-*?r0*- F- ZoUner, in two elaborate papers published in the Astronomische

chten, No. 2057-2060 and No. 2082-2086. has endeavored to remove the
f the several objections urged b]

spulsion, and esteblis
a theory Dr Zenker has pub-

a detailed reply to I . A/one re;ult of the di£us.
appear that the above-mentioned object
i, I think, that at present the electric t
ar Dr. Zenker's —
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It was conclusively established by Faraday, by a series of careful

experiments, that the gases, with the exception of oxygen, are
diamagnetic

; that is, that their molecules are repelled by both
poles of a magnet. That the body of the sun is in a state of mag-
net ic excitalion there is abundant evidence. In a former publi-

cation * I have undertaken to show that the electric current- in

wliirh this must consist, may be ascribed to the impulsive action

of the ether of space on the ethereal atmospheres <>t its molecules,
resulting from the combined motion of rotation and progression.
If the nucleus of a comet has a motion of rotation, as well as of
revolution, the same operative cause should make it an effective

magnet. It should accordingly diamagnetically repel the mole-
cules of any diamagnetic gas or vapor that may be posited at or
mar its surface. The force thus exerted should increase in inten-

sity with the augmenting magnetic intensity. uj> to the time of
the perihelion passage, when the orbital velocity i- the greatest;
and subsequently decrease. The maximum of magnetic intensity
may, however, be reached a certain interval of time after the peri-

helion passage, by reason of the persistence of currents previously

developed. The magnetic condition of the nucleus would be a

rapidh changing one, in approximate correspondence with the
varying rate of the orbital motion. The circular magnetic cur-

rents developed would have diverse directions, in plane- lying

between the plane of the equator and the plane of the orbit. The
effective force exerted by the nucleus on a diamagnetic gaseous
molecule, would be the difference between its diamagnetic repul-

sion and its attraction of gravitation. The solar force of diamag-
uctie repulsion should vary according to the inverse square of the

distance. The mathematical discussion of Donati's comet, already

alluded to, served to establish that the effective solar force taking

effect on the particles of the tail of the comet varied according to

this law. From this fact we may infer that it probably consists

of radial impulse propagate! in waves through the ether of space.

Inequality of the Solar Repulsion.—Faraday established that

the diamagnetism of a gas increased with its temperature. But
the separate gaseous molecules of a comet being equally ex-

posed to the sun's rays could not differ materially in temperature.

Any single molecule, in receding from the sun, should, how-
ever, experience a gradual diminution of temperature, and

therefore be< stic. The inequality of the solar

repulsion, taking effect on different gaseous molecules, cannot

then be ascribed to changes of diamagnetic condition produced
by changes of temperature. But may not material variations

of diamagnetic condition result from the electric discharges to

which the gaseous molecules are exposed ?

- 1 have
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charges should condense the electric atmospheres (or envelopes) of

the molecules, and so augment their absorptive action on the

poises of the diamagnetic repulsion. In proportion as

the condition of the molecular atmospheres is favorable to such
absorption, will the condition of the molecules be unfavorable to

"rom the diamagnetic force,

arges I '

'

diamagnetic repulsion from the

sun or nucleus of the comet. The varying intensity of such dis-

charges might well occasion large variations in this susceptibility.

While a portion of these effects should pass off, as their orignating
cause ceases to operate, a certain portion may abide as permanent
changes of molecular condition. This is a 'legitimate deduction
from my general molecular theory ; from which the variability of

the physical condition of the ultimate molecules under varying
conditions, is one prominent inference, and the key to the satis-

factory explanation of a multitude of phe

The only other view that can be reasonably entertained of a

possible origin of an inequality of solar repulsion, is that the

cometic particles may differ greatly in size or mass. This

might be allowed if we could admit that they are solid particles,

or that a large number of different gases are present in the

coma. But both of these suppositions seem to be irreconcilable

with certain facts of observation.

Explanation of General and Special Phenomena.—It should be

understood at the outset, that it is not essential to the explana-

tion of cometary phenomena, that the force of cosmical repul-

sion be regarded as having a diamagnetic origin—that is, as I

view the matter, consists of radial impulses propagated in

ethereal waves proceeding from all points of the magnetic
currents of the cosmical body. The essential feature is that a

repulsion, whatever may be its origin, is exerted normally, or

approximately so, to the surface of the body, and that the radial

impulses of this force take effect unequally on different gaseous
molecules ; by reason of unequal absorption, resulting probably
from certain effects produced by electric discharges—but possi-

bly on solid cometic particles differing in size or mass. A mag-
netic condition of the nucleus, sufficiently decided to determine
lines of electric conduction through its diamagnetic gaseous
envelope, coincident with the lines of force in the magnetic
field, is however an essential feature of the theory.
The precise character of the phenomena should depend, to

some extent, on the position of the axis of rotation of the
nucleus. We may regard as the normal position that in which
it is perpendicular to the plane of the orbit ; and the attendant
phenomena as the general phenomena. If the axis deviates
from this position there will be two efficient c



with the poles ot rotation, and the magnetic equ
.ore or less inclined to the plane of the equator of rotation,

311 as to that of the orbit. From this it follows that the

of force will, in general, be more or less inclined

clined to these planes.

Let us first take the axis in its normal position. We at once
perceive that there may be two general varieties in the process

of evaporation under the influence of the sun's rays. (1.) A
continuous evaporation most abundant at the equator, and ex-

tending into both hemispheres. (2.) A more copious evapora-
tion occurring only at certain intervals, beginning in each

instance at the equator, and subsequently extending both north

and south. A tendency to such intermittence at each point of

a meridian should result from the cold produced by a copious

evaporation and the intercepting action of the vapors already

generated. The vapor or gas developed by either of these

special processes becomes subject to an expulsion to an indefi-

nite distance, either by an effective repulsion exerted by the

nucleus, or by the impulsive force of electric discharges com-
bined with the effective force exerted by the nucleus, whether

attractive or repulsive. In both of these modes of expulsion

the gaseous molecules, in their motion relative to the nucleus, are

subject to the full force of the sun's repulsion* undiminished
by his attraction of gravitation. Those which experience the

first mode of expulsion, not having suffered any diminution of

susceptibility to diamagnetic repulsion by reason of electric

discharges (p. 170), are energetically repelled both by the nu-

cleus and sun. They become separately visible in the straight

" secondary tails "
(e. g. Donati's cornet). On the other hand,

the gaseous matter expelled by electric discharges, serves to

form the envelopes that rise in succession from the nucleus

(e. g. Donati's comet
;
great comet of 1861). In the formation

and expulsion of each successive envelope, whichever of the

two processes of evaporation may occur, the evolution of gas-

eous matter will be most abundant at the equator, and electric

discharges may reasonably be supposed to begin near the equa-

tor, and extend gradually both north and south. The varying

directions of the discharges, and therefore also of the initial

directions of the jets, from diverse points of a single meridian,

are shown in Fig. 2. At about 35° from the equator, on either

side, the direction becomes parallel to the equator (ecq), and

thus to the radius vector {ceRy From 0° to 35° it tends toward
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this line, and beyond 35° diverges from it under a larger and

larger angle. If the initial velocity is constant, as well as the

solar repulsion, the escaping molecule should attain to its great-

est distance from the nucleus when the discharge occurs from

the latitude of 35°, and in the precise direction of the sun. If

then the process of electric discharge begin near the equator,

and extend gradually to the north and south, the outer surface

of the envelope formed will gradually move away from the

nucleus, and attain its greatest distance when the process reaches

the latitude 35°. The jets that issue from latitudes greater

than that (about 35°) at which the direction is parallel to the

radius vector, do not pass sensibly beyond the boundary line of

the jets that proceed from points between 0° and 35° of the

other hemisphere, unless for such jets the projectile velocity is

greater, or the solar repulsion less.*

What has now been stated should be the precise result if the

molecules after receiving a projectile velocity were exposed

only to the retarding force of the solar repulsion. The effect-

ive action of the nucleus would obviously modify somewhat
the curve for each initial direction, and alter the limiting lati-

tude for which the recess in the assumed direction is a maxi-

mum. If this effective action is attractive, this latitude will

exceed 35°, if it is repulsive, it will be less than 35°.

We may infer from the great dimensions of the head of a

comet in comparison with the uucleus, that the action of the

nucleus becomes practically insensible at a small fraction of the
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distance to which the jets recede in the direction of the sun.

We may then regard any expelled particle as issuing from the

small sphere of sensible action of the nucleus with an initial

velocity resulting from the projectile force of the electric dis-

charge^ and the retarding force of the nucleus (or accelerating

force if the effective action should be repulsive) ; and as subse-

quently retarded by the solar repulsion. As we have seen, p.

170, the gaseous molecule which receives the greatest electric

impulse should thereafter be the least susceptible to repulsion

by the sun or nucleus. Such a molecule, though receiving the

highest projectile velocity, should then be most retarded by the

effective attraction of the nucleus (or least accelerated by its

effective repulsion). The tendency of this state of things is

then, to bring the velocities of all the different molecules, as

they emerge from the sphere of sensible action of the nucleus,

to approximately the same value. In considering the subse-

quent motion of a molecule, under the retarding influence of

the solar repulsion, its velocity and direction of emergence

from this sphere, becomes the^imtial velocity and direction.

As, for any one molecule, the solar repulsion is sensibly constant

within the extent of the head of the comet, the path of the

molecule will be parabolic. If we regard the initial velocity

as constant for the different molecules, those which suffer the

least retardation from the solar repulsion should attain to the

greatest distance from the nucleus ; and at the time of great-

est recess lie in the outer surface of the envelope. Those

which suffer the greatest retardation should form a similar

luminous surface at a lower depth. The latter would eventu-

ally form the preceding side of the tail of the comet, from a

certain distance behind the nucleus, while the former would
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form the following side. The time required for any receding
particle receiving an initial velocity in the line of direction of
the sun, to reach its point of greatest recess, must have been
less than twenty-four hours, in the case of the two comets
(Donati's and Coggia's) for which the intensity of the actual
solar repulsion has been determined.

Let nesq (Fig. 3) represent the nucleus, or more strictly the
surface of projectile discharge, and n' e' s' q' the sphere of sen-

sible action of the nucleus ; e q being the equator and ce R the

direction of the sun. The point p is at lat. 35°, and r is the

pointy of projection of the jet which issues from the sphere
n' e

1
s' q' in the direction r' R' parallel to c e R. The jets pro-

ceeding from the arc er issue from this sphere at various
points from u to /. One of these jets proceeding from a certain

point near e will have at v a direction at right angles to ce R.

If the jet discharge extend beyond r to some point z the jet

proceeding from z will emerge irom the sphere n' e' s' q' at z', in

a direction z' t, having a certain inclination to c e R. The
cometic matter outstreaming from the arc rz will emerge from
the same sphere between ? and z' . Now let ri e' s' q' (Fig. 4)
answer to n' e' s' q' in Fig. 3, and let a denote the ineli
any jet emerging from this sphere to the line n' c s' perpendic-
ular to the radius vector c t R. Suppose a (estimated from
left to right) to increase by 10° from 0° to 90°, and let us re-

gard the initial velocity, on leaving the sphere n' e' s' q', as

constant, (p. 173) and also the solar repulsion as constant for

each jet The parabolic curves that would be pursued are
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shown in the diagram. The jets proceed from n' v e' >•', and
.
were projected from the lower latitudes of the right hemis-

L
1 e and r (Fig. 3). Jets issuing from the corre-

of the other hemisphere, would form a similar

the right of ce' R. Other sets of parabolic
jets are projected from latitudes above 35°, or lrom the arcs r z

and r, x (Fig. 3) ; but these will have sensibly the same outer
boundary as those from e r' and e r, unless the initial velocity
or the solar repulsion is different. It is to be observed that c e

is so small a fraction of c e' (Fig. 3) and c e' so small a fraction
of c V (Fig. 4) that we may without material error regard v as
coincident with n', and / as coincident with e'.

set of cu

The hypothesis made in the construction of Fig. 4, that the

solar repulsion is constant for all values of a, or in other words
that the force of electric discharge on which the intensity of

this repulsion theoretically depends, is independent of the initial

angle of direction of the jet, is not the most probable one under
the circumstances. In fact, the electric discharges at the nucleus

should apparently increase in intensity and impulsive action,

with the inclination of the line of discharge to the surface,

and hence the solar repulsion should, according to the theoret-

ical principle before stated (p. 170) diminish as this angle of

inclina'

'

magnetic needle on the earth's

pose, with the latitude according
denoted by ft.
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In Fig. 5 the solar repulsion is assumed to be inversely pro-

portional to sin
fi.

The change of direction of the jet while

passing through the sphere of sensible action of the nucleus is

neglected in the application of this law. Two systems of

curvilinear jets are shown—one answering to values of a varying

by 10° from 50° to 90°, and emanating from latitudes less than
"5° of the right hemisphere, or from a portion of the arc er

. 3) ; and another answering to values of a varying by 10°

l 90° to 130°, and estimated from right to left. These em-
anated from latitudes greater than 35° of the left hemisphere,
or from a portion of the arc r

t
x (Fig. 3). The other corres-

ponding systems of jets, emanating from portions of er, and rz,

would form the other half of the comet. If we consider all

the jets issuing from the right hemisphere as forming one sys-

tem, and all those issuing from the left hemisphere as forming
another system, then for each system a will vary from 50° to

130° : and will increase from left to right for the first, and from
right to left for the second. They answer to the supposttioa

that the outstreaming extends from latitude 17^° to 57^°, in

each hemisphere. It will be seen that the jets proceeding
from the latitudes higher than 35°, for which a varies from 90°

to 130°, recede to greater distances from the nucleus than those

emanating from latitudes less than 35°, for which a varies from
50° to 90°. This of course results from the greater values of

sin (5 that obtain for the first-mentioned set of jets. Thus, for

the 130° jet sin ytf=0-953, while for the 50° jet sin yff=0'534.

The envelope, Vabd, or outer boundary of the latter system of

jets thus falls within that, Va' V d', of the other system. The
overlapping of the two systems of jets should accordingly be
conspicuously visible, and an appearance presented similar to

that of Coggia's comet on July 12th, as shown in the drawing
on page 165.

This drawing indicates that the evolution of cometic matter

was much less for angles a from 0° to about 50° than from 50°

to 130°. Not to confuse the drawing too much I have shown
in full lines only two jets between 0° and 50°, answering re-

stively to 10° and 15° ; as showing that the boundaries of

dark space behind the nucleus were probably formed by
jets issuing from low latitudes on the nucleus.

It ought to be added, as an important feature of the general
theory, that the recess of a cometary envelope, or system of jets

from the nucleus, should continue after the jet discharge has

reached the latitude 35° and upward, until the electric discharges
at these latitudes have attained to the maximum intensity.

Certain comets have presented peculiarities of appearance which
I find, on a careful examination, admit of satisfactory explanation
on the hypothesis that the equator of the nucleus wu> inclined to

Z
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the plane of the orbit, and i

i the unsymrnetrical position of
the envelopes thrown off in succession from the nucleus (e. g., the
envelopes of Donati's comet in their earlier stages, and especially

the five separate envelopes of the great comet of 1861, as seen by
Dr. Schmidt on June 30th) ; and great differences in the length of
the two branches of the normal tail, in connection with an anom-
alous curvature of the first portion of the longer branch, when the
comet was viewed from certain positions of the earth relative to
the plane of the orbit, observed in the case of Comet II, 1862, and
elaborately discussed by Prof. Schiaparelli and Prof. Bredichin.
In this case we have only to suppose that the sun was vertical

to points of one of the hemispheres, and as a consequence the jet

discharges were mostly confined to that hemisphere. The longer
branch of the tail was composed of jets issuing from the lower
latitudes, while the less copious and more
of matter subject to a diminished solar i

t

the higher latitudes, formed the shorter branch of variable len- ; h*
The anomalous curvature of the former system of jets, and their

interlacing with the other system, was a simple consequence of

the greater intensity of the solar repulsion in operation on the

former than on the latter.

The curious phenomenon of the oscillation of jets first observed
by Bessel in the head of Halley's comet, and of which he offered

in explanation the improbable hypothesis of a polar attractive

force exercised by the sun upon the nearer portion of the nucleus,

may be seen to be another probable consequence of an inclination

of the equator to the plane of the orbit. It has already been in-

timated (p. 171), as one theoretical result of such a state of things,

that there should be two magnetic poles in each hemisphere, and
that the lines of magnetic force should be variously inclined to the

planes of different local meridians on the nucleus. As the planes

of these different local meridians are brought successively by the

rotation into coincidence with the meridian plane through the

sun, the lines of jet discharge, which are coincident with the lines

of magnetic force, should oscillate with respect to this plane.
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Advantage was taken of the explosion of 50,000 pounds of

dynamite at Hallet's Point, on September 24th, 1876. to meas-

ure the velocity with which the shock was transmitted through

the ground, both across Long Island and along the south bank
of East Eiver. The results were embodied in a paper read by
me before the National Academy of Sciences, on October 18th,

and subsequently again read and printed as one of the

of this paper fro

tleman well known for his numerous and able contributions to

seismology. In this article, he suggested reasons which led

him to doubt the value and accuracy of the Hallet's Point

results.

Even if I had felt disposed to enter into a controversy upon

the subject, 1 should have been quite disarmed by the conclud-

of this article, which expresses view's so just and

liberal that it may well be quoted as an exemplai

ner in which scientific questions should be considered. He

"In these objections I wish to be clearly understood as hav-

ing no a priori difficulty in accq ity of wave

transit than the highest attained experimentally by rnyself. It

is highly probable that such may be elicited by future experi-

ment. But should such cases arise, their results like all great

physical truths, should only be credited upon unexceptionable

observations or experimental evidence. While feeling justi-

fied in making these objections, I wish to disclaim all contro-

versial spirit or intention ; loss of sight, indeed, and diminished

energy would prevent my engaging in any scientific contro-

versy, were any called for."

Believing, at the date of my first paper, that the data secured

at the Hallet's Point explosion demonstrated the necessity for

more exact and comprehensive knowledge of the subject, I

have, during the past season, taken advantage of the facilities

offered by large sub-aqueous explosions at the School of Sub-

marine Mining at Willet's Point, to continue the investigation ;

and, on October 23d, 1877, I read a second paper before the

National Academy of Sciences, giving the results thus obtained.

As only a brief abstract of this paper has appeared in print, I

propose now to give a summary of the conclusions suggested

by the whole series of experiments and, incidentally, to explain
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Limited space forbids any detailed explan
method adopted for measuring

'

shocks; especially as this is fully given in my printed paper,

together with the notes of the observers in fuil. Suffice it to

say that the instant of explosion and the time of arrival of the

tremors, were electrically recorded on the same moving paper
with extreme precision. The following table exhibits the data,

of which only the first six observations were known to Mr.
Mallet when he wrote his article.

!|
- ob„„„. _«-.

i! 11

T
me?c°ur?

f

velocl|yof

tflr

!» .ion.

i

11

11

12

Aug. 18, '76.

^t>< 2V76

Oct. 10, '76.

Sept. 6, '77.

Capt. Livennore
Lieut. Young
Lieut. Griffin

Lieut. Kingman
Lieut. Leach
Lieut. Kingman
Lieut. Kingman
Lieut. Leach
Lieut. Griffin

Lieut. Leach

Lieut. Leach

200 lbs. dynm.
Hallet's Pt. ex.

400 lbs. dynm.

200 lbs. dynm.

II ilrv

B.

k

B.

5-;f 72/
-

1-05
J

8-8

1-27
j

4-8

'wSoT

70 lbs. powder.
;•:;:; K 8415

Mr. Mallet's results were reported many years ago to the

Royal Society, and unquestionably are to be accepted as exhib-

iting the velocities din 1 to his initial shocks and given by the

method which he employed. Unfortunately, no full descrip-

tion of this method, and especially no record of the optical

power of the instrument, is contained in his paper to the Royal

Society; and my results, as will soon appear, prove the latter

to be of unexpected importance. The following are his figures

:

Velocity in ft. per second in sand - - - 825 ft.

" « " in discontinuous and much shat-

tered granite .. - ...1306 ft.

" " " in more solid granite _ 1665 ft.

" « "
in quarries at Holyhead (mean) 1320 ft.

The extraordinary differences between these rates and those

measured at the Hallet's Point explosion, and the apparent dis-

s, led me to ro plan

the new observations as to throw light upon two points
:

1st.

Does a telescope of high power detect a tremor m the

in advance of the one first revealed by a lower power? 2d, Is
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there a difference in the rate of transmission of the shocks, due
to differences in the intensity of the initial explosion ?

The method adopted was to station two observers near each
other at a carefully selected inland position ; each observing a
mercury seismometer, and holding in his hand the key of an
accurate Morse register to record the instant of arrival and the
duration of the tremor. These seismometers were the same

i the Hallet's Point explosion. They dif-

fered from each other only in the optical power of the telescope,

that designated A in the table h. j power of 6,

and that marked B of 12.

A fuse in the electrical circuit which fired the torpedo, was
bedded in the cartridge of a field gun directed toward the ob-

servers ; and, as a very powerful battery was used, the two ex-

plosions were absolutely simultaneous. A third observer, hold-

ing in his band a key which closed the circuit of both registers,

observed the muzzle of this gun with a good telescope, and
recorded the flash electrically with precision. The observers
were all officers of the Corps of Engineers accustomed to deli-

cate observations. The distance traversed by the shock was
measured by triangulation.

The observations of September 6th and September 12th,

1877, marked 7 to 12. and sufficiently explained in the forego-

ing table, answered the query relative to optical power deci-

sively in the affirmative ; and, as may be seen from the table,

the earlier observations singly an -t the same
conclusion. The mean velocity given by the six observations
with type A is 4225 feet per second, while that given by the

same number with type B is 7475 feet per second. There can,

therefore, be no doubt that the first tremor of the mercury is of

too feeble intensity to be detected with a magnifying power of 6.

Hence, as the first tremor determines the true rate of transmis-
sion of the shock, the rejection of all the observations made
with type A follows as a matter of course. They are valuable
as exhibiting the rate of advance of waves having a certain in-

tensity, but they do not reveal the velocity of the leading tre-

mor. Indeed it is not impossible that a power above 12 might
have detected a still earlier tremor; or, in other words, have
indicated velocities of transmission exceeding those in the table.

These conclusions are so novel and important that certain

additional evidence will be given, furnished by the notes of

the observers recorded at the time and without consultation.
Lieut Leach, using a power of 12, recorded of the second

observation of September 12th (No. 12), " The gunpowder wave
was peculiar, in having a much i -e than has
been observed in dynamite shocks. I should say it was at

least two seconds in attaining a maximum, whereas the dynam-
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ite usually reaches its maximum in a very small fraction of a
second."

Lieut. Griffin, who used a power of 6, recorded of the same
shock (No. 11), "The gunpowder disturbance remained con-
stant for a pereeptihle interval, instead of immediately decreas-
ing as is the case with dynamite."

It will be noticed that the shock of October 10th, 187*3 (No.

6), was caused by the explosion of seventy pounds of pun-
powder—the same charge which was fired on September 12th,

1877, and to which these records refer—but that the duration
of the tremor was much less. The reason is, that the initial

earth waves were far more violent in the latter case, wheo the

fo,T
d0

thirteen feet deep, and"thus expended much of its energy
throwing a huge jet of water 330 feet into the air.

Thus it will be seen that these records, and the velocities

observed on the two days, all tend to confirm the idea that a

slow-burning explosive, like gunpowder, generates a series of

gradually increasing tremors v men. at a distance of a mile, are

at first quite invisible with the less sensitive seismometer;
and are only detected by it when near their maximum inten-

sity. If Lieut. Leach's estimate of time for the arrival of the

maximum wave be accepted, we have, therefore, for the first

["Power of 12 gives 8415 feet per second.

Deep torpedo
J

" "6 " 5559 " " "

(70 lbs.) 1 Estimated mini- )

24g9 „ «
[mum power gives [

Shallow torpedo; actual minimum
(^ j 240 M u u

(70 lbs.) power gives j

Without wishing to attach undue weight to these records,

they appear to me to suggest a possible explanation of the dis-

i between the results obtained by Mr. Mallet and my-
sel^ provided hia magnifying power was low. It would be

very interesting to know the actual power employed.
As to the second query—Whether the rate varies

intensity of the initial shock, the data, although less decisive,

certainly suggest an affirmative answer. The evidence afforded

by No. 6 and No. 11 has been already pointed out. For a

power of 12, the table shows that for the first mile

:

70 " " powder (deep) 8415 " "

If it be admitted also that the velocity of the wave dimin-

ishes with its advance, all the data become accordant Thus:
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200 lbs. of dynamite give for 1 mile, 8730 ft. per second.
" " " " " " 5 " 5280 w "

50,000 " " " " " 8 " 8300 " " "

" " « « " 134 " 5300 " "

In fine, I believe that the following general conclusions are

suggested by these measurements: 1st, A high magnifying
power of telescope is essential in seismometric observations.

2d, The more violent the initial shock the higher is the veloc-

ity of transmission. 3d. This velocity diminishes as the gen-

eral wave advances. 4th, The movements of the earth's crust

are complex, consisting of many short waves first increasing

and then decreasing in amplitude; and, with a detonating explo-

sive, the interval between the first wave and the maximum wave,
at any station, is shorter than with a slow-burning explosive.

A summary of the objections suggested by Mr. Mallet to

the Willet's Point observations will now be given ;
although,

in the new light thrown upon the subject by these subsequent
measurements, perhaps he might not desire to press them.

Mr. Mallet considers that the explosion at Hallet's Point

furnished data ill suited to determine the delicate physical

problem of the rate of progression of a wave of disturbance

through the earth's crust, for the reason that the initial impulse
was due to the combined effect of many small charges, and not

of one single mass of dynamite ; hence, as he states :

"I conceive it, therefore, im -lent exacti-

tude to assign the instant at which the wave of shock started

in this instance ; and to assume the appearance of disturbed

water above the seat of explosion, or the shock felt from the

ground closely adjacent to it, as marking that instant seems to

me, in either choice, to neglect many sources of error."

Being unable to read my paper personally, he has not fully

under-stood the manner iu which the instant of the starting of

the wave was fixed. The great mine was fired by a mechan-
ical drop, which closed simultaneously all the twenty-three elec-

uits. One extra pin and mercury cup in this drop was
provided by General Newton for my use, and the signal was
thus automatically sent over the telegraph line to the several

stations. Human judgment had no part to perform. The
absolute instant of closing the battery circuits was electrically

recorded on all the register papers. It is impossible that tins

could have followed the explosion
; and if it preceded it, by

a differential of time, the effect upon the records would be to

indicate too slow and not too fast a rate, and thus to bring my
results more nearly into accordance with those of Mr. Mallet.

Mr. Mallet next argues that the discrepancies of the four
records among themselves invalidate their accuracy. I have
just shown how these apparent discrepancies are explained by
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the later observations at Willet's Point; and have thu

luted.

ered this argument which, when the results were first col-

sted itself to r

i objections that show him
not quite to understand the geography and geology of the

region separating Hallet's Point from the four stations ; which,

in the absence of a map to illustrate the paper, is very natural.

The straight line to Willet's Point follows the shore and waters

of East River, offering both a land and water route to the

wave of disturbance. The other three stations lie in the in-

terior of Long Island, with no water between them and Hallet's

Point. The intermediate country consists of low rolling hills

formed of deposits of the clay, sand and boulders characteristic

of drift, the geological formation to which they belong. The
stations were carefully selected to detect, if possible, what in-

fluence is exerted upon the rate by intermediate sheets of

water; and the fact that the wave reached Willet's Point with

a higher velocity than the inland stations is, perhaps, confirma-

tory of the idea that water is a better conductor than land.

Mr. Mallet refers, as causes of uncertainty, to three sets of

waves generated: (1) by the explosion, (2) by the fall of the

rock, (3) by the fall of the water ; and also to the wave-diffu-

sion experienced in traversing long distances. He argues,

therefrom, that the distances were too great for satisfactory

observations. Now the records show both the beginning and

end of the mercury vibration, as well as the automatic signal

sent by the explosion. The first and last determine the veloc-

ity of the advanced wave, which is that given in tl

the second and last approximately fix the time of arrival of the

last wave, and enable its velocity to be roughly estimated.

-ieal phenomena following so exceptionally large an

>ek are thus made a matter of record. As to the ele-

ment of distance, it seems to me that the reduced probable

error in the measurement of the time of I

the preference to long over short routes, when the velocity is

so high as that under consideration.

As to the precision with which these distances were deter-

mined, Mr. Mallet expresses doubt; but since they depend

upon the exact triangulation of the Coast Survey, supplemented

by careful railroad surveys, no scientific man who is familiar

with the geodesy of this region will hesitate for an instant to

give them full credence. The probable error due to length of

route, as compared with that due to any possible measurement

of so short a time, is practically zero.

Mr. Mallet suggests that a measurement of the personal equa-
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served
; and no absolute personal equation machine was avail-

able. The officers were trained observers
; and their

from Hallet's Point were so considerable, that a small personal
equation would probably exert no material influence on the
relative velocity over the different routes.

In fine, my own opinion is that in this, as in all physical
urns, the more thoroughly the ground is covered the

greater will be the number of important' facts developed ; and
that complex rather than simple phenomena should be expected.
It is quite impossible to ascribe the discrepancy between Mr.
Mallet's results and those here described to inaccuracy of obser-
vation. Differences in the material traversed by the waves, andm the method of observing, may possibly explain them. If
Mr. M (Beta health will permit him to publish the details of his
mode of observing, and to give the whole subject a general
discussion, the paper will certainly find interested readers.

Willet's Point, N. Y. Harbor, Jan. 14, 1878

Art. XXIIL— On Systems of Chemical Notation. Letter of M.
Berthelot to M. Marignac* (from the Moniteur Scientifique
of December, 1877).

H

Allow me, in the first place, to correct the opinions con-
cerning the teaching of chemistry in France, which I find ex-
pressed in your article, and which have been propagated, per-

sonally, in foreign countries. There is no regula-
tion which makes it obligatory on professors of the F
adopt any particular notation, and, as a matter of fact, both
notations, by equivalents and by atoms, are about equally rep-
resented in our lectures. At the Sorbonne, MM. Wurtz and
*nedel have adopted the system of atoms; the College of
France presented last year a professor who uses the atomic
notation

;
I was commissioned to make the report to the Min-

ister, who gave his approval and made the nomination. In
nations both notations are equally accepted, and, if any
re exists on the candidates, it is exerted by the partisans

rather than by the others. Officially, therefore, per-

pressu
of atoi

feet freedom question. If the
has not been generally accepted in Franc<
not succeeded, so far, in obt

- i, r nise 1

nng the good opinion of the
iajomy of scientists; but, notwithst
ot been spared that the partisans of equivalents a
nth a retrograde spirit.

Journal, February, 1878, p. 89.
r Scientifique, September, 1877. (See tl
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Allow me, in the next place, to point out some observations
on the fundamental part of the question under discussion. It

presented itself before the Paris Academy of Sciences under
two heads: the system of atoms, and the language or notation

of atomic weights. You were right in separating these two
things. I had tried to do the same thing, but with less dis-

tinctness, in my last work, On Chemt'rul S
;l
ntL<-si*, in which I

explained the system very fully, but without adopting it, and I

said that the notation by atoms possesses certain advantages, but
also some disadvantages. The discussion recently raised could
not, in the nature of things, assume this methodical form; but
I believe that I kept about the same ground, as I always said

that the two languages expressed the same ideas in the same
way, in most cases, except that special advantages belonged to

each system of notation. Your conclusions seem to be about
the same as mine.
The definition of equivalents, which you accuse me of not

giving, was nevertheless presented during the discussion, and I

will take the liberty of reproducing it: ''Equivalents express,

in my opinion, the ratios of weight according to which bodies

combine or substitute themselves for one another." These
ratios may be determined by the balance with infinitely greater

precision than can be ascribed to most physical laws. As,

however, experience proves that bodies combine according to

several proportions, which are multiples of one another, it fol-

lows that equivalents themselves are only determined within

an approximation of a multiple of a certain unity, precisely as

axes are determined in crystallography. The choice of the

unity belonging to each body is therefore somewhat arbitrary.

It may be determined from purely chemical considerations,

which are never wanting, by taking the weight which agrees the

best with the general reactions of the body, which affords the

simplest form, and that which conforms the best with analogic"

gies are generally ex
which are founded on the reciprocal i

nation of oxides and acids, and their recip-

rocal combinations, and the multiple proportions according to

which elements combine. In only one case, that of alumina,

have we had to appeal to more delicate analogies, drawn from
the existence of a rem which have

been corrol «ce of the salts of this

base with those of the sesquioxides. It is only in a subordinate

way, and for the purpose « if g
to chemi-

cal analogies, which are often s- that physical

properties have been introduced, such as the gaseous density,

the specific heat, the crystalline form, the molecular volume m
the solid state, etc.
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The part which physical properties are to play in the deter-

mination of equivalents, and the relative importance of these

properties seem to me to constitute the only difference between
s possible to make equivale

agree exactly with gaseous densities, as the old atomic scb<* >1 bad
hoped to accomplish, the numbers obtained would probably be
adopted by all chemists. This has happened in organic chemis-
try, in which the same equivalent weights are accepted by every
body. Unfortunately, however, this concordance does not exist

in mineral chemistry, whence the attempt of the new school to

establish atomic weights by means of specific heats. Bat I per-

sist in the opinion, although I am sorry to find that it is op-

posed to yours, that this base has not sufficient theorer
ity when it is in contradiction with the gaseous densities. The
specific heats of simple gases, which obey the laws of Mariotte
and of Gay Lussac (an obedience which is expressed by the

constancy of their gaseous densities), are necessarily the same
under the same volume, because the specific heat measures the

work accomplished in fulfilling these laws. If the specific

heats of the elements in the solid state do not observe the same
ratios as in the gaseous state, it is for one of the two following
reasons, either the specific heats of the solid elements change
unequally with the temperature, as I believe is the case, or two
gaseous molecules are united in one solid molecule, as the atom-
ists suppose. In either case, it seems to me that the specific

beats of solids must be put aside in the determination of abso-

lute equivalents.*

1 insist the more on this point that the new equivalents, if

we attribute to this word the extensive meaning that you
"ghtly give to it, introduce an undeniable complication in

reactions. In your classical researches on the specific

heats of saline solution you found yourself obliged to double
the atomic weights of hydrochloric and of nitric acid and of

their salts, with the object of expressing with greater clearness

the analogies and parallelism of their properties. You wrote

:

H'CT; Na'CP; WO\ H'O; N'O 6

, K'O,

and in the same manner you were led to double acetic acid and
the acetates

:

C4HsO &

, H'O ; C 4H'0\ K'O.

3 absolute value of the 1
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as may be seen in the remarkable papers of Mr. Thompson on
Thermo-chemistry, and even in the new edition of Gmelin, now

ig in Germany (see, among other things, iodic acid

I'0»,H'0).
The agreement of the numbers adopted by the partisans of

atomic weights is then more apparent than real.

But I have no wish to prolong this controversy. particularly,

as, between us, the only question is as to ascribing one value or

another to the unity, of which the various equivalents of the

Same body are multiples. If we confine the question within

these limits, it certainly does not present the excessive impor-

tance which has been ascribed to it for the last twenty yean.
The new atomic school has not, it appears to me, just

:

i Bed its

pretension of changing the very base of chemical doctrines,

and of founding a new chemistry, essentially different from the

old. The only thing it has done has been to interim s the

meshes of its hypotheses with our demonstrated laws, and this

to the great detriment of the teaching of positive science. I

believe that it would be advisable, in the future, to set aside all

these systems, and to turn the minds of young scientists towards

the really new views offered by molecular mechanics, which

promise such rich harvests of discoveries.

Benzeval-sur-Dives (Calvados), August 10th, 1877.

Answer of M. Marignac.

I cannot but esteem myself very happy that the remark.- which

I recently presented in the Mou'it ur S:lentijiqut on systems of

chemical notations have given rise to the interesting article

which precedes. I would like, however, to add a few remarks.

I found this fault with chemical equivalents, that they are

not susceptible of a precise and general definition. M. Berthe-

lot, while opposing this doctrine, seems to me to confirm it, as

he was obliged to give a double definition. Sometimes these

equivalents represent the ratios according to which bodies sub-

stitute themselves to one another; this is certainly u precise

conception, which I have called trin h- aioil < (uoaknce, but it

can only be applied to restricted cases. At other times, they

are the ratios according to which bodies combine, or rather one

of the ratios, which are multiples of one another, according to

which combinations take place; in this case, the question of

equivalence remains undetermined and more or less ai

ve may add that it is not always easy to see w

the other of in be applied to the eqm

are most nearly related to it, those of the earths and alkaline

is a perfectly determinate value of substitution and

still this is not the value that has been chosen for its equivalent
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As M. Berthelot himself observes, we only differ in the opin-
ion that each of us has formed on the part and relative im-
portance which are to be ascribed to physical properties in the
determination of equivalents. I may possibly have an exag-
gerated idea of the importance of these properties. But does
not M. Berthelot, on his side, labor under a delusion when he
thinks that chemical considerations alone are a sufficient uuide
to a chemist in this determination

; is he not under the influ-
ence, which he has often discovered in his opponents, of a state
of mind in which things seem very natural because we are
accustomed to accept them? If the equivalent adopted tor
aluminium was not confirmed by the specific heat of this metal.
by the vapor density of its chloride, and by numerous consid-
erations of isomorphism, is he very sure that we would not hes-
itate between the formulas A1 3 3 and AlO for alumina?
What would make us suppose that hesitation would be permis-
sible is the great number of bodies in which the determination
of the equivalent has remained doubtful as long as physical

- have not served as guides, such, for instance, as in
silicon, zirconium, glucinum, and the numerous group 'of the
metals of cente and gadolinita The only thing I ask is to
allow the same importance to physical properties in the case of
bodies which occur with frequency.

M. Berthelot finds fault with me for being in apparent con-
tradiction with myself, because in my researches on the specific
heats of saline solutions, I doubled the molecular weights of
some compounds, to better express the parallelism of the prop-
erties of some compound groups. It is true that, in comparing
with one another the salts of the same acid, it has seemed to
me more natural to refer their properties to equivalent quanti-
ties, or to quantities containing always the same proportion of
acid. But if this has led me to group together two molecules
of an alkaline chloride or nitrate, I was obliged, for the same
reason, when taking the specific heats of sulphate of alumina or
of alkaline phosphates to take, as unities of the weights of these
salts, quantities which are really equivalent of other bodies,
but which only represent fractions of the admitted equivalents
of these bodies. Notwithstanding, M. Berthelot does not con-
clude that this is a proof that alumina should be written AlO
and phosphoric acid PhOf, and that the equivalents of alumin-
ium and phosphorus should be modified accordingly.

It may sometimes be interesting to compare certain proper-
*'- by referring them to chemically equivalent

weights, in cases where these correspond neither to molecular
weights nor J- "'

conclude fro

symbols of i

..~.&^, lu v,ao„ wueie tuese correspom
weights nor to the equivalents usually i__

i from this that those weights ought to be adopted as
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Apart from all these things, I agree with M. Berthelot that it

is not advisable to exaggerate the importance of these ques-
tions, the solution of which cannot affect the important laws
and theories of chemistry, and about which we can only reach
a conclusion when we have arrived at more complete knowl-
edge of the molecular constitution of compound bodies. This

tion itself will be doubtless revealed to us by researches
on molecular mechanics, such as those on Thermo-chemistry,
through which this eminent scientist aids so powerfully the

advancement of science.

Art. XXIV.—On some Reactions of Silver Chloride and Bro-

mide; by M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

In" the course of some examinations made several years since

on the reaction of silver bromide and iodide, I concluded that

the dark substances produced by the action of light on these

bodies are resolved by nitric acid into metallic silver which
and ordinary silver bromide and iodide, which re-

that darkened silver chloride was not attacked by nitric acid.

My previous examination had not included the chloride, and
the remarkable difference thus indicated, led me to return to

the subject. I found my own previous results entirely con-

firmed as also Yon Bibra's :—at least so far that only by the

tion of nitric acid was there any decomposition

darkened chloride, and even then, traces only of silver

were taken up by the acid.

It therefore appears that the substance produced by the action

of light on silver chloride is of a much more permanent char-

acter than in the case of the other silver haloids. Some other

reactions noted in the course of the examinations which appear

not devoid of interest, are given below.

Silver Chloride.

Our knowledge of the nature of the substances produced by
the action of light on the silver haloids is very limited, owing
to the fact that although the coloration is very intense, yet the

portion of material acted upon is very small. Also because

we have no means of removing from the mixture the unaltered

haloid, except by agents that at the same time attack the

altered substance^ and completely change its character.

As to the first point—the small proportion of material actually

altered by light. It is generallv thought that silver chloride is

reduced bv the action of light to a sub-chloride containing half

of the°'
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as much chlorine as the normal white chloride. Yet the loss of

chlorine has been found too small to be weighed. Fresenima

doubts if a loss in weight could be detected by the most delicate

balance, and Von Bibra in the investigation "above referred to,

could not find the slightest loss in weight.

With a view to obtain some quantitative indication in the

matter, the following determination was made.

Silver chloride was precipitated with an excess of hydro-

chloric acid, was well washed, and exposed to bright sunlight

for five days. During this time it was spread in a very thin

layer over the bottom of a large white porcelain basin, was fre-

quently stirred up to bring constantly new surfaces to the

light, and was kept moistened with water.

Of the resulting dark powder two grams were taken and

were thoroughly treated with sodium hyposulphite to remove

the unaltered chloride. Previous experience had shown that

ivraordinary precautions were necessary to effect this thor-

moval of the last portions of normal silver

oride is very difficult. Accordingly the strong solution of

hyposulphite was many times renewed, each time being left to

act for from twelve to twenty-four hours. Finally the gray

residue (metallic silver) was washed, dried and weighed, and

found to amount to twenty -one milligrams.

It thus appears that as the result of five days' action of

strong sunshine, with frequent stirring up and mixing to bntitg

fresh portions to the light, about one per cent only of the silver

chloride was acted upon. And if we suppose this action to con-

sist in removing one-half the chlorine, then the whole loss in

weight by the action of the light should be but little over one-

tenth of one per cent This proportion is of course not inap-

preciable, and the observations of Fresenius and of "V Bibra

above quoted must be taken as referring to shorter exposures.

It was mentioned that another difficulty in verifying the

nature of the action of light lay in the fact that those sub-

stances which can be used for dissolving out the unaltered

chloride, also unfortunately attack the altered substance.

The two reagents most effectual for this removal are sodium

hyposulphite, and liquid ammonia. That they also alter the

blackened portion is at once ev • at the res-

idue which they leave behind instantly dissolves in cold nitric

acid of sp. gr. 1-28 with evolution of red fumes, and is in fact,

well known to be metallic silver, whereas before the application

of these reagents, cold nitric acid has no effect, and even with

boiling acid, applied for a long period only very slight decom-
position ensues.*

* The facts here mentioned 1<

ordinary photographic print
this filing process which o
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When cold nitric acid, sp. gr 1*28, is poured over a quantity
of the darkened chloride (precipitated with excess of HC1) and
left to remain for a time in contact, this acid acquires no silver

reaction whatever. It is therefore certain that by the action of
light on silver chloride (precipitated in presence of excess HC1)
no metallic silver is reduced. And as this black substance is

quickly whitened by aqua regia, it is reasonable to conclude
that the dark matter contain less chlorine than the normal,
and is either a subchloride or an oxychloride. Beyond this,

we know nothing with certainty.

When the dark substance was boiled for several minutes
with the same nitric acid, no silver was extracted. But when
the vessel was placed on a sand bath and kept at or near boiling

point for eighteen hours, renewing the acid as it escaped, a dis-

tinct effect was produced. The substance became a little lighter

in color, and the acid was found to have taken up enough sil-

ver to show a strong opalescence by addition of hydrochloric
acid

; not enough however to give an immediate precipitate.

Ammonia and sod. have this in common,
that both leave metallic silver behind when the darkened
chlori le is submitted to their action. In the case of the sodium
salt, it is of course understood that it is presented in strong

solution and very large excess.

Silver Bromide.

Silver bromide was precipitated with excess of KBr and
well washed, and exposed to light.

When cold nitric acid, sp. gr. 1'28, was allowed to stand for

one minute over the darkened bromide it took up silver abun-
dantly. Allowed to act for an hour at a heat considerably be-

low 2*12° the color of the darkened bromide had considerably

changed and at the end of seven or eight hours, complete decom-
position had taken place. The r >n yellow
and has more the general appearance of iodide than of bromide.

Philadelphia, Jan., 1878.

The fact that both sodium hyposulphite and ammonia in removing ti

chloride, reduce the altered to metallic silver, explains

l better when applied after the fixing operatior
x
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Art. XXV.—On Journal Friction

Kimball, Professor of Physics
stitute.

In the Proceedings of the Koyal Society, March 27, 1877, is

published a paper by Professor Fleming Jenkin. on -Friction
between Surfaces moving at Low Speeds," in which he estab-
lishes, by a series of very delicate experiments, conclusions at
which the writer had previously arrived bv a somewhat differ-

ent course [see this Journal, March, 1876j. Professor Jenkin
remarks, that in one case examined near the lower limit of

i slight

jposite charai

velocity (

quire further examination." This phenomenon' had been
noticed in our laboratory, and an article had been written [see
this Journal, May, 1877] embodying the results of our obser-

The effect of changes in velocity upon the coefficient of
friction is not an insignificant quantity, but has a sufficient
magnitude to give it practical importance, in some cases at least.

It therefore gives the writer great pleasure to be able to

quote the experiments of so able an investigator, as confirming
his conclusions, which are briefly these: The coefficient of
friction, at very low velocities, is small, it increases rapidly at

first, then more gradually as the velocity increases, until at a
certain rate, which depends upon the nature of the surfaces in

contact and the intensity of the pressure, a maximum coeffi-

cient, is reached. As the velocity increases beyond this point,
the coefficient decreases.

Later experiments have shown, what in fact might have
been inferred, that from its maximum, the coefficient decreases
toward a constant value. The apparatus used in this series of

experiments consisted of—1st. A pair of cone pulleys giving
six changes of speed, driven by a shaft from the work shop.
2d. A rope transmission dynamometer, capable of indicating
changes equal to one per cent of the largest, or five per cent of
the smallest power transmitted. 3d. An experimental shaft
with a pulley by which it was driven. The journals on this
shaft were seven-eighths of an inch in diameter; they revolved
in cast iron boxes three and .one-half inches long, trulv bored
and polished. A thin cut was planed from the upper half of
each box, so that when resting upon its journals it was not
quite in contact with the lower half Above each box was a
lever of the second class, by means of which it was possible to

apply any desired pressure to the revolving journals. The
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course of the experiment is obvious. The experimental shaft,

loaded with a known weight, was driven at different speeds, the

required power noted, and the coefficient of friction calculated.

The results of seven series of experiments are shown in the

following table, in which the first column shows the velocity of

the circumtere

following colu

tion. Since it was found impossible to maintain the same st

of lubricjition for any great length of time, every series wh
could not be completed in one half day was left unfinished.

]«i-71 -068 -058 -066 '052 '053

42-86 -068 -060 "045 '041

In spite of the irregularities to be seen in this table, the law

as stated above is clearly shown. Some of the discrepancies

are doubtless due to variations in the state of lubrication of the

journals. The pressure on the lower boxes in series a, c, d and.

e, was 130 pounds ; in series 6, /and g, 210 pounds. In a, b,

c, d and e, the journals were lubricated by wiping them with a

handful of waste saturated with sperm oil. In / and g, as

much oil was poured through the oil holes as the boxes would

hold. To assist the rea ler in forming an idea of the value of

the average results in Table I, Table II is given, which con-

tains the separate readings from which series c was computed.

Eight readings were made at each speed. The readings are the

differences in tension of the two parts of the belt driving the

experimental shaft:

Tablk IL

Speeds, -59' 2'17' .Vl5
r 1099' 1971' 42-86'

fK
Differences

The variation in observations taken at the same speeds, is

nearlv inVnt.i™! in Pverv series with that shown in Table 11.nearly identical in every series with that shown
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In order to eliminate as far as possible gradual changes in
the condition of the rubbing surfaces, the following order of
observation was adopted in each series. Calling the slowest
speed No. 1, four observations were made alternating

between Nos. 6 and 1.

About 1,000 separate experiments were made under condi-
tions of lubrication, and pressure upon the journals, purposely
varied, so that the average result should represent as nearly as

possible ordinary shop practice. Speeds as high as 100 feet (or

440 revolutions of the experimental shaft) per minute were
employed. The results though not so uniform as those at

lower speeds were decisive. The most probable values of the
coefficient as shown by a graphical construction of all these ex-

periments is shown in

Table III.

Speed, 1' 3' 5' T 10' 15' 20' 30' 40' 60' 80' 100'

Coefficient, '150 '122 "104 -C93 -079 "066 -058 '054 -053 -052 '051 *050

Thus we see that the conditions under which journ:
usually occurs are such that the maximum coefficient will be
found at a very low speed. While using a journal 6" in diam-
eter with a load of only ten lbs., a reduction was made in

the speed till the maximum coefficient (in this case -27) was
passed, after which the coefficient diminished very quickly to

one-third of its maximum value. In the case of leather sliding
on iron or wood where the intensity of the pressure is not
great the coefficient will usually increase with the velocity.
Examples of this will be found in the leather packings of hy-
draulic engines and in the slipping of belts upon pulleys.

It is usually assumed that the coefficient of friction is con-
stant for all weights, not so light that the influence of adhesion
is great in comparison, or on the other hand so great as to pro-
duce abrasion. An experimental examination of this point
gave the results recorded in Table IV. Each coefficient is a
mean derived from several observations, and though the results

of experiments with constant weights were very uniform, it

was found that the weights could not be changed ' without dis-

turbing slightly the adjustment of the machine. These results

seem to indicate that the coefficient of friction decreases slightly
as the specific pressure on the joi

i
when the,

pressures are quite large.
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3 given in pounds on a square inch of longitudinal

Coefts at -59' per n

The larger part of the experiments referred to were made by
Mr. Desper, a student of the Institute, whose patience and care

deserve especial mention.

Art. XXVI— Observations of the Brightn

John Rodgers, U.S.N.jers, t
Naval Observatory.]

The following notes on the brightness of these bodies have
been made during the regular series of measures for position.

They are printed in order that they may be of service to any
astronomer who may undertake an exact photometric deter-

mination of their brightness. The observations were made

The observers were h (Hall) and hn (Holden).

It was surmised by Professor Newcomb that the brightness
of Ariel varied in different parts of its orbit (Wash. Ast. Obs.

1874, Appendix I, p. 43,) and that it was least bright in

i>=180°± during 1874.
There have been observed in 1874-5-6-7 nineteen position

angles of Ariel: of these, seven were 180°±, and twelve

were 0°±.
A better test is the following: on fifteen nights this

was bright enough to allow of measures of distance. On six of

these fifteen nights the position was 180° d=, and on nine the

position was 0°=h. It would seem, therefore, to be m
observed in one half of its orbit than in the other, so far as this

evidence goes.
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Dr. H. C. Yogel has suggested that Titania also is of varying

brightness in different parts of the orbit Early attention was

given to this point. The following extracts from the observing

books may be of use, when an exact photometric determination

comes to be made. The weight indicates the steadiness of the

images, five being perfectly steady. The positions given are to

the nearest degree in p and nearest second in s.

1875. Jan. 26. Titania; p=260°, s=19". Wt 4. Titania is

fainter than I have ever seen it

—

hn.
1875. March 4. Four stars visible besides Oberon and Titania.

Oberon, p= 2l*° s= 26'

Titania, ^=184° *= 35*

Star 3, ^ = 130°dt 3=130'±
Star 4, p= 95°± 5=200'±

Order of brightness ; 4, 1, 3, 2 ; and 2 somewhat brighter than

Titania.

—

hn.
1875. Mav 25. Oberon : p=230°, 5=31".

litania: j»=21°, 5=30''.

Oberon very faint [and therefore as nothing is said of bright-

ness of Titania], Titania brighter than Oberon at same dis-

1876. Jan. 14. Oberon: p=ll°
p=4tr, s=27" f

Oberoi

Wt=2.

Titania much brighter than Oberon. Moonlight.—HN.

1876. Jan. 20. Oberon: »=321°, 5=27") Wf_o
Titania: p=l8G ,

5=34"
f

Wt_Z -

Measures of Oberon quite difficult [and of Titania not so.]—HN.

1876. Jan. 25. Oberon: p=l$l°, 5=44" ) w,_ 9
Titama: p= 352°, s=$l" \

Wl

Oberon easier to see [brighter] than Titania.—HN.
1876. Jan. 26. Titania in p=3\0°, 5=16". Wt 5.

This is about the smallest distance at which Titania has been

1876. Jan. 31. Titania: />=76°, 5=17" ) Wt_.
Ariel: p = 29°, 5=12"

f

Wt_0 -

Titania is at least twice as bright as Ariel. Titania

decidedly brighter than the satellite of Neptu

1876. Feb. 2. Oberon : p=338°, 5=33"
\ w , ,

Titania : p=7°, 5=34" j"

After careful examination with 800 A and 4<»0 A, I cannot

decide which is brighter, Oberon or T-lania, but if there is any
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76. Feb. 18. Oberon

[For Oberon p= 276°± : for TUania p=lM*± I

1876. March 3. Two »Ure r»

l

brighter than Oberon. Star 1. (^880°, »«*60" '

(st ; 1Klte( i.

Not much difference in the brightness of Oberon anl TVtaw'a.

[For Oberon />=236°±, for 7Vton^a^=268°±].
C^r^; ^=28°, s=20" I Wt „

Arid: P=m% ,=irf wt- 3 -

£7m/yn'eZ is more steadily seen than ^IrWbut not mud more so.

Then reduced aperture to fifteen inches. Umbne was cer-

tainly seen and its position could have been measure!. Ariel

was not certainly seen. Sky hazv. Bright moooliglL—hx.

1876. Mar. 4. Ariel: ^=11°, *=13'
.

Moonliirhtand haze.

4«e/ is quite as bright as last night in />= lb0=fc under

better circumstances,

Oberon: p= 198°, 5=44") w .

Tetania: p= 177°, s=32" f

VVC ~"*'

fl'fanta is brighter than Oteron although not mud so.-HN.

1876. March 9. Oberon : p-=o7°, s=27" ( «J -

hia : *>=840°, s=26" t

r^» 4«:/)= i/u ,s=ov
,

*e/-on is brighter than Titama.—H.

1876. March 14 ^r^: p = 23°.
*=J4 ,

Urnbriel : •»17§\ *f»l» I y f
_ o

ftoa: p=126°,5=18"
f

Wt~^

4nef a little brighter than UmbrteL lUawa very

Oberon brighter than Titanin.—R.

1876. March 22. Obnon: H8/=
2„ Wt-,3.

'Mania .• />= 1 6 1 ,
s=2o

J

Vtonta much brighter than Oberon.~-U.

1876. March 23. Oberon: p=42 ,
s=33 I Wt 3

-H.

p= 198°, 5=43') w «

b=152V=24"[
Wt

-
i -

O&ron brighter than Titania.-

It is not^desirable to draw a

vations as vet. They are here

vice in photometric observations, and they will t <
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Recently I was led to try the action of bromine and sodium
hydrate \pon pulverized chromic iron, and as the amount of

chromiun extracted in this manner was rather surprising, the

following experiments were made, to ascertain what effect bro-

mine aloie would have upon the same substance.

I. Mocerately fine chromic iron (-1500 grams) was placed in

a tube o- hard glass and after adding dilute bromine water and
sealing be tube, the latter was placed in an air-bath an

for twebe hours at a temperature about 130° C. When cool

the tubi was opened and its contents poured upon a filter.

The infallible residue was thoroughlv washed by decantation,

and upci the filter, with hot water. 'The filtrate after concen-

tration vas treated with a slight excess of ammonium hvdrnte,

causing he precipitation of "aluminum hydrate, etc. The lat-

ter was fltered off and the yellow-colored filtrate then warmed
with hyfrogcn sulphide, to reduce the chromic acid to oxide.

The precipitate formed, alter protracted digestion, was allowed

to settle And he < -a
{

! filtered. After washing, the pre-

cipitate was 'dissolved in a few drops of dilute hydrochloric

acid an<l re- -eeipitated. This operation was repeated and the

precipitate i'inally transferred t<> a filter, washed, dried and

ignited. The amount of chromic oxide found corresponded to

lo50 per cmt of the substance taken.

Thenmoint of chromium still remaining in the unattacked

material wa- not estimated.

II. -2000 grams substance, as finely pulverized as could be

obtained b; grinding the material in an agate mortar, were

heated in asealed tube with water saturated with bromine aud

a few drop* of bromine. The tuh. r< maim I in the oven four

days, the temperature ranging from 175°-190° C. Upon open-

ing the tule its contents were poured into a beaker and evapo-

rated ; wat3r added and the solution filtered. The
unattacker mineral powder after washing, drying and
weighed )820 grams. The filtrate from this was treated pre-

cisely as in (I) and the chromic oxide obtained from it

amour ted to 28 05 per cent.

III. In this experiment only -1500 grams substance were

employed. The material was "of the same fineness as in (II).

Instea* of \t water as heretofore an excess

of bro"h ' was poured over the substance and but a very

tube was

expose
1

'

r from r.«i
: -17.VC. At the

1

' this time the tube was examined, and as the sub-
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stance appeared to be perfectly decomposed, the solution way
removed from the tube and evaporated in a better to expel
the large excess of bromine, upon the gradual d)^p ne;tnimvi r)f

which a dark powder showed itself. The soluti< -,„ was strongly
diluted with water and filtered. The ifMolabje^tf^, was
thoroughly washed with hot water. Dried au<]

g „ited, this

weighed -0140 grams.

The filtrate was mixed with an excess of amm< )n j,im hydrate
and evaporated almost to dryness in a casserole. The solution
was then diluted with water and filtered from he aluminum
hydrate, etc., and treated as in (I). The percentrge ()f c jirom ic

oxide extracted equaled 49 -60 per cent

IV. From the preceding ; red very evi-

dent, that all that was lacking to render the ^composition
complete was to have the chromic iron in an ex jecjingly line

condition. To this end the material that had bPn ground to

an impalpable powder in an agate mortar was el- --; ateu\ then
dried and two distinct portions of -1500 grams e:ch

p iace<] ; n

good hard glass tubes. To each portion was au \e\ a rather

large quantity of bromine water and from ten to twe^
(] r0pS

of bromine. Both tubes were heated for one dayJt 130° a
For two successive days the temperature was niam-aine(} at

170° C. At the expiration of the third day, one of U tubeg
was removed from the oven and opened. Eed osid, f jron

had separated and undecomposed material was no loi^j.
visi _

ble. The whole was poured into a beaker and berated,
water added and filtered. The residue was thorougnh washed,
dried and ignited, then transferred to a beaker and he: d whh
dilute hydrochloric acid. The entire mass dissolves .

eJJili ,

and without a residue. The decomposition was, therefore,

The filtrate from the iron oxide was evaporated am08t to

dryness after the addition of an excess of ammonium ^.(j,^^

then diluted and filtered. The solution was reduc-j with

hydrogen sulphide and the u " !l1
l wash

ing, dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid and re-prec pitated

with ammonium hydrate. This operation was repea^ and
the chromium oxide obtained was 6266 per cent.

The second tube, remov hrf •

c0
,tained

a large amount of separated ferric oxide. This after l
ter ;ng

off the chromium solution also dissolved very readily
#

inwann>
dilute hydrochloric acii.

"

'

a(:e
\' Wine.

The filtrate from this, after being similarly treated ^&hov^
yielded 62-83 chromium oxide.

,
,

These results accord with those of I

same ore from Texas, Pa., and obtained about bb \ T eent

chromic oxide.
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The ferri- oxide that separates out in the tube during the

decomposite will not contain any chromium, if it is thor-

ougly waslm Wlth hot water. In no instance was iron found

in the soluton containing the chromic acid.

Several ribe^ containing the pulverized substance,
|

hydrate anl bromine water were heated at 125° C, but invaria-

bly exploded before the decomposition was completed, and

therefore ao farther attempts were made to use the alkali to

aid in the decomposition.

All tha T
. is necessary to effect the complete decomposition of

chromic iror DJ this" method is that the substance be exceed-

ingly fine ard that the same be exposed with bromine to a

temperature )f 1^°° c - from two to three days. The addition

of ten to tweve drops bromine hastens the decomposition very

decidedly.:
l

. . , , . , „ , ,

In conn|eclon Wlth the above it may be well to mei
ic oxide obtained by the ignition of the

correspor^'y.^; 1

;;

1

^;
;nav he brought into solution again by

Art X^ViI1-

—

Descriptions of two new genera of Pycnogonida

;

by E B WILSON. Brief Contributions to Zoology from the

Muse!'
m if Yah &>%e- No. XXXVII.

Anotf
11^1^ (nov - gen-)

gal,
';''<' '<— ' /Iindrical, rounded. Ante/"/' three-

jointed
^ate- Palpi nted^ want-

ing int e mfX le- Neck elongated, extending forward over the ros-

trum, ^^rtine-jo'nix/. lUary claws.

the ovSerr,U3 le
gf:

and in the absence of auxiliary claws upon

-is. These claws, though comparatively small in
!

><im, are very large in certain genera (e. g. Pallene

John.--). They are •

to the dactylus and
vith a special set of muscles by means of which they

genus should be referred Kroyer's Phox
Voy. en Scand., Laponie, etc.,' PI. 38, fig. 8) and

probaV fllso the Phoxichilidiwn virescens of Hodge.

An^odactylus lentus (sp. nov).

p^ichffidium maritime Smith, in Rep on the Invertebrates

of y ;.
yard Sound, p. 250, PI. vn, fig. 35, 1874 {non Stimpson>
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Oculiferous segment broad, as long as the two following seg-
ments taken together, not emarginate between the bases of the
antenna?. Neck swollen. Posterior segment of body very-
slender. Abdomen rather more than twice as long as' broad,
slightly bifid at the extremity.

Oculiferous tubercle prominent, acute, placed on the anterior
portion of the first segment. Eyes four, ovate, varying in

color from light brown to black.

Rostrum very large, longer than the oculiferous segment, con-
stricted at base, thus appearing somewhat clavate. The extrem-
ity is subglobose.

Antenna? hairy, long and slender, their bases closely approxi-

mated. Basal joint extending beyond extremity of rostrum.

Chela stout, hairy. Dactyl us very stout, smooth on r

Ovigerous kg*" stout, roughened by-

minute tubercles, the outer joints with
many strong hairs, most of which are di-

rected backward. The two basal joints

are very thick ; the first is shorter than
its width, the second about twice the
first. The succeeding joints are much
more slender. The third is nearly two
and a half the second, somewhat cla-

vate, and suddenly constricted a short

distance from the base. Fourth joint

half the third. Fifth considerably less

than fourth. Terminal joint much
smaller than the preceding.

Legs very long and slender. First a
' Te™1

9^teof leg; ''

°

T"

and third joints verv short, the second ^
considerably longer and clavate. The three following joints

are much longer, the sixth being the longest. The seventh

or tarsal joint is very short and deeply emarginate exteriorly.

Eighth joint ipropodusi curved, with a rounded lobe near the

base, which bears five or six strong spines. Exterior to these

is a series of much smaller stout spines. The dactylus is Btont,

about two-thirds as long as the propodus. The whole surface

of the body is scabrous. The legs bear a few scattered hairs,

which are more numerous on the outer joints.

The genital orifices are situated on the lower side of the

second joint of the legs, near the external margin.

resemble each other closely except in the absence, in the male,

of the ovigerous lesrs. The males are also, as a rule.

larger than the females. " It is most frequently det

in color, but grav and brown specimens are often met with.

(Verrill). * *

This species is common in Vineyard Sound, but does not
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occur northward. It resembles
latum of Kroyer, which has, how.
the anterior segment much more slender and etna o
tween the bases of the antennas which are thus separated by a
distinct interval, the posterior segment is represented as
stouter and shorter, the proboscis more abbreviated, and the
propodous of a different shape. Krdyer figures the ovigerous
legs with seven joints, probably mistaking the co
near the base of the third joint for an articulation.
Length of body in largest specimens (inclusive of rostrum

and abdomen), 7 millimeters. Legs, 30 millimeters.

Pseudopallene, (gen. nov.).

Body robust. Neck broad and thick. Rostrum more or less

acute. Ante,,;, thr>,-'r i,,t>d. <',,.!,>,. P,i/t i inm/ing. Oviger-
° ,lfi hs ''" . Lf-f, nine-jointed. Dactylus
without auxiliary claws.

This genus has not hitherto been distinguished from Pallene,

i as led to some confusion in the diagnosis of that genus.
In Pallme. as described bv .Johnston (Mai:. Zoo!, and Bot.,

vol. i, p. 380), the ovigerous' legs are nine-jointed, the neck is

1 and more or less elongated as in Nymphon, the
rostrum is very short and nearly hemispherical, and the dacty-
lus is armed with two very large auxiliarv claws. A Pallene,

to be hereafter described, collected by Prof. S. I. Smith at

Wood's Holl, Mass., agrees in al; !, Johnston's
P. brevirostris. The three species : Pallene spinipes, P. intermedia
and P. discoidea figured in Gaimard's Vov. en Scand., Laponie,
etc., do not belong to the Palleu, ol Johnston, but should
probably be referred to Pseudopallene. Having seen no speci-
mens of these species, I have been unable to verify this.

Pseudopallene h isp h la,

Pallene hispida Stimpson, Inv. of Grand Menan, p. 37, 1853.

Of this species there is but a single female specimen in the
collection of thePeab

, _; ted States
Fish Commission

, J, nso.fs Bav. near Eastport. Maine, in 12
fathoms rocky bottom. Stimps > ep water off

i being in-

complete in several particulars, a full description is here uiven.
Body very broad, oval, neck not constricted. Oc

tuburcle small, rounded. Eyes four, ovate, light brown,
as segment half as long as the body. Second and

ntswith three prominent tubercles above, each of
which is tipped by a hair. The lateral thoracic processes are
very broad and are not separated by an v interval ; thev bear

°a\j
e OUter margin tw «> to four spine-like, hairy tubercles.

Abdomen twice as long as broad, truncate, hairy.
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Rostrum as long as oculiferous segment, with a constriction

on each side below, giving it the appearance of being articu-

lated at this point, acute-conical, with a rosette of filamentary

processes around the terminal mouth.
Antenna hairy, stout and swollen, about twice as long as the

rostrum, tipped with amber color. Basal joints enlarged near
their attachment. The second joint has a prominent rounded
tubercle on the lower end, behind which the dactylus closes.

Ovigerous legs slender, eleven

-

jointed, terminal joint "claw-like.

trilM. Fifth joint somewhat cla-

vate, considerably smaller than
the fourth. The four outer joints

are armed with three or four stout,

smooth, curved spines.

Legs very stout, the three basal

joints short, overlapping each other
in an imbricated manner. Fourth
joint as long as the three basal

joints taken together, much dis-

tended bv the ovaries in the speci-

men d.-MMilnd. Fifth, as Ion- as F,j 1-L* - / lu>« hupuia.

the fourth but much more slender. <*, Terminal joints of leg; b, ovige-

Sixth, longer and more slender.
roualeg; c

<

termma 3°in -

Seventh (tarsus) very short, nearlv triangular. Eighl

curved, armed with five or six spines on the inner (concave)

margin. Dactylus slender, curved, acute, without accessory

claws, about two-thirds as long as the preceding joint.

All of the legs bear more or fewer prominent, con

tubercles. These are arranged in longitudinal rows on some
of the joints, particularly on the fifth and sixth. W
deeply serrate on the external margin. The entire surface of

the body is rough, and more or less hairy.

Genital orifices small, on the second joint of the legs.

Length (inclusive of rostrum and abdomen) 3 millimeters.

Legs, 7-5 millimeters. Ovigerous legs, 37 millimeters.

Art. XXIX.— TanlaUle from Coosa County, Alabama, its mode

J. Lawrence Smith,

While columbite has been long known from a number of

Jalities in the United States and at some of them it is found

great abundance, the r tantahte has never

•een identified, u .
I the fact of its occurrence

Alabama. Professor Kdnig has described (Proc. Acad.
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Nat Sci. Philadelphia, 1876) a mineral which he considered to

be tantalite from Yancey County, North Carolina. There must
however have been some mistake about the matter, for he states

the specific gravity of the mineral to be 5-807. If this deter-

mination was given correctly this could not have been tantalite.

I have found columbite from the North Carolina localities with
specific gravities from 56 to 6'3, varying according to the

amount of tantalic acid present with the columbic acid. There
is no instance that I know of where tantalite has as low a spe-

cific gravity as 7.

I am indebted to Professor Eugene Smith, State Geologist of

Alabama, for the specimen of tantalite that first came under
my observation ; lie suspected it to be tantalite and sent it to

me for verification; he had obtained the specimen from Judge
Bently, to whom we owe what we know about the manner of

its occurrence.

It is found in Coosa County, Alabama, detached from any
rock, lying loose with " bowlders " (as Judge Bentley calls

them) of granite more or less disintegrated. As, however, this

region belongs to the older series of rocks (Professor Eugene
- not yet explored it) these blocks of granite arc doubt-

leas n< »t bowlder*, but detached masses, weather worn. They are

found both under and on the surface for miles, running north-

east and southwest. Across these in a direction northwest and
southeast runs a ridge filled with quartz and flint rocks and at

the intersection of the two, over about an acre of surface, some
fifty specimens of tantalite have been collected, from the size

of a pea to a lump one and a quarter pounds in weight.
Character of specimens.—They are irregular masses, without

uiline form, just such pieces as I

have obtained from the locality at Limoges ; they are more or

less rounded, with a ready cleavage in one direction ; the speci-

mens although long exposed, have undergone but little altera-

tion, as indicated by examination made on several specimens.
The specific gravity varied from 7 "305 to 7401.
On analysis it was found to consist of

:

Tantalic acid, 79-65
)Tungstic " i-io I 81-62 metalic acids.

Stannic " •87)
Manganese protoxide, 3-72

Jy
on " 13-51

Copper oxide, -89

The tantalic acid contains very little columbic acid.
Judging from the discoveries already made, and the large

size of some of the pieces of tantalite, we may expect some
important results from the future explorations in Alabama.
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Art. XXX.— On Amylidenamine Silver Nitrate; by W. G.
MlXTER. Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of Yak
College, No. XXX.

Strecker (Liebig's Ann., cxxx, p. 220) states that silver

nitrate produces in alcoholic solutions of valeralammonia, a
white precipitate, winch slowly turn- black in the cold, but he
Baya nothing as to the composition of the substance. I have
obtained what is doubtless the same compound by the spon-

taneous evaporation of alcoholic ammonia solutions of valeral-

ammonia to which an excess of silver nitrate had been added.

The valeral was made from rectified commercial fusel oil by
Parkinson's process. It did not give a constant boiling point.

Different portions of it were treated with dilute ammonia
water and the crystalline valeralammonia was washed on the

pump with water. The product used for the first series of

ring ten grams silver nitrate in

100 c. c. strong ammonia water and an equal volume of alcohol

and then adding thirty grams of hydrous valeralammonia, from

valerai boiling 95°- 105\ «\>nsidoi\it>le oil separated which.

was dissolved by adding alcohol. The solution was exposed
in a wide dish to tin -eased to form. The
crystalline product was washed first with alcohol then with

water, with I finally with ether. It weighed,

after drying over oil of vitriol, about six grams. The material

for the' see f -ur grams

hydrous valeralammonia dissolved in 175 c. c. alcohol and 95
grams silver nitrate previously dissolved in 25 c. c. concentrated

ammonia water. The crystals from this solu

'

as above described. The product weighed
filtrates in both experiments gave no more

w

monio nitrate of silver separated, but gave a dark oil and some

reduced silver. The carbon and hydrogen were determined by

means of lead chromate, the nitrogen by Schiffs method and

the silver by ignition.

Hydrogen .

.

... 7-89

... 13-24

42-26

7 90
13-18

Oxygen.... ...[11-50] [11-47]

The equation S(C
i
H

1
.ONH,)+AgNO a

=C lfH„N/ '
Ag

+3H..0 doubtless represents the formation of the B

in question. It is not possible to give a gravimetric proof on
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account of some decomposition which occurs during the evapo-
ration. The compound dissolves with but partial separation
of silver in boiling water. The clear aqueous solution evapo-
rated on a water bath leaves a slight black residue and a very
soluble crystalline mass, which contains silver, reacts for ani-

l gives red fumes when heated with oil of vitriol. By
distilling with ammonia water crystals are obtained in the distil-

late which reduce silver. Hot dilute acids decompose it with
the separation of an oil which has the odor of valeral, and hot
oil of vitriol evolves nitrous fames from it. The reactions
show that the substance contains the amyliden, ammonio and
nitro groups and that it is an amine analogous to Rose's
3NH

3AgN0 3 , thus:

H 3N) C
S
H 10=NH)H

3N [ AgN0 3 C 5H.-NH [ AgNO,

The name amylidenamine silver nitrate is perhaps the best
that can be given to the substance until more is known of its

constitution. If the corresponding ammonio compound be
regarded as diammonium-argentammonium nitrate (Graham-
Otto, iii, 840) the derivative from valeralammonia may be
regarded as di-amylidenammonium-argentamylidenammonium
nitrate, thus

:

Ag Ag
H

2N-0-N0 2 C 5H 10=N—0-N02

H
3
N C

5
H 10=NH

H4N C
6
H 10=NH2

Amylidenamine silver nitrate is insoluble in water, ammonia
water, alcohol and ether, but freely soluble in ammoniacal
alcohol from which it crystallizes. The crystals were too
small and poorly defined for measurement. Hydrates do not
appear*to have formed. Dilute hydrochloric acid decomposes
the body and the filtrate from th rmed yields
on evaporation ammonium chloride. Hydrogen sulphide de-

composes the amylidenamine silver nitrate when suspended in

is the formation of a black mass which contains sul-

phur, silver, a hydrocarbon or undecomposed substance and
ammonium nitrate. The etherial solution after washing with
water was evaporated and the I I

remaining
was dried over oil of vitriol. The following is the analysis

Carbon....
Hydrogen .
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The results indicate a mixture of C,
S
H 30N 3

and 2(C
S
H, S).

The oil has the odor of thiovaleral, and decomposes when aw*
tilled. Hydrochloric acid added to the concentrated etherial

solution of it produces a white curdy mass which was not ob-
tained free from adhering oil. This last product is soluble in

alcohol, ether, and with the separation of an oil in hot water.

Platinic chloride produces at once in the alcoholic solution

small light yellow precipitate and in a few minutes a dark
brownish red curdy precipitate which yields to water, platin-

chloride of ammonium. The red precipitate after washing
with water and alcohol, reacts for platinum, sulphur and a hydro-
carbon. Lack of material prevented further in vestigation of the

product from amylidenamine silver nitrate by the action of

hydrogen sulphide.

New Haven, January 10, 1878.

i small crystals of the

mineral variscite from Arkansas reveals the following facts with

reference to its method of occurrence and crystallization.

The crystals are rarely distinct, but are usually found in

complicated groups, sometimes forming clusters of a sheaf form.

Very rarely single prismatic crystals r~ *-

the

/. v. il and 0. In this crystal

/A 7=1 14° 6'. In general but

one termination is seen, but crys-

tals showing both ends are some-

times found lying on the quartz

e bases being similar

to each other. The thee u is

very small and therefore easily

overlooked, and it is about the 'same size as i, so that these

crystals may readily be mistaken for hexagonal prisms. Crystals

showing a simple termination like that in fig. 1 are seldom seen.ing a simple
More frequently the basal plane is like fig. 2, <

complicated. These planes are often covered rith a thir

opaque white coating, probably of quartz.

A striking peculiarity of this mineral i

that of beryl, which it much resembles v

low power. The crystal figured above is 0*3 mn
and is about the average size of those examined.

Hamilton College Laboratory, January 19th, 1878.

high lustre, like
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In the night of February 3-4, in

acal Charts, I found a star that I eo
being of the tenth magnitude. Some i

t.-ly taken, which showed that the object is a planet

hitherto unknown. Its position was,

Feb. 3, 13 h 46™ 47 s m. t. «=10h
l
m 38 8 -08. 6=+ \\° 23' 34'-l,

from ten comparisons with Dm. +11°. 2173,—the place of this

star being determined by differentiation from LL. 19882, of

which there are several modern determinations, viz : W. I0b.91,

R. 3090, Arg. + 11°.2190. Berlin Mer. Cir. in A. N., No. 1383.

Last night it clouded up, before the planet could be re-ob-

served. But from the measurements of the preceding night fol-

lows the hourly motion -l°-75and +27"'0, or the daily motion
-42» and +li', so that there will be no difficulty in finding

the planet again, it having now alreadv entered upon Chacor-

nac's chart.

There has been some confusion of late in the numbering of

planetoids, arisen from neglect of prompt communication. But
it seems this new member will have to carry the number 180.

ority of discovery remains to me, I propose the name
Eumke, in eommemo' - von by the

Russian armies in their strife for humanity.
Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College, Clinton, N. T., Feb. 5, 1878.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. New mode of Determining Vapor Densities.—Naumanw
has proposed an entirely new mode of determining vapor densi-

ied upon the well established principle that when sub-

stances not miscible with a given liquid are distilled with this

liquid, the quantity of the two :

i ate, is, at a

constant temperature of ebullition, in a constant ratio. Since, on
the mechanical theory of gases, the vapor-tension, other things

being equal, depends on the number of molecules which the vapor

-ought a relation between the OW
ular weights, and the vapor ten-

• constitoenta in the vapor mixture. The results

confirm completely the hypothesis and establish the following
law: The rati., of the quantises of the s

late, expressed in molecular weights, is equal to the ratio of the

vapor-tensions of these constituents in the vapor mixture, meas-
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ured at the temperature of .l.rillit ion. If g is the weight of <

eight and/) its vapor
tension at the hoilin^ point t and under the barometric pressure
/' : and if G lie the weight of the other constituent, M its molec-
ular weight and P its vapor tension also at the boiling point, we
have, by "the above law,

ien, which estab-

3 equation it fol-

If one of the substances be water, m = 1 8,

! tbe quantities of the two bodies found bv analysis in

e, and P— b -p. With naphthalene for example, dis-

tilled in steam, 49'4 grams of water and 8-9 grams of naphthalene

went over at 98-2°, under a barometric pressure of 733 mm. For
t = 98-2°, the tension of aqueous vapory = 712-4 mm. and hence

talene raportension P =b -p= 733-712-4 = 20-6 mm.
The nioleeiilar w eight of water m = 18. Substituting these values,

M = 1 8*
f*

9* 71 2 *4= 1 13. The formula C 10H 8
requires 128.

This is an extreme case, but the result shows that the above

formula, and not any multiple or submultiple of it, is correct. The
method is extension.—Ber. Berl Chem. Ges.,

x, 2098, Jan., 1878. <•• »• b.

2. On anew Oxuh of <»J/Jni I' •< > h <> <>1 — I5i- i:-j m
lot has described a new oxide of sulphur which he calls per- il-

phuric oxide, corresponding to perchromic and permanganic

oxides. It may be obtained by the action of the silent electric

•id, and has been

pared with the * * e actlon ot ele<

city as above. At the i ?"i the walls °}

annular portion are covered with drops of a thick adherent hqi

Exposed to a temperature of 0°, it crvstalliz metmn - m gi

ular indistinct crystals, sometimes in transparent thin md fh x
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tubes containing it. Its composition w
sis and by analysis. Synthetically, the
t '° 11 V:t " ny pump ana measured ; it was

i of the original gas, corresponding to the equation
(SO,)

s+04
=S

1 T+0; or in volumes 4+4 originally and 1 finally.

Analytically by opening the tube under a titered stannous chlo-

. ihe excess of oxygen was determined; and by pre-
cipitation with barium chloride, the sulphuric acid was ascer-
tained. The ratio obtained was SO, :<.):: 10 : 1 ; the theoretical

) S
2 7
=(S0

3 ),
: O or 160 : 16. The same result wa

by simple weighing, the persulphuric oxide formed havi
weight ,,f 104 an ! the constituent sulphurous oxide and oxygen a
weight of 94-1+ 10=104-1, proving it to consist only of sulphur
and oxygen. Persulphuric oxide thus prepared may be preserved
several days near 0°, but at the end of a fortnight it begins to de-

compose. Its acpieous solution rapidly loses oxygen, and its solu-
tion in concentrated sulphuric acid also loses oxygen but more
slowly. It fumes in the air. Its solution in sulphuric acid evolves
oxygen rapidly in presence of platinum sponge. Treated with

is acid, hyposulphuric acid is formed. I'.arium h\ drate
gives barium persulphate, which is soluble in water.— C. R.,
Ixxxvi, 20, January, 1878. g. f. b.

3. Oa the Formation of Ammonium Mtrite in Combustion.—
ZOi.t.Ki: and (..iiiitk have reexamined the assertion of tSchonhein
that ammonium nitrite

itr *u'ei invito ant, since the position of S i

trite and. the o Zone are simultaneous products. They
found that water which had been produced bv the combustion of

hydrogen in atmospheric air gave a distinct reaction both with
Xes«d. rV !«-t and with potassium iodide, starch and a few drops
of acid. Numerous experiments with pure livdro^en—a large
gasometer lull b,.j„._ burned everv dav f.r two months—and pure
air, with pure hydrogen and common air, and with unpurified hy-
drogen, and gave always water containing nitrite. Two to three
hundred cubic centimefcrs of thb ire baryta,
-—Ber. Berl (Jhem. Ges.fx, " " T

. Coal
ji of high fusing poi

, Fittig and Gebhard found that none
this hydrocarbon was present, but that the mass consisted of py-

new hydrocarbon analogous to it. The two were
picrates. "The new hydrocarbon is i

4. On Fli<or>i.:thn)if, < hn<h>ocarbonfrom

obtained from coal tar. Firm, and Gebhard

s of th
soluble in alcohol thai

which Ease at 109°, ana has the composition (J U . The pic

;b from alcohol in long r faring ai
lS'j

c -j-:;-. On oxidation, it vields a mix! \

'

-
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Hence the acid is diphenyleneketonecarbonic acid, with the formula

A tt / , and the hydrocarbon has the constitutional formula^" 3\COOH
C

6
H-CH-CH

I ^ ||
. The authors give the hydrocarbon, therefore,

tin- num..' rluoranthrene, calling attention tn the t':u-t that Schmitz
has proved the identity of Barbier's fluorene with diphenvleneme-
thane. In a postscript, Fittig says that he has just seen the paper
of Goldschmiedt upon idryl, and has no doubt that the hvdrocar-
bon C

llt
H

I0
there described is identical with his fiuoranthrene.—

Ber. lUrJ. ( 'he^. Cits., x, 2141, Jan., 1878. g. f. b.

o. Simple xijHthesis of Formic «<_iil.—Merz and Tibirca have
^udi I the reaction of carbonous oxide upon caustic alkali, ob-

served first by Berthelot, and find that when a current of this gas
is passed over soda-lime at a temperature of about 200° to 2M)°,
the formation of formic acid is rapid. Under favorable conditions
an extremely rapid current of gas is completelv absorbed, forming
an ii structive class experiment. This synthesis is important in

view of the fact that the hydrogen solidified hv Ifietet was pre-
pared by fusing together sodium hydrate and formate

XaOH+H.COONa=CO<°^+H
2
. The fusion took place in

the generator.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., x, 2117, Jan., 1878.

6. Con
traveling the

f'lMiio at 225°-227° and yielding .
'

1 1 N< ) .

identical with the acid* obtained by YVeidel by oxidizing with
nitric acid. On distillation with lime, the salts of this arid yield

pyridine. Hence the acid is pvridine-carbonic acid CHI-
<J001[.~_/;,V . B<rl. r/„,„. <„\. x. •_- ia,;. Jan., i-7<. ' g. f. b.

7. Chemical /y,;/,,*, 7 ,/,y._As recent discussions in the French
Academy, together with the paper of Maiignae. translated in the
'•

-

»>t number ot this Journal, and the correspondence between
! -'

! 't and Marignac which appears i th present number, may
tend to unset th opinions in regard to th« fundamental principles

of modern chemistry, it seems important to rehearse in few words

siderations, which dojaot appear to have been duly
weighed in these discussions. The modern theory of chemistry
assumes the recognition of molecules a- definite magnitudes, and
the law of Avogadro as an accepted principle. It does not artem

|
<t

to justify Ll idence, which is con-

fessedly in.; ;

aite results

Ji^chu.m ,,1 theorv of heat and the kinetic theory of gases, which

*»v« been developed by such masters as Kankine, Clausius, Joule
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and Maxwell, and it is not too much to say that these theories—

as the undulatory theory of light, and the molecule is a vastly more
reasonable rone*'!*! ion than that indefinitely attenuated yet indefin-

itely elastic medium we call the ether. Of the kinetic theory of

gases the principle of Avogadro is a necessary i

-oust be true unless this whole theory " ~ :

ver at present important to consid

ent position of the theory should not acquiesce i

of those out-

side of France—agree. The two great uses of systems, or theo-

ries, in science are to direct investigation and to facilitate the ac-

quisition of knowledge. Of the value of the molecular theory in

chemistry the history of investigation during the last ten years is

sufficient evidence for the first point, and for the second point the

paper of Marignac above referred to furnishes abundant indica-

tion- of the confusion, which would necessarily attend any at-

tempt at the present day to base a system of chemical notation

solely on the early crude conceptions of combining proportions or

chemical equivalents. As we have written in another place. -Our
modern science is a philosophical svstem hased on idea* distinctly

stated and consistently developed." Of course we are far

from believing that the ideas now prevailing are necess:

and it is perhaps to be expected that our modern school will share

the same fate as that which preceded it, but we do believe that

the coming system, whatever it may be, will be based on equally

clear conceptions, and that in attempting to clarify our idea* and

realize our conceptions, we are following the right path and mak-

ing the only satisfactory progress."
As is well known, although the kinetic theory of gases defines

molecular magnitudes, it establishes only their approximat rela-

tions and even these in but comparatively few cases. It thus

gives however the first terms of proportions, whose remaining
terms can be supplied by purely chemical evidence,
obtained by the study of chemical reactions and by qn
chemical analysis. For a limited number of substances the rela-

tive molecular weights as deduced bv chemical methods can be

brought into comparison with those direct! v given by the molecu-

lar theory, mid the agreement is all that could be expected. In-

deed. COBB doftl and

the chemical methods involve, and our great want of knowledge of

the changes of molecular -r i-ii >w ,
', . ^.dmtlv very con-

stantly attend the volatilization of a solid substance, 'it is surpris-

ing that the discrepancies are not more numerous than those

which have as yet appeared ; and to abandon our char concep-

tions and hitherto safe guides on account of a few anomalies,
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uld
tully account for all the deviath

In a recent paper, of which a notice will he found in the previ-

ous numher of this Journal, M. Berthelot, after referring to the
well known principle that the tendency of a chemical system is

toward tt at composition which corresponds to the maximum evo-

lution of heat, writes — "the secret of the decomposition of baric.

e is not to be found in any symbolic considerations
drawn from a figurative arrangement of atoms, but is explained
by very simple and very obvious principles, resulting from tin-

regular action of molecular mechanics." The tone here taken in

regard to the study of structural chemistry, which was also heard
in the debate in the French Academy, --really surprises us. Cer-
tainly these eminent French chemists must know that in Ger-
many the study of chemistry has been during the last ten years
almost solely directed by theories of molecular structure, and that

during this period the German chemists, til us -aided, have done
more to advance their science than all the other nations of th«'

world combined. Moreover, if there are such things as molecules,
and if the present science of "moleruhtr hwhmri's" is a legiti-

mate branch of knowledge, then the so-called "Law of Avoga-
dro" is an established principle, and then also molecular struc-

ture is a necessary inference at least in the only sense in which it

is held by the great masters of modern chemical philosophy.

8. The Laws governing the Formation of Ethers.—IS. Men-
Schutkin recentiv presented to the Russian Chemical Society a

paper of great general interest, as it is one of the first fruits of the

hi h has already yielded such

< hands of Bo^usky. His work relates to the

formation of the a.-efic ethers fn>m sixteen different alohols. and
is in part a revision of that of Berthelot and Pean de St. Gilles, who
were the first to enter this field, but whose researches, as the sci-

ence was not ready for them, have lain neglected since 1863. The
1 the hy'droxyl group, he finds, has a marked effect on

tie etheril jl e first! our b i kg from twenty
to thirtv per cent faster, duriu- the following hours somewhat.

slower for |» y CII 2
OH) than tbi

secondarv (chara.'reriz d bv ( ElOU). while the I nut, that is, the

whole amount of ether which it is possible to form from second-

ary alcohols, \arvin" from ilp.i to 6(3-65 per cent of the t

lower than < -,<>-0l to 82-24 per cent; differ-

ences of m - »do not

affect the h he same for all its members with

;l tew easilv explained exceptions, but do influence the limit,

which increases about two per cent in the p.
1-1 per c iseol 0Ha5 theim-

tial rate and aleoh.ols are 1 -wer t:

the saturated, the rates differing by about ten per cent, and—the



ohols

most i ri, .u- f.-i 't
'.'— r\. \ in 'hi- ivs : h—benzyl and cinnamyl

alcohols have the same initial rate as allyl alcohol in spite of the

wide differences between the aromatic compounds and those of

the fit series, which leave little in common to these substances

i their alcoholic nature: it follows from these facts that new
* can easily be referred to their proper class by determin-

ing their initi il rate i etheriiication. Mensehutkin's somewhat
lengthy discussion of the relative rate, i. e., the rate referred to

the limit seems rather unnecessary, as it is of course a mere func-

tion of the limit, but it is not worth while to dwell on the single

blemish in a paper so full of interesting observations, many of

which cannot &s em b il "f space,

and of valuable sm_^\-Tioijs for future research, notably those in

regard to the bearing of isomerism on the rate ami limit, w Inch it

finished the I Oil) with which he is

now at work.—Ber. Deutsch. < 'hum. <ie*., x, 1728, 1898. C. L. J.

9. Solid Hmh'iyen, ItDisitu <>f Liquhl (h-;/
:
/,-n.—With the ap-

paratus described in the last number of this Journal, M. Putet
has succeeded in both liquefying ami solidifying hydrogen, and
has obtained a product which is described as having a metallic

appearance, and justifying the opinion long since expressed by
Dumas, that hydrogen is a gaseous metal. M. Pictet prepared
f' 1 *>li _ _ i ; smc tormiate with potassu I

drat.

in the "shell" of hi- apparatus (page 139). The pressure in-

creased gradually and in a little more than half an hour it reached

tf.-»" a! in..spheres. At this point the pressure remained stationarv

for some seconds, when " the stop-cock was opened and a jet of a

steel-blue color escaped with a hissing noise." "This jet sud-

denly became intermittent, and the spectators observed a hail <>i

solid corpuscles projected with violence on the ground, where
they produced a crackling noise."

M. Pictet also announces the result of a rough estimate of the

density of liquid oxygen based on many factors, but chief;/ on the

dimensions of his apparatus, and " the variation of pressure cor-

responding ;,. tie- comb nsation of oxygen in the tube immersed
in the carbonic acid." This variation corresponded to 74-2(3 at-

mospheres, and from this he deduces that the tube whose volume
was 46-25 cubic centimeters held 45-467 grams of the
Assuming that the tube was full, the density of liquid oxygen
must Ik- w arl\ th same as th U oi wat« r. an i if, as ~

the tube was not quite tilled, the agreement is still closer. This

density is about one-half of that ofsulphur, and the result is re-

garded by Pictet as a most complete experimental \«

a prediction of Dumas based on the inference that the atomic vol-

umes of oxygen and sulphur must be equal when in the sane- state

'e>n. As the atomic weight of oxv^en is one-halt ot

that ..f sulphur, Dumas had concluded that the densities of the

two substances would bear to each other the same ratio.
In Nature for Jan. 3 1 may be seen a large wood-cut represen-
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tation of the apparatus used by M. Caillelet in his expeiiments

described in our last number. J. i'. «'.. -n:.

10. The effect of Li</ht ,n,d Il,-„t ><r .>„ tin , to -tnval ,;*;*t«nce

uf Srlniutu.—W". Sikmens has undertaken a Ion-- research upon

the photo-electric properties <»t selenium and eonclu<les that its

sensitiveness to light is a peculiar property of this nutal, and funis

that it is not a general property of metals as has been claimed by

l>oriistein. Siemens points out the use of selenium as a photom-

eter for lights of all colors. The photometers now in use do not

admit of the comparison of colored lights with mueli precision.

When we pronounce that twTo lights of different colors are equal,

ever, gives unmistakable indication- for the strength o| lights ot

all colors. Unfortunately there is no means at present of gradu-

ating and obtaining the values of the scale division- ot such a

scale, but without much success. He hopes, however, that other

observers with better means may be more successful — .
inn. d>r

Pit //,//• ,,„.] rhtmie. No. 12, 1877, p. 521. ->• t.

11. On the Influent of Liaht »/><>„ th, tkctrh-.il ,-,*,*„,„* »/

3Pt,d« ; bv (t. IIaiskmax.v.—The author has >ubmitted the re-

nil! of Bornstein upon the above subject to proof. He used %

very sensitive galvanometer and a thermo-electric element ot iron

and copper from which, by keeping the ends at a constant differ-

ence of temperature, he \va\s enabled to obtain a con-taut electro-

motive force. When the metals were intercalated in the e.iv.nt

and their resistanc was ol» t-r\ed which

could be attributed to the effect of light. Another method de-

pending upon damped vibrations was used with the -am. Milt.

:i! 'd llausemann therefore concludes that Bernstein i> m error in

attributing the effect- he obtained to light.
_

In auot i.

discusses the results obtained bv iioniMein m phot. -* lectncit \

:i"d fails to confirm the results of that investigator.— Ann. tier

Physik and Chemie, No. 12, 1877, p. 521. '• T-

12. On Electromagnetic and Colo,,,<:,;> „l,s„h,t, n„->i*m t„u „t*.

—Prof. H. T. Weber in a paper not yet concluded. di-cus-.s the

'•ariou- n-uit-. obtained bv dim r- in" observers for the value ot

Siemens' resistance unit, and concludes from three

^ !» t m i-llt Kilt fl T Tl, 1 lg< Uf 1 -o - l't U
1

V UM
Will,. W,l.-r, 1'. Kohlrau- h and !.. \. rei,/. ;ir- :df. ct< d w ith

errors of observation. Prof. II. T. Weber finds tor the value oi

ression

/millimA
1 S. 11 U. = 0-9550 X 1010(^c7/

Weber concludes his first paper as follows :— ,

rents of va r --IS
ta.-r-. The opinion ot M. L ^a.uI
tweenthe results found by M M. W ber,

- tnce Committee was tne come
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quence of oar imperfect knowledge of the laws of such induced

of galvanic observations nowadays at our disposal, he carried out

with such exactness and certainty as can only be attained in lew
departments of physics. The notion widely accepted among
physicists, that absolute measurements of resistance belong to

those physical measurements which are capable of giving only

roughly approximate values, and require peculiarly equipped
legalities for carrying them out—an opinion to which W. Siemens.

among others, has given expression in the sentence ' we may cer-

tainly pronounce positively that even the most practised physic-

ist-, -ipplied with the most perfect instruments and localities,

will not be able to make absolute resistance measurements that

would not differ by some percentage'—is refuted by the above
results of experiment. According to my experience, these meas-

urements can be effected with tolerable accuracy with very scant

means and in moderately equipped foe;dii v s."— /V//7. JA /,</., .Ian.,

1 878, p. 30. j. T.

13. Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the Johns Hop-
k;,ix University, Nos. 4-8. 22 pp. 8vo. Baltimore, December.
1877.—No. 4, on the oxidation of Bromet hyl-tohiene and of similar

substitution-products, by H. N. Mouse and I. Bemsex; No. 5,

on the oxidation of xylenesulphonic acids, by M. W. Ilks and I.

Remsen; No. 6, on aeetylamidopheno -. l.y II. N. Mouse; No. 7,

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Annual Report of the Wisconsin f,',<<>h. </i>;,/ Survey for the

year 1877; by T. C. Chamberlain, Chief Geologist.— i

'

able notes on the local geology of portions of the "-

Report contains brief d< -eriprions of new Silurian fossils of V\ i>-

consin. '1'he Potsdam sandstone afforded the species />

. and new species of each of the following genera of d'rifo-

bites: ' •>„ » /„W//,.s. i ,-> r ',

r f, ihi
. /7y h.i^.is. A'f>•//>'/"-: - 1

/''""-

//'-//'/.* and Kin,,! ,,
'/,, ,!„* ,- and the Lower niuunesian limestone

' -ilobites, of the genera Dicellocephalus (near Bathyimis of Bill-

" and species of S>woyyra,
species also are

Niagara groups.
The R port .doses with a biographical notice of Moses Strong.
who had been one of the assistant geologists of the Survey.

2. Geological Survey of New Jersey. Annual Report ot

Ge.)I:..;e I {. Cook, State Geologist, for the year 1*77.—The "nal

report on the clay district of Middlesex ( omitv, states that the

iy in some parts is 10,000 tons an acre, and single acres

led 40,000 tons
; that in a single year 265,000 tons of fire

clay and 20,000 of stone-ware clay have been dm* : and there is

no reason why this amount should not be quadrupled.

uiiuunra, oi ine genera i >

ings) and Ilkenum*. beside E>to>,t}J>>tlus, a

Metoptoma and Leptmna. A number o
described from the Trenton. Hudson Riv
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Professor J. C. Smock gives a valuable account of the drift of
New Jersey, with the courses of the glacial stria-. The direction
is snntj,,i;st on the western slope of the Bine Mountain in Sussex
and Warren Counties, at the zinc vein of Mine Hill in Franklin,

on the west slope of Palisade Mountain at Bergen Hill, on First
and Second Mountains west of Orange, and some other points; it

is southeast on the top of Palisade Mountain at various points

from Alpine to Newark and mostly between S. 15° E., to S. -15°

ern slop,' of Blue Mountain along Greenville turnpike, N. Y., at

High Point, Blue Mountain, on eastern slope of Blue Mountain
Southwest of Branchville, and on First and Second Mountain west
of Paterson. The southern edge of the drift in New Jersey is

stated to pass along the line of Short Hills extending from Berth
Amboy, on the north side of the Raritan, to the First Mountain.
Between First and Secoml Mountains it tills the valley for less

than half a mile south of the Morris and Kssex railroad. It may
thence he traced to Lon u- Hill, Morristown Dover ami on to the

Delaware below Belvidere. -The whole line of this moraine is

remarkably plain and well defined."
3. Bulletin ,,/ th, C»;t,,J St.itr* G>»h>ylml and Gvnynij-hirul

s>irr< if
]'. V.'iFyyi.kn. Geologist in charge. Vol. iv, No. 1.

—

This number of the Bulletin contains papers by G. B. Se.vnktt
on the Ornithology of the Rio Grande; by EL D. Cope on Creta-

ceous and Tertiary fishes, and on Professor Owen's remarks on the

iorpha; by V. T. Chambeks on new Tineina, etc., from

Texas; by A. R. Grote on Noctuida . hi, th -. < i itbi in :
l»y

J. S. Kingsley on N. American species of Alplieus; bv lb. C . E.

M,Ciii;sxky on The Mammals of Fort Sis<e<on. Dakota; by R.

Riogeway of the American Herodiones ;
by S. II. S. iooku on

theButterfli.-..|--«..i:r:„:-i. I'rali .. -d A-v ma: by Di-. Con s and

Yarroav on the Herpetology of I ': by l)r-

E. Coues on the Consolidation of the hoofs in tin Virginian I. r.

and on a breed of solid-hoofed pigs apparently established in

In the case of the deer the consolidation is confined to the horny

substance of the true hoof.

With regard to the pigs of Texas, the «>,, >> h-.hj

solidungulat,
. an 1 the am h\ h-i- i tin- t. rmina! pi d: m_< -

»_[
tie

toes has produced :. -
"'' :1XIS ot r '"' U,U ' > -

. the other •

>e which is curiously like the frog of

the horse's hoof. The breed is so

dency to revert to the original at

Mr. G. YV. Maruock. of Helotes, Bexar Co..'

mens and facts to Dr. Coues, states that ii

hooted boar with a sow of the ordinary ty

litter have the peculiarity of the male paivn
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Dr. Coues states that there is here a change from an artiodac-
tyle (or even-toed) mammal to a perissodaetyle (or odd-toed).
This is true if we look only at the literal meaning of the word
perissodactyle. But in actual structure, the animal is no less
artiodactyle than before ; for the two toes are still present as

much as before, although coalesced at extremity ; and the fourth,
the outer of the two, equal* th, thinl—which is the grand "charac-
teristic of artiodactyles and determines that even stroke of the
foot to which is due the possibility of the coalescence of the two
metacarpal or metatarsal bones into a "cannon" bone. J. r». d.

4. Report on the Gen,,,.-,,,,/,;,,,/ .,.,,/ a, ,,/,„//,„/ >,/,,-. ,, „f the,

Rocky M>„nt ih, lb <)>>»> ; by Major J. W. Powell, in charge of
the survey. 20 pp., 8vo.—This report is a brief and very general
statement of the work done by Major 1 '•> well's e\pe lition in 1876.
The region investigated lies mainly within rhe TVi -ritory of Utah.
The work of the primary triangulations was under Professor A. H.
I H<> '.!!-<. v ;iiid the topographic iii two parties, under .Mr. W. II.

Graves and .Mr. J. II. IIknsifvwk. ' Jcolngh-al investigations were
carried forward by Major Powell, Mr. J. K. Gilbert and Captain
C. E. Dutton. The results also include researches in the depart-
ments of Botany and Ethnography, besides the taking of photo-

:'...ii of the climate of I'tah with
reference to the rise and fall of Great Salt Lake.

5. On ths variations of the Decorticated Leaf-scars of certain
s;

:/ ;!i,, r ; , : ,,„,/,,„ //„ ,.„.,-, , flll „,*,,/• (/,, L,,,f.*,;,,* >•)' L [*'>•!<<-

ihinifnn ai-uh:.,ii„,,t>\v\-\\\n'\-yi\ \,\ IIii:\iw 1 ..
[•'

\ 1 1;< iiilo.—These
two papers from the Annals of the N. Y. Academy of Science,

rated by several excellent plates, showing the variety
of forms which occur in the markings of one and the same

6. Elements of Geology ; a text-book for Colleges and the
general reader; by Joseph LeConte, author of '• Beligion and
Science," and Professor of Geologv and Natural History in the
I Diversity of California. 588 pp. 8vo, with numerous wood cuts.

—Professor LeConte is well known to the readers of this Journal

vision, the glaciers of the Sierras
the lava floods of the Cascade Mountains and other parts of the
Panne slope, a theory of the origin of the earth's features, and on
a theory with regard to periods of catastrophe being •critical

lie development of species, besides some other topics.
His work on Geology opens with 'the Dynamical department of
the science, taking up first the subjects of atmospheric aid aqueous

• - .; ... .-, ,....; -.

and gives with ability and clearness the facts and principles. Tart
; tural geology, treats of the structure and positions of

stratified and igneous rocks, the arrangement and condition of

• or chronological order of strata, mineral
veins, and the structure, origin and er .da of mountains. Part
III is occupied with Historical geology. The illustrations are
numerous and well selected.
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7. Contributions to the Fossil Flora of the Western lerritorie*.

Part II. The Tertiary Flora; hyLvo Lksqvvaikvx . is77. pp.

366, and 65 lithographic plates, 4to.—This noble and important

volume, one of the latest and ripest fruits of Dr. Hayden's Geo-

logical and Geographical Survey, is just issued, and at this

moment we can only ai ! • A critical account

of it may in due time be given, either from the paleontological or

botanical point of view, or from both.

Also the paper on Zand Plants recently discovered m the

Silttri'in rorks ,,f th< Unit,:,! Shite*, published in the Proceedings

of the American Philosophical Society, of October last (with a

plate) deserves particular mention. The disyo\er\ of >ome^ot

these remains was recorded in this Journal. i \
January, I -

<
t

;

but new materials and new studies have continued Mr. Lesque-

reux in his opinion of their character. Meanwhile/ 'omit >apor.a

has reported the finding of a branch of a Fein m the Silurian

slates of Angers, France, announcing at the same tune the prior

American discovery. JL*
G-

8. The rocks of the " Chloride formation" on the \\>.^m

border of the X- >r //m-> >< re,,h>„ : ln-fh^na: W I1awks.-1h a

contribution from the Sheffield Laboratory* on the above named

subject, the writer gave analyses of several specimens of rock

from the so-called " Chloritic formation," and pointed out the

resemblance in composition between these rocks and -

rocks. By the aid of the microscope the rocks were inter

pyroxenic. On a further
1 found that the mineral, supposed to 1

blende, and that tl. -

These rocks present many very u

ties, iinionu' which are some that distinguish them vi-i

the eruptive diorites, and I refer those who are interested in the

subject to the forthcoming volume
ical survev, K - :iU '

''•-' !l " ><
'' " !

,"ich a revision of my previous studyf upon these rocks

will be found.
9. Elevated Quaternary beds Laml ami No

Greenland.—The December number of the Annals and Magazine

of Natural Histon o -ntains an article on these evidences of former

Arctic subsidence and elevation, by H. V> . F ki. pkn", naturalist to

the late Arctic Expedition. The author speaks of his communi-

cation as a supplement to a paper on the same subject^by Dr.

Gwyn Jeffreys, in the September number ot t

md h i hides also t

ing a genera «I !
OT

,
t0 be Perfectly

correct
'

* This Journal, Feb., 1876. t
^id., Aug., 1876.
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nlaud shell beds

the Miocene there has been "a subsidence of over a thousand
feet, and a subsequent upheaval to a similar altitude." The
beds overlie also the other rocks of the country. The shells are

largely the same that occur in the (diamplain deposits of the St.

Lawrence Piver and the Labrador and Maine coasts: such as,

Sit.rirarn ruy<>m, Mya tninrata, Cardo/m Idanda-uia. Tel-

Una ral.-arla, A.-ifaf, >„,,-, ,///.<. /',-./,„ <;,-<> nln„ d;,;,tt and others.

The paper particularly describes the several localities, and is fol-

lowed by a note by Mr. Jeifreys, giving a list of the fossils ob-

served and their localities.

10. A Seal from the Leda Clay i Cha^daoi h< ds) of the Ot-

tawa valley.—Dr. Dawson describes this seal as, the common
<iiv.mlaud species, />',., r.t ti mnlandica. It occurs in the clays of

Green's creek, which have "afforded beautiful specimens of the

Capelin ami other fishes, and also of marine shells of northern and
cold-water types."— Canadian Naturalist.

11. Notes on the Mini-rainy,] and Prtmyrapha >>f Boston and
>•;,;., ;t

;/ : l )y \[. Ki.waim.s YVai>sw«.i;tii. -The' rocks examined
by Mr. Wadsworth are all from the vicinity of Boston. They are

proved to belong to the doleritic type, although they have in

the past been classed by different authors under various names
as "diorytes," "syenites," etc. The microscopical examination
has shown that the normal and essential constituents of the

rocks are augite, feldspar, and magnetite; thev contain also

apatite, olivine, pyrite, hornblende, and perhaps biotite. The
rocks from most of the localities are marked bv a greater or less

degree of alteration, in some the change being slight, while in

others the decomposition-pro hu-t - viridite" forms with magnetite
the mass of the rock. The rocks which have previously been

called " diorite" and " trap" are considered to be identical and of

the same age, while the • givuM-m-'- ^ i,i ( .|, sh ( ,w more altera-

tion are regarded as older. The localities for the different rocks

examined, are stated, and the microscopical characters given with

Mr. Wadsworth gives in the beginning of his paper a list, cov-

ering six pages of the published articles upon subjects connected
with the m: tts.—Ptoe.
Jia,t, ttl X.,t. ///</.->„... V i,. ,M7 , May, i 877 .

12. Analysis of Sam -,,'sk-!h fr „n Mdehell Co., North Caro-
lina; by Prof C. F. H.vmmki.s'bki:,;.— Die North < 'aroiina -am-
arskite has already bee , lTl i! V / d b\ M -, K. li. ^wall «. I'i- •

O. D. Allen and Dr. J. Lawrence Smith see this Journal. III. ^b
362, and xiv, 130). Prof. Rammelsberg, who has contributed so

much to our knowledge of this u also pab-
lished an analysis of the same mineral. It is as follows :—
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Cb a 5 Ta,0, SnO a U0 3 Fe3 3(Mn2 3 ) Ce3 3* Y 2 3 ErO
41-07 14-36 0-16 1090 14-61 2'37 6"10 10'80

* With a little Di.

The formula deduced from the above is 8

where ft=Y
2 , Fe2 , Ce2

(Er
3 ),

each double .

alence of six (Y= 92, Ce= 1 38). The Amer
from the Uralian mineral in the high percentage
and of the element erbium.

—

Ann. Phys. it. Chei

III. Botany and Zoology.

pp.
cal Club, having advanced the idea

Andrewsii were cleistogamous,
because generally seen with corolla closed, we mentioned: 1, that
the corolla opened in bright sunshine for a short time, also that

humble bees (as others had also recorded) bodily entered even
the closed flowers, and would therefore cross-fertilize them: 2,

that then was i m it t I ;
ttioii loi ulterior -elf-fertilization ; the

pollen long remaining fresh on the ring of extrorse anthers, in such

position that when the stigmas of the flower tardily matured,
diverged, and became revolute, a part of the stigmatic surface

commonly came into contact with n
; but this

only some time after exposure to the chance of a pollenized enter-

ing bee. In the Torrey Bulletin for December last, (vi, Is!'). Mr.

Meehan follows this up with some observation- and with other

statements which, on account mainh >t the singular deductions,

ma\ . il for a brief remark II< states that (r^nfntna Andrmrsii
in his leighborhood behaves differently, ana* that the flowers
" do not last a long while." Between this and " a rather long

while," the discrepancy is not very explicit, and it is more than

done awav with by the statement following, that -the ovarium,

however, continues'to grow, and soon pushes itself through the

mouth of tic b remain
in a receptive condition for some time after exposure." This is

equivalent r > lasts for a week or two, which

is certainly a long while, and doubtless too long. For we are

«'"idident that when the ovarv, or rather the maturing capsule, is

thus exserted out of the mouth of the fading corolla

no longer- remains in a receptiv. condition." If it has not been

Then follows this: "The only difficulty with me is, that I do

not see where the pollen to cross-fertilize is to come from. Mr.

Darwin teaches that pollen from th *ai

growing uii.hr similar condiii-.ii>.. is practi

tion." This i- e.ptivai. nt to savit _ that tl en is no '• practica

for a be. to fly from the one to the other; which i< making what

'"-Mr. Darwin teaches " extinguish cn»-fi-rtilization effectually !
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; with me, bees or other insect?

le plant, and th<

returning, and again going "back, continuously going
, and then away to another many yards away,
1 again going Nark, continuously going and

zealous cross-fertilizer, so beautifully arranged by
iould do, . . . whatever they may do elsewhere." Cer-

tainly only the bees in the writer's bonnet behave in this way, or

were ever thought to do so.

The article continues thus: "However, it is well to reoocniw
the tact, that plants, and no doubt insects, behave differci.tk in

different places. .For instance, Mr. Darwin, from English experi-

ments, utterly denies that Linurn perenne can fertilize itself with

its own pollen. He says we may as well "sprinkle over it so

much inorganic dust. But a single plant which I brought with

me from Colorado, in 1873, bears fruit freely in my garden every

year. It shows that how a plant may behave in one place, is no

rule as to how it will elsewhere." This extremely remarkable
induction of a general rule.— thai plants and inserts cannot be

depended upon for behavior,— is inferred from two instances, one

of which has been sufficiently examined; and now a few words
may dispose of the other. Mr. Meehan must have noticed (in Forms
of Flowers, p. 9 2 ) that Darwin's result has been completely con-

firmed by Hildebrand ; and he might have read, on p. 100, the

statement, taken from Alefeld, that no American species is hctero-

styled; and on p. 100, that the Colorado plant, JJnmn L- "vW ;
.
of

Pur>h, the American representative of L. perenne, is suspected to

be a.t si ii, t sjm eh s, oi a sort fulk . ip ibie ot s< It- . rti izing This

is what Mr. Meehan's observation goes to prove: and so. instead

ugnt evidence ot the correctness of Mr. Darwin's

We looked upon Mr. Meehan's little article as a piece of

pleasantry, and should not have referredlo it if it had not been

noticed abroad as something serious. a. g.

2. Historic Filleain ; an Fspvsitinn of the X/ture, Xnwher
and Organography of Ferns, d-e. Bv.h'.ns Smith, A.L.S., Kx-

Curator of the Royal Gardens. Kew, etc. London :
Macmilhui A:

Co., 1875 ; re-issued 1877. 12mo, pp. 429. And with 30 litho-

s.—The title page proceeds to state, that this vol-

ume contains a review of the principles upon which genera are

I the systems of classification of the principal authors

;

with a new general arrangement; charact< r> ot the genera; re-

marks on their rela* ;~~ l

Smith is, perhaps, the oldest liviuu' pteridi
had his eye-sight was one oi the best. Xo
i»:it. 1} ai .1 ext< tis'p ch a pnainted with Fei

_

talent for systematic arrangement He wa
first to use the characters of venation, wl
tiously suggested for I
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to use them with better judgment than Presl, upon an ampler

store of materials. His papers, published in 1841-184::, were

thought very valuable; and he has since endeavored to make his

arrangement mure natural. Having nearly a thousand species of

Ferns growing under his care, he was led to study their mode of

growth, especially of the caudex, and the disposition of tin- Ironds

upon it. He find's three distinct modes or types, u hich \ve cannot

\ brief notice explain, upon which he founds main divisions in

? Marattiacm ; the other t wo designated

eatly, but not so absolutely,

divide the typical true Ferns into two great divisions. Succeed-

ing systematists may not assign to these characters so high a

place, but they cannot overlook them.

The present handy volume does not take the place of a Species

FUk-uHt. It merely gives the names of the leading species,

" the chief aim of the work being the definition of genera, and
nt modes of growth,

venation, and fructification." It has good indexes, a list of *era

authors, the etymology of generic names, and is altogether a

useful book both to botanists and amateurs. To those who do not

possess a considerable botanical library, it would appear to be in-

dispensable.
" Ferns of North

commendable. The
• nds to p. 43: The three plates illustrate, A*r/y«u„.

ebeneum, the ambiguous .1 . J. i.l**. Ji»t, y. f.:, „ 1.
..<-<./,-

..v hnni'j'innsi! and < . '"^"'"''.

vs. of the latter not included. \l-u ring to the re-

mark at the close of the account of Asplenia- .h, ,„,<„,. u« sug-

gest that the best of all reasons for adhering to this specific name,

is that it is the earliest given for this AspUntum as such, a g.

4. List of Fn„ ,. ,: // •' ;, th, r;,-!„;ty ../ /;-

;

,/o,,. part -J. and

. d-e. From Bulletin of the Bussey In.'.t, ,(„,,,, vol
;

...

pp. 224-252.—The principal bulk and chief mt. n rtof

: ,t are called the "Remarks," which are criti-

cal studies of development, svnonytny. Arc, ol various interesting

minute Fungi, beginnin- :
with the fh y,- »/;,.. ,. unicellular para-

stmh . f their development, Prof. Farlow show> that

,
.,..;;., :

-
:

-•
. :

"

figured under \arfon~ ti:in..-. i- :' >// '

genus, and seemimrlv not distinct trotu

-

grims; but. what is better for science, a .

ronfsne
a. The synonymy of various spe-

cies Jf Vromyces is given in detail, and various newly proposed

species are referred to Schw
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5. Journal of the Lim
taming together almost 2

MaroccancBy by John Ball, based on the collections made
nself ; a critical study,

! species. Thus far it

reaches the beginning of the Urnbelliferce. a. g.

6. Guide du Botaniste in Beljiqu, {Phnttes rirantes et fos-
siles), par Francois Crepin. Bruxelles and Paris, 1878. pp.
495. 18mo.—A handbook for the tyro in Botany, giving bttB

just the information he most needs,' and which, without such

help at the outset, he will be a long while in obtaining;

—

details

for herborization
;
preparation of specimens; formation of her-

for exchangee ; nature and ebs
of different sorts oi' botanical books, and how to use them ; how
to write them, moreover; and a useful section on the correction of

[.root's; the botanist's library and what it must needs contain;
selection of some of the principal floras and botanical periodicals of

the day; a choice of European Ex*ir<-<tt>< ; sketch of the princi-

ples and methods of vegetable paleontology, with detailed instruc-

tions lor collecting and managing specimens; systematic lists of

the more important works on fossil plants, etc. This all be-

longs to the first part of the volume, and is general. The second
part ucivt'Sthe history of Botany in Belgium, beginning with Jean de

Saint-Arnaud of Tournai (born in the year U'Oo), and coming down
to the present day; an account ot botanical instruction in Bel-

gium; of the Botanic Gardens, Scientific Societies and Libraries,

Herbaria, etc.; then the geographical botanv of the country;
'

t parts of Belgium, '

of each district
;

t.i . -
, and. finally, a cata-

logue of all the works of Belgian botanists, or those who have
sojourned in Belgium long enough to be so accounted, from
Anselme de Boodt, 1640, and Clusius, downward. No other
country has such a hand-book. A. g.

7. A curious „ /,ir f, ,>;,,,, /., h,x>rt-f\rt>r,:;-tt'u>i, hi 7V/cW» //"/

d in a letter from Mr. I.* J. Isaman, of Bangor, Cali-

fornia, in a letter to Prof. Bessey of Iowa Agricultural" College.

T. lanceolatum, a verv common California annual.
'

„ of the two states of the blossom

of the process, which he describes as

follows

:

" The tube of the corolla is bent upon itself when in its normal
On inserting a pin or a small splint, the tube is

i. and the stamens and pistil are thrown forward,
and strike very forcibly upon the back of any intruding insect.

I have watched bees for hours, gathering honey from these

1 have been very much amused by the performance."
The sketches well show how the operation may take place.

But we must ask our Californian botanists to verify it, and to

character and cause of the movement or ehauge
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of position ; also to send us seeds for raising the plant ; for this

species is not in cultivation. Our two Eastern species should
likewise be examined in this regard. a. g.

8. Botanical Necrology of 1877.—This contains an unusual

number of noted names. The following are the principal.

Mrs. Maria Emma Gray, widow of the late Dr. .1. K. Gray,

died, at the age of 90, a little before the last year began, viz :

was a keen student of Algos, in which order her name is com-

memorated by the genus Grayemma, established by her hushand.

Pleasance Smith, widow (since 1828) of Sir James Edward
Smith, although not herself a botanist, should have a place of

honor in the list. She died Feb. 3, 1877, at the age of Kit years !

A short obituary notice appeaivd in this Journal, April last.

Guiseppe de Notauis, lonir Professor of Botany at Genoa,

translated to Rome in 1872," a cryptogamie botanist of much
celebrity, died January 22, 1877, in his 71st year.

Wilhelm IIofmeistek, Professor at Tiihingen, a most distin-

guished vegetable anatomist, died, January 12, 1877, in the 53d

year of his age. His death was noticed in last year's necrology.

Alexaxdki: I5i:\r\. Professor of Botany at Berlin Un

72d year,

the June

' the age, died, March 29,

i obituary notice was duly given in this

E. Bourgeau, one of the best and im-st p. r>, v. ring botanical

collectors of our day, who crossed the American continent at the

north with Palisser, and made his last collection in Mexico dur-

ing the French occupation, died in France early in the year.

Themistoole Lestiiu-ix.is, formerly Professor of botany at

Lille, where he succeeded hi- father and -raudt'ather, and who

was an author of considerable note in his day, died last summer
at the age of 80.

Hugh Algernon Weddell. English in 1-irth. French by adop-

tion, author of the untinMied t'bl //.< . i .d\.„. and ot ...

"fthe f',-t;.;.t. !'.,.J.:st /,-,</. and ' 7„ ;..., ./. atirM-ela-sy-teu :.'i.-

botanist, died in August last, of heart-li-a-. . at the ag.' ot •"-.

Filippo Parlatork, Professor and ( urator of the Miwum at

Florence, author of a Flora Jtalncxi, of a monograph of the

species of Cotton oi tin < >< i r . > <
' '

H*'"-

and other works in systematic botany, die 1 at Morence, Septem-

ber 9, at the age of 6 1.
,

Prof. Johiu Darby, author of a Botaay rf tf*j i

Pnited States, .lied in Aiiuni-t last, at th <- '.' }
~

'• \-iM>oituar\

notice apnea -
A 'V

9. I. JJesmidiece et (Edogoniece ; by O. Nokdstedt and \.

Witt-rock. II. Bohuslands (Edogonieer. III. Aonnullw Alga
<„;,,., ,/, . V.;^i;,.,.-Mu three papers

just named appeared in the Proceedings of the Academy ot hci-

ence of Stockholm, and each is accompanied by a plate. I he

species described in the first named paper were collected by
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Nordstedt himself in Italy and the Tyrol. The desnrids were
determined by Nordstedt and the CEdogonia? by Wittrock. The
species from Brazil, which with two exceptions "are desmids, were
collected by A. Glaziou and E. Warming. w. g. f.

10. A new Sf. f .-;, a <,r el,!,mi, •'< /!->.„• American Waters; by T.

Gill.—One of the most unexpected discoveries recently made
in American ichthyology is that of a species of the genus Chi-

mcera, of which a specimen has lately been sent to the Smithso-
nian Institution, It wa- caught southeast of the La Have hank,

in lat. 12° 40' N., Ion. 63° 23' W., at a dep'h of :{;><> fathoms,
with a bait of halibut. A close comparison of the specimen with
individuals of the European Chimcera mom'
dent that it does not belong to that species, 1

tin. t specific form. It may be named Chimcera plumbea". and
diagnosed as follows:—A Chimara with the snout acutely pro-

duced : the ante-orbital flexure of the suborbital lino extending
little above the level of the inferior margin of the orbit ; the dor-

sals close together; the dorsal spine with its anterior surface

rounded; the ventrals triangular and pointed; the pectorals
extending to the outer axil of the ventrals; and the color uni-

formly plumbeous. By these characters the species is readily

separable from tho i'lilmttra monstrosa and other species of the
genus.—Proc. Phil. Soc, Dec-. 22, 1*77, Washington.

11. Dr. W. M. Gabb on Dr. Warring '« paper on the grenrth-

,•;„<,, ,./ ,,,>,,. ;,.„„„* ,,/„„/, .i 2,,-i.nf ,./ '„!t, ,-..., t ;,., f .w/,?uM) in the
last volume of this Journal, page 394. (From a letter to the
Editors, dated Santo Domingo, Dec. 30, 1877.)—Dr. Warring's
paper, in the November number of the Journal, raises a question
that I, in my ignorance, thought had been settled long ago. I

have lived so long in the tropics that I feel almost as if I had a

right to speak " as one having authority." I have had abund.n r

means of observation, and am thoroughly convinced that the con-

\<d at by the Doctor are correct. I can only demur
at one

: I have never seen an exogen without rings (3).
The mahogany tree grows here at the average rate of one inch

diameter per annum. Now the one-half inch radius certainly
contains an average of three rings—whk
corn-pond to wet and drv seasons, to v
nor yet to the time of the fructification of the pla..„.

I might go farther : Santo Domingo is eighteen to nineteen de-
grees north of the Equator. But I have seen the same facta

amply proven ten degrees farther south, where there is practically

the rainy season lasts twelve
months in the year, and where the trees are, to all appearances,
equally vigorous at all seasons of the year.

IV. Astronomy.

1
.
On the age of the Sun in relation to Evolution ; by Jambs

Croll.—One_ of the most formid
; fche theory of

length of time which it demands. On
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this point Professor Haeckel, one of the highest authorities on the
subject, in his "History of Creation/' 1ms the following:—" Dar-
win's theory, as well that of Lyell, renders the assumption of im-
mense periods absolutely necessary. ... If the theory of

development be true at all there must certainly have elapse. I im-
mense periods, utterly in-> >iu-< i\ ;ii>ic to us, during which the
gradual historical development of ihe animal and vegetable pro-
ceeded by the slow transformation of species. . . . the peri-
ods during whi h speeles origi -

I b\ gradual i ran<mutai ion,

must not be calculated by single centuries, but l.y hundreds and
''} millions of ceniui'ies. livery process of development is the
more intelligible the longer it is 'assumed to last/'

There are few evolutionists, I presume, who will dispute the
accuracy of these statements; but the question arises, does phys-
ical science permit the assumption of such enormous periods?
We shall now consider the way in which Professor Ha>ek< I en-

deavors to answer this question and to meet the objections urged
against the enormous lapse of time assumed for evolution.

"I beg leave to remark," he says, "that we have not a single

rational ground for conceiving the time requisite to be limited in

any way. . . . It is absolutely impossible

assuming
'

>phical poii

whether we hypothetically assume for this process t

l(;n ih->u<and 'millions of years. . . . In the same way as tne
distances between the different planetary systems are not calcu-

lated by miles but by Sirius-distances, each of which comprises

; miles, so the organic history of the earth must not be
calculated by thousands of years, but by palseontological c

•Iv nupossihle to >

long periods of

nt of view it make

il periods, each of which comprises many thousands of years,

and perhaps mi thousands of years."

Statements more utterly opposed to the present state of modern
science 01 ly well be made. Not only have
physicists fixed a limit to the extent of time available to the evo-

lutionist, but tliev have fixed it within very narrow boundaries.

Every one \ ill admit that tli. organic history of our globe

must have been limited by the age of the sun's heat. The extent
of time that the evolutionist is allowed to assume depends, there-

tbre, on Mie answer to the question, what is the age of the sun's

heat? And this again depends . from what
source* has he d.-riv.d his energy? The sun is losing heat at the

enormous rate of 7,000 horse-power on every square foot ot'-urfa.-.-.

And were it composed of coal its combustion would not maintain

the present rate of radiation for 5,000 years. Combustion, there-

fore, cannot be the origin of the heat.

Gravitation is now aim^t m;

conceivable source from which the sun could have obr

energy. The contraction the "ltz 1S the

°»e generally accepted, but the total amount of work performed
'•}- uia\i:..iiou in ih«. ,-.nd- nation of the sun from a nebulous

mass to its present size could only have afforded twenty mUhon
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years' heat at the present rate of radiation. On the assumption
that th, sin 'sdensiu increases towards the center, a few additional

[light be obtained. But on every conceivable
mppcwBtkH! gravitation could not have afforded more than twenty
or thirty million years' heat.

Professor Haeckel may make any assumption he chooses about
the age of the sun, but he must not do so in regard to the age of
tin Min's heat. One who believes it inconceivable that matter can
either be created or annihilated may be allowed to maintain that

the sun existed from all eternity, but he cannot be permitted to

s that our luminary has been losing heat from all eternity
If 20,000,000 or 30,000,000 years do not suffice for the evolutic

hen either f
i heat will \

theory, then either that or the gravitation theory of the origin of
" " :M have to be abandoned.

_ he hum b- at lo.e-t tlnvi time- greater than'it could
• had the sun derived its heat simplv from the conden-

its mass. This proves that the o-ravitation theory of the
origin <<i the sun's heat is as irrecoiwilahle with geological facts
as it is, according to Iloeckcl, with those of evolution, and that

-* have been some other source, in addition, at least, to
mm which the sun derived its store of energy.

1 hat other source is not so inconceivable as has been assumed,
"

: eonceivable that the ui bulous mass from which the
u<'d by couden-satinn might have been possessed of an

-"re of heat previous to condensation. And tbii exces-
sive temperature may be the reason why the mass existed in a

or rarefied condition. Now if the mass were originally
1,1 l heated conditio! then in condensing it would have to part
not merely with the heat of cond ih the heat

possessed.
The question then arises—By what means could the nebulous

|^i- have become incandescent? From what source could the
heat have been obtained ? The dynamical theory of heat affords,
as was shown several years ago (Phil. Ma- for .May, 1868), an

>ti.m. The answer is that the energy in

t heat possessed by the mass may have been derived
'« #/»»-e. Two bodies, earl, one-half the mass of the

sun, moving dir,cth toward- each other with a velocity of 476
miles per second, would, generate in a nngU

'<',000 years' heat. For two bodies of that mass.

•tyof 476 miles per second, would possess
4,149X10 foot-pounds of kinetic energy, and this, converted into
heat by the stoppage of their motion, would give out an amount
of heat which would cover the present rate of the sun's radiation
for a period of 50,000,000 years
There is nothing very extraordinary in the velocity which we

have found would be required to generate the 50,000,000 years'
beati m the case of the two supposed bodies. A comet having an
orbit extending to the path of the planet Neptune, approaching
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so near the sun as to almost graze his surface in passing, would
have a velocity of about 390 "miles per second, which is within

eighty-six miles of that required.

It must be borne in mind, however, that the 476 miles per sec-

ond is the velocity at the moment of collision. But more than

one-half of this velocity, or 274 miles per second, would be derived

from their mutual attraction as they approached each other. We
have consequently to assume an original or projected velocity of

only 202 miles per second. If the original velocity was 678 per

second, this, with the 274 derived from gravity, would generate

an amount of heat which would suffice for 200,000,000 years.

And if we assume the original velocity to have been 1,700 miles

per second, an amount of heat would be generated in a single

moment which would suffice for no less than 800,000,000 years.

It will be asked, when- did the two bodies get their motion?

It may as well, however, be asked, where did they get their exig-

ence ? It is just as easy to conceive that they always existed m
motion as that thevaluavs existed at rest. In fact, this is the

only wav in which energy could remain in a body without dissipa-

tion into space. Under other forms a certain amount of it is

constantly being transformed into heat which never can be retrans-

t'onued l-'e-k :e^ain, but is dissipated into space as radiant heat.

But a body moving in void stellar space will retain its energy m
the form of motion undiminished and untransformed for ever,

unless a collision takes place.

The theory that the sun's heat was originally derived from mo-

tion in space is, therefore, for this reason, also more in harmony

with evolution than the gravitation t'

how the enormous amount of energy i

into stellar space may have existed in me mane. «.-wu. r^.-...„ —
sun u„i ran>formed during bygone ages. Or in fact for as far back

as the matter itself existed.
.

In conclusion there are only two sources conceivable iron, wm.-h

the sun could have derived his heat. The one is ywitat,,,,,. tin-

other motion in space. The former could have aftord-d ",uy

about 20,000 000 or 30,000,000 years' heat, but there ]s in reality

"<> absolute limit to the amount which may have been d i

the buret- s,,uree, tor th- amount -em-rat, d u .-iM depend_ on the

velocity of motion. And when we take into ooosid*

- ,,,-r second, iml one of 1. Too mil* s to a _

disappears, and the one velocity becomes about as probable as

the other. , ,

It may be urged as an objection to the theory that we have no

ties as the above. This objection, for the following reason, is of

"*bfia> moving with a velocity exceeding 400 miles persecond

could remain a member of our solar syst, m :
and h yoiid oui sys-

tem ffc^« ;„ „^k;™ Ww;K1p !
lebulaj. .These
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of their light and heat. Bodies moving in stellar space with these
enormous velocities can have neither l.-i t i,, r heat, and, of curse,
m .-i I.. in\Ml,l, r.. ux. TI.._\ inn-' Imm ],,., th. ii motion before

tc energy in the form of motion can be transform,.! into
light and heat, so as to constitute visible suns.—Nature, Jan. 10,

2. Photographs at the Cordoba Observatory.—Professor B. A.
Gould, Director of the Observatory, in an Address delivered on
the occasion of receiving from the Governor of the Province of
Cordoba the premiums awarded at the Philadelphia Centennial
Exhibition to the Observatory for Lunar and Stellar Photographs,
makes the following $'-*—

ment. The photographs of the
quarter, may, I think, be favorably compared with any I have
seen of these phas; s; and t lie < idarin monts, I'unv-i hjit centimeters

in ted in carbon, can never fade. Mr. liuther-
turd's plmtograpli of the first quarter is more sharply defined than
ours, and w; ,.,_ * * *

"Much of the eredit of th. stel : r ph, >t o-iaphs is due to the
pure air of Cordoba, which is incredibly transparent on those not

occasions when the sky is truly clear. me
impressions on glass which I exhibited were of six different
flusters; the plate of the cluster X Carina,, c.nlainii.- two
images each of 185 star-, and th it -t }-j<> A,-,. *. <m JJ > < arina,;
as we now call it, containing 180. I think there can be no reason-
able doubt that many of the star- th.-r. d.pi.-i-d are n ube as
faint as the ninth magnitude; and I l,a\. th, *aii*t ti.m of adding
that upon other photographs, obtained sine,- then, there are
una-,, of stars much iainu-r still, but how much, I am as yet

i to state. Since it is important that all the ima-<s
should be perfectly round, without the slightest perceptible elon-
gation, and since each of the two exposures should sometimes be
*'."' " mw™ M ten period the motion of
the telescope must not deviate , : the star

n thus requiring its

y dry atmosphere of Co that the
problem has not been without its difficulties.

WehftTi
. graphic impressions

. ^y-four eolesti :l ] objects,'Of which nineteen
. q J,.4i!d

the results
may be rog;

;, the ]ahoTj m a
'

nd perhaps
e\en the ot

^ r | ;liM th:lt
the planets Jupiter, Mars and >V ,en photo-
graphed with sufficient distinctness to show clearly the details
of light and color on the surfaces of the two former, and the
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existence of the ring in

been sufficiently sharp
arge incUt."

!. Moon's ZZodiacal Li'/ht ; note bv E. S. Hmldkx. From a
letter to the Editors, dated Naval Ohsen atorv, Wa^hin-t < .11,

D. C, February 4, 1878.— In vour Journal f.»i- Fei-ruary, 1878, p.

88,_is a note by M. Trouvelot, on "tin- .Moon's Zodiacal"! J-ht." in

which he describes a conical luminous appendage .about ll long,

extended on both sides of the moon, which was seen bv him April

Messier, in the Ml' in- d< ." \. a i mil- \l»\ de des Sciences, 1 771
,

). 434, is noteworthy. In this memoir. Messier gives a rough
vood-cut of its apj- _ '• on each side of

he moon is shown to be about 2-£°.

' The condition of the sky, as described by Trouvelot and Mes-
ier, appears to have been the same.
In the Comptes Hendus, July 2, 1877, p. 44, M. lingo describes

.. Bbeensim-
darly affected. These are the only cases 1

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

dress relates to the affairs and operations of the

the past year. After an account of the present con-titution and

condition ' ;l11 anti-

cipated re-constitution of "a National Meterological Office under

the undivided control of a man of high -cum
1

a • u

also with some remarks on the report of the Naturalists oi the

Venus Transit expedition to l.V

"The President passed on to a review ot the sen-;.!

of the Polar expedition, which he said in hi> judgm. -nt. e-p< -dally

the biological results, appeared to have quite < .me up to ,r
.

v-

-. Considering that but one season \\a> >

"ollecring and observing (and we all know h<»w sh
the arctic regions), the results are indeed m
gentlemen who contributed them. Geology has proved by tar

the most proline held of research. Perhaps litany

The researches in this department and the i,^ect>. wme:, nave

been worked up bv Mr. M'Lachlan. prove that between 80 and

83° N., in Grinnell's Land, the condii lom
organisms 1 than are those of . 1

way to the southward. The ti

' and 83° N., the
oy the

-» -1 the Polar Kvp-dithm. I,:,. yi, 1 led -..ward of sevent.

flowering plants and r, rn*. uhh-h i- 1 mudi greater number thai

has been obtained from a similar area among the polar islands t«

the southwestward, and is unexpectedly large. All are from 1



,nd great interest is attached to the study c

gales and warm currents
lat. 82° and 83° N. May not these phe
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much higher latitude than has elsewhere been explored botanh ally,

except the islets off the extreme north of Spitzbergen. The spe-

cies are, with two si nub- exceptions, all Greenlandic. Spitzbergen,

r., the south ot thes< portions, contains under i

hundred "

washed ,

explored by many trained collectors. Its north coast has yielded

fewer plants, and no less than fifteen of the plants collected by

the K\|H'«lition have not been found anywhere in Spitsbergen.

Contrasted with Melville Island, in lat. 75° N., and Port Kennedy.
in 72° N., the contrast is even more striking, these well-hunted

spots, both so much fai j ©ly sixty-seven and

titty-two species respectively. This extension of the Greenland
flora to so very high a latitude can only be accounted for by the

influence of warm currents of air, or by the air being wanned by

oceanic currents during some period of the summer; and we look

with great interest to the meteorological observations made dur-

ing the voyage, which are being discussed by Sir George Nares,

who hopes to have them completed in a couple of months. The
i the temperature of sea-water will, he expects, give

the study f
xperienced i

temperature indicate the* existence of large tracts of Tand clothed

with vegetation in the interior of Greenland, far within the

mountain ranges of its ice-clad coast, and protected by ti

the hea\ ier snow-tails, and hence from the ace
ice that surrounds it on all sides ? Professor Heer, of Zurich, has-''
states to be of Miocene age. Then ' irial.Ie spe-

cies, of which all but one have been found also in Spitzbergen.
Tins tracing the Miocene flora so far to the northward was one
of the principal scientific objects to be accomplished by the Polar

Expedition; and the fact, that its character continue-, to be neither

Polar nor Arctic, but temperate, supports the hypothesis that

during the era in <piestion a c. •_, tati .', analogous to that now ni-

pped the North Polar
area of the globe. Mr. Etheridge has worked at the very valuable

: Paleozoic fossils, procured bv Captain Fieldeu. and
these, with the Miocene and Post-pli...vnV ibs^U. have thrown

Jit on the former conditions of the eireumpolar regions
than perhaps all those of previous expeditions." * * *
A reference is made to the Cha! ad its scien-

fions. As to the stud\ < t ti hitter, it is re nark, d that

"Sir W. Thomson has, with the" approval of the Council and tie-

Government, chosen for his collab. _ special-

ists, and this irrespeetiv. . t theii natiot ditv. It is creditable to

our country that, with but few exceptions, it" has .... ,e'- d entirely

- workers iit most of the depar -.:

with sue; ,.; z an(j Hseckel
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cannot fail to be gratifying to then

public." * * *

The remainder of the President's

l than characterized t!

notices of the earlier part of the address. Harvard Col

servatory is particularly mentioned, and a gratis';, ing a<

at the President's command prevented him from visiti

American observatories or similar institutions. The sam.

case as to the natural history museums generally. In

whole time was given to field-work in the region wot of I

Plains. The commendation of the U. S. scientific surve

doubtless have been extended to other examples, except

one here so highly and justly praised was the only one v

President had had the opportunity to become personally ac

with.

"The next subject referred to was the I'nited States

surveys, of which none, the President said, has effected

for science as that directed by Dr. Ilayden. Its puMiyat

tributed with <rreat liberality, are in every scientific

After a sketch "of the history of the surveys, the Pre-h

tinued,—The most important" scientific results hitherto

from the labors of Dr. Hayden and his parties are unqtu-

the geological : such as the delineation of the boumlan.

Cretaceous and Tertiary seas and lakes that occupied m
one basin of the mountains of Central North Ann-

ancient shores of which have yielded a man i-

of fossil vertebrates. Over an area of man,
square miles in North America there have

last very few years, beds of great extent

ages from the Trias onward. •

mains of so great a multitude of riving, creeping, and

things, referable to so many orders of plan:

-

often of such gigantic proportions, that tin

s tates. with museums vastly larger than our own. are

remains,
i i so b

fection ,", the railway stations.

' istern bas« of th< U > c\ M untai is il

and aiv c-ag.-ric par-has,-.! bv traveled. An examination

of these fossils has yield 1 -

America there is qo m 3

I a position t

h.njr In-endis id se fossils is v

ni.-tiu- In '.••.s
!
.,cr of .hi< l-d Dr. Hayden, who has 1

over many hundred mih s. „bs, rve> that the character of

ontological, as well as of its strictly geological contents
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tter oi

most probable that the testimony of paleontologists will always
be as conflicting as it is at present, Pr.,fe»„r Marsh, one of the

Vtm-riea. has nut found that even fossil ani-
mals afford a satisfactory solution of the difficulty. ' Invertebrate
remains,' he says, 'throw little light on the question ;' and he is

re be, must be drawn
where the dinosaurs and other Mesozoic vertebrates dis:i|.i n -a r,
and are repla

. henceforth the dominant 'tvpe.'
In reference to the disputed horizons of the Cretaceous and Eocene
beds, he concludes that plants afford unsatisfactory measures

ll tune— .-in opini-.:, which I had I,,,,- ago expressed.We are also agreed as to a chief cause of this bei'u- the compara-
tively low organization of plants, which are hence less subject to
the influences of environing conditions

; to which can-
added almost as a corollary, the feeble conflict anion- the mem-
bers of the vegetable kingdom as compared with the animal, their

that consentient dnrati .f similar, if not
identical forms, through long geo|.../„- : ,| a ,.. uhi i, has always
appeared to me to be one of the most signal characteristics of the
early condition of the higher plants as compared with the higher
animals. Other, and perhaps even more sufficient, reason- tor

tl ^productive organs,
'

! : '

'
'

--•:
•

... ...
'

,.
.!-..

.
and seldom in connection with the vegetative organs,

which are abundantly preserved ; and that, with regard to these,
tne vegetative organs, their prevalent and best preserved eharac-

rs, outlines and venation, vary in individual species to a surpris-
?ree, and, being r peat, i in -roups otherwise in noway
,

become too often fallacious guides. Another result, fore-

by Pro-

"ertiarv

-.
,
Uui„ueB auu venation, vary in individual speci

nig degree, and, being repeated in groups otherv
as guides. AnotL

told m respect of other organisms, but ably worked out I
-h in respect of the ver the T™»,
North America—Eocene, .Miocene and Pliocene—are of

JZL ? the ^'responding ones in Europe. This, though
apparently Bup| ,.

, main m{grations
01 animals was from the American to the Asiatic continent (which

HfehW
C

-

8 'T^Ameru-an. ....,.,,..„,.
| u ith the European,

trn vnT
8 1 thG EtUtr -"»**». llodentia,

Without ^ e
-

Ven Primares, is a *very bold generalization.

^^^Tsg
T
to

4Hi;
n

.

th
if- i

bu
s
dat and

r-"
l,in^ rf

present state of paleontology, pre
ture, especially under

^tfetn,^ * * *
ejections ofveg-

nubl ^TkIIt t

l

Vms l! " 1 " ri,i '- th: ' r ll;l™ beeD 8tudied aud

•

c>^gu,di survey, and in separate works issued under its

critical remarks uoontologyand ,ts peculiar difficulties and liSfes follow. 'We

auspices;" and a s<
, upon veget,
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have not room for these, nor for the concluding portion of the
address, which gives in brief summary the impressions in regard
to the flora of the country,—the result of personal observation
during a rather rapid but favorably-circumstanced reconnoissance

from the Atlantic to the Pacific. We add merely the final para-

graph of the s
"

; close my notice of some of tl

sprt

of the spirit and the manner in which the

have cooperated in making known the physical and bio-

>gical features of their country, and my conviction that the

results they have given to the world are, whether for magnitude
or importance, greater of their kind than have been accomplished

within the same time by any people or Government in the older

continents. How great would now be our knowledge of the cli-

mate and natural features of India had its trigonom< tri< al or

revenue surveys been carried out in the same catholic spirit 'i

And what scientific literature can England and its colonies show
to compare with that of the United States surveys ?"

These extracts were taken from the report in the Times news-

paper, ,,f November 30, in advance of the official copy in the

Royal Society's Proceedings.
2. Observations on Hermetiea sd on Uu

-U/'S. In a letter to Professor Huxley, from Professor Tyndall,

dated Alp Lusgen, September 18th, 1877.—Though the questn

of " Spontaneous Generatic
for the scientific world, you

|..gi- :

... I believe, practically set at rest

r possibly deem the following facts

__ . lunieated to the Royal Society.

I brought"with me this vear to the Alps sixty hermetically-

sealed flasks, containing infusions of beef, mutton, turnip and

cucumber, which had been boiled for five minutes in London and

sealed during ebullition. They were pack d m siwdu>t
;
and when

opened at Bel-alp the drawn-out and sealed ends of six of them

were found broken off. These six flask* wi-re filled « ith organisms,

while the remaining ones were pell "»

Two or three of them were subsequently broken by accident,

hut for six weeks fifty of the flasks remained perfectly clear.

At the end of this time I took twenty-three of th« m into a shed

s. The air of the hay-loft entered to fill the

vacm.n produced !.. • Twenty-seven other

which might almost be called a precipice, with a iall <>t

et. A oentle breeze wa< blowing trom the

whi. h v, , ( parth -i ,w-eo\ered at 1 part

ice. Taking care to cleanse my
;

P. and to keep my body to leeward of the flasks, I

:

their sealed ends. .
...

The two groups of flasks were then placed in our own iitue

m about Qo to yo

Fahrenheit.
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Result:—Twenty-one of the twenty-three flasks opened on the

hay-loft are till. .1 with organisms; two of them remain clear.

All the flasks opened on the edge of the precipice remain as

clear as distilled water. Not one of them has given way.
This is a striking confirmation of the experiments of Pasteur

upon the Mer de Glace.—Proc. Rog. Soc, No. 184.

3. Researches on the Effect of Lhjht u, ><>,, li'fteria and other

Organisms; by Arthur \ >own t>. M.l>.. and Tuos. K Bixxt, M.A.

—The authors, after giving the details of their careful and ex-

tended observations announce the following conclusions.—The

deductions which we draw from these simple experiments may be

summed up as follows :—
(1.) Light is inimical to the development of Bacteria and the

microscopic fungi a-^ociated with put refaction and decay, its action

on the latter organisms being apparently less rapid than upon the

(2.) Under favorable conditions it wholly prevents that develop-

ment, but under less favorable it may only retard.

(3.) The preservative quality of light, as might be expected, is

most powerful in tin- direct - -far ray, but can be demonstrated to

exist in ordinary diffused daylight.

(4.) So far as our investigation has gone it would appear that

ir l> cliictiy, but perhaps net entirely, associated with the actinic

rays of the spectrum.

(5.) The fitness of a cultivation-liquid to act as a nidus is not

impaired by insolation.

(6.) The germs originally present in such a liquid may be wholly

destroyed, and a putrescible fluid perfectly preserved by the un-

aided action of light.

Although there are many vital phenomena, both of plant-life

and of animal, whether in health or disease, to the elucidation of

which may be applied this quality of light (now demonstrated^ so

far as we are aware, for the tir<t time), we have endeavored in this

paper to confine ourselves to the plain facts of our .>!.-

and have al dilation and theory. We cannot.

however, refrain from offering one comment on the striking

antagonism between these facts and tn u \ \ i« w- t it have hitherto

!'< v ailed on the relation of light to life. This relation has been
iy investigated as regards 11; bat chlo-

rophyl may be regarded as simply an or-uu of nutrition adapted
to special circumstances, and differing ess. mi dl\ in its vital phe-
nornena from the true cellular tissue ,,f the plant audits proto-

minute protoplast

and tenuity for the dem
May we not expect that laws s
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on the other the white protopla
in its relations, and to which, i

solar rays are not only non-ess

injurious.

This suggestion we advance
nor do we wish to imply that the relations of light to protoplasmic

matter are by any means so simple as might be inferred from tin

above broad statement.
To this the following is added by the authors as the inferenc

from other experiments described in a postscript.

This remarkable fact, then, appears to follow as a deduction

that a vacuum (or approximation to such) which of itself is :

condition antagonistic to the development of Bacteria, neverthe

less shields these organisms from the germicidal effect of light. 4

Proc. Boy. Soc, No. 184.

4. Expenditures for Uriirtrtitits

esting details, on the contributions

i other points, were g
ber of the Academy by Professor Ray Lankester :-

"The sum expended by the North German States

belonging to them is annually more than £500,C

The Imperial Government has expended upon the new University

Of Strassbarg alone £70,000 in one year. The University of

Leipzig alone receives, annually from the Saxon Government over

£50,000. There are eiirht universities in North Germany which

are little, if at all, less costly, and there are eleven of smaller size

whieh receive each from £s,o00 to £20,000 annually.
" In North Germany there is one university to every t*

La one to every five million ; in

i : in England one to every seven

millions. In the twenty North German universities there are 1,-JoO

professors.f In the British Islands we ought to have sixteen

univ.TMties and 1,000 professorships in order to come up to the

same level in this respect as North Germany. The stipend (apart

i a German university ranges from

rule, at the age of five-and-thirty, a

.„ may (in Germany) count on an assured in-

come of £400 a year (with retiring pension). The ex]

on attendants, libraries, laboratories and officials may be calcu-

lated as being (in a u mfcj) more than equal

in amount to the total of the professor's rrtip

ar,,;i<!e German professorial stipe

i

u>' ! ll! ''

thai •_•_•.-,. wmm m „st be spent annually on this item alone in the

North German States. . . . . - .

"In order to equip and carry on h\-

country wl, irifl on with the German umversi-



.

Of the nature and extent of the

some idea may be formed from
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ties, we require not less than an immediate expenditure e€

£1,000,000 sterling in building and apparatus, and an annual ex-

penditure ot tronfiv>00,000 to £800,000."

When we add to the Government subsidy the income of the

- from other sources, the sum is enormously increased.

-ii, moivov.-r. >.\r^< not include tin- occasional grants

of the Governincur for sp* cial purposes. Some idea of the mag-

nificence of these was. shown in our recent "University hm-lli-

gence," where it was stated that in the hudget submitted to the

present Pnvs>ian House of Deputies are the following items:—
la 1 Museum, 998,000 mk. ; erection

of a Polytechnic in Berlin, 8,393,370 mk. ; erection of an Kthno-

•.•uni in Ucrlin, 1,m>0,000 mk. ; and for the Berlin Uni-

versity, erection of an Herbarium.- IJ2,<)00 mk. ; of a Clinic,

1,955,000 mk. ; of a new building for a second Chemical Labora-

tory, as well as of a Technical and Pharmaceutical Institute,

aching in German

' *
» taken

Berlin then we find that there are

I
; be on vat-docenten) five professors of mathematics, two

of astronomy, seven of chemistry, five of physics, three of geology,

four of botany, two of zoology, one of meteorology, two of geog-

raphy, one of anthropology and one of agriculture—physiology

and comparative anatomy being well represented in the medical

faculty, and we might well have included among teachers
^
of

science those who devote themselves to the scientific investigation

of languages. But a mere statement of the number of teachers

gives no adequate idea of the means at the command of a German
Cniversity for training its students in science. The number of

teachers in each subject secures that its various departments w ill

be thoroughly worked out, and gives a student a chance of follow-

ing out any specialty he may take up; th"

possible by the number and variety of
laboratories, collections, &c, attached to each
speak of its large and comprehensive library. Ii. _

.- scientific " An*talten," as they
an- calh .

|
j he vari-

- II, . I «, t i\, ii rh, i mil ion- -Hi iU. hill n" u»d the

high and polytechnic schools into account, whnv an education
can be obtained quite equal to that obtainable at most of our

s and colleges, it would have been seen that higher

f&ure, Dec.

6, p. 104.

5. Earthquake of Nov. 15, 1877.—In addition to the notice on
page 21 of this volume, the United States Weather Review for

November contains reports from thirrv-ti . -t ri- IS from which it

appears that the shock was felt throughout the whole of Iowa
and Nebrasl ,. 1(l Missouri on the
South, and into Dakota and Minnesota on the North. In Omaha

up ; this is made still further

museums,



three, and in North Platte, Lincoln and West Point, Neb.,
shocks were felt. In North Platte and Columbus, Nek, am

: City, Iowa, walls of buildings were cracked. The ti

a. m., is probably not far from correct. The December number of

Peterman's Mittheilungen, contains a long article on the Iquique

earthquake of May 9, 1877, giving valuable data in regard to

shock ami ocean wave. c. g. r.

6. Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Pala>ontolt»jia

Indira. Section II, No. 2, contains Jurassic (I.iassic) flora of

descriptions of several
a'im plants, besides Ft

t/«,
t
,h ris, .\,-ri,,,ites, Thi)

7. Volunteer Weather S, rrire.—A Volunteer Weather Service

has been started in Missouri. It is undertaken under the auspices

of Washington I'liiversitv. St. Louis, which will be r, -

the -central station." the circular issued is signed by William

S. Eliot, President of the University, and Francis E. Nipher, Pro-

fessor of Physics.
8. Beiblatter zu den Annuhn d, /' ' ! > << ; Publish-

ing House of Johann Ambrosius Barth, Leipzig.—The Annalen

der Physik und Chemie, which was edited for upwards of fifty

years by Professor Poa;gendortT, is well known by physicists as

occupying the first place among Germ:,!, l'l.\ -ie.-., Journals. The

Beiblatter form a supplementary though independent series, con-

taining %]

'

b« proeeed-

iiur- of -o,-;. ti. s. i„ M-h nti'tic journal*, or in other tonus, not only

in Germany, ountries. The volume

for th( \ d. is thus a complete Repertorium

for all the i
•

T1 "' value of Mich

inch of science, to whom much of

the literature would be otherwise inaccessible, can hardly be over-

M. Antoine Cesar Becquerel died on the 19th of January,

at tin idvamvd :!_'. ! i < ' ' '
'> vcars

-
He ™ ^r" at

I n4,„nth, Ttlioi March, L 788. M Bec-

querel was educated in the Polytechnic School, which he left as

-

several sieges under the orders b. ^1 M
4

M.

I'ecp.erel was named Inspector of the Polytechnic School, and he

quitted the army in 1815.
. ,, . , «_.

M. Becquerel was elected a Member of fc

in April, 1829, and a Corresponding Member of the Royal

ty of London in I-=7. tin ( opley medal being awarded to

mm for his researches in electricity. He was Professor

m the Mm relic A large number oi memoirs
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on different branches of electricity, to which M. Becquerel de-

voted his especial attention, will be found in the Comptes Rendus
of the Academy of Sciences. We may more particularly name
Memoir^ sur les~ Oaracteres Optiques des Mineraux (183*)," SuHes
Proprietes KU'ct:r<.-t'hiitii(jues des Corps Simples et leurs Applica-

tions aux Arts (1841), and Memoires sur It Reproduction Arti-

ficielle des Composes Mineraux, a l'aide de Courants Kkvtricpies

tres faibles (1852). His researches on animal heat, and other

ns of physics to physiology, on which subjects memoirs
will be found in the Comptes Rendus, were of a high class.

M. Becquerel was a voluminous writer on science, the most

important of his works being, Traite de PElectricite et dn Mag-
' seven vols.), Traite d'Electro-Chimie, and

works on meteorology, on

i the influences of forests on climate, and

veral divisions of electrical science, to which the father

and son had devoted the largest portion of their lives.

—

Athenaeum,

M. Regnault.—M. Henri Victor Regnault died at Paris, almost

simultaneously with M. Becquerel, on the 2 1st of January.
M. Regnault was born on the 21st of July, 1810, at Aix-la-

Chapelle He was a student of the Polytechnic School, and
• en Chef

Professor of °Physic
itry in the Polytechnic School.

In the same year he was elected a Member of the Academie des

Sciences, and in 1854 he became Director of the M
of Porcelain at Sevres. In L852 M. [U-rnault was elected a

Foreign Member of our Royal Society, and at different times

the Copley and the Bum for. 1 .Medal- were presented to him.

M. Regnault was also a Corresponding Member of the Acad-
emies of Berlin and St. 1 VMshm u\ hi the Annales de Chimie
<;t de Physique and in the Comptes Rendus des Seances de

l'Academie will be found numerous memoirs 1-v this eminent
chemist. One of the most important works published by M.

appeared in the twenty-tirst volume of M .'moires de

i'A< ad.'mie des Sciences, under the title .,f Relation <les Kxp.'ri-

ences entreprises par Ordre de M. le Ministre des Travauv Pu li-

lies, et sur la Proposition de la Commission Centrale des Machines
a Vapeur.' These researches remain a standard authority upon
all questions relating to the theory and practice of the "use of
steam as a motive power.

M. Regnault was the father of the celebrated painter who fell,

,v,*;^ lor his country, at the siege of Paris.
gnault published a Coura Elementaire de Chimie, in four

: ""i» d.- Chimie. and a Trait' do Phvshjiu-.
The Curs Kbmcufain has 1„ ,.,, translate 1 into ^evera! European

», and the other works of M. Regnault are highly appre-
ciated in this country as in France.—J/, tV.

-



Art. XXXIII.

—

Notice ofNew Dmosaurmn Reptiles;

by Professor 0. C. Marsh.

In addition to the Jurassic reptiles already described by the

writer,* several others of interest are now represented in the

Yale Museum. Among these are a number of Dinosaurs of

gigantic size, and others of diminutive proportions. Nearly ill

are from the Atlantosaurus beds of the Rocky Mountains. Most

of the larger specimens belong to the Atlantosauridai, a group

marked by some interesting characters not before observed in

Dinosaurs. The more important of these characters, so far as

at present known, are, the pneumatic cavities in the vertebrae

;

the sacrum with only three or four vertebras, and a correspond-

ing short ilium ; the" large fore limbs ; and the presence of five

well developed .,"_:i- u 1 -tb the manus and pes. The latter

was ungulate, and esseuri Iv plantigrade. The carpal and

tarsal bones are not coossified with the long bones, and the

third trochanter of the femur is rudimentary or wanting. The

known genera are Atlantosaurus {Titanosaurus), Apatosaurus,

and Morosaurus described below.

Atlantosaurus immanis, sp. nov.

The present species was vastly larger than any land animal

either recent or fossil, hitherto described. It is indicated by

various well preserved remains, of which the most character-

ise is the femur. This bone has no true head, and no dis-

tinct third trochanter. The proximal end and upper ball of

the shaft are compressed transversely. The inner condyle ot

• i„l i* pruportionallv large, and on the outer one,

v ridcre is well marked. This femur is over eight feet

or 2,6W") in length. The transverse diameter

of the proximal end is 25 inches (fi35
mm

),
and the antero-

posterior diameter of the inner condyle of the dial

is 18 inches (475
mm

). A comparison of this bone with the

femur of a Crocodile {C. Americanus), would indicate for the

fossil species, supposing the two reptiles to have the same pro-

portions, a length of about one hundred and fifteen feet

!
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The other bones found near the femur are proportionally
uiL.mtir. one caudal v<>rtel.ru having :1 transverse diameter of
over 16 inches (420'mm). That this reptile when alive was near
one hundred feet in length, is probable, although it may have
been much less.

The only remains of this monster at present known are in
the Yale College Museum. They are from the Upper Jurassic
of Colorado.

Morosaurus impar, gen. et sp. nov.

This genus is allied to Apatosaurus and Atla?ilosaurus, but
may be distinguished from them by the sacrum, as well as by
other characters. The former has but three sacral vertebrae,
while the present genus has four. The transverse processes
are vertical plates, except at their expanded ends, which
extend below the inferior surface of the centra. The latter
are also more fully ossified than in Atlantosaurus. The first

sacral vertebra has its articular face somewhat convex, while
the articulation of the last sacral vertebra is concave.
The present species is represented by various remains, the

sacrum bek
as follows

:

: characteristic. Its prin

Length of sacrum 535-
Iransverse diameter of ant friui-nrtu-iil.-.r face .. 215"
.transverse diameter of posterior articular face 190'
Expanse of transverse processes of second vertebra 395'

This sacrum indicates a reptile at least twenty-five feet in
ftipi. It was found with other remains in the Atlantosaurus
beds by Mr. S. W.,

.
Williston, of Yale College Museum, to whom

science is indebted for many important discoveries in the
-Kocky Mountain region.

Allosaurus luearis, sp. nov.
The peculiar genus named by the writer Allosaurus proves

to he very different from the Dinosaurs found with it, and to

: unily, Allosauridce. A second species, appa-
rently of this genus, is indicated bv some characteristic remains
among which is an anterior dorsal' vertebra. This has the ante-

dation of the centrum somewhat convex, and the pos-
terior face concave. The sides of the centrum are so deeply

a narrow keel is left below, and there are

A
a
QTm

Ca
Ji!

tiesin th
1

e
i
nterior

"
The length of this centr

"

69 «; the vertical diameter of the anterior face, 81-
the width of this face, 33—. The articnlatimi for the n

"'border, just below the suture of the neural arch.
1 his specimen is from the Upper Jurassic of the Rocky

Mountains, and belonged to a reptile eighteen or twenty
*
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This U>MiU> nearly allied to Dryptosaurus (Lcelaps), and
was the carnivorous enemy of the huge Atlantosauridce. It is

indicated by various remains in excellent preservation, among
them the ilium represented below. The teeth referred to the

present species have the crowns more or less trihedral, and the

cutting edges crenulated. The metapodial bones preserved are

elongated, and the terminal phalanges supported sharp claws.

The vertebrae known are biconcave, and the terminal caudals
are much elongated.

Left ilium of Creosaurus utrox Marsh. Outside view.

The following measurements indicate the size of this re

Antero-posterior diameter of left ilium '

Vertical diameter
Length of metatarsal 5

Transverse diameter of proximal end
Transverse diameter of distal end .

Length of distal caudal vertebra
Transverse diameter of proximal end
Transverse diameter of distal end — -

This animal was about twenty feet in length. The rei

at present known are from the same horizon as those i

described, and were collected by Mr. S. W. Williston.
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Laosaurus celer, gen. et sp. now
The present genus is indicated by various remains of small

Dinosaurs, of two or more species. The long bones are not

hollow like those of Nanosaurus, but their walls are thick, and
the cavities small. The vertebrae preserved are biconcave, and
the neural arches loosely united to the centra. The dorsal and
anterior caudals are more elongated than in most Dinosaurs.
The phalanges are so avian in character, that they would read-
ily be taken for those of birds. The anterior limbs were much
smaller than the posterior.

The following are some of the dimensions of the present

Length of median caudal vertebra 24-mm

Vertical diameter of anterior articulation 17-

Transverse diameter 16-

Greatest diameter of proximal end of ulna 19*5

Length of proximal phalanx

The remains at present known indicate an animal about as
large as a fox. They are from the same horizon as the species
described above.

Laosaurus gracilis, sp. nov.
A second species, much smaller than the above, is represented

by well preserved remains of various parts of the skeleton. Its
size is indicated by the following measurements :

Length oflumbar vertebra . i6-
mra

T r: 1 1

1

s v vrse diameter of anterior face
""'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'."'..

18-
Transverse diameter of posterior face 17'
Length of median caudal vertebra 16"
Transverse diameter anterior face 12*
Greatest diameter of proximal end of ulna 17'

The present species is from the same locality and horizon as
the one above described.

_

This reptile h the smallest known Dinosaur, with the excep-
*>; m ,,! the diminutive species of Nanosaurus (.V.

' The latter genus possesses some very peculiar
characters, and represents a distinct family, Nanosaurida.
Yale College, New Haven, February, 1878.
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Art. XXXIV.—On the Surface Geology of Southwest Pennsyl-
vania, and adjoining portions of Maryland and West Virginia;
by John J. Stevenson, Professor of Geology in the Uni-
versity of New York.

The following article contains a brief summary of the re

salts obtained by me during three years' labor in connection
with the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania. The de-

tailed statement will appear elsewhere.
The area in which observations were made covers in all

more than 10,000 square miles. It embraces that portion of

Pennsylvania lying south from the Ohio and Conemar_
and west from the Alleghanies ; includes a large part of West

!] both sides of the A
of Virginia : and has th/ channel-ways of four great rivers, the

Monongahela, Cheat, Youghiogheny and Potomac, lying partly

Along all the streams there are fine terraces covered with de-

tritus coir . led fragments, which have been

transported from a greater or less distance ;
these terraces fall

down stream but not so rapidly as do the present stream-beds
;

and the terraces of tributaries are continuous with those of the

main streams.
A second series of benches appears throughout this whole

region and seems to be characteristic of a much wider area

than that in which observations were made. The benches of

this series evidently differ in origin from those of the lower se-

ries
; their detrital coating contains little clay, no transported

fragments and consists almost wholly of sand. They are almost

absolutely horizontal; they do not merge into the lower series,

Am. Jock. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XV, No. 88.—April. 1878.
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but as they often form divides, the lower series ends up in some

member of the upper. These horizontal benches begin at 1,100

feet above mean tide; they line the mountain slopes; they

curve round the conical hills, and oftentimes they are indicated

solely by the leveled crowns of the higher knobs.

As tlie whole area lies south from the southern line of north-

ern drift, none of that material occurs. In like manner there is

no evidence whatever in any portion of the region or at the

rs of any of the rivers that glaciers were ever present.

The Horizontal Benches.

Benches belonging to this series have been fully recognized

over the whole area examined. The altitudes are as follows :—

Above tide. Above tide. Above tide.

1. 2,580 feet. 8. 1,570 feet. 15. 1,290 feet.

7. 1,690 " 14. 1,350 "

Of these benches, those below No. 11 were recognize^ it

many localities within an area of more than 5,000 square miles :

the higher ones were seen at widely separated localities, but
their level is reached only on the sides of the mountains, or in

elevated valleys like the'Ligonier or the Salisbury Basin. The
extreme variation in level is barely twenty feet in any case and
in most of the beneli • same at all

places. No. 17 shows a variation of eighteen feet, and 1 am
nm.-li inclined to believe that I have confounded two benches
which are close together. These benches are parallel.

The arrangement of the horizontal benches is tinely shown
on the National road between Chestnut Ridge and a nigh hill

fifteen miles west from the Monongahela River.
Standing on the highest point crossed by that road between

Chestnut Ridge and the Monongahela River, one finds
standing on an island of No. 14, or 1,350 feet above sea-level.

Below him, an almost continuous plain of No. 15 stretches for

b long distance north and south and is broken only by gaps
which the larger streams make through this small ridge on
their way to the Monongahela River. He sees also that this

the divide between two valleys, one at the east between
the other at the west, in which

the Monongahela flows. The latter is uninterrupted as for as
the eye can reach, but the former is crossed by strips of the
main plain of Brush Ridge, as well as by lower"benches which
break its continuity and convert it into 'a succession of basins.
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From the summit-plain of this Brush Ridge, the surface falls off

in regular steps.

If, now, the observer turn his attention to the region lying

directly west from the Monongahela River, he will see that No.
15 is a broad continuous plain beyond that river, but that still

farther back toward the west, the fourteenth bench, on an island

of which he is standing, forms a similar plain, while still farther

back, No. 13. with an altitude of 1,380 feet above tide, stretches

northward and southward and is broken only by the narrow

valleys in which the larger streams flow.

Should the observer's position be changed to Hillsborough,

fifteen miles west from the Monongahela River, where the ele-

vation is about 1,500 feet above tide, he will see that No. 13 is

of great extent north and south, while back of it the country

rises to a still higher level, again and again, until it reaches No.

11 at 1,445 feet above tide.

From the river westward to Hillsborough, or rather to a

ridge passing nearly north and south at three miles east from

ee, the surface rises in a succession of steps which are

beautifully marked. From the hill-top at Hillsborough, the

descent to the river is very handsomely shown.

That these benches are simply the result of remodeling val-

leys formed long before the agent making the benches

work, is shown by the distribution of the benches themselves ;

for these benches line the sides of long narrow valleys reaching

far inland from the rivers, and breaking through ridges

higher members of the series. The erosion producing these

valleys began, I believe, even before the anticlinal axes had

been elevated sufficientlv to affect the topography. The main

streams of the present drainage system break through all the

bold axes west from the Alleghanies of Virginia.
_

The recent origin of the benches is amply clear from their

condition of preservation. If they had been of ancient origin

their detrital coat would have been removed, for we cannot

doubt that rain fell on these as well as along the hues of the

The whole
old beach lin^ u*c

flood of waters. They are horiz.m\
th detritus derived from tl,

: ^f^^
~»er an enormous area both east and west from the Alleghan.es

of Pennsylvania, which, within that State at least, form the

water shed between the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico

As they are so wide-spread, it is impossible to account for
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t lake or by the action of a

They can be no

other than sea-beaches, marking stages in the withdrawal of the

ocean. This supposition involves a submergence of the land to

a depth of fully 2,600 feet, if we regard the higher benches as due

to the same cause with the lower ones, and the submergence

would have to be somewhat greater to account for the even

crests of the Alleghanies and other ridges of the Appalachian

region west from the Blue Ridge.

The River Terraces.

The persistent terraces are five in number and their relations

are shown at the junction of Cheat and Monongahela Rivers.

Three or four miles north from the West Virginia line, they are

as follows :

—

1. 280 feet. 4. 80 feet.

2. 210 " 5. 20 "

3. 180 "

The absolute elevation of the highest terrace at this locality is

1,050 feet above tide.

These fall down stream and are covered by detritus, consist-

ing of irregularly bedded saud, clay or gravel, in which are

transported fragments which have been rounded by the action

.i water. When followed up any of the smaller, or

listances on the larger, streams, these terraces are seen

to differ in degree of slope, so that each lower one is merged
into the next higher until that, which at the mouth of the stream
ls tliL- river • bottom," becomes the only terrace and at last is

lost in the lower horizontal benches where the stream takes its

The terraces occur at the same elevation on both sides of

on one side ; but there it is clear enough that that corrasion
was confined to one side, for the terrace is unusually wide on
the other. The same condition is often seen in the flood plain
of the river now.
As stated in my report for 1875, these terraces are simply

shelves m the rock on which rests a thin coat of detritus. Mr.
G. K. Gilbert, in his memoir on the geology of the Henry
Mountains (not yet published), describes similar terraces as oc-
curring there, though it does not appear that they are found at
the same height on both sides of the streams.

1 he terraces on the Ohio, below Pittsburg, consist largely of
northern drift brought down by the Allegheny and Beaver
Kivers, so tuat :!„-. . [al , . tLui t ] uit
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at which the drift was spread over northern Pennsylvania.

Along the Monongahela and other rivers south from the Ohio, no
such material occurs, but the deposits afford sufficient evidence

of another kind to enable us to fix their origin within compara-

tively recent times. At New Geneva on the Monongahela near

the West Virginia line, the highest terrace has a thick coating.

in which a layer known as the " swamp clay " holds much half

rotted wood, such as is frequently seen in peat bogs. In the

same neighborhood the third terrace shows many Unio shells in

an advanced stage of decay. A similar condition exists on the

same terrace at Morgantown, farther up the river in West Vir-

ginia. At Belvernon, on the same river, near the northern line

of Fayette county, this terrace yields many fragments of wood.

In this way it can be shown that the deposits on the first, third,

fourth and fifth benches are of recent origin.

Since these deposits are of recent origin, there would seem to

be good reason for supposing that the valleys through which

their streams flow are also of recent origin, at least so much of

them as lies below the level of the highest terrace. But it has

been suggested that these terraces are only the result of re-

working the sides of the valleys, which had been eroded pre-

The structure of the valleys below the highest terrace is very

different from that above that terrace ; for in the upper portion

the sides are gently sloping, whereas below it they become steep

at once. Above the line of that terrace, the smaller valleys are

broad swales, while below it the streams flow in gorges. The

abruptness of this change from gentle to steep walls shows that

the lower portion of the gorges was eroded after the upper por-

tion had acquired approximately its present form. 1 here is not

the slightest atom of evidence to lead any one to sup]

the valley of the Monongahela was ever filled with gravel, and

the stream now flows on a rocky bed from its source to within a

very few miles of its mouth.
.

These river terraces are relics of river beds, which at one

time stretched across the valleys, just a. the mer "bottoms

now do; and the valleys below the line of the high-

have been eroded since the drainage system was reestablished

by withdrawal of the ocean below the lines of the former

Conclusion*.
—1. That
ion of the

the

_ 2. That the hori-

5-working of preexisting valleys,
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and that they mark stages of rest during emergence of the con-
tinent from the ocean which covered it. 3. That the river ter-

races and the valleys which they line, were formed after the
drainage system had been reestablished by withdrawal of the
water to a level below that at which the streams had previously
flowed.

It will be seen at once that this last conclusion leads to one
of wider application.

So long a time elapsed between the beginning of the drain-
age and the coming of the great flood, that deepening of the
water-ways kept pace only with the general wasting of the adja-
cent country, for we find comparatively gentle slopes down to
the line of the highest terrace. But after the drainage had been

shed, the rate of flow must have been more rapid than
previously, so as to increase the corrasive power of the streams
to far beyond what it had been, for in the newer portion of the
valleys the sides are abrupt. There must then have been a
change of altitude in respect to tide-level, to lead to this in-
creased rate of flow and the consequent increased speed with
which the channel ways were deepened.

It would appear then that, after the submergence following
the Glacial period, the continent rose to a greater height than it

had before the submergence, or that the ocean was drawn off to
a lower level than before ; the result in either case being the
same—to depress the mouths of the great rivers, to increase the
fall of the streams and therefore to cause the rapid deepening
of the water-ways.

Art. XXXV.—On the Driftless Interior of North America; by
James D. Dana.

I. Driftless area of Central and West- Central North America.

In the number of this Journal for April, 1875 * I have
accounted for the absence of the northern drift from the interior
of North America—over the great region between Western Iowa
and the Sierra Nevada in California and the country north to
an undetermined distance—on the ground of the dryness of the
climate m connection with the heat of the summer ; and I
referred for the facts on the former of these points to Mr. Charles
A. Schotts very valuable memoir on the "Precipitation in
rain and snow m the United States," published in 1872 by the
Smithsonian Institution. As the subject is one of great inter-
est I here reproduce portions of two of Mr. Schott's charts (see
beyond); one (No. 1) giving the lines of equal precipitation for

iJZ?1 £ VA?; Furtber'
TOl- *> P- 385, and v

-i
-

also in ibid., v, 206, 1873, and illustrated from Mr S^ttVcharT
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the winter months, December, January and February, and the
other (No. 2), the same for the year.' The number of inches
along the course of each line is marked on the line.*

It will be observed on the chart of the winter precipitation

(No. 1) that the area of two inches or less for the precipitation

of the winter months spreads into Western Iowa and part of
Minnesota. On Mr. Schott's complete chart, it is shown to

cover the whole area (some mountain ridges not being con-

sidered) from Central Kansas nearly to the Sierra Nevada;
from Iowa and Minnesota to Salt Lake City ; and from Minne-
sota northward and westward. The line of four inches, as

the copied portion of the chart shows, passes along the eastern

border of I jh Central Iowa and Wisconsin,

ter diverges eastward—continues northward along the summit
of the mountains.

In contrast with this, the winter precipitation over New
England is 8 to 12 inches: over New York, 6 to 10 inches;

over Ohio and Indiana, 8 to 10 inches; over the -

States, from Virginia to Georgia and Louisiana, 10 to 20 inches.

On the chart No. 2 is given the amount of annvxd

tion for this same region. While this amount is 40 to 45

inches in New England; 40 to 50 inches from Pennsylvania

southwestward ; and 40 to 45 over Ohio and Indiana, the line

of 20 inches (half the average for New England, Pennsylvania,

Ohio, and less than half for the more Southern States) crosses

Western Minnesota and passes just west of Iowa ;
and the

line of 16 inches enters Minnesota. Mi-. Schott s chart shows

that the area over which the precipitation is only 12 inches or

less up to 16 inches embraces (exclusive ol

Mountain summit not considered) the wide area from the

meridian of 96° in Minnesota and from that of 98° in S

Dakota, to the meridian of 121° in Oregon, or 23 to 2J

in latitude; and from the meridian of 102° in Neb]

Kansas to Virginia City in Nevada, near the meridian of 117 .

North of the United States the lines are not given
;
but it is

well known that the breadth of the area does not diminish m
that direction.

At the same time it is to be considered that the >

lines, and especially those of the summer, bend far r

over the dry region. The climate consequently would have

necessarily occasioned over this central and western areaof the

continent, only a small amount of precipits

era
; and all the observed glacial facts prove positively that it
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was too small for the production of a southward moving
glacier. The southwestward direction of the scratches and of

the bowlder-movement over the area from Wisconsin to Lake
Willi ipeg not only sustains this, but shows also that the ice

had its greatest height over the region of greatest precipitation

somewhere between the line from Wisconsin to Lake Winnipeg
and beyond, and that of the Atlantic coast. More facts are

needed before the northern limit of the glacierless and driftless

area can be laid down.

2. Driftless area in Wisconsin.

The charts accompanying this paper have been introduced
here partly to exhibit the bearing <>r the climntal facts on the

question as to the origin of the "driftless area" in Wisconsin,
a description of which is given, from Professor Irving's Report,

onpage6l and beyond of this volume. The outline of this drift-

less area is indicated on the two maps (Nos. 1 and 2) by a

dotted line, lettered c, c, c, c. It is a striking fact that on the

winter chart (No. 1) the driftless area is almost wholly in-

cluded within the area which has only 2 to 4 inches for the

amount of winter precipitation ; that this area of 2-to-4 inches
fall extends tike a deep bay between areas of

greater precipitation. To the northeastward of it the amount
of precipitation increases from 4 to 10 inches, the last being
that on Keweenaw Point, and southward and southwestward
over Illinois and part of Iowa to 6 and 8 inches. All of the
Wisconsin driftless area, excepting its southern portion, is with-
in the 2-to-4 area. Again, on the'chart of annual precipitation

(No. 2), this driftless area (excepting its south end) is the driest

part of Wisconsin, the amount of precipitation over it being
below 32 inches, while it is 32 inches or over to the northeast,
as far as Keweenaw Point, and to the south and southwest.

It seems therefore probable that the driftless area was located
to a large degree by the climate. At the same time Professor
Irving's suggestion is needed to make the explanation com-
plete. For this area was not a c astward of
the great central driftless area of the continent, as it is hygro-

. but, on the contrary it was wholly surrounded by
moving ice; for the ice is proved by bowlders to have ex-
tended on the west side of the area from the southwest eud
of Lake Superior over Minnesota and Iowa, and even beyond
into Missouri where large bowlders occur. The locality of the
mass of native copper found in Lucas County, Southern Iowa,

tour hundred and sixty miles from Keweenaw Point,
ble source. From Iowa the ice stretched eastward

across Illinois to the Lake Michigan region.
This southwestward prolongation of the glacier from the

western half of Lake Superior over a region as dry as that of
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the Wisconsin driftless area appears to 1

Professor Irving urges, of the great depth of the Lake Superior
trough—over a thousand feet below the present surface of the

water— ii nd its lying in a southwest-by- west (or about S. 55° W.)
direction, which was nearly that of the glacier motion in that

part of North America. For this would have determined the

movement of a great ice-mass southwestward, over the northern

half of Wisconsin, and over Minnesota, and thence across Iowa,

where there was again abundant precipitation. The annual

precipitation is 32 to 40 inches over Eastern Iowa, Illinois, and

the region about the southern part of Lake Michigan.

With such a driftless area within the glacier limits—an area

without depth of ice enough for movement—the pitch of the

upper surface of the ice around it would have been quite

The height must have been great enough
eastern part of the Lake Superior region and norm oi

Keweenaw Point to have determined movement through Min-

nesota and Iowa to Missouri, a distance of five hundr
this being shown by the bowlders of copper. Whatever the

pitch along that course, it was twice as great toward the Wis-

consin driftless area, since the northern border of the area is

hardly half as far. Down Lake Michigan the pitch continued

- and [ndiana ;
but the Kettle Eange west of Lake

Michigan, running along the east front of the driftless area,

marks out, as Professors Chamberlain and Irving show, its

moraine termination in that direction.

The eastern parallel branch of the Kettle Eange lying

between the Green Bay Valley and Lake Michigan, which,

according to these geologists, is also a moraine ridge, is evi-

dence, as they observe, that at the time when it was formed,

the glacier of Green Bay Valley was distinct from that of

Lake Michigan. It seems probable that when the Glacial era

was at its height, the two were merged in one glacier; but that

later, as the ice diminished, the former became independent,

and that then the eastern Kettle Kange was made.

3. The earth's axis had the same position in the Glacial era as

now, if the driftless character of the Wisconsin area depended on

the climatal conditions explained. The concordance between
" '

'
i of the drier areas of the Glacial era and those of the

The probability that such was the truth was long since made

apparent by the observation that the southern termination of

the glacier in North America and Europe was very nearly

along what is now the course of the same identical isothermal.

The position and extent of the Wisconsin driftless area afford

more precise and positive evidence.
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Great Salt Lake has no outlet, and its fluctuating level is

determined by the balance between inflowing streams and
solar evaporation. On the surrounding mountains there are

water-lines rising in steps to a thousand feet above its sur-

face, and showing that in ancient times a great body of water

occupied its basin. This ancient body, known as Lake Bonne-
ville, was 345 miles long from north to south and 135 miles

broad, and its vestiges are on so grand a scale that they have
attracted the attention not only of geologists but of every

observant traveler. It naturally occurred to many persons

to enquire whether the lake waters did not in their flood stage

find an outlet, and several theories have been advanced in re-

gard to it ; but previous to 1876 the outlet was not discovered,

or if discovered its position was not announced. In the sum-
mer of that year I left Ogden for the purpose of seeking the

outlet at the north, and in a few days had the great pleasure of

finding it in Idaho, at the north end of Cache Valley, the locality

being known as Red Rock Pass. The circumstances were such
as to leave no doubt in my mind that I had determined the

actual point of outflow, and on my return to the East I made
the announcement without reservation in a communication to

the Philosophical Society of Washington. The announcement
was also made for me in the same unequivocal manner by Pro-

fessor Joseph Henry, in the Smithsonian Report for 1876 (p. 61),

and by Professor J. W. Powell, in Baird's Annual of Scientific

Discovery for 1876 (p. 260), and there seemed no occasion for

further publication until the matter should receive its full dis-

cussion in the Reports of the Survey of which Professor Pow-
ell has charge. But, in the American Journal of Science for

January, 1878 (p. 65), there appears a statement (apparently on
the authority of Dr. F. V. Hayden, but without signature)
that it is believed that the explorations of the Survey, under
the direction of Dr. Hayden, the past season, have determined
the probable ancient outlet of the great lake that once filled

Salt Lake Basin;" and there is so much doubt implied by the
use of the phrases "it is believed" and "probable outlet"
that it seems proper for me to defend my positive assertions by
setting forth the facts which appear to me to place the exist-
ence and position of the ancient outlet beyond question.

If Lake Erie were to dry away, and a geologist of the future
should examine its basin, he would easilv trace the former shore-
line around it. At two —~
At Detroit and at Bu
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like passes, depressed somewhat below the level of the shore line,

and leading to other basins. Following the Detroit Pass he

would be led to the Huron basin and would find there a shore

line so nearly on a level with the Erie that he could not readily

determine which was the higher. Following the Buffalo Pass

he would find a continuous descent for many miles to the Onta-

rio basin, and in that basin he would find no water-line at the

level of the Erie shore. In each case he would learn from the

form of the passage that it had been the channel of a river,

and in the latter case he would learn from the direction and

continuity of descent, and from the absence of corresponding

shore lines, that it had been the channel of an outflow inn ««.
So in regard to Lake Bonneville. To discover its outlet it

find a point where the Bonneville shore line

was interrupted by a pass of which the floor was lower than the

shore line, and which led to a valley not marked by a continu-

ation of the shore line. These conditions are satisfied at Red
Rock Pass, and, in addition, there is a continuous descent from

the pass to the Pacific ocean. All about Cache Valley the

Bonneville shore line has been traced, and it is well marked

within a half mile of the pass. The floor of the Pass at the

divide is 840 feet below the level of the shore line, and its form

is that of a river channel. The gentle alluvial slopes from the

mountains at the east and west, which appear once to have

united at the pass, are divided for several miles by a steep-

sided, flat-bottomed, trench-like passage, a thousand feet broad,

and descending northward from the divide. At the divide

Marsh Creek enters the old channel from the east, and turning

northward runs through Marsh Valley to the Portneuf River,

a tributary of the Columbia. In Marsh Valley the eye seeks

in vain for the familiar shore lines of the S
the conclu, \X here the ancient lake outflowed

At the divide a portion of each wall of tl

is composed of solid limestone, and its floor is interrupted by

knolls of the same material. It is evident, too, that the chan-

nel has lost something in depth, for Marsh Creek and some

streams at the south have thrown so much debris into

it as to divide it into several little basins occupied by ponds

and marshes. It is not improbable that twenty or thirty feet

have thus been built upon the floor and that the original bed ot

the channel where it crosses the limestone is 360 or 370 feet

lower than the highest Bonneville beach. Still we must not

suppose that the floor of the outlet was ever 370 feet below a

coexistent level of the lake, but rather that during the exist-

ence of the outlet its channel was slowly excavated to that ex-

tent, while the lake was to the same extent drained. This view

ed in a very striking manner by the phenomena ot the
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From the highest shore line, known as the "Bonneville
Beach," down to the level of the modern lake, there is a con-

tinuous series of wave-wrought terraces recording the slow
recession of the water. As many as twenty-five have been
counted on a single slope. Some are strongly teai

others faintly, and some that are conspicuous at one point fail

to appear at other points ; but there is one that under all cir-

oes asserts its supremacy and clearly marks the longest

lingering of the water. It has been called the " Provo Beach,"
Qfi about 365 feet below the Bonneville Beach. When

the discharge of the lake began, its level was that recorded by
the Bonneville Beach. The outflowing stream crossed the

unconsolidated gravels that overlay the limestone at Red Rock
Pass, and cut them away rapidly. The lake surface was low-
ered with comparative rapidity until the limestone was exposed,
but from that time the progress was exceedingly slow. For a
long period the water was held at nearly the same level, and
the Provo Beach was produced. Then came the drying of the

ml the outflow ceased ; and slowly, with many linger-

mgs, the lake has shrunk to its present size.

In Dr. Hayden's Preliminary Report of the field work of his

Survey for the season of 1877, noticed on page 56 of the cur-

rent volume of this Journal, there is no mention of the obser-

vations at Red Rock Pass, but the omission appears to have
been accidental, for on page 7 he says : " At the divide between

rah Creek is another of the old outlets of

the ancient Salt Lake when its waters were at the highest
level." This passage occurs in a summary of Dr. A. C. Peale's
geological observations, but it is to be hoped that the idea will

not be advocated in that gentleman's report. The divide
referred to is near Malade City, and separates Malade Valley
from Marsh Valley. The Bonneville Beach is well vox

;< " t M ;ule Vi. lev, and nowhere more strongly than in the
vicinity of Malade City, h runs between that place and the
divide at an altitude of about 400 feet (by barometer) above
the city, while the divide, as determined by Dr. Hayden's assist-

ive the city of 960 feet. After making
every allowance for the errors incident to barometric determi-

it must be conceded that the divide is

several hundred feet higher than the water line. It appeared so
evident from a distant view that the lake did not overflow this
ridge, that I did not ascend to the summit, although I had under-
taken last summer to examine every divide between the
Columbia and Salt Lake Basins that might possibly have
afforded passage to the water. I am aware that Prof. F. H.
Bradley, who visited the local;- l the half
tormed opinion that it had been a point of outflow, but he de-
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scribed no channel of outflow ; and it is evident, r

he gave little thought to the subject, for he made the somewhat
og suggestion that four outflowing streams might have

coexisted—one at the Soda Spring Pass, one at Eed Eock, one
near Malade City, and one at the head of the Malade Eiver. If

he had seen the channel at Eed Eock, I do not doubt that he
would have recognized it as the real avenue of discharge.

It is proper to add in this connection, that I have been able
to demonstrate that certain small orographic movements have

I in the Bonneville Basin, not only since its desicca-

tion but during its flooding, and that it is perfectly conceivable
that such movements shifted the outflow from point to point.

To ascertain whether they actually did so, I have traced out
'ng the past summer all of the shore line that had 1

Art. XXXVII.—On the Projection of Microsrop, Photograph* :

by John Christopher Draper, M.D., LL.D., Professor of

Natural History in the College of the City of New York.

In the lanterns that are constructed for the projection of pho-

tographic or other images on a screen, the support or stage on
which the photographic slide is placed is close to, and at an in-

variable distance from, the condensing lens. So long as the ob-

jects to be projected are nearly equal in size to the diameter of

the condenser, this is the only adjustment that can be made to

<- the whole surface of the object; but, when the

diameter of the field occupied by the object is only one-half, or

one-quarter of the diameter of the condensing lens, the bril-

liancy of the result obtained upon the screen ma\ be greatly in-

creased by removing the supporting stage or object carrier to a

greater distance from the condenser, so that a convergent beam
of light may fall on the object to be projected. To accomplish

this I have ; wing form of lantern :

In the figure a ia n tted on an adjustable

base (see A Science and Arts, Sept., 1877,

page 208), which may be used with a condensing lens of verv

short focus, since the ziivonia is not burrowed into cavities

where the oxyhydrogen flame impinges, as happens witl

cylinders, and" causes'" the flame to be reflected upon the con-

densing lens and thereby destroys it. In the jet empl

gases are mixed just before they are ignited, b, b, is a short

focus condensing lens, c, the stage or support carrying the pho-

tographic or other design to be projected, d, the projection
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lens formed of three sets of leases and giving a perfectly fiat

rectilinear field, a, c, d, are mounted on a base board e, / to

the end of which the lantern box a, b, is attached, and

freely open above and below to permit perfect ventilation.

The base carries lateral grooves in which a, c, d slide, allowing

them to be placed at varying distances from b, and fixed by suita-

ble binding screws, c and d are also connected together by a rod

r, carrying an adjustment screw at r, by which the change of

distance between d and c, required in giving the correct focus,

may be obtained. The base e, /, is attached to a second or

under base g, h, by a hinge at h, which allows the end e, of the

movable base e, /, to be raised to anv required angle ;
at which

it may be maintained by the block at i So convenient and

compact is this lantern that it may easily be stowed away in a

small trunk.

When a series of objects of very different sizes is to be pro-

jected, as is the case with microscopic photographs taken under

the same adjustments, it is, as we have said, a great gai

projection of small objects if the circle of light used i

tuition is reduced : and, at the same time, increased in brilliancy.

This is accomplished in the above arrangement as rapidly as

can be desired by removing d, c, together, along the slide of the

base e, / to a sufficient distance from the face of the condenser

b to allow the convergent rays from the latter just to cover a

circle which will include the object to be projected. The

greater intensity of the illumination thus obtained renders the

definition of fine markings or other peculiarities on small

objects as clearly visible at considerable distances as are the

coarser markings on large objects under a weaker light.

In closing this brief communication I desire to add that 1

have made photographs of Frustulia saacouica under a power of

7,000 diameters. The photographs in question were made in

the City College building by a one-twentieth inch immersion

Beck lens. The light was from the sun, reflected by a helio-

stat, through ammonio-sulphate of copper solution, and con-
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densed on the object at an angle of 80° to 40°. The photo-
graph in question was direct, by which I mean that there was
no intermediate or secondary enlargement of a first photograph.
With this photograph and the lantern described, I have shown
Frustulia saxonica magnified more than half a million diame-
ters; a result which must be seen to be appreciated.

XXXVIII.— On the Discovery of Lower Silurian Fossils in

lestone associated with Hydromica slates, and on other points

the Geology of Lehigh and Northampton Counties, Eastern

nsylvania; by Frederick Prime, Jr., Professor of Metal-

jy at Lafayette College, Easton, Pennsylvania.

[Profe;

his work, during the past season, as Assistant < ;.•<].. -ist in the Geo-
logical Survey of Pennsylvania. The region in which the discov-

eries were made lies near the eastern boundary of the State, south-

east of the Blue Ridge. The rocks are related in position, in

lithological character, and also in their direct association with
large beds of limonite, to those of Vermont in which the discov-

eries of fossil> \n Mr. Wing were made, and to the continuation

of these Vermont rocks southward through Berkshire, Ma-sarhu-

setts, near and along the Taconic range. The discoveries were
first made known to the writer by Professor Lesley, the able

director of the Pennsylvania Survey, and by Professor Prime, in

November last ; and both recognized the intimate geological as

well as geographical relation between these East-Pen nsylvania and

West-New England rocks. Professor Lesley stated in his tetter

that the opinions which he had derived, from the observations of

others, more than thirty years since with regard to New England
geology, he now (since the discovery of fossils in limestones among
the metamorphic rocks of Vermont, of Bernardston and Littleton

in the Connecticut Valley, and of Eastern Pennsylvania) regards

as greatly strengthened in probability—namelv : That Paleozoic

s, and also the White Mountain*,

and that the latter include beds of Devonian age. Professor

Prime's article, which is here published, is cited from the Proceed-

ings of the Philosophical Society for December 21, where it appears

under the title " On the Paleozoic Pocks of Lehigh and North-

ampton Counties, Pennsylvania.—J. d. d.]

The Paleozoic rocks of Lehigh and Northampton counties

are: The Potsdam Sandstone (No. I); Magnesiai

II); Trenton Limestone (No. II); Utica Shale

on River or Matinal Slate (No. III).(No. Ill) ; Hudson River or Matinal Slate (N
The Potsdam sandstone is first found in the outlying pe

sula of the South Mountains, known as Lock Bidge, wher

Am. Joub. Sci.-Thikp Seeies, Vol. XV, No. 88.-Apbil, 1878.



occurs on the northwest flank of 1

a northwest dip. It next occurs in two small patches on the

northern flank of the main range of the South Mountain near

Macungie (formerly Millerstown). A small patch of it is also

found associated with the gneiss, where the latter crops out
through the limestone in the gorge of the Little Lehigh Creek
at Jerusalem Church, two miles northwest of Emaus. But it

is first seen to any great extent along the north flank of the

main range just south of Emaus, where its occurrence is con-

sent, bat of varying thickness, and continues for a distance of

four and a half miles, after which it can no longer be traced.

It occurs again at the ridge of the South Mountain, close to

Allentown, which forms the southern barrier of the Lehigh
Eiver, between Allentown and Bethlehem, where the sandstone
is about twenty-five feet thick and extends with a few intervals

(where it has been cut out by the river) the entire distance be-

tween these two places. It also extends across the Lehigh and
forms the capping rock of a portion of the gneiss just east of

Allentown and north of the Lehigh. The contact between the

gneiss and sandstone is distinctly" seen about two miles east of

Allentown on the Lehigh "Valley Eailroad track.

The very lowest beds of the Potsdam sandstone are actual

pudding-stones, containing quartz pebbles the size of a man's fist

and larger, and fragments of red, unaltered orthoclase. The
upper beds are composed of a har ite contain-

r or less quantities of feldspar nodules, which weather
out i:nd impart to the rock a pock-marked appearance. When
iirst quarried the color of this quartzite is blue to bluish-gray,
which on exposure soon changes to a dark reddish-brown, due
to the oxidation of the ferrous oxide it contains. The change
from a pudding-stone to a compact quartzite in the sandstone
shows that there has been a gradual sinking of the earth's crust
and an increase in the depth of the sea, thus preparing the way
for the subsequent deposition of the limestone.
The Potsdam sandstone often, as elsewhere, contains Seolithus.

Next above the Potsdam sandstone occur hydromica .stales.

which Sogers has called the Upper Primal Slates, but which
"m of the No. II li

,
i along the north i

: Potsdam conformably whereve
eing far more persistent in their occurrence, continuing with
iw intervals the entire distance from the western boundary of
-ehigh county to the Delaware River. They are of great eco-
omic importance as carrying the lowest range of brown hem-
tite iron ores, to be mentioned later.

These slates are composed in great part of the mineral
amounte and occur of a pink, gray, white and yellow color.
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When exposed to the weather they very rapidly decompose to

soft unctuous plastic clays in a few days, and some of these

will in time probably become valuable in the manufacture of

Coarse kinds of pottery. Generally they contain more or less of

the carbonates of lime and magnesia, and silica, mixed with the

damourite.* Hydromica slate also occurs the greater portion of

the distance from the western boundary of Lehigh county to

the Delaware River, at the junction of the No. II limestones

with the No. Ill slates, here also carrying brown hematite ores

It also occurs intercalated in the limestone, forming layers

from the thickness of a sheet of paper to several feet', and these

layers are innumerable. Their existence has been seen both in

rock outcrops as well as in wells which have been sunk.

The clay to which the hydromica slate decomposes is gener-

ally of a white color, although sometimes brown from the pres-

ence of hydrated ferric oxide. Analyses would seem to show
that the clay contains rather less potash than the undecom-

posed rock.

Overlying the hydron
"'' these and

(he Potsdam, sandstone, is the No. II or Magnesian limestone {Au-

roral of Pay ' :/' < at »>"" >;„>,;ng from six to

seven and a quarter miles in width. At four points gneiss crops

out through the limestone. These are at Chestnut Hill north of

Easton, at a hill two miles north of Bethlehem, the gneiss ridge

north of the L-lii-h, k-twven Allentown and Bethlehem, and

at Jer isaleni Church, two miles north of Emaus. Otherwise

itv is unbroken.
In its lower beds the limestone contains

chert, forming nodular masses of very various sizes and usually

having their longest axes conformable to the bedding of the

enclosing rock. This chert occurs in the manner described by

Saffordf as characteristic of the Knox dolomite of Tennessee-

dove color,

being'for't'l ' '" semi-crystalliue. while there

are occasionally shaly beds. In composition it varies much

often approaching a true dolomite, again a pure limestone. .But

from the isolated analyses made it would seem as if the per-

centage of i in the upper beds than the lower

ones. The limestone often very much so,

and hence much care is now being taken by many of the iron-

beds of it, which are low in silica, so as to

be suitable *esof the Great S

New Jersey, which are high in silica. It often contains minute

f Bee -

'ro-ress for 1874 of Lehigh Dist. Geol. Survey of Per

j of Tennessee, by Safford, pp. 215, 218.
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grains of pyrite disseminated through it, which weather out on
exposure, leaving minute cavities behind. Numerous analyses
have shown the presence of ferrous carbonate varyino- i-

from 0-538 to 1*305 per cent.

A peculiarity of the limestone is that it is often brecciated,
the fragments being composed exclusively of limestone, cemented

bv calcite or dolomite. The brecciated appearance is

rarely visible on fresh fracture, being usually brought to view
by weathering. When seen in place it will usually be found
that one or more brecciated beds occur between two others
which do not exhibit this peculiarity. As the beds of the No.
11 limestone have been much disturbed by the force which ele-
vated the bouth Mountain range, the probable explanation of
this brecciation is that a very hard, unyielding bed occurs be-
tween two more pliable ones ; that these, when subjected to the
lateral thrust of the uprising mass of the South Mountains,
have conformed themselves to the folds of the strata, while the
harder one, being unable to do this, has been fractured and re-
—nted in situ by the percolation of calcareous waters.
Some observers have supposed that the No. II formation is

•Jtually composed of two limestones, the lower one belonging
> the Huroman, the upper to the Calciferous ; and patches of

the latter are supposed to overlie the former,
stone (according to these observers) having been formed from
the lower, the brecciated limestones are adduced as evidences
ot upheaval and shore action.
The explanation I have offered of the formation of the brec-

ciated limestone is both more in accordance with the facts ob-
served and with the generally accepted view of the deep-sea
formation of limestone than the hypothesis above stated ; for
the brecciated limestones are as common near the base of the

Besides the genus Monocraterion found in the Lehigh county
limestone belongs to the same family as Scolithus, and is there-
lore no greater proof of age than the latter; and it occurs in
but one locality close to the top of No. II, being not more

an^Trenton
0116 andred feet from the overlying Calciferous

nn^^ 18 thUS far f°Und in the No
"
IX limestone do not

lorSinL A
Z
+

e
V?r
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en
o'

and have been found in but four

ln?tK
^/-^H^^b's Spring, about two and a half miles

Zt° ^"f
to^Vhe Jordan makes a Sreat bend a™nd a

1 mestone hill, and, by an underground passage of a portion of

wXnT Z QXuTted a C
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aVG a short d 'sta ê in*° £ At the

Of Xl.rZl f • ' T 1
" ^ 8ma11 °PeninS Whel'e that P°rti°aD crfk forming the spring

species of Monocraterion, as yet ,„, i Uu.,,1. < >f this half a
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dozen casts have been found ; but all efforts to discover the

fossil itself have been hitherto unsuccessful. This discovery is

the more interesting as the genus Monocrater'ion lias hitherto

only been known to occur in Sweden.
About half a mile northeast of this five or six specimens of

a Lingula were found in John Schadt's quarry, but it is impos-

sible to determine its species. About half a mile west of Hel-

frich's Spring a single specimen of an Orthoceratite was found

close to the Jordan, just north of Scherer's Tavern, but so im-

perfect that its species is undeterminable. Finally a specimen

"1 A', xnphalus was found ou Nero Peters' farm, two miles east

of Ballietsville.

Not a single fossil has thus far been found in the No. II

limestone of Northampton county.

The No. II limestone, like the Magnesian limestone of the

Mi-i-ippi V:,llr\, i> . v- dinglv soluble. Streams constantly

disapp ir ii tii n-nmnd, forsakin- tlieii >rigii I beds except

when the volume of water is too great to be carried off by the

subterranean channels, only to reappear again as springs at

greater or less distances. The effects due to this solution of the

limestone are very great. Not only are small sink-holes very

common, but beds are found often much contorted locally in a

manner which can only be explained by supposing them to

have dropped down by'their own weight into caverns excavated

by the water beneath them. Poss hon of the

hydromica beds as developed in the brown hematite mines at

the junction of the limestone with the No. [II slates is due to

the same action, rendered more prominent by the pass

streams from the slate to the limestone, where the solving

action could begin. The different beds too are soluble in very

different degrees ; some apparently yield at once to the eroding

art, on of water, while others afford a resistance to this operation

for reasons as yet unknown, but which are pi

or physical than chemical. Knowing as we do so

little of the conditions under which the different layers of

almost or quite identical in com posit" "

formed, we can only speculate that those lay -

s compact, hard, and dense, p.

metamorphosed by a subsequent

actually have no facts on which to base sue.

No better illustration of the darkness ami-
are seeking light can be given than by stating that we are id

complete ignorance of the causes which produce differ

:, !n the one above the

other. We can explain alternations of shale, sand,

limestone by changes in depth of the sea in wnicD ™*JJT=
formed

; but such an explanation does not hold good where the
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same rock continued to be formed. Why should the sediment,
whether chemical or mechanical, have formed a continuous
layer an inch to several feet in thickness, and then a break in
continuity have occurred, to be succeeded by another layer of
the same material?
While the greater portion of the limestone has in all proba-

bility been formed in deep water, we have one instance in a
quarry at Uhlersville on the Delaware where it must have been
formed as a beach, since we find here distinct traces of ripple
marks along the entire face of the quarry, some sixty feet high
and fifty feet deep, the strata being tilted nearly vertically.

It has been generally supposed that the limestone dips almost
universally southward; and while this view holds good for

Northampton county, except at the junction of No. II with the
JNo. Ill slates and along the north flank of the South Moun-
tains it is not the case in Lehigh county ; for here we find
northwest dips, more especially along; an axis which is pro-
longed some distance into Northampton county, a short distance
above Catasauqua.
As a general thing the limestones pass conformably under the

iUo. Ill slates, and the few exceptions where the slates dip
toward the limestones, and the latter away from the slates can
readily be explained by an overturning of the beds toward the
south, by which means as in the slate quarry close to and south

limestone
11 ^ ^^ apparentl

-y Passes conformably below the

Overlying the No. II limestone occurs the Trenton limestone
- more fossiliferous and contains such characteristic

tossUsasO.
3 well as the

about a mile south of
lronton in Lehigh county, then at intervals between Bath and
Martins Creek in Northampton county

; but all attempts to
trace it as a continuous formation have thus far been unsuccess-
ful owing to the lack of outcrops. It occurs most extensively
at Martins Creek on the Delaware, at a point a little south of
tne cotton mil!, and is there as elsewhere apparently conforma-
ble with the underlying Magnesian limestone

This limestone resembles in appearance the No. II, being

bSV
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e
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f
parent sudden break between the two

'

peaed if the subsidence of the sea-bottom was steady and slow.

&mS3£S^^21 -hco,,ntJ
yr, as close to the junction of the limestone

distance is more or less a hydraulic one, due to the greater
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proportion of alumina which it contains. This ak;o was to he
expected if the subsidence continual, as signaling an approach

to the era of slate-formation and open-sea deposition. These

limestones are utilized on the Lehigh river in the manufacture

of hydraulic cements and lately Portland cement has been made
at the Copley Cement Works, which is said to be nearly or quite

equal to the imported. Careful search and the demand for it

will no doubt cause this variety of the limestone to be explored

at various other points in the two counties, and will in time

render us independent of the cement now sent from the Hudson
Eiver. The limestone is of a dull, earthy appearance, entirely

free from any crystalline texture and of a dark -ray color.

Before closing our discussion of the limestone it is necessary

to speak of the large and numerous deposits of brown hematite

iron-ore which occur in it, and which form the main support of

the extensive iron furnaces of the Lehigh and S

Valleys.

The brown hematite iron-ore occurs almost exclusively in

two irregular lines of deposition ; the one along the northern

flank of the South Mountain Eange, the other at or near the

junction of the No. II limestone with the No. Ill slates. A
few other localities, at which the ore is found, but these are in-

significant in number compared to the two lines mentioned.

Along both these lines the ore is always found either in hydro-

mica slate, or resting on limestone very greatly impregnated

with damourite ; the same is true elsewhere whenever the

brown hen ..ri>,i,»ili. Some dcpo,it< are

however found which have evidently been pockets oreavities in

the limestone into which the masses of Iimomte have Q

forced together with gravel and clay during the Drift Period.

L avi i<r these out of consideration as of minor import

ler briefly those iron-ore deposits which occur in place.

It is at once evident that like the rocks with which ttiev are

.i.,. v a rc of - -eo idarv orL-in, and have been derived

from still older formations. The occurrence <-t the brown

i uina. lime. in...:', -mm ai i the alkalies,

more especially potash, points to their havm- heen derived

from Archaean rocks ontai _
' iier horn '

blende or pyroxene. From the decomposition of these three

minerals we are able to derive all the oxides above mentioned

which was without any doubt derived in

great part from the decomposition of ferrous silicate present in

have been derived from iron pyrites, although this
; suppof on

is entirely unn. ssarv. it is extremely improbable that the

brown hem
ad hydra-

tion of magnetic iron ore, when we recall the great resistance
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which the latter offers to chemical change of any kind when
exposed to the action of air and water, and its unaltered condi-
tion and fresh, bright appearance in rivers and on the seashore.
But the question as to how the brown hematite got into its

present condition and whether it was deposited cotemporane-
ously with the rocks containing it, or subsequently to these, is

still an enigma and various theories have been offered in expla-
nation. For a resume of some of these hypotheses reference
may be made to a recent article by Professor J. D. Dana,
in this Journal, III, vol. xiv, page 136. The almost entire
freedom of the hydromica slate, when fresh, in Lehigh and
Northampton counties from ferruginous minerals will prevent
our having recourse to pyrite, pyrrhotite, chlorite, garnet,
mica and staurolite, which Professor Dana says occur in the
hydromica region of Connecticut. Hence we must have recourse
to other sources. It seems most doubtful that the mineral,
from which the brown hematites were derived, was deposited
cotemporaneously with the hydromica slates in the district
under discussion, since we find the ore often passing through
the slate or clay obliquely and intersecting the bedding. It is

more probable that the ore was conveyed to its present position
by infiltration subsequent to the formation of the hydromica
slates. Whence was it derived ? I have already stated that
the limestone contains varying proportion of ferrous carbonate
a
"i? ,

of P-vnte '
and when we consider the enormous erosion

which the limestone has undergone, the wonder is not that the

i

ep°
1

S
V\of iron ore should be so great >

but rather that the^
should be so small. The ferrous carbonate and the pyrite oxi-
dised to ferrous sulphate being both soluble in water, the former
when the water contains carbon dioxide, the waters would

salts in solution until they came in con-

ig agents such as the alkaline silicates
e hydromica slates carry. These last became con-

verted to carbonates and sulphates, leaving the iron behind,
either direcl n , oxide> or possjbl y as ferrous
silicates which became later decomposed by the action of aerated
water to hydrated ferric oxide ai b latter we
now nnd so universally associated with the brown hematites as
quartz. Whatever the origin of these ores may have been, one
thing is evident, viz., that there is some genetic relation between
the brown hematites and the hvlnunn-a slates, as evidenced by
the almost universal occurrence of the ore in the slate, extend-

r Lt V if
Waj T Vermont to East Tennessee through the

w^rA ^ a
TT
W
v
U aS in the interior valleJs of Pennsylvania

where the No. II limestones occur.
It is well here to emphasize the fact that these brown hema-

tite ores all belong to the Lower Silurian limestone formation,
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since, in 1874, Dr. Sterry Hunt, after a cursory examination
of Ziegler's Mine in Berks County, situated at the junction of

the No. II limestone and the No. Ill slates, made the mistake,

in a paper on " The Decay of Crystalline Bocks " before the

National Academy of Science, of supposing that the hydromica
slates belonged to" the Haronian Period :—a mistake into which
so eminent an observer as himself would never have fallen had
he been better acquainted with the region.

At intervals along the junction of the limestones and slates

there occurs a black carbonaceous shale, often decomposed to

black or dark blue clay, which I have supposed to be the rep-

resentative of the Utica shales. It consists of a very carbona-

ceous hydromica >1 ite tmutaining damourite), without any fos-

sils and may not belong to the Utica Period at all. In no

instance has' it been found more than one to twelve feet thick,

but it sometimes carries pyrite from which a portion of the iron

ores, just mentioned, may have been derived. These shales

~~? of no economic importan

portion of these slates are extremely useful for roofing and

other household purposes, and extensive quarries have been

opened at various points for the purpose of extracting them, as,

however, they have been but very slightly examined, during the

progress of the present Geological Survey of the State, I shall

defer a more detailed description of them to some future time.

Art. XXXIX.—On the Influence of Temperature on the Optical

Constants of Glass ; by Charles S. Hastings, of the Johns

Hopkins University.

A formula connecting the refractive power of a body with

its density, established by Newton, is well known This

though founded upon the assumption of the emission theory ot

light, is found to hold true for gases and vapors and, qualita-

tively at least, for most solids Mid us devia-

tions from the law have long been recognized. Arago showed

that water increased in refractive power in changing its tem-

perature from that corresponding to its maximum density to

the freezing point. This has since been made the subject of an

investigation by Jamin, who gives 0° C. as the temperature of

maximum refractive power. .

More recently Dale and Gladstone have made an extensive

study of the changes produced in the refractive and dispersive

powers of various liquids by increase of temperature ;
a study
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which has been largely extended by the labors of Schrauff, Lan-
dolt and others. In all liquids, with the exception noted above,
increase of refractive power accompanies increase of density.

Observations of the same sort upon solid bodies lead, how-
ever, to much less accordant results. Rudberg, in investigating
the optical properties of several crystals, found that in arrago-
nite and quartz, the variations in density and refractive index
are in the same direction, but that with calcite the case is

different, the index for the ordinary ray seeming inde-
pendent of changes in temperature," and for the extra-
ordinary ray the variation is abnormal. This is less strik-

•ver, when we bear in mind the discovery of
Mitscherlich that the deportment of Iceland spar in regard to
extension by increase of temperature is quite exceptional.
But before Rudberg's investigation, Arago and Neumann

had independently pointed out the fact that' glass does not fol-

low the ordinary law. Fizeau undertook to determine quanti-
tatively the changes which various glasses undergo, as regards
their mean indices of refraction, and devised for that purpose,
an elegant and celebrated method. I shall quote later, some
of his results, the only quantitative ones which I have been able
to find.

The instrument with which the following determinations were
made, is the large spectrometer by M..-yi.-rst.'in. belonging to
the Physical Laboratory of the Jobaa" Hopkins I

I he circle is 12 inches in diameter, divided to 6', and reads by
two microscopes to 2". The probable error of one division is

1 48, and its larger periodic errors are expressed in the formula

N=2"-386+7"'82 sin (z+62° 36')+2".l sin (2 2+ 157°)

AT , . ,

+4" -32 sin (3 z+32So
) +0'H6 sin (1 2+ 122°)

JN being the corrected and z the immediate reading.

Much labor was expended in putting the instrument in so

J a state, for in order to secure uniformity <

it was found necessary to re-grind the axis. The collimating
telescope too, was, by inexcusable carelessness in construction,
directed nearly one-fourth of an inch away from the axis, I im

nations of double deviations by the intro-

ors of aberration in the object glass,

instrument is a small circular platform
rer limb at its edsre which is read by

two verniers to single minutes of arc. This platform turns
independently of the large circle with inconsiderable friction,
and upon it is placed the prism to be studied. The methods
adopted to adjust the instrument and prism, and to measure
the angle of the prism were exceedingly accurate and perhaps
find a proper place for description her!
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In the focal plane of the positive eye-piece was a reticle con-

sisting of lines on glass ruled as follows :—a system of two
pairs of parallel lines crossing at center of field, one pair being

horizontal and the other vertical, the angular distance (measured
from objective) between the components of each pair being

about 1' ; and a single line, vertical and about 25' to the right

of the vertical pair. Over this single line was placed a small

totally reflecting prism, one of its faces turned toward an open-

ing in the eye-tube. The advantage of this arrangement is at

once evident, for it was possible to get a strongly illuminated

image of the single line, reflected by a plane beyond the

objective, between the two vertical lines, at the same time

avoiding the aunoyance of waste light reflected from the eve-

lenses on the one hand, since the mirror was within the eye-

piece, and from the objective on the other, owing to the eccen-

i of the mirror.

ument was put in adjustment by means of a piece

of plane-parallel glass placed vertically upon the platform, i. e.,

BO that its plane was parallel to the axis of the instrument.

The platform was then turned with the glass till the reflected

image of the reticle was seen in the telescope. The teles© »pe

was then sharply focused upon this image and the eye-piece

clamped in that position as evidently corresponding to adjust-

iiieut lor p rall.-l ravs, at least lor ra\ s of medium wave length

Then the
g

'

. ifthe image of the horizontal

lines corresponded with the lines themselves it was good
;

if not,

the correction was divided between the glass and the telescope.

Proceeding in this way, it was easy to adj

that once sighting the reflected in

in the same place by turning the glass 180°, and that inde-

pendently of the azimuth of the platform as referred to the

ele. When these conditions are met it is clear that tne

axes of the instrument and platform are par

the telescope is perpendicular to both. The proper adjustment

of the collimating telescope as regards focus and direct*

evidently attainable from these that it is not worth while

'lesn-ihitiLf it special! v. . , ,

In order to measure the angle of a prism, it was placed upon

the platform in the place of the _

proper screws until both faces were perpendicular to the Jine of

collimation of the telescope; a reading was then made when

the image of the single vertical line fell exactlv half way

between the two wires at the center of the field. The error of

setting was found to be generally less than 1", not a surprising

result when one remembers tin
;

e of
.

tlie

same intensitv, and that a motion of but 30'; in the prism

would carry the reflected line from one of the pair to the otner.
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The next step was to rotate the great circle, and with it the
prism, until the other face took exactly the same position ; the
reading then would clearly be the supplement of the desired
angle

;
in practice, however, the angle was repeated by turning

back the platform independently of the circle, the repetition
being carried usually to six times, and then back over the same
ground for verification. This method was well adapted to this

work as the mass moved independently was small, and turned
with little friction. It failed however, as might be expected, in

measuring later the angles of deviati. -u, f. >r h'^iv the joints to be
turned were much larger, and that limit of accuracy which is

always reached so easily and quickly by the method of repeti-

tion, was not below that of a single reading of the microscopes.
Of the adjustment of the prism for measuring the double

angle of deviation for the different Fraunhofer lines, little need
be said except that, besides the care taken in placing the sur-
faces exactly parallel to the axis of the instrument, the prism
was shifted on the platform until, seen through the lens of the
collimator by looking through the slightly opened slit, exactly
the same central portion of the objective was projected upon
the faces of the prism in both its right and left positions
of minimum deviation. This is a very important precaution
in order to eliminate errors due to aberration, which must
exist in every lens save for rays of a single wave length, or, in

rare cases, of two wave lengths.
The position of the prism for minimum deviation of a single

line was carefully determined on the small circle attached to
the platform, by experiment, while those of the other lines
observed were computed after an approximate measurement
of the angle of deviation.
The process followed in making the measurements, was to

point the telescope upon the particular Fraunhofer line which
was to be determined, with the prism in its first position of
minimum deviation and read the circle by both microscopes,
then to turn the prism to its second position of minimum devi-
ation and read again, the difference of readings being the
double deviation required. With this observation was also
put the temperature of the prism at the time. This course

led from six to ten times, using in each case a dif-
ferent portion of the circle, and then a new line was undertaken.
In order to determine the temperature of the prism, a metal
cell was cemented to the prism, the back of which formed one
sideot the receptacle; in this was placed a small centigrade
thermometer reading to quarter degrees, estimated, however, to
tenths, and then filled with water. The reading of the barom-
eter was also taken at each series of observations. It is need-
less to say that each reading of the circle was corrected by an
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I=b0"-18.

II, Of Feil's Hint glass. No. 1241, sp. gr., 3-151.

Angle of prism, 59° 58' 31* 25±0"-61.

m, Of Feil's crown glass, No. 1219, sp. gr., 2-482.

Angle of prism, 60° 10' 9*-04±0*-23.

IV, Flint glass, sp. gr., 3-497.

Angle of prism, 50° 7' 53*01 ±0*-20.

V, Crown glass, sp. gr., 2-510.

Angle of prism, 59° 48' 13'-40±0'"08.

The materials of IV and V have been in my possession a

long time, and there is no way to determine what they are

except from their optical properties, and the statement of the

optician from whom I procured them, that the first is of French

and the second of English manufacture. I suppose IV to be a

flint glass of Feil's making, while V is doubtless of the so-called

" soft crown " of Chance Brothers.

The temperature affecting the observations ranges from
14° -9 C. to 29° C, though most of the lines were measured

with a maximum difference of 10° C.

The reduction of the observations on the first three prisms

to a temperature of 20° C. and barometric height of thirty

inches gave the following indices of refraction :

Temperature, 20° a. Barometric height, 30 inches.

I. II. III.

Line. a » t n
|

e

A ±3 1-572464 ±G 1-512456 ±3
B 3 1-575332

J l5l«34 i 3

D, 3 1-580905

S«M 1-583024

F 1-590989 1-524182 3

4.U3
G-

h
1-649086

;

1-600129
1-604749 ; 1-532251

J

3

a:".5i 1-659757 a 1-608658 7 1-534458 3

In this table the first column indicates the Fraunhofer line to

which the indices of refraction, in columns headed it, refer.

The last line is beautifully defined and lies nearly midway

between H, and H 3 . The columns under e give the probable

errors of each determination in units of the sixth place decimal.

It should be remarked here that the larger probable errors in

the determinations of prism II arise from the greater probable

error in the determination of its refracting angle, hence the
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values are relatively, though not absolutely, as accui

The following table contains, in the columns
increase of refractive index also in units of sixth pla<

ponding to an increase of 1° C. in temperature.

I. II. III.

Line. f ft k> k k> k

A 4-12 379 1-70 1-74 - "82 - -77

B — -53

2 43
5614
E 5-87

F
4548

7'85

SMI 9-21 til
4-78

604 Xl'-tl + 2-06

It is evident at a glance that the values of k' increase in each

case with the decrease of wave length ; and it was found that

the quantities could be embodied, within the limits of error of

the observations, by a formula of the form

ificance of the constants a and fi is clearly that the

first is the change in refractive power for light of indefinitely

great wave length, or briefly, the change in refractive power,
and the second, the change in dispersive power. The follow-

ing are the numerical values for the three cases

:

II __.*= -442+ -755-1.

Ill Jc— -1-813+0-604- .

From these, the quantities contained in the columns headed h
are computed.
The most surprising fact which these results point out is,

that the variation in dispersive power attending variation in

temperature is relatively enormously greater than that of the
refractive power. This has, I believe, escaped attention here-

tofore. It could hardly have passed unheeded, however, did
not a singular relation obtain in the coefficients. The disper-
sive powers of the three specimens of glass, computed in the
ordinary way, are as 9:8:6 nearly, while the coefficients in
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question are as 9:6:5 nearly; hence if this relation holds
approximately for all optical glasses, as is probable, an achro-

matic combination good for one temperature is good for all

others within moderate limits.

Fizeau found, in the researches before alluded to. values for

the refractive increment tor 1° C, not unlike our own, namely :

Crown glass (zinc), sp. gr., 2*626, &D=0-00.
Common flint -lass. sp. UT .. :j-584, kv=2-Q.
Dense flint glass, sp.gr., 4-] 4, A~D=6-87.

The magnitudes of the quantities k show at once the importance of

observing the temperature of the prism in every accurate deter-"

mination of refractive indices, neglect in so doing generally viti-

ating the fifth decimal place. It may be remarked, too, that

ordinary variations in l.aroinetric pressure cannot be neglected

when it is desired to limit the errors to the sixth decimal place.

The prisms IV and V were not studied to determine the

temperature constants as were the others, but were observed
at as nearly the temperature of 20° C. as possible, and reduced

by means of the constants given above. I add these results

here because the indices are given with great accuracy, and
the "soft crown," though largely used in photographic instru-

ments, has not been much studied. It should be stated, how-
ever, that Van der Willigen has published the <

glass which seems nearly identical.

Line. IV. v.

A 1-603945 1-509607

B j -607306 1-511584

D 2
1-515288

5614
E 1-620103 1-518719

1-625751

h 1-642284

1-527300
1-530075

3951

The probable errors were not computed, for the reason that the

temperature corrections were assumed; but as regards their

accuracv, the values under IV are perhaps quite as good as

those which go before; those under V, on the other hand,

have much larger errors, though probably in every case below

two units in the fifth place. This finds its explanation in the

fact that the material was not homogeneous, thus giving less

perfect definition than the others, though the surfaces of the

prism were of the same excellence.

I have made these determinations for the purpose of discuss-

ing the theory of the astronomical objective.

Johns Hopkins University, January, 1878.
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Art. XL.

—

A note on Experiments with floating Magnets; showing
the motions and arrangements in a plane offreely moving bodies,

acted on by forces of attraction and repulsion ; and serving in

the study of the directions and motions of the lines of
force ; by Alfred M. Mayer.

For one of my little books of the Experimental Science
Series I have devised a system of experiments which illustrate

the action of atomic forces, and the atomic arrangement in

molecules, in so pleasing a manner, that I think these experi-

ments should be known to those interested in the study and
teaching of physics,

A dozen or more of No. 5 or 6 sewing needles are mag^
netized with their points of the same polarity, say north.

Each needle is run into a small cork, { in long and T\ in. in

diameter, which is of such size that it just floats the needle in

an upright position. The eye end of the needle just comes
the top of the cork.

Float three of these vertical magnetic needles in a bowl of

water, and then slowly bring down over them the N. pole of a

rather large cylindrical magnet. The mutually repellant
needles at once approach each other and finally arrange them-
selves at the vertices of an equilateral triangle* thus .'. . The
needles come nearer together or go further away as the magnet,
above them, approaches them or is removed from them.
Vibrations of the magnet up and down cause the needles to

-he triangle formed by them alternately increasing and
diminishing in size.

On lifting the magnet vertically to a distance the needles
mutually repel and end by taking up positions at the vertices
of a triangle inscribed to the bowL

Four floating needles take these two forms ' *
\

I have obtained the figures up to the combination of twenty
floating needles. Some of these forms are stable; others are
unstable, and are sent into the stable forms by vibration.
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vibrating systems, each ruled more or less by the motions of its

own superposed magnet ; to witness the deformations and
decompositions of one molecular arrangement by the vibrations

of a neighboring group, to note the changes in form which take

place when a larger magnet enters the combination, and to see

the deformation of groups produced by the side action of a

magnet placed near the bowl.

In the vertical lantern these exhibitions are suggestive of

much thought to the student Of course they are merely sug-

gestions and illustrations of molecular actions and forms ; for

they exhibit only the results of actions in a plane ; so the

student should be" careful how he draws conclusions from them

as to the grouping and mutual actions of molecules in space.

I will here add that I use needles floating vertically and

horizontally in water as delicate and mobile indicators of mag-

netic actions ; such as the determination of the position of the

poles in magnets, and the displacement of the lines of magnetic

force during inductive action on plates of metal, at rest and in

The vibratory motions in the lines of force in the Bell-tele-

phone have been studied from the motions of a needle (float-

ing vertically under the pole of the magnet), caused by moving

to and fro through determined distances, the thin iron plate m
front of this magnet. These experiments are worth repeating

by those who desire clearer conceptions of the manner of action

of that remarkable instrument.

Art. XLL—On the Intrusive Nature of the Triassic Trap Sheets

of New Jersey; by I. C. Kussell.

Although the trap sheets which traverse the Triassic rocks

of New Jersey and of the Connecticut Valley are commonly

spoken of as being dikes of igneous rocks, yet the proof of

their intrusive nature is seldom given. As the igneous origin

of these rocks has been questioned by some persons, we take

the present opportunity of calling the attention of geologists to

a locality where the proof that these sheets of trap wi

forced out in a molten condition between the layers of sedimen-

tary rocks, is very positively shown.

The trap ridges of New Jersey have a general north and

south direction* usually conformable with the strike of the

associated sandstones and shales which compose the great mass

of the Triassic formation. The trap rocks also, seern usually

to be conformable in dip with the stratified rocks above and

below them. These facts, together with the consideration of

Am. Joan. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XV, No. 88.—April, 1878.
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the rare occurrence of the exposure of the junction of the trap

rocks with the stratified rocks that overlie them—owing to the

removal of the latter by denudation, and to the line of contact

being covered with drift, or overgrown by vegetation— have led

to the supposition that the sheets of trap were not intrusive, but
were formed cotemporaneously with the shales and sandstones
as a bed or stratum of igneous rock, which was spread out in a

molten condition at the bottom of the shallow sea in which the

rocks were being deposited. The question in hand,
then, is to determine (1) whether the plutonic rocks of the

Triassic were spread out as a sheet of molten matter and allowed
to cool and consolidate before the rocks that rest upon them
were deposited, both, therefore, belonging to the same geolog-
ical period ; or (2) were the trap rocks forced out in a fused state

among the sedimentary strata after their consolidation, which,
consequently, would make them more recent than either the

rocks above or below them.
For the purpose of deciding these questions to our own satis-

faction, we have examined the trap ridge known as the First

Newark Mountain, for some twenty miles of its course in the

;• >od of Plainfield, New Jersev. We hoped by making
the following examinations to acquire the desired information in

reference to the history of these mountains :

1st. To discover if the sedimentary rocks that repose upon the
igneous ones have been changed from their normal condition by
the action of heat at the surface of contact.

2d. To determine, if possible, if the trap sheets seem in all

eases to be conformable in beddinar with the stratified rocks
with which they are associated.

It is not difficult to find the junction of these igneous rocks
with the shales and sandstones that underlie them. In all such
cases that have come under our notice, the stratified rocks have
been found to be highly altered and show very plainly that
they have been exposed to intense heat. At a number of places
beneath the trap rock forming the Palisades on the western
shore of the Hudson, this change may be observed ; in some
instances the sandstone beneath the trap has been metamor-
phosed into a compact vitreous quartzite. At the Falls of the

O* the igneous rocks, with the altered sedi-

mentary rocks beneath, is well exposed. We have also observ-
r indications of the action of great heat at a number

of places in the shales and sandstones beneath the trap rocks in

the neighborhood of Plainfield, New Jersey.
These observations indicate very clearly that the Triassic

traps were once in a highly heated and probably molten condi-
is also shown by their- If these

fused rocks had been allowed to cool and consolidate, as we
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were at one time inclined to suppose, before the sandstones and
shales above them were deposited, then, of course, the rock
resting upon the trap would show no alteration similar to the

changes that have affected the stratified rocks beneath.

As we have said, to obtain definite proof of such alteration

in the stratified rock above the trap is quite difficult Although
the writer has made himself tolerably familiar with the Trias-

sic formation of New Jersey, and has made many long excur-

sions with the hope of rinding such an exposure, yet in only

one instance had he been successful. On the western slope of

the First Newark Mountain, directly west of Westfield, New
Jersey, and near the little deserted village of Feltville, the de-

junction is very plainly shown. We there found i

of the history of the T arly legible.

At this locality the stratified rocks are well exposed in the

sides of a deep ravine which has been carved out by a small

brook that flows down the western slope of the mountain.

The stream found but little difficulty in deepening its channel

until it came to the hard igneous rocks over which it now flows.

The trap rock, w
places, presents i

talline rock, with a conchoidal fracture, similar in every way

with the appearance it presents in neighboring localities where

it is more thoroughly exposed. In other places it swells up

into bosse- sses which are thrust up into the

overlying rocks. The outside of these mass

ceous or slag-like appearance ; in the interior the cavities are

filled with infiltrated minerals. The shales that rest

upon these igneous rocks have, in many places, been disturbed

from their normal position and greatly altered in texture and

color. For the first two or three feet above the trap the shales

have been intensely metamorphosed, and are scarcely to be dis-

1 from the trap itself. In hand specimens it is fre-

quently impossible to determine from their appearance alone

trap and which is metamorphosed shale. At a distance

of six or eight feet above the trap the shales are still very much

altered and filled with a great number of small spherical unices

of a dark green mini ' te -
Midway up the

sides of the ravine, which is about thirty feet deep, the shales

present somewhat of their asoaJ «i °jit are

traversed by a great number of irregular cavities formed by the

expansion of vapor, while the rocks were in a semi-plastic con-

dition. At a distance of twenty-five or thirty feet above the

shales and sandstones are changed out slightly, n at

all, from their normal condition. A bed of limestone from two

to three feet in thickness, which is here interstratified with the

shales and sandstones—a very rare occurrence in the lnassic
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formation of New Jersey—where it approaches the trap is con
siderably altered and forms a mass of semi-crystallized carbon
ate of lime.

J

Near the junction of the metamorphosed shales and theigne
ous rocks beneath, we found in a number of places a peculiai

rock composed of angular fragments of a greenish rock, resem
bling dark-green serpentine in appearance, bound together by i

reddish cement—thus forming a typical breccia. This remarka
ble rock, which we have never seen in any other locality, in some
places is two feet or more in thickness, at other times it fills the

spaces between concentric masses of igneous rock or metamor
pbosed shale. Numerous small cavities that occur in the brec
cia have been filled by infiltration with calcite and zeolites.

This interesting material seems to have a history somewhat
similar to that of the " friction breccias," mentioned by Von
Cotta, as occurring at the margins of eruptive igneous rocks,
and formed at the time of their eruption.
The section at Feltvill.- iurni.-.|i.-<" indisputable evidence that

the igneous rocks, composing the First Newark Mountain, were
intruded in a molten state between the layers of the stratified

rocks subsequent to their consolidation. As these mountains
are in every way similar to the rest of the trap ridges which
traverse the Triassic regions of New Jersey, from analogy we
should extend this conclusion so as to embrace them all.

The distinctness with which this one consideration relating to
the Triassic trap sheets has been answered, seems by contrast
only to make other questions in their history more obscure.
We cannot now determine in what age after the consolidation
of the Triassic sedimentary rocks the outbursts of trap oc-
curred. Neither can we decide whether or not the several trap
ridges that traverse the Triassic were formed at one time. It
may be that one is thousands of years older than its neighbor.
As regards the conformability of the trap sheets with the

associated sedimentary rocks, we have but little information to
offer independent of the section at Feltville which we have
already described. The curved course which a number of the
trap ridges in New Jersey follow, seems to indicate that they
must cut across the strata of the sedimentary rocks, which,
throughout the whole Triassic area in New Jersey, have a
nearly uniform dip of from twelve degrees to fifteen degrees
toward the northwest
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Art. XLIL—Research on the Absolute Unit of Electrical Hen*
ance; by Henry A. Kowland,* Professor of Physics in the
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

Preliminary Remarks.

Since the classical determination of the absolute unit of elee-
n i •>! resistance by the Committee on Electrical Standards of the
British Association, two re-determinations have been made, one
in Germany and the other in Denmark, which each differ two
percent from the British Association determination, the one on
one side and the other on the other side, making a total differ-

ence of four per cent between the two. Such a great difference
in experiments which are capable of considerable exactness,
seems so strange that I decided to make a new determination by
a method different from any yet used, and which seemed capable
of the greatest exactness; and to guard against all error, it was
decided to determine all the important factors in at least two
different ways, and to eliminate most of the corrections by the

method of experiment, rather than by calculation. The
method of experiment depended upon the induction of a cur-

rent on a closed circuit, and in this respect resembled that of

Kirchhoff, but it differed from his inasmuch as, in my experi-

ment, the induction current was produced by reversing the

main current, and in Kirchhoff 's by removing 'the circuits to a

distance from each other. And it seems to me that this

method is capable of greater exactness than any other, and it

certainly possessed the greatest simplicity in theory and facil-

ity in experiment.
In the carrving out of the experiment I have partly availed

myself of my" own instruments and have partly drawn on the

collection of the University, which possesses many unique and

accurate instruments for electric and magnetic measurements.

To insure uniformity and accuracy, the coils of all these instru-

ments have been wound with my own hands and the measure-

ments reduced to a standard rule which was again compared

with the standard at Washington. Unlike many German in-

struments, quite fine wire has always been used and the num-
ber of coils multiplied, for in this way the constants of the coils

can be more exactly determined, there is less relative action

from the wire connecting the coils, and above all we know ex-

actly where the current passes.

The experiment was performed in the back room of a small

house near the University, which was reasonably free from

excellent c ,
particularly in read-
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magnetic and other physical disturbances. As the magnetic
disturbance was eliminated in the experiment, it was not neces-
sary to select a region entirely free from such dial
The small probable error proves that sufficient precaution was
taken in this respect.

The result of the experiment that the British Association
unit is too great by about 88 per cent, agrees well with Joule's
experiment on the heat generated in a wire by a current, and
makes the mechanical equivalent as thus obtained very nearly
that which he found from friction : it is intermediate between
the result of Lorenz and the British Association Committee;
and it agrees almost exactly with the British Association Com-
mittee's experiments, if we accept the correction which I have
applied below.
The difference of nearly three per cent which remains be-

tween my result and that of Kohlrausch is difficult to explain,
but it is thought that something has been done in this direc-
tion m the criticism of his method and results which are en-
tered into below. My value, when introduced into Thomson's
and Maxwell's values of the ratio of the electromagnetic to the
electrostatic units of electricity, caused a yet further deviation
from its value as given in Maxwell's electromagnetic theory of
light

:
but experiments on this ratio have not yet attained the

highest accuracy.

History.

The first determination of the resistance of a wire in absolute
measure was made bv Kirchhoff* in 1849 in answer to a ques-
tion propounded by Neumann, in whose theory of electrody-
namic induction a constant appeared whose numerical value
was unknown until that time. His method, like that of this
paper, depended on induction from currents: only one galva-
nometer was used and the primary current was measured by
allowing only a small proportion of it to pass through the gal-
vanometer by means of a shunt, while all the induced current
passed through it. But, owing to the heating of the wires, the
shunt ratio cannot be relied upon as constant, and hence the
detect of the method. At present this experiment has only his-
torical value, seeing that no exact record was kept of it in a
standard resistance. However we know that the wire was of
copper and the temperature 0° R and that the result obtained
gave the resistance of the wire \ smaller than Weber found for
the same wire at 20° R. in 1851.

In 18ol, Weber publishedf experiments by two methods,
nrst by means of an earth inductor, and second by observing

fetrome abhangt. Pogg. Ann
, Bd. 76, S. 41 2.

t Elektrodynamische Maasbestimmungen
; or Pogg. Ann., Bd. 82, S. 3
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edle. Three experimen
1903-108

,
1898-108

, and 190010'

—, but it is to be noted that a correction of five eighths per

cent was made on account of the time, two seconds, which it

took to turn the earth-inductor, and that no account was taken
of the temperature, although the material was copper. He finds

for the value of the Jacobi unit, o98-107 ^^. Three years after

that, in 1853, Weber made another determination of the spe-
cific resistance of copper.* But these determinations were
more to develop the method than for exact measurement, and
it was not until 1862f that Weber made an exact determina-
tion which he expected to be standard. In this last determin-
ation lie used a method compounded of his first two«methods
by which the constant of the galvanometer was eliminated, and
the same method has since been used by Kohlrausch in his

experiments of 1870. The results of these experiments were
embodied in a determination of the value of the Siemens unit

and of a standard which was sent by Sir Wm. Thomson. As
the old Siemens units seem to vary among themselves one or

two per cent, and as the result from Thomson's coil differs more
than one per cent from that which would be obtained with any
known value of the Siemens unit, we cannot be said to know
the exact result of these experiments at the present time. Be-

side which, it was not until the experiments of Dr. Matthiessen

on the electric permanence of metals and alloys, that a suitable

material could be selected for the standard resistance.

The matter was in this state when a committee was appointed

by th British Association in 1861, who, by their experiments

which have extended through eight vears, have done so much
for the absolute system of electrical measurements.^ But^the

actual determination of the unit was made in 1863-4. The
method used was that of the revolving coil of Sir William

Thomson, the principal advantage of which was its simplic-

ity and the fact that the local variation of the earth's mag-

netism was entirely eliminated and only entered into the cal-

culation as a small correction. The principle of the method

is of extreme beauty, seeing that the same earth's magnet-

ism which causes the needle at the center of the coil to point

in the magnetic meridian also causes the current in the re-

>il which deflects the needle from that men nan.

Whenever a conducting body moves in a magnetic field, cur-

rents are generated in it in such direction that the total re-

* Abh. 4 Kon. Ges. 4 Wissenschaften zu Gottingen. 33d. E

- : - .-.
. . ^

--'.
:

tmgen, Bd. 10.

1. Ges. 4 Wis. zu Got-
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sultant action is such that the lines of force are apparently

dragged after the body as though they met with resistance

in passing through it: and so we may regard Thomson's

method as a means of measuring the amount of this dragging

But, however beautiful and apparently simple the method
may appear in theory, yet when we come to the details we find

many reasons for not expecting the finest results from it.

Nearly all these reasons have been stated by Kohl rausch, and I

can do barely more in this direction than review his objections,

point out the direction in which each would affect the result,

and perhaps in some cases estimate the amount.
In the first place, as the needle also induced currents in the

coil which tended in turn to deflect the needle, the needle must

have a v^ry small magnetic moment in order that this term may
be small enough to be treated as a correction. For this reason

the magnetic needle was a small steel sphere 8 mm. diameter,

and not magnetized to saturation. It is evident that in a qui-

escent magnetic field such a magnet would give the direction

of the lines of force as accurately as the large magnets of Gauss

and Weber, weighing many pounds. But the magnetic force

due to the revolving coil is intermittent and the needle must
show as it were the average force, together with the action due

to induced magnetization. Whether the magnet shows the

average force acting on it or not, depends upon the constancy

of the magnetic axis, and there seems to be no reason to sup-

pose that this would change in the slightest, though it would
have been better to have made the form of the magnet such

that it would have been impossible. The induced magnetism
of the sphere would not affect the result, were it not for the

time taken in magnetization: on this account the needle is

dragged with the eoil, and hence makes the deflection greater

than it should be, and the absolute value of the Ohm too small

by a very small quantity. The currents induced in the sus-

pended parts also act in the same direction. Neither of these

can be estimated, but they are evidently very minute.
The mere fact that this small magnet was attached to a com-

large mirror which was exposed to air currents

could hardly have affected the result, seeing that the disturb-

ances would have been all eliminated except those due to air

currents from the revolving coil, and which we are assured did

not exist from the fad that no .hen the coil

was revolved with the circuit broken. In revolving the coil in

oppo-it» diiveriotm r\ diti'etvnr n >nlts were obtained, and the

explanation of this has caused considerable discussion. As
this is of fundamental aider it in detail.

The magnet was suspended by a single fiber seven feet long,
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and the deflection was diminished by its torsion '00132.

mention is made of the method used for untwisting the

and we see that it would require only 2'1 1 turns to defiec

needle 1° from the meridian. To estimate the approxi

effect of this, we may omit from Maxwell's equation* al

other m

R=4 GKw cos cp , GKw
i<p+t(<p-p) J tan <?(!+*)(

where we have substituted <p-fiior(p in Maxwell's equation

in the term involving t. In this equation tp is measured from

the magnetic meridian ; but let us take tf> as the angle from the

point of equilibrium. Then f'=cp'-\-a and tp"=cp"-a, where

f and <p' are for negative rotation and f and q>" for positive

rotation and a= arc sin£f

Let C= s|r-.GKw

Then CR'= tttttTx'

R/=a(R'+R").
Where R' and R" are the apparent values of the resistance as

calculated from the negative and positive rotations, and K is

the mean of the two as "taken from the table published by the

Association Committee. If R is the true resistance,

We shall then find approximately

~4+^)(1-^)" K'(l - ^)(,+ ^)'
When a is small compared with $" or f, and when these are

also small, we have

R=R
/
(i+«3K-4'/'

2)+&c -)-

So that by taking the mean of positive and negative r

the effect of torsion is almost entirely eliminated Now « is

the angle by which the needle is deflected bom the magnetic

meridian by the torsion and its value is ~
(
1_r7

near y '

* "Reports on Electrical Standards," p. 103.
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when a is small, and this, in one or two of their experiments,
exceeds unity or a exceeds 28°-<3, which is absurd. Taking

even one of the ordinary cases where ^=102 and f is about

2V) we have o'=12°" nearly, which, is a value so large that it

would surely have been noticed. Hence we may conclude
that no reasonable amount of torsion in the silk fiber could
have produced the difference in the results from positive and
negative rotation, as has been stated by Mr. Fleming Jenkin
in his "Report on the New Unit of Electrical Resistance."*
The greatest value which we can possibly assign to a which

ve remained unnoticed is T
'

r,, which would not have
affected the experiment to any appreciable extent.
Another source of error which may produce the difference we

are discussing is connected with the heavy metal frame of

the apparatus, in which currents can be induced by the revolv-

ing coiL The coil passes so near the frame-work that the

currents in it must be quite strong and produce considerable
magnetic effect. Kohlrausch has pointed out the existence of

these currents, but has failed to consider the theory of them.
Now, from the fact that after any number of revolutions the

number of lines of force passing through any part of the appa-
ratus is the same as before, we immediately deduce the fact

that, if Ohm's law be correct, the algebraical sum of the cur-

rents at every point in the frame is zero, and hence the average
magnetic action on the needle zero. But although these cur-

rents can have no direct action, they can still act by modifying
the current in the coil ; for while the coil is nearing one of the
supports the current in the coil is less than the normal amount,
and while it is leaving it it is greater; and although the total

current in the coil is the normal amount, yet it acts on the
needle at a different angle. B\ .•hiui-in- the direction of

rotation, the effect is nearly but not quite eliminated. The
amount of the effect is evidently dependent upon the velocity
of rotation and increases with it in some unknown pn
and the residual effect is evidenth in rl « lir. t •> 1 of mg
the action on the needle too small and thu* <>l inn . - _ R.
If these currents are the cause of the different values of R
obtained with positive and negative rotation, we should find

that, if we picked out those exper
was the greatest, they should give a larger value of R than the
others. Taking the mean of all the resultsf in whioh this dif-

*" Reports on Electrical Standards," London, 1873, p. 191.

-J A*! l
:;
*

1 >'t columns do not agree,
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ference is greater than one per cent, we find for the Ohm

1-0033
eartMuad -

7
and when it is less than one per cent, -9966

3 : which is in accordance with the theory, the aver-

But whatever the cause of the effect we are considering, the

following method of correction must apply. The experiments

show that R is a function of the velocity of rotation, and hence,

by Taylor's theorem, the true resistance R must be

R =R(1+Aw+Bw 2+ &c),

and when R is the mean of results with positive and negative

R =R(l+Bw*+Dw*+&c.).

Supposing that all the terms can be omitted except the first

two, and using the above results for large and small velocities,

we find R = -9926 "^V**-. But if we reject the two results

sec.

in which the difference of positive and negative rotations is

over seven per cent, we find

earth quad.

The rejection of all the higher powers of w renders the cor-

rection uncertain, but it at least shows that the Ohm is some-

i Her than it was meant to be, which agrees with my

to be regretted that the details of these experiments

nave never been published, and so an exact estimate ot t leir

value can never be made. Indeed, we have no dal

the value of the Ohm from the experiments of 1N».

All we know is that, in the final result, the 1864 ex;

had five times the weight of those of 18*58, and that the two

results differed -16 per cent, but which was the ;.

stated. Now the table of results published in the report ot the

1864 experiments contains manv errors, some of which we can

find out by comparison ol the columns. The following cor-

rections d f-
NO- 4

.,;:;:.-, for t-6275. No. 10, fourth and

4-032 in place of 10040 and

+0-4O. No 11 fm.rth an.l firth «, !'in, - i'-ad 1 006o and

+0-65 in pi;,..- ..i ov.^1 and -049. Whether we make

with the statement «-ith respect to the 1863 experiments.
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With the corrections the mean value of the 1864 experiments

is 1 Ohm = 1-00071
earthq "ad '

, and without them, using the

fourth column, it is lOOOM. With the corrections the dif-

ference between fast and slow rotation is "6 per cent.

In the year 1870 Professor F. Kohlrausch made a new deter-

mination of Siemen's unit in absolute measure, the method
being one formed out of a combination of Weber's two methods
of the earth inductor and of damping, by which the constant of

the galvanometer was eliminated, and is the same as Weber
used in his experiments of 1862. His formula for the resist-

ance of the circuit, omitting small <

_ 32S«T%(A-A )AB
W~ 7t*K (A*+ B*)2

- approximately,

inertia of the magnet, tQ the time of vibration of the magnet,
A the logarithmic decrement, and A and B are the arcs in the

method of recoil.

One of the principal criticisms I have to offer with respect to

this method is the great number of quantities difficult to

observe, which enter the equation as squares, cubes, or even
fourth powers. Thus S 2 depends upon the fourth power of

the radius of the earth inductor. Now this earth inductor

and years before by W. Weber, and the i

determined from the length of wire and controlled by measuring
the circumference of the layers. Now the wire was nearly
3*2 mm. diameter with its coating, and the outer and i

. and 142 mm. Hence the diameter of the

wire occupied two per cent of the radius of the coil, making it

to what point the radius should be measured. As
the coil is wound, each winding sinks into the space between
the two wires beneath, except at one spot where it must pass

over the tops of the lower wires. The wire must also be
wound in a helix. All these facts tend to diminish S and
make its value as deduced from the length of the wire too

large; and any kinks or irregularities in the wire tend in the
same direction. And these errors must be large in an earth-

inductor of such dimensions, where the wire is so large and
many layers are piled on each other. If we admit an error of

one-half a millimeter in the radius as determined in this way,
it would diminish the value of S 3 14 per cent, and make
Kohlrauseh's result only -6 per cent greater than the result of

the British Association Committee.
Three other quantities, T, A and K, are very hard to deter-

mine with accuracy, and yet T enters as a square. It is to
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value to the Ohm than those of the British Association Com-
mittee. Indeed, the results with 'his i.nhu tor and by this method

form the only cases where the absolute resistance of the Ohm has

been found greater than that from the experiments of the British

A-<s- riation Committee,

There seems to be a small one-sided error in A and B which

Kohlrausch does not mention, but which Weber, in his old

experiments of 1851, considered worthy of a -6 per cent cor-

rection, and which would diminish rAa +B ,y
b.V 12 Per cent

This is the error due to loss of time in turning the earth-

inductor. As Kohlrausch's needle had a longer time of vibra-

tion than Weber's, the correction will be much smaller. In

Weber's estimate the damping was not taken into account,

and indeed it is impossible to do so with exactness. To get

some idea of the value of the correction, however, we can

assume that the current from the earth-inductor is uniform

through a time *"', and the complete solution then depends on

nation of nine quantities from ten complicated equa-

tions, and which can only be accomplished approximately. If

y is the true value of the angular velocity, as given to the

needle by the earth-inductor, and y is the velocity as deduced

from the ordinary equation for the method of recoil, I find

where A i s the logarithmic decrement, e the base of the natural

system of logarithms, T the time of vibration of the needle,

and t the time during which the uniform current from the

earth-inductor flows. In the actual case, the current from the

earth-inductor is nearly proportional to sin*, and hence it will

be more exact to substitute

WJT'
-

This modification is more exact when A is small than when n

is large, but it is sufficiently exact in all cases to give
>

some

idea of the magnitude of the error to be feared from th

source. Kohlrausch does not state how long it took him te

turn his earth-inductor, but as T=34 seconds, we shall assume
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—=10008,
Y,

which would diminish the value of the resistance by -16 per

As the time we have allowed for turning the earth-inductor
1

it actually was, the acf '\ probably

The correction for the extra current induced in the inductor

and galvanometer, as given by Maxwell's equation,* has been
shown by Stoletow to be too small to affect the result appre-

We may sum up our criticism of this experiment in a few
words. The method is defective because, although absolute

3 the dimensions of 5^, vet in this method the
-i y

fourth power of space and the square of time enter, besides

other quantities which are difficult to determine. The instru-

ments are defective, because the earth-inductor was of such
poor proportion and made of such large wire that its average
radius was difficult to determine, and was undoubtedly over-

estimated.

It seems probable that a paper scale, which expands and
contracts with the weather, was used. And lastly, the results

with this inductor and by this method have twice given greater

results than anybody else has ever found, and greater than the

known values of the mechanical equivalent of heat would

Ihe latest experiments on resistance have been made by
Lorenz of Copenhagen.^ by a new method of his own, or rather

plication of an experiment of Faraday's. It consists

tring the difference of potential between the center and
edge of a disc in rapid rotation in a field of known magnetic
intensity.

A lengthy criticism of this experiment is not needed, seeing
that it was made more to illustrate the method than to give a
new value to the Ohm. The quantity primarily determined
by the experiment was the absolute resistance of mercury, and
the Ohm will have various values according to the different
values which we assume for the resistance of mercury in Ohms.
One of the principal defects of the experiment is the large

ween the radius of the the coil in

which it revolved.

* "Electricity and Magnetism," Art. 762.
\ Pogg. Ann., Bd. cxlix, (1873), p. 251.
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In conclusion I give the following table of results, reduced
as nearly as possible to the absolute value of the Ohm in

earth quad. #

Date.
|

Observer. Value of Ohm .j
Bemarks.

1849 Kirchhoff

1 -970

•90 Approximately.

From Thomson's unit.

1863-4- B. A. Committee.

1870 Kohlrausch
to a zero velocity of coil.

1876 Rowland

'Taking ratio of quicksilver unit to Ohm
!

=-953.

jFrom a preliminary comparison with the

[To he continued.]

Art. XLIII — On CroWs Hypothesis of the Origin of Solar and

Sidereal Heat; by Professor Daniel Kirkwood.

The Quarterly Journal of Science for July, 1877, contains

an able and intei fames Croll, LL.D., F.E^.,

on the age and origin of the sun's heat The theory of Dr.

Croll may be regarded as a compromise between the m

geologists

Lvell, Bi

, represented by Thomson, Tait and Newcomb, and the

_ists of the uniformitarian school, represented by Playfair,

Lyell, Darwin, etc. The principal points of this remarkable

a

i.

er

That, as had been estimated by Sir William Thomson and

others, but twenty million years' heat could be produced by

the falling together of the sun's mass.

of'^^w^SfS^'^^^^pS aTcuracy. The retnS

^beenexpr
V;

,l^\S3JSiidt^ The moS

it seems that at that time there was uncer-

tainty M to its value. He obtains 1 S. U. = 9550 ~%S&, which is greater

or less than the British Association determination, according as we takeithe dif-

ferent ratios
"u

""J-
ran^ng^h

*

r .-ent below. In any case the result agrees reasonably

Well Vc\th mrr ™™ TlL ,,,.
'

!i 0I tDe De8l»
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2. That not less than five hundred millions of years have
been required for the stratification of the earth's crust at the

present rate of subaerial denudation ; and hence that the grav-

itation theory of the origin of the sun's heat is incompatible
with geological facts.

3. If we suppose two solid opaque bodies, each equal to half

the sun's mass, to fall together in consequence simply of their

mutual attraction, the collision would instantly generate suffi-

cient heat to reduce the entire mass to a state of vapor. If, in

i towards each other of 202 miles per second, the con-

cussion would produce 50,000,000 years' heat ; a motion of 678
miles per second, together with that due to their mutual at-

traction, would generate 200,000,000 years' heat ; and a velocity

of 1,700 miles per second would generate an amount of heat

which would keep up the supply at the present rate for 800,-

000,000 years.

4. The sun and all visible stars may have derived their heat
from the collision of cold, opaque masses thus moving in space.

The nebulae are the products of the more recent impacts, and
the stars have been formed by the condensation of ancient
nebulae.

5. This theory, while accepting the doctrine of the conser-

vation of energy, indicates at the same time a possible supply
of heat for several hundred millions of years ; thus a

all moderate demands for geological time.
The mathematical correctness of the theory here stated will not

be called in question. We shall consider merely the p
of the facts assumed as its basis. To the present writer the

hypothesis seems unsatisfactory for the following reasons

:

1. The existence of such sidereal bodies as the theory assumes
is purely conjectural, unless it be claimed that lost or missing
stars have become non-luminous, of which we have no conclu-

2. But, granting their existence, we have no instances of
stellar motion comparable with those demanded by the hy-
pothesis; the velocity being in most cases less than '50 miles,
and in no case exceeding 200 miles per second.

3. If the two masses by whose collision the sun is supposed
to have been formed were very unequal, as would be most
probable, the amount of heat generated would be correspond-
ingly less.

4. Such collisions as the theory as

thetical. It is infinitely improbable \

should move in the same straight line
, _

different lines, it is improbable that either should impinge
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the other. Comets pass round the sun without collision

against it.

5. But granting these difficulties removed, let us suppose
that about 800,000,000 years ago two cold, opaque bodies, each
containing one-half the matter of the solar system, were ap-

_ one another in the same straight line, each at the
rate of 1,700 miles per second ;* that on meeting, their motion
was transformed into heat ; and that their united mass was at

once reduced to vapor: the great question yet remains—How
much of the period represented by th.^c .soiuhmmmm) years' heat

can be claimed as geological time ? The nebula formed by the

collision would extend far beyond the present orbit of "Nep-

tune. The amount of heat radiated in a given time from so

vast a surface would doubtless be much greater than that now
emitted in an equal period. No considerable contraction could

occur until a large proportion of the heat produced by the

impact had been dissipated in space. It has been shown by
Trowbridgef that with a temperature at the sun's surface of

twice its present intensity the solar atmosphere would be

expanded beyond the earth's orbit. The conclusion seems

inevitable that much the greater part of the 800,000,000 years'

heat must have been radiated into space before the planets were

separated from the solar mass, and consequently, that the

amount of geological time cannot, to any great extent, have

exceeded the limits indicated by the researches of Sir William

Thomson.
Upon the whole, it seems more difficult to grant the demands

of Dr. Croll's hypothesis than to believe that in former ages the

stratification of the earth's crust proceeded more rap:

at present. The former, as we have seen, has no sufficient

basis in the facts of observation. On the other hand, if our

planet has cooled down from a state of igneous fluidity, the

great heat of former times must doubtless have intensified both

nospheric agencies in producing modifications
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Art. XLIV.

—

On the chemical compositic

enide ofBismuth,from Guanajuato, Mexico; by J."W. Mallet,
University of Virginia.

This mineral seems to have been first noticed by Senor Cas-

tillo in March, 1873, and was by him partially described* as

a sulpho-selenide of bismuth.
In the Guanajuato journal "La Eepublica" for July 13,

1873, Fernandez f published a full description, giving to the

mineral the name Guanajuatite, and stating that it is solely a

selenide of bismuth, a small amount of sulphur found being
attributed to admixture with a little pyrite. In the same year

or 1874 RammelsbergJ obtained as the result of a partial exam-
ination on a very small quantity,

Selenium 16-7

Bismuth 65'4

and suggested the presence of zinc. The mineral was more
fully examined by Frenzel,§ whose analysis yielded,

Selenium... 24-13

Sulphur 6'60

Bismuth 67*38

whence the formula has been deduced—2Bi
2
Se 3 . Bi 3

S 3 .

In the 2d Appendix to the 5th edition of Dana's Mineral-
ogy

I
the name Frenzelite was proposed for the species, but

this has subsequently been retracted f in favor of the prior

claim of the name Guanajuatite given by Fernandez.
The above are up to this time, I believe, the only published

notices of the mineral in question. They leave two doubts in

regard to its composition, namely, whether sulphur is really a
constituent or only found from accidental admixture, and
whether zinc is present or not.
At the Philadelphia Exhibition of 1876, my friend Sefior

Mariano Barcena, of the Mexican Commission, was kind enough
to give me authentic specimens of this mineral, partly in the
original condition as found, and partly reduced to powder. I

have availed myself of the opportunity thus afforded of at-

73); Jahrb. Min. (1874), 225.
, April, 1877, p. 319.
tia's Mineralogy (March, 1875), p. 22.

. Min. (1874), 6

* 1 ThiB J
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tempting to settle the above questions by careful repetition of
the chemical analysis. The already pulverized specimen was
chiefly used, but was supplemented by a portion of the other
—neither was altogether free from the hydrous silicate of

aluminum which constitutes the gangue.
The method employed was the following. Water having

been driven off by careful heating in a slow stream of carbon
dioxide gas, collected and weighed, the mineral was mixed
with ten times its weight of potassium cyanide and fused in an
atmosphere of hydrogen. The mass on cooling was treated

with water, and the solution filtered ; the residue on the filter

dried and again fused with the cyanide to ensure complete de-

composition, repeating the treatment with water and iiltration.

From the mixed filtrates selenium was thrown down by addi-

tion of hydrochloric acid in excess, filtered after thirty-six

hours on a weighed filter, cautiously dried and weighed ; it

was then burned, and a minute amount of silica left behind

was determined. The solution from which the selenium had
been precipitated was treated with potassium permanganate aa

long as decolorization took place, and barium chloride then

added
; from the weight of barium sulphate thrown down sul-

phur was determined. The remaining solution was then evap-

orated to dryness at 100° C, the residue moistened with

hydrochloric acid and treated with boiling water, leaving a

further trace of silica ; manganese (from the per-manganate

used) and aluminum were now precipitated by ammonium sul-

phide, and separated by barium carbonate, the alumina being

determined. The original residue of bismuth, left on the filter

when the selenio-cyanate of potassium was filtered off, was dis-

solved in nitric acid, evaporated to dryness to separate a

further porl - »lved, the bismuth thrown down
by hydrosulphuric acid, filtered off, and a further portion of

alumina (with a trace of ferric oxide) recovered from the fil-

trate. Lastly, the bismuth sulphide was carefully reduced by

fusion with potassium cyanide, and weighed as metal.

The results were,

Selenium 31'64

Sulphur -
'61

Bismuth ---- 59'92

Alumina. - 2
'53

Ferric oxide ---- trace

Silica - 3 "47

Water - 1<46

99-63

Zinc was specially looked for, both in the general analysis and

using a separate portion for this purpose alone, but none could
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be found. Possibly, as Kammelsberg had but a very small
quantity of material on which to work, he mav have been led
to suspect the presence of zinc by a precipitate of aluminum
hydrate derived from gangue.
No evidence, physical or chemical, could be found of the

presence of pyrite ; the trace (unweighable) of iron appears to

belong to the gangue.
It is stated that this gangue is galapectite (Halloysite) ; if the

amount of such mineral present be calculated from the alumina
the above figures represent the specimen as composed of—

Guanajuatite 92-1

7

99-63

and the Guanajuatite in the pure state would cons

Selenium __ 34-33
Sulphur -66

Bismuth 65-01

Hence we have the atomic ratio,

Bi:Se:S=310:432: 21,

or, uniting the sulphur with selenium,

Bi:Se=310:453 = 2-000:2-922,

a close approximation to 2 : 3, justifying of course the formula

The quantity of sulphur present is too small to warrant the
•n that it bears a simple atomic proportion to the

selenium, but the former element certainly is present, and not
as pyrite. One can scarcely suppose that in Frenzel's analysis
nearly six per cent of iron was overlooked, as it must have
been if pyrite were the cause (as suggested by Fernandez) of
the occurrence of the sulphur found.

It seems clear that the mineral in question must be viewed
as sesqui-selenide of bismuth, with isomorphous replacement
to a variable extent of selenium by sulphur.

It is also mentioned (this Journal, April, 1867) that Fernan-
dez has described a second selenide of bismuth from the same
locality, and has derived from his analyses of more or less pure
specimens the formula Bi

3Se. This formula is very improbable,
since it involves the presence of an odd number of perissad
atoms. Perhaps there may have been an admixture of native
(metallic) bismuth.



Photograph and Optical Stud*

Art. XLV.— On the Janssen Solar Photograph and Optical

Studies; by S. P. Langley.

Mr. Janssen, in papers lately presented to the French Insti-

tute* has given an account of recent results in solar-photo-
graphy, obtained by him at the observatory of Meudon, and
from the comments of Messrs. Huggins, Lockyer, De la Rue
and other competent judges, it has been understood that

remarkable advances have been made over any before pro-
duced. A copy has been published in the Annuaire du
Bureau des Longitudes, but details cannot well be studied from
such a print, on paper, and details are here all-important As
the writer has received, through the courtesy of M. Janssen, a

fine positive on glass; the only one he knows of, as having
yet reached this country, and as it not only bears important

testimony to facts which have rested hitherto in part on state-

ments in previous numbers of this Journal, but is in every
way so remarkable as to constitute an important step in the

history of solar physics, an account will be given of it here.

The means used by M. Janssen for producing the photograph
are understood to be a telescope of about five or six inches

aperture, and twelve feet focal length, embodying the improve-

ments introduced by Mr. Rutherfurd, and others of M. Janssen's

own, the most important change being a shortening the time of

exposure to
g S

'

S y of a second, and at the same time an enlarge-

ment of the image. This involves a modification of the time of

development, etc., and has evidently cost study and labor, the

arduousness of which may be inferred from the perfection of

the result.

As the photograph can only be made generally intelligible

by some sort reader is referred to two papers

in this Journal, the first in the number for February, 18,4,

where an article on the minute structure of the phot. «pfa ere

is illustrated by an Albertype plate, the second in March, 1875,

a<voin,.:,niM h v a ,t«.rl en- raving. The reader must also be

briefly over a question of nomenclature which possi-

bly has caused a misapprehension on Mr. Janssen's part, for

the first paper undertook among other things, to sp

show that the elements of the photosphere were not "willow*

leaf-" or " rice-grain-" like forms as had been coram,

posed. The term " rice-grain," it was carefully explained, was

inconvi-t, and as an illustration imperfect. The name ' rice-

grain," for want ofa generally accepted word, was used in the arti-

cle, but and ved these

into minuter components, and carefully drawn specific instances

*Comi>tes Rendus, Oct 29th and Dec. 3 1st, 1877.
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of the foliate form and subdivision, specially calling attention

to them in the plate, where they are found in two squares sur-

rounded by a heavy outline. It* is necessary to insist on the fact

that purely optical methods had informed us of the nature of

of the surface with a minuteness which photo-

;ven now attained. It was also stated in the

i of these articles that the estimated mean distances between
the centers of these composite objects ranged from 2"'57 to 1"42
according to the degree of disintegration introduced by magnify-
ing power, and the very important conclusion was reached that

of the sun comes to us chiefly from an extremely small
part of its surface—an indefinitely small part, but which is at

any rate less than one-fifth of the whole. M. Janssen's impression
that the true form and relative area <

.1" tin - has first been shown

a,

by the photograph is a misapprehension, though arising most
naturally in part from the vicious nomenclature of the

Until lately, photography has been useful, chiefly i

.: es of spots on the sun, rather than in studies

of detail, which have hitherto been carried on with success only
by the eye. The remarkable photograph before us begins a

new order of things, for, though as we have said it does not
reach absolutely all that the eye has yet caught, yet only those
who have watched the sun with powerful instruments for years,

can have enjoyed (and that rarely) the opportunity of seeing more
than is here fixed for leisure study. It need hardly be said

how immense is the gain of this opportunity for all to'examine
and verify deliberately; and it should be stated further that the
photograph not only confirms previous results which have
rested on the testimony of one or two individuals, but adds at

least one important one of its own.
The plate before us is, as has been said, a positive, the solar

image being 303D,m
, or nearly twelve inches in diameter. The

image viewed at a distance, shows the usual darkening toward
the edge, though not quite uniformly all round, a circumstance
probably not in the present case significant of any solar irregu-
larity. Upon a closer view we see the coarse vague macula-
tions or marblings* (formed as it seems to me by waves in the
solar atmosphere, causing regions of greater thickness and
consequently greater absorption by the heaping of the "rice
grains'^ and in some degree by their unequal distribution).
Un a close approach we see the granular structure of the pho-

tosphere as it has never before been rendered in photography.
I o give an idea of the precision of the photograph withoi

the plate is hardly possible, but as the individual u grai~

wfc*™!! *? T* iU
1

th6 Albertn>e on removing it five or Bix yards from the
wnere details are lost. The vagueness of the aggregations is in the orig

iwt
1^ *46

? 2
U °Ver the Albertm P^tes, and shown in specific details in

two designated squares.
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may be here counted, I have placed on the positive a Eogers'
reticule, consisting of very small squares, engine-divided on
glass, which had been actually used on the sun for a similar

purpose; and with its aid counted the "grains" in different

parts of the plate not far from the center of the image, and
taking the average I find a mean of about 5200 "grains" to

the square inch, whence it appears, that at this rate, the plate

actually exhibits within its circumference over half a million

of these objects. From this measurement and the solar angular

semi-diameter, it also appears that their mean distance in

centers is 2
//-2 which is in close agreement with optical deter-

minations made with corresponding powers. As these objects

plex than simple,

should M. Janssen succeed in future in enlarging bis photo-

graph while retaining his present wonderful definition, that

their mean distance will tend to appear still less.

We are now brought to what is perhaps the most remarkable

feature of the plate, for a continued examination shows what

undoubtedly has not been established by optical studies, that

there are extensive regions where the "grains" are distinctly

seen, and others adjacent where they are confused and blurred as

if by bad definition. There are numerous alternations of these

areas of disturbance; which are themselves of varying sizes

;

perhaps it would be more correct to say that the general surface

presents this blurry character, with small regions where the defi-

nition is as sharp and clear as we have described it Now,—

a

question evidently to be asked,—is this bad definition something

in the solar atmosphere or our own ? Does it mean a tremen-

dous disturbance over hundreds of millions of square leagues,

or a quivering of the air a few yards from the camera?

First we may ask, how far has there been any anticipation of

such local disturbance on the sun, away from the spots and

away from the faculas as seen on the edge ? I believe there

has been, from telescopic study, a somewhat uncertain recog-

nition that the photospheric structure differed at different times,

but nothing like the' variations shown here was anticipated.

Doubtless these alternations of structure in adjacent regions,

if once recognized, would be visible to the telescope, if sought,

and it has, in fact, often been asserted that the aspect of the

!is varied at different times from solar causes ;
but with

the telescope we lack the facility for deliberate comparison of

one part of the disc with another, we obtain here, since owing

to the undulations which we do know without doubt, are inoar

own atmosphere, our best vision is but momentary, and before

we can turn from one part of the sun to compare it with another

the opportunity is gone. The photograph, obtained as it is, in

less than a thousandth of a second, may I

in succession, and reproduce more or less indefinite images, yet
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the thousandth exposure may fall in the brief instant of defi-

nition the observer patiently watches for, and then the results

of this rare moment are made permanent by the camera.
Curiously enough, these disturbances of the solar atmo-

sphere have been more distinctly felt by the thermopile, per-

i seen by the telescope. In 1874, after summing the
results of thermal measurements, carried on at Allegheny to

determine the heat of different parts of the surface, and after

ing the effects of increasing absorption toward the
limb, of spots, etc., there rem;; of a small
order which showed either a hitherto unrecognized solar phe-
nomenon, or (what might conceivably be the case) some unde-

oaes of minute instrumental error. The difficulty of

determining which was great, for it was a characteristic of these
minute fluctuations, that they were neither both fixed in posi-

tion or magnitude, but incessantly, changed place aud degree.
Only after a year's further study, I felt confident that I had so
far eliminated the smaller instrumental errors, that I was in

presence of residual phenomena, which, however minute, were
real

;
and which corresponded to continual fluctuations in the

depth of the solar atmosphere all over the surface, in the
nature of local disturbances caused by its currents, and I felt

justified in announcing the existence of these—which I bad
never seen—in positive terms,*
Nothing could be more unexpected than the confirmation of

these statements which the photograph offers, but it would
be most unjust to M. Janssen's efl ad valuable
work, not to state that such anticipations, however positive,
are obscure compared with the light thrown on this part of the
subject by his methods. We say this, under the reserves

I tinted, as to the difficulty of distinguishing by a
to, the exact limits between the effects of solar and

telluric disturbance
; but so much at least appears to be solar,

that we have here something very like evidence of great

tbe solar atmosphere, obscuring the photospheric struc-
ture, and not only obscuring but ch.-ui-in-- it ; for the currents
appear to have altered the shapes of the grains, and their dispo-
sition. M Janssen seems to consider the ultimate form of these
grains as literal spheres, but it ap us own ad-
mirable photograph bears other evidence. The components of

f ese *W**\
\ tend to dome-like

tiaa which aggregated, cause the
"grains, and which lifted high 3 cause the
raculse

;
the filaments themselves, being seen a little here and

there on the surface where bent over, and seen at all their
length in the spots. In other words, we may compare the pho-

* Comptes Rendus, Sept. 6, 1875, p. 438.
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tosphere to a field of graiD in which from a bird's-eye view, we
see. in a calm, only the rounded summits of the wheat. Let a

wind blow fitfully over the surface, bending tbe crests here and

there and showing more of the form of the straws. This is. it

seems to me, the suggested explanation of the elongated form of

the '--rains" shownln such an interesting manner in M. Jans-

sen's photograph where the action of solar currents is indicated

and accompanied A-ith parti '.obscuration. Let a whirlwind heat

down the grain, showing the stalks lying every way exposed

_rh—these arc the filaments in a spot

Of course the simile is imperfect and is not to be earned

further. I can only venture conjecture as to what these ••grains"

really are, but I "have always believed and slid believe that

they'are not mere globular or bubble-like forms, but are asso-

ciated with something beneath the surface most probably eoi*-

nected with ascending and descending gaseous currents, which

in some way bring t^that surface the heat from the interior,

and carry back to it the gases which have been cooled by

radiation', perhaps even to tin point vlien i tatum occurs.

As to the question of the real solar origin of certain of the

less definite forms on the plate we may say then, that it is known

in peculiarities in our own atmosphere tend to impress

themselves on tbe phot
noniena, and it would be doubtless desirable, if possible, that

two such photographs as we have here should be taken at

intervals of five or ten min ites apart to eliminate this. It has

been frequently asked why this is not done. But those who

ask such a question are not familiar with the rarity ot the

instants in wl.i.-h „„.}, pi .tographs can be taken Two in-

deed can be taken at anv interval, but those like the one

before us, demand not only the finest mechanical and c»em-

ical methods and still more the highest ski

conditions so brief as to rarely or never last during even tbe

short time mentioned. ,

Finally, then, though without two pbotog

cellence taken within a few min ' *?
perhaps

plate is solar, it seems possible to state from the mtr

dence of the plate itself/ that on the main features 01

nc evidence as to the action of solar -

andinthisstatementthewriter,disu w:.
•esses, has sought the opinion of the most

competent judge in these matters before expressing his own.

•
- .

" .:. - --'
.

•} :

:

'

he should have the thanks of every student of solar physics,

Allegheny, Perm., March 14, 1878.
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Aet. XLVL— On the occurrence of a Tree-like fossil plant, Glyp-

todendron, in the Upper Siluria, f Ohio; by

Professor E. W. Claypole, B.A., B.Sc. (London), of Anti-

och College, Yellow Springs, Ohio.

In the month of July, 1877, while on a geological excursion

in company with one of my students, Mr. Leven Siler, in the

vicinity of Eaton, in Preble County, Ohio, the latter picked up
and handed me a slab bearing the impression *of a vegetable

stem, which proved, on closer examination, to be that of a

plant allied to Lepidodendron. As the beds in which we were

working at the time lie at the very base of the "Clinton" of

the Ohio Survey, and within a few feet of the break which

marks the summit of the Cincinnati group of the Lower Silu-

rian, the specimen immediately assumed unusual interest and

importance; no indisputable traces of land -plants having then

come to light from so low an horizon in America, and no re-

mains of arborescent vegetation beins known with certainty from

strata of so old a date in the New or Old World.
The slab containing the impression was not taken out of the

solid rock, but lay loose on the bank of Clinton limestone.

This fact will naturally raise some question concerning its age

in the mind of every geologist Fortunately, however, we are

not in this instance dependent upon such evidence. To any

one practically familiar with the Clinton rocks as they crop out

around the Cincinnati uplift no doubt can arise. The stone is

a piece of yellow, rough, encrinital limestone, considerably

weathered, with the cl hance of the Clinton at

Eaton and here. Moreover, by the side of the impression there

lies embedded one of our commonest corals (Polyzoa?) closely

resembling Chcetetes lycoperdon (Hall) of the Clinton in New
York, figured in the second volume of the New York Survey.
Lastly, from the back of the slab I chipped out a small speci-

men of an Illcenus; either Illcenus Daytoaensis (Hall and
Whitfield, Ohio Pal., vol. ii, 1875), or Illcenus Barriensis (Murch.
and Hall, 1862) (i. g. Illcenus Ioxus of Hall, 1847), the mould
of which still remains in the slab. Its Silurian age is there-

fore placed beyond a doubt, no species of Illsenus being known
in America above the Niagara group.

In describing and naming it, my first thought was to place it

in the genus Lepidodendron, as a provisional arrangement pend-
ing the discovery of more perfect specimens. But further

study of the fossil and its nearest allies among the Sigillarids

and Lepidodendrids has induced me to place it by itself in a

new genus, which seems to form a connecting link between some
other paleozoic genera. I append the following description :—
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Glyptodendron. Tree -like; stem cylindrical ; surface
marked with two parallel sets of ridges running spirally up the
stem in opposite directions, crossing each other and thus forming
rhomboidal areoles. Lower portion of areole depressed and prob-
ably representing or containing a leaf-scar. Depressed portion
of areole (leaf-scar?) symmetrical (i. e. alike on the right and
left sides.) Vascular scars, leaves, fruit, etc., unknown. The
name is from the Greek ylvqioo, I engrave, and alludes to the

depressed areoles.

Glyptodendron Eatonense. Stem thick and trunk-like; the

specimen from which this description was made measured when
complete about six inches in diameter. Surface divided into

rhomboidal areoles by two sets of narrow ridges parallel and

ip the stem in opposite directions.

These ridges cross each other nearly at right angles. The are-

oles thus formed measure about seven-sixteenths of an inch

along each diagonal. Lower portion of areole deeply and
evenly depressed and probably representing a sunken leaf-scar.

Upper border of depressed portion rounded in outline and ele-

vated, equalling in height the spiral ridges. No trace of the

vascular scars can be seen in consequence of the roughness of

the stone and the weathering it has undergone. Found near

Eaton, Preble Co., Ohio.
Being anxious to have the opinion of some naturalist more

experienced than myself in the subject of the Pre-carboniferous

flora, I sent a drawing of the fossil to Dr. J. W. Dawson of Mon-
treal, one of 3 on the subject on this continent.

In his reply of Oct. 22, 1877, he expressed his conviction of

the importance of the discovery, and, from an inspection of the

drawing, suggested its resemblance to L. Mragonurn St. or
/>'

• (,
,-, of the Lower Carboniferous, and also to 1> .

He asked the full extent of the evidence of its age, and ex-

pressed a wish to see a cast before forming any opinion upon it.

This was sent some time afterward, and in reply, Dr. Dawson
has favored me with some notes upon it and with permission to

use them here. He says. «' The marks on your specimen, at

first sight, resemble those of tbeiq <" ' ndra of the type of the

Htrfieria of some author.^, a very widely

: nid about that hor-

izon in Europe, America and Australia. They may, however,

have belonged to a plant of the genus Ulodendron or Lepidophlo-

eus, and since the vascular scars are not preserved, it is impos-

sible to decide this question. It is further to be observed, that

the areoles appear to be deeply depressed, being in this respect

the reverse of the leaf-bases of' Lepidodendron. It may
nave belonged to a plant of the nature of a Tree-fern, or of a

Sigillaria allied to & Menardi, rather than to a true Lepidoden-
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dron." "In speaking of the areoles, I take it for granted that

the curvature of the cast represents that of the stem." "The

specimen may, however, have been a bit of bark pressed out

of shape."

My own opinion, after a careful examination of the original,

is that the curvature of the cast does represent that of the stem,

and consequently that Dr. Dawson's remarks on its resemblances

are well founded. The bark of Lepidodendra, etc., whe
as usually occurs in the Coal-measures, is constantly flattened.

In a subsequent communication, Dr. Dawson alludes to the

v suggested above, that the fossil may exhibit a com-

posite character partaking of the character of more than one

existing genus. The wide diffusion of the type which it most

B in the Lower Carboniferous is good reason for be-

lieving that it is very ancient, and therefore its occurrence so low

as the Clinton limestone is the less surprising.

In conclusion, I gladly express my indebtedness to Dr. J. W.
Dawson, of hie aid cheerfully rendered, and

to Mr. Leo Lesquereux, of Columbus, in this State, for prompt

and kind replies to letters of enquiry.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On certain Fundamental Thermo-chemical Data.—Bekthe-
lot has re-determined with great care the heat data bel

certain chemical reactions, using an improved calorimeter for the

purpose, described in the memoir. The heat of formation ot

la oxide, although determined many times, was not up

to this time accurately known. Thus sixteen grams i

burned to gaseous sulphurous oxide gave Dulong 41-
Hess 41-1, Andrews 36*9, and Favre and Sif

glass, and the sulphur used the octahedral variety. The mean
result was, for sixteen grams of sulphur, 34-55 calories. From
this value, the author calculates the heat of formation of sulphuric

acid and the sulphates, S-r-0
3
=SO for example (using the old

atomic weig - calories, SO+0=SO s
setting

free 17-2, S+ C) 4-110=80 HO evolving 62-0 S+b 4 + Ii=>' >[L

96-5, S+O .-
171-1, etc. The author also foond

the heat of coinl.ii-tioM . »t' <-:t ri.. »n..iv- ..\i.h- in ! i- < ;.i<>riuieter to be

68-17 calories, for C or twelve -ram- of carbon. Hence as C, as

diamond, in burning to C
5 4

evolves 94, C, in bnnunu x>> { P>.
evoiv..- "4--,,- -i— _\v^, or for amorphous carbon 2S'-". Ethyl- ne

twenty-eight grams, yi his 3.-J4-5 calories, acetylene twenty-si*
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grams, 317*5, and benzene seventy-eight grams, 776 calories. In
stion of the hydrogen compounds of bromine and iodine.

H + Br gas=IIBr gas yields 13-1 calories, while H + I'.r liquid

=HBr gas gives 9'5, H+I gas =HI gas gives —0*9 ealori* s. and
H+I solid =HI gas gives -6-3. The heat of formation of

brotuic acid is —21*2, and of hypobromous acid — 6 -
7.

—

Ann.
Chin,. /%*., V, xiii, 1, Jan. 1878. G. f. b.

2. Relations between the Atomic Weights of the Elements.—
Waecutei: ha- .1. serib. d certain add • ; nal relations between the
atomic weights of certain of the elements and their properties.

He formulates his conclusions as follows: 1st, Thechemism of the

elements tabulated, twenty-nine in numb, r, diminishes from fluorine

to silicon, and this v.
:

• weight and with an

increasing valence; while from silicon •... caesium the chemism
also increases, the atomic weight also increasing but the valence

diminishing. 2d. The arithmetical means of the atomic weights

but of opposite attractions

ve) are nearly equal to one

I for example, F and Cs, N
1 Na, Sb and Al. 3d. The

i elements, so far as known,
eights and increasing valence,

from fluorine to silicon ; while from silicon to caesium, they

diminish as the atomic weight rises and the valence falls.

4th. The specific heats of
in the solid state,

atomic weight and increasing valence. 5th. The specif!

in the solid state of the elements as given, is, with corresponding

atomic weights, the greater, the higher the valence. 6th. The
chemism of the negative metalloids—fluorine to silicon—for the

metals proper, diminishes with increasing atomic weight and an

increasing valence.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xi, 11, Jan. 1878.
B

G. F. B.

3. New Method for the Preparation of Nitrogen.—-Gatehoi^e
has observed that when ammonium nitrate and manganese peroxide

are heated together up to the fusing point of the former (about

180°) a violent reaction ensues, the mass becomes red hot and

nitrogen is evolved. If the temperature be kept between 180

and 200°, the nitrogen is entirely pure, being formed according to

the equation

:

(NH
<
NO

i ) 4
+MnO,=Mn(NO,),+ (H

t
O).+N,.

,
three grams NH 4

N0
3
heated i

^

auuiuer, oeing aDOUt sevens -six.

and Di, Te and Mg, O and Ba, I ar

fusing and the boiling points of the

increase with increasing atomic weij

bile froi

ight rises and tne valence iaus.

the elements given in the table,

s known, diminish with increasing

weight of MnO, in a mercury bath kept at 205°, yielded

cubic centimeters of gas, nearly the theoretical quantity. ItIt 'he

temperature rises above 216° the manganous nitrate decomposes

tons vapors and oxygen. At 221° the gas contained

eight per cent of^oxygen.—Bull. Soc. Ch., II. xxix, 115, Feb.

1878.
J °

g. F. B.

4. On a Method of separating
Quartz, from Silicates.—Ljlvfvk has suggested an improvement
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upon Milller's process for separating the silica existing as quartz

in rocks and soils from that combined in the admixed silicates,

which appears to be satisfactory. It is founded on the u i

property of salt of phosphorus of decomposing silicates, dissolv-

ing the metallic oxides and setting the silica free, while at the

same time the quartz present is not attacked. The finely pulver-

ized material is weighed in a platinum crucible, sufficient salt of

phosphorus to decompose the silicates is added, and the whole is

carefully heated, first in an air bath, and finally in the blast till

the mass is in quiet fusion. After cooling, the mass is detached,

boiled with hydrochloric acid for a long time, filtered, and the

residue extracted with boiling solution of soda to remove the silica

coming from the silicates. The final residue is washed, dried, ;uid

weighed as quartz. On treating a gram of the quartz so obtained

with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, only a few milligrams of

sulphate was left. The errors of the method are only about 0'2

per cent.—Ber. Berl. Ghem. Ges., xi, 60, Jan. 1878. g. f. b.

5. On the use of St<t>, ),<>,<* r/,/,„-,v, ;„ //,. ,„,.il,fxis of Nitro-

co)„po,rads.—Limpricht, noticing the facility with which an acid

solution of stannous chloride reduced nitro-compounds, made a

series of experiments to ascertain whether the reaction could not

be made use of to determine their composition quant
and with excellent success. When a weighed quantity of an

organic nitro-compound is heated with a definite volume ot

stannous chloride solution of known strength, the in

is converted into NH, thus: NO
a+ (SnCL),+ (HCl),=NH

+

SnCl
4
4-(H

a
O)

s
. Bytitrition the quantity of stannous chloride

used is ascertained ; and from this the amount of the NO, cal-

culated. The solutions needed are: (1) Stannous chloride, pre-

pared by dissolving 150 grams tin in concentrated hydrochloric

acid, decanting, adding 50 c.c. of HC1 and diluting to a liter;

(2) soda solution, 180 grams anhydrous soda and 240 grams

Bait in a liter of water; (3) starch solution diluted and
filtered

; (4) iodine solution, 127 grams iodine and the necessary

quantity of KI, in a liter. Of this tenth-normal solution, 1 c.c.

=•0059 gr. Sn. =0'0007666 gr. NO
a ; (5) Permanganate solution,

made and titered as usual. In the analysis, 0-2 gram of the

nitro-compound is weighed out, placed in a 100 c.c. flask with

placed in a beaker, diluted, mixed with the soda solution i—
the precipitate at first produced is re-dissolved, and after adding
some starch solution, titered with the iodine solution until the

blue becomes permanent. The numerous results given show the

process to be accurate.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xi, 35, Jan.

1878. Q. f. b.

6. On a so-called Catalytic action of Carbon Disulphicle.—
Hell and MiiHLHAUSER have observed a remarkable action of

carbon disulphide in facilitating the action of bromine upon acetic

and formic acids. While bromine and acetic acid, treated in a
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water bath in sealed tubes for forty hours, have not the slightest
action on each other, the addition of a small quantity of carbon
•li- iij I ide to the mixture so facilitates the reaction that even in
six hours it is completed, and in one case the tube exploded from
the evolved hydrogen bromide, in two hours. Further investiga-
tion showed that the presence of the disulphide was not abso-
lutely necessary, either for the formation of the addition or the

i u products of bromine and acetic acid, but that it facil-

itated the formation of both to an extraordinary degree, the time
required for the action to be completed being in the exact inverse
ratio of the amount of CS

a
present. The precise mode of action

of the disulphide, the authors are now engage. 1 in inwstiiratinir.—Ber. Berl Chew. C,s., xi, 241, Feb. 1878. o. f. b.

7. On the Conversion of Nitriles into Amides.—Pinner and
Klein showed a short time ago that any nitrile may be made to
combine directly with any alcohol, by passing gaseous HCI or
HBr into a mixture of the two. There is first formed the salt of
an amido-chloride:

RCN+R'0H+(HC1),=RC \ OR'HCl,
(CI

which immediately loses HCI and becomes a salt of an imide.

Thus benzonitrile and isobutyl alcohol when thus treated give the

hydrochlorate of benzimidobutyl ether, C.H.C
j qc H f

HC1 " By

the action of alcoholic ammonia, the free benzimidobutyl ether

C
6
H

6
C \ qC „ and benzimido-amide (or benzenylamimide)

C,H
6
C

j *Jg
) Hcl are obtained . The authors now describe ben-

ide and its silver compound, and the action of ethyl

iodide and of acetic oxide upon it, and also benzimidobutyl ether.

Also a polymer of benzonitrile termed kyaphenin.

—

Ber. Berl
Chem. Ges., xi, 4, Jan. 1878.

"

g. f. b.

.
8. Quercite a Pentacid Alcohol—Homann has published in full

his memoir on quercite, giving the results of experiments made in

'> laboratory,°which go to prove this sugar to be a

pentacid alcohol. By the prolonged action of acetic oxide upon
quercite in sealed tubes at 100° to 120°, a penta-acetate was
obtained as an amorphous brittle mass, having the formula

Saponification with barium hydrate confirmed

The tetra and the diacetate are also described.

The pentanitrate or nitroquercite was obtained a

exploding on being heated. Acetyl chloride acts like acetic oxide.

Fuming hydrochloric acid was without action.—Liebig's Ann.,
cxc, 282, Jan. 1878. G- F- E*

9. On the Acids of Cocoa Butter.—Kingzett has examined
• of the Cocoa butter of -*—
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acid of the formula OHO and
i.it 57-5° as one extreme, and another C ,11 I

point 1^2° as the other, both of which are new. To'thc latter
the author gives the name Theobromn- acid.—T. ('!,. >
38, Jan. 1878. Gm F# B.

10. On a new Class of Acid Salts.—Villiers has studied a
in w

, a- ot arij vili,. the .i.i.l a. .tin -. i-i urn. i a. . ti<- arid
itself plays the part of water of crystallization. Their general

formula of the sodium salts is C
a
H

3
Na0

2
(C

2
H

4
O

a
)-H

20^, where

m+m'~2 °r 3
" Thus

'
a salt cr7stallizi»g in small flat efflorescent

prisms has the formula C
1
H,NaO

a
(C

a
H

4
O

a
)^(H

50)f. Another of

the second class, where ^+^= 3, is in small efflorescent prisms

of the formula C
1
H

1NaO,(CJI4
0,)KH,0)Jji..—#«& $°G- 6%-> IZ

>

xxix, 15.3, Feb. 1878. ' *
g. f. L

11. Electro-Magnetic and Calorimetric Absolute Measunn.n.U.~"* *•?£ continuation of a paper with the above title, Professor
ti. b

.
Weber concludes that the value of the Siemen's mercury

unit of resistance lies between 0-9536 X 10'°

(

m^) ™*

0-9550 X 10 10

( ^J
111

J
and that the value of the British unit is

the value asserted, 10* ° (^~Y Professor Weber also dis-

cusses the experiments of Favre on the quantities of heat devel-
oped by various electromotive forces in their circuits during the
time in which they consume equal quantities of zinc. Favre as-
serted that " the ratio of those quantities of heat gives quite an-
other value than does the ratio of the corresponding electromotive
forces when measured galvanometricaUy," and finds that the con-
clusion is at variance « WB f jou ie Ohm and
* araday. W eber from experiment shows that the ratio of the
electromotive forces obtained by the heat method and the galvanic
method is the same, and attributes the errors of Favre to the use

%?f
rC
T^
rj ca,

,
onrneter

>
an instrument which Weber condemns.

—±*hiL Mag., March 1878, No. 30 p 189 jt
p V

2
: f

AT C. R. Aloer Wright and Mr. A.P Luff of St. Mary's Hospital, London, have made a first report

™ww ST" <?h
,
en".cal Society* of their investigation on this

™sS« tW « % V°m? e
?
tablished by their paper is the general

principle that "that reducing agent begins to act at the lowest
temperature which has the greatest heat of combustion." Details
of experiments are given on the reduction of cupric oxide and

* Journal of Chemical Society of London, January, 1878.
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feme oxide by carbonic oxide, by hydrogen and by carbon re-
spectively

; from which it appears tint! hydrogen acts at a lower
than carbon, and carhonicoxide at a lower temporal lire

than hydrogen. The quantities of heat evolved by the combina-
tion of carbon, hydrogen, and carbonic oxide with' sixteen grams
of oxygen are taken as 47'78, 57-82 and 68-35 respectively.'^ Tin-
effect of the different physical states both of the metallic oxides
and of the charcoal used is likewise carefully discussed.

In connection with the above paper, Mr. M. M. Pattison Muir,
of Caius College, Cambridge discusses the " influence exerted by

produced." The author following a previous suggestion of Glad-
stone has studied chiefly the reactions of potassic and sodic car-
bonatcs on calcic chloride in aqueous solution and finds 1, "that
the greater portion of the chemical change is produced during the
first five minutes of the action; after that time the action very
much decreases in rapidity; the amount of change in the next
twenty-five or thirty minutes is, however, always greater than the
amount accomplished in the second period of the same duration.
The action proceeds as it were with a rush ai first : it then gradu-
ally becomes more and more slow." 2, "that the equation

CaCl, + M,CO,=2MCl+CaCO,
does not furnish a full expression of the action of sodium or po-
tassium carbonate upon calcium chloride. When the two salts

M« mixed in the proportion expressed by their respective formulae,
the action represented in the equation is not completed even after

• • . forty-six hours. In order fully to realize the equation the
mass of the alkaline carbonate must exceed that which would be
actually required to transform the whole of the calcium chloride
mto carbonate were the equation strictly true. When t

• te are p,

3 comple
nployed

i than three molecules
action iu the same period of time. If the mass of the alkaline

carbonate be four tin* the equation the action

J8 complete in five minutes." 3, " that increasing the mass of the
individual molecules of the precipitant tends to increase the
amount of chemical change brought about in a stated period of
time," the results indicating that when potassium carbonate is

used a larger quantity of calcium carbonate is formed in a given

when sodium carbonate is employed, except when the
action is allowed to proceed during very extended periods. 4,

that elevation of temperature tends to increase and on the other
hand that dilution of the solutions tends to diminish the rapidity
of the change.
These last results are cited in favor of the theory that the action

depends upon the motion of the molecules in solution and "^that

any circumstances which would increase the
Am. Jocjb. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XV, No. 88.—Apri
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residual molecules of sodium or potassium carbonate and of calcium

chloride, would also increase the chances in favor of collision oc-

curring between these molecules, ami hence tin- chances in favor

of the prod) uitities of insoluble calcium car-

bonate. On the other hand, any circumstances tending to decrease

the excursions of these residual molecules, or tending to increase

the number of molecules which take no part in the production of

) collision, would also tend to diminish the amount of calcium

carbonate produced. Raising the temperature at which the two
salts are allowed to react upon one another would tend to increase

the number of excursions of the different molecules ; diluting the

solutions would tend to decrease the chances of collision between
the two sets of molecules." j. p. c, JR.

13. Nitrification.—In the Journal of the Chemical Society just

referred to, Mr. Robert Warrington gives the results of

3eries of experiments which
litrification is due to the action of an organized ferment

s series of experiments which confirm the theory that

nitrification is due to the action of an organized ferment and is

probably a function of some low form of vegetable life. This

theory was regarded as probable by Pasteur as^long ago as 1862,

and during the last year has been substantiated by Schloessing and
Miintz (Oompt. rend., Ixxxiv, 301). These experimenters had
sought to establish two points first, that antiseptic vapors prevent

nitrification ; secondly, that nitrification may be induced by seed-

ing with a substance already nitrifying. Mr. Warrington fully

confirms the results of Sehloe^in-- ami Miintz on both these points

and adds the important fact that" darkuess is apparently
to the action of the nitrifying germs. In a postscript to his paper

under date of January 4th, Mr. Warrington refers to a paper of

Messrs. A. Downes and T. P. Blunt, read before the Royal Society

on December 6th, in which it is shown that light is inimical to

the development of bacteria, a few hours exposure to daylight be-

ing in many cases sufficient to destroy all the germs existing in

an organic fluid, while similar solutions kept in darkness developed
bacteria freely. The bearing of this obser\ ation on the fact that

light greatly retards or even prevents nitrification is obvious.

The influence of light on nitrification was not apparently quite

unknown ; it is twice hinted at in Gmelin's Chemistry (Cavendish
m, iii, 68, vii, 92) but it is not mentioned by most writers

on the subject. j. p. c, JR.

14. Reexamination of some of the Haloid Compounds of Anti-
mony, by Professor J. P. Cooke, Jr. (Proceedings of the Amer-
ican Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. xiii. Boston, 1877).—
An extended abstract of Professor Cooke's paper upon the atomic
weight of antimony has been given in this volume of the Journal,

pp. 41, 107. The present paper < , ,f the chem-
ical and crystallographical relations of the iodide of antimony in

. but also of the chloride, bromide, and the ox
oxibromides, and oxi-iodides. The chloride and the bromide of
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antimony were both obtained by several different methods, in dis-

tinct crystals. These were extremely deliquescent, but, notwith-
standing, mens m in. nt> \ver< inn h ot >utfi( i. it n< < uracy to prove
that they both belonged to the orthorhombic system, and tli.it in

their :i\ial lengths they were closely related. The iodide was ob-
tained in three crystalline conditions—hexagonal, orthorliombie
and monoclinic. The hexagonal crystals have a deep ruby-red
color; their specific gravity is 4*848, and the melting point is 167°.

The orthorhombic crystal- ha\ e a <_i. enish-yellow color; they are
formed when the iodide is volatilized at a low temperature—be-
low 114°, and when subjected to a higher temperature they
change into the red, hexagonal modification.

In discussing the morphological relations of the hexagonal

rid the orthorhombic chloride and bromide, Professor
Cooke finds that though belonging to a different crystalline sys-

tem, the iodide "is constructively closely isomorphous with the
two allied compounds." The relation shown to exist is analogous
to that which has often been shown to connect an orthorhombic
prism of 60° or 120° with a hexagonal form.

The author calls attention to the views previously expressed by
him where lie had showed "that by a kind of inter-laminar mac-
ling the orthorhombic crystals of foliated minerals frequently imi-

i the structure as well" as the forms of the hexagonal system."

groups of three simpler molecules, each of which is a unit in ii

and which probably always becomes isolated when the substance
is converted into vapor. It is assumed that the members of these

groups are united among themselves in the same relative positions

as the diagonals of a regular hexagon, so that the optically uni-

axial character of hexagonal crystals is an effect of such grouping,

and the hexagonal form an obvious result of

the six-sided group. Further it is supposed that the simpler mole-

cules are of such a natu n , 1 i , i d uals in posi-

tions parallel to each they would form crystals having a rhombic
section of 60° and 120°.

i of the iodide,

naving angles of 60 and
biaxial, and the fact that i

..-.J which distinguish the orthorhombic and hexagonal -

tern, and the conditions under which one of these isomers changes

into the other, i; the difference between the two

substances is sii. - 4
'

the same mole"

pules, and also th ation the molecules are more

intimately united than in the vellow.

The monoclinic variety of the iodide is obtained in crystals m
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the following manner:—A solution of the iodide in carbon disul-

phide, after it has been exposed for some hours to the action of
the sunlight, undergoes partial oxidation, some iodine being set

free, this solution is then distilled over a water bath, and the pro-

cess continued until almost the whole of the free iodine is re-

moved; the residue is again dissolved in the same solvent, the so-

lution allowed to evaporate spontaneously, there is thm ubiaii cd

a large crop of the red hexagonal crystals, and finally a small

quantity of the yellow monoclinic variety. They have a specific

4-768. That they are true isomers of the other forms
of the iodide is shown by chemical analysis, and more strikingly

by the ease with which they change into the red hexagonal vari-

ety (like the orthorhombic) at a temperature of about 125°.

The form of the monoclinic crystals is in some respects closely

related to that of the orthorhombic crystals, fur instance in the

dimensions of the basal section. Moreover in the re-crystalliza-

tion of the monoclinic iodide in pure carbon disulphide the hex-
agonal iodide is obtained, as also a small quantity of minute rhom-
bic plates, whose angles were 60° and 120°. From these facts it

is concluded that the monoclinic variety differs chemically from
the orthorhombic only in containing a small amount of impurity.
The molecules are supposed to be similarly cum initod and simi-

larly grouped, but by the adhesion of the impurity to the mole-
-

ii results.

The suggestion is made that possibly the supposed orthorhom-
bic crystals may prove upon more exact determination on better

material, to be really monoclinic, so that the difference between
the two yellow varieties that have been named would exist only
in habit. This would not, however, affect the general result

reached as to the relation of their form to the hexagonal kind and
the reason for its existence.
The " molecular macling" which has been explained is quite dis-

tinct from the " interlaminar macling," described by the author in

his paper upon the Vermiculites, and alluded to above. The latter

involves no essential change in substance ; the former produces a
new, though isomeric compound. The red and yellow iodides of
antimony are as different -ufstanees as calcite and arragonite, and
the difference in the two cases is conceived to be of the same kind.

15. T/ie Telephone, an Instrument of Precision.—The applica-
tions to which the telephone may in future be put cannot yet be
all foreseen. I have to-day had its value shown to me in a
remarkable way. 1. I used a thermo-electric intermittent current
by drawing a hot end of copper wire along a rasp completing the
circuit A telephone was put into the circuit, in another room,
and every time that the wire was drawn along the rasp a hoarse
croaking was heard in the telephone. 2. 1 used a thermopile
with a Bunsen burner shining on it from a distance of six feet.

The current was rendered intermittent by the file, and the sound
was most distinctly heard. A Thomson's reflecting galvanometer
was introduced into the circuit which showed that the currents
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were extremely small. 3. The feeblest attainable currents were
now tried. The thermopile was removed, and without any arti-

irioti of heat it was shown by the galvanometer that
tiir natural « I i t rV- r- -

1 1
-- - - in The ir-nt junc-

tions in the circuit were sufficient to generate feeble electric cur-
- 1 - "

"3t perceptible with the mirror galvanometer. These
etected by aid of the rasp and the telephone. Even

wnen contact was simply made and broken with the hand, a click

was heard in the telephone. 4. Lastly, these feeble currents were
rendered still more insignificant by 'passing them through the

body of a friend who held one end of the wire in each hand, and
still the effects were faintly audible. Here the oalvaiioinet er,

which was still in circuit, hardly gave any indication.

I have now added the telephone to the list of apparatus in the

laboratory, considering it to be perhaps the most delicate test of

an electric current which we possess.

In these experiments only one telephone is used, viz:

receiving end. P^mployed in this way with a powerful c

sent from the other end of the line, we may hope to have mes-

sages sent through submarine cables much more rapidly than at

present. Probably it will be best to have the intermittent nature

of the current maintained by an induction-coil, or by a spring rub-

bing against a continuously rotating cog-wheel, when t

is allow .1 to >.-i-, , , 1 1 i \ w hen re.piired by T
; ie denr. ssion of a key

which communicates to the listener at the receiving end the long

and short dashes of the Mor>e alphabet.

I ought to mention that I believe the person who first used a

thermo-electric current with a telephone was Prof. Tait.

George Forbes, Andersonian College, Glasgow, February 13.

—Mom Nature of Feb. 28.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Origin of the Driftless Region of the Northwest; by

Roland D. Irving.—In a notice of vol. ii of the Geology of

W isci i). in, -iv.-ti in rid* -I ir -d t'"i" January last, the explanation

I have offered for the existence of the driltl.^ ivgnm oi W i--,.ii-

sin and the adjoining States is said to be.

closely related to that given by ProfeMOF W
sota Geological Report for 1876. I am informed,

a review of the Wisconsin Report, written f

—but which I have not myself seen -has as

tion is the same as his. From these statements it might be in-

ferred that I had merely followed in his track. It is entirely true

that his views have some analogy to mine, and that they were hrst

published; but my report had all been, not only written, but

stereotyped and printed before the Minnesota volume came to

hand, in the fall of 1877; so that, whatever my conclusions are

«onh. thev arc wholly mv own. Possibly they are worth the

more because analogous t.wh..^- reached independently by some
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one else. The matter has long excited my attention, the entire

inadequacy of the older views having forced itself upon me when
first engaged in field-work in Wisconsin.

^

However, though cheerfully acknowledging the priority of
Professor Wine-hell's views so far as they cover the same ground
with mine, T find, on examining his report again more closely that
not only do we reach our conclusions in quite different ways, hut
that the analogy between his theory and mine is, after all, not
much more than slight ; and, moreover, that in some of the main
points of his I cannot acquiesce at all. His idea is, as I under-
stand it. that the large area of Archaean rocks lying south of
Lake Superior exerted a protecting influence upon the region to
the southward, crowding back the ice, which had been split by
the high ridge of Keweenaw Point, one part flowing westward on
the north side of the point, and so passing by the driftless region
on the north, the other turning southward, and so to the east of
the driftless area. Now I assign nothing to the protecting influ-

ence of the crystalline rock region, hut 'everything to the deflect-

ing influence of the already existing depressions of Lake Michigan,
the Green Bay Valley and Lake Superior. The crystalline rock
region is no such lofty one as he appears to suppose, is almost
everywhere heavily drift-covered, and over most of its surface
shows sign of the strongest glaciation. The deep trough o| Lake
Superior, over 2,000 feetin depth in its western portions, allow, .1 the

passage from it of only the uppermost portions of the ice. These,
uto separate tongues by the transverse ridge topography

of the region south of the Lake, and by it deflected toward the

W.S.W., overtopped the water-shed, and carried morainic drift

far down on the southern slope ; but, because of their diminished
I rce, and of their westerly direction, they left the region

farther south untouched.
Professor Winchell's view was reached by noticing the relation

of the driftless region and the area of crystalline
rocks, which relation, in my view, is an accidental one, except so
far as the position of the trough of Lake Superior, carved in the
soft sandstones of the Lower Silurian and Iveweenian, is affected
by the position of the Archjean area. My own conclusions were
reached by the absolute demonstration ,,f "tin- former existence oi

separate glaciers in the troughs of Green Bay and Lake
wnich ,, afforded, as [ think. I,v the tacts' given by Professor
< iiamherhn and myself in our reports on Eastern and Central

the Lak
plete, as will be seen when "the reports on that country

of affairs for the Lake g ,|v as sjood, and
are now complete, as will be t

published.
University of Wisconsin, February 18, 1878.

2. Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.
(1) Report ofProgn

of the Bit Pennsylvania; by
J. J. Stevenson. Part 1. Kast..-rn Allegheny County aud Fayette
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Counties, west from Che:

, with maps and sections.—Professor Stevenson's Keporfc gives
an account of the physical features and general geology of

district, and then descril.es with detail the stratification of the
« in its different parts, the relations of the several beds to
se of the adjoin i no- regions, the distril.ution of the included
and iron-ore beds, and various details as to the special char-

3 of the beds. The region lies jus
' 'udes the great Pittsbui _

! described, and many analyses

nd hence includes the great Pittsburgh c

are given of the latter.

(2.) Report of Proqrrss in fh, Cmthn'a anJ Sn>,«>j:srt I>htri<-t

"ft/;- Bituminous Coal Fields of Wvtt.m Pennsylvania ; by F.

and W. G. Platt. Part II, Somerset. 348 pp. 8vo. Harris-
burg, Pa.—The region here described lies to the southeast of

that treated of in Prof. Stevenson's report. It contains to a large

extent the same rocks and coal beds, but with many peculiarities

in their distribution that giv< sp< rial inn rest to the facts brought
out. Numerous sections are o-iven which are carefully described,

and the subject of the variability of the coal beds is treated

of. The volume contains a preface by Professor J. P. Lesley,

Director of the Geological survey of the State, announcing that

the « Elk Lick Coal," stated in the final Geological Report of

1858 to occur at the bottom of the Barren Measures, and at the top
of the Lower Productive Coal series, has no existence, and that it

should be expunged from that report wherever it occurs, and also

from Lesley's "Manual of Coal." The Report is illustrated by
numerous wood-cuts, and six maps and sections.

(3.) Oil Well Records and Levels; by John F. Carll. 348

pp. 8vo. Harrisburg, Pa.—This Report is a very valuable sya-

• natised statement of facts connected with the oil deposits of

Western Pennsylvania. It contains the geological and geograph-
i'd positions and depths of all the oil openings, and sections of

the rocks in each case as far as they were obtainable. The work
gives records, " more or less doubtful," of 2,000 wells ; and Prof.

Lesley observes, in a prefatory note, that the number might h av e

been 20,000, if the records had been in all cases preserved. This

volume is to be followed by another by Mr. Carll in which all the

facts here given will !>< cmiuned and explained in a manner bet-

ter adapted to the popular reader ; and in it the geology of the

rocks penetrated by the oil borings, and of the oil level, will be

specially considered, with other matters of scientific and practical

3. The Ancient Life-history of the Earth, by Professor H. Al-

i.eyn-e Nicholson, Professor of Natural History in the Univer-

sity of St. Andrews, Scotland. 408 pp. 8vo. (New York: Apple-

ton & Co.).—The work is, as the title page states, a comprehen-
' " ding facts of Pa

i and leading facts of Paleontological

iting in a general wav of the fossilifer-

ous rocks, their succession and the uses and rela

science. After chapters treating in a general way <

1
the uses

— J
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they contain, it takes up in succession the life of the periods in

g with the oldest. Its mam illus-

trations are not as well engraved as they should he. The author

is a zoologist as well as geologist, and the student will find his

work a very valuable help toward obtaining a comprehensive

knowledge of the progrc-s or/life mi the globe.

4. Reports of the Unite*' St.it< * Kyi»r< «><;,; •/ ti» \

Clarence King, Geologist in charge. Submitted to the Chief of

Engineers and published by order of the Secretary of War, under

authority of Congress. Two volumes of these Reports, on the re-

gion in the vicinity of the 40th parallel between the Sierra Nevada
and the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains, have recently been

issued. They add greatly to our knowledge of Rocky Mountain
geology, and are hastening on the time when we shall have a com-

pleted map of the great territories. These two volumes are num-
bered volumes ii and iv. Volume iii, by Mr. King, is now in the

press, and will soon be ready for delivery.

Volume ii, contains the "Descriptive Geology'''' by Arnold
Hague and S. F. Emmons; it is an octavo volume of 890 pages
and is illustrated by t sventy-six plates. A notice of it is deferred

to another number of this Journal.
Volume iv, which extends to 670 pages, consists of three reports

or parts: I, Paleontology, hy 1'. K Meek, illustrated by seven-

teen plates; II, Pakontolof/}/, by James Hall and Ii. P. Whit-
fiei.o. illu-i! *-

1 b\ ->-,,!, phi*, »* ;,nd III, n.-,,U],, .l.ujy by Robert
Ridgway. The Report of the late Mr. Meek contains fossils

ranging from the Lower Silurian to the Tertiary. The oldest spe-

cies are two Trilobites from Antelope Springs, House Range, Utah,

named Conor,,,-,,,,'
i
It.,. /, r •,• < Ki„./tt) Meek, and Paradox-

ides f Nevadensis Meek.
Professor Hall and Mr. Whitfield describe Potsdam fossils from

the Eureka District. Nevada; and the west side

Mountain, White Pine District, Nevada. They include Brachio-

pods, of the gei ,era id Leptmia,
als .. Trih-bites of the genera Grepicephalus (7 species), Conoceph-

1 1 Bp.), Dicellocephalus (3 sp.), Aejnostus (4 sp.) The or

belong to the upper portion of the Lower Silurian, the Devonian,
Carboniferous, Triassic and Jurassic formations.

Mr. Kidg-\ iv's P-port e .at uns much on the habits of the vari-

ous birds observed by him while in the field, and also on their

dud variation, a genem! review of the several local

regions^ and their faunas i< presented, and lists of the species of

> propose to notice in a future number.
South
,/,• uses for
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in the first place, the general geological and geographical tact

connected with the clays, and afterwards describes the variou
oper
art:.i

nings, and the character and
er on the economical uses of 1

clays and on the methods of digging. It lias two maps. C
shows the distribution of the clays across the State of Xew J
sey, along a band, five to eight miles wide, from South Ambc
southwest to Trenton, on the Delaware. The second is a hit

colored map, giving spechd details with regard to the noi'thca

ern portion of this tract, and covering a surface of about ten mi
every e

: ' Geographische
contains a colored chart, showing the condition of Furope in the

first and second Glacial eras, according to the views of II. Ilabe-

nicht, prepared, the author states, froni" the best sources. It rep-

resents, by colors, the
; uiers of the two eras,

and their difference in length. Mr. Habenicht holds, contrary to

the < »| unions of many geologists, that the boulders wire distrib-

uted by icebergs ; and con-i M-piently he places Northern Europe,
down to nearly latitude .3"°. under the sea, and contracts (he gla-

ciers of Scandinavia to the valleys on the western side of the

range. The chart is interesting as* exhibiting the supposed condi-

urope, according to one believing in the iceberg theory of

the drift.

7. Cordaites withfimr, rsfro,,, th,
<

',, ./ rojlon <>/ P> "»«; '''"" '<>.

—Mr. Lesley communicated part of a letter from Mr. L. Les-

U'l''' nx. ot < olutnbus, Palaeobotanist of the Geological Survey of

Pennsylvania, relating the recent discovery by Mr. Maustioid. in

bis coal mines near" Darlington. Beaver Co., Pa., of the flowers

and leaves attached to the stems of <\>rd<n't>#. "Sternberg in

1835, first found a stem with leaves attached

i 1845, made his oekbn
ther specimen was found by Les.pieretix

Recently, Grand "Fury's discoveries er

Carboniferous Flora. Mr. Mansfield I

series of branches >

representing in well defined characters >, v < ra! spe.-i. >. ami a

new section of this family unknown to Grand 'Fury; so that we
now have not only the types of tl

remarkable group."

—

A»>er. Phil. N«c, Feb. I, 1878.

8. On the Mineral Oi*:* <>f H^dh'nra, Ft;» ; by IIknky

Sewell, F.R.G.S.—Mr. Sewell has given in the f.

coouirt of bifl I i-it. made in 1875, to the mineral caves

of Huallanca. The silver-producing caves are situated upon the

eastern flank of the Peruvian Andes at an ah

above the sea and 4000 feet above the town of Huallam

region was reached after an arduous journey across the Andes
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from the port of Casma ; in the course of it, it was necessary to
cross several parallel ranges, one of them 16,800 feet in
and another 17,200 feet. The silver mines lie in the heart of a
coal formation which has been upheaved so that the strata now
stand nearly vertical. Numerous seams of coal occur near the
mines. The mass of the argentiferous ores consists of the miner*!

. rod they contain about 800 ozs. to the ton. The ore
is obtained in the shaly portion of the formation, as well as in the
sandstone. In the latter it is found in huge " vughs" or caves,
many of these being as much as twenty-five to thirty feet long,
and of about the same depth. These caves are coated with from
two to three inches of argentiferous ores and millions of crystals
1,1 tetrahedrite are destroy,-,! by the picks of the miners who
break down the ore in that manner. [The specimens of tetrahedrite
brought back l,y Mr. >- \w-il are very remarkable for the unusual
size ana brilliancy of the crystals; some of these he has presented
to the Yale Museum].

F

9. Oh the new Mineral Homilite.—ln December, 1876, M.
ubhshed an account of a new mineral, associated with

tte and erdmannite on the island of Stockoe, near Brevig,
Non\ ay, to which he gave the name of homilite. The mineral was
oi a black or brownish-black color, and in composition was shown
to be related to datolite, it containing a considerable amount of

Bid. The same mineral has been investigated by MM.
Des Cloizeaux and Damour (Ann. Chem. et Phys., V, xii, 1877).
M. I>.-< ]..i/ aux ha< >h..\\n that in ,r\ stalline form it is closely
isomorphous with gadolinite and datolite. Moreover the optical

tion has shown it to be still more nearly related to the
former mineral in that some crystals are entirely doubly refracting,
others have a yellow crust of singly-refracting mineral, and others
are totally isotropic \[. Danmur* has analyzed the mineral and
his analysis (2) is here quoted together with that of M. Paijkull (1).

Mi f! O% Ml ' -A
1*03 Fea03 Fe0 Mn0 Ce= ^* M&° Ca0 Na * K* H=

(1) 31-87 [18-08] 1-50 2-15 16-25 .. .. 052 2728 1-09 0-41 0-85 =100'
(2) 3300 tl5-2lj __ .. 1818 0-74 2-56 .. 27-00 1-01 - 2"30 =100'

*WithLaa 3 , Di 2 3 .

The hardness is 4-5, and the specific gravity 3-34 (Damour).
From the fact that the analyses do not afford any simply atomic

and from the results of his optical examination, M.
Des Cloizeaux concludes that the singly refracting portions of
the crystals have been so changed as to form with doubly refract-
ing parts a mixture of varying proportions and hence of variable
composition.

III. Botany and Zoology.

rr\^T °f TrTCal Afrim S hJ Da1™ °"™r
-

Vo1
-
IIL

-.-In tl,,-. pns, llt ....ntiauation of this
work Professor Oliver has seeur . ,- in Mr.
Hiern, who ha> not m,h tab , the Eh „.tr„e, of which he has
formerly published a classical monograph, but also the Umbel-
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liferce, Rubiacem and Dipsaceoe, and has borne a part in the elabo-
ration of the Composites. The latter order is represented by-

more genera than would be expected, namely 117, and 17 are
peculiar r<> this Flora, all small or monotypic The only large
genus is Vernooia, with 78 species. The Rubiacere, which occupy
a slightly larger number of pages (_'lo) have 7s genera, 30 of
which are endemic, and three are new. We observe thr.t 7'ureuna

Gaertn., replaces Wehe.ru >>\ Schreber. heing three years older;
also Chomeiic Linn., is said r<> he the correct name, but Cfionnlhi,

of .lacipiiu is kept up. Canthiam Lam., is restored in good time
for that important genus, much to the relief of the nomenclature,
and the original 'Plectronia of Linnaeus is said to be (Hh,»a!
The Liberian coffee, the seed of Cqfcea Ziberica, "is said to be
far superior to G. Ar<d>i,-a. having larger berries and a liner

flavor, and being at the same time more robust and productive."

Ptyrh.oti-ni, with til -pr.ies. is made to include Chasalia, and to

exclude Gnnnilen, which i- restricted to Old World species.

Richardia Linn., is taken up in place of Ri>-L<tr>ls<>iiia Kunth, to

the detriment of the common Aroideous genus which has so long

borne this name. It is well known and duly recorded that the

Rnhiaceons o-enus was named in honor of Mr." Richardson ;
where-

fore it should have been written Rich<ir>l*>>n'ni. There was not

absolute need to change the form: but this having long ago been

done, and another plant named Richardia, in honor of L. 0.

Richard, and the present state of things having been ac.pi'n - , d

in for more than half a century, this certainly is a case to which
the rule "y///,/// ,,<„, ,„ >;,•• ."'and Lord Melbourne's deprecation,

" Can't you let it alone ?" would well apply. a. g.

2. Ferns of North America : by Prof. I). C. Eatox. Part III

has appeared with remarkable promptitude, and has more than

usual interest. There is a characteristic plat, of . l*r ;•!>•>> > ^ >>•>-

b->racense ; another devoted to Car»pt>-«>n>s /•/-':
7 -/. ;//'">. and to

Aty,i,/i>rm pin n.atifidum (to the latter of which, rather than to

the fori ii r, .1. /., ',oide* may have some blood-relationship) ; and
the third is given to Nothoheu.t Fmdbri and N. de,dbata, both

species well adapted for color-printing by their whitened fronds,

delicate subdivision, and brown stalks. a. o.

3. Report on the Fossil Plants of the Auriferous Gravel De-

posits of the Sierra Nevada; by Leo Lesquereux. With
10 plates. 4to. 1878. (Vol. vi, No. 2 of the Memoirs of the

Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College.)—A me-

moir beautiful in its dress and ver : ''"• [ '"-

specimens figured are impressions of leaves. " im -
hied in a fine-

grained whitish dav or soapstone," mainly from a -

made by Mr. Vov, of Oakland, i

presented t.
' Ir

"

\

K

(
>. Mills. These Pli

^ r

!
rora th

.

e

._-•-
can flora; and u. L and opportunity to

discuss them in this relation.
A

-
G -
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4. Elias Magnus Fries of Upsal, and one of the most distin-
guished and revered of botanists, born on the 15th of" August.
17.'+. .lud February 8, 1878. He had worthily occi
chair Mt I.iuiKHh at the ['Diversity of Fpsal for almost half a cen-

I his death, a month after the celebration of the 100th
anniversary of that of Unmeus. marks the close of an era. a. g.

5. Catalogue of the Collections in the Museum of the Pharma-
• :*t,, of lireat Britah^ compiled !>v K. M. IIoi.mks,

r. (..>., ( urat or ,,t the Museum. 1878. pp. 302.—About two-
tj>irds«.f this catalogue relate to the vegetable materia nwdica

;

the names of the plants producing
them with interesting descriptive and critical remarks. a. g.

6. Thurefs Garden at Antlbes, as already announced, has been
turned over to the French Government, in order that its useful-
ness may be continued. It is now decided that it is to be a sort

nanean branch of the Jardin des Plantes of Paris.
Botanists will be glad to know that M. Xaudin, the best of horti-

•tai.ists, is to have the chara-e of it. The climate of
- especially proper for Utah, Arizonian and South ( ali-

forman plants ; and we trust our collectors and amateurs will
keep this in mind, and that many seeds, bulbs, succulent plants,
etc., may be supplied to this important establishment, where thev
may be kept in cultivation. The Botanic Garden of Harvard

will receive and forward any American collections des-

7. Cm*
number of years ago, he had been "led" i

little red ant, sometimes a great pest to our dwellings, which
would indicate a ready disposition to become circumspect. When
ne purchase Qcej wyie \t was undergoing some
repairs, he noticed a fragment of bread, left by a workman" in one

2k t
8eeond-story rooms, swarming with ants. Apprehending

that the house was seriously infested, to ascertain whether it was
so he placed a piece of sweet cake in every room from the cellar to

At noon every piece was found covered with ants.
paving provided a cup of turpentine oil, each piece was picked op

Pi and the ants tapped into the oil. The cake was re-
placed, and m the evening was again found covered with ants.
ine same process was gone through the following two days, morn-

™\i
D<
T' and nLSht - The third dav the number of ants had

greatly diminished, and on the fourth there were none. He at
first supposed the ants had all been destroyed, but in the attic he

to Z ?i
e
!

fr8t,n« °n some dead hoiae flies, which led him

Iw! f

Pe
l

tha
„
the remaining ants had become suspicious of the

§Jlt^ ! ributed thr°ugh the house pieces

- ;
-

was repeated with the same result for several days, when, in like

pwf 7 i '
the ants fina,,y ceased to v ' sit !

Pieces of cheese were next tried Ml +h a D„ rae regults . ,, ur with

of ants. When the



cheese prov.

flies in the attic, dead
den. These, again, proved too much for the ants ; and, after i

few days' trial,"neither grasshoppers nor anything else attracted

them; they appear to have l.i-on thoroughly exterminated, nor has
the house since been infested with them.

—

Proc. Acid. Xat. Sci.

Philadelphia, 1877, p. 320.

8. Carboniferous . - —At the meeting ef

the Boston Society of Natural History for December 5, 1877, Mr.
S. H. Scudder showed some drawings of interesting Articulates

from the Carboniferous rocks of Illinois. The fust represented a

species of white ant, showing a wing without reticulation ; the

second, the terminal segments of a crustacean belonging to a genus

allied to Pithyrocaris, btlt which he had at first taken for some
extraordinary form of insect.

9. A Manual of the Anatomy of Invertebrated Animals, by
Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S. 596 pp. 8vo. (New York: Apple-

ton <fe Co.)—The best and latest students' manual of the inverte-

8. Coast Survey.—Mr. Dall, as chairman of the committee of the

American Association on Zoological Nomenclature, has been doing

good service to natural science by his efforts to obtain the opin-

ions of naturalists on various points connected with the subject of

nomenclature. This pamphlet is the result of further labor in the

same direction. It & * report, an Appendix

a resume ot all the principles and rules of nomencla-

ture as heretofore set forth by the chief authorities oi

authority tor the diverse views, in prepar-

the author has evidently expended a great amount of

labor and care. He has endeavored, moreover, to combine the

i 'i! . i |»lt — . t zool _i, i! in 1 1m ta i< al non en. 1 it n into one sym-

inerric al system. Mr. DalPs statement of this subject is a great

step toward realizing the uniformity so much desired.

11. A Pigeon living after the removal of ,

-
I >r. McQuillen described a case of the extirpation of nearly all

i pigeon by and desired i

record the operation

twenty-four days, but gradually regained its usual powers and

ed drink. Only one

such case is on record. He argued for the propriety and useful-

ness of such operations from the acknowledged existing uncertain-

ties of the science.—Proc. Amer. Phil. 8oc, Feb. 1, 1878.

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. The Earthquake of November 4, 1877.—(Read at the No-

Dawson, LL.D., F.R.S.)—In the Canadian Naturalist, vol. v,

first series will be found notes on the earthquake of October 17,
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1860, with a summary of facts relating to the previous shocks

recorded in Canada, and some general remarks on their periods,

local peculiarities and probable causes. The subject was con-

tinued in vol. i, of the new series, in connection with the earth-

quake of April, 1864, and .in vol. v, new series, in connection with

that of October 20, 1870. I may refer to these notices for what

is known on Canadian earthquakes up to that time, and we may
now continue the narrative in connection with the somewhat

wide-spread disturbances of the earth's crust in the present

On January 4, 1871, a shock was experienced at Hawkesbury,

Ontario, but was not reported from any other place. A more

extensive earthquake occurred on May 22, 1871. It prevailed

from the city of Quebec to the western part of Ontario. The

time for Quebec is stated at ten minutes before two a. m., and

there was a second shock at twenty minutes past three. The

time for Perth, Ontario, is stated at half-past one. It is note-

worthy that this earthquake occurred at nearly the same time

with that recently experienced. Since 1871 several minor shocks

have been noticed from time to time, but did not attract much
attention, and I have preserved no details in relation to them.

That of the present month was probably the most considerable

since 1871. It occurred at Montreal, at ten minutes before two on
" Sunday, November 4. At Montreal there was

ck, preceded by the usual rumbling noise,

> be distinctly telr. and l» -hake window-

i objects, causing them to vibrate for several

seconds. In so far as the published reports give information, the

shock would seem to have been limited to the area along the

river St. Lawrence, extending from near Three Rivers on the east,

Lawrence from Ottawa to the southern part of New England.

In a paper prepared for the American Journal of Science, by Pro-

fessor Rockwood, of Princeton, he defines the area in question as

that of "an irregular trapezium whose angles are marked by

Pembroke, Ont, Three Rivers. P. Q., Hartford, Conn., and

e 200 miles on its northern and

he eastern side, and 175 on the

western." So far as can be learned from the reports, the shock

seems to have been most severely felt on the north side of
of the St. Lawrence and about Lake Cham plain, or may be said to

have had its center in the Adirondack and Green Mountain region.

In the notice of Canadian earthquakes in 1860, I mentioned
that it had been observed that the greatest and most frequent

shocks have occurred a little after the middle and toward U»«

close of each century. We are now approaching the latter

period, so that possibly the last shock may be the beginning of a

series of similar phenoi is no known
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If we add to the table of earthquakes in Eastern America,
given in vol. v of the Naturalist, the more recent earthquake
observed in Canada, the proportion for the several months will

stand as follows :

—

January, 9 earthquakes; February. 4; March. f>
; April, 5;

Mav, 7 ; June, 3 ; July, 4 ; August, *6 ; September, 4 ; October,
8; November, 15 ; December, 8. Total, 78.

Thus of se\cnty-t iiriit recorded Canadian and New England
earthquakes, fifteen, or nearly one-tilth, occurred in November;
forty, or more than half of the total number, in the third of l he
year, extending from October to January inclusive. The pub-

t hat similar ratios have been observed

In some earthquakes a low state of the barometer lias been
observed, as if a diminution of atmospheric pressure was con-

nected with the movements of the crust producing seismic vibra-

tions. This we can readily understand if a low state of the

barometer should pr< vail over an area of the crust tending to rise,

simultaneously with a high pressure ove,- a siukiu-' area. In this

ease a state <">f ptvvious'tension might terminate in a rent of the

crust causing vibration. In the present case no very decided

indication of such a cause appears, at least in so tar as this part

of the St. Lawrence Valley is concerned. Mr. MeLeod informs

me that the mean barometer for the week preceding the earth-

quake was 29-7564, and for the following week 30-0864. The
barometer on the Friday before the earthquake at 8 p. m. was
29*115, the lowest observed since March last ; but at 1-50 a. m. on
Saturday it was about 29-967, which is very near the mean of

November, 1876, and also a little above the mean barometer of

the place for the whole year; and on Sunday afternoon it rose to

30-200. It would thus appear that the earthquake was preceded
by a low state of the barometer, and followed by one unusually

hliih for the season, and this rapid fluctuation was accompanied
with much atmospheric disturbance in the region of the lakes and

the St. Lawrence Valley. The weather map issued by the War
Department at Washington for Sunday morning, November 4,

shows a low barometer in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and a high

barometer in the Middle States—the area of the earthquake being

about half way between the extremes.

In connection with previous earthquakes it has been observed

that the greatest intensity of the shocks appeared near the junc-

tion of the La u .ian formations.

onsequence either of the propagation oi vibratl us

upward from deep underlying regions through the L
rocks, or from the overlying sedimentary rocks towards these

older rocks. In the case of the r

have applied chiefly to the border of the L
round by the Ottawa md Kington to the Adito^*"

against the

propagated through the Silu:
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pression stated in the reports, that the
r. to E. or N.W. to S.E., is correct, the

probable supposition. It is, however,
wry difficult to attain to any certainty as to the actual diivction

of the disturbance, and some observers give it as precisely the

opposite of that above stated.

On the 14th of November a slight shock was felt at Cornwall,
Ontario, and on the 15th of Novell, a • unvd
over a wide area in Kansas, Iowa, Dakota and Nebraska.

rtt.—Professor Hartt, according to a
telegram from Rio Janeiro, died of yellow fever soon after the

Jth ?). Professor Hartt was born about 1838 at
St. John, N. B. In his youth he evinced a taste for geology, and
discovered at St. John many fossil plants, and the oldest speci-

mens of fossilized insects then known. He studied from 1862 to
1865 under Agassiz at Cambridge, and accompanied that eminent
scientist to Brazil as geologist of his expedition. On his return
he was appointed Professor of Geology and Physical Geography
at Cornell University. After his first visit to Brazil, Professor
Hartt acquired a thorough knowledge of the Portuguese iiin-umv.
and that empire became his favorite field of study. He returned
three times and zealously explored the north. •

the valley of the 2; Amazon. During one of these
expeditions, undertaken under the auspices of the Hon. Edwin D.

r New York, he sent home an interesting series of letters

for publication.
^
Papers containing some of the geological results

of these expeditions are noticed in this Journal in volumes i, iv,

vii. viii mid .v. ...f the third -. rie- (1-71 t.. 1-?:.). In May of 1875
two Gkrt eminent placed Professor Hartt in charge of the

Geological Survey of the Empire, and gave him a liberal salary

;

since then he has been carrying forward this great work. The
results thus far obtained have been only partially published. A

a of his first Report of Progress, made by Professor T. B.
Comstock, is contained in this Journal in vol. xi, 1876 (p. 466),
and a brief announcement of further discoveries, in vol. xii (p.
464). In 1870, he published his principal work, " The Geology
and Physical Geography of Brazil." He felt at home in Rio,
where he enjoyed excellent health, and was greatly esteemed.
His family reside at Buffalo, N. Y. His death is a great loss to
the scientific world.

' S

Angelo Secchi, the Astronomer and Director of the Observa

connected with the Observatory of Georgetown College,
m. In 1850 he returned to Europe and entered on ins

labors at Rome. His papers on astronomical and physical subjects
— —i of great value.
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[Continued from page 291.]

Theory of the Method.

When a current is induced in a circuit by magnetic action

of any kind, Faraday has shown that the induced current is

proportional to the number of lines of force cut by the circuit

and inversely as the resistance of the circuit If we have two
circuits near each other, the first of which carries a current,

and the second is then removed to an infinite distance, there will

be a current in it proportional to the number of lines of force

cut. Let now a unit current be sent through the second cir-

cuit and one of strength E through the first; then, on removing
the second circuit, work will be performed which we easily see

is also proportional to the number of lines of force cut Hence,
if EM is the work done, Q is the induced current, and R is the

resistance of the second circuit,

where C is a constant whose value is unity on the absolute

system.

When the current in the first circuit is broken, the lines of

force contract on themselves, and the induced current is the

same as if the second circuit had been removed to an infinite

distance. If the current is reversed the induced current is

twice as great ; hence in this case

Q=2E^ or R=2M^
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Hence, to measure the absolute resistance of a circuit on this

method, we must calculate M and measure the ratio of Q to E.

M is known as the mutual potential of the two circuits with
unit currents, and mathematical methods are known for its

calculation.

The simplest and best form in which the wire can be wound
for the calculation of M is in

j ils of equal
size and of as small sectional area as possible. For measuring
E a tangent galvanometer is needed, and we shall then have

E=5 tan 0y

where H is the horizontal intensity of the earth's magnetism at

the place of the tangent galvanometer, and G the constant of

the galvanometer.

For measuring Q we must use the ballistic method, and we

H
isinF,

which for very small values of A becomes

'

K-MW G Tsin^ 1+iA-iA"
where H' is the horizontal component of the earth's magnetism
at the place of the small galvanometer, G' its constant, T
the time of vibration of the needle, and A ,the logarithmic
decrement.

The ratio of H' to H can be determined by allowing a needle
to vibrate in the two positions. But this introduces error, and
by the following method we can eliminate both this and the
distance of the mirror from the scale by which we find d' and
the error of tangent galvanometer due to length of needle.
The method merely consists in placing a circle around the
small galvanometer and then taking simultaneous readings
with the current passing through it and the tangent galvanom-
eter, before and after each experiment Let a and a' be the
deflections of the tangent galvanometer and the other galva-
nometer respectively, and let G" be the constant of the circle
at the point where the needle hangs, then

It H'
G ™na=— tan«,

and we have finally
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which does not contain H or H', and the distance of the mirror
from the scale does not enter except as a correction in the ratio
of sin £0' and tan a' ; and, as a and can be made nearly
equal, the correction of the tangent galvanometer for the
length of needle is almost eliminated. When the method of

1

recoil is used, we must substitute .Ay for the term in-

volving A, and sin JA'+sin £B' in the place of sin £0', A' and
B' being the greater and smaller arcs in that method. This is

on the supposition that A is small.

The ratio of G" to G must be so large, say 12,000, that it is

difficult to determine it by direct experiment, but it is found
readily by measurement or indirect comparison.

It is seen that in this equation the quantities only enter as

the first powers, and that the only constants to be determined
which enter the equation are M, G and G" which all vary in

simple proportion to the linear measurement. It is to be
noted also that the only quantities which require to be reduced
to standard measure are M and T, and that the others may all

be made on any arbitrary scale. No correction is needed for

temperature except to M. Indeed, I believe that this method
exceeds all others in simplicity and probable accuracy and its

freedom from constant errors, seeing that every quantity was
varied except G" and G, whose ratio was determined within

probably one in three thousand by two methods.

Having obtained the resistance of the circuit by this method,

we have next to measure it in ohms. For this purpose the

resistance of the circuit was always adjusted until it was equal

to a certain German silver standard, which was afterward care-

fully compared with the ohm. This standard was about thirty-

five ohms.
By this method, the following data are needed.

1. Ratio of constants of galvanometer and circle.

2. Ratio of the tangents of the two deflections of tangent

galvanometer.
3. Ratio of tbe deflection to the swing of the other gal-

vanometer.
4. Mutual potential of induction coils on each other.

5. Time of vibration of the needle.

6. Resistance of standard in ohms.
For correction we need the following:

1. The logarithmic decrement.
2. Distance of mirror from scale.

3. Coefficient of torsion of suspending fiber.

4. Rate of chronometer.
5. Correction to reduce to standard meter.
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6. Variation of the resistance of German silver with the

temperature.

7. Temperature of standard resistance.

8. Arc of swing when the time of vibration is determined.

9. Length of needle in tangent and other galvanometer
(nearly compensated by the method).

10. The variation of resistance of circuit during the experi-

The following errors are compensated by the method of

1. The local and daily variation of the earth's magnetism.
2. The variation of the magnetism of the needle.

3. The magnetic and inductive action of the parts of the

apparatus on each other.

4. The correction for length of needle in the tangent gal-

vanometer (nearly).

5. The axial displacement of the wires in the coils for

induction.

6. The error due to not having the coils of the galvanom-
eter and the circle parallel to the needle.

7. Scale error (partly).

8. The zero error of galvanometers.

Calculation of Constants.

Circle.—For obtaining the ratio of G to G", it is best to cal-

culate them separately and then take their ratio, though it

might be found by Maxwell's method ("Electricity," Article

753). But as the ratio is great, the heating of the resistances

would produce error in this latter method.
For the simple circle,

(A2+B2 )*

where A is its radius and B the distance of the plane of the

circle to the needle on its axis.

Galvanometer for Induction Current.—For the more sensitive

galvanometer, we must first assume some form which will pro-

duce a nearly uniform field in its interior, without impairing
its sensitiveness. If we make the galvanometer of two cir-

cular coils of rectangular section whose depth is to its width as

108 to 100, and whose centers of sections are at a radius apart

from each other, we shall have Maxwell's modification of

Helrnholtz's arrangement. The constant can then be found
by calculation or comparison with another coil.

Maxwell's formulae are only adapted to coils of small section.

Hence we must investigate a new formula.*
' A formula involving the first fr

v.:.
inbesondere
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Let N be the total number of windings in the galvanometer.

Let R and r be the outer and inner radii of the coils.

Let X and x be the distances of tl e planes of the edges of the

coils from the center.

Let a be the angle subtended by the radius of any winding at

the center.

Let b be the length of the radius vector drawn from the center

to the point where we measure the force.

Let be the angle between this line and the axis.

Let c be the distance from the center to any winding.

Let w be the potential of the coil at the given point.

Then (Maxwell's " Electricity," Art. 695), for one winding,

and for two coils symmetrically placed on each side of the

.=4*
{
co8«- 8inV^(?)'Q,'(a)Q,(O)+^0)

,

Q.'(«)Q.C)+&c.)
}

where Q g (0), Q t (
d
), &c., denote zonal spherical harmonics, and

QaV), Q/(«), &c, denote the differential coefficients of spheri-

cal harmonics with respect to cos a.

As the needle never makes a large angle with the plane of

the coils, it will be sufficient to compute only the axial com-

ponent of the force, which we shall call F. Let us make the

first computation without substitution of the limits of integra-

tion, and then afterward substitute these

:

^_| Hd-fHa6-Q1(«)+H4^Q4+ &c[

>gf (r+V^K2
)

•(1.2.8.. t) af» ( ' *i-i **~

•

A,=i
2j-4 »(i-l)(i-2)

a'-A<2i-l (2*-l)2

«-a <M)M..(M.
C'-- B<^3+ (2»-l)(2»-8)2.4

2i-8 i(i-i) («-«)

E,= Ac, &c.
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Substituting the limits for x, r and a, we find

H _ , , Ji 1 / R3
r

3
\ 1/ R s

r
3

\{
2

<
X
\(R2_fX a

)2 (r*+Xy' xW*+x-)% (^-fa?
8)*'*

H*=- i I
~

i
(^0X1+7X2Ka+ 2R4

)
-

24 ( X'(X 2+R2
)*

,(2vXH^XV+2/).
;V+R2

)
f

The needle consisted of two parallel lamina of steel of length,
I, and a distance, W, from each other. As the correction for

length is small, we may assume that the magnetism of each
lamina is concentrated in two points at a distance n I from each
other, where n is a quantity to be determined.

G= (R^X-X
)
|
H

o + H 2^Q2 (*')+H4 *£ Q4
(0')+etc

}

where cos °'=
^ A 2 TWa> seeinS tliat the needle hangs par-

allel to the coils. In short thick magnets, the polar distance
is about | I and the value of n will be about f. For all other
magnets it will be between this and unity. In the present case

n=l nearly.

As all the terms after the first are very minute, this approxi-
mation is sufficient, and will at least 'give us an idea of the
amount of this source of error.

Induction Coils-.

The induction coils were in the shape of two parallel coils of
nearly equal size and of nearly square section.

Let A and a be the mean radii of the coils. Let b be the
mean distance apart of the coils.
Let

2Va^

bupposing the coils concentrated at their center of
know that

M,=4WAZ\ (4-«)f(c)-|e(c)
\

where F(c) and E(c) are elliptic integrals.
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If I and v are the depth and width of each coil, the total

value of M will be, when A=a nearly,

and we find

Calling yS and 6* the scale deflections corresponding to tan a'

and sin £0', we may write our equation for the value of the

E
-^.-»,-.-©v,»ft)'

(l+4+,w

where E' is the resistance of the circuit at a given temperature

17-0° C, and K=2ttM^(H a+J+etc.), in which A, B, etc.

and «, b, etc. are the variable and constant corrections respec-

a. Correction for damping,

b. Torsion of fiber. . ,

The needle of the tangent galvanometer was sustained on a

point and so required no correction. The correction for the

torsion in the other galvanometer is the same for /? and 6 and

hence only affects T. Therefore, if t is the coefficient of

day above the

"~ 86400

4 Reduction to normal meter. The portion of this redno-

tion which depends on temperature must be tre

f

ted ™^^
variable corrections. Let m be the excess of the meter used

above the normal meter, expressed in meters: then
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e. Correction of T for the arc of vibration. This arc was always
the same, starting at c, and being reduced by damping to about cH ,

e=+
vknlS

C^- C^
where c, and cn are the total arcs of oscillation.

/ Correction for length of needles. For the tangent gal-

vanometer, the correction is variable. For the circle it is

where I is half the distance between the poles of the needle and
A the radius of circle. For the other galvanometer it is

included in the formula for G.
A. Reduction to normal meter. As the dimension of R is a

velocity and the induction coils were wound on brass, the eor-

A= + y{l>-f)
where y is the coefficient of expansion of brass or copper, t

the actual and t" the normal temperature.
B. Correction of standard resistance for temperature. Let

M be the variation of the resistance for 1° C, t'" be the actual

and t
iv the normal temperature 17"°0 C. ; then

B=-M(t'"-^).
C. Correction for length of needle in tangent galvanometer,

•I** <«+«>)(£)V-«)
where V is half the distance between the poles of the needle
and A' is the radius of the coil.

D. The resistance of the circuit was constantly adjusted to

the standard, but during the time of the experiment the change
of temperature of the room altered the resistance slightly ;

this

change was measured and the correction will be plus or minus
one-half this. The resistance was adjusted several times during
each experiment. The correction is ±D.
Some of the errors which are compensated by the experi-

ment need no remark and I need speak only of the following.
No. 3. By the introduction of commutators at various points

all mutual disturbance of instruments could be compensated.
No. 5. In winding wire in a groove, it may be one side or

the other of the center. By winding the coils on the center of

cylinders which set end to end, on reversing them and taking
the mean result, this error is avoided.

No. 6. The circle was always adjusted parallel to the coils of
the galvanometer. Should they not be parallel to the needle,
G and G" will be altered in exactly the same ratios and will thus
not affect the result The same may be said of the deflection
of the magnet from the magnetic meridian due to torsion.
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No. 7. /9 and d both ranged over the same portion of the
scale and so scale error is partly compensated.
No. 8. The zero-point of ali galvanometers was eliminated

by equal deflections on opposite sides of the zero-point.

Wire and coils.—The wire used in all instruments was quite
small silk-covered copper wire, and was always wound in

accurately turned* brass grooves in which a single layer of
e just fitted. The separate layers always had the same
ober of windings, and the wire was wound so carefully that

)ils preserved their proper shape throughout. No paper
was used between the layers. As the wire was small, very
little distortion was produced at the point where one layer had
to rise over the tops of the wires below. Corrections were
made for the thickness of the steel tape used to measure the

circumference of each layer ; also for the sinking of each layer

into the spaces between the wires below, seeing that the tape

measures the circumference of the tops of the wires. The steel

tape was then compared with the standard.

The advantages of small wire over large are many ; we know
exactly where the current passes ; it adapts itself readily to the

groove without kinks; it fills up the grooves more un
the connecting wires have less proportional magnetic effect ; and
lastly, we can get the dimensions more exactly,

wire adopted was about No. 22 for most of the i

The mean radius having been computed, the exterior and
interior radii are found by addition and subtraction of half the

depth of the coil. The sides of the coil were taken as those of

the brass groove.
All coils were wound by myself personally to insure uni-

formity and exactness.

Tangent galvanometer.—This was entirely of brass or bronze,

and had a circle about 50 cm. diameter. The needle was 2'7

cm. long and its position was read on a circle 20- cm. diam-

eter, graduated to 15'. The graduated circle was raised so

that the aluminium pointer was on a level with it, thus avoid-

ing parallax. The needle and pointer only weighed a gram
or two, and rested on a point at the center which was so nicely

made that it would make several oscillations within 1° and

would come to rest within 1/ or 2' of the same point every

time. I much prefer a point with a light needle carefully made
to any suspended needle for the tangent galvanometer, espe-

cially as a raised circle can then alone be used. The needle

* To obtain an accurate coil an accurate groove is necessary, seeing that otherwise

the wire will be heaped up in certain places. The circle of the tangent galvan-
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was suspended at a distance from any brass which might have
been magnetic. There were a series of coils ascending nearly
as the numbers 1, 3, 9, 27, 81, 243, whose constants were all

known, but only one was used in this experiment. The proba-

on a new plan, especially adapted for the absolute measure-
ment of weak currents. It was entirely of brass, except the
wooden base, and was large and heavy, weighing twenty or
twenty-five pounds. It could be used with a mirror and scale

or as a sine galvanometer. It will be necessary to describe
here only those portions which affect the accuracy of the

present experiment.
The coils were of the form described above in the theoretical

portion, and were wound on a brass cylinder about 8*2 cm.
long and 11 -

6 cm. diameter in two deep grooves about 3" cm.
deep and 25 cm. wide. The opening in the center for the

needle was about 5-5 cm. diameter and the cylinder was split

by a saw-cut so as to diminish the damping effect. This coil

was mounted on a brass column rising from a graduated circle

by which the azimuth of the coil could be determined by two
verniers reading to 30". Through the opening in the coil

beneath the needle passed a brass bar 95 cm. long and 2 cm.
broad, carrying a small telescope at one end. In the present
experiment, this bar was merely used in the comparison of the

constant of the instrument with that of another instrument.
For this purpose the instrument is used as a sine galvanometer
by which a great range can be secured, and it could be com-
pared with a coil having a constant twenty-three times less and
which was used with telescope and scale.
The coils contained about five pounds of No. 22 silk-covered

copper wire in 1790- turns.
Two needles were used in this galvanometer, each con-

structed so that its magnetic axis <houl \ ln» invariable; this

was accomplished by affixing two thin laminaa of g
steel, to the two sides of a square piece of wood, with their

tical. This made a sort of compound magnet very
strong for its length, and with a constant magnetic axis. The
first needle had a nearly rr-ctamruljir mirror 2-4 bv 1-8 cm. on
the sides and -22 cm. thick. The other needle had a circular
mirror 20o cm. diameter and about 1 mm. thick. The nee-
dle of the first was 1-27 cm. and of the second 1-20 cm. long,
and the pieces of wood were about -45 cm. and -6 cm. square
respectively. The moment of inertia of both was much in-

creased by two small brass weights attached to wires in exten-
sion of the magnetic axis, thus extending the needles to a
length of 4-9 cm. and 42 cm. respectively. The total weights
were 51 and 5-6 grams and the times of vibration about 7*8
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and 11-5 seconds. They were suspended by three single fibers

of silk about 43 cm. long.

In front of the needle was a piece of plane-parallel glass.

This and the mirrors were made by Steinheil of Munich, and

were most perfect in every way.

In the winding of the coils every care was taken, seeing that

a small error in so small a coil would produce great relative

error. And for this reason the constant was also found by com-

parison with another coil. The following were the dimensions

:

Mean radius 4-3212 c m.

R=5-6212 r=3-0212
X=3-4Y5565 x= "935565

R-r=2-6000 X—a-=2-54000
N=1790-

F=1832'25-l-70 b2Q 2 (6) -4-50 6*Q 4 (0)+ -9O b«Q 6
(d)-&c.

Taking the mean dimensions of the two needles, we have

fc=l-23, w=-52, n=£, costf'=-748.

Q2(0')=+'339, Q4
(0')=--354, Q,(0')=- '275.

.-. G=1832'25— •083+'071--002+&c.=1832-24.

The coil with which this galvanometer was compared was

the large coil of an ' ! that
n^

e "

scribed in Maxwell's " Electricity," Art. 725, but smaller. The

coil was on Helmholtz's principle with a diameter of 275 cm.,

and was very accuratelv wound on the brass cylinder, lliere

was a total of 240 windings in the coil. The constant ot this

coil was 78-371 by calculation.

To eliminate the difference of intensity of the earth s mag-

netism, an observation was first made and then the positions of

the instruments were changed so that each occupied exactly

the position of the other: the square root of the product of the

two results was the true result free from error.

The coils of the galvanometer could be separated so that an

outer and inner pair could be used together. By comparing

these parts separately and adding the cons

find G. Hence two comparisons are possible, one with the

coils together and the other with them separate. The results

were for the ratio of the constants

23-3931 and 23-4008,

accounted for bv the i
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the consequent difficulty of their accurate measurement. As
comparison with the electro-dynamometer has such a small

probable error, and as it is a much larger coil, it seems best to

give this number twice the weight of that found by calcula-

tion : we thus obtain

G= 1833-19
as the final result.

It does not seem probable that this can be in error more than

one part in two or three thousand.
Telescope, scale, &c—The telescope, mirrors and plane-par-

allel glass were all from Steinheil in Munich, and left nothing
to be desired in this direction, the image of the scale being so

perfect that fine scratches on it could be distinguished. The
telescope bad an aperture of 4 cm. and a magnifying power
of 20 was used. The scale was of silvered brass/ one meter
long and graduated to millimeters.

Induction coils.—A coil was wound in a groove in the center

of each of three accurately turned brass cylinders of different

lengths. Two of them only were used at a time, by placing

them end to end, the ends 'being ground so that they laid on

each other nicely. The two coils could be placed in four posi-

tions with respect to each other, in each of which they were
very exactly the same distance apart. This distance for each

of the four positions, was determined at three parts of the

circumference by means of a cathetometer, with microscopic
objective, reading to J, mm. The mean of all twelve determi-

nations was the mean distance. In using the coils they were

always used in all four positions. The probable error of each

set of twelve readings was ±001 mm. The data are as fol-

lows, naming the coils A, B and C

:

Mean radius of A=13-710, of B=13-690, of C:=13'720.
Mean distance apart of A and B=6-534, of A and C=9-574, of

B and C=ll-47l.
N= 1 54 for each coil, £=-90, 7= 84.

For A and B we have
M=3774860-+T»j(74250-—66510-).=3775500-

The remaining terms of the series are practically zero, as was
found by dividing one of the coils into parts and calculating
the parts separately and adding them.

For A and C
M=256l410-+

1W34000---27230-)=2561974-
For B and C

M=2O5O600-+TV(275O0--19800')=2051320-
The calculation of the elliptic integrals was made bv aid of the

tables of the Jacobi function, q, given in Bertrand's" "Traite de
Calcul Integrate" as well as by the expansions in terms of the
modulus after transforming them by the Landen substitution.

[To be continued.]
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County,

In 1871 I described * three masses of meteoric iron found
a few miles from Staunton in this State; still another has

lately been brought to light under the following circumstances.

About the year 1858 or 1859 a negro man, named Alf, belong-

ing to Mr. "Robert Van Lear (on whose land the largest of the

three already described meteorites was found), brought to

Staunton a lump of iron which he had found, and tried to sell

it, but no one considered it curious or valuable enough to pay
the price asked, a dollar. This man is dead, and it cannot now
be ascertained where he found the specimen, but probably on
Mr. Van Lear's land, and undoubtedly in his immediate neigh-

borhood. Failing to sell the mass, Alf threw it away in a

vacant plot of ground behind a blacksmith's shop. Here it

lay for several years, until it was used, with some other loose

material, to bufld a stone fence. On account of its irregular

shape and great weight it soon fell out of the fence, and was

then thrown aside in the rear of a dentist's house. He used it

for some time as an anvil on which to hammer metals and

crack nuts, and afterwards had it built into a wall round the

curbing of a cistern. Here, during the summer of 1877, it

came under the notice of Mr. M. A. Miller of Staunton.f who
obtained possession of it, had it removed from the wall, and

near the end of the year disposed of it to Messrs. Ward and

Howell of Rochester, N. Y. These gentlemen, who were at

the time engaged in the arrangement of

zoological collection which they had contracted to furnish for

the University of Virginia, allowed me to examine the mete-

orite before it was sent to Rochester, and have furnished me
with material for its analysis. They are having the largest

part of the iron cut into slices as specimens for sale

The shape of the mass is like that of many other metallic

meteorites, irregularly rounded, larger at one end than the

other, something like a shoulder of mutton in general outline,

with well marked concave depressions or pittmgs. The wood-

cut on this page is from a photograph of the specimen.
m

' greatest length was 4-V7
!

,V!ltm
;

i

,^
rs\°^^

!

and gn
Tho -

?2 centimeters, and greatest thickness 203
eight vaa 152 pounds, or 68.950 grams.

I thick ftfi
•

isly examined, and «t ,

*This Journal, III, ii,
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of the iron was visible. Magnetic polarity was detectable at

various parts of the surface. The specific gravity, taken with

a clean piece of 87'5 grams was found = 7-688 at 18° C. The
iron is compact and crystalline, with plates of Schreibersite

running through it, while a few specks of troilite were de-

tected. On etching with nitric acid the Widmanstattian figures

are clearly and beautifully brought out, and their general char-

acter is quite the same with that shown upon the etched sur-

faces of the three previously described masses. On one surface

two distinct sets of crystalline markings are observable, the

angles of intersection in each of these being nearly r~
:*~~

niform.

analysis made by Mr. J. R. Santos of Guayaquil. Eetta-

ow working in this laboratory, gave the following results.

Nickel....
Cobalt

91-439 Sulphu
.... 7-559 Chlorin

Copper
Tin
Phosphorus

.... -021 Silicon

The chlorine o curs as ferrous ch]
87-5 grams of iron was used for tbe analysis, so as to render

accurate the determination of the minor constituents. A par-

tial examination of another specimen, however, showed that,

as usual in such ma- ., of the Schreibersite,
and probably of the nickel in the alloy, is not altogether uni-

form. The average amount of nickel is somewhat less than in

the three formerly described masses, and the proportion of

cobalt and copper rather larger ; but there can be no doubt, I

think, that all four specimens, found in the same neighbor-
hood, resembling each other closely in all their physical proper-

ties, and exhibiting the same general chemical character, repre-

sent different portions of tbe same meteoric fall.

University of Virginia, March 6, 1878.
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Art. XLIX.—On the Relative Positions of the Forest Bed and
associated Drift Formations in Northeastern Iowa ; by W. J.

McGee.

The term "Forest Bed" was applied by Dr. J. S. Newberry
to a " layer of carbonaceous matter, with logs and stumps,
and sometimes upright trees,"* observed by him in Ohio dur-
ing the progress of the geological survey of that State. The
same formation has been observed at many points in Illinois,

agh southwestern Indiana, at many Idealities in Wis-
consin, throughout northeastern Iowa, in Canada, and in many
other places. Wherever found it rests upon true glacial Drift,

and within it are found remains of the mammoth, the masto-
don, of Castoroides o/u'>» ,>->-'. I>'-<>< lu'ifrotis, and their contem-

poraries. In most of the localities just mentioned the Forest

Bed is overlaid by a partially stratified deposit, regarding the

origin and age of 'which there is some doubt.. The condition

of the superficial deposits in the neighborhood of the residence

of the writer is such as to throw much light on the question of

the true geological position of this formation. A few sections

are appended.
I. A well in Farley, Iowa.

1. Surface soil - 2 feet,

2. Clean clay with occasional granite bowlders 15 "

3. Clay with bowlders, gravel and flint 12 "

4. Thin-bedded, black, carbonaceous, shaly clay, with frag-

ments of wood --- --10 "

5. Thick-bedded do., with much-decomposed fragments of

wood. Undisturbed by glacier --- 4 "

6. Hard yellow clay, sometimes with bowlders - 1

7. Do. with gravel and small bowlders - 2 "

8. Niagara limestone.

Some of the wood found in this well—probably Willow

(Salix ) though not certainly determined—was so well pre-

served as to be "combustible. No. 4 displayed evidence of

alluvial action. Fragments of endogenous plants were found

in the lower part of this stratum.

II. A well 250 feetfrom I.

1. Surface soil. 3 f
«f

*•

2. Clay with occasional granite bowlders ------ - — - 10

3. Clay with bowlders, gravel and flint (broken hornstone), ^
and some sand .- --

J
4. Same as No. 4 in last, but more carbonaceous _ 7

5. Same as in I --- 3

5;
J-

Yellow clay with sand, gravel and small bowlders ... 4

8. Niagara limestone.

* Ohio Geol. Rep., 1874. pt. I, vol. ii, p. 3.
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Pieces of the soft shaly substauce from the lower part of No.

4 were found to be slowly combustible, but contained too

much earthy matter to burn readily. Charred wood and sticks

burned off at one end were found in this well.

IIL A well two miles northwestfrom last.

Stratification not personally observed. At about twenty feet

a large stump of a tree identified as Bed Cedar (Juniperus vir-

giniana) was struck in one side of the well. Below it a stra-

tum of the older glacial Drift several feet in thickness was

penetrated. The stump retained so much of its organic char-

acter as to render the water unfit for use when it rose to its

level.

IV. A well half a mile northeastfrom last.

1. Surface soil. 4 feet.

2. ("lay with a granite bowlder weighing 500 pounds 6

3. Clav with gravel . 3 "

4. Hard, dark-blue, shaly clay, with a large piece of wood
directly under the bowlder 3

V. A well two miles northeastfrom last.

Stratification not observed personally. At about fifty feet

fragments of wood, one partially burned, were found inter-

mixed throughout a hard, blackish, laminated clay. Below

this the usual yellow clay, with gravel, sand and small bowl-

ders was found resting on Niagara limestone.

VI. A well quarter of a mile southeast of last.

1. Surface accumulation 4 feet.

2. (Absent, owing to denudation).
3. Clay with gravel, sand and bowlders 16

4. ) Carbonaceous, shaly clay, with fragments of wood, one

5. ) identified doubtfully as Sumac. Disturbed by
glacial and alluvial action 6

®;j- Yellow clay, with gravel, etc 4 "

8. Niagara limestone.

Farley is twenty-three miles west of the Mississippi at

Dubuque, and is about 525 feet higher than that point. The

elevation at wells in and V is about the same. IV is about

twenty-five feet and VI about fifty feet lower. The general

topography beneath the Forest Bed, so far as it has been

determined, is not greatlv different from that of the present

surface. The wells given are but examples of all excavated

in the neighborhood, leaving out those in which either the

Forest Bed or both it and the older Drift have been removed
or modified. The interesting fact is, that the uppermost de-

posit is in all cases the same, and is beyond the shadow of a
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doubt glacial Drift very slightly or not at all modified, and

exhibiting no distinct stratification. The only difference be-

tween the upper and lower parts is that the lower part con-

tains a larger proportion of gravel and worn bowlders from

the immediate vicinity. The upper part contains no bowlders

indeed except those of granite, syenite, quartzite, and other

metamorphic rocks from far to the northward. These, how-

ever, are quite abundant In some fields it has been necessary

to remove dozens of bowlders of one hundred pounds weight

and upwards from each acre before the land could be ploughed.

Some also are quite large, reaching scores of tons in weight.

This, too, is a region which our last State Geologist, by some

oversight, described as being destitute of bowlders.* But from

an examination of many counties noted for the abundance of

their bowlders, the writer has found that these erratics are as

it a great part of the "bowlderless region"

as in any part°of Iowa. Glacier-marked bowlders are rare,

however. Perhaps one in a thousand shows plainly grooves

and deep scorings ; but many others are less distinctly marked.

Still not more than one-tenth exhibit any other marks of glacial

ii a rounded form.
. . . T

The Forest Bed is found at many other localities in Iowa,

and within it the bones of the mastodon and beds of peat

have been discovered.! The writer has also seen crania of

Mson latifrons from the same horizon. It has generally been

considered to be—in other places as well as m Iowa—a post-

glacial formation. This view finds some support in the charac-

ter of the superficial deposits of Ohio, Illinois and Indiana,

from the assorted and stratified arrangement of the later Drift

forming these deposits. As before stated, however, the forma-

tions in this neighborhood are such as to show conclusively

that the Forest Bed is overlaid by true glacial Drift, and hence

must be of interglacial age; and from a recent examination

the writer is convinced that the overlying deposits 11

at least are formed of glacial Drift deposited since the Forest

Bed stratum and afterwards modified by alluvial action during

the slow retreat of the glacier. In Nebraska this carbonaceous

stratum has been found resting on glacial Drift and overlaid

by both the Drift of the later glacier and the Loess ot the

Missouri Vallev.t The similarity of the organic remains found

in this stratum wherever exposed indicates a like age for its

deposits over the whole territory in which it is found.

*Dr. C. A. White's Geol. Eep. (of Iowa), 1870, voL i, p. 87.

t '•Superficial Deposits of Nebraska;" from Hayden's Report f

Farley, Iowa, March 12th, 1878.

Am. Joub. Sci.-Thibd Series, Vol -Mat, 1878.
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Art. L.— Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky
Mountain Region under the direction of Professor J. W. Powell.
Account of work performed during the year 1877.

About the middle of last May, the surveying corps again
took the field. This year the rendezvous camp was at Mount
Pleasant, a little town in Utah about 125 miles south of Salt

Three parties were organized under the din
Professor A. H. Thompson, one to extend the triangulation and
two for topographic purposes, the latter being under charge «>f

Mr. W. H. Graves and Mr. J. H. Renshawe respectively, and
the former under the immediate direction of Professor Thomp-
son, assisted by Mr. O. D. Wheeler.
The area designated for the season's work lies between 38°

and 40° 30' north latitude, and between 109° 30' and 112° west
longitude, Greenwich, and is embraced in atlas sheets 86 and 75.

TrianguUition.—The triangulation party left Mount Pleasant
in June. The work of this year being'a continuation of the
expansion from the Gunnison Base Line measured in 1874, it

was desirable to first visit some of the geodetic points established
in previous years but the unprecedented amount of snow yet
remaining in the high plateaus and mountains rendered this im-

le, and the first part of the season was spent in establish-
ing stations on the Ta-va-p.its Plateau west of the Green River.
In midsummer the party was able to visit the high plateaus and
connect the work of past years with that of this season. Later
the tnangulation was extended to the east joining the work of
the United States Geological and Geographical Survey of the

bs under charge of Dr. F. V. Hayden and to the north
to join the work of the Unite.! g Exploration
of the 40th Parallel, Clarence King, United States Geologist in

charge. The whole area of the season's work embraces some-
thing more than 1 3,000 square miles. The instrument used was
the theodolite hereafter described. The points sighted to on
the geodetic stations were either artificial monuments or well
defined natural points, and all stations were marked by stone

Topographic Work by Mr. Graves.—The district assigned Mr.
waves for topographic work was the eastern half of atlas sheet
75 and that portion of sheet 86 lying east of the Green and
Colorado Rivers, an area of about '10,000 square miles. The
most remarkable topographic feature of this region is a bold
escarpment facing the south and extending from the western,
far beyond the eastern limit of Mr. Graves' work. This is

known as the Book Cliffs. At the foot of this escarpment lies
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route of travel between Central
South of the valley the whole region is cut by a labyrinth of
canons, formed by the Grand, Green and San Eafael Rivers and
their tributaries. This region is one of the most inhospitable
and inaccessible in the territory of the United States. It is

characterized by extreme aridity, and some portions are cut by
narrow gorges, forming "alcove lands." In other portions are
found hills of uaked sands and clays—regions of bad lands,
bold cliffs, towering monuments, hills of drifting, glittering

sands and deep tortuous canons giving to the landscape an
appearance strange and weird.

The Book Cliffs rise to an average altitude above their base
of 3,000 feet, and about 8,500 feet above the sea-level, and the
country from the southern crest inclines gently northward to

the valleys of the White and Uinta Rivers. This gigantic ter-

race, called the Ta-va-puts Plateau, is cut in twain from north
to south by profound gorges through which the Green River
runs, known as the canon of Desolation and Gray Canon. The
drainage of the plateau is northward from the brink of the
cliffs through deep narrow canons for many miles, but at last all

these enter the Canon of Desolation a few miles from its head.
North of the Ta-va-puts Plateau are the valleys of the White
and Uinta Rivers. Nearly all the latter and a large portion

of the lower course of the former are within the boundaries of

Mr. Graves' work.
Over the whole district assigned to Mr. Graves he extended

the secondary tri angulation. Owing to the peculiar topography
of the country, his stations will average about twelve miles

apart. He also made a connected plane-table map of the whole
area, and complemented his work with orographic sketches.

In the southern portion of the area surveyed by Mr. Graves,

considerable bodies of irrigable lands are found along the Grand,
Green, San Rafael and Price Rivers: and in the valleys of the

Uinta and White Rivers, are other large tracts, on which the

waters of the streams named can be conveyed at slight cost
Mr. Graves determined the extent, character and location of

these lands, and the amount of water carried by the streams

throughout the area embraced in his work.

On the Ta-va-puts Plateau are small forests of pine and fir,

but genera!
I

-t possesses no more timber than

sufficient to meet the future local requirements of actual settlers.

Topographic Work by Mr. Renshawe.—-The district assigned

Mr. Renshawe was the western portion of atlas sheet 75, an
area of about 6,000 square miles. The eastern portion of this

area is a broad table-land called the Wasatch Plateau, having
an average elevation of about 9,500 feet, cut by deep valleys
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and drained from its very western edge toward the east by the

Fremont, San Rafael, Price and Uinta Rivers. The western

portion includes broad valleys, abrupt ranges of mountains, and
one plateau of considerable" extent. The principal valleys in

this part are the San Pete, Juab and Utah, all having a general

northern and southern trend, an average elevation of about

5,000 feet, and all are drained by the San Pete River and the

streams flowing into Utah Lake. The mountain ranges standing

between the valleys are the Wasatch, rising in its highest peaks

to 12,000 feet, the Lake Mountains and the Tintic Hills each

reaching an altitude of nearly 7,500 feet.

The lofty table land called Gunnison Plateau has an area of

about 750 square miles, and an average elevation of 8,000 feet.

It is bounded on three sides by almost vertical walls, and is

extremely rugged and difficult to traverse.

There is but little irrigable land in the eastern portion of

Mr. Renshawe's district, but the broad valleys of the western

contain large areas of excellent lands, and the numerous streams
furnish a good supply of water.

Mr. Renshawe determined the volume of water in every con-

siderable stream as well as the extent and localities of the irri-

gable lands throughout his district

On the plateaus and mountain ranges are large quantities of

excellent timber.
' On the head waters of the Price River and on Huntington
Creek are extensive beds of coal, and on that portion of the

Wasatch Range included in Mr. Renshawe's district are deposits

of silver and galena.

Mr. Renshawe extended the secondary triangulation over the

whole district assigned him, making stations at an average dis-

tance of about eight miles, and measuring all the angles of

nearly every triangle in the extension. He also made a con-

nected plane-table map of the whole area, and complemented
his work with a complete set of orographic sketches.

Hypsometry.—The hypsometric work of this season rests on
a primary base established at the general supply and rendezvous
camp at Mount Pleasant, and connected by a long series of

observations with the station of the United States Signal Service
at Salt Lake City. At the base station observations were made

rial barometers four times each day, and for eight

i during the month, hourly from 7 A. M. to 9 P. M. Mercu-
L barometers were carried by each field party, and observa-

tions made to connect every camp with the base station. All
the geodetic points and topographic stations were connected by
observations with mercurial barometers either with the camps
or directly with the base stations or both. All the topographic
stations were also connected with each other by angulation, and

.lnys
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from these stations the altitudes of all located points were de-

termined by the latter method.
Instruments. Base - measuring Apparatus.— The apparatus

used in measuring the base lines from which the primary trian-

gulation is developed consists essentially of wooden rods aligned

and leveled on movable trestles or tripods, the contact being

made by coincidence of lines instead of by direct abutment.

The rods are fifteen feet long, one-half of an inch square,

thoroughly dried, oiled and varnished. They are supported in

cases made truss-form to prevent sagging, and moved in these

cases to make the contact by a rack and pinion motion. Either

end of a rod is shod with a plate of brass firmly fixed upon and

half the width of the rod or one-fourth of an inch, and so

arranged, that the plate upon the forward end of any rod pro-

jects by the plajte upon the rear end of the preceding one, in

such a manner that both rods are in the same straight line.

The line of coincidence is marked upon both plates and contact

is determined by a magnifier. A delicate spirit-level is attached

to each case to adjust it horizontally and a thermometer inserted

to determine the temperature of the rod. Two steel pins by

which the rods are aligned are fixed on the cases directly over

the center of the ends of the roda

The tripods (or stands upon which the cases carrying the

rods rest), have short double legs of the usual construction.

Firmly fixed upon the tripod heads are two uprights upon

which a sliding cross-piece is clamped by thumb screws.

Above this cross-piece parallel to and carried with it, is a sec-

ond which can be moved up or down three-fourths of an inch

by means of a long, slender wedge, working between the two

oisbing an easy means of making the fina

adjustment of the rods in level. The uprights are several

art and give sufficient range to all the rods, which is

done by a theodolite placed in advance upon the line to be

measured. Two or three rods and six . >r eight tripods are used.

The rods are kept in I - and when ™e im
f

qualities of the ground demand, vertical offsets are made with

a theodolite. The line is first ranged out and stakes set 500

feet apart along its length, then with six men to work the appa-

ratus, 3,000 feet per day can be measured with all the accuracy

the refinements of the triangulation demand.

Theodolite.—The theodolite used in the triangulation is of a

new pattern, embracing a number of improvements demanded

by the character of the work. So far as possible the number

of parts has been reduced by casting in a sin£e

J'
that are usually combined by screv

"

) derangement incid

manner the lia-

udes of mountain

work is greatly reduced. The telescope has been enlarged,
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compared with the graduated circle, so as to make its defining
power bear a greater proportion than usual to the refinement of
graduation. The object-glass has an aperture of two inches,
and a focal length of twenty. The horizontal circle is ten
inches in diameter, and reads by double verniers to five sec-

onds of arc. The vertical circle is five inches in diameter, and
reads to one minute. The instrument also embraces other
improvements designed to secure greater stability with ease and
rapidity in manipulation.

Plane-Table.—In the topographic work the gradientor and
sketch book have been superseded by the plane-table and the

orograph. The plane-table in use is of a pattern designed by
Professor Thompson especially for work of this character.
The drawing board is made of a series of slats firmly fixed to

canvas in such manner that it can be rolled intg small compass
for transportation, but when unrolled for work it is so secured by
cross-pieces and screws, that great stability is attained. When
in use it is fastened to the platen of the orograph. The post
tion of important features in the topography is fixed with an
alidade by the usual methods of intersection and resection.

Details are placed directly upon the map while they are still

under the eye of the topographer, and much of the labor and
uncertainty of description by notes is avoided, and the experi-
ence of five years in its use has demonstrated that the plane-
table, as modified, is equally well adapted to regions of moun-

ils, plains or plateaus. The sketches produced are
actual maps and not mere map material. They need only to
be adjusted in conformity with the triangulation, and but slight

adjustment is necessary. And it has been further demon-
pheistrated that a topographer in one field-season can extend his

work over an area of about seven thousand square miles, and
with all the accuracy necessary for the scale adopted by the
Interior Department for the physical atlas of the Kocky Moun-
tain region, that is, a scale of four miles to the inch.

Orograph.—The orograph is an instrument new to topo-
graphic surveying, adapted to the requirements of this work
by Professor Thompson. It consists essentially of a telescope
erected above a platen or drawing-board, on which the move-
ments of its optical axis are recorded. The telescope rotates
about a vertical and about a Mm arij to the
telescope of a theodolite, and is connected by simple "mechan-
ism with a pencil which rests on a sheet of paper attached to
the platen. When the topographer moves the telescope so as

ta optical axis over the profiles of the landscape, the
pencil traces a sketch of the same. This sketch being mechan-
ically produced, is susceptible of measurement, and is a definite
and authoritative record of the angular relations of the objects
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sketched. The instrument is also furnished with a graduated
circle on which horizontal angles may be read to the nearest
half minute, and this circle is used for the secondary triangula-
tion. The orograph and plane-table are used conjointly, and
their results furnish data for the production of contour maps.
It is believed that by their introduction the quality of topo-
graphic work has been much improved, without addition to its

cost. When a topographer takes the field with these two
instruments and plane-table sheets on which the primary trian-

gulation has been previously plotted, he returns with a map on.

which all of the geographic'features to be delineated have been
determined by their angular relations and the scenic character-
istics necessary to give proper effect to the maps, have been
outlined by instrumental means. In this manner the subse-
quent construction of maps at the office ready for the engraver is

reduced to a minimum of labor, while for the proper accuracy
the topographer is not necessitated to resort to his memory for

the appearance of the landscape, but only to the definite record.

Barometers.—The instruments used in the hypsometric work
are Green's mercurial mountain barometers, Green's psychrom-
eters and aneroid barometers of the usual construction.

Cartography.—Much attention has been given to this subject
for the purpose of determining the best methods of represent-

ing the topography of the region surveyed, taking into consid-

eration the character of the country, the more important facts

to be embodied, and the scale adopted for the Physical Atlas
of the Interior Department. The systems of cartography in

use in this country and many of those of Europe have been
examined and studied, and many experiments have been made
in the office for the purpose of determining the best methods
adapted to these circumstances and conditions.

For the Physical Atlas heretofore mentioned, it is proposed
to represent the topography by contour, lines with auxiliary

i to indicate rock surface, and shading for general

reliefs, these so applied as not to obscure the contours. For
special purposes hatched maps are used, for others contour

maps, and for purposes relating to the discussion of geological

structure, maps are made by photographing or lithographing

models or relief maps in plaster.

Cla t
"

the di ....

northern portion of Arizona and the greater part of Utah, but
a broad strip along the northern end of the latter Territory was

embraced in the survey made by Mr. Clarence King, under the

War Department It seemed desirable, however, to extend the

classification of lands over this latter region, and this duty was

assigned to Mr. G. K Gilbert.
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Mr. Gilbert took the field at Salt Lake City, and traversed
all of the Territory lying west, north and northeast of that
point, a tract comprising so much of the drainage basin of
Great Salt Lake as lies in Utah. In this area is included the
most valuable portion of the Territory, as well as one of the
most sterile. A very small part of it will repay cultivation
without irrigation, but this is exceptional, and in general the

v of agriculture depends upon the possibility of artifi-

cial watering. The Bear River, the Weber, and the Jordan
carry as much water as can profitably be used upon all the lands
to which it is practicable to convey them bv canals, and these
lands were measured in order to determine the agricultural
capacities of their valleys. The smaller streams, on the con-
trary, are inadequate to serve the arable lands through which
they severally run, and their agricultural capacities were ascer-
tained by measuring the volume of each stream. East of Great
Salt Lake are great mountain ranges, the Wasatch and the
Umta, and large streams flow from their melting snows all

through the summer season. The Bear, the Weber, and the
Jordan flow to the lake, and the three rivers can be made to
reclaim 800,000 acres of land in their valleys. This is twelve
and one-half per cent of the district that th- v drain. West of
the lake the plains are interrupted by mountains of great mag-
nitude, the snows of winter are dissipated too early in the spring
to be of use for irrigation, and much of the land is an absolute
desert. In a total area of 8,300,000 acres only 21,000 acres are
of value for farming—one-fourth of one per cent

These estimates are based upon the experience of the farm-
ers of the district, who have practiced irrigation for thirty
years and have given it a greater development than can be
iound elsewhere in the United States. They have now under
cultivation a third part of the irrigable lands of the Salt Lake
-basin, and are utilizing many of the small streams to the full
extent of their capacities. A careful study was made of their
operations, for the purpose of learning the quantity of water
necessary to redeem a given quantity of land under various
conditions of soil and climate, and the resulting determinations
were used in computing the areas susceptible of irrigation by
ttie streams and parts of streams unused. The greater part of
the future extension of the cultivated areas will be accom-
plished only by expensive engineering works, including the
clamming of the principal rivers and the construction of long
canals. Five million dollars is probably a moderate estimate
of the cost of redeeming the 500,000 acres that are susceptible
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the water supply has increased. It is reported by the citizens

that each stream is now capable of irrigating a greater area of

Ian- 1 than when it was first used. Creeks that once scan-

tily watered a few acres of ground now afford an ample supply

for double, treble, and even fifty times the original area. This

increase has been accompanied by a rise of Great Salt Like.

which having no escape for its water except by evaporation

has stored up the surplus from the streams.

For the purpose of investigating the extent and the cause of

the increase of the streams, Mr. Gilbert made a study of the

ns of the lake. It was a matter of common report

that the surface of the water had been subject to considerable

changes and that on the whole it had great!y risen since its

shores were first settled ; but previous to the year 1875 no sys-

tematic record of its movements had been kept. In that year

a series of observations was inaugurated by Dr. John E. Park
of Salt Lake City, at the suggestion and request of the Secre-

tary of the -
I granite.

graduated to feet and inches, was erected at the water's edge

near a rocky islet known as Black Rock. The locality was then

a popular pleasure resort, and the record was undertaken by

Mr. J. T. Mitchell. Observations were made at frequent inter-

vals for more than a year, but were then interrupted by reason

of the disuse of the locality as a place of resort, and they have

not since been resumed in a systematic way. To obviate a

similar difficulty in the future, Mr. Gilbert caused a new record

post to be established near the town of Farmington, where the

work of observation has been undertaken by Mr. Jacob Miller,

and it is anticipated that in the future there will be no break in

the continuity of the record.

In the interval from 1847 to 1875, during which no direct

observations were made, there was nevertheless a cona

amount of indirect observation incidental to the pursuits of the

citizens. The islands of the lake were used for pasturage,

and the facilities for the transfer of cattle to and fro were

greatly affected bv the fluctuations of the water. A large

share of the communication was by boat, and the frequent

changes of landing place which the boatmen were compelled

to make impressed upon their memories the character u
of the principal oscillations. In ',

ir<u n e of the inquiries

instituted bv the Secretary of the Smiths..;

of the boatmen was compiled by Mr. Jacob Miller

and a history of the oscillations was deduced.

A similar and corroborative history has been derived bj -Mr.

Gilbert from an independent investigation. Two of thi

used for pasturage are joined to the main land by broad, flat

bars, and during the lower stages of the lake these bars being
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either dry or covered by a moderate depth of water, have
afforded means of communication. It happens that the Ante-
lope Island bar was in use until 1865, when it became so deeplv
covered that fording on horseback was impracticable

;
and that

the Stansbury Island bar was first covered with water in 186(5,
and has been used as a ford, with slight exception, ever since.
By the compilation of the testimony of those who have made
use of these crossings, a continuous record was derived, which

'; deviate very widely from the truth, and the work was
checked by i dings to ascertain the present

to 1850 there was little change beside the annual
tide variation dependent upon the spring floods, and which
makes the summer stage in each year from one to two feet
higher than the winter. Then the water began to rise and so
continued until in 1855 and 1856 its mean stage was four feet
higher than in 1850. This progr. - ,1 by a pro-

a!l of equal amount, and in 1860 the lake had returned
to its first observed level. In 1862 there began a second rise

whirl, <-ontinued for eight years and carried the water ten feet
above the original level. Since 1869 there has been no great
change, but the mean height has fluctuated through a range of
about two feet.

As the lake has risen it has encroached upon the land, and
the shores are in many places so flat that large areas have been
submerged. At one point the water edge has advanced fifteen
miles, and the surveys of Captain Howard Stansbury and Mr.
Clarence King show that from 1850 to 1869 the total area of
the water surface increased from 1,750 to 2,166 square miles, or

atmosphere the surplus thrown into it by the augmentedthe

Whatever land is at any time flooded by the lake becomes
saturated with salt, and if the water afterward retires, remains
barren of vegetation for many years. The highest lev,
by the water in storms is mark iftwood and
other debris. Above this line there is usually a growth of
grass and sage brush, but below it nothing grows Previous to
the last great rise of the lake, the storm Hne was six feet lower
than at present, and the intervening belt
the stumps and roots of bushes that have been killed by the

- brine The encroaching water overran the ancient
storm line in about the year 1866, and for the past eleven
years it has covered ground which had been exempt from incur-
sions of brine for a time sufficient to permit the rains to cleanse
the soil, and for a further time sufficient to produce a growth of
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i by decade;

Thus it appears that the last twelve years have witnessed an
extension of the lake, which is not only without precedent in

the experience of the citizens of Utah but is clearlvan anomaly
in the history of the lake. To explain it and to explain at the

same time the increase of the streams, there are two general

theories worthy of consideration.

The first is that there has been a change of climate in Utah
whereby the atmosphere is moister, so that the fall of rain and

snow has become greater and the rate of evaporation has be-

come slower. The second is that the industries of the white

man, which have been steadily growing in importance for the

last thirty years, have so modified the surface of the lam! that

a larger share of the snow and rain finds its way into the

water-courses and a smaller share is returned to the air by
evaporation from the ground. The latter theory, which is thr-

one proposed by Professor Powell, is considered by Mr. Gilbert

the more probable, and he finds reason to believe that the tax

imposed upon the streams by the work of irrigation is more

than repaid by the effects of the draining of marshes and the

destruction of herbage and timber. A great volume of water

is turned upon the cultivated fields, and from their moist bo*

faces is absorbed by the atmosphere without ever read

lake; but on the other hand the farmer has found it to his

: to drain the beaver ponds and other marshes and

thus check the evaporation from their surfaces, and the streams

which he thereby rescues from dissipation are used in irri.ua-

tion for a few months only, while for the remainder of the year

they pay their tribute to the lake. The destruction of urates

by herds of domestic animals and the cutting of trees upon the

mountains expose the ground to the sun and facilitate the

melting of the snow; the removal of the grass opens the way

also to a freer circulation of surface waters, so that the ram

and melting snows are gathered more quickly and thorougWj

Brto nils and streams; and both these influences increase the

bflow of the lake. . .

This discussion h - u Pon t!ie ''- 1
"-'"'

ture of the arid region, for if the theory favored by these

gentlemen is the true one, the work of irrigation a
forward with the confident aseui r iX

f[
v

is more likely to increase than diminish in the future: ami it

mav even be possible when the subject has been fully devel-

oped, to devise measures which shall directly promote the

increase.

Geological tn.rlc h, Mr. (r'ilherL—During the preceding sum-

mer Mr! G il da peculiar series of phenomena
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produced by recent orographic displacements, and he has this

year found opportunity to study them in numerous new local-

ities. It appears that the system of faults and flexures—the
system of upward and downward movements— by which the
mountain ranges and the valleys of Utah and Nevada were
produced have continued down to the present time. Evidence
of recent movement has been discovered on the lines of many

Eaulta. The ancient shore line of Great Salt Lake
which is exhibited so conspicuously upon the surrounding
mountain slopes, and which must have originally been level, is

no longer so, but has been shifted up and down by the dis-

placement of the mountains. Its present altitude above
Gie it Salt Lake was determined at four different points by

I
: and the determinations were found to ran

966 feet to 1,059 feet. The measurements by level were all

m ule in the immediate vicinity of the lake, but the barometer
radical a that at points more remote the discrepancy is greater.

These observations are valuable additions to our evidence
that mountain-making is a work of the present as well as of past
ages, and that the grand displacements by faults and folds are
caused by slow intermittent movements.

Mr. Gilbert also traced and mapped the northern portion of

the ancient shore line of the Lake from Salt Lake City to Red-

g its sinuous coarse for 900 miles in Utah,
Idaho and Nevada, and demonstrating that the ancient outlet

scovered the preceding summer at Red Rock Pass was
the only one by which the lake had ever discharged its water
to the Snake River.
During the winter of 1876-77, Mr. Gilbert prepared his Re-

port on the Geology of the Henry Mountains, and the manu-
- Qtto the printer.

The Henry Mountains constitute a small group in South-
tan and stand quite by themselves. They are of

a peculiar <
a ent a tyoe ()f structure that has

never before been fully described. Mr. Gilbert's report is a
h at once of the mountain group and of the type

of mountain structure. The mountains are of igneous origin,
but the rising lavas, instead of outpouring at the surface of
the earth in the usual way, failed to penetrate the upper
portions ot I . ni lakes or chambers,
lne strata lying above the lava lakes were upbent in the form

:' .m tl„-se bubble, of sandstone and shale
with their cores of trap, the erosive agents of the air have
carved the mountains. The mou as twofold,

val, and second atmospheric and
•

•

ment of structure, Mr. Gilbert constructed a stereogram of the
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district in plaster, exhibiting the forms due to upheaval as they

would appear if unmodified by degradation. He prepared also

a topographic model, < xhibitiiiLi tin same forms as actually

modified ; and the two models will be reproduced by photo-

graphy to illustrate the report. The treatment of the second

element of structure is of a thorough character and includes a

discussion of the general principles which control the sculpture

of the land surfaces of the earth by rains and rivers. The vol-

ume is ready for the binder.

Geological work by Captain Button.—Captain Dutton resumed

his exploration of the same field which he has been studying

for three years, having recognized in it a certain unity which

renders it eminently adapted to an important monograph. The
region explored by him is centrally situated in the territory of

Utah, extending from Nebo in the Wasatch nearly »

a distance of about 180 miles and having a maximum breadth

of about 60 miles. It possesses certain features which serve to

distinguish it both topographically and geologically, and he

proposes to call it the District of the High Plateaus of Utah.

It consists of a group of uplifts now standing at altitudes be-

tween 9,000 and 11,500 feet above sea-level, while the general

platform of the country is from 5,000 to 7,000 feet high. The

plateaus have been carved out of this platform by great faults,

and the general structure corresponds closely to that described

by Professor Powell under the name of the Kaibab structure

and illustrated bv him in his section of the region traversed by

the Grand Canon of the Colorado. The relations of this belt

of high plateaus to the regions adjoining are of special interest.

At the close of the Cretaceous, the country lying to the east-

ward of it passed by gradation from an oceanic to a lacustrine

condition, the intermediate stage presenting doubtless a strict

analogy to the condition of the Baltic. This Eocene lake area

now constitutes the southern part of the drainage system of the

Colorado Eiver. During Cretaceous and Eocene time the area

now occupied by the Great Basin was dry 1;«-

tion must have' furnished a large part of the sediments which

were spread over the bottom of the great lake. The movements,

which took place during the Eocene, at last resulted in the

desiccation of the lake, and though a strict chronological correla-

tion to European and other divisions of time cannot be made

with certainty, it may be provisionally inferred that this desicca-

tion was completed before the commencement of the Miocene.

It was brought about by the more rapid uplifting of the lake

area than thSt of the Great Basin until at last the former area

became the loftier of the two, thus reversing their relative aJti-

tudes. The lake area is now a portion of the so-called Plateau

Country and since the commencement of the Miocene (para-Mio-
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eene) has been subject to a great and continuous erosion. The
district of the High Plateaus occupies a portion of a narrow-
belt separating the Plateau Country from the Basin Province
and therefore stands upon the locus of the ancient shore line

which in the lacustrine stage bounded the two areas. To that
shore line they stand in an intimate and remarkable relation.

To its trend the great displacements maintain not merely gen-
1

i !• rallelism but an approximati >n t<>>tri< pai illelisni both
•

, and in detail which would not have been anticipated
and which cannot be purely accidental, and seems to point to

some definite determinative association between the littoral

and the great lines of displacement. The great struct-

ural features are these faults and their equivalent' monoclinal
flexures. They are remarkably persistent, extending in parallel

courses throughout the entire length of the region surveyed.
One of them, the great Sevier fault, becoming here and there a

lal flexure, has been traced continuously over a length
•t 346 miles, and others of nearly equal persistence have been
noted. The High Plateaus belong to the Plateau Country, for

notwithstanding the great amount of dynamical energy dis-

played in their uplifting they preserve in a remarkable manner
the plateau type of structure, which is distinguished sharply
from the arched, flexed and tilted types prevailing in other

localities. There is an a from this

plateau structure to that found in the adjoining Basin. There
are some localities where one may hurl a stone from one prov-
ince to the other, and in general it may be said that the dividing
line must pass within a single range or table. The Plateau
Province seems to stand here in strict correlation to the Tertiary
beds; where the tertiaries end there also end the plateaus.
Ihe relation between the Tertiary and Cretaceous throughout
this belt is one of general unconformity

; in many places where
the contacts are seen the Tertiary is revealed lying across the
upturned and eroded edges of the Cretaceous, showing clearly
a break between those portions of the two series which are here
preserved.

But of all the features displayed by the High Plateaus the

; arkable are the manifestations of former volcanic
activity. Both in area and thickness the volcanic emanations
are very extensive. They cover more than 5,000 square miles,
and sections of 4,000 to 5,000 feet are presented without reveal-
ing the lowest beds. The greater part of the eruptions took
place after the lake basin had been drained or had shrunken to

sidt of the district, for sedimentary beds have not been
found intercalated between the various flows but always under-
lie them. It is therefore impossible to fix with great precision
the commencement of the outbreaks, but the general indications
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are, that they began very soon after the close of the lacustrine
period, and they may have commenced still earlier. The erup-
tive epoch was undoubtedly a long one. The individual flows
are very numerous and represent all the great groups of eruptive
rocks. In many cases the quantity of material extravasated is

so great that the eruptions may well be called massive, not

however of such marvellous extent as asserted to have been
poured forth from fissures during the Basaltic period in Oregon
and Northern California; but there are many individual sheets

which surpass in magnitude any which is known to have ema-
nated during recent or modern times from any existing volcanic

vent at a single eruption. From what openings these masses

and precision, so vast are the accumulations and so expansive
are the sheets, and at the same time so numerous that whereso-
ever they were emitted the earlier vents must have been buried

by later deluges of lava, and even the more recent vents, except
in the case of the latest basalts, have been swept away by slow

erosions in the long period which has elapsed since their activity

was extinguished. There are, however, still remaining, distinct

traces of localization of eruptive activity in the form of greater

accumulations, at some points, from which in most directions

the total thickness of the volcanic series appears to attenuate.

Moreover in those central localities of maximum accumulations

there appears to be a large amount of what might be called in

a certain sense unconformity of the various eruptions, and
greater irregularities in their bedding as compared with the

more even layers and more regular distribution of the sheets

more remote from these centers. This fact appears to be of

general application also to exi-: « of great

extent. Captain Dutton has succeeded in locating at least five

areas from which the various overflows appear to have emanated,

and believes that further research might result in the determina-

tion of many others.

At the time these eruptions were in progress it is probable

that the country was not an elevated one as at present, though

it might have been a rising area. The great displacements con-

sisting of immense faults of extraordinary length and persist-

ency took place after the close or during the decadence of the

principal eruptions, and it was at this latter epoch that the

greater part of the general elevation of this portion of the Pla-

teau Province occurred. During its progress many eruptions

must have taken place, and their later age is readily identifia-

ble, but none of them were comparable in extent and in the

volume of eject) older eruptions prior

great displacements. Although it

"

determine whether a particular i
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some other event within the locality, there seems to be no way
of correlating these different events strictly with the epochs
which are designated by the sedimentary" formations of the
adjoining country, and it is therefore impossible to determine
the exact period in the chronological scale, at which the fault-

ing took place, further than the fact that it must have occurred
long enough after the close of the Eocene to allow for the accu-

mulation of these vast bodies of volcanic beds. This may
carry the period of faulting far into the Miocene period, or pos-

far as the commencement of the Pliocene. But while
the first stage in the activity of these ancient volcanoes was
undoubtedly the greatest and accompanied by an incomparably
greater amount of extravasation, it by no means constitutes the

the whole of it. Even after the great displacements and after

the principal topographic features of the country depending upon
structure as they now exist had received their shape, minor erup-
tions continued. They present, however, a somewhat remark-
able fact. The later eruptions did not take place from the same
centers as the earlier ones, but show a tendency to recede from
them and to occur around the borders of the older volcanic dis-

trict The central portions of the volcanic area are unquestion-
ably the oldest, while the younger ones are found around their

borders and sometimes at considerable distances.
One point which during the study of this region has engaged

the careful attention of Captain Dutton, has been to ascertain

whether it presents any such sequence in the litlx .logical char-

acter of the eruptions as is asserted by Baron Eichthofen to

prevail in the volcanic districts of Europe, South America,
Asia Minor, and the Sierra Nevada. This asserted sequence
has engaged the profound attention of most vulcanologists and

i importance in relation to all questions bearing upon
the origin and causes of volcanic action. Although at first dis-

posed to doubt the prevalence of this sequence, and not favor-
ably impressed with the speculations and theoretical views of

Baron Eichthofen, Captain Dutton has reached the conclusion
that the high plateaus of Utah exhibit in a decided manner

v the same sequence which Eichthofen claims for

other volcanic regions. The earliest eruptions consist of rocks
agreeing well in lithological characteristics with those described
by Eichthofen under the name of propylite. This rock is

usually concealed, if it exists in any great quantities, by the
later flows, but is in several places brought to light partly by
the great displacements and partly through the agency of ero-

sion, and wherever found it is seen to occupy the lowest posi-

tion of all. It is also worthy of note that this rock is found at

those points which constitute the centers of eruption before
referred to, showing that the activity which it ushered in con-
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tinued to have its seat through a long cycle in and about the

same locality. The propylite is succeeded by a rock answering

to Richthofen's description of hornblende andesite, which is

usually overlaid by a rock rich in augite with triclinic feldspar,

which may be termed augitic andesite. Still higher in the

series are found immense masses of trachyte which, however,

is frequently intercalated with dolerite. The variety of the

trachytes is very great—so great indeed that were it not for

the persistence of certain mineralogical as well as textural

characteristics, which are universally accepted as being dis-

tinctive of that group of rocks, one might feel strongly

tempted to make numerous subdivisions of them. The ex-

tremes of the varieties of the trachytes might be represented

at one end by a coarsely granular micaceous rock composed

chiefly of orthoclase, sometimes hornblendic and sometimes

augitic; at the end is a highly porphyritic trachyte, consist-

ing of well-developed orthoclase feldspar imbedded in a tine

paste highly charged with peroxide of iron. Between these

masses of trachyte are intercalated, though in subordinate quan-

tities, beds of 'dolerite, showing distinct crystals of striated

feldspar, with great abundance of augite and magnetite. In

the earlier and grander periods of the eruptions the following

sequences may therefore be recognized: first, propylite; second,

andesite ; and third, interblended trachyte and dolerite. Still

later than these and occurring at new centers of eruption were

outpours of rhyolite, while last of all were erupted around the

outskirts of the district great quantities of true basalt There

does not appear to be any single locality where all the groups

of rocks are found superposed ; nevertheless the relative ages

do not admit of any doubt, whether the beds are superposed or

not ; but while furnishing a general verification of the sequence,

the district of the High Plateaus presents the fact with certain

modifications which may be set forth in the following manner.

In the lithological scale,' propylite and hornblendic andesite are

very nearly intermediate between the extremes of acid rocks

represented by rhyolite, and basic rocks represented by basalt,

opylite as a starting point in the scale of classifica-

tion, we find two divergent series proceeding on the one hand

toward the acid end of the scale, and on the other toward the

basic end. As we follow the eruptions down into the later

epochs we find that both series are represented in a certain

sense independently of each other, so that they inte

the acid becoming at one end more acid with the progress of

the volcanic cycle, and the basic rocks becoming more basic.

Each series seems to pursue its own order and to be subject to

its own law, so that being originally divergent they become

more and more widely separated in their lithological cnarac-

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Sbribs, Vol. XV, No. 89.—May, 1878.
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ters, as the cycle proceeds. Thus at the commencement of the

activity we have propylite and hornblendic andesite, which are

closely assimilated to each other in their physical characteris-

tics ; at the middle stage we have trachytes and moderately
basic dolerites, which are moderately separated, and at the close

we have rhyolites and basalts, which stand at the opposite ends
of the scale.

Plan of Publication.—In the geological branch of the work,
the plan has been adopted, as far as possible, of publishing
monographs, each embracing all the studies made by the corps

of any particular region to which it relates, preferring this to a

system of annual reports consisting of resumes of the field

notes of each season. In the preparation of these monographs,
relief maps or plates are constructed on a scale of two miles to

the inch or larger, vertical and horizontal scales being equal,

and to correspond with each relief map a stereogram in plaster

is constructed on the same scale, designed to exhibit such sur-

face as would appear had there been no degradation by atmos-

pheric agencies, but displacement can be studied independently
of the phenomena of degradation, with which in nature they

are always associated, and by which they are more or less

obscured; and a comparison of the stereogram with the relief

map gives approximate quantitative results of degradation;
that is, the two factors of mountain structure, elevation by dis-

placement and degradation by rains and rivers are separated,

that each may be considered independent of the complicating
conditions of the other.

Geological Illustration.—Much attention has been paid to the

graphic representation of the important features of geological

structure. The Rocky Mountain region has proved to be one
of great interest in this branch of investigation, because of the

peculiar features of its physical geography. Long and tower-
ing escarpments are found, deep canons with precipitous walls

are numerous, its hills and mountains are often without soil

and vegetation, accumulations of sub-serial or glacial drift are

infrequent, and thus the general rock-structure is well revealed.
Several new methods of illustration have been devised, some
of which have already appeared m the publications of the

[To be continued.]
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Art. LI.

—

Just Intonation in Music. Its Notation and Instru-

ments ; by Henry Ward Poole, M.A., of South Danvers,
Massachusetts; and Professor in the National College of

Mexico.

It is evident that there is a general want of intelligence con-
cerning the fundamental laws of Musical Intonation, the consti-

tution of the so-called scale and the means of attaining prac-
tically just melodies and harmonies. There is doubt still even
among those most eminent in acoustics as to whether theseptimal
ratios are admissible in practice. Others who would be glad to

have it used, are doubtful whether the nice distinctions of

comma, etc., can be recognized and sung. Without reference to

previous times, I can declare from abundant personal knowl-
edge, and actual demonstration, that the chord of the seventh
is most agreeable and easy to give with the just ratio of 4:7,
and that there is no practical difficulty in singing in just in-

tervals. There appears to be a general desire expressed for

such perfect intonation, and in consequence the following obser-

vations may be interesting.

However complicated this subject may appear when studied

in books which do not have any primary definitions or canons,

it can be made as clear and orderly as naturally it would be

supposed, in view of the fact that music is based upon the

ation of Musical Tones into three Principal Orders.—
into mask only the prime numbers 2, 3, 5, 7, and

considering the 2 as auxiliary, forming octaves, and inversions,

but not producing new or original harmonies, there remain three

others, which give the Fifth, 2:3, the Third (major always,

unless otherwise expressed), 4:5, and the Seventh (Perfect or

i, 4:7. A series (each a fifth from the next,) is

formed of each of these kinds, and we have three Prime Series.

A due mixture of the notes of each is necessary for harmony.

Using the letters. C, D, E, etc., we may express- the series to

which each belongs in various ways. In common n

is known to the intelligent singer or violinist by his perceiving

the relation of each note in the scale. All the strings of the

violin, violincello, etc., are tuned to the First series, that of

Fifths.ifths. The open strings of the violin sound justly only in the

ey of D. In G they are equally true except the highest, which

« a comma too high '
'

the open G. In othe
"stinguished these b

I color the E, and all of
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the First series with Red: giving to the e, and all of the Second
series, the Yellow, which, to show well by artificial light will

be well done by gold. In like manner, the Third series, that

of the Sevenths, indicated by a gothic letter, will be colored

Blue* Nothing remains but to call the tones by distinctive

names. The syllables of Guido answered this purpose when
there was no "modulation within the key," and no account

made of Perfect sevenths. To the modern syllables belong two,

which were not in the original in the u Ut queant laxis;" to wit,

the u Do," and the " Si." Keeping the Do as it is, and changing

the initial letter of the si, so as not to confuse it hereafter with

that of sol, we may find a common ending to all the notes of the

first series, or that of the Fifths. These are the 1st, 2d, 4th and

5th. Preserving the 1st and 5th as they are, but rejecting the

final letter of the sol, and making the rest conform, we shall have

Do, Ro, Fo and So. Their class is known by the termination ;

the place of each in the scale by the initial consonant. For the

second class, that of the Thirds, mi, la, si, we preserve also the

present termination of the majority, and have mi, li, and zi.

For the Perfect sevenths or Third series, which are generally

sounded by the termination of e (Italian), we preserve the same,

and zi flat is Ze. And the dominant seventh, lower than Fa.

will be Fe. There are two different L>iut« >
:< Scales according

as the Seventh 4 : 7, is introduced or not ; they will be expressed

in reference to their syllables for singing, their letters, colors,

relative vibrations and intervals, as follows:

Triple Diatonic Scale.

Common Chords on C, G and F.

Yellow Blue Red Red Ye

t of the proportional rate of vibration, I find that the Green really corresponds,

nearly as could be expected in mi
hird. The Red, Yellow, Gi

dominant 7th), or as the numbers of the Double Diat
the Yiolet approximating to the So or 5th. The Yellow in all the tables comes

very near to Red as 9 : 8. The OraDge does not appear to have any correspondence
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The Double Diatonic Scale has two notes differing from two
of the triple scale on the same tonic—which is F; although its

tones are all in the key or scale of C, being identical with the

Triple Diatonic of C, with the exception of the change of b into

B*. But its ending and tonic is F. Having thus provided for

the notation and distinction of these different series of Primary

Tones, and using the colors, we shall find on trial by the ear,

or by examination of the music in use, especially when written

as here indicated, that at least two different series (or colors)

must appear in every chord, or it is wanting in richness or

effective ring. Especially in duets is this observed ; the two>

voices are constantly giving pairs of different colors. The
duplicates or notes of the remaining series—there being three-
are given by the accompaniment, if there be any. Two hunting-

horns having to limit themselves to what might be called a
" Single Diatonic Scale " (as having but one chord, say of C,

with seventh, ninth, etc.,) and making their own fundamental

harmony, cannot comply fully with this rule; they give at

times fifths, (both red) without any third. The necessity of

pure elements in these nice combinations is soon perceived.

For an example in point we may take the triple (or common)
diatonic scale, giving to one voice this scale and to another the

accompaniment; noticing bv the difference of type that each

pair is of different series! 'Note.—The 2d and 4th can never

accord (D, F, 27 : 32). Rule.—Tones a third apart—two degrees

—must be of different series. (Sixths, being only an inversion

of thirds, are subject to the same law.) Note.—D, F, are har-

monious, 6 : 7, and d, F, 5 : 6, are also good :
the d is the-

''grave second" of the old theorists, and is the sixth of the

scale of F, and occurs in the natural key in cadences and

"modulations within the key."

Scale of C, harmonised.

CDeFGabC CbaGFeDC
unison bCaeFGe eGFedCb unison

In descending, the F is accompanied by this grave d with nat-

ural and easy effect. As this momentary inclination to the

subdominant chords is made, so the double diatonic enters

and instead of F, G, e, at close of the ascending scale, we could

have F, F, e—by syllables, Fo. Fe, mi. But never will be

seen a chord of the Third (or Sixth) from the same series.

The instruments of just intonation are those of free tones,

as the voice, the violin class, and the trombones, etc., and those

of fixed tones, as the organ and other instruments to be

described. . ., , . . .

The Enharmonic Key-board for organs, etc., described m this

Journal in July, 1867, while preserving its essential principles

is capable of being varied to embrace more or less series of
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sounds, and to give to each the prominence desired. I shall
describe one which embraces the three series of Prime chords,
and, in addition, a Fourth, of the leading notes to the Thirds of
Series II, which are used in ornamental passages and the
"minor mode." The plan is formed by dividing the octave—
6£ inches—into 24 equal parts ; the distance of nine-tenths of
an inch being laid off from front to back, 14 times, will provide
for the tones from C flat to F sharp. All the divisions for the
digitals will fall upon these lines, and will be understood by
reference to the diagram, the mutual relation being the same in

Diagram.—Simply to show the relative

all parts of the boards. The digitals of each signature are el<

vated one-tenth of an inch as thev go backward. The base c

the digital C, with its 3d, e, and <#, (leading note to e,) and it
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of Series I being
(Serie

All the elevated keys are reduced in width, down
to the base, so as to allow the finger to enter freely between
them. The number of digitals being 48, each lever is taken at

the half of these primary 24 divisions, and all lie in one level

at the rear of the key-board. In construction, the number of

pipes (or vibrators, in the cabinet organs) is reduced by using
the same for those which being at the distance of 8 Fifths ana
1 Third are practicallv identical. (§ 29, 30 this Journal, July,

1867).

Justly-Intoned Pianofortes.—It is desirable to obtain a loud

and full tone by a single wire, large and at full tension. Then
with an enharmonic key-board and the triple sets of wires, the

whole will be easily kept in tune, and will sound louder than

if they were tempered.
Wind Instruments of the class of the horn, cornet, etc,

depend, for the fundamental tone, on the length of the tube,

and for the harmonics, on the tension of the lips. The funda-

mental length may be varied by the common cornet valves or

"pistons" and corresponding supplementary tubes to give the

tones of series I. These valves are arranged in the order of

the fifths, or thus: F, C, G, D, A, E, B, etc. To play the

triple diatonic scale of C will be used the valve of C (or the

simple tube of the whole instrument, if so constructed) and
those of F and G, on its right and left ; the order of these dom-
inants, etc., is the same in every key. For the sake of economy
in construction, or to save weight, while playing, there might

be four or five valves, and the player before beginn:

select the tubes he is going to need, as is done with the simple

horn, which can have but one at a time. Any one can try the

effect of this system with a common cornet and a pair of tubes

—india-rubber will do—which will add to the fundamental

tube 50 and 33 per cent for the subdominant and dominant.

The Trombones can be rendered not only capable of just

intonation, as they now are, but with fixed and certain tones;

this can be done in various ways, including a combination of

• double tube to fix the tonic, with three valves with

their tubes kept in due relation with the tonic—varying as the

whole tube is longer or shorter—so as to give dominant and

subdominant to any tonic. A change of key is thus made by

simply moving the trombone slide to the new key-note.

It is easier to play these enharmonic instruments, than

the common tempered ones ; the director can mark the changes

to be made. Joined with the violins and voices excellent

effects will be produced. The clarionets, etc., can be favored

by good players so as to fall in with the rest in the just

and perfect concert
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Art. LII.—On certain Forms of Brachiopoda occurring in the

Swedish Primordial; by S. W. Ford.

In a paper " On the Brachiopoda of the Paradoxides beds of

Sweden," published in the Transactions of the Eoyal Swedish
Academy of Sciences, for 1875, M. G. Linnarsson institutes the

genus Acroihek for the reception of certain Discina-like fossils

of the Swedish Primordial, and describes under it two species,

A. coriacea and A. granulata. Upon the characters of these
two forms I beg leave to offer a few remarks.

Acrothele differs from Biscina, according to M. Linnarsson's
description, in the absence of the longitudinal H

slit of Biscina,

the perforation of the apex of the ventral valve, and in its inte-

rior markings so far as these have been made out. The shell

substance is corneous. M. Linnarsson considers the most
nearly related genera to be OhoMa and Acrolreta, but at the
time he wrote, shells having a phosphatic test had, as he states,

been referred to the former genus. M. Linnarsson gives numer-
' rations of the ventral valve of A. coriacea, and one of

the interior of the dorsal valve which presents some remarka-
ble features. The perforation in the apex of the ventral valve
can, he states, usually be made out only with difficulty owing
to its extreme minuteness; and in the description of the ven-
tral valve of A. granulata no such perforation is shown to exist
In a later illustration of A. granulata* however, the apex is

represented as perforated, but the perforation is so small that a

doubt naturally arises as to whether it truly represents an ori-

fice leading into the interior. Nevertheless M. Linnarsson
states that in the internal casts of the ventral valve of A. cori-

acea the presence of an umbonal orifice is always readily recog-
nizable. The interior of this valve, so far as known, shows no
trace whatever of muscular scars or imprints.

In that subdivision of the American Primordial known as the
Lower Potsdam, and which is considered to lie above the Para-
doxides-heanug strata of this continent, we have at Troy, N. Y., a

; both in New York

Its true character was first ascertained by Mr.
Billings, who described it, together with the shell to which it

>elongs, in the Canadian Naturalist for December, 1871, under
he name of Hyolithellus micans.f It is usually circular in
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form, rarely broadi-ovate longitudinally, and has i

apex or nucleus. Around this point the surface lines are
arranged concentrically. Some of the specimens show also the
existence of fine radiating lines in the nucleal region. The
outer surface has usually a dullish aspect contrasting strongly
with the inner one, which is polished and glistening. On the
interior there are ten elongate-ovate muscular impressions hav-
ing a stellate arrangement. The smaller of these occur on the
dorsal side of the operculum. They all terminate in the pit

directly beneath the nucleus. The shell and operculum are
composed of a corneous substance, which has a finely lamellar

structure. None of the specimens of the operculum have a
perforation in the nucleus, but its extreme tip occasionally

breaks away and gives it such an appearance. In this respect
it recalls Acrothele gmnulala, in which the presence of an apical

foramen does not appear to be a constant feature. The inte-

rior of A. granulata has not been observed and the dorsal valve
is in doubt. The form is nearly circular, the deviation from
this shape being transverse to that of the operculum of H.
micans. The smallest specimen figured is 4 lines in width, and
the largest about 5£ lines.

Associated with Hyolithellus micans we have at Troy three

species of ByoNthes, and in the case of each the operculum has
been identified and described. Two of these, H. Amcrieanus
and H. impair* permit us to observe the interior of this piece.

In neither do we find any trace of muscular scars. In this

respect they recall the ventral valve of Linnarsson's A. coriaceo.

In all true Hyulithes the operculum appears to be invariably

divided more or less distinctly into a dorsal and ventral limb.

The majority if not all of the species have a calcareous shell,

which in some cases is greatly thickened, f In HyoUtheVu*, on

the other hand, the test is of extreme tenuity and corneous, and
the division of the operculum into dorsal and ventral limbs

only very obscurely indicated. Singularly enough, on the sec-

ond plate accompanying his later paper referred to M. Linnars-

son figures side by side au example of the ventral valve of his

A granulata, and the apical portion of a new species of Hyo-

hthes, showing in its transverse section an outline correspond-

ing almost exactly with that of the adjacent figure of A. granu-

fota. Contrary to M. Linnar>son. the Ditd/fi primceva of Bar-

rande and Verneuil,$ if not a true Discina, appears to me much
more probably an operculum than an Acrothele, as that genus is

at present defined.

in this Journal f<
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I do not intend by the foregoing observations to assert thai

the dorsal valve of M. Lmriarsson's A. coriacea is the dorsa
valve of a TAngulella, or that what he sets down as v
valves of A. coriacea and A. granulata are both, or eit

them, or any of the forms included under them, operc
Hyolithes or Hyolithoid species, or to undertake to decide upon
their nature or affinities in one way or another; but only to

point out the manifest resemblances between the American
tish forms compared, and which appear to me to be

sufficiently pronounced to at least suggest the question whether
the Swedish species noticed may not, as a whole or in part, be
susceptible of a more rigorous determination.
New York, January 22, 1878.

Art. LIII.

—

On the "Geodes" of the Keokuk Formation, and the

Genus BiopaVa, with some Species; by Samuel J. Wallace,
of Keokuk, Iowa.

The large hollow stone balls, set inside with myriads of

brilliant crystals, which are found in the upper beds of the

Keokuk Formation (Subcarboniferous), are well known for

their beauty and as curiosities, under the names of Geodes,

ads, etc. They are very plentiful, of various sizes,

from a few lines to over two feet, where that part of the forma-
tion is exposed in the Mississippi Valley, and in the lower
Drift and the Alluvium derived from it.

This part of the Keokuk Formation, known as the Geode
Bed, is exposed in a region about sixty by one hundred miles,

with Keokuk, Iowa, as its center, where it is forty feet thick,

covered by the St. Louis Formation. A few miles south it

descends to the river level, from which it rises and 1

1

highest bluffs fifty miles north and south. About
thirty miles east and west it disappears at the bottom of the
deepest streams, under the Coal-measures of Illinois, and of

Iowa and Missouri. It extends from the southeast corner of
that space passing southeast and south beyond St. Louis ; and
it may extend also southwest through central Missouri. To
the east it reappears along the eastern margin of the coal field

through Indiana, probably into Kentuckv, and as Professor
Safford thinks, into central Tennessee. To the west it pos-

sibly reappears in the geodes found by Professor Comatoefc M
the Wind River region, Government Survey.
The matrix bed is generally shale, varying sometimes to lime-

stone and to porous rotten stone. The lower layers are lime-
stone but not so pure as the next laver below, which here is the
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best quarry ro6k of the Keokuk Formation. Stratification

marks often show over and around the geodes similar to those

around bodies in mud banks formed by currents. The shale

seems to be but the remains of original deposits several times

thicker, which have evidently been dissolved out, leaving the

insoluble portion to be compressed to the present shale. The
limestone portions have not been compressed so much.
The geodes themselves are merely crystalline shells formed

from percolating water around ihe walls of vacant cavities.

The outer shell is silica, generally chalcedony, with crystals of

various minerals, principally silica and calcite, pointed inward in

great variety and beauty. The external forms are sharply

marked as casts, as the shale is readily removed by frost and

water, leaving the silica walls perfect and permanent. The
shell walls are of all degrees of thickness, from perfectly solid

to thin crusts, with sometimes no deposits at all in the still per-

fect cavity. Sometimes they are full and perfect in form, and

in other* they are more or less crushed, often quite flat. In

those that are crushed the outer shell shows the fracture Btill

sharp, but all held together by the inner portion deposited

since the crushing. This crushing has been caused by the

compression of the strata before referred to. But it shows

that the dissolving out of part of the original deposit was after

I deposit of the geode shell.

The origin of these cavities in the sedimentary dej

been generally regarded as a mystery. That the shells were

formed by crystallizing from water in the cavities is evident

from their structure, which often shows fine banda of varied

colors, etc., like agates ; and by the fact that the cavities are

sometimes still entirely vacant.
.

The Indiana Geological Keport, 1873. i

idea that they owe their origin to animal remains, lhis is

plausible from the fact that they characterize a single I

and part of a formation, even, 'in the usual manner of fossils,

(though I find cavities, in a certain bed of the St Louis above,

which I suspect had the same origin). It is rendered more

of sizes and forms ; and by 'the lack of any other cause for

them in such remarkable numbers, shapes and sizes.

An extended study of thousands of speoi

by the writer, confirms this by the recognition nf
;

of growth and nature. It seems that the cavities were formed by

. h had become covered by de-

posits. They were somewhat similar to the present horn

sponges of trade, but without stems or apparent means ot

attachment. They may have often been movable, sometimes

drifting along on the soft bottom, and often became covered in
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the soft deposits. They also often grew in fixed positions, as

they are found crowded and fitting together in beds, with
angular forms. It is evident that only those which became
covered by deposits would leave any remains in the strata.

There is a great variety of forms and markings, but they are

mainly of a few general and related types. The principal

type is that of a massive peculiar cushion-like figure, with in-

drawn centers and connecting wrinkles, the intermediate spaces
swelling lobe-like, more or less deeply marked, so as to re-

semble the features formed by holding stitches in stuffed

cushions and upholstery. The indrawn centers probably rep-

resent the mouths of circulation-canals. There are some which
do not show these peculiar markings, especially among the

smaller ones, and in those which are crowded together in beds.

But they were no doubt of the same nature. The several sides

ir, but the top is usually distinct from the lateral sides.

They are frequently nearly round, sometimes higher than wide,

but usually have three different diameters, the shortest of

which is vertical, and so form a flattened oval.
There are indications that the structure was fibrous ; the

;ily running conformable to the surface and to the

wrinkled line?, toward some of the largest centers, at which
they passed inward. Some have cup-like cavities of gash or

almygdaloid form, some open, and others more or less closed.

They have their longer diameters, one-third to one inch, con-

formable in direction to the supposed fibers and wrinkles.
The writer has a fine specimen which has grown over and

around a projecting rock in an interesting way. Mr. L. A.
Cox has one, five inches in both diameters, which has grown in

a large crinoid stem. It has split the column in five parts, bend-
ing them apart to fit its form, into which thev are imbedded up
the sides.

^
This is well preserved and curious.

Many fine as well as large specimens exist in collections
here, and enough for many car-loads have been shipped away.
The largest, showing the outside markings finely, is owned by
it. F. Bower. It is twenty-six inches across. A larger one,

twenty-eight inches, is in the Keokuk Librarv Collection.
The most promising field to look for details of structure is

m the chert forming a large part of the Keokuk formation,
which contains remains of various forms of life of those seas,

often in better condition, as to details, than are elsewhere found.
Sponges which si:. tare are known from

various formations. This generally arises from their being
mineral sponges, or from their having been silicified before
the original structure disappeared. In the Keokuk formation

nng, outside of the chert, whe
tiedbody was silicified so as to show internal structure. AH the
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non-mineral substance, and many parts formed of lime, have
first entirely disappeared, so as to leave vacant cavities. Some
of these are still vacant. But most have been afterward filled

by crystals from water containing bicarbonate of lime and silica,

which show no internal structure of the original body.
1

ides not only these grades, bu
crinoids, shells and corals, that origir

this is not so strange for the non-mineral sponges as for those.

The following is the principal distinct type:

Biopalla (new genus).

Body, subglobular, varying in growth ; size, usually a few-

inches, varying from one line to over two feet ; no "

or apparent means of attachment; top, bottom, and lateral

faces often distinct, but similar.

External markings, in large specimens, of two kinds of pe-

culiar indrawn features: 1st. Indrawn centers, at unequal
intervals over the surface (often one or more pit marks each),

perhaps mouths of circulation-canals; 2d. Indrawn wrinkles,

connecting, usually radiating from, one to another of the

largest centers, in an irregular net work ; and with smaller in-

drawn centers along the furrows. Surface, swelling lobe-like

between the centers and furrows into a more or less deeply

marked peculiar cushion-like figure.

Named from the Greek, /S/oc, life,

There is uncertainty as to the dis

venture to name the following:

Biopalla Keokuk.—Typical species; size medium to large;

form nearly rounded to flattened-ovoid ;
markings those of the

genus, distinct, medium to numerous, varied in size and mode
of distribution on same and different specimens.

From Keokuk, Iowa; Hamilton, 111., and surrounding

region.

Biopalla grandis.- Secondary type ;
size medium r

form ovoid horizontally ; sides' similar. Markings, those of the

genus, very distinct, few to medium, symmetrical and regular.

Interspaces large, swelling lobe-like. A few largest indrawn

_ furrow marks, melon-like.

From Keokuk, Iowa; Clark County, Mo., and surrounding

region.

Biopalla Worlheni—Size medium to large; form varied;

vertical and lateral faces different. Markings on top more or

less sharp and crowded ; on lateral sides, less numerous, and

elongated vertically : on bottom not so sharp as on top; other-

wise more or less varied, as in B. Keokuk.

From Hamilton, 111. ; Drift ; and other places

Biopalla Wnodmani.—A peculiar form from the Dni r
.
K '-

kuk, Iowa, supposed to be from the northward. Found as
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fragments ; flattened by crushing before the crystalline deposit
was completed. Interior often with brown, coarse, gritty ctey
from matrix, cohering by slight crystalline sul stance. < >riginal

form not known. Size medium to large. Markings, indrawn
centers not distinctly defined, but indrawn lines distinct, form-

ing a more or less intricate net work, with lines generally di-

rected to the sides on top and bottom. The interspaces
-viieially projecting prominently, as if a soft substance was
forced through the meshes of a net, with some resemblance to

a brain-like surface.

Biopalla Hacfceli.—S\ze medium to . Form sometimes
flattened. Markings often distinct. Surface with more or less

open gash-shaped cup-like cells, differing in size with the body,
one-third to one inch in longest diameter, in directions conform-
able to those of the furrows.

A peculiar form. Keokuk, Iowa; Canton, Mo. ; Drift, etc.

Biopalla Hyatti.—S\ze small to medium; form varied, gen-
i t:ullv elongated cylindrically. Markings distinct; on lateral

or cvliadcr sides centers usually on furrows that run cross-

wise or around the cylinder, often deep. Ends sometimes
rounded

; often flattened by contact.
From Keokuk, Iowa ; Hamilton, 111. ; Drift, etc.

Biopalla Alicei—Size small to medium. Form more or less

flattened, lateral edges thin and centers more or less projecting.

a generally not deep ; often pit-like marks ; sometimes
an indrawn furrow runs diagonally from bottom to top or

around, with centers along it. Often beautifully translucent,
with peculiar markings.
From Drift, Keokuk, Iowa, etc.

Biopalla patmata.—S'\ze medium to . Form flattened.

Markings not deep on top and bottom, but elongated toward
the edges ; the edge deeply serrated by projecting interspaces,

Art. LIV.— The Coralline, or Niagara Limestone of the Appala-
chian System as represented at Nearpass's Cliff, Monta
Jersey; by Dr. S. T. Barrett, Port Jervis, N. Y.

At Mr. Wtn. Nearpass's quarrv, three miles southwest of
Port Jervis, is a nearly perpendicular cliff over two hundred
feet in height, which shows at top one hundred feet of exposed
strata. The Stromatopjra limestone, Favosite limestone of my
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former communication,* and the Tentaculite limestone with its

two divisions of dark blue and quarry stone occupy the upper

twenty feet of this cliff, while below the Tentaculite, and pale-

• illv connected with it, are nearly horizontal strata.

about thirty fret in vertical thickness, apparently referable to

the Water Lime division of the Lower Helderberg group.

Lying below the Water Lime are fifty feet vertical thickness

of exposed rock which contain species characteristic of the

Coralline limestone at Schoharie, with a larger proportion of

Niagara species than are reported from that locality, a few

Clinton types and some perhaps new or peculiar species.

These species as far as identified are as follows

:

Coralline limestone species

:

naria incequalis, Slrophodonta -

figs. 3a and 3b, Pal. N. Y., vol. ii, lihyn

Atrypa lamellata, Merisiella nucleolata= {Atrypa) nucleolata, Caly-

mene camerata ; all of which were identified by Mr. Whitfield
;

Stromatopt, >>mya(?) aequitatera and Avicula

securiformis, identified bv myself.

Niagara species : Halysites agglomerate ,
i

Chdopora ,
•

'

•' identi-

fied by Mr. Whitfield; Halysites catenulatus, Syringopora mid-

tkaulis, Favosites venustus, F. parasiticus, Stromatopora concen-

'/". Tnumtopora tuberculosa, Aulopora precius, Spirorbis irtor-

natus, Pholodops ovalis and Ambonychia acutirostra, identified

Clinton species : Caninia bilateralis by Mr. Whitfield, Ten-

taculites minutus and JBeyrichia lata by myself.

A very beautiful Proetus of about the size and general out-

line, as far as can be conjectured from the fragments in my
possession, of the P. >Stokesii(l), Pal. N. Y., vol. ii, PL 6'

verv rarelv, throughout this lower fifty feet. The pygidium is

subsemicircular, narrowly rounded behind, margined. Lobes

subequal, mesial lobe elevated, obtuse posteriorly, number of

segments thirteen or fourteen, continued backward to the end.

Surface of the cheeks and margin of the pygidium vermicu-

lately striate, otherwise, as far as known, granulate Inferior

marginal portions of the pygidium and cephalic sin-

sated with imbricating lamellae, appearing much as represented

in fig. 4«, PI. 66, vol. i,.N. Y. Pal. This may be the same

species doubtfully referred by Professor Hall to the Proetus

f Murchison, but differs very much from t,

and description there given. I have named it, provisionally,

Proetus pachydermatus.

* This Journal, vol. xiii, pp. 385 and 386. The Stromatopora Limestone is beat

seen at Mr > TV, 4 mile northeast of ^earpass's Chft
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The Stropkocfonta* (Leptoma) of PI. 74, figs. 3a and 36,

Pal. N. Y., vol. ii, is very abundant in the lower beds of this

Coralline or Niagara limestone. Its ventral valve has the

surface characters represented enlarged in fig. 3&,f its dorsal

valve has the flat radiate striae and the concentric, crowded,

thread-like striae represented in fig. 6d of the same plate. Both
valves have a denticulated hinge line, the cast of the interior of

the ventral valve resembles fig. 4a, the cast of the interior of

the dorsal valve is near figs. 6a and 6b of the same plate. The
impression of the cast of the interior of the dorsal valve shows

widely divergent socket-ridges.J with three subparallel ridges in

the bottom of the shell, the mesial longest and extending two-

thirds the length of the valve toward the front. Old shells

have about the size and form of fig. 4a. Shell flat, undulated,

sometimes slightly resupinate, interior punctate. There are

layers, I think from the lower unexposed part of the cliff,

represented by bowlders at its foot, in which this shell is very

closely packed. It, the Rhynchonella lamellata, Proetus pachy-

dermalus and Meristella nucleolata originate in rocks of probable

Clinton age and are continued upward into the Coralline.

The Cyathophyllum. inequale and most of those enumerated
under the head of Niagara species are restricted to the upper

half of this lower fifty feet. The total thickness of the Coral-

line limestone at this place cannot now be given, because its

lower boundary is buried beneath the talus which covers the

lower half of the cliff. The number of species belonging to

the Coralline and Niagara limestones can be no doubt increased

by further examinations, while the number of new species is

pmbably no greater than has been found at other places where

the Niagara has been examined. The, at least apparent,

absence of many of the Coralline limestone species and the

increase in the number of accepted Niagara species at this

place agrees with the theory that the Coralline limestone is

the thinned eastern edge of"the Niagara deposits, which as it

is traced southwestwardly along the Appalachians shows a

fading out of Coralline and an increase of Niagara types.

Of the few Coralline limestone species, only the Cyathophyllum
rid the ktrophodonta (Nearpassiif) are abundant here,

the other species being represented by a very few depauperate
specimens only. The spherical and- sub-pyramidal forms of

Favosites are very abundant here as well as at Schoharie, and
seem referable to species described by Professor Hall in the

N. Y. Pal. for the Niagara group. The mural pores show
plainly in thin vertical sections, or, better yet, in sections cut

obliquely transverse to the axis of growth.
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Art. LV.

—

Descriptio

from New Eivjhin
*

Brief Contribution

No. XXXVIII.

The genera and species described in the present paper

except the first, marine and were, mostly, collected by

United States Fish Commission, along the New England co

More complete descriptions with figures of all the new, I

most of the old species, are nearly ready for publication in

Report of the Commissioner. As it seems desirable, howc
to give a wider publication to the genera and species believed

to be new, the following diagnoses are here inserted.

Actoniscus, gen. nov.*

Eves small. Antennas geniculate at the third and fifth seg-

ment-,: fb-i-lliu i four jointed Terminal segment of maxilli-

peds lamelliform. Legs all alike. Pleon of six distinct seg-

ments. Basal segments of uropoda dilated and simulating the

coxae of the preceding segments ; rami both styliform.

This genus belongs to the Oniscidce and is near AcUxcm Dana,

MSS. (U. S. Expl. Exped., Crust., part n, p. 736, pi. 48, fig. 6),

regarded as the young of Scyphax, but considered by Kinahan

as the representative of a distinct family of the Oniscoidea.

A. ellipticus, n. sp. Bodv oval. Head with a prominent

angular median lobe, and broadly rounded, divergent lateral

lobes. Eyes oval, longitudinal, prominent, black. Antennulae

rudimentary. Antennas nine-jointed ; first segment short
;
sec-

ond strongly clavate; third smaller, clavate; fourth flattened-

:!

;'

fifth longest, slender, bent at the base; flagellum

shorter than the fifth segment, composed of four subequal seg-

ments, tipped with setae. Terminal segment of maxilhpeds

elongate triangular, ciliated and slightly lobed near the tip.

icic segment excavated in front for the head, shorter

above than the following segments except the last, which is short-

est. Legs small, scarcely spiny. Pleon continuing the regular

oval outline of the thorax, apparently with four pairs of lamel-

lar coxae, the last pair are, however, the enlarged basal seg-

ments of the uropoda and are notched on their inner marg.ns

for the short outer rami, while the more slender inner rami are

borne lower down on the under surface. The rami scarcely pro-

ject beyond the general outline.

This species has been collected by Professor A. E. Verrnl, at

Savin Rock, near New Haven, and also at Stony Creek, m com-

pany with Philoscia vittaia Say.

* From okHi, the beach, and Oniscus.

A*. Jopr. Sci.-Thihp Skrtes. Vol. XV, \o. 89.-Mat. 1878.
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Chiridotea* gen. nov.

First three pairs of legs terminated by prehensile hands, in

each of which the carpus is short and triangular, the propodus
robust and the dactylus capable of complete flexion on the

opodus. Antennas with an articulated flagellum. Head
lated laterally. Operculum vaulted, with two apical plates.

This genus is founded on Ch. cceca {Idotea coeca Say), which

occurs on this coast from Florida to Halifax, Nova Scotia.

It includes Ch. Tufisii {Idotea Tuftsii Stimpson), of the New
England coast from Long Island Sound to the Bay of Fundy,
and, as constituted above, would also include Ch. entomon

The above mentioned species ought certainly to be separated

from Idotea trkuspidata Desm., which may properly be regarded

as the type of the genus Idotea Fabr.

Synidotea^ gen. nov.

Antennas with an articulated flagellum. Epimeral sutures

not evident above. Pleon apparently composed of two seg-

ments, united above but separated at the sides by short incis-

ions. Operculum with a single apical plate. Palpus of maxil-

lipeds three-jointed.

This genus is founded on S. nodulosa (Idothea nodulosa Kroyer),

who appears to have been misled, in his unnatural description

of the epimera, by the marginal thickening of the segments.

He describes the epimera as evident even on the first segment.

Asiacilla Americana, sp. nov.

Body nearly uniform in size throughout in the female, with

the fourth thoracic segment narrow in the male, tuberculated.

Head united with the first thoracic segment, and, together with
* ~"i the length of the next two segments ; excavated i"

the eyes by two transverse grooves, while a third groove indi-

cates the suture of the first thoracic segment. Byes lateral,

round-ovate, broadest in front. Antennulas four-jointed,

slightly surpassing the second segment of the antennas in the

female, nearly attaining the middle of the third in the male

;

basal segment swollen, nearly as long as the next two which
are much more slender, last or flagellar segment shorter than

the peduncle in the female, longer than the peduncle in the

male. Antennas about three-fourths as long as the body,

fourth segment longest, then the fifth and third; first two seg-

ments short; flagellum three-jointed, short. First thoracic

* Prom Xitp, a hand, and Idotea. f From ovv, with or together, and Idotea.
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segment embracing the head, separated from it by sutures at

the sides, but united in the dorsal region. Fourth segment

longer than the other six segments together in the female, still

more elongated in the male, in which sex it is longer than the

three following segments with the'pleon, while in the female it

is only four-fifths as long ; irregularly but not coarsely tuber-

culated, especially in the dorsal region. Last three segments

~ith their epimeral regions produced into salient angular tuber-

lea. Pleon elongate-ovate, tuberculated, a little longer than

i the proximal region, the second continued at the i

showing no distinct suture. Immediately behind this is a

prominent tooth on each side, directed outward and backward.

Tip of pleon not spiniform but only slightly attenuated and

obtuse. Opercular plates more than nine-tenths as long as the

inferior surface of the pleon.

Length of female 10mm., male 11mm. ; diameter of fourth

thoracic segment, female i-2mm, male 052mm. Of the two

adult specimens obtained, fortunately a pair, the male, though

much the more slender, actually exceeds the female in length.

This relation of size in the sexes is unusual in the genus, the

females being generally considerably larger than the males, but

more specimens are necessary to prove the constancy of this

The specimens of this species were found adhering to Prim-

noa, from St. George's Bank. ..

Astacilla Fleming, is synonymous with Leacia (Leachia) John-

ston, which is preoccupied.

Eurycope robusta, sp. nov.

Body oval, smooth and polished, breadth nearly equal to half

the length. Head longer than the first thoracic segment, pro-

duced medially into a short rostrum about half as long as the

basal antennu'lar segments. Antennulae attaining the middle

of the fourth antennal segment; basal segment subquadrate,

bearing the second, much smaller, segment beyond the middle

of its superior surface ; third segment slender ;
flagellum about

twice as lono- as the peduncle, multiarticulate. Antennas

thrice the length of the body at least in the female; first three

segments short; fourth and fifth slender, subequal and together

as long as the body in the female; flagellum long, slender and

date. External lamella of maxillipeds subrhombic,

with the inner angle much rounded, the outer prominent but

not acute. First four thoracic segments short; fourth widest,

fifth and sixth suddenly twice as long; seventh much the long-

est of all. First pair of legs shorter than the body; carpus

exceeding the propodus ; second pair longer than the body

;

third and fourth increasing slightly in length; carpus and pro-
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podus subequal in all, armed, in the second pair only, with

spines. Swimming legs (last three pairs) robust, carpus sub-

Inctylus usually about half as long as the propodus.

Pleon broader than long. Uropoda short, rami cylindrical,

spiny at the tip ; the outer more slender but not shorter than

the inner. Length of body 4'5mm. Carpus of first pair 1mm.

;

propodus -6mm. ; of second pair, carpus l"5mm., propodus

l-6mm. ; of fourth pair, carpus l'5mm,, propodus l
-7mm.

Color, in alcohol, pale honey-yellow.

This species was dredged in 220 fathoms, in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, by Mr. J. F. Whiteaves.

jEgathoa loliginea, sp. nov.

Body elongate oval, not suddenly narrower at the base of

the pleon, which is slightly dilated at the last segment. Head
subequally, but not deeply, lobed behind, the lateral lobes

being formed by the large, semi-hexagonal, coarsely reticulated

eyes, which cover half the upper surface of the head. Anten-

nulse as long as the head, eight-jointed, separated at their

bases, tapering to the tip ; antennas more slender, ten-jointed,

surpassing the antennula? by the last two segments, like the

antennulae without evident division into peduncular and flagel-

lar segments. First thoracic segment shorter than the head

and but little broader, not embracing it at the sides, longer

than the following segments, which increase in width to the

fifth ; seventh shortest. Epimera short and obtuse, not sur-

passing the rounded posterior angles of the segments. Legs

nearly alike throughout, first pair a little more robust, last pair

slightly the longest, all with strongly curved dactyli. Pleon

longer than the thorax, tapering to the fifth segment. First

pair of pleopoda with the basal segment large, nearly square;

last pair, or uropoda, surpassing the telson : basal segment tri-

angular with the inner angle acute but scarcely produced ;
rami

flat, the outer with slightly divergent sides, obliquely rounded

at the end ; the inner broader, triangular, with the'outer side

longest ; cilia very short almost rudimentary. Length 13mm.,

breadth 36mm. Color in alcohol yellowish with minute black

specks, most abundant on the pleon. Eyes black.
The only specimen in the collection was obtained by Mr.

S. b\ Clark, at Savin Rock, near New Haven, from the mouth
of a squid [Loligo Pealii), whence the specific name.

Ptilanthura, gen. nov.*

Antennulae with the flagellum remarkably developed, multi-

articulate, second and following segments provided with an

incomplete, dense whorl of fine slender hairs. This whorl is

interrupted in each segment upon its internal or anterior side,
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which, however, in the ordinary reflexed position becomes the ex-
ternal side. Eyes distil* ve and below. Pleon

'*
' segmented, elongate. Maxillipeds two-jointed.

Body smooth, slender, flattened above,
broadest at the base of the pleon. Head broader but shorter
than the first thoracic segment, narrowed to a point in front and
less acutely behind. Eyes prominent, black, within the margin
of the head. Antennulse, when reflexed, attaining the third

thoracic segment ; first segment large but not longer than the
second

; third shorter than the second, followed by a short first

flagellar segment, second and following segments about twenty
in number, obconic, fitting into each other, flattened and naked
on one side, which is the outer and somewhat inferior side in the
reflexed organ, densely elongate-ciliate distally, except on the

flattened aid bout the fifth following segment.
Antennae hardly surpassing the peduncle of the antennulse,

eight-jointed. Maxillipeds with a quadrate basal segment, emar-
ginate externally for the subtriangular external lamella, and
bearing a single scarcely smaller terminal segment, truncate and
ciliate at the tip. Thoracic segments slender, margined, the

seventh but little over half as long as the others. First pair

of legs moderately enlarged, segments well separated, dactylus

strong, shorter than the inner margin of the propodus; remain-
ing pairs of legs slender. Pleon about as long as the last three

segments, first five segments consolidated along the

median line, each rising into a low broad tubercle on each side

of the median line ; last segment as long as the preceding five ;

telson elongate-ovate obtusely pointed. TJropoda equaling the

telson. Length 11mm., breadth 09mm., color in life brownish
and somewhat mottled above, lighter below.

This species has been found on the New England coast

from Noank Harbor, Conn., to Casco Bay, Maine.

Paralanais algicola, sp. nov.

Tanais filum Harger, Eep. U. S. Com. Fish and Fisheries,

part 1, p. 573. 1874, non Stimpson.

Eyes conspicuous, black, plainly articulated, larger in the

males. Antennulse in the females three-jointed, tapering,

setose at the tip, first segment as long as the last two which

are subequal ; elongated and eleven-jointed in the male, the

first segment long, curved upward near the base, last eight

segments with olfactory setae. Antennae short, five-jointed,

deflected, fourth segment longest. First pair of legs robust,

hand short and stout in the female, digital process scarcely

toothed, bearing three setae near its inner margin ;
hand in

males strongly chelate, digital process elongated, curved, two-

toothed
; dactylus curved, slender, with about seven setiform

spines on its inner margin ; carpus in the males long and stout
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Second pair of legs elongated, basis flattened and curved, dac-
tylus slender but shorter than the propodus. Bases of last

three pairs of legs swollen. Uropoda bearing setae at the tips

of the segments, biramous ; outer ramus short, scarcely if at all

surpassing the basal segment of the inner ramus which is six-

jointed and tapering. Length 2'2mm., breadth 0.33mm. Color
nearly white.

This species is rather abundant among eelgrass and algae

at Noank and Woods-Holl, and probably other localities on
the southern shore of New England. I formerly considered it

as identical with Tanaisfilum Stimpson and supposed its range
to extend as far as the Bay of Fundy. I now regard that as

an error, as it is probable that T. filum is a true Tanais with
simple uropoda, though I have as yet seen no specimens from
the Bay of Fundy, nor any fully answering to Stimpson's
description.

Paratanais Umicola, sp. nov.

This species considerably resembles the preceding, but may
be distinguished from it by the following characters : The eyes
are small and rather inconspicuous, at least in the females, be-

ing only about half the vertical diameter of the antennulae.
The antennulae have the second segment short, about half as

long as the third. The dactylus of the second pair of legs,

with its slender, acicular, terminal spine is longer than the

propodus. The pleon is not dilated at the sides. The uro-

poda have the outer ramus two-jointed, slender, and surpass-

ing the basal segment of the inner ramus which is five-jointed,

with the basal segment long and imperfectly divided. Length
25mm.

This spec

eight fathoi

of 1877, by the United States Fish Comrais

Body slender, elongated and loosely articulated. Head nar-

row in front, not broader than the bases of the antennulae.
Eyes wanting. Antennulae four-jointed ; first segment form-
ing less than half its length ; second segment longer than the

third
; last segment about as long as the second, slender, taper-

ing and tipped with setae. Antennas attaining the tip of the
third antennular segment. First pair of legs slender as com-
pared with those of the preceding species, attaining the tip of
the antennae, basal segment subquadrate, hand or propodus less

robust than the Cfirpus ; digital process of propodus serrated :

dactylus short. Second (first free) thoracic segment two-thirds
as long as the third, which is equal to the fourth and fifth ;

sixth
and seventh progressively shorter. Second pair of legs
more slender than the following pairs, basal segment not curv-
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ing around the basal segments of the first pair. Pleon six-

jointed ; uropoda short, biramous, each ramus two-jointed, the
outer more slender than the inner, half its length and bearing
a long bristle at the tip. Length 2"5mm.

This species was taken along with P. limicola and unfortu-
nately only a single specimen is as yet known.
Tale College, April, 1878.

Art. LVI.

—

Ammonio-argenlic Iodide ; by M. CAREY Lea.

it absorbs
3-6 per cent, and forms i

in which an atom of ammonia is united to two of AgL Liquid
ammonia instantly whitens Agl, every trace of the strong lemon-
yellow color disappears. The behavior of the ammonia iodide

under the influence of light differs singularly from that of the

plain iodide, and will be here described.

The affinity of Agl for ammonia is very slight If the

white compound be thrown upon a filter and washed with

water, the ammonia washes quickly out, the yellow color re-

appearing. If simply exposed to' the air, the yellow color

returns while the powder is yet moist, so that the ammonia is

held back with less energy than the water. So long, however,

as the ammonia is present, the properties of the iodide are

entirely altered.

Agl precipitated with excess of KI does not darken by ex-

posure to light even continued for months. But the same
iodide exposed under liquid ammonia rapidly darkens to an

intense violet-black, precisely similar to that of AgCl exposed
to light, and not at all resembling the greenish-black of Agl
exposed in presence of excess of silver nitrate. (This differ-

ence no doubt depends upon the yellow of the unchanged Agl
mixing with the bluish-black of the changed, whereas in the case

of the ammonia iodide the yellow color has been first destroyed.)

When the exposure is continued for some time, the intense

violet-black color gradually lightens again, and finally quite

disappears, the iodide recovers its original yellow color with

perhaps a little more of a grayish shade. This is a new reac-

tion and differs entirely from anything that has been hitherto

observed. It has been" long known that darkened Agl washed

over with solution of KI and exposed to light, bleached. This

last reaction is intelligible enough for KI in solution exposed

to light, decomposes, and in presence of Agl darkened by light

gives up iodine to the Agl and so bleaches it. The above

experiment is quite different. The darkened substance may
be washed well with water (during which operation it passes
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from violet-black to dark-brown), and may then be exposed
to light either under liquid ammonia or under pure water, in
either case the bleaching takes place, though in the latter case
more slowly.

If the experiment be performed in a test-tube, the bleaching
under ammonia requires several hours, under water from one
to three days. But if the iodide be formed upon paper, and
this paper be exposed to light, washing it constantly with
liquid ammonia, the darkening followed by the bleaching
requires little more than a minute. In this case, however, the
bleaching is not so complete, perhaps because of the influence
of the organic matter present. The bleach im? appears to
depend upon the escape of ammonia, for if the darkened am-
monia iodide is covered with strong liquid ammonia and the
test-tube well corked, the bleaching does not take place.

It became a matter of interest to know whether the darken-
ing under ammonia was accompanied by any decomposition

;

whether the ammonia took up iodine from the silver salt under
the action of light. For this purpose Agl was precipitated
with excess of KI and subjected to a long and thorough wash-
ing

;
it was then exposed for se\ mder strong

liquid ammonia. As Agl is not wholly insoluble in ammonia,
the mother-water was first evaporated to dryness at a heat but
little over ordinary temperatures. The traces of residue were
washed with water, and this water gave distinct indications of
iodine The iodine present is in so small quantity that it may
easily be overlooked, but it is certainly there. The washing
given to the Agl was so thorough that it seemed impossible to
admit that traces of KI remained attached to the Agl, but in
order to leave no room for doubt, the experiment was repeated,
using an excess of silver nitrate in making the prec
followed by thorough washing. Iodine was still found in com-
bination with ammonia, and under these conditions there could
be no doubt that Agl had been decomposed.

When Agl is blackened under ammonia in a test-tube, and
the uncorked test-tube is set aside in the dark for a day or two,

!ux *
g x

assumes a singular pinkish shade. It thus appears
that Agl under the influence of ammonia and of li«xht gives
indications of most of the colors of the spectrum. Starting
with white it passes under the influence of light to violet, and
thence nearly to black: this violet-black substance washed
with water passes to brown. The brown substance covered
with ammonia and left to itself in an open test-tube becomes
pinkish in the dark, yellow in sunlight. These curious rela-
tions to color which we see in the silver haloids, from time to

themselves in new ways, seem to give hope of
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Aet. LYIL—Description of a Fossil Passerine Bird from the

Insectbearing Shales of Colorado ; by J. A. Allen.*

The species of fossil bird described in this paper is based on
some beautifully preserved remains from the insect-bearing
shales of Florissant, Colorado. They consist of the greater
part of a skeleton, embracing all of the bones of the anterior and
posterior extremities, excepting the femora. Unfortunately,
the bill and the anterior portion of the head are wanting, but
the outlines of the remainder of the head and of the neck are

traceable. The bones are all in situ, and indicate be-

yond question a high ornithic type, probably referable to the
Oscine division of the Passeres. The specimen bears also re-

markably distinct impressions of the wings and tail, indicating
not only the general form of these parts, but even the shafts

and barbs of the feathers.

In size and in general proportions, the present species differs

little from the Scarlet Tanager (Pyranga rubra) or the Cedar-
bird {Ampelis cedrorum). The bones of the wings, as well as

the wings themselves, indicate a similar alar development, but
the tarsi and feet are rather smaller and weaker ; and hence in

this point the agreement is better with the short-legged Pewees
(genus Cb?itopus). These features indicate arboreal habits and

well-developed powers of flight. The absence of the bill ren-

ders it impossible to assign the species to any particular family,

but the fossil on the whole gives the impression of Fringilline

Palceospiza beila, gen. et sp. nov.

Wings rather long, pointed. Tail (apparently) f about two-

length of the wing, rounded or graduated, the outer

feathers (as preserved) being much shorter than the inner.

One side shows distinctly six rectrices. Tarsus short, its

length a little less than that of the middle toe. Lateral toes

subequal, scarcely shorter than the middle one. Hind toe

about two-thirds as long as the middle toe. Feet and toes

lose of a perching bird, and the proportionate length

of the bones of the fore and hind limbs is the same as in

ordinary arboreal Passeres, especially as represented by the

* Prom the Bulletin of the Geological and Geographical Survey of the Terri-

.1 impression is somewhat unsymmetncaL
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One of the specimens affords the following measurements :

Inches.
[

Inches.

Humerus, length 80 Middle toe and claw 0-65

Forearm, length 0-95 Claw alone 0-20

Manns, length.. 1 *02 Hind toe and claw 0*37

Coracoid, length.. 0*72
! Claw alone 0-15

Clavicle, length 0*68 Wing 3-60

Tibia, length... 1-00
I Tail (approximate) 2-70

Tarsus, length.. 0-60 [Total length (approximate) 6 -85

The bones still rest in the original matrix, and, being some-

what crushed and flattened, do not admit of detailed descrip-

tion and comparison with other types. The furculum is well

preserved, and the limb-bones are all in place in their natural

relation. The sternum is unrecognizable. The position of the

cervical series of vertebrae and the general outline of the skull

can be traced ; but no structural characters of the head can be

-lied, except the proximal portion of the mandible. The
long bones all present a well-marked longitudinal groove, due

evidently to compression and fracture. This groove i> distinctly

traceable, even in such slender bones as tibiae, tarsi, and clavicles.

In point of size, while the furculum and the bones of the wing

have all about the same length as the corresponding parts in

Ampelis cedrorum, they apparently are considerably stouter.

Their greater breadth may, however, be due simply to flatten-

ing from pressure. The tibiae and tarsi are a little shorter than

in the species last named, but the difference is only slight.

The most remarkable feature of the specimen is the defimte-

ness of the feather impressions. Both the shafts and the barbs

are shown with great distinctness in the rectrices, and the tips

of the primaries of one wing are also sharply defined, over-

lying the edge of the partly expanded tail. The tip of the

opposite wing can also be seen beneath the tail. The feet are

so beautifully preserved that even the claws are perfectly dis-

Another°'specimen from the same locality, and probably

representing the same species, consists of the tip of the tail

and about the apical third of a half-expanded wing. (Fig. 2) In

this example the tail
L

.
^ Dout

primaries <
-ith great

—Jfnetn a
made oat The third

primary is the longest : the second is slightly shorter; the nrst

and fourth are about equal. There are also in the c

three detached contour feathers of small size, but whether per-

taining to the same species as the other specimens cannot, ot

course, he determined. .

The larger specimen, first described, is divided into an

upper and a lower half, the greater part, however, adhering to
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the lower slab. The bones adhere about equally to the two

faces. The drawing is made from the lower slab, with some
of the details filled in from the upper one. The feather im-

pressions are about equally distinct on both, and where in

either case the bones are absent, exact molds of them remain,

so that the structure can be seen and measurements taken almost

equally well from either slab, except that nothing anterior to

the breast is shown on the upper slab.

The species here described is of special interest as being the

first fossil Passerine bird discovered in North America,

although birds of this group have been known for many years

from the Tertiary deposits of Europe. The highest extinct

ornithic type hitherto known from America is a Picarian bird

(Uintornis lucaris) related to the Woodpeckers, described by

Professor O. C. Marsh in 1872, from the Lower Tertiary of

Wyoming Territory. Probably the insect-bearing shales of

Colorado will afford, on further exploration, other types of the

higher groups of birds.

For the opportunity of describing these interesting specimens

I am indebted to Mr.'S. H. Scudder, who obtained them during

aaon'a (1877) explorations of the Florissant insect-beds.

The specimens are now the property of the Boston Society of

NV-ird History. My » hanks are due to Mr. J. H. Blake for

the great care with which he has executed the drawings.
In conclusion, I may add that in 1871 I obtained a few dis-

tinct impressions of feathers from beds of the same age and from
near the same locality. The first fossil feather, to mv knowl-
edge, discovered in North America, was obtained by Dr. F. V.

Hayden in 1869, from the fresh-water Tertiary deposits of

Green River, Wyoming Territory. This was described by
Professor 0. C. Marsh in 1870,* Who refers to it as "

portion of a large feather, with tin >h tft and van in excellent

preservation."
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The following experiment enables a lecturer to exhibit to a
large audience, in a very simple way, the action of the currents
of electricity that pass around the earth. The experiment was
suggested on reading an article by Professor J. W. Mallet,
in the Philofl >r November, 1877.
A rectangular frame was made of light poplar wood, of

section three by two centimeters, whose sides were in length a
fraction over a meter, and in breadth three-fourths of a meter.

About the perimeter of this rectangular frame were wrapped
twenty coils of insulated copper wire: each extremity of the
wire was made to terminate near the center of one of the

shorter sides, and passing through the wooden frame was
fastened and cut off about three centimeters from the frame.

This rectangular frame was then so suspended, in a horizontal

position, by wires attached to the frame of an ordinary hydrc

static bala

the beam.
balance was brought to the zero point." Two small orifices

bored in a block of wood, a centimeter apart, served as

mercury cups in which the extremities of the short terminal

wires were immersed. Near the bottom and through the walls

of these wooden cups were screwed small brass hooks, which
served as connections, to which the wires of the battery were

attached. The balance was now so placed that the longer sides

of the suspended rectangle were at right angles with the magnetic

meridian or in the magnetic east and west line.

When the current from the battery was made to pass around

the rectangle from east to west on the northern side, and from

west to east on the southern side, by the theory of terrestrial

magnetism, the northern side of the rectangle would be at-

tracted and the southern side repelled, and that this was so, the

corresponding deflection of the balance rendered plainly visible

When the current was reversed the deflection was in the oppo-

d closing the circuit at proper

intervals to augment the oscillations, the large frame Wi

made to oscillate through an arc of five degrees. When the sides

of the rectangle were placed northeast and southwest the current

produced no sensible effect. A bichromate of potash battery

cells with plates of zinc and carbon, twenty-five by

six centimeters, was used.

With a rectangle containing a larger number of coils of

wire, attached to a very delicate balance,

acting battery, the variation

might thus be advantageously observed.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Specific Meat of Beryllium.—Nilson and Pett ki:ss< > v

of the University of Upsala have determined carefully the specific

heat of beryllium, with a view to decide upon the position of this

metal among the elements. It was prepared by decomposing the

fused chloride with sodium in slight excess in an iron cylinder,

heated to bright redness. On opening the apparatus all

the upper portion contained a network of
crystals of metallic beryllium, some of them appearing even to

the naked eye distinctly prismatic, often aggregated in

masses of the color and luster of steel. There were found {j§6

some fused globules of the metal, of which the largest had a

diameter of two millimeters. Beryllium is permanent in the air,

does not evolve hydrogen gas with water even on boiling, is easily

soluble in dilute acids and in alkali hydrates, with active evolution
of hydrogen, is not attacked, even at a red heat, by oxygen or

sulphur, and burns readily in a current of chlorine forming the

chloride. On analysis, the metal gave of beryllium 87-09 per cent;

of beryllium oxide 9*84
; of iron 2-08

; and of silica 0-99=100-00.
Its specific gravity at 9° C, was 19101 ; or, allowing for the

resent, the^ specific gravity of pure berylli

s modificati
Hum oxide was found,

pecific heat was determined in Bunsen's ice calorimeter, by
Schuller and Wartha's modification. The specific heat of beryl-

lium oxide was found, in a preliminary experiment, to be 0-2471

between 0° and 100° C. As the result of four experiments, the
specific heat of pure beryllium was obtained as 04107, 04144,
0-4001 and 0*4064, giving as a mean the value 0-4079. As with

fie heat the atomic heat would be 3*75 only, if the atomic
beryllium be taken at 9-2, but would be 5-63 or normal,

if the atomic weight be assumed as 13-8, it follows that beryllium
belongs, not to the magnesium group, but to that of aluminum,
that its atomic weight is 13-8, its specific heat 0*4079, and that
beryllium oxide is Be„0

3
as Berzelius claimed.—Ber. Berl Chem.

Ges., xi, 381, March, 1878. g. f. b.

2. On a new Synthesis of Olefines.-KvrBis.OFF has succeeded in

effecting a new synthesis of hydrocarbons of the general formula
CnH 2n , by heating together for seven or eight hours molecular
quantities of pentylene (prepared from commercial amylene), and
methyl iodide to 210°-215 u

with an excess of anhydrous lead
oxide. The product, freed from lead iodide and methyl oxide,
which distilled completely between 36° and 85°, consisted to the
extent of one third, of a mixture of C

6
H

ia
and C

7
H

14,
boiling from

70 to 83°. This fraction combined energetically with bromine,
pound fusing at 139°-140°, volatile with par-

tial decomposition, and having the formula C,Hw Br,. Also with
sulphuric acid, a liquid and a solid body separating out on dilu-
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tion, the latter having a characteristic camphor-like odor, easily-

volatile in a current of steam, crystallizing from weak alcohol

in long needles fusing at 75°-76° and having the formula
(C

7
H

160) 2
.H

2
0. It is therefore pentametliyU-tli..l hydrate. Fum-

ing hydrochloric acid also gave with this fraction a solid product
recalling strongly camphor, boiling lor the most part between
120° and 125°, and fusing at 100°. Analysis showed it to be a
mixture of C.H^Cl and C

7
H

]6
C1. Hence by the above ruction a

hexylene and a heptyh
the author is engaged
xi, 412, March, 1878.

3. Transformation of Olefine bromides into bromides of radicals

of the Fatty Acids, by the simple addition of Oxygen.—Demolk,
hoping by the direct addition of oxygen to the brominated
olefines, to obtain mono, di, or tribroniinated derivatives of an
oxide of the olefine, made the experiment and observed that

dibromethylene in presence of air changed readily into a solid

substance. Repeating the experiment with pure oxygen, 50

grams of dibromethylene was placed in a 100 c.c. flask, the air

displaced by dry oxygen, the flask closed with a rubber cork ;

utes. The temperature rose and
inward. This operation was re-

>xygen was no longer absorbed.

if a clear, yellow color, fumed in

gly acid, and contained a small quantity of the

strongly pressed inward. This operation

peated 30 or 40 times until the oxygen was no longer absorbed.

I, now at 55° C, was of a clear, yellow color, Corned in

solid body. On Iractioning, a product was obtained boiling

147°-148
,

possessing the formula and all the properties of

bromacetyl bromide (C
2
H,BrO)Br. The reaction therefore is

CHBr CH
3
Br

CHBr
+°= ^=0 *

0n boilinS the bromide with water
>

a crys
'

Br
tallized acid was obtained, which was bromacetic acid. Tribro-

minated ethylene also absorbs oxygen under similar cndm-ms.
and yields dibromacetyl bromide.—Bull. Soc. Ch., II, xxix, 204,

March, 1878. * F
- * .

4. On a Remarkable Reaction of Boric acid and Borax unM
the Polyatomic Alcohols.—Klein has observed that when a mix-

ture of a solution of borax and one of mannite is made in such

proportions that less than half a molecule of borax acts on a

molecule of mannite, the resulting liquid is acid. Him
not confined to mannite, but occurs also with glycerin, erythnte,

levulose, dextrose, a and p galactose, so that a piece of litmus

paper placed in the liquid takes a strong onion-red tint, and the

mixture itself decomposes carbonates. Moreover, if one ol the

above named polyatomic alcohols in solution, be mixed with a

solution of boric acid, so dilute that it no longer reddens litmus,

there is at once developed a decided acid reaction, which turns

litmus onion-red. Tb< u the same

way as borax. In a subsequent paper, Klein gives the results ot
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his experiments to test the extreme delicacy of the boric acid

reaction. If one cubic centimeter of a ^^ solution of boric acid

(just perceptibly acid to test paper) be mixed with 10 c. c. of a

15 per cent solution of mannite, a strong acid reaction is de-

veloped turning litmus paper onion-red at once. A T oiinr solu-

tion of borax, which is neutral, when 2 c. c. are mixed with 10 c. c.

of the mannite solution, gives a bright-red at once. Five c. c. of

a tfbWif solution added to 5 c. c. of the mannite solution, gave a

-l.< ii.-.l acid reaction at the end of a minute. Quantitative ex-

periments showed that the alkali required to neutralize the acidity

thus produced, was the exact quantity needed to form the mono-
metaborate.—Bull. Soc. Ch., II, xxix, 195, 198, March, 1878.

5. On the Products of the Distillation of Resins and resin

Acid* with Zinc dust.—Ciamician has studied the products

obtained by the distillation of common resin (colophony) and of

its acid abietic acid, with zinc dust. The acid was prepared by
_Mah\ method, and was obtained in white crystals. It was
mfced, in portions of 20 grams with 10 grams of zinc dust, and
di-tilK-d in a v. id.- combustion tube in a current of hydrogen.
From 600 grams abietic acid, 250 cubic centimeters of distillate

obtained, which on fractioning, gave \

products, and in about the same proportion with the exception of

toluene, which was present in much smaller quantity. On distill-

ing gum-benzoin with zinc dust, toluene, xylene, naphthalene,
and methyl-naphthalene were obtained.

—

Ber. Berl. Chem. Q&,
xi, 269, Feb. 1878. G. F. b.

6. On the Triacid Phenols of Wood Tar and on the Synthesis

of Cedriret.—The lower fractions of wood tar having proved so

ig, Hofmann has undertaken the examination of the

fractions of higher boi .nee to the

beautiful body called cedriret by Reichenbach and ccerulignone
by Liebermann. He has succeeded in proving the presence of a

whole series of triacid phenols in this portion boiling between
240° and 290°, two of which he now describes. One of these, an
oily body, having the formula CnH 1€

O
s,
forms a crystalline sub-

-. and boils at' 285°. Treated with aoetta

oxide, it yields an acetyl derivative C
11
H

li
(C,H.O)0

I , which with
bromine gives a bromo-compound C

I1
H

11
Br

1
(C,H

t
O)O

t
. Heated

to 130° with hydrochloric acid, torrents' of" methyl chloride are

evolved, and a crystallized body is obtained having the formula
C,HM 8. This Hofraann regards as a higher homologue of pyro-

gallic acid, thus C
9
H,

j
OH ; the methyl derivative CHH 1§

0, be-
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in the latter body, bromine replaces two hydrogen atoms, the

author believes the original body to be the dimethyl ether of a

propylated trioxybenzene, or dimethyl propyl-pyrogallate. On
oxidation it yields a quinone C

s
H

8 4
and this on reduction a

hydroquinone C
8
H

10
O

4
. The second substance obtained from the

wood tar was isolated with difficulty and had the formula

C
8
H

10
O

s
. It formed splendid white prisms melting at 51°-52°

and boiling at 253°. Concentrated hydrochloric acid heated with

it in a closed tube decomposed it, evolving methyl chloride and
... of the formula" C#H,0- which

was pyrogallic acid (pyrogallol). Hence the original substanee

was the dimethyl ether of pyrogallic acid CJT9 j
OCH^. By the

action of oxidizing agents, most conveniently potassium dicbro-

mate, it is converted into the magnificent steel-blue ueedles of

cedriret. In proof of this as the origin of the cedriret of Scuta*
bach, Hofmann prepared this dimethyl ether synthetically and

found that it gave identically the same product on oxidation.—

Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xi, 329, Feb. 1878. g. f. b.

7. On the Constituents of Corallin.—Zulkowsky has ex-

amined the corallin of commerce and finds it to be a mixture of

at least six different bodies : 1st, a coarsely crystaUine garnet-red

body with blue luster, of the composition C
19
H

It
O

g ;
2d, a deriva-

tive of this, in small violet needles, C
19
H

16 6 ; 3d, a green body

tog in needles with a metallic luster, CMH I8 3 ;
4th, the

hydro-compound of this, C
30
H

1B
O

3 ; 5th, a gummy amorphous

body, colorless when pure ; and 6th, the oxidation product of

this, a deep red amorphous powder, showing metallic luster, re-

sembling Baeyer's derivative from phthalidein and phenol.

—

Ber.

Berl. Chem. Ges., xi, 391, March, 1878. o. f. b.

8. On Curarine.—S±CBB has examined the active substance of

curare and finds it to be an alkaloid of the composition M „II„

which he calls curariue. In the curare the alkaloid is combined

,, The statements of Preyer he

finds to be incorrect. Various reactions of the alkaloid are given

in the original paper.—Liebig's Ann., cxci, 254, Feb. 1878.

8. Protection of Marine Boilers.—
With surface condensers, in which the >

steam is returned directly to the boiler, the boiler plates become

rapidly corroded by the fat acids derived irom the lubricators,

and, moreover, the water condensed from the steam

usual apparatus-even after filtering through animal black-is

unfit for drinking and culinary u. , M. }l u-t. .•herniat to he

French marine, has removed these serious inconveniences by the

use of lime-water, which he prepares as needed, and injects into

the "feed pipe" in regulated quantities by ve^ *™Ple

"^J*
The lime soap which forms assumes a granular condition and falls

to the bottom of the boiler, from which it is easily blown out,

Am. Jocjb. Sci.-Thibd Series Vol. XV, No. 89.-Mat, 1878.
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9. Boracic Acid.—M. Alfred Ditte (Ann. de Chim. et Phys.,

(5), xiii, 67) has made some new determinations of the "heat of
solution " of boric hydrate, and also of the " heat of hydration "

of boric oxide, which have led to remarkable results. It appears
from his experiments that one equivalent (62 grams) of boric
hydrate in dissolving in 213 equivalents of water absorbs 3 186-7
units of heat, and that one equivalent (35 grams) of boric oxide
(fused boracic acid) in combining with water absorbs 6254'7
units of heat, taking as the value in each case the mean of several
experiments. It is thus evident that although the heat of hydra-
tion is very large the heat absorbed by the hydrate in dissolving
is likewise large, amounting to more than one-half of the previous
quantity, and hence on dissolving the anhydride in the large
mass of water required for its solution the elevation of tempera-
ture is not considerable. But if we add to the anhydride in tine

powder only a small quantity of water—yet an excess over that
required for its hydration—for example, double its own weight,
and then stir the mixture, the powder immediately swell- while
absorbing water, and at the same time so much heat is evolved
that the temperature of the mass rises to 100° C, and the excess

a driven off as steam; the phenomena recalling those so
familiar in the slacking of lime. From the specific heat of boric
hydrate, M. Ditte calculates that with the exact amount of
water required to form the hydrate, and assuming that none of
the heat was dissipated, the temperature of the mass would be
raised to 283°. M. Ditte finds that for the specific gravity of
boric oxide at 12° the value £=1-8476, and at 80° the value
£=1-6988. Hence we obtain for the coefficient of expansion
between these limits the value £=0-0013. He also has deter-
mined the corresponding values for boric hydrate.

At 0° £=1-5463 Between 12° and 60° £=0-00154
12' £=1-5172 " 12° and 80%-=0'00148
14° £=1-5128
60° £=1-4165

Further, it appears that the mean density of the boric oxide
and ice, which may be regarded as united
1-3003, while that of boric hydrate at 0° is 1-5463. There must,

,
i» appear* max, me mean density c

d in the hydrate, is

nle that of boric hydrate at 0° is 1-5463. There must,
therefore, be a considerable degree of condensation in the act of
combination, which of course would be attended with evolution
of heat. The amount of heat thus evolved is equivalent to that
which would be required to expand the boric hydrate s

to reduce its density to I-.SOO. This amount can readily be cal-
culated from the coefficient of expansion and the Bpe
already known, and it is found that the temperature required



this cause. M. Ditte has also determined the solubility of

boric hydrate at various temperatures, and lastly, he has found

the mean- ni' ervstalliziug the hvdrate in hexagonal prisms of

considerable size which have an easy basal cleavage. The crystals

were obtained by the spontaneous evaporation of an aqueous solu-

tion acidulated with acetic acid and containing also in solution

ar_- m I. nit rat \nalws -Imwed that these crystals were pure

boric hydrate. J- p- c-» JR-

10. Bottbn, Pnh.t ..f /-//./, of Antimony.—In continuation of

the. writer's investigations on the Hal. id ( ompounds of Antimony,

the boiling point of antimonious iodide has been determined by

Mr. W. Z. Bennett, student in the chemical laboratory <»t Har-

vard College. The observations were made with Reg]

:. but it was found possible to simplify very greatly

the details of the process without seriously impairing the accu-

racy of the result. For temperatures above the range of a mercury

thermometer, measurements accurate to one degree centL

all that the uncertain conditions of most pro

tin n f,.ro il.at iho riivum-tam ( -s demand. As used by Regnault,

the air ti - measuring such Temperatures

accurately to the one-tenth of a degree and by multiply

rations possibly to the one-hundred"th of a degree. In his admira-

ble investigation of the boiling point of sulphur at different

temperatures, the observations of temperature are undoubtedly

accurate to this extent, but Kegnault's own discussion of these

observation- at there must have been unknown

W accidental causes influencing his experiments, which render

i ui certain to at least one degree, and the boiling point

of sulphur is still in doubt to this extent, It should be added,

however, that there are only a very few boiling points which are

known more accurately; for even when within the range of a

mercurv thermometer an observation of a boiling point to be

to a tenth of a centigrade degree requires an attention

ttOh is seldom bestowed on such observations.

The glass thermometer bulb used in our experiments is repre-

sented in the accompanying figure of one-half the actual size m

was added to the opposite end

of thVbulbln order to~facilitate the cleaning, drying,

emptying of the interior—all of which was easily accomplished

by the aid of a Bunsen pump. The shorter stem was ot course

sealed after the bulb had been dried and made ready for use, and

before it was immersed in the medium whose temperature was to

be measured. After an equilibrium had been established at this

unknown temperature T°, the protruding end of the longer stem
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was sealed, and at the same time the height of the barometer H
va- noted. The bulb was then taken to a room of uniform tem-
perature provided in the laboratory for gas analysis, and after

anted on a convenient support, the end of the stem was
broken off under mercury, and the apparatus left to itself for a
time to secure a perfect equilibrium of temperature. This tem-
perature (T'°) was then observed by means of a standard ther-
mometer hanging near the bulb; also the height (A) to which
the mercury had risen in the bulb was measured by a cathetom-
eter, and in addition the height H' of the barometer (hanging in

the same room) was again noted. Closing now the open stem
with the finger, the bulb was quickly inverted and the co
mercury drawn out into a tared vessel and weighed (nipping off
the end of the shorter stem in order to admit the air). This
gave the weight w. Lastly, the bulb and stems having beef)

completely filled with mercury by suction, the weight (W) cor-
responding to their total capacity was obtained in a similar wav.
The require -w be calculated by means of
the following formula, which is easily deduced from the well-
known law of Charles

:

T°+273°2=(T'°+273-2)w^ . g^l-HT-Ty*].
It will be noted that as the mercury columns, including the
heights of the barometer, were all measured at the same constant

millimeter in the value of ^—^ would make in determining the

boiling point of sulphur (448°) a difference of only one-eighth of
a degree, so that measurements of these heights are sufficiently
close if accurate to one-half a millimeter, and might even be
made with a common rule. The most uncertain element in the
formula is the expansion of glass, but if the bulbs are made of
flint glass (lead glass) tubing, such as is used for ornamental
ware, the mean coefficient of expansion will vary very little from
0-000025 if the temperature does not exceed that at whi. li the
glass begins to soften. The rate of expansiou of flint glass is not
only less than that of crown, but it is also more conltanl I &

v,,T slowly with the temperature. Flint glass is there-
tore the better adapted for the use we are describing. The
expansion of the glass used in our experiments was carefully
determined and found to have the value given above, within two

tenths of a unit in the last place. A difference of one
iw place would make a difference of one-third of a degree

in the boiling point of sulphur.
In order to test the accuracy of the method, Mr. Bennett made

four determinations of the boiling point of sulphur under differ-
ent, barometric conditions, which in the following table a

•P(\ With the TOBlllta r.f X>„ 1* __i_- -. . .,°
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Boiling Point of S

formula by which he calculated a tab!

tensions for every ten degrees between the extreme limits, and
also plotted a corresponding curve. It so happens, however, that

the only two observations within the range of ordinary atmos-
I'Imj J.!>-miix- fall outside, md on tin sanu -id. . of this assumed
curve. These observations are the ones usually taken as indicat-

ing the boiling point of sulphur, and Victor Meyer in his method
ot detennlniiiu' the density of the vapors of substances, which
have a high boiling point, assumes a value for the boiling point

of sulphur (at the mean atmospheric pressure at Zurich) which he
obtains by - from the two observations just re-

ferred to.* In like manner we have calculated the above values

corresponding to the presure- at which Mr. Bennett's results were
obtained on the basis of the same two observations ; but instead

of simply interpolating by first differences we have assumed
that the variation between the two observed values would
follow the law indicated by the general curve, which Regnault

" all his observations. But, accord-

ing as we take the two observations, or the whole, we obtain

values for the boiling point of sulphur differing by more than a

degree, and hence, as we have already said, there is still an

rv in regard to the boiling point to this extent. As is

evident, Mr. Bennett's observations confirm very closely the inter-

pretation of Regnault's results adopted both by Victor Meyer and
by ourselves, but since the boiling point of sulphur has become
such an important constant we propose to have the observations

repeated under the most favorable conditions we can command.
After the accuracy of our method had been thus placed be-

depends c. —
the nearest whole number of degrees to the boiling point of i

naonious iodide ; ire of the air.
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re have here described we can most confidently
most efficient and accurate means of determining
s in chemical laboratories. It requires no expensive
> more delicate manipulation than most ptwsemea

I analysis. Indeed, this method is most readily associated
' like those being most

t temperature.

11. The Influence of the density of a body upon its Light-
absorbing power.—Professor Glan has conducted a series of ex-

periments with chemically pure deuto-sulphate of copper, double
chromate of potash, solution of iodine in absolute alcohol and solu-
tion of iodine in sulphuret of carbon upon the influence of density
upon the absorption of light by these substances. He used a photo-
meter, described in Wied. Ann., 1,351, 1877, with which by means
of a double image prism, together with a Nichols prism, he could
compare the absorption spectra. The author concludes from his

experiments with the above mentioned substances that if there is

any change of absorption with change of density that i

very small. He is inclined to think that hi-ry small. He is inclined to think that his results give e

this slight change. He also compared the absorption sp
uuid bromine and bromine vapor and detected a decided change
in the absorption coefficient—Ann. der Physic und Chemie, No.

fluid bromine and bromine vapor and detected a decided chant:
^- -bsorpti

,
p. 54.

12. On reflection of Polarized light from the JBqvatorM
surface of a Magnet—Dr. Kerr details his optical experiments
at full length upon the above subject. His previous results

appeared to him to be confirmed. In the present paper he
notices that the intensity of the optical effects of mage
vanes greatly with the angle of incidence. At an incidence of
85° the effects are very faint ; between 75° and 60° they are com-
paratively clear and strong, and at 30° they grow fainter and

the effects noticed at 85°. Dr. Kerr is inclined to be-
lieve that the effects are brought out better by reversals of mag-
netizing currents than by breaking it, in the case of steel. He
deduces the following general laws : First Law.—The right-
handed current conspires with a small right-handed rotation of
the analyzer from extinction, and so forward. Second Law.—The
right-handed current conspires with a small left-handed rotation of
the polarizer from extinction, and so forward. These laws are
subject to exceptions.— p/,;' .1/ ,...., M :irr h. 1878, p. 161. J. t.

13. On a method ofmeasuring the Velocity ofLight; by Albert
A Michelson, Ensign U. S. Navy, Instructor in Physics and
Chemistry, TJ. S. Naval Academy. (From a letter to the Editors.)— Phe following method of measuring the velocity of light dis-
penses with Foucault's concave reflector, and permits the use of
any distance. In the figure, S is a division of a scale ruled on
glass; M, a revolving plane mirror; L, an achromatic lens; S", a
nxed plane mirror, at any distance from L.
The point S is so situated that its image S' reflected in the mir-
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ror M, is in one focus of the lens L, while the imasre of S' coin-
cides with the mirror S", which is placed at the conjugate focus.
With this arrangement, when M turns slowly, the light from S" is

reflected back through the lens, so that an image is formed which
(•omei.U-s with S. When, however, the mirror rotates rapidly,
the position of M will have changed while the light travels from
M to S" and back again, so that the image is displaced in the
direction of r

-*-* :~ ~r ^~ -'-

Let V be the velocity of light; D, t

the number of turns per second ; r, the distance M S and 6 the

deflection ; then V is found by the formula V= 4?"?P
.

II. Geology and Mine

1. On the Limestones of the Falls of the Ohio, by James
Hall. 1 6 pp. 4to. Advance sheets of vol. v, part 2, of the Paleon-
tology of New York.—Professor Hall reviews the facts with ref-

erence to the beds at the Falls of the Ohio and their fossils, gives
the results of personal observations, and arrives at the conclusion

that the rocks include—beginning below

:

(1.) Niagara beds, of the Upper Silurian, which are the "Cate-
nipora beds" of S. S. Lyon.

* tfhich belong the next follow-

and (d) Spirifer bed, of Lyon.
(3.) Then 80 feet of Hamilton beds, which are of impure mag-

nesian limestone, and comprise (a) the Hydraulic limestone, and
{b) the Encrinital limestone, of Lyon.

(4.) The -
s, lifter a special discussion of the

"e equivalent to the Genesee shale of New York.

Hall remarks on the point that the Hamilton period is

represented at the Falls only by limestones, mentioning the fact

that the formation, which is 1,200 feet thick in the eastern part of

New York State, and mainly arenaceous and shaly, with calcare-

ous intercalations among the shales at its base, thins down, in 300

mil,., westward, to a few hundred feet of calcareous shales with

some bands of limestone, and that farther west, the limestone

gradually becomes still more predominant as the gen.

li tig that "it is therefore a fair and logical

inference that the continuation of this group of strata farther west

would preserve the calcareous beds alone."
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2. Report on the Fossil Plants of the Auriferous Gravel
Deposits of the Sierra Nevada ; by L. Lesquereux. Memoirs
<»; the .Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College.
Vol. vi, No. 2. 58 pp. 4to, with ten double plates.—Professor Les-
quereux here describes fifty species, and gives figures of the leaves
on which they are based. He concludes

:

(1.) The species are related by some identical or closely allied
forms to the Miocene, and still more intimately by others to the

» the

North American flora
• from Asia, either during the prevalence

of the Miocene or after it. This flora is connatural and autoch-
thonic.

(3.) The relation of the Pliocene plants of Nevada and Tuolumne
Counties is with the flora of the Atlantic slope, and not with that
of California at the present time. This fact is explained by the
influence of glacial action during the prevalence of the ice-period,
and is even clearly exposed by the distribution of the few Plio-
cene species remaining in the flora of the Pacific coast. The mod-
ification of the characters of the present flora of California have,
therefore, to be looked for in climatic or other phenomena subse-
quent to the Glacial period. This remarkable fact, so clearly dem-
onstrated by nature, may serve as an exemplification of the causes
of the disconnection of some of the other groups of our geological

3. Memorandum of a fossil woodfrom the Keokuk formation,
Keokuk, Iowa; by Samuel J. Wallace, of that place.—A por-
tion of a supposed fossil wood was found in the Keokuk forma-
tion, Subcarboniferous, at Keokuk, Iowa, March 6th, 1878.

It was a section nearly three feet long ; one end disappearing in
the bluff, and the other having apparently been taken off in the
quarry years ago. It is flattened into a layer resembling lignite,
from ^ to £ inch thick, and twelve inches across; divide I into
two portions with a space of about an inch between, and not
quite on the same apparent plane. It does not seem to have
external or bark markings, but rather those of woody fiber, possi-
bly exogenous, which, however, has not been made out to any
degree of certainty.

It was obtained in a quarry in the bluff beside the railroad
track fronting the levee, nearly three blocks below Main Btwrf,
from the best^quarry layers of the Keokuk Formation, five feet

"
I bed," and from the center of a solid 1 8-inch

i horizon of numerous shells, fish teeth, etc.

* *, distinct land plants from thilng the firs

5 letter to tl
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Secretary of War,
[ajor-General A,

Humphreys, Chief of Engineers, IT. S. A. 1876.—One of the u

of this Atlas has already been noticed in this Journal in volum^ A*

(page 161). The completed atlas has recently been issued. It is

in very large folio, and consists of ten double maps (nearly twenty
maps of page size) illustrating the geology and topography of a

region nearly fifty miles wide. it lur-iae of the fortieth parallel from

western Nevada to eastern Colorado. The atlas is a grand son*

tribution to the Geology of the continent, and bears testimony to

the very great care and thoroughness of the surveys under Mr.

King. The five colored geological maps present not only the

•inn of the several areas of igneous, granitic, and stratified

rocks,butevenofthepr: 1 make*- therhyolites,

trachytes, loucire r . diorite and diabase,

the study of which in the field, by Mr. King, lias Wen supple-

mented by the exceedingly valuable volume of description! by

Professor Zirkel, forming'part of the Reports of the Survey.
^

The plates are from the establishment of J. Bien, New York,

and are admirable specimens of chromo-lithography.

5. Geological and Geographic? At!./- ./ r„.'„.W„. ,i„<i tor-

tious ofa<! • F. V. Havpkn. T. S. Geologist

in charge, IT. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territo-

ries, Department of the Interior. Large folio.—This Colorado

issued, is another very important contribution toward

a general geological chart of the western half of the American

Continent. It embraces twenty maps each of the size of two of

the folio pa _- map from the work of J. T. Qard>

ner of 1873, 1874, 1875, and subsequently of A. P. VYil- d; ft

drainage map; an "economic" map giving the distr

forests or groves of different kinds, pasture land, agricultural land,

sage land, coal land. g
.ii>t riots; a general

geological map ; six sectional geological maps, and as many topo-

graphical, on a scale of four miles to the inch ; two maps of geo-

logical sections and one of panoramic views. The areas of the

various rock formation * the kinds

of igneous rocks, are distinguished by colors. The map engraving

and chromo-lithography are by .1. Bi«-n. as with the preceding

atlas, and they show the same be
harmonv and choice of tints being all that could be desired.

6. A Mm n urns and

Cryptonomii8,hx A. W. Vowdks, U. S. Army. 36 pp. 8vo. Charles-

ton, South Carolina.—This memoir is a histon, .. ami di-r.p-

tive review of the genera, with descriptions of the species of Cryp-

tonomus, illustrated bv four plates, photographed from foreign

memoirs, representing the following species: (.. }»nn-t,itns. < .

«, <
''' -'''':

<
-'-

eostatm, V. nereus, and C. verrucosus. The ^j* °^J

i made subgenera under it.
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7. Carboniferous and Upper Silurian fossils of Illinois and
Jnd„ lftl ,.—i) r . < , ,\. Wiin i. has published descriptions of some
invertebrate species in the Proceedings of the Academy of Natu-
ral Sciences of Philadelphia for 1878, p. 29.

8. Die Culm- Flora der Ostrauer und Waldenburger Schichten
von D. Stub. 366 pp. 4to.—An elaborate memoir on the fossil

plants of the Lower Carboniferous formation of Moravia, illustrated
by twenty-seven large and beautiful plates, a map, and two plates
oi sections. The lower Culm includes the Carboniferous lime-
stone with / Sow.. 1,',-nnin- in Altwnsser,
Neudorf near Silberberg, Hausdorf, etc., with which the " Culm-
Uachschiefer," containing Posidonomya Becheri Br. is equiva-
lent

; and the upper Culm, the Ostrau and Waldenburg shales.
Some of the specimens of plants fisrured are of remarkable size
and interest.

9. Remains of the Musk Ox (Ovibos moschatus) have been
found in the loess of the Rhine near Unkel, according to F.

"A

:geol. Ges,i '

(1). Eosphorite. Usually observed in prismatic crystals whose
obtuse angle measures 104£°, and which probably belong to the
orthorhombic system. The crystals are uniformly terminated by
two pyramids in different vertical zones. Cleavage macrodiagonal
nearly perfect. Also commonly compact massive. HardnesB=5,

rivity =3-1 32-3-145. Luster vitreous to greasy. Color
pink, some crystals having the bright shade common in rose-
quartz, while others are paler and have a yellow to gray hue.

pack mineral is pale pink, greenish and blir.
and white. Some varieties closelv resemble in color and luster

-lite; the green color, however, is probably due in all

cases to the presence of impurities. Transparent to translucent.
1 •"'"'' tl >!.,« pipe in the forceps cracks open and fuses at about

mass. Dissolves completely in the fluxes,
and gives reactions for manganese and iron. Soluble in nitric and

acids. Analyses by S. L. Penfield have proved it to
us phosphate of manganese, iron and aluminum, with
ratio of P

a 5
: Al

a 3
: RO : H O = 1 : 1 : 2 : 4. This

corresponds to the empirical formula Al R P O
, 4H O=AlP,0 9+2H,RO+2Aq. The compact varieties contain quartz and other

An analysis of a whitish compact specimen by Horace
-ive 14-41 of insoluble impurities, and the remainder

atomic ratio of eosphorite.

;

oidite. Occurs in crystalline aggregates whose struc-
ture is parallel-fibrous to columnar, also divergent, and again con-
fusedly fibrous to nearly compact massive. Isolated prismatic
crystals are occasionally observed imbedded in quartz. In very
rare cases these crystals have been detached with their termina-
tions prest:

r hic data thug obtained show
that the mineral is closely related in form to wagnerite. Hard-
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ii(,-->— 4*5-5. Specific gravity=3*697. Luster vitreous to greasy-
ine. Color yellowish to reddish brown, the crystals

iKm:im nally topaz- to wine-yellow. Transparent to translucent.

Fuses in the naked lamp-flame, and B. B. in the forceps colors the
flame pale green. Completely soluble in the fluxes, giving reac-

tions for iron and manganese. Soluble in nitric and hydrochloric

Analyses by S. L. Penfield have proved it to be a hydrous

to the formula
R"

4
P

2

"0
9 , H3

0=R
3
P

3 8
+H

3
RO

a
. The mineral in external charac-

ter has a marked resemblance to triplite, and this fact is expressed
in the name which has been given it.

(8.) Dickinsontte. Occurs foliated massive; often lamellar

radiate, the laminae bein<r sometime straight, but more often

curved. In one instance observed in tabular crystals with stri-

ated base. These have a rhombohedral aspect, but are shown by
an optical examination to be twins belonging to the orth---

(or monoclinic) system, the prismatic angle being about 120°.

basal, perfect; folia very brittle. Hardness =0.5— 4.

s™,.;«„ u o.ooo t.,„^> „;*,.™,, a ™, the cleavage face

mg grass-green. Transparent to translucent. In the closed tube

blackens, fuses and gives off water having a faint acid reaction.

Before the blowpipe in the forceps fuses at 1 to a black magnetic

globule, and colors the flame pale-green with an occasional faint

tinge of red. With the fluxes gives reactions for iron and man-

ganese. Soluble in acids. The chemical analysis now in pr- .giv>s

by S. L. Penfield indicates it to.be a hydrous phosphate of iron and

manganese with alkalies, the spectroscope showing the presence

of both soda and lithia.

The above species are from a deposit of mangam so min. rals in

a vein of coarse albitic granite which has been quarried lor mi. a.

Associated with them is a considerable amount of a f<

rhodocbrosite which, according to Mr. Peufield's analysis, contains

about 27 per cent of carbonate of iron. There are also present :

a black phosphate of iron manganese and lithia, a purple phos-

phate resembling heterosite, and a black hydrated oxide .d man-

ganese
; all these apparently are products of the oxidation of the

other mineraK We hav. 'also determhn 1 th. pivs. ice ol vivi-

anite, hebronite, apatite, and some other ph<»phan-> ulo. cm-
position needs further investigation before a final • nclu-

:
in

:

-

the Julv number of this Journal a full description of the locality.

This will include the results of the crystallography an

m of the new species, the chemical analyses already

the method of occurrence which we may obtain from the addi-

tional supply of material we expect soon to receive.

.

i.'

oy J. H. Collins. F.G.S. 206 pp. 8vo. New York, 1878. (^. V.
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Putnam's Sons—Putnam's Advanced Science Series).—This work
is intended primarily "for practical working miners, quarrymen,
field geologists, and students of the science classes." The first

volume now issued (the second being in the press) contains a
' ical and chemical

.s principally used
I chapters upon crystallography, though the symbols of Nau-

mann are also given. The value of this portion of the work is

enhanced by the very large number of figures of crystals, which
will do much to remove the inherent difficulties of the subject.

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Synoptical Mora of North America ; by Asa Gray.—The
first part of this work is expected to be published before May-
day. It will form a bound volume of itself, with index, etc. ; but
it is only the first part of vol. ii. The publication begins with
vol. ii, because it takes up the American Flora where the Flora of

North America by Torrey and Gray dropped it five and thirty
years ago, viz : at the end of Composites. The ground which was
covered by that work, newly worked over, will be comprised in

the first volume of the new work. The present publication in

eludes all the Gamopetalw after Composite?,, and fills over 400 com-
i -ial 8vo pages. The price is fixed so as barely to recover

the cost of the edition. For this sum ($6), it will be sent by mail
to any part of the Unitec
Curator of Harvard University i
In the trade it is published by Messrs. Ivison, Blakeman, Taylo
& Co., New York.

2. Bibliographical Index to North American Botany ; or
(

'it. it ;>>,,.-< of . i.ttlturUiesfor allthe Recorded In<i;</fnr>u,< <md X><t-

uralized Species of the Flora of North America, with a Chrono-
logical Arrangement of the S;/,,, ,,,,,,„,, : l,v m.kkno Watson.
Part 1. Polypetal^:. Washington: Smithsonian Institution,
March, 1878, 8vo, 476 pp. including table of Orders, and index to

orders and genera.—This forms No. 25^ of the Smithsonian M'ts-

celhn„;,ux Co/h,lions; and surely it will be ranked among the
most useful volumes of a valuable series. What a formidable

g it is, what a vast amount of pains-taking and critical

labor has h
. mav De imagined by turning over

the well-filled pages, but will be adequately understood only by
working botanists. To such it will be a great boon ; and thankful

be to the venerable Secretarv of the Smithsonian Institu-

te should have taken this wbrk in hand, so rendering its

production possible. Not less grateful should they be to the editor
for his patience, conscientious thoroughness, and disinterested
zeal, which, as in similar instances, can be recompensed only by
the consciousness of having done useful work, very i

fellow-laborers and those who are to come after them. The Sec-
retary, in his advertisement, states that this work " is

|by the Smithsonian Institution, at the request of the leading bot-
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anists of the United States, who have also contributed to the
expense of its preparation." But the contributions must ham
been few and of comparatively small amount, while the labor has
been protracted.

The portion now issued covers the ground of the first volume
of Torrey and Gray's Flora of North America, i. e. of the Poly-
petalous Dicotyledons, and may therefore be regarded as a c

elaborate bibliography.plete portion <

; mere bibliography or index-making, \\, v which simple
lairing might suffice; but it is a critical revision and re-investiga
tion of the whole ground, not only supplementing that volume of
the Flora by all that has been published since, but abounding in

new and independent determinations ami judgments. All the
typographical arrangements

volume well within the reach of all wl
price is fixed at two dollars, in paper covers. Th
most will much prefer bound copies. We may b
pouncing that the editor has had a small numbei
into strong cloth binding; and that these may be obtained,

University Fof the Harvard University Herba
tional cost, viz: at $2.25, if early appli

3. On some points in the Morphology of JPrimulacece ; by M.
T. Masters, M.D., F.R.S., etc.—A paper in the first volume of
the new series of the Transactions of the Linnean Society of

London (in which Botany and Zoology are separate), based upon

in other plants, so far as they throw light upon these; illustrated

by three plates, crowded with figures; followed by a full selection

of the bibliography of the subject. The placenta of Primulacem
is concluded to be " a direct prolongation of the receptacle or
axis, without any connection with the sides or apex of the car-

?rs, placenta? are outgrowths
either from the margin or center of carpels ; these outgrowths

ched, and may cohere with one another, thus pro-

; appearance of a solid column directly produced from
may become detached, and may cohere i

t&a receptacle. Such forms of placenta lead to the inference that

the ancestral progenitors of Primulacem, had parietal placenta-

tion." It may be added that the whole does not militate more
against present carpellary placent:

• Dumma.
The ovular integuments are concluded to be foliar. The expla-

nation of the anteposition of stamens to corolla-lobes and of the

later appearance of the corolla is not at all settled. a. g.

4. On the Origin of Floral JEstivatiom, etc. ; by Rev. G.

Hiv-L.w, M.A., F.L.S.—A paper in the same volume of Linn.

Trans. The forms of activation a

\ five of which we should regard as species or varieties

of the imbricative ; the term convolute (in place of contorted) is

heartily adopted for one of them, following the suggestion in

this Journal ; the degrees of frequency of the various kinds are

indicated ; the mode in which they may pass into each other is

shown; their origination under evolution speculated upon with



symn
the corolla of Primula is an outgrowth of the andrcecium is

controverted, more particularly on the ground that the develop-
ment of the parts of normal flowers is by no means always cen-

tripetal. A. G.

5. Floral Strii.-tiirt ', •! .IJfi/tities of Sapotacece ; by Marcus
M. Hartog, M.A., etc.—A short paper in Trimen's Journal of
Botany, for March, 1878. Observations made at the Botanic
Garden at Peradeniya, Ceylon, and very neatly worked out. As
to the ovules, " the impression " is that they are the axillary buds
of the carpels. Flowers almost always proterogynous. Evolu-
tion in the flower " strictly centripetal, with a tendency to aug-
mentation in the number of parts in the whole as we" advance
from the periphery inwards." "Each new member arises in

front of the widest intervals between the next oldest members.
If the intervals be wide, the new members are formed in front of

the widest intervals between the members of the next oldest

whorl and those of the next but one," both falling under Hof-
meister's generalizations. The order nearest to Sapotace^ is Myr-
sinacece; and Styracacece (Symplocem being separated) nearer than
JSbenacem. Finally the "outgrowth" theory of the petals of

Priiuxlaeere is opposed by the inference that the origin and
structure of the corolla must be essentially the same in this order
as in MyrsinacecB ; that "in many plants the petals, though first

formed, are soon overtaken and outstripped by the stamens. Carry
the delay a stage further back, and you have the history of Prim-
ulacem." The paper closes with an amended character of Lnbour-

, and of an allied new genus Mchleria, in honor of one
of the best morphological botanists of the day, Dr. Eichler, who
—let us add our congratulations—succeeds to the chair vacated by

of Alexander Braun at Berlin. Professor Schwendener,
from Tubingen, takes the new chair of Physiological Botany at

6. Curtiss : North American Plants.—The first part of the

of dried plants of our Southern States (250 species),

A. H. Curtiss announced a year or more ago, is now
issui-d. The set supplied to the Harvard University Herbarium
enables us to declare that the specimens are well chosen, copious
and perfect, are carefully put up, all named, with printed tickets
in neat form and taste ; and that these sets are cheap at the price,

viz
: twenty dollars for 250 species. To favor this laudable enter-

v botanists, some sets
have been deposited at the Harvard University Herbarium, the
Curator of which will receive applications for them. a. g.

7. On the Spore-Formation of the MesocarpecB, and especially of
the new Genus Gonatonema ; by Dr. V. B. Wittrock:.—In the
genus Gonatonema, founded on G. ventricosum, a new species,
and the old Mesocarpvs notabilis of Hassall, the cells bend into
something like a knee-joint, and divide into three parts, in the
central one of which the spore is formed directly, without conju-
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gation. Dr. Wittrock observed a rotation of the chlorophyll-
hands previous to the formation of the spore. The writer calls
attention to the fact that in Mougeotia calcarea he has found that
the spores are sometimes formed in three different trays, sup-
posed to be characteristic of the three different genera'. Me*o-
'nrjHix. PLiyn.xfi.rnni.,, and St.turospermum. w. «. f.

8. Non-Sexual Outgrowths on Fern ProthaUi.—The disrovery
of the non-sexual production of the Fern-plant from the pro-
thallus by Dr. Farlow, when a pupil of De Bary at Stra.hur.r
has been extended to numerous instances. The facts and bearings
of the case were reported to the Society of German Naturalists,
at the late meeting at Munich, by Professor De Bary, as follows :

"Investigation has shown that some Ferns, namely, Pterin <',-,-

tica, Aspidium falcatum, and Axjdtlhmi Fil !.>-,,',,.<. var. >•/•;*-

latum, form on the pr- ,idia but trem-rallv no
arrh.'jr,,, :,,. ,, r i, n p, ru_.,. t , lu . s w |.j, i, p.,,.^1, |„ t ; irt ' tin opening of
th <- eanalj f the typical formation of the em-
bryo, the outgrowth described by Farlow. In those species whirl!
develop archegonia no such outgrowth has been observed. The

1 phenomena presented by the shoot are alike in
the species named, even in the smallest particulars. In the pro-

iieh grows directly out of the spore, the development
*fcfoh occurs in most cases, and which may be called normal, is as
follows

: at the sinus, nearly at the spot where the first archego-
nium occurs, there arises a protuberance which grows out directly
into a leaf, at the base of this, close by the insertion of the pro-
thallus, there is formed an axial punctum vegetationis, on which a
second and the successive later leaves appear. At the base of
the first leaf there is formed, endogenously on the vascular bundle,
the first root. As soon as the second leaf appears, the bud grows
bke an ordinary fern-shoot. Variations differing in degree from
the normal mode of growth are not uncommon. Frequently the
prothalli form branches similar to themselves (secondary prothalli)
which can again produce leaves and shoots in a great variety of
forms. A moment's reflection shows that the three Ferns in ques-
tion have lost the power of forming archegonia, and with it sexual
reproduction, and as compensation for the sexual formation of the
embryo, possess the power of forming the outgrowth described
hy Farlow. This presents a special case of that general phenom-
enon which is called apogamy, total loss of reproductive power,
and which consists in the fact that a species loses sexual repro-
duction and receives in its place numerous non-sexual modes of

propagation, such as brood-buds, suckers, etc. The numerous bulb-
lets of the higher phanerogams, species of Allium, Dentaria, and
the like, are examples of this, as well as of the successive degrees
of difference in apogamy." Closer observation of the phenomena
of reproduction in apogamous plants other than Ferns was recom-

mended. Dr. Farlow's paper was originally published in the

_s of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
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9. A Catalogue of the Flowering Plants and higher Cryptogams
growing without cxdtiction within thirti/ miles of Tale College.

Published by the Berzelius Society, New Haven, 1878, pp. 72,

8vo, and an outline map.—This catalogue has reached us barely

in time for announcement here. Its form and typography are

attractive, and the editors (whose names are not mentio'ned),

appear to have done their work admirably, under the auspices of

Professor Katon. who adds nn introduction, with intere-ti m his-

torical details. The catalogue extends to the Mu«<-i and Ilej-'tir.e,

and the summary of species gives the total number of 1,506.

IV. AsTKONOMY.

1. Der Sternhatifen j Persei, etc., von Dr. H. C. Vogel.
Leipzig, 1878.^ 4to,' pp. 36.—Dr. Vogel, of the Potsdam Observa-
tory, has published the results of measures of the cluster x Persei,

made in lsG7-70 by means of the 8-inch refractor at Lei]

the object of fixing the relative positions (and magnitudes) of the

stars of this cluster, so that any future change may not pass un-

detected. 176 stars, in all, have been fixed in position by the

meter. The field was bright, and a magnifying power
of 145 diameters was employed throughout. The various BectioiBl

of thi> work of 36 quarto pages treat of the following subjects:

§1. The position of the 'instrument; t/u determination <f t/tt

parallel. A novel feature here is that the zero of position was
determined before and after each set of measures (either of p and
s or of aa and A 6) on each pair of stars, so that the observations
for any pair are arranged thus : 1st, four measures of p ;

four

measures of s ; 2d, determination of parallel ; the next pair is

thee observed as follows : 1st, four measures of p ; four measures
of s ; 2d, determination of parallel ; and so on throughout the

§2 contains an ;,,,,.,';,;,,?;,„
,,f f /, f

l
, t ,,< ;th, l,-ei r<-b ; and of the

r.,1,,. ,,fth< r.euh.t;,,,, off/,, micrometer. The zero of the micro -

meter was found to be dependent upon the position of the instrument
and also upon the kind of illumination of the threads. The value of

the rei olution is found from transits on 20 nights, from Nov., 1867,

to May, 1870. During all this time the reticle was left at the

same distance from the objective, and the thermometric coefficient

resulted +0" -001581 t° in Reaumer's scale. The magnitude and
the sign of this, Dr. Vogel explains by the fact that the focal

point was not determined each night (as he says is usual), and he

correctly points out the necessity of leaving the focus unchanged
for such observations and for determining the value of the screw
during the series itself.

§ 3 deals with the methods of observation and reduction. The
brighter stars less than 10th magnitude were determined from meas-
ures of p and s with four selected stars of the group. These four

were connected by measures of p and s and also A« and A<? ; and
they were further connected with two stars of the cluster h Persei,

which had been observed with the Bonn meridian-circle. The
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pins of stars were observed alternately on different threads, tin
zeros determined under the same circumstances as those of the' ••> ,\;iii(»ns, the position angles measured by turning the circle
in both ways. From four to six measures of p and s were made
each night, and for each pair of tin- t.i-i«_r1ii t-r stars at least four
nights observations were made, i. e., at least sixteen measures of
p and s. The reductions are complete, and the observations arc
reduced to 1870*0.

The fainter stars (10-12 mag.) were observed by &a and Ad
with other stars at least on two nights for each star.

g 1 deals with the < />'•>/ ror ,/ ,f the observations; for the brighter
stars, the probable error of a single observation is found to be,
in s ±" ""--^. in j> (reduced) ±0 ff

-306. The probable errors for
the mean of each night are more important, and result as follows

deuce of the probable errors on the distance or the posi-

5 become, in s, ±0"'092,
^o and -\o

v

of the brighter stars these are ±o"-o07 in K.A. ±'"089
in X.r.D. The positions for the fainter stars are determined
within less than l" in each coordinate, which Dr. Vogel considers
sufficient for his purpose.

§ 5 treats of the determinations of the brightness of the stars

of this cluster. The 1 76 stars of the cluster range between the
6-5 and 1 3th magnitudes.
Each one of the fainter stars (higher than 10 mag.) was deter-

mined bv eve estimates ,.f magnitude at least 5 times; the prob-
able error of the mean is ±0*14 magnitude. The brighter stars

determined on several evenings by the eye, and <

' ' a Zollne * *nights each was compared by a Zollner's photometer with
ynitudes

(Argelander)
standard stars. A table (p. 12) gives the magnitudes of the

hter stars, 1st, by eye (Vogel); 2d, by eye,
"

photometric magnitude, assuming the light

agreement is remarkable, but the table shows (what
was already known) that Argelander's magnitudes higher than
9*0m make the stars too bright.

§6 gives the Oh*< rr.n in,7,< <fth< .<f<trs (in tabular form) and the

Results. A difference between the Spring and Autumn observa-
tions, in both An- and Atf, of one of the stars indicates possibly a
parallax of about 0* '3.

§7 gives the Oh*,-/rations <>f t/n. Fumhtn^ntaJ Stars; and Cat-

alogue of the :in h'i'/hhst stars. The observations are of relative

^«and Ad of the four fundamental stars, and of two of Arge-
lander's stars in h Per*,; ami ;dso meridian observations. These
last also indicate a parallax to the star b. None of the stars

appear to have a large proper motion.
;

-

•-.-.
"„d ( ,it.,i.,.„i. ..r'.tll th. *t.„* ••fth. ,h>*hi\ This is followed by
^voeharts. one/.f the biiohter sta^ and the plan of triangulation,

the other of the whole cluster.

Am. Jopb. 8ci.-Thikd Sekies, Vol. XV, No. 89.-Mat, 1878.
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This brief analysis will give an idea of the contents of this
extremely tin.rough paper, which will Take its place heside the
other researches ,,f the author in the same field. They are all

models of what such imputations should he, and leave nothing
'— reduction, in the accu-

ire always adequate to

cellent examples of the

2. American Journal of Mathematics Pure and Applied.
mdcr the auspices ot the Johns Hopkins Universitv.

Vol i, No. 1. 4°, 104 pp. Baltimore, 1878.—We are glad to greet
Tm " nrM ntanher of thi> quarterly. It fills a place in American
Journals that has been too long vacant. The primarv ohject of the
Journalist estimation. In addition, concise
abstracts of subjects to which special interest may attach, and
critical and bibliographical notices and reviews of the most
important mathematical publications form part of the plan.
The present number contains contributions from Messrs. Xew-

comb, Hill, Eddy, Weichold, Cayley, Rowland, Peirce, Sylvester.
The two longest articles are by Mr. G. W. Hill, Researches in the
lMnar Theory, and I Wes<n,- Sylvester, On an application of the
new^ Atomic Theory to the graphical representation of the In-
variants and Govariants of Binary Quantics.

3. Publications of the Cincinnati Observatory.—No. 4 of this
series contains a table of mierometric measurements ,,f Southern

-. w\ ering 72 pp. royal octavo, made during the year
1877 by Messrs. Herbert A. Howe and Winslow Upton, and the
Director of the Observatory, Prof. Ormond Stone.

Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Dnfthss Region of Wisconsin. ^Editors.)—There are one or two sentences in Professor Dana's
paper on the " Driftless Interior of North America." in the April
number of the Journal, whirl call f> rei iark fr..m me, sine, their
effect is to credit me with more than I deserve in the matter of
the theoretical conclusions as to the glacial phenomena of the
northwest, given in volume ii of the Geology of Wisconsin. As
the same error occurs in other reviews of our work, it is evi-

imatter is not made as plain as it should be in the
reports themselves. I give, therefore, a brief statement of the
-cts. In 1874, Professor T. C. Chamberlin investigated the
already known Potash Kettle Range of Eastern Wis.
came to the conclusion that it was a gigantic moraine produced
by the separate glaciers of the Green Bay and Lake Michigan
troughs. Subsequently he traced the range much farther -up-
ward than before known, found it curving westward and n rth
ward again, and carried it to the southern boundary of the district
under my charge. In June, 1875, he furnished me with a map
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on which he had marked the probable position of the continuation
in the Central Wisconsin District. Afterward I verified this and
l«.c:iled the range as mapped in my report ; and in studying out
my own obsen ations on the Glacial Drift, found them to harmonize

the
nous moraines, that 1 \

uglily with his theory that the Kettle Kanges
^ • I yielded to his idea and used it in explaining

itrict—among thei..

fence of the Driftless Region. The honor of the first reco
of these great moraines as such, and of their great vain
cators of the positions and size of the various glaciers, am

mst be given entirely to Professor
< haml.eiiih. Should this idea stand the test of investigation, it

will, beyond doubt, lead to some important conclusions.

2. A Treatise on Chemistry; by H. E. Roscoe, F.R.S. and
C. S, ,„„;,. kmmkii, K.R.S., Professor's of Chemist rv in Owens Col-
lege. Vol. I. The Non-metallic Elements. 769 pp. 8vo. New
York: 1878. (D. Appleton & Company).—This treatise supplies
a want which every teacher and student of chemistry feels; of a

clear succinct statement of the facts of modern chemistry, fairly

complete and with such a discussion of chemical theory as the
present state of the science permits within the proper scope of
such a work.

3. Report of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey for 1874.
—This volume contains, among its very valuable articles, t In-

elaborate paper in full of Mr. Charles 'A. Schotl (Assistant in

the Coast Survey) on the Secular change of Magnetic Declination
in the United States and other parts of the United States, and

. E. Hilgard, Assistant, <

Transatlantic Longitudes of 1872, being the final Report, giving
a review of previous determinations.

4. Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences—The Bullet

catalogue, with notes, of the Mycological flo

" T
ohnso-

* ri

pp. 12mo. New York, 1878. (D. Van Nostrand—Van

linnesota, by A. E. Johnson, M.D., occupying 100 pages.
Mutter o t,d Motion; by J. Clerk Maxwku., M.Am 1J,1),

Nostrand Science Series.) This essay is reprinted from the Ap
and May numbers of Van X -Hand'- Magazine. It is a very clear
statement of some of the fundamental principles of physics by a
most eminent authority.

6. Contributions to North American Ethnology: Tribes of
California : by Stephen Powers. Department of the Interior,

XJ. S. Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain
Region, J. W. Powell in charge. 636 pp. 4to, with a map and
several 4to plates.—The work treats with fullness of the people and
;dl their characteristics, and the plates illustrate their forms,
features, music, habits, weapons, implements, etc. Many of the
pages of the volume are occupied by vocabularies from various
sources, edited by Prof. Powell.

Report of the Chief of Engineers for the year 1877. Parts I and H. 1456
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<«f Washington's cabinet and one'of the most distinguished men of
his day. He was a member of the class of is-j:? at Harvard Col-
lege, and graduated from the Massachusetts Medical School in

1826. He practiced medicine several years in Philadelphia, and
while there devoted much of his time to the Academy of Natural

mg vvas appointed one of the Naturalists of

ploring Expedition under the command of
Charles Wilkes, IT. S. N. The expedition gave him good oppor-
tuuiti. s f.r pursuing his favorite studies. And these opportunities
for original observation were furtlx r i nlarg. d ; for, soon after his

'•-turn from this voyage, on the nth of October, 1 843, he left for

'•->
j
'- vi l>]

, 1, di i. and the eastern part of Africa, in order to
continue his invest igath >ns with regard to the races of men and

ts and animals. Again at home, he pub-
lished. :n 1848, The Races of Men, and their Geographical Dis-
tribut.on, being volume ix of the Exploring Expedition. T~ 1QK "

he had ready for the press The Geogr; '
'

Animals and Plants, being volume xv

: appropriations, only t

'!i<hed. Another large work, entitled Man's Record
of his own Existence, was only recently completed, and
passing through the press.

Dr. Pickering was untiring an
research, and >.i u!Vat and varied learning. His works arc reposi-
tories of carefully observed facts on the subjects he had

i. al.mo- with the conclusions to'which he had been led.

1
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' ;lniil1 .-'- '";' ! >ad neither a desire, nor a gift, for
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< -' t tniiu. d luting t I0114 lit. in it>- >ibin»

nor money, nor any other reward
sd storing it up in con-

i-ms tor the service of others. He loved his friends,
and was a most genial traveling companion, though naturally
r"7 ivs " ! •'inung tlH.se with whom he was not familiar.

Dr. Pickering was married, m 1 sal, to Sarah S .laughter of the
hit Hamel Hammond, Esq., of Boston, and leaves no children.

d: always be dear to those who knew him; his

m hi'di place in the annals of
•n ience.
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The United States Survey of the Fortieth Parallel, in charge
of Mr. Clarence King, has made known the fact that a well
marked Permian horizon can be distinguished in the Eockj
Mountain region

; and deposits considered of this age are
represented on the geological maps of that survey. This adds
much interest to the vertebrate fauna known from near this
horizon, and probably belonging to it, as hitherto no Permian
vertebrates have been identified in this countrv, although not
uncommon in Europe.
The Museum of Yale College contains an extensive series of

-Reptilian remains belonging to a peculiar lacustrine fauna,
which includes also Amphibians and Fishes. These fossils are
from several localities in the West, but mainly from New
Mexico, and the geological horizon appears to be in the upper
portion of the Permian. These Eeptilian remains are in excel-
lent preservation, and among them are several genera, having
the more important characters of the Rhynchocephala, of which
the genus Ealteria, of New Zealand, is the living type. The
principal points of agreement are the separate premaxillariea :

the immovable quadrate ; and the biconcave vertebrae. An-
other character of much interest is the presence of certain
hypaxial elements of the vertebrae, first observed by Von Meyer
m the Triassic genus Sphenosaurus, and called by him inter-
central bones, (" Zwichenwirbelbein "). These wedge-shaped
hones are apparently the homologues of the cervical hypa-
pophyses in the Mosasaurta, and of the sub-caudal attach-
ments in the Odontornitkes, and a few recent birds. These inter-

central ossifications apparently exist in all the Keptilia yet
found in this new fauna, and hence serve to distinguish' it

With this character is another of hardly less interest. The
anterior rib-bearing vertebrae preserved have three separate
articular facets for the ribs ; one on the anterior part of the
centrum for the head, and a double one above for the bifid

tubercle. In the implantation of the teeth and their succes-
sional development, these Eeptiles resemble the Mosasuria.
Am. Jour. Set.—Third Series, Vol. XV, No. 89.—Mat, 1878.
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These characters, with others mentioned below, indicate two
distinct families, which may be called Nothodontidce and Sphen-

acodontidce, from the typical genera here described.

Nothodon lentus, gen. et sp. nov.

This genus of Eeptiles may readily be distinguished by the

dentition. In each separate premaxillary there are two slender

pointed teeth. In front of the maxillary there are one or two

similar teeth, followed by a number with narrow transverse

crowns, resembling in form the premolars of some carnivorous

mammals. These crowns, when unworn, have a central cusp,

and on each side a tubercle, somewhat like that on the premolars

of the genus Canis. In the present species the first and last of

the transverse teeth are smaller than the middle ones. The
limbs were short, the long bones had their extremities cov-

ered with cartilage, but the carpals and tarsals were well ossified.

The centra were very deeply concave, and the tail was long.

The following measurements are taken from the type speci-

men of this species

:

Length of maxillary bone 65 ,mm

Space occupied by ten maxillary teeth 55-

Height of crown of second maxillary tooth 14-

Height of crown of third maxillary tooth - 9-

Anteroposterior diameter 3*

Transverse diameter 8'

Anteroposterior diameter of eighth tooth 5-

Transverse diameter 15-

The present species was about five or six feet in length, and

herbivorous in habit. It was apparently slow in movement,
and probably more or less aquatic. The remains at pit .-out

known are from New Mexico.

Sphenacodon ferox, gen. et sp. nov.

In the present genus the anterior teeth are somewhat like

those of the reptile described above, but the posterior, or more
characteristic ones, are totally different. The crowns are much
compressed, and have very sharp cutting edges, without crenula-

tions. In the present species the carnivorous teeth are crowded
together, and the crowns placed slightly oblique, and twisted
The jaws were comparatively short and massive. The rami of

the lower jaws were apparently united by cartilage only, and
the symphysis was short. The vertebrae are deeply biconcave.

Measurements from the type of this species are as follows

:

Length of dentary bone 150*ram

Space occupied by teeth 130'

Extent of four anterior caniiiitorm Uvth ... 25-

Extent of twenty compressed teeth 105-
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1

Height above jaw of second lower tooth _. 15 mm

Depth of dentary bone at symphysis 26'

Height of crown of compressed tooth ...... 8"

Transverse diameter 4*

This reptile was about six feet in length, and carnivorous in

habit. Its remains are from the same locality in New Mexico
that yielded those of Nothodon.

Ophiacodon mirus, gen. et sp. now
A third genus of Eeptiles allied to the last described is indi-

cated by various well preserved remains from the same locality.

The teeth are all carnivorous in type, conical in form, and all

are similar. Those in the anterior part of the jaws are recurved,

and in general shape resemble those of Serpents. The rami of

the lower jaws were united only by cartilage. The vertebrae

are very deeply biconcave, and even perforate, and the intra-

central bones large. In the present species the teeth are nearly

smooth, and somewhat compressed.
The following measurements indicate the size of this reptile

:

Extent of anterior sixteen teeth in dentary - 75
-mm

Extent of anterior five lower teeth - . - 20-

Height of crown of fourth lower tooth 10-

Depth of lower jaw at symphysis 15'

Extent of seven anterior maxillary teeth 33-

Height of crown of first maxillary tooth 9
•

Antero-posterior diameter of crown 3
•

This species was about as large as those described above, and
is from the same geological horizon in New Mexico.

Ophiacodan grandis, sp. nov.

A second larger species of apparently the same genus is rep-

resented by portions of the jaws, and teeth, and various parts

of the skeleton. In this species the dentary bone is angular at

its anterior extremity, and triangular in section. Its external

surface is rugose, as in the Crocodiles. The crowns of the teeth

are striate at the base, and the latter is furrowed vertically.

The teeth are not so thickly set as in the smaller species, and

the bases of the crowns are somewhat transverse.

Space occupied by ten anterior lower teeth 140,mm

Depth of lower jaw at symphysis 129-

Antero-posterior extent of symphysis 25

Depth of dentary bone below seventh tooth 30*

Width of dentary at this point. - 20 '

The present species was about ten feet in length, and the

largest reptile yet found in this fauna. The remains are from

New Mexico.
Yale College, New Haven. April, 1878.
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Art. LX. — On the Transmission of Sensation and Volition

through the Nerves* Contribution from the Physical Labora-

tory of the Cornell University; by M. M. Garver, B.S., Pro-

fessor of Natural Science in Mercersburg College, Pa.

During the winter of 1875-6 some experiments were made
in the Physical Laboratory of the Cornell University, under the

direction of Professor Wm. A. Anthony, to determine the rate

of transmission through the nerves. The experiments were

continued for a period of several months, during which some
interesting and, as far as the writer's knowledge goes, new
results were obtained.

The apparatus used for measuring the time was a modified

form of the Schultz Chronograph and consisted essentially of a

rk making 1281 vibrations per second, a metallic

i -vlin.h;r covered with smoked paper, and an induction coil for

giving and recording signals. The cylinder was capable of

being rotated freely about a horizontal axis by means of a

handle. The prolonged axis of the cylinder was cut with a

screw and worked in a fixed nut; consequently when the

handle was turned the cylinder gradually advanced in the

direction of its axis. The tuning-fork, which was kept in

vibration and regulated by one of Konig's automatic break-

pieces, bore upon one of its prongs a flexible style of brass

which was placed in contact with the blackened paper. Then
when the tuning-fork was set to vibrating and the cylinder

* relating to " volition" has been almost entirely omitted

. Jour. Sci.-Thirr Series, Vol. XV, No. 90.-Junb, 181
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turned, an undulating line was traced spirally round the cylin-
der; each one of the undulations corresponding to a known
interval of time. The base of the tuning-fork was connected
with one wire from the induction coil and the cylinder with
the other, so that when the primary circuit was broken a spark
would pass from the end of the style through the paper to the
cylinder, displacing the lampblack in its passage and leaving a
small dot in the undulating line or trace.

The method of using the apparatus was as follows : the wire
of the secondary circuit connected with the tuning-fork vras

conducted to one side and used to give the signals by placing
a short break in the wire in contact with the part of the body
desired, the flesh of the body completing the circuit. The
resistance in the primary circuit was so regulated that the
signal could be distinctly felt without being painful. Then in

the primary circuit two keys were necessary, one for the opera-
tor with which to give the signal and one for the individual
experimented upon with which to answer the signal. The
operator's key was so arranged that the circuit could be broken
and closed again by simply depressing the lever. The answer-
ing key consisted of a light vertical lever, capped with a small
insulating knob of ivory having a groove in its upper surface
into which the nail of the index finger was placed in order that

the circuit could be broken with the least possible lost motion,
by simply flexing the finger. All the contacts of the keys
were of platinum.

When everything was in readiness, the operator turned the

cylinder and depressed his key ; the spark passed, giving the

signal and dotting the paper. As soon as the signal was per-

ceived, the finger was flexed, another spark passed and was
also registered upon the smoked paper. Then the time between
receiving and answering the signal was found by counting the

number of vibrations which were registered between the two
dots,—the fractions of vibrations being estimated in tenths by

It was found that the time required to perceive and answer
a signal even when given at the same point, varied consider-
ably

;
consequently large numbers of observations were neces-

sary in order to attain to anything like accuracy in the results.

The first series of observations were taken from the cheek
and foot, and the difference in time as computed from the
means was 0-0412 of a second. The distance was about five

and a half feet, consequently the velocity was about 133 -7 feet

per second. Utcr.var-k i a over, more careful measurements
were made, and the difference in time found between the foot

and hip, hand and shoulder, neck and upper lumbar region,
hearing, and the probable errors of the results com-

puted according to the usual method for such cases.
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and nine single observations, was found to be 0-1572"± -0009"
;

when the signal was given upon the shoulder, the time as

obtained from sixty observations, was 0-1482"±-0010". The
difference is 0*009" and the distance, as measured, twenty-three
inches, hence the velocity from the data, was in this case
213-± 28-6 feet per second.

The results can probably best be shown in a table (see table

I.) All the series from which these results were obtained are

not given because they would swell the proportions of this

article to an undue extent ; and also because the establishment

of the reliability of the numerical results obtained, it is

expected, can be shown to be of minor importance.

"i : .

:
.

Ti

Tn£r
ed

'"Sr X Velocity in

Fowler (1), 30 Left foot,

Left cheek, 0-1296"
•(1412" Sift. 133-7

Garver (2), 109 Left hand, •009' 23 in. 213 ±28-6

Lee (3), Left hand,
-

•01546' 1132±17-4

(5), 95

Back,
Left foot, 0-1927"±-0014"

•01,0" 16ti „. 105-5 ±10-1

(U
»3 Left hip,

Left hand,
- 0-15423" ?

•oooo:; *» 60000.

It will be noticed that the time in (4) and (6) diners con-

siderably in the two sets of observations, although taken from

the same person. The difference can hardly be owing to errors

in observation, for the sum of the probable errors is less than

003", while the differences referred to are -006V and -0074".

There was
nerve, or L
interval of time which elapsed before the last series were taken.

Number (4) was taken Jan. 8th ; number (6) a week later.

Number (7) gives an extraordinary result. It is so very-

large that it can hardly be regarded otherwise than as erroneous.

Doubtless there was a change in condition while taking the

observations, for all the observations from the hand were taken

before any were taken from the shoulder, and the fatigue inci-

dent upon taking so large a number of observations is con-

siderable, so that it can hardly be claimed that the experiments
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were made under exactly the same conditions. If, however,

the observations had been taken alternately from hand and
shoulder, any change in condition would have affected both

alike, and although the mean time might have increased or

diminished, the differences would not have been materially

affected. It is unfortunate that the order of the observations

was not preserved, for then the whole series could have been

broken up, and the change, if any, detected. This series will

be again referred to hereafter.

Experiments were also made to determine the relative time

required for receiving sensations through the eye and ear.

Table II exhibits the results obtained from four different

individuals.

Table II.

««. .-Bfaa.- -2j%m.- JSKBSt
0-1 628' ±-0011"

o-no.r±-ooi2"
0-1856" ±'0015"
0-1808" ±-0035"
0-1 809" ±-0018"

0-1327" ±-0009"
0-1359" ±-0019"
01651"±-0016"
0-1364" ±0020"
0-1439" ±0015"

Garver

-0434^"

Blake
_"""."""" 3$

It will be noticed that the time required to hear a sound is

in all cases less than that required to see a light ; and the dif-

ference is sufficient to allow a sound to traverse a distance of

from twenty to thirty feet and still be perceived as soon as a

light emanating from the same point at the same instant.

In determining the time from "ear to hand," the induced

spark from the coil was made to pass in close proximity to the

ear, and the time registered as in the other cases. In finding

the time from "sight to hand," it was necessary to eliminate

the sound of the spark, and in order to accomplish this a small

glass tube was fitted with platinum wires so as to give a spark

about an inch in length, and partially exhausted of air. If

the exhaustion be properly regulated, the spark is sharp and

distinct, but perfectly noiseless.

It would seem that experimenters in attempting to determine

the velocity of nervous transmission, have generally assumed
that under the same circumstances, the rate of transmission is

constant Let us analyze a few series of observations and see

involve no other elements than those found in measuring an

ordinary fixed magnitude, the observations when plotted for

the purpose of determining the accidental errors, should give

a curve approximating to that shown in fig. 1, which is the

well-known curve of probability. And inversely, it must be
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Fig. 1. The curve of probability. (From
(Chauvenet.) Constructed from the equatio:
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evident that if the "er-
rors" are not accidental,

but are governed by some
other law, the form of the
curve will vary accord-
ingly, and may serve to

give a clue to the new law.

The readings were taken
in vibrations and tenths,

the value of which was
determined once for all.

Let us take as examples
n two series where the sig-

nals were given on the left

foot and answered as in

every case by flexing the

index finger of the right

hand. The number of

times each number ap-

being used instead of the

There were tenths in t

brevity they have been omitted

many instances, but for the sake

Now if the curves representing these observations be plotted,

hey will be seen to have two or three maxima and minima,

nd evidently come under the second case. (See figs. 2 and 3>

The two principal maxima differ by three vibrations, i. e., by
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second. And here is another r*

is particularly called, for it may serve I

explain the anomalous results obtained in some particular

cases. The maxima in I (fig. 2) occur at 21 and 24, while in

II (fig. 3) they appear at 20 and 23, showing an evident change

in the condition of the nerve. The observations in II were

taken the day after those in I, otherwise the conditions were

apparently the same. It is impossible to tell when the change

took place or to tell the cause, but if such a change should

occur during the time occupied in taking the obsei

is manifest that the results would be materially affected and

the peculiar periodicity of the results more or less destroyed.

A few more examples showing a periodicity will be given,

-
-•-i curves, it will be sufficient to

The numbers at the right indi-

approximately the difference between the means of the

groups ; 2| vibrations being equivalent t -
1

of a second *
ittle less than

:

»= i) 21 =
24= 4V?24= 1 22=
2y-~l()\ 25= 23=

* The exact rate of the fork during these
ond. Previous to the last experiments
ne repairs, after which its rate was 127-8.
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The difference between VII and VIII is very marked, and
by simple inspection, noticing the position of the maxima, we
can determine pretty closely the difference in time between
hand and shoulder. It appears to be two vibrations, corre-

sponding very closely to the difference between the means,
which was found to be 1*98 vibrations.

In the same way let us examine the experiments which gave
the anomalous results before mentioned.

In X the series shows a tendency to break

groups, the means of the first two differing by something over

five vibrations, corresponding to about ^ of a second; and
this peculiarity will be sometimes noticed, that is, if the inter-

val ?
'

T of a second does not appear, an interval of twice that

length may occur. In IX, however, no period is observable,

and the series corresponds to the theoretical form of a series of

observations to determine the value of a fixed magnitude. It

has been shown how this might occur by the combination of

series each periodic in its character ; but whether this is so or

not in this case, it is impossible to say. The means obtained

from these two series are very nearly equal, and gave the

doubtful results previously mentioned.

But it may be urged that the periods here shown are not very

marked and may be caused bv some imperfection in the appa-

ratus emploved. In that case I would refer to experiments

made with entirelv different apparatus, where the measurements

depend upon other methods. A few examples out of the many
which occur in Dr. Burckhardt's* work will be given. The
readings are in millimeters and correspond to -01 of a second

;

two millimeters then, being nearly equivalent to two and a half

vibrations. The signal was a tactile one given by a light lever,

and required in answer the movement of a stipulated muscle.

The following, with the exception of the XIV, are taken from

pp. 59 and 60.
, ,

The numbers in heavy type are those from which he esti-

mated the " norm " or mean. The periodicity is evidently the

*Burckhardt: Die physiologische Diagnoatik der Nervenkrankheiten, Leipzig,
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speriments, and must have it

Left toot. Eight hand. Ear.'

From the many examples of the occurrence of these periods,
it would appear that they have their origin in the physical or
mental action of the individual, but their physiological or psy-
chological significance is not known, and the complete elucida-
tion can be hoped for only through the aid of more extended
investigations.

In December, 1876, another method was tried by which it

was hoped that results having smaller probable errors could he
obtained and at the same time throw light upon the periodicity
of previous results. The experiments failed to fulfill expecta-
tions principally, perhaps, on account of the imperfect working
of the apparatus, but nevertheless some important facts were
learned. I am confident that the same or a similar method
cannot fail to give interesting results if proper apparatus be
employed.

In all the previous experiments the signals were given at
irregular intervals so as to avoid anything like rhythm, thus
requiring an act of perception and an act of volition for each
observation

; and from what has been shown, it appears that
these two acts cannot be performed with any great degree of
regularity. In order then, if possible, to obviate this difficulty,
the signals were made to follow each other as nearly as mav be
Wl
W-P£

rteCt isochronism
- The method used was this

:

With the same registering apparatus previously described,
two induction coils were used, one of which in connection with
the pendulum of a clock was made to give the signals at inter-
vals of a second, each beat of the clock giving a signal which
was registered upon the smoked surface. The other coil in
connection with the answering key was used to register the
answers. Two coils are necessary because when but one is

used the answer is also felt and interferes with the rhythmical
order of the signals. Part of the difference in time between
the registered signals and answers must evidently be due to the
delay caused by the passage of sensation through the nerve,
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and, if the rate of transmission is uniform, will be proportional
to the length of the nerve.

The first attempt was made by simply trying to beat time
with the index finger of the right band to signals given on the
back of the left hand. Great care was taken to prevent any
idea of the time being received except through the nerves experi-

mented upon. On examining the register after the first set of

observations was taken, it was found that the answers some-
times followed and sometimes preceded the signals and did not

have the regularity expected. Upon noticing that the signal

had been frequently anticipated, I made a new effort, taking

great pains to be sure that the signal was felt each time before

answering. A few observations were then taken, and after

stopping a short time to examine the effect, a few more were
taken. The following was the result, the tuning-fork making
127*8 vibrations per second.

Here then, we have two sets of observations taken within a

few minutes of each other, the external conditions to all in-

tents and purposes exactly alike, yet differing from each other

in a marked degree ; the mean of the second (XVII). <

-

the mean of the first (XYI) by nearly 20 per cent. The differ-

ence is probably due, at least in part, to an error in judgment
or inability to recognize the exact instant at which the signal

Two more sets (XVIII and XIX) taken two days afterwards,

under as nearly as possible the same external conditions, ex-

hibit another phase. Here it is seen that XIX, taken a few

minutes after XVni, commenced as on the previous

a marked increase over the preceding values, but gradually

decreased nearly one-half in comparatively few observations.
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Not obtaining very satisfactory results on account of the

imperfect working of one of the coils, which failed to register,

the investigation was broken off at this point. The imperfec-

tion mentioned could not affect the accuracy of the results

obtained ; the coil would simply cease working. It gave

"accurate results or none at all.''

There are too few observations in any one of the la

to give any marked indication of the periodicity noticed in the

results obtained by the first method ; but nevertheless, series

XVII, on analysis, shows a tendency to break into three groups,

differing by six and a half vibrations. Thus :

It is very improbable, to say the least, that certain values

should be selected and certain others be rejected in this way

without some cause beyond that of mere accident.

The period, it will be noticed, differs somewhat in different

lis but is almost constant in the same individual. The

doubling may be caused by the obliteration of one of the nor-

mal groups, or as it appears sometimes, by the rejection of the

intermediate values.

It may not be amiss to suggest an explanation of the " peri-

odicity " however liable it may be to be overthrown by further

investigation.

It seems that when an individual is experimented upon as in

the given cases, he is conscious of being surprised by the signal

even when expecting it And sometimes the surprise is such

that he forgets to answer until he is conscious of considerable

time elapsing. At times he has to "think twice" before he

moves his finger or stipulated muscle.
My own experience is that even when concentrating the ut-

most attention upon the point of application of the signal, I was

sometimes aware that the signal was not answered as soon as it

might have been ; while at other times no appreciable time ap-

peared to pass before answering. Knowing then, that there is

a variable element entering after consciousness, it might not be

going too far to assume that the variation is entirely cerebral.

Could not such a periodicity have its origin in the transfor-

mation lying between sensation and volition? It is readily

conceivable that such might be the case and be of such a nature

as to resemble an " increment to the judgment."
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—

The Upper Devonian Rocks of Southwest Pennsyl-

vania : by John J. Stevenson, Professor of Geology in

the University of New York.

The Vespertine or Pocono sandstone of the Pennsylvania

Survey is a massive sandstone from 350 to 450 feet thick to

southwestern Pennsylvania, and is the lower division of the

Lower Carboniferous rocks. In Fayette and Westmoreland

Counties, under Laurel and Chestnut Ridges, the last of the

v Ridges toward the west, the Vespertine sandstone

rests immediately upon a mass of gray to reddish -gray sand-

stones, interstratified with red to gray and olive shales.

These, representing the upper portion of the Devonian, are

well exposed in the gaps of the Conemaugh River through the

two ridges, as well as in the similar gaps made by the Youghio-

gheny River. In Laurel Ridge there are a few imperfect expos-

ures in the deeper gorges made by the h ..

Westmoreland and northern Fayette. In Chestnut Ridge there

are no exposures of the Devonian in Westmoreland County, but

in Fayette, south from the Youghiogheny River, these rocks

are shown in the gap made by Dunbar Creek, as well as on the

National Road, and in the deep gorges made by Shutes Run,

Redstone Creek and the principal tributaries to Sandy Creek.

Lithologically, the transition from the Vespertine or Pocono

sandstone to the Devonian rocks is sufficiently distinct. The

great sandstone breaks down into a sandy shale, interstratified

with some argillaceous shale, which in turn becomes merged

into the well-defined red-gray to olive shales and sandstones

representing the Upper Devonian. During the hasty examina-

tion of 1876, I was unable to make any close study of the sec-

tion, and so provisionally regarded the lower rocks as belonging

to the same series with the upper. This conclusion was given

in mv report to Professor Lesley for 1876. But the examina-

tions made in the several gaps during 1877 showed the previous

n to be erroneous, and that the lower portion of the

section from the very base of the Pocono sandstone is Devonian

and not Lower Carboniferous. . .

A general section of the Devonian rocks, as observed in tne

gaps mentioned above, is as follows :

—

1. Shales and thin gray sandstones JJ
£
^f
t

2. White to reddish-gray sandstones with some shale. . - <

3. Reddish-gray micaceous sandstones with red to gray ^ ^
and olive shales

.

ray shaly sandstones with variegated clays
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Lithologically, the top portion, No. 1 of the section, is a
i mass, more closely related to the overlying than to

the underlying rocks. But its relations are clearly shown by
the fossils which occur in it. This part of the section is well
exposed in the several gaps referred to, as well as on the
National Eoad as it winds up the western side of Chestnut
Ridge in Fayette County. At all localities examined it shows
the same character, the sandstones are light-gray to brown and
in thm beds, while the shales vary from brown'to dull blue.
By far the greater part of the rest of the section consists of

shale and shaly sandstone, in almost equal proportions and in
alternating layers, from two to four feet thick. The sandstones
are exceedingly micaceous, and, on the Conemaugh Biver, are
for the most part little more than a compact micaceous mud

;

but in both gaps of the Youghiogheny there are compact gray
sandstones, good enough to be used for building purposes. On
the National Road, ten or twelve miles south from the Youghio-
gheny River, the shale and micaceous sandstones re-appear as
on the Conemaugh. These micaceous sandstones are reddish-
brown, have a concretionary structure and for the most part
break down readily on exposure to the weather. Character-
istic fossils are found throughout the section and many of the
harder layers have their upper surfaces covered bv a close mat
of fucoids.

A curious conglomerate, from ten to twenty feet thick,
occurs near the middle of the section and seems to be per-
sistent having been seen under Chestnut Ridge on the Cone-
maugh and Youghiogheny rivers as well as on the National
-Koad. It is very much like that at the base of the Vespertine
or Pocono sandstone, but the pebbles are not flattened and they
are much larger than those seen in any other conglomerate
exposed within southwest Pennsylvania. They are oval, thor-
oughly rounded and polished as by long rolling in water.
Most of the larger pebbles are quartz, but with them are others
of felsite-porphyry, quite soft, which had been blackened exte-
riorly before they were embedded in the material cementing
the mass.

Relations of these Mocks.

In the final report of the First Geological Survey of Penn-
sylvania, Formation IX, the red Catskill of New York, is

mentioned as occurring in the district under consideration,
following that report, I intimated in my second annual report
to Professor Lesley that the rocks described in this article
might be referred to that formation

; on the maps accompany-
ing my third annual report, now passing through the press, the
areas are colored as Catskill. This, which was done to pre-
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serve unity in the maps of the survey, is not in full accord
with the facts.

To determine the relations of rocks one may be guided by
lithological characters and relative position, or if possible he
may trace the rocks to some typical locality, or should fossils

be present he may make his determinations by means of those.

For the most part, geologists are satisfied to abide by the last

test, aa it is of universal application and saves a great* expendi-
s and labor. But some geologists are disposed to

1

seem inclined to rebel: method i

against an imagined assi

It is desirable then to s

these rocks can be determined by tracing or by lithological

characters.

The bold anticlinal axes of southwest Pennsylvania are the

Alleghany Mountains, Negro Mountain, the "Viaduct axis,

Laurel Ridge and Chestnut Ridge, all mountainous for the

greater portion of their extent within the State of Pennsyl-

vania. Under these axes alone may one look for exposures of

the lower strata, for away from them the surface rocks belong

to the Coal Measures.
An exposure under the Alleghanies in Maryland reaches

below the Pocono or Vespertine sandstone, but northward

there is no described exposure anywhere on the west side of

those mountains in Somerset County of Pennsylvania; and, as

far as can be ascertained from the report of Mr. Piatt's close

survey, the deepest gorge on that side is cut down only to the

rocks of Formation XI, the Umbral. But in Cambria County,

which is immediately north from Somerset, the exposures

extend below Formation X, the Vespertine.

Negro Mountain separates itself from the Alleghany M. uu-

tains in northern Maryland and passes through Somerset

County of Pennsylvania, dying out in southern Cambria, as

may be learned from the reports of the Messrs. Piatt upon

those counties. No exposure in this ridge extends below Forma-

tion X.
The Viaduct axis separates itself from the Negro Mountain

in northern Maryland and continues as a strong axis through

Somerset, Cambria and Clearfield Counties of Pennsylvania.

But it nowhere shows anything below the upper portion of

on X, as appears from the reports made by Messrs. F.

and W. G. Piatt.
.

Laurel Ridge, at the line between Pe:

Virginia, exposes only the upper portion of the Umbral, XI,

but at the Youghiogheny River, the upper part of the Devonian

Here and there, northward from the Youghiogheny, a deep
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gorge is cut down to the Devonian, but owing to the thick
coat of debris, no exposures occur and no section can be
obtained south from the Conemaugh Kiver. The fold declines
north from that river, so that the gaps made within Cambria
County by Chest and Black Lick Creeks reach barely to
Formation X, and no gap in Clearfield County, south from' that
of the west branch of the Susquehanna, seems to expose any
lower rock. These facts are gathered from the reports of
Messrs. F. and W. G. Piatt on Cambria, Somerset and Clearfield
Counties, and from my own careful observations in Fayette
and Westmoreland.

Chestnut Ridge first shows the Devonian rocks near the
National Road in Fayette County, but thence northward the
axis diminishes in strength, a given stratum being fully 1,000
feet lower at the Conemaugh than at the National' Road.
Between that road and the Youghiogheny River, several
gorges are cut down to the Devonian, but no section can be
obtained until the Youghiogheny River is reached. North
from the river, owing to the decline of the axis in that direc-
tion, the deepest gorges soon fail to reach the Devonian and
no exposure exists between the Youghiogheny and the Cone-
maugh. North from the Conemaugh the fold still decreases in

strength, as is well shown by the fact that the Lower Coals
creep constantly higher up its sides, so that the gaps made by
Black Lick and other streams cannot do more than barely to
reach Formation X, especially since the great Conglomerate of
XII thickens very materially in that direction, as abundantly
appears from the report on Clearfield County by Mr. Franklin

There is no exposure whatever for more than fifty miles
along the west slope of the Alleghany Mountain ; no exposure
occurs in Negro Mountain or the Viaduct axis, so that no
exhibition of Devonian Rocks appears between the Alleghanies
and Laurel Ridge, - A

exposures ^

five miles along Laurel Ridge, the intervals being forty and
thirty-five miles; while in Chestnut Ridge there are three
exposures withm sixty miles, the intervals being ten and
thirty-five miles.

.
Surely under such circumstances one may

hesitate before accepting any conclusion based on mere strati-
graphy.

But is lithology any better? At all exposures to which
reference has been made, except those in Clearfield County,
respecting which I have no knowledge, rocks more or less

appearance are found immediately below Formation
A, which is believed to represent the gray Catskill of New York.
As they are at the top of the Devonian, they are likely to be
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Catskill or Chemung, or to represent both groups, unless indeed

those have thinned out. Professor H. D. Rogers thus describes

the Chemung and Catskill of Pennsylvania:—

"VERGENT SERIES.

"Yergent Flags (Portage flags of New York).—A rather

fine-grained gray sandstone in thin layers, parted by thin

alternating bands of shale. It abounds in marine vegetation.

3S in Huntingdon 1,700 feet.

"Yergent Shales {Chemung group of New York).—A thick

mass of gray, blue and olive-colored" shales, and gray and

brown sandstones. The sandstones predominate in the upper

part, where the shales contain many fossils. Thickness in

Huntingdon 3,200 feet.

" PONENT SERIES.

"Ponent Red Sandstone (Catskill group of New York).—

In its fullest development this is a mass of very thick alternat-

ing red shales with red and gray argillaceous sandstones. It

has very few organic remains. Among them is Holoptychms,

and one or two other remarkable fossil fishes, of genera dis-

tinctive of Old Red Sandstone. This formation has its maxi-

mum thickness in its southeastern outcrops, where it measures

more than 5,000 feet."—Final Rep. First Geol. Surv. Penn.,

vol. 1, p. 108.

On pages 140, 141 and 142 of the same volume, Professor

Rogers dves some further details respecting the hthological

characters of the rocks. In the northwest belt, the Yergent or

Portage flags consist of dark gray flaggy sandstones parted by

thin layers of blue shale, with large marine plants and a

Nwda as the chief fossils, while in the next belt toward the

west they are made up of thin-bedded, fine-grained, siliceous

gray sandstones, intimately alternating with blue and greenish

In the middle belt, the Yergent Shales or the Chemung con-

sists of graf. red to olive sandy shales, with gray and red

argillaceous sandstones, but no details are given respecting this

group in the belts west or northwest from the Alleghany

Mountains.
. .,, . , n

In the northwest belt, the Ponent or Catskill consists of fine

and argillaceous sandstones, with an increase of red and green

shale and with some calcareous layers.

On page 793 of vol. ii of the same report, Professor Rogers

points out the similarity between the deposits of the Ponent

and Yergent, and states that the sediments of the former are

quite as fm palpable as are those of the latter.

If all these descriptions 4>e compared with those already

given of the rocks occurring in the gaps of the Youghiogheny
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and Conernaugh through Laurel and Chestnut Eidges, it will
be seen that, as far as lithological characters are concerned,
those rocks may be either Catskill or Chemung, though indeed
the evidence seems to be rather in favor of their being Che-
mung, for if one wished to describe them briefly and compre-
hensively, he could do no better than to combine Professor
Rogers' descriptions of the Portage and Chemung, thus:—

" A rather fine-grained gray and brown saudstone in thin
layers parted by alternating bands of gray, blue, olive and red
shales. It abounds in marine vegetation, and in the upper part
the shales contain many fossils."

Since it would be excessively difficult to determine the rela-
tions of these rocks by mere stratigraphy, and since the litho-
logical characters fail to throw any distinct light upon the
matter, the third test must be employed.
What are the fossils?

In the Summer of 1877, while making examinations in the
Conernaugh Gap through Chestnut Ridge, I found, almost mid-
way in the section given on another page, numerous specimens

. Rhynchonella Stephani and Streptorhynchus
Chemungensis, associated with many lamellibranchs and poorly
preserved brachiopods, which could not be determined at the
time. Further examination showed that these species occur up
to within eighteen inches of the undoubted Pocono sandstone, or
Formation X. The same species were found in abundance on
the National Road as well as in the Youghiogheny Gaps ; and,
at all localities, the harder layers at from 100 to 150 feet below

-tone are covered by a thick mat of fucoids, many of
which have very thick stems and are several feet long.

in order that no doubt misfit remain respecting these species,
I sent some specimens to Professor Hall, who has made out the
following list ;

—

1. Lingula, sp. ; 2. Discina grandis or D. Alleghaniensis ; 3.

nungensis; 4. Rhynchonella Stephani ; 5.

bpirifera Verneuilu ; 6. Palceoneilo maxima; 7. Sang
rigirta; 8. & clavulus ; 9. A ventricosaf 10. Mytilarca Che-
mungensis; 11. Pteronites, sp. ; 12. Pteromtes, sp. ; 13. Actino-
desma recta; 14. New form, undt. ; 15. Orthoceras crotalumf.

Ihese were collected at one localitv and in haste, the only
object being to obtain a few specimens of the more common
forms. Of the list, Nos. 6 and 13 are found in New York only
in the Hamilton rocks, while No. 15 is very closely allied to a
Hami ton species and may be identical with it; but respecting
the other forms there is no doubt—thev are Chemung. All of
these forms occur also in the layers interstratified with those
containing the fucoids. They are not stray specimens, such as
might have been washed from the older into the newer rocks,
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for they are found in great abundance throughout the section

and they are as well preserved as Chemung fossils usually are

in New York. With these are immense quantities of fucoids,

such as are characteristic of the Portage or lower Chemung in

New York. But in the whole section there is not an Anodonta,

not a fish-plate, not any fossil of any sort which can in any way
be identified as belonging to the red Catskill of New York.

It is more than probable that the section represents only the

lower portion of the Chemung and that not only the red Cats-

kill, but also the upper portion of the Chemung is wanting in

this part of Pennsylvania.*

What then has become of the great Catskill group? The
upper or gray Catskill is represented, no doubt, by the Pocono

or Vespertine saudstone, but the lower or red Catskill has dis-

appeared. Nor is this disappearance at all strange. It is sim-

ply what might have been expected.

Professor H. D. Eogers, on pp. 141 and 142 of vol. i, of his

Final Eeport, shows with what rapidity the Ponent or red

Catskill thins out toward the northwest; that it is 5,000 to

6,000 feet thick in the southeast belt ; 2,500 to 1,000 feet in

the northwest belt ; and 400 to feet in the fifth belt
;
the

diminution in each belt being distinct as one goes northwest

or even west No details are given respecting the variations of

the group in a due west direction or towards the southwest,

most probably because no possibility of tracing the group ex-

isted then any more than now. The presence of Ponent rocks

is incidentally mentioned in notes upon the southern Allegha-

nies and the gaps through Chestnut and Laurel Ridges, but these

observations were evidently regarded as too detached and too

unimportant to be of value, since no reference is made to them

in the general summary of the group given in vol. i of the

Final Report.
. .

All the evidence points in one direction. It is impossible by

work to make direct connection between the

tad those where the age of the

rocks is settled beyond dispute ; the lithological characters of

* In the Proceedings of American Philosophical Society, vol. xvii p. 270 it to

stated that at 300 feet below the Pittsburgh Coal bed. or midway in the Lower Bar-

ren Series, certain Chemung fossils have been found. I have been ;, .

while pleading the cause of the Chemung group in the gaps through Laurel and

Chestnut Ridges, I would do well to explain how Chemung fossils happen to be

present midway in the Coal measures.

No explanation is necessary further than t

identified. I have examined the specimens i

LofhopliyUum proliferum M'C, Athyris mbtilita H., Spiriferplanoconvexus Shum

Orthia carLnaria S *"^^
These are usually thought to'be quite characteristic of the Coal measures.

Am. Joub. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XV, No. 90.—Jose, 1878.
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the rocks in question are much like those of the Chemung,
while the fossils, both animal and vegetable, are unquestionably
of Cbemung age. But one conclusion remains—the rocks are
Chemung and, as already stated, probably represent only the
lower Chemung; the great Catskill group has so far thinned
out, that it is represented only by its upper or gray member,
the Vespertine of Pennsylvania. "

Art. LXII.—Research on the Absolute Unit of Electrical Resist-

ance; by Henry A. Eowland, Professor of Physics in thfl

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

[Concluded from page 336.]

The Circle.—The circle whose constant we have called G"
and which was around the galvanometer whose constant was G,
was a large wooden one containing a single coil of No. 22
wire.* To prevent warping, it was laid^ up out of small
pieces of wood with the grain in the direction of the circum-
ference, and was carefully turned with a minute groove near
one edge in which the wire could just lie. It was about 5"

cm. broad, 1-8 thick and 82"7 cm. diameter. As the room bad
no fire in it, the circle remained perfect throughout the experi-
ment. The wire was straightened by stretching; and measured
before placing on the circle, which 'last was done with great
care to prevent stretching ; after the experiment it was meas-
ured and found exact to T\ mm.
The circle was adjusted parallel and concentric with the coils

of the galvanometer, but at a distance of 11 cm. to one side,

in order to allow the glass tube with the suspending fiber to

pass. The length of wire was 259"58 cm. which gives a mean
radius of 4131344 cm. These data give G"= -151925. Pre-
liminary results were also obtained by use of another circle.

Chronometer.—To obtain the time of vibration, a marine
jiving mean solar time was used. The rate was

only half a second per day.
Wheaistone bridge.—To compare the resistance of the circuit

with the arbitrary German silver standards bridge on Jenkin's
plan, made by Elliott of London, was used. A Thomson gal-

vanometer with a single batterv cell gave the means of accurately
adjustmg the resistance, one division of the scale representing
one part in fifty thousand.

* In another part of my paper I have criticised the use of wooden circles for
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Thermometers.—Accurate thermometers graduated to half

degrees were used for finding the temperature of the standard.
The arbitrary standard.—This was made of about seventy

feet of German silver wire, mounted in the same way as the
British Association Standard. Immediately after use, two
copies, one in German silver and the other in platinum-silver
alloy, were made. It had a resistance of about 35 ohms. The
temperature was taken as 17° C.

To obtain the accurate resistance of this standard in ohms, I

had two standards of 10 ohms and one of 1, 100, and 1,000
ohms. The 1-ohm, and one of the 10-ohm standards, were made
by Elliott of London, and the others by Messrs. Warden, Muir-
head and Clark of the same place. But on careful comparison
I found that Warden, Muirhead and Clark's 10-ohm standard
was 1-00171 times that of Messrs. Elliott Bros. On stating these

facts to the two firms I met no response from the first firm, but
the second kindly undertook to make me a standard which
should be true by the standards in charge of Professor Max-
well at Cambridge.* At present I give the result of the com-
poris .n with t i<\>e standards, as well as some others, and also

with a set of resistance coils by Messrs. Elliott Bros.

Commutators.—No commutators except those having mercury

connections were used, and those in the circuit whose resist-

ance was determined were so constructed as to offer no appre-

ciable resistance. The commutator by which the main current

was reversed, could be operated in a fraction of a second, so

as to cause no delay in the reversal.

Connecting wires.—These were of No. 22 or No. 16 wire and

were all carefully twisted together. The insulation was tested

and found to be excellent

Inductor for damping.—-This has already been described in

my first paper on "Magnetic Permeability," and merely con-

sisted of a small horse-shoe magnet with a sliding coil, which

was introduced into the secondary circuit. By moving it back

and forth, the induced current could be used to stop the vibra-

tions of the needle and make it stationary at the zero point.

This is necessary in the method where the first throw of the

galvanometer needle constitutes the observation, but in the

method of recoil it is not necessary to use it very often. I

prefer the method of the first throw as a general rule, but I

have used both methods.
This method of damping will be found much more efficient

than that of the damping magnet as taught by Weber, and

after practice a single movement will often bring the needle

exactly to rest at the zero point

arrive. I now ir obtained, hoping to make a more exact
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Arrangement of apparatus.—Two rooms on the ground floor
of a small building near the University were set aside for the
experiment, making a space 8 m. long by 37 m. wide. The
plan of the arrangement is seen at fig. 1. The current from

the battery, in the University, entered at A, the battery being
eighteen one-gallon cells of a chromate battery, arranged two
abreast and eight for tension. The resistance of t!

was about 20 ohms, and of the whole battery about £ ohm,
thus insuring a reasonably constant current.
At B some resistance could be inserted by withdrawing plugs

so as to vary the current.

At C is the tangent galvanometer with commutator on a

brick pier. The nearness of the commutator produces no error,

ishingly s

AtDiiAt D is the principal comm
rent in the induction coils, L, <

in the circuit.

The secondary circuit included the induction coil, L
damping inductor, M, and the galvanometer G.
At H was the Jenkin's bridge, with standard at P,

beaker of water, and a Thomson galvanometer at J K
secondary circuit could be joined to the bridge by raising a U-
shaped piece of wire out of the mercury cups.
The telescope and scale, E. were on a heavy wooden table,

and the two galvanometers on brick piers with marble tops.

A row of gas-burners at Q illuminated the silvered scale in

the most perfect manner.

Th'.'
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Adjustments and tests.—The circle, F, must be parallel to coils

of galvanometer, G. The circle and coils of galvanometer
were first adjusted with their planes vertical and then adjusted
in azimuth by measurement from the end of the bar, R, to the
sides of the circle, F. The adjustment was always within 30',

which would only cause an error of one part in 25000.
The needle must hang in the magnetic meridian by a fiber

without torsion, and the coils must be parallel to it. These
adjustments were carefully made, but, as has been shown, the

error from this source is compensated.
The needle must hang in the center of the galvanometer

j -oils and on the axis of the circle. The error from this source
is vanishingly small.

The scale must be perpendicular to the line joining the zero

point and the galvanometer needle, it must be level and not too

much below the galvanometer needle. All errors from this

source are partially or entirely compensated by the method of

experiment.

The induction coils, L, must be horizontal, and at the same
level as the two galvanometers, so as not to produce any mag-
netic action on them. The error from this source is exactly

compensated by this method of experiment, but could never

amount to more than 1 part in 2000".

The tangent galvanometer should have the plane of its coils

in the magnetic meridian, but all errors are compensated.

The connecting wires must be so twisted together and ar-

ranged as to produce no magnetic action, but tests were made in

all cases where the error was not compensated, and found to be

practically zero. The insulation of all coils, wires and commu-
tators was carefully tested.

Method of Experiment.— As has been stated before, the

method generally used was that of the first throw of the needle,

though the method of recoil was also used. For the successful

use of the first method a quickly vibrating needle and the

damping inductor are indispensable, seeing that with a slow

moving needle we can never be certain of its being at rest By
this method it is not necessary to have the needle at rest at the

zero point, but, if it vibrates in an arc of only a millimeter or

two, we have only to wait till it comes to rest at its point of

greatest elongation on either side of the zero point and then

The error by this method r : -

direction of making the throw greater in proportion of the

cosine of the phase to unity. The smallest throw used was

100 mm. Hence, if the needle vibrated through a total arc of

2 mm., the error would be 1 in 17,000. In reality the needle was

always brought to rest much more nearlv than this.

The method of recoil was used once with the needle vibrating
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in 7-8 seconds, but the time of vibration was too short and
another needle was constructed vibrating in IJL'5 seconds, which
was a sufficiently long period to be used successfully after

practice.

There seems to be no error introduced by the time taken to

reverse the commutator in the method of recoil, seeing that the

breaking of the current stops the needle and the making starts

it in the opposite direction. As the time was only a fraction

of a second the error is minute in any case.

1 the reversal, the battery may
Iso some action from the extra

but there seems to be no doubt that long before the

four or six seconds which the needle takes to reach its greatest

elongation everything has again settled to its normal condition

and the current resumes its original strength. Hence the error

from these sources may be considered as vanishingly small.

Some experiments were made by simply breaking the current

and they gave the same result as by reversal.

The following is the order of observations corresponding to

1st. The time of vibration of needle was observed.
2d. The current was passed around the circle, F, so as to

observe /3 and a. Simultaneous readings were taken at the

two galvanometers. The commutator at the tangent galvan-

ometer was then reversed and readings again taken. After

that the commutator to the circle was reversed and the operation

repeated. This gave four read; ad eight for

the tangent galvanometer, as both ends of the needle were read.

In some cases these were increased to six and twelve respect-

ively. This operation was repeated three times with currents

of different strengths, constituting three observations each of a

and 0. To eliminate any action due to the induction coils, they

were sometimes connected in one way and sometimes in the

opposite way.
3d. The resistance of the circuit was adjusted equal to the

arbitrary standard.

4th. The circle, F, was thrown out the circuit and the obser-

vations of 6 and 8 begun. Two throws, d, one on either side of

zero were observed and one reading of 6 taken. The commuta-
tors at s and C were then reversed, and the operation repeated.

This whole operation was then repeated with currents of three

different strengths. The position of the two induction coils

was now reversed and observations again made with the three

currents. The resistance was now compared with the standard,

the difference noted, and the resistance again adjusted. The
observations were completed by turning the induction coils

into the two other positions which they could occupy with
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respect to each other, followed by another comparison of resist-

ance with standard.

5th. Observations of a and were again made as before.

6th. The time of vibration was again determined.

The observations as here explained furnished data for three

computations of the resistance of the circuit, one with each a£

the three currents. In each of these three computations, a was
the mean of 16 readings, /3 of 8 or sometimes 12, of 16 and d

of 16. In using the method of recoil nearly the same order

was observed.

The time of vibration was determined by allowing the needle

to vibrate for about ten seconds and making ten observations

of transits before and after that period. During the experiment,

I usually observed at the telescope and Mr. Jacques at the tan-

gent galv

The methods of obtaining the corrections require i

Results.

is follows for the firs

1M-A*'= - -00711

- -000074 at 20'°

12
e~l28„A\ '

l+b+ c+d+ «+/= - "00718.

For method of recoil it becomes - -00016.

Hence for A and B, log K=114536030
" A and C, log K= 11 '2852033

" B and C, log K=11'1886619
For method of recoil using A and B, log K= 114666630.

For second needle and method of recoil,

®=
b— -it= - -00025

C= ~ -000006

<g=s -pO0O074
e=z + -00003

/= + -00003

a+b+c+d+e+f= --00017

For A and B, log K= 114566587
" A and C, log K= 11-2882590
" B and C, log K= 111917176

The distance of the mirror from the scale

192-3 and 193-5 cm.
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Should we reject the quantity 34-831 in the third experiment
so as to make the mean result of that experiment 34744 instead

of 34 773, we should obtain as a mean result of the whole

34-7l56±-0053,

which has a less probable error than when the above observa-

tion is retained. The number of plus and minus errors are also

more nearly equal and the greatest difference from the mean 1

part in 1100. However the two results do not differ more than

1 part in 10,000.

We shall take
earth quad. _ _ „

R=34-719^007
second>

atlT-C.

as the final result.

Discussion.

On glancing over the table we see that the number of nega-

tive errors greatly exceed the number of positive, but, if we
take only the four errors which are greater than 1 part in 5,000,

we shall find two of them negative and two positive.

Combining the results with the different coils we have

AandB - 34'696±'005

AandC -- 34-744± -Oil

BandC 34-716±-007

Had we no other results to go by, we might suppose that the

value of M might not have been found as exactly for these

coils as we have supposed them to be. But if we include the

preliminary results rejected on account of the imperfect circle

used, we shall find

AandB - 34'704±-006

AandC _.34-718±-017

BandC 34-758±'016

which has the greatest error in an entirely different place.

From the first series the probable error of each det-

of M is 1 in about 2,000. But as this includes the experimental

errors which are about equal to db T „\n, the real probable error

of M must be about 1 part in 2,500. The number of observa-

tions is however too small for an exact estimate of the probable

Taking the results with currents of different strengths, we

find

For strongest current 34
I
1®

" medium " ^'I 1
?

" weakest " 34727

which are almost perfectly accordant. Taking the results from

the method of recoil and the ordinary method, we find

For ordinary method 34-726±-010

" method of recoil 34"70o±-00d
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If the probable error is subtracted from the first and added to

the second they will very nearly equal each other. Hence the
difference is probably accidental. Indeed, by the combination
of the results it does not seem possible to find any constant
source of error, and therefore the errors should be eliminated
by the combination of the results.

In the final result

R=34-7l92±-0070
the probable error, ±"0070, includes all errors except the ratio

of G to G". We may estimate the probable error of Gr at

=±=3^0 and of G" at ±- v^^.
Hence the final probable error of R, including all variables,

is ±2 s'o o, °r ±'04 per cent,

orR=34-7l9±-015.
The probable error of the British Association determination
was ±"08 per cent, not including the probable error of the con-
stants; and of Kohlrausch's determination db'33 per cent, in-

Comparison with the Ohm.
The difficulty in obtaining proper standards for comparison

has been explained above and I shall have to wait until the
arrival of the new standard before making the exact comparison.
At present I give the following results, which seem to warrant
the rejection of Messrs. Elliott Bros'. 10-ohm standard and to

make that of Messrs. Warden, Muirhead and Clark correct I
shall designate the coils by the letter of the firm and by the
number of ohms. Experiment gave the following results :

W (10)=] -00171 X E (10), experiment of June 8, 1877.W (10)r=l-00166 X E (10),
" " Feb. 23, 1878.

W (1,000) : W (100) : : W (10) : -999876 E (1), experiment of
February 23, 1878.

Now the greatest source of error in making coils is in passing
from the unit to the higher numbers. As the reproduction of
single units is a very simple process the single ohm is without
much doubt correct, and as the above proportion is correct
within one part in 8,000 of what it should be, it seems to point
to the great exactness of the standards then used, seeing that
the exactness of the proportion could hardly have been acci-
dental. It is also to be noted that Messrs. Warden, Muirhead
& Clark's 10-ohm standard agreed more exactly with a set of
coils by Messrs. Elliott Bros, than their own unit E (10).
The resistance of my coil as derived from the different stand-

ards is as follows

:

From Elliott Bros, resistance coils 34*979 ohms.
" " " 10-ohm standard 35083 "
" W., M.&C.'s <« «

35 024 "
" W., M. & C.'s 100-ohm " 35-035 "
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These give for my determination the values of the ohm as
follows

:

From Elliott Bros, resistance coils, "99257
eartMuad -

" " " 10-ohm standard, -98963 "

" W., M.&C.'s " u -99129
" W., M.&C.'s 100-ohm " -99098

For the reasons given above I accept the mean of the last

two results as the value of the ohm.
To preserve my standard I have made two extra copies of

it, the one in German silver and the other in platinum silver

alloy. The comparisons are given below. No. 1 is in German
silv.-r ,uid the other in platinum silver alloy. The temperature

No. I ...1-00034 June, 1877.

No. I 1-00029 Feb., 1878.

No. II -99630 June, 1877.

No. II -99932 Feb., 1878.

These are the values of the copies in terms of the original

earth quad,
standard whose resistance is 34-719 -

From these results it would seem that the German silver of

which the standard and No. I were composed was perfectly

constant in resistance. The wire has been in my possession for

several years and seems to have reached its constant state.

The final result of the experiment, is

earth quad.
1 ohm = 9911 -~J

In this Journal for April, 1878, pp. 256-25!). is an arth-le

entitled " The Ancient Outlet of Great Salt Lake; a letter to

the editors by G. K. Gilbert." In this article Mr. Gilbert

it
" previous to 1876 the outlet was not discovered, or

if discovered, its position was not announced," and that "in

the summer of that year" he "had the great pleasure of find-

in- it in Idaho, at the north end of Cache Valley, the locality

being known as Eed Eock Pass." He says also that _ the

announcement was marie by him "without reservation in a

communication to the Philosophical S.-ietv of \Whim.'tnn,
'*
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and that the announcement was also made for him "in the
same unequivocal manner" "in the Smithsonian Report for

1876" (p. 61), and "in Baird's Annual of Scientific Discovery
for 1876"* (p. 206), and that " there seemed to be no occasion
for further publication until the matter should receive its full

discussion in the Reports of the Survey of which Professor
Powell has charge," but owing to a statement f in this Journal

ry, 1878, p. 65, " it seems proper " to him " to defend
"

twe assertions by setting forth the facts which appear"
to him " to place the existence and position of the ancient out-

let beyond question.^

As Red Rock Pass, the point of Mr. Gilbert's discovery (?),

is within the area assigned during the season of 1877 to Mr.
Gannett's division of the United States Geological Survey of
the Territories, with which I was connected as geologist, it

seems proper that I should call attention to several errors in

Mr. Gilbert's statements.

In the first place, his so-called discovery is not a discovery on his

part The fact that Red Rock Pass was an outlet for the lake

Salt Lake Basin and adjoining valleys §

discharged into Snake Ri

wa.< f-

Utah, hI the Territory of Idaho.

Cache Valley, a few mil

Washington, 1877, p.

edited by Spencer F. iof Science and Industry for 1876,

[ f The

"t V;,':

? I

t the survey under the direction of Dr. Hayden
aed the probable ancient outlet of the great lake
ism.

( ! his Journal, vol. xv, Jan., 1878, p. 65.)

my own.
* s from the Report of the Sui

rden, show that as early as that time the extent

Board of Regents
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was not only recognized, but well known five years prior to
Mr. Gilbert's supposed discovery. On page 202 of the Annual
Eeport of the Survey for 1872 * is the following statement by
Professor F. H. Bradley : "The level of the divide between the
head of Marsh Creek and the Bear Eiver drainage, at Red
Rock Pass, as ascertained by the party of 1871, indicates that

this was probably another point of outflow;" and on the fol-

lowing page (203) the following sentence in relation to the ter-

races in Marsh Creek Valley, which extend northward from
Red Rock Pass :

" They are on too large a scale, and the valley
is too wide, to have resulted from merely the drainage of the
small area of mountains about the head of the stream ; and I

am strongly of the opinion that this must have been at one
time the channel for a large outflow from the Great Basin."

It seems to me that this places the discovery where it belongs
beyond question.

It appears also that Mr. Gilbert ignores some of his own
statements. In his report to Lieutenant Wheeler,f he says

that Professor O. C. Marsh informed him that he had discov-

ered on the northern shore of the lake an outlet leading to

Snake River, and in a foot note on the same page says, " Pro-

fessor Frank H. Bradley mentions four points of possible out-

flow from the northeast margins.

—

{United States Geological

Survey of the Territories, 1872, p. 202.)"

In the second place, Red Rock Pass was not the outlet of Lake
Bonneville.

Lake Bonneville extended over the whole of Marsh Creek

Vallev and its outlet was more than fortv miles farther north

than Mr. Gilbert ever went Red Rock Pass was only a point

of stricture in the lake.

In his article (p. 257), Mr. Gilbert says :
" In Marsh Creek

Valley the eye seeks in vain for the familiar shore lines of the

Salt Lake Basin, and the conclusion is irresistible that here the

ancient lake outflowed.'

into Marsh Creek Valley. Had he done so or had he

ascended one of the i

* Sixth Annual Report of the United States Geological £

r 1872, Washington, 1873.

f Report upon Geographical and Geological Explor

neridian, in charge of First Lieutenant Geo. M. Wh
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of both valleys (Cache, and Marsh Creek) the relation of the
two must have been apparent
The " gentle alluvial slopes " mentioned by Mr. Gilbert (on

page 257) as being "divided for several miles by a st

flat-bottomed, trench-like passage a thousand feet broad, and
descending northward from the divide" are white sandstones

similar to those in the bottoms of Cache and other valleys of
the Salt Lake Basin. The following elevations on the terraces

in Marsh Creek Valley were obtained by barometrical observa-

Two miles north of Red Rock Pass on the east side of the
valley, 5,137 feet

Six miles west of Red Rock Pass on the edge of Marsh Val-
ley, 5,053 feet.

Twenty-six miles from Red Rock Pass on the west side of

the valley, 5,117 feet

The elevation of the Bonneville beach is 5,185-7 feetf and
it is evident that the Red Rock Gap (the walls of which do not
exceed the elevation of 5,000 feet) could not have been a bar-

rier to Lake Bonneville. The conclusion is therefore irresisti-

ble that the result of Mr. Gilbert's four or five years' search is

a mistake.

was an outlet, but it was
the level indicated by the

Provo Beach. When the barrier at the northern end of the

Bonneville Lake was removed, that portion of the lake occupy-
ing Marsh Creek Valley was completely drained, and Red Rock
Gap became the barrier of the lake that remained. Then
it was that the course of Marsh Creek began to be outlined,
and the lowering of the lake was doubtless comparativelv rapid

until the level of the Provo Lake was reached. The line of

the Provo Beach indicates a period of comparative permanence,
but when the pass became lower than the lake, of course the
lake was drained. The elevation of the pass as obtained by
railroad level is 4,792 feet, and the Provo Beach, according to

Mr. Gilbert, is about 365 feet below the Bonneville Beach,:]:

which would give an elevation of 4,820*7 feet for the former.
In the fourth place I wish to call attention to two more of

Mr. Gilbert's statements, On page 258 he says, "In Dr. Hay-
den's Preliminary Report of the field work of his survey for

t in the Report of Geographical a

i, p. 92) to 4,218 fe

lined from the chief engineer of t
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the season of 1877, noticed on page 56 of the current volume

of this Journal, there is no mention of the observations at Eed

Rock Pass, but the omission appears to have been accidental, &c."

The portion of this statement that I have italicised is a gratui-

tous assumption. The omission was not accidental. I did not

believe that the outlet was at Red Rock Gap, and in the Pre-

liminary Report (page 7), I made the following statement:

" The lower valley of the Portneuf is interesting from the fact

that it is the probable ancient outlet of the great lake that

once filled the Salt Lake Basin."*

Mr. Gilbert also hopes that I "will not advocate in my
"report the idea that the divide between the Malade and

Marsh Creek was one of the old outlets of the ancient Salt

Lake when its waters were at the highest level/'

Had I been writing a final report on the subject I would

perhaps have used the word overflow instead of outlet. It

seems, however, scarcely necessary to refer to this point, as Mr.

Gilbert himself acknowledges that he " did not ascend to the

be "had undertaken last summer to examine

every d'i\ ide between the Columbia and Salt Lake Basins, that

might have afforded passage to the water."f

In all his investigations he seems never to have noted any

evidences of a lake having a higher level than his Lake Bonne-

ville. Such evidences, however, do exist. On both sides erf

the Portneuf where it comes into Marsh Creek \ alley an upper

terrace is seen, and in 1872 Professor F. H. Bradley also

readily identified an upper terrace in Marsh Creek Valley at

the level of about 1,000 feet above the stream.^ In Gentile

Valley and in Cache Valley also, traces of this upper terrace

exist The elevation of the Malade divide is 6,6o0 feet and

the level of this higher lake as indicated by tbe devaton of

the terraces must have been between 5,500 and 5.800 feet, so

that when the waters were at the highest level there was no

llitv of communication over the Ma ade divide

I have read and re-read Professor Bradley's Report and I see

no warrant for the statement that he made the astonishing

» Preliminary Report of the field work of

>':>• _rr,,j !,i.

- • ' _-

r^d^de cent from Red Rock Pass to . ! ;',: -v.:

drh,-es farther north averages only 1 •07 feet per

o the erosion that f<

sent the divide for several miles is

; Sixth Annual Report of the U:XZttLs Geological Survey. for 1&T2.
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suggestion that four outflowing streams might have coexisted."

(The italics are my own.)
In conclusion I wish to state that this paper is based on the

combined observations of Mr. Henry Gannett and myself, made
during the progress of our regular field work without any
special reference to finding an outlet of the ancient Salt Lake.
Mr. Gilbert has spent portions of at least two seasons in the

study of this special subject in the northern portion of the

basin, and it is evident that his investigations are still

The results of the following experiments bear so immedi-
ately upon the recent observations of Schlosing* and Waring-
ton,f noticed in the April number of this Journal, that I am
led to publish them by themselves, out of their legitimate con-

nection with other experiments upon which I have been for

some time engaged. My experiments were made for the pur-

pose of testing the action of certain oxidizing agents on ammo-
nium compounds, and they are, perhaps, not the less interest-

ing as a contribution to the ferment-theory of nitrification, inas-

much as they were undertaken without any reference to the

observations of Schlosing, and not at all with the view of sup-

porting or even of testing his experiment
For my first trial, eleven common glass bottles of greenish

tint, eaco of 500 cc. capacity, and fitted with cork-
inlet and outlet tubes, were charged as follows: No. 1 with dis-

tilled water that had been carefully freedt from nitrates,

nitrites, and ammonium compounds; No. 2 with a solution of

ammonium chloride, containing T% milligram of NH 3
to the

centimeter; No. 3 same as No. 2, with the addition of a quan-
tity of ferric hydrate ; No. 4 same as No. 2, with the addition
of ferrous hydrate : No. 5 same as No. 3, with the addition of

charcoal made from white sugar ; No. 6 ammonium chloride,

black oxide of manganese and sugar charcoal ; No. 7 leached
peat and pure water ; No. 8 leached peat and ammonium chlo-

ride; No. 9 leached peat and ferric hydrate; No. 10 leached
peat, ferric hydrate, and ammonium chloride; No. 11 pure

Pure water was used in each case to dissolve or suspend the

* Comptes Rendus, lxxxiv, 301.

t Journal of London Chem Soc., 1878, i, 44
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chemicals, and the absence of nitrates and nitrites was proved

by testing each of the solutions and mixtures with iodo-starch,

at the beginning of the experiment.

The bottles were about half filled with liquid, i. e., each of

them contained about 250 cc. of the solution or mixture allot-

ted to it.

The "leached peat" was prepared from some bog-meadow
mud from the Bussey farm, which had been kept in barrels in

a drv store-room for three or four years. This thoroughly air-

< tried substance was percolated with pure water until the fil-

trate gave no reaction for nitrites or nitrates.

The ferric and ferrous hydrates were used in the recently

precipitated condition ; they were made from the correspond-

rttb ammonia-water, in the cold.

The bottles were connected with one another, in the order

indicated, with short pieces of caoutchouc tubing in such man-

ner that by aspirating at No. 1 air could be made to bubble

through the water in each member of the series. The corks of

the bottles and the caoutchouc connectors were covered with

shellac in alcohol so that the entire apparatus was completely

air-tight. That is to say, none of the solutions had the least

connection with the external air, excepting as it was purposely

admitted at the inlet-tube. To purify the air that was drawn

it was made to pass through a long tube

loosely filled with clean cotton wool; through two sets of Lie-

big bulb-tubes filled with a tolerably strong solution of yellow

prussiate of potash, to remove ozone ; through two sets of sim-

ilar bulbs charged with potash-lye to remove nitrates and

nitrites; through a dry bottle, to catch liquid drawn forward

from the potash bulbs; and through a large drying tube

charged for two-thirds its length with calcium chloride and one-

third with soda-lime. .

By means of a Bunsen filter-pump a rapid current of air

from out-of-doors was drawn incessantly night and daj

the series of bottles, for a fortnight, in September, 1877, in the

direction from No. 11 to No. 1 ; at the end of which time the

contents of each bottle were tested for nitr

boiling with - ••itii acetic acid,

iodo-zinc starch and acid with the distillate. 100 cc. of liquid

were taken for each of the tests, and fifteen minutes were

allowed in which to watch for the appearance of the blue col-

oration. Nothing could be mor - ve than the

results of these tests. The solutions from bottles Nos. 8 9

and 10 namely gave immediate and strong reactions for the

nitrogen oxides* while the contents of Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and

11 gave no reaction whatsoever. No. 7 gave r
—

'

very strong c
i be strongest i
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the contents of No. 10. It appeared from these results that

there had been formation either of a nitrate or nitrite in each

of the bottles which contained humus, and no such formation

in either of the other bottles ; but the thought suggested itself,

that the small amount of nitrogen oxides found in No. 7 may
perhaps have been dragged over mechanically from No. 8 by

the current of air.

A second series of tests was made upon Nos. 8, 9 and 10,

to see which of them gave the weakest reaction, 25 cc. of liquid

being taken from each bottle and diluted with pure water to

the volume of 100 cc. before applying the test. It appeared

again that No. 10 gave the strongest reaction and that No. 8

gave the weakest. Roughly estimated, the strength of the

reactions from jars Nos. 10, 9 and 8 were to one another as

5:2:1.
It may here be said that humus was employed in these exper-

iments for the sake of testing the old observation of Millon*

who noticed that ammonium salts are changed to nitrates when

in contact with oxidizing humus, and who argued that the

chemical action originated by the coming together of humus
and oxygen, was communicated to the ammonium compound.

In his own words: "The oxidation of the humic acid is the

cause of the oxidation of the ammonia."
In so far as the foregoing experiments go, we have mani-

festly a striking confirmation of the accuracy of Millon's work.

But on repeating the experiments with the difference that the

bog-earth was henceforth exhausted with hot, strong muriatic

acid, before proceeding to wash it with water, no such results

vere obtained. For example, in a second

nged like the first, the contents of bottles

Nos. 1 to 6 were identically the same as before, only that the

amount of liquid was now 150 cc. instead of 250 cc. No. 7

contained the purified peat mixed with water; No. 8 was the

same as 7 plus a quantity of gypsum ; No. 9 was the same as 8

plus some ammonium chloride; No. 10 contained water alone;

No. 11 purified peat plus ammonium chloride and ferric

hydrate ; No. 12 well-washed cotton rags plus ammonium chlo-

ride and ferric hydrate; No. 13 purified peat plus ammonium
chloride; No. 14 pure water; No. 15 pure water, the same

namely, which had already done service (as No. 11), in the

first series of experiments.

The weather (October 13, 1877), being too cold to permit the

keeping open of a window, the current of air, purified as before,

was drawn from the cold-air-box of the hot-air furnace used for

warming the laboratory. The current of air passed this time in

the direction from No. 1 to No. 15 ; it was maintained constantly

* Kopp and Will's
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during ten days, and the contents of the bottles were then
tested as before for nitrites and nitrates. But no reaction waa
obtained in either instance, with the exception of No. 12 (cot-

ton rags, etc.), which gave a faint coloration of a not very sat-

isfactory character. After the application of the test those of

the bottles which still contained a sufficiency of liquid were
re-attached to the aspirator and air was drawn through them
continually during another week, when the test for nitrites and
nitrates was again applied. But in no case was there any reac-

tion, with the exception of bottle No. 8 whose contents gave a

faint coloration.

Inasmuch as warm, and, at times, hot summer weather had
prevailed during the term of the first series of experiments,

while the out-door air was decidedly cool and that of the labo-

ratory by no means very warm during the time allotted to the

second series, a third set of trials was undertaken in December,

1877, in which the contents of the bottles were heated artifi-

cially. That is to say, the bottles were immersed in a large

water-bath, which was heated to from 70° to 80° C. during the

progress of the experiment.

In this third series, there were eight bottles containing the

purified peat, first by itself ; then admixed with gypsum ; with

gypsum and ammonium chloride; and with ammonium chlo-

ride and ferric hydrate. One bottle contained washed cotton

rags, ammonium chloride, and ferric hydrate as before. The
water-bath was heated during working hours for a fortnight,

perhaps a hundred hours in all, and during this time air was

drawn from the furnace-box and purified as before. The con-

tents of the bottles were then tested for nitrites and nitrates,

but no reaction was obtained in either case. To make sure

that the absence of the reaction was not due to any interference

caused by the presence of the peat or the chemicals, a fresh

portion of liquid was taken from each of the bottles, enough

nitrate of potash to amount to 0001 gram of N a
O

s
was added,

and the test for nitrites and nitrates was applied in the usual

way: reactions were now obtained immediately in every

In the light of the facts observed by Schlosing, the natural

inference from the results of these experiments is that the for-

mation of nitrates or nitrites in bottles Nos. 7 to 10 of the first

series of experiments was due to the presence of living organ-

isms which the peat had harbored, and that the absence of

nitrification in the other series of experiments is to be attrib-

uted to the destruction of the ferment-germs by the hot acid

with which the peat employed in these experiments had been

treated. It is to be observed, moreover, that the formation of

nitrogen oxides in the bottles Nos. 7 to 10 is in nowise out of
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accord with the important fact observed by Warington, that

darkness* is essential to the action of the nitrifying germs, for

although my bottles were not shielded from diffused

the mixtures of peat and water which they contained were

practically dark-colored muds, not ill-fitted to shelter the germs
the lig

possible of course that the colder weath

s later trials may have had ;

their results V but if this be so, the

additional argument in favor of the ferment-theory. More-

over, it may fairly be inferred that if mere oxidation be all

that is needed to induce nitrification, the heating of the liquids

by day in the third series of experiments would have been suf-

ficient; though both the strong heat and the cooling of the

bottles by night would have tended to prevent the growth of

living organisms.

In the interest of the ferment- theory, it would have been

well to control the negative results above given by trials with

mixtures of the purified peat and carbonate of lime, for peat

which has been treated with muriatic acid has always a slight

acid reaction, due I suppose to free humic acid, no matter how
thoroughly it may have been washed with water, and it is to

be supposed that this acid peat, devoid withal of phosphatic

and other saline matters, is not favorable for the growth of the

ferment. But as was said before, my experiments were made
to test the oxidizing action of certain chemicals, not to culti-

It may be added that I have not as yet found any evidence

*The follow tain interest for analysts as bearing upon

Dg the salt at the rate of 3-15 grams to ti

gave a strong reaction for nitrites, although freshly-prepared solutions, made in

the same way no reaction. The old solution was con-

h was about half filled by it, and it had
been kept i!. :pl»oard.

Acting on the supposition that the change of the ammonium Ball

growth of some fungus in the liquid and tl

gus might perhaps be present in other bottles in the n--..

,-ing with pure water, placed

of bottles was left to stand during early autumn, and winter in a green-house,
-.-:•-...-..:'.- - ->..:. •, --•

;
.......

;

: ". • :
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that solutions of ammonium compounds can be oxidized to

nitrites or nitrates by means either of ferric oxide, of black

oxide of manganese or of gypsum. I can say with Millon,*

that, in spite of all that has been written in favor of the oxida-

tion of ammonium by ferric oxide, "I owe it to truth to state

that though the most varied attempts have been made to oxi-

dize ammonia in the cold (i. e. in the wet way), by peroxide of

iron, they have all proved unavailing."

I am indebted to my assistant, Mr. D. S. Lewis, for his care-

ful attention to the details of these experiments.

Bussey Institution, Jamaica Plain, Mass., April, 1878.

Art. LXV.— Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky

Mountain Region under the direction of Professor J. W. I'oivdl.

Account of work performed during the year 1877.

[Concluded from page 358.]

Ethnographic Work—During the season the ethnographic

work was more thoroughly organized and the aid of a large

number of volunteer assistants living throughout the country

was secured. Mr. W. H. Dall, of the United States C

vey, prepared a paper on the tribes of Ala-

papers on certain tribes of Oregon and Washington Territory.

He also superintended the construction of an ethnographic

map to accompany his paper, including on it the latest geo-

graphic determination from all available sources. His long

residence and extended scientific labors in that region pecu-

liarly fitted him for the task, and he has made a valuable con-

both to ethnology and geography. With the same

volume was published a paper on the habits and customs of

certain tribes of the State of Oregon and Washington Terri-

tory, prepared by the late Mr. George Gibbs, while he was

engaged on scientific work in that region for the gov.

The volume also contains a Niskwalli vocabulary with extended

: notes, the last great 1 >rk of the lamented

In addition to the map above mentioned and prepared by 1

Dall, a second was made, embracing the western portion ot

ton Territory and the northern part of Oregon, the

iles the latest geographic information, and is colored

to show the distribution of Indian tribes, chiefly from notes

and maps left by Mr. Gibbs. Much of the linguist,
•

of this volume was collected by correspondents of the bmitn-

sonian, and turned over to Professor Powell, to be consolidated

with materials collected by members of his corps.

* Chemical News, 1860, ii, 337. from Comptes Rendu3.
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These papers form a quarto volume of 361 pages, entitled

Contributions to North American Ethnology, volume I, the
first of a series to be published on this subject.

Volume II relating to the tribes of the eastern portion of
Washington Territory and the State of Oregon, was partially

prepared for the printer, but it was thought best to withhold
its publication until further materials were collected from that

The third volume of the series has been published. This
relates to the Indians of California. Mr. Stephen Powers, of

Ohio, has been engaged for several years in the preparation of

this volume. The first part contains an account of the habits,

customs, mythology, etc., of the several tribes. At our earliest

knowledge of the Indians of California they were divided into

speaking diverse languages, and belonging
to radically different stocks, and the whole subject was one of
great complexity and interest. The materials collected by Mr.
Powers were sufficient to successfully unravel the difficult

problem relating to the classification and affinities of a very
large number of tribes, and his account of their habits and cus-

toms is of much interest. A number of vocabularies of the
Smithsonian Collection are published with those of Mr. Pow-
ers. The linguistic portion of the volume was edited by Pro-
fessor Powell.

The volume is accompanied by a map of the State of Cali-

fornia, compiled from the latest official sources, and colored to

show the distribution of linguistic stocks.
The Rev. J. Owen Dorsey, of Maryland, has been engaged

for more than a year in the preparation of a grammar and dic-

tionary of the Ponka language. His residence among these
Indians as a missionary has fun le opportu-
nity !<>r the necessary studies, and he has pushed forward the
work with zeal and ability.

Professor Otis T. Mason, of Columbia College, has for the
past year rendered the office much assistance in the study of
the history and statistics of Indian tribes.

Brevet-Lieutenant Colonel Garrick Mallory, United States
Army, has during the year been engaged in the study of the
history and statistics of the Indians of the United States. His
researches lead him to the conclusion that the generally received
opinion that a very large Indian population occupied this coun-
try at the time of its discovery is erroneous, that the supposed
rapid and general decadence of the Indians arising from con-
tact with civilization is not sustained, and that when circum-
stances have not rendered it impossible, they are making rea-
sonable progress towards civilization, together with which in
many instances their numbers have increased. No final publi-
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cation on the subject has yet been issued, but be has read

papers before the Philosophical Society of Washington and

other scientific bodies, to invite the attention of ethnologists to

the subject. He has also been engaged in preparing the his-

tory and bibliography of the Klamath, Chinook, Wayiletpu,

families of Oregon, and his papers on this

ill appear in the second volume of Contributions to

North American Ethnology.

In March last, Mr. Albert S. Gatscbet was employed to assist

in the study of Indian languages, and during the spring months

his time was occupied as an assistant in compiling the bibliog-

raphy of the North American languages. During the summer

mn months he visited a number of tribes in Oregon,

for the purpose of collecting vocabularies and grammatic notes.

On his wav to the field he stopped at Ogden, where he found a

tribe of Shoshone Indians, from whom he procured a vocabu-

lary of about five hundred words.

In Chico, Butte County, California, he stopped one week, to

visit the Michopdo Indians, a branch of the Maid u stock where

he collected linguistic material of value. From Chico he pro-

ceeded directly to the Klamath Agency, in Southern Oregon,

where eight weeks were devoted to the study of the language

of the Klamath Indians, a branch of the Modok family. Mr.

Gatschet had previously studied this language by obtaining

words from Modok Indians visiting Washington and JNew

York, and his work at the Klamath Agency was a continua-

tion of such study. Altogether he has collected a vocabulary

of about five thousand words, also many sentences and texts

on historic and mythologic subjects arranged with mterlmear

^Thenumerical system of this language is quinary, and the

numerals above eleven have incorporated particles giving them

a gender or classifying significance, apparently based upon

Lg
m The subject and

g
object pronouns are not mutated

in the verb ; the personal pronouns differ from Ae P««w,
and a true relative pronoun exists. An important <

character-

istic of the language is the use of>efix-partic es in noun and

verbs indicating form, and the reduphcation of the faxst sylla

ble, which is usually the radical syllable, for the
:

purpose of

showing distribution. It is often equivalent to our plural. It

occurs in the singular of adjectives indicating shape and color

in augmentative and diminutive nouns and verbs in irenu

and frequentative verbs; and forms the distributive
:

plural of

many substantives, adjectives, numerals, verbs and adverbs.

From the Klamath Agency, Mr. Gatschet V*^*£™
Grande Ronde Agency, in the northwestern V^t oiOvegon

On his way he stopped at Dayton, and made collections of
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Shasta and Umpqua words, from reliable Indians. On the
Grande Eonde Agency are found a large number of tribes and
remnants of tribes which were collected there after the Oregon
war of 1855-6; and with the exception of the Klik
are all from Western Oregon. The following is a class
of the linguistic stocks now on this reservation : Tim
Wayiletpu, Shasta, T'sinuk, Sahaptin, Selish, Modok and Kal-
apuya. The Kalapuya once occupied almost the whole extent
of the beautiful and fertile Willamette valley, and one branch
of this stock, the Yonkalla, even extended into the Umpqua
valley.

The Tualati language, a dialect of the Kalapuya stock, was
the one studied by Mr. Gatschet, and from his notes the fol-

lowing characteristics appear: The phonetics are strikiimly
soft and harmonious, and though consonants are often aseeoir
bled in large clusters, they never offend the ear, nor do they
seem unpronounceable to Americans. A large number of
words begin with vowels, especially with a, i and u. The sub-
stantive adjective and numerals are not inflected for case, as in

the Modok. Adjectives and numerals and some substantives
are varied to indicate the plural number. The parts of speech
are very imperfectly differentiated. The personal and posses-
sive pronouns have the same gender, as a distinction of sex is

indicated in the singular of subject pronouns but not in the
plural. Prefix particles are extensively used to express the
mood, voice and tense of the verb, and the same particles ful-

fill this function in the noun. The personal pronouns of the
direct object differ greatly from the pronouns of the indirect
object; and every one of the three persons, in the singular and
plural, possess a different series of direct and indirect objective
pronouns. The conjugation of the transitive verb differs in

many particulars from that of the intransitive. There appear
to be structural affinities between the Kalapuva and Selish
stocks. Over three thousand words, manv hundred sentences
and valuable ethnologic texts were collected.

Besides the Mielmpda Modok and Tualati before mentioned,
Mr Gatschet also collected vocabularies and sentences of the
following languages: Shoshoni, Achomawi, Shasta, Wintun,

Lukamayuk and Ahantchuyuk. In the collection of all these
vocabularies, the "Introduction to the Study of Indian Lan-

repared for the Smithsonian Institution by Prof. J.
W. Powell was used.

Dr. H. C. Yarrow, U. S. A., now on duty at the Army Medi-
cal Museum m Washington, has been engaged during the past
year in the collection of material for a monograph on the cus-
toms and rites practised in the disposal of the dead among the
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other scholars thn
has been obtained which will greatly supple

tended observations and researches.

During the summer some interesting work was done in the

fcion of the stone graves of Tennessee, and valuable col-

lections were made. Professor Powell has cooperated with the

Institution in providing for a more thorough examination of

the archeology of the islands off the shore of southern Cali-

fornia. This 'exploration was made by Kev. Stephen Bowers,

of Indianapolis, Indiana, and his report will be published with

the papers of the survey.

A small volume, entitled "Introduction to the Study of

Indian Languages," has been prepared. This book is intended

for distribution among collectors. In its preparation, Prof.

Powell was assisted by Prof. W. D. Whitney, the distinguished

philologist of Yale College, in that part relating to the repre-

sentation of the sounds of Indian languages. A few prelimi-

nary copies have been printed and distributed among gentlemen

interested in the study of Indian languages for such

and emendations as may be suggested preparatory to final pub-

lication. A tentative classification of the -

is of the United States has been prepared. This will

died as soon as the bibliography is ready.

In pursuing these ethnographic investigations it has been the

endeavor, as far as possible, to produce results that would be of

praeticj -ration of Indian affair-.

this purpose especial attention has been
|

progress made by the Indians towards civilization, and the

causes and remedies for the inevil *"** from

pread of civilization over ;

v savages

lieved that the labors in this direction will not be void

of useful results.

Survey of the Black HiUs.—In 1875, a rec

was made of the Black Hills of Dakota, by Mr. \\

Jenn] rit rps of assistants, under the direction of the

honorable Secretary of the Interior. On the return

It is

S

bdi

fa report relating to the mm
immediately published,, • ,:

party from the field, Mr. Jem
resources of the countrv was

grou-raphieal and ..-..logical report was unfinished at that time.

as left in the hands of Mr Henry A. Jew-

ton, his ge to be completed. On May 2»m

1877. at the request of Mr. Newton, the completion oi the

- placed under the direction of this Survey by order

of the Seer , . ., . .

On consultation with Mr. Newton, it appeared wise that ne
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should visit the field again for the purpose of determining
certain doubtful points in the geological structure, and to in-

sert on the maps the position of the several towns and roads
established in that region since the discovery of gold, and Mr.
Newton was employed for this purpose. He had been in the
field but a short time when he was prostrated by the sick-

ness which resulted in his death. Previous to his departure he
completed his report on the geology of that country, and the

> had been placed in the hands of the engraver; the whole

the

The death of Mr. Newton makes a serious break in the
ranks of the younger and more active geologists of America.
He possessed rare abilities, had much experience in field opera-
tions, and had received thorough and wise training, and his

work in other fields had exhibited his ability. But the great
work of his short life will doubtless be his report on the geol-

ogy of the Black Hills of Dakota.

During the past six years one branch of the work of the

survey has been considered of paramount importance, namely,
the classification of lands and the subjects connected therewith.
The object has been to determine the extent of irrigable lands,

timber lands, pasturage lands, coal lands and mineral lands.

In general the lands that are cultivable only through irrigation

are limited by the supply of water. There are some excep-
tions to this. Where streams are found in narrow valleys or

run in deep canons, the limit of agricultural land is determined
by the extent of the areas to which the water can be conducted
with proper engineering skill. In the study of this subject
many interesting and important problems bave arisen, and
many valuable facts have been collected.
From the survev of the timber lands one very important

fact appears, that 'the area where standing timber

-

found is very much smaller than the areas where the condi-
tions of physical geography are such that timber should be
found as a spontaneous growth—that is, the area of timber is

but a small fraction of the timber region. The destruction of
timber in such regions now found naked, is due to the great
fires that so frequently devastate these lands : and the amount
of timber taken for economic purposes bears but an exceed-
ingly small ratio to the amount so destroyed. Hence the
important problem to be solved is the best method by which
these fires can be prevented.
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Another subject which has received much attention is the

•ids ; and still another, the best

methods of surveying the mineral lands for the purpose of

description and identification, that the owners of mines may be

relieved of the great burden of litigation to which they are

subjected by reason of the inaccurate and expensive methods

now in vogue.

Art. LXVL— Observations on the Transit of Mercury. Letter

to the Editors from John Rodgers, Rear Admiral U. S. N.,

Superintendent of the United States Naval Observatory,

dated May 11, 1878.

It may interest your readers to learn that the transit of Mer-

cury, occurring on May 5-6, was very successfully observed

at the Naval Observatory, and throughout the country gen-

erally. Satisfactory observations of all the contacts were made

here, and good observations of the com acts have been reported

from the observers of the United States Coast Survey in

rton, and in different parts of the country. Reports of

Sons of the contacts have been received from the

French astronomers at Ogden, Utah, and from the astronomers

at Cincinnati, Chicago, Glasgow, Mo., and from amateur

observers at New Orleans, Savannah, and various other points;

so that we have an abundance of observations of this kind.

Since, however, observations of the contacts give only the

d of the longitude of the planet, the larger part ot the

appropriation of $1,500 made by Congress for observing this

transit was expended in photography. The directors of the

observatories at Cambridge and at Ann Arbor, Professors

Pickering and Watson, kindly undertook the work of making

photographs at their observatories; and a set ol t

ments used in photographing ihe transit of Venus in lb i% was

sent to each of these observatories. The method of taking the

,hs was the same as that followed in the case ot tne

transit of Venus. The dry-plate process was however,

adopted in the present case, in place of the wet-plate process

used in the transit of Venus. The great advantage of the

dry-plate process, if it can be used successfully, is evident.

The plates were all prepared here by Mr Joseph A. Rogers,

and seventy-two plates were sent to each of the observat
>

nes,

where they were exposed and then returned here for develop-

ment. The same number of plates were exposed here by Mr.

Rogers.
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The day at Washington was very favorable, and the plates
were exposed here in groups of six, along the chord described
by the planet across the disc of the sun. The development
shows that all the photographs taken here ean be measured
accurately; and we thiok they will furnish data for a very
exact determination of the latitude and longitude of the planet
on the day of its transit.

The day at Cambridge was not favorable, and the development
of the plates exposed there gives very thin photographs ; some
of which, however, can be measured. At Ann Arbor the day
was cloudy during the latter part of the transit, and the plates
were all exposed in the earlier part of the day. These photo-
graphs are all very dense, but probably all can be measured.
Measurements of these photographs will be made as soon as

possible and the results published.
A set of the transit of Venus photographic apparatus was

famished the French astronomers, Messrs. Andr6 and Angot, at

Ogden, for the purpose of comparing the different methods of

|
hiag the transit. These gentlemen report a snow

ring the early part of the day, but clear weather in the
afternoon, during which a good number of photographs was

Our experience in photographing transits of planets, and in

measuring the photographs, indicates that while the American
method is correct in theory, the apparatus needs some change.
In order to obtain good measures, the picture should be sharp,
and the exposure short. It is probable, therefore, that the
reflectors, which now lose about nineteen-twentieths of the
light, will have to be changed.
A comparison of the observations of contact with the

aid English Nautical Almanacs
it the English Almanac is much nearer the truth.

Since the ephemeris of the American Almanac is based on
Leverrier's old theory, and that of the English Almanac on his

recent one, the result of the present observations appears to be
a confirmation of Leverrier's theory with respect to au intra-

United States Naval Observatory, Washington.
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The following observations made during the transit of Mer-

cury, yesterday, have some interest from the inferences to be

drawn' from them as to ph\>ieal phenomena; and to devote the

opportunity more wholly to this object, no measures of precis-

ion were attempted, beyond noting the times of ingress mid

egress. The principal instruments were the equatoreal refractor

nsed in the early part of the day with nine

g solar eye-piece, which

dispenses altogether with any dark glass, and presents objects

in their natural colors and relative brightness.

I had the fortune, at ingress, of an unusually blue and trans-

parent sky, and aided by this, saw with the polarizing eye-piece

the entire disc of Mercury outside the sun about one-half a

minute before first external contact. Presumably it might

have been seen even earlier, had not time been lost in searching

for it, through lack of means to designate the precise position-

angle, the position filar-micrometer not being adaptable to this

eye-piece. After a pause to verify the reality of the phenome-

non by revolving the eye-lens, etc., the chronograph key was

struck at 21 h 52"» 398 '45 Allegheny mean time, to record the

observation. As this was really made earlier, and the disc was

seen throughout its circumference, it seems clear that the

coronal back-ground is bright enough to produce this effect at

least fifteen seconds of arc from the solar limb, and in spite of

the atmospheric glare.

As a partial substitute for the filar micrometer, there was in

the field a glass reticule, ruled (by Prof. Eogers, of I

sides represented here 15"3, and this enabled

—not a measurement—but a fair comparison to be made of the

apparent size of the planet before and after it entered on the

sun The contrast was striking, as on a back-ground very little

brighter than itself its diameter was, if anything, greater than

one of the sides of these squares, while as soon as it entered on

the sun it seemed to shrink by more than one-fifth of this.

First extern
at 21" 52-

50S-43. F <*as noted when the sunlight

could be seen unmistakably between the disc and limb at,AL

55" 47«-25. These entries, I believe to have been made in both

rl v two seconds late. The limb just at second contact,

was steady! I saw no " black drop" or -ligament.

As the disc advanced on the sun it was closely scr

without at any time any "bright point" or "annulus being
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seen. These appearances, resting as they do on much testimony,

: i v the unimpeachable evidence of Mr. Huggins, I was
prepared to expect, but fruitlessly looked for with powers vary-
ing from 120 to 800 throughout the day, with the polarizing

eye-piece, and also by projection of the image. The phenome-
non may depend for its visibility on exceptionally good defini-

tion, which Mr. Huggins* appears to have had ; that here was
fairly, though not unusually, good. The darkest part of the
planet was the center, the edges being decidedly less gray. The
cause of this gradation came out very clearly in forming a very
enlarged image for projection, being plainly due in most part to

minute and rapid atmospheric tremor. In moments of best defini-

tion the surface became of a nearly uniform shade throughout.!
The planet has been almost uniformly described as looking

"black" in transit, but in the instrument I use (the objective

of which was corrected by Mr. Alvan Clark), it certainly does
not look black. The color is decidedly less red than that of

spot nuclei, being gray, slightly inclining toward a blue, like

that of the spectrum between F. y. G\ (It may be that this

bluish cast comes from the secondary spectrum of the objective).

The average light from the disc in transit is very considera-
ble, being not much less than that of some nuclei. No
spots were present for comparison, but being engaged in photo-
metric determinations of these and other parts of the solar sur-

face, 1 was provided with means of comparing Mercury with
tints which had previously been contrasted with sun-spots
under like conditions. Absolute photometric deter
of the apparent light from Mercury in transit were attempted
by projecting a greatly enlarged image (its actual diameter was
three-quarters inch as projected), on a white surface in a dark
camera attached to, and moving with, the equatoreal. Direct

measurements with a Jamin photometer were unsatisfactory.
Subsequently, by another method, a trustworthy value was
fixed for a minimum. It was thus found that the fight actually
received on the paper apparently from the so-called "black"
body of the planet, at any rate exceeded eight per cent of that
from direct sunlight, and measures taken by the thermopile and
galvanometer showed that heat was coming from the same

It need hardly be said that it is impossible that Mercury
aid be radiating heat and light in any such degree.

Accordingly I take these numbers as representing (with some
possible allowance for instrumental causes) the minimum effect

* Monthly Notices R. A. ft, vol. xxix, p. 26.

f I presume that even in absolutely perfect definition there would be theo-

b i the greater effect of the
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we can assign to our own atmosphere in inflecting the solar

radiation, a subject on which data have been hitherto desirable.

It is evident, for instance, that from the facts here stated we

can estimate, photometrically, the intrinsic brightness of the

corona, since it was undoubtedly this, acting as a back-ground,

abled the planet, though itself involved to a calculable

extent in atmospheric glare, to be seen before it reached the

solar limb.

The observations were interrupted by haze in the afternoon

and egress was so nearly invisible that the apparent times of

contact are not worth giving.

Allegheny Observatory, May 1, 1878.

Aet. LXVIIL—Fossil Mammal from the Jurassic of the Rocky

Mountains ; by Professor O. C. Marsh.

One of the most interesting discoveries made in the Kocky

Mountain region is the right lower jaw of a small mammal

recently received at the Yale College Museum. The specn

t™ ct c„„„a \ n +W Atl,. ie upper Jura:

Dryolestes priscus, gen. et sp. nov.

This specimen is in fair preservation, although most of the

teeth have been broken off in removing it from the rock. 1 he

penultimate molar, however, remains. The shape of the jaw,

and the position and character of the teeth, show that the

animal was a small marsupial, allied to the existing Opossums

(Didelphidce). The tooth preserved has the same general form

as the corresponding molar of Chironecies variegatus llliger.

The angle of the jaw is imperfect, but there are indications that

it was inflected.

;ipal dimensions of this specir i are as follows

:

Space occupied by seven posterior teeth

Depth of jaw below last molar

Transverse diameter -

Height of crown of penultimate molar *

Transverse diameter -

The present specimen indicates an animal about as large as

weasel. It is of special interest, as hitherto no Jurassic

lammals have been found in tins country.

Yale College, New Haven, May 13, 1878.
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^RT. LXIX.—On some dark Shale recently discovered below the

Devonian Limestones at Independence, Iowa ; with notice of the

Fossils at present known to be in it; by S. Calvin, Professor
of Geology, State University of Iowa."

The Devonian deposits of Iowa, as now known, may be
oughly represented by the annexed diagram, in which 1 indi-

cates the position of a member of the

3 group recently discovered at Independence,
consisting of dark argillaceous so

2 some thin beds of impure, concretionary

.
limestone. It has been explored to a depth

l of twenty or twenty-five feet. No. 2
represents all of what is usually included

under the head of the Devonian limestones of Iowa, and is

le associated beds of

,
150 feet. No. 3 is a

bed of argillaceous shales exposed at and near Eockford, Iowa,
and is referred to frequently as the Eockford Shales. It

abounds in fossils, and weathers, on exposure, into a stiff clay
that has been utilized in the manufacture of brick ; observed
thickness, seventy feet.

Until recently, Nos. 2 and 3 of the above section were sup-
posed to make up the entire thickness of Devonian rocks in

Iowa. No. 2 not only varies, as already indicated, in lirholugi-

cal characters, but the grouping of fossils differs widely in

different localities, so much so that competent geologists have
referred certain exposures—for example those at Waterloo—to
the Corniferous, and others—as at Independence and Waverly

—

to the Hamilton. Such reference of the above-named exposures
will be found in the Twenty-third Eeport on the State Cabinet
of New York, pp. 223-226, and in the same article Professors
Hall and Whitfield declare the Eockford Shales to be the
equivalent of the New York Chemung. On the other hand. Dr.
C. A. White, Geology of Iowa, 1870, vol. i, p. 187, is of opinion
that all the Devonian strata of Iowa belong to a single epoch.
Thus matters stood until about a year or so ago, when D. S.

Deenng called attention to the interesting fact that a dark
shale had been exposed in working out the layers in the
bottom of one of the limestone quarries near Independence.
The quarrymen penetrated the shale to a considerable depth in

the hope of finding coal. The shale varies somewhat, litho-

bat where it presents its most characteristic features,
liaceous, fine-grained and charged with bituminous

matter. In some of the beds there are numerous remains of
plants—stems of Lepidodendrons and Sigil
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the forests of the Devonian. The plants, however, are very

imperfect; the form only is partially preserved, and that mainly

by pyrite that replaced the original stem. The woody tissue

of the plants has been in part converted into coal that occupies

thin irregular seams among the laminae of pyrite. The little

bands of coal vary in thickness, but none of them observed

exceed a quarter of an inch. None of the plants are perfect

enough to render identification or description possible.

The discovery of shale charged with the carbonized stems of

plants, below the Devonian limestones of Iowa, is a matter of

much interest. Frequent reports have gained circulation of the

discovery of coal in drilling wells in regions occupied by
Devonian rocks. From Jesup, Janesville, Marion, Davenport

and other places, such rumors have gone out. In two or three

Its were dug at considerable expense, necessarily end-

ing in disappointment and failure.

The discovery at Independence accounts for these reports.

In drilling through the limestones, the lower shale, with its

carbonized plants, was reached, and the color of the borings

mixed with fragments of real coal naturally enough gaye rise

to the imp > ble coal mine had been found.

It is to be noticed 1

1

>m which such reports

have come stand near the eastern outcrop of the Devonian,

where its entire thickness could be pierced at a very moderate

depth. The number and position of such localities would

show that the shale in question is not a mere local de]

sted all along the outcrop of Devonian rocks in Iowa.

The researches of Mr. Deering and myself have brought to

light quite a number of finely preserved Brachiopods, repre-

senting fourteen different species. Of these, two are not

determined and five others are new to science, but the chief

interest attaches to certain species that have hitherto been

known only from the shales of bed No. 3. near R

Iowa. For the purpose of indicating the relationship of the

new shale to the other Devonian deposits of Iowa, we shall

arrange the specimens in three groups, using my manuscript

names for the new species.

I. Species limited in Iowa as far as known, to the r

ence Shales: Strophodonta variabilis, n. sp, d.'a ' -""<-/.

n. sp., Orthis in/era, n. sp., Rhynchonella ambigua, n. sp., Spirif-

era subumbona Hall. , . ,

II. Species ranging through all the Devonian deposits, and

so common to beds 1, 2 and 3 : Atrypa reticularis Lin.

TTT Sn^iP* f-nmrnnn to beds 1 and 3, but not known to occur

Strophodonta quadrata, n. sp.,

i Hall and Whitfield, S. reversa Hall,

Vol. XV, No. 90.- June, 1878.



Atrypa hystrix Hall,* and Productus (Productelh)
Hall.

It is an interesting fact that of the twelve determined species,

six occur only in the shaly deposits at the opening and close of
' the Devonian, notwithstanding these deposits are separated by
150 feet of limestones. Only one species is known to pass

from the lower shale into the limestone above, and even that

appears under a form so altered that specimens from the two
beds may be distinguished as readily as if they were distinct

species. If we take form and surface markings into account
the Atrypa reticularis of No. 1, also finds its nearest representa-

tive, not in the limestones immediately above, but in the

shales at Eockford.
Obviously then the Independence Shales are more nearly

related to the Eockford beds than to any other formation in

Iowa. The species in group III seem to have disappeared with

the ushering in of conditions under which limestones were
formed ; they maintained themselves in some locality which
has not been discovered or from which the shaly deposits have
been entirely swept away and returned with the return of con-

ditions more favorable to them during the deposition of the

Eockford Shales.

The intimate relation between the two extremes of the group
can but strengthen the conclusion of Dr. White, that all the

Devonian strata of Iowa belong to a single epoch.

Joseph Henry, LL.D.

Professor Henry died, on the thirteenth of May, 1878,

at his home in the Smithsonian Institution, Washington City.

For over half a century Professor Henrv has been one of the

foremost men of science in the United States ; and his name is

well known in all countries where science is cultivated. He
was, it is believed, the last of that band of the older men
of science in America, dating from the last centurv, having
been the associate during his career, of Hare, Silliman, Bache,
Torrey, and others of the same epoch. His eminent attain-

ments and important discoveries early gave him a well earned
reputation as an original investigator. Later his skill as an

The form designated here as A.hu touely froin the
•'/''•

•

Independence. The specimens from the
the form presented by Bub

of Regents on New York S;



strator of great public trusts in the interests of science,

3 rare personal qualities, made him universally respected
eloved. His noble presence and cultivated bearing
ilways conspicuous, however distinguished the i

'"

about him, and manifested truly the high morale which gave
*s genial s

certain reserve, will never be forgotten by those \

i dignity rarely equalled. His genial smile, not unmingled

enjoyed his friendship or came into familiar contact with him.
< > i;tiy. by order of

the trustees of the Smithsonian Institution, will preserve his

well known features and render them familiar to posterity.

Professor Henry was born December 17, 1797, at Albany,
New York, where also much of his early life was passed. He
had at first the advantages of only a common school educa-

tion ; later, after two years of work as a watchmaker, he came
under the training of the Albany Academy, where he developed

a degree of mathematical talent which,' in 1826, led to his

selection for the duties of instructor in mathematics in that

institution. Prior to this, having had some experience in the

field as a surveyor, he was associated, with Amos Eaton in the

Geological Survey along the line of the Brie canal, projected

and sustained by General Stephen Van Kensselaer.

While occupied with his duties as mathematical instructor

in the academy—then in charge of Dr. T. Romeyn Beck—he

commenced that line of investigation in electricity which

resulted in the important discoveries that have made his

name famous. He attended the lectures of Dr. Beck on

chemistry, and assisted in the preparation of his experi-

ments. At this time he devised and published an improved

form of Wollaston's sliding scale of chemical equivalents, in

which hydrogen was adopted as the radix—a contrivance

which is hardly known, even bv name, to the present genera-

tion of chemists. Thus, while Professor Henry's on._

tributions to science were chiefly physita

work was in the department of chemistry. His work with Dr.

BeckenaM toval to Princeton—where he

became Professor of Nan il Phi !-*.>; -liv in 1832,—to take up

the duties of the chemist, Dr. John Torrey, when that well

known teacher was disabled for a time by ill health.

It was in the interval, between 1828 and 1837, that the most

important work of his life was accomplished in the line of

jcientifio research. These results are chiefly recorded

in the Transactions of the Albany Institute, the volumes of

this Journal for the period, and the Transactions of the Ameri-

can Philosophical Society. His " Contributions to El

and Magnetism," were collected in a separate volume

The analysis of these important researches, and the discussion



s the

ned the prepara-
tion of a memoir or eulogy of the distinguished author.

Without assigning dates we give the following brief enume-
ration of his memoirs and discoveries, taken from a communi-
cation made by him to Prof. Silliman in August, 1874, for the
purpose of insertion in an address delivered at Northumberland,
Pennsylvania, on the occasion of the celebration of the centen-

nial of chemistry. The order and enumeration are Professor
Henry's

:

1. A sketch of the topography of the State of New York,
embodying the results of the survey before mentioned.

2. In connection with Dr. Beck and the Hon. Simeon De
Witt, the organization of the meteorological system of the

State of New York.
3. The development, for the first time, of magnetic power,

sufficient to sustain tons in weight, in soft iron, by a compara-
tively feeble galvanic current.

4. The first application of electro-magnetism as a power, to

produce continued motion in a machine.
5. An exposition of the method by which electro-

n

might be employed in transmitting power to a distance, and the

demonstration of the practicability of an electro-magnetic tele-

graph, which, without these discoveries, was impossible.
6. The discovery of the induction of an electrical current in

a long wire upon itself, or the means of increasing the intensity

of a current by the use of a spiral conductor.
7. The method of inducing a current of quantity from one

of intensity, and vice versa.

8. The discovery of currents of induction of different orders,

and of the neutralization of the induction by the interposition
of plates of metal.

9. The discovery that the discharge of a Leyden jar consists

of a series of oscillations backward and forward until equi-

librium is restored.

10. The induction of a current of electricity from lightning
at a great distance, and proof that the discharge from a thunder-
cloud also consists of a series of oscillations.

11- TIkh
> of a lightning-rod while trans-

mitting a discharge of electricity from the clouds, causing it,

though in perfect connection with the earth, to emit sparks of

sufficient intensity to ignite combustible substances.
12. Investigations on molecular attraction, as exhibited in

liquids, and in yielding and rigid solids, and an exposition of

the theory of soap bubbles. [These originated from his being
called upon to investigate the causes of the bursting of the
great gun on the United States Steamer Princeton.]



13. Original experiments on and <

of acoustics, as applied to churches i

14. Experiments on vari<

15. A series of experiments on various illuminating materials
for light-house use, and the introduction of lard oil for li-htm-
the coasts of the United States. This and the preceding in his

office of Chairman of the Committee on Experiments of the
Light-House Board.

16. Experiments on heat, in which the radiation from clouds
and aiiinn Is in <li-ra!it ii

L
- h i< tted by the thermo-elec-

trical apparatus applied to a reflecting telescope.

17. Observations on the comparative temperature of the sun-
spots, and also of different portions of the sun's disk. In these
experiments he was assisted by Professor Alexander.

18. Proof that the radiant heat from a feebly luminous flame
is also feeble, and that the increase of radiant light, by the in-

troduction of a solid substance into the flame of the compound
blowpipe, is accompanied with an equivalent radiation of hear.

aiiii also that the increase of li_:
;

in a flame
of hydrogen, by the introduction of a solid substance, is attended
with a diminution in the heating power of the flame itself.

19. The reflection of heat from concave mirrors of ice, and
its application to the source of the heat derived from the moon.

20. Observations in connection with Professor Alexander, on
the red flames on the border of the sun, as observed in the

annular eclipse of 1838.

21. Experiments on the phosphorogenic ray of the sun, from
which it is showu that this eman: and refran-

gible, according to the same laws which govern light.

22. On the penetration of the more fusible metals into those

less readily melted, while in a solid state.

The following paragraph, from a letter of Mr. P. C. VanWyck
published recently in the New York Times, has a special

interest in this place, although repeating well-known facts, since

it comes from one of his pupils, a graduate of Princeton of 1845.
11 While attending Professor Henry's lectures the Professor

was in the habit of demonstrating to the Senior Class the prac-

ticability of transmitting messages over a wire stretched from

his lecture-room across the campus to his own study, and receiv-

ing answers back from Mrs. Henry—elementary, to be sure,

yet nevertheless sufficient to demonstrate the principle. So,

also, while lecturing on the subject of 'Sound,' he would have

a long pole about an inch in diameter passing from the basement

to the philosophical hall in the attic, on which was screwed

firmly a rude imitation of a fiddle at the top near the ceding,

while to the other end negro Sam had a real fiddle attached.



On a bell signal from the Professor, Sam would saw away with
his bow m the cellar, the Professor calling the attention of the
class to the weird music his fiddle discoursed in the lecture-
r°on\ On these occasions Professor Henry always remarked
that the function of the philosopher ceased when he demon-
strated the principles of nature in his discoveries ; that it then
fell to the share of the inventor, by ingenious devices, to sub-

Cyclopaedia, is known to have been revised by Professor Henry.
This fact is important in view of the interest attached to the

vhich
Jgraph was invented. Henry's discovery

L of the production of powerful magnetism, ai a
by the use of an intensity battery current and a redu-

plication of the windings, in separate short, circuits, of conduct-
ing wire, and the use of an automatic circuit breaker to sound a
bell, anticipates by many years any electro-magnetic telegraph.
It is, m fact, in universal use to-day ; for all skilled operators
read by sound, the record on a paper being practically of little use.

lo the above enumerated papers should be added an impor-
tant series of communications, made chiefly to the National
Academy of Sciences during the past four or five years, upon
the laws of acoustics as developed in the o
tions conducted for the Light-House Service in order to deter-
mine the various conditions involved in the transm
fog-signals. These investigations have been carried forward
mainly in government vessels, and occupied Professor Henry's
close personal attention during many weeks of each season.

"

Besides these experimental additions to phvsical science, Pro-

i

e
Q
S
!2

r H
?
Dly is the author of t,lirtv reports, 'between the vears

k o
Un(

i
1876

'
glv5ng an exPositi°n of the annual operations of

the bmithsoman Institution. He has also published a series of
essays on meteorology in the Patent Office It
with an exposition of established principles, contain many new
suggestions; and, among others, the origin of the development
of electricity, as exhibited in the thunder-storm.

Professor Henry remained ai P r G f Nat-
ural Philosophy until his removal to Washington in 1&L6, to
enter upon the duties of Secretary of the Smithsonian Institu-

-bavored by nature with a vigorous constitution, he enjoyed
through his long life i (r00fl ieaItu

J
His3, g ll±? aimosi uninterrupted good L

powerful frame and calm spirit enabled him to t

comparative ease the pressure of an uncommon burden of offi-
cial labor which fell to his share as the head of the -
ian Institution

;
of the Light-House Board ; of the National
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Academy of Science; and as the adviser of the Government in

It was while engaged in discharge of certain experimental
work on Staten Island last December, connected with the pho-
tometric laboratory of the Light-House Board, that he experi-
enced a partial paralysis, which yielded so, mi to treatment, hut
was doubtless the precursor of the nephritic attack to which he
succumbed. In April he presided at the opening meeting of the

session of the National Academy of Sciences held in the rooms
of the Secretary of the Smithsonian, and submitted an address
to his associates, read by the Home Secretary, recounting with
touching simplicity ins recent decline of power, and express-
ing his desire to be relieved from the cares of the office of Pres-

ident As a mark of affectionate respect, the Academy unan-
imously requested him to retain this post during his life—leav-

ing the duties to be discharged by the Vice-President. It was
on this occasion that the announcement was made to the Acad-
emy, by Professor Henry, and, subsequently, in fuller details,

by Professor Fairman Rogers, the Treasurer, of the creation of

an endowment to be called " the Joseph Henry fund." This fund
consists of forty thousand dollars, securely invested, the income
of which is for the support of Professor Henry and that of his

family, during the life of the latest survivor. Afterwards the

fund is to be transferred, in trust, to the National Academy of

Sciences, the income to be forever devoted to scientific research.

No more graceful and well-merited tribute of respect and affec-

tion was ever bestowed upon a man of science, by the sponta-

neous offerings of personal friends and associates. Alas ! that

its honored object should have remained so brief a time to

enjoy the peace and satisfaction of this gracious endowment.

If it is true that Republics are ungrateful, it is pleasant to

know that the absence of imperial and kingly patronage may
be compensated by a sovereignty not less potent.

It is a truly fortunate circumstance for the science of this

country that a man of Professor Henry's pure and exalted

character was so long in a position of such influence in public

affairs at the seat of government. By force of his earnest

determination that the will of the Testator should be earned

out. he has saved the Smithson fund from diversion and absorp-

tion in a public library, and from various other schemes, and

has succeeded in devoting it "to the iucrease and difl

knowledge among mankind," to cite the words used in Smith-

son's will. By his prudent management of the finan

paying for the building an amount nearly equal to

the original fund, and certain losses incident to the

chat < - . to day by one-halt than the

id paid over to the United States. The policy upon
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which the Smithsonian Institution was instituted and has been
earned forward, was mainly the result of the united efforts of
Professor Henry and his friend, and able counsellor, the late
Professor Alexander D. Bache, whose skill and success as an
administrator stood the test of a long and successful career, at
Washington, as the head of the United States Coast Survey,
i
i

i « 1 345 to 1863. The history of the successive struggles by
which the present organization of the Smithsonian 1

was brought about, will be found in the successive annual
reports. That this long period of activity, over thirty years,
devoted so largely to work almost purely administrative, was a
severe tax upon a man of Professor Henry's great productive
power and ability in original research can hardly be questioned.
On the other hand, it rarely falls to the lot of any man of

do so much for the best interests of the entire body
;ie workers, or to succeed so well in securing respect

and confidence on the part of the public for scientific results
and methods. This is conspicuous in many ways in the his-
tory of the Smithsonian Institution, and in nothing"more perhaps

" ;" the direction which ha
]

iring the past twenty years, under
its guidance.

Professor Henry leaves a wife and three unmarried daughters,
who have been assiduous helpers in the scientific work of their
father, making good to a degree the loss of an only son, whose
death in early manhood, was a sad disappointment of parental
hopes and youthful promise.

Professor Henry was buried Ma
Cemetery, near Georgetown, D. C. The Presides „ v,

United States, the cabinet officers, diplomatic corps and :

here of Congress and of the National Academy, were ai

the mourners. B_

ay 16th, in the Eock Creek

i ^.
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efor
?
me the first Part of three different letters to you,

wh.ch I have begun duriug the last eighteen month8 , but the

none tor comnum.catn.g th.-m. At } ;l,t this'phase of the work is
drawing to a close, an ,

h .ui
>m yiew in the be-

ginning may he regarded as essentially fulfilled so far as observa-
'" !

- Tl
l
nr u -,!,!,;, ...ins is but the computa-

tion and publication of these results, and is going forward as
rapidly as the nature of the case permits.
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IZ
work with the meridian circle goes forward, however cloudy the

,| t \,„ a ,.,nll p it
:'

t lie -tar^ dtrii.d ran he seen

the haze or between the clouds, and very often the

thunder is rolling and li-htninc tla-d i. i over a third part of the

sky while observations are making on the meridian \v\ in the

last year no observations were possible on more than half the

ni .1 ts i i Marcl ind April, and only ten nights in these two

months could be regarded as clear. In June and July the case

was worse yet, for there were but seven mgi

and on twenty-eight not a star could be deser

weather has been equally untavnrahle. and

, dav< already elapsed, there has been but

Sanations have not been to some extent

! or interrupted by clouds. The contrast between such

condition of the weather, and that which prevailed some years ago

is verv striking, and seems to point to some periodic rjuctiu.tmn

I am all tl
*lieve this, since arriving at the

results relative to the periodicity of sundry^phenome

ight in the Bttt"

in my annual

those results Wing >

Meteorological Office, is already prmtea-me oniy u.

lished of either the astronomical or meteorological ;

ily slow, and

Attended here^ with many obstacles, I will mention some of the

results ton
m detmL

In the fir- - jj« h»™ attend
t^K™

»„vJ I

Buenos Aires. Determinir

,
and deducting i

observed in the

Effects from the mean temperature as

> results a curve which follows that

-

I ha /3Yul;; uced the mean »f the u md-
. „ er; nor has

tl»m«n Vel..-itv

,

.V.
,

l',.wiu-l'H..n'i.
: ^ " "

;
*%?&£%.

•
-

' ,.. :.:
. would doubtless increase the de-

gree of agreement;.

ttoTdotT-
v..r..V-.u-1-T^....

so much t light fairly be attributed to errors of observation.
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Thus if we denote by r the relative number corresponding to

the mean amount of sun-spots, the normal mean temperature

of Buenos Aires in centigrade degrees is 17°"50 — o,
00727r, so

that 138 of Wolfs scale correspond approximately to 1° C. in the

temperature. Thus after deducting the effect of the wind, I find

tli e mean temperatures, as observed, to have been 16° "47 in 1870,

and 17°-51 in 1875, while those which result from the formula are

16°-63 and 17°-49 respectively. The difference 0°"16 for the first

named year is by far the greatest which presents itself in the

wfeole scries, the next largest one being o,
10, and the mean dis-

cordance only 0°'056. The want of perfection in the wind-rose,

and the excessive deflection of the mean direction of the v, bid in

t870 afford what seems to me a sufficient explanation of the rela-

tive largeness of the residual.

It is manifest that if the variations of the terrestrial tempera-

ture follow those of the sun-spots, and are thus adequate to

account for the correspondence observed between these and the

variations of the tii-,_ ' necessity for assuming
any direct and transcendental connection he tween this latter and

the disturbance of the solar surface disappears.

It is a source of regret that I have not at disposal here any

series of mean annual temperatures observed in Europe or North
America, accompanied by the corresponding mean direction of the

wind; for 1 havi -mall douhts that ma 'o-oiis i -nits might be

deduced, although it is possible that other local disturbances of

the temperature may have to be taken into account beside the

effect of the wind. There is one other point in South America for

which the investigation may be made, viz: Bahia Blanca, just to

the north of *. md this I intend t

as soon as time and opportunity permit.
The mean annual direction of the wind varies through an arc

of 60° during the twenty years mentioned, having been 70° in

1857, 77° in 1870, and 130° in 1874 (these angles being counted
from the north point through the east). The accordance between
is- variations and those of the spots, which Mr. Main has found in

Oxford, does not hold in Buenoa A ins, but the study of the

phenomenon has brought to light the existence of two cycles to

the numbers which represent the mean annual value oi

or in other words in that component of the mean annual direction

which is perpendicular to the meridian. Investigated without any
assui iption or hypothesis whatsoever, they show two periodic

terms of which the lengths are 2*78 and 3 -70 years. These
periods are respectively the quarter and the t" "

"
'

years, the mean length of the gun-spot period,
opens a field for new inquiry.
Another and yet more marked cycle shows itself in the

frequency of the storms, which are so well known and charac-

teristic of the La Plata. Whether we consider the annual num-
ber of winds of force five, or six, or seven and upwards, or the

mean annual force, the same result . : a periodic
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fluctuation, the maximum having been early in 1864, the minimum
between 187H and 1876, and the duration between eighteen and
twenty-three years. The form of the corresponding curve is Bach
that it varies but slightly near the minimum, and tin- period is so
nearly equal to that comprised in tin- series of observations, that

it cannot yet be fixed with accuracy. Hut I am inclined to

believe it will be found not to differ much from twenty-two years,

in which event we have still another case of near conimensura-
bility with the mean period of the sun-spots.

As regards the astronomical work there is little to communicate
as yet. The Uranometry is not yet published, and I am fearful

that if was a mistake !•< uuderi i- country
;

not because it cannot be well and even elegantly accomplished,
but on account of the long time which it requires, and the limited

amount of type available. I am doing all that seems possible to

remedy these difficulties, but it is of course at much expense of
titne and enero-v. The Atlas is completed ; the numerous techni-

^- way Of a satisfactory- reproduction of the

drawings having been obviated by the skill and assiduity of the
' - 'ographer, Mr. Julius Bien of New York. My '*

,
Mr. John M. Thome, to whom more than to any oth

photolithographe

ivi.at accuracj may possess,

was in the United States during the past year, and personally

attended to the proofs. He returned a few weeks since, bringing

-ome advanced copies, with which I am quite satisfied.

The Atlas consists of thirteen charts, on the scale of a globe of

one meter radius, and contains all stars to the 7*0 magnitude in-

clusive, within ; radius of loo around the South Pole. To these

is added a fourteenth as a sort of a Index-Map, to show the limits

of the individual charts, the course of the Milky Way, and the

general distribution of the stars. This may
phere, and is projected on a scale of equal

i between
ing as those between the meridian- &i rig!

The configurations are necessarily distort

aggregation of the stars is correctly given.

letters I 1

bold reformation of the boundaries of the constellations, which I

! !

Wherevtr :id parallels (equinox of 1S75-0)

have been employed as boundary lines, and in other cases great

circles <„ far a- mi-ht well be. Vet the principle ha- b -. - da

lously followed that no important star, and none h

light stir-

aries murht have been ess. nti illy in* e is< 1,

i what seemed the safe side.

as well as Spanish, but the Latin

? of the const eJ rved, as the only basis

cordance in nomenclature.
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Twice during the last year the normal clock of the observatory

has been stopped by earthquake waves, although the tremors seem

to have been felt in neither instance by persons in this vicinity.

One of these cases was at the time of the grtei

destroyed the town 1 -•> nwwh destrue-

tion along the coast of Peru, Bolivia and Northern Chile. The

other u.is at the time of the severe shock at Mendoza. The
moments at Cordoba were of course very accurately given

by the clock itself, and accounts carefully obtained from the

points of chief disturbance give the same result as on former

occasions, viz: that the interval of time between the manifest*-

of the watches. This you may remember was the case once be-

fore, when the shock was distinctly felt in Cordoba, although the

clock was not stopped. The clock of the telegraph-station M
Metido/a had heen regulated from this observatory only a day or

two previous, and the time as shown by the dial agreed wit h that

of my watch in Cordoba. Whether the tremors traveled over the

intervening distances or not, it seems at least demonst
the interval between their arrival at the two places is less than

can be measured without special preparation and precautions.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. The Expansion of the Solid Elements a Function of their

Atomic weight.—Since all gases, r, I conditions,

contain in equal volumes the same number of molecules, they

must all have the same coefficient of expansion, because this

expansion represents simply an increase in the energy of the pro-

gressive motion of the molecules. For the non-gaseous elements,

however, no such simple relation has been hitherto observed.

WiEBEhas throw.! some light upon the subject, by stu

expansion-coefficients of the solid elements in connection wit*

their atomic weights. The quotient of the density of any >'« h

element, referred to water as unity, divided by its atom!
gives the space occupied by one atom of that element. If the

ratio ,,t this value to the coefficient of expansion be obtain* d.

some striking relations appear, as is shown in tabular form for

twenty-six solid elements. In the first column the symbols are

given, ; n the second the density, in the third the atomie weight.

in the fourth the expansion-coefficient expressed in parts in a

hundred million at 4(T C, and in the fifth the ratio ,,{

quotient of the density divided by the atomie weight. The
numbers in the fifth column then, represent the absolute i xpaie-mn

of the atoms, or the coefficients of expansion of the elements
-

show simple relations for closely allied elements ; thus the value is
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the same for iron, cobalt and nickel, the numbers for arsenic, anti-
mony and bismuth are as 1 : 3:4, those for zinc and cadmium a-; i' : :;,

etc. If these coefficients be regarded in. in the stand point of
Lothar Meyer's law of the periodicity of the properties of the ele-

ments, and be graphically represented as a function of the atomic
weight, they give a curve similar to that of the atomic volume, in

which members of natural families have an analogous position.
Hence the author concludes that the absolute expansion of the
atom is a periodic function of its atomic weight.— /;,,-. Berl. Chem.
Ges., xi, 610, April, 1878. g. f. b.

2. On the New Metal, Gallium.—In connection with .Iino-
FLEISCH, LecoQ de Boisbaudkan, the discoverer of gallium, iias

worked up the residues obtained from 4,300 kilograms of the
Bensberg zinc blende, to obtain more of the new metal. The
blende was first pulverized and then roasted, the product treated

lieot to dissolve all the
zinc, thus leaving a \ < containing the gal-

lium, the ret id, Tie iron reduced by
zinc d tin s« I tit i- by -odium carbonate
several times, the spectroscope being used to detect the metal.

In this way, the g::' K -idue weigh-
ing 100 kilograms. This was dissolved in sulphuric acid, purified

.

-.-

H2 S being continued. The zinc sol ted, carried

down the gallium. It was dissolve -ionaily

precipitated by sodium carbonate, the fractions dissolved in the

minimum quantity of sulphuric a ~\ diluted

with water and boiled. A voluminous basic salt of gallium came
.'."..: .' - --

:

' --
;.
;: .

.

and the mel rtrolysia,

using forty Bunsen eel - each, the

negative electrode having a surface of fifteen square centimeters

and the positive of 450. In the cold, long crystalline metallic fi la-

ments stood out from the electrode, sometimes three centimeters in

length. Above 30°, the metal ran in drops to the bottom of the

electrode. In this wuv sixtv-two grams of crude gallium were

obtained. Taking the inevitable loss into account, the blende of

Bensberg c< ium or sixteen milligrams per kilo-

gram. Purified by straining through a cloth, agitating with

hydrochloric acid, and recrystalii M a hard,

slightly malleable metal, which can be extended under the ham-

mer or" bent rittle. On cooling the

fused metal to 10° or 15^ below its fusing point, and into

a platinum wire having a bit of solid gallium on one end, octalie-

dra! eiy- Modified by the basal

planes. G; sh gray mark on paper, is perma-

nent in th ant even in boiling water, but

or silver, but becomes blue-green on solidifying. Chlorin

it readily, evolving much heat and producing a well crystallized,
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very fusible and volatile chloride, colorless when pure and deli-

quescent. Bromine acts less powerfully, giving rise to a white
bromide, and iodine a white iodide, both of which resemble the

chloride. The atomic weight the authors determined to be 69*9.

Duprb, having received a portion of the metal, has ui

a study of its salts. Heated to 260° in pure oxygen it undergoes
no change. At a dull red, it begii

covered with a bluish gray pellicle. ^
is thicker, a feeble sublimate being formed. Treated witli strong

nitric acid at 40° or 50°, it dissolves ; and the solution heated to

110°, loses nitric acid. Redissolved in water, evaporated to a

syrupy consistence, and placed under a dessicator, the nitrate is

obtained as a white very deliquescent mass, which may be dried

in a current of hot air at 40°. The dry nitrate heated to 200° loses

63*8 per cent in wreight, thus proving it to be a nitrate of the

sesquioxide. At a higher temperature the nitrate melts, decom-
and leaves a white friable mass, gallium sesquioxide.

Heated to redness in a current of hydrogen, it parti \

cherry red, the mass is bluish gray, but
-

i partly reduced. At a cherry

by the fact that it does not :

sesquioxide sulphate. At a

portion of the oxide to the

, 756, Feb., March, ]

wthyl-ethyle

of active or ethyi-methyl-ethyl alcohol
^jjj

1
* lcH-HH20H and

inactive or isopropyl-ethyl alcohol
™ 3 I CH-CH2

-CH
3
OH.

Dehydrated by zinc chloride in the ordinary way, it fni

amylene consisting of four different bodies : two soluble in

ndphnrio acid diluted with half its volume of water, ethyl-

Tiiethyl-et hylene and trimethyl-ethylene ; and two insoluble in this

propyl-ethylene and normal amylene. In order to avoid
polymerization in the preparation of amylene, Etard has modi-
fied the ordinary process by placing the Bine chloride, about 500
grams, in a spacious metal retort, heating it in a gas furnace to full

fusion and running in a thin stream of amyl alcohol, the vapors
tied in a long worm. The amylene was about one-

third of the
j
«as com-

pletely absorbed by bromine, and with the exception of 3 or 4 per

cent, consisted of isopropyl-ethylene SS 3
[ CH-CH=CH2 ,

pro-

duced from the corresponding alcohol.
3

The associated etbyl-

fchyl alcohol as well as the admixed propyl and 1- iryl

alcohols came over unchanged. But small quantities of polymers
were produced, diamylene only being isolated.
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Wishing to try this method with butyl alcohol, in order to
obtain normal butylene, Le Bel and Greene allow ed this alcohol
to fall drop by drop upon zinc chloride heated to fusion in a mer-
cury bottle, the products being collected first in a washing appa-
ratus consisting of a flask, two Pettenkofer's tubes and a Liebig
condenser, all containing diluted sulphuric acid to retain the iso-

diinethyl-ethylene. and then passing through l.rondne. From a
kilogram and a half of butyl alcohol, nearly a kilogram of bromide
was obtained, which readily separated int.'. three tractions, boiling
at 145°-I52°, i52°-154° and 154°-160°, the latter fraction forming
three-fifths of the whole, and being CH.,— < IllJr- ( 'II IJr— ( II

"

mixed with traces of CH
2
Br-CBr- (CH

3 ) 2 . No ethyl-vinvl
was formed in the reaction. Treated with sodium the reaction

nd the products collected

dary butyl iodide, CH
3
—CHI - C*[I

2
-CII

;

,, thus pn.v-
':ne or dimethyl-ethylene in the

normal butylenes, i. e., those in which the carbon totBfl
i

ing the presence of normal butylene or dimethyl
above reaction of zinc chloride on butyl alcohol. There :

others ; one of these is ethyl-

vinyl, CH 3 -CH 2
-CH=CH 2 and the other di met hvl-. :!,-. I-',.,.

CH
3
-CH=CH—CH

3 . Upon the hypothesis that in uniting

with a hydracid, the hydrogen and the haloid play the same part
as the hydrogen in the saturated molecule and hence that di the

hydrogen atoms attached to the same carbon atom have the

same < alue, both these bodies should yield the same by
CH

3
-CH 2

—CHI—CH 3 ; while if the* hydro-en of the* 111 has a

different value, the two hydriodic compounds will be isomeric.

I he two bodies they were found to be identical

in properties, both boiling at 118°-121°, and both yielding a buty-

lene by the action of alcoholic potash which gave a bromide dis-

•ween 153° and 160°.— ft H.
t
lxxxvi, 488, Feb.; Bull.

Soc. Ch., II, xxix, 306, April, 1878. G. f. b.

4. Chemi OU of Tansy and Oil of Y<il<-

rian.—Bkuylants has submitted to proximate analysis the oils

of tansy and of valerian. The former is a mobile yellow liquid,

of sp. gr. 0-923 at 15°, begins to boil at 192° and distils mostly

between 194° and 207°, the thermometer rising finally to 270°-280°,

leaving a resinous mass about a tenth of the whole. Treated

with a concentrated solution of hydro-sodium sulphite and then

alcohol, oily drops appear which become crystalline and fall to the

bottom. They are pearly plates of tana-

sola!,!,, in
Ibaf.d

with a dilute solution of sodium carbonate, the organic portion is

obtained as an oil, of density 0-918 at 4°, remaining liquid at —15°

-x at 195°-196°. Analysis gave the formula C 10H l6O,

6o which the vapor density 5-07 corresponds; it is thus an isomer

of lamvl camphor. Bv the action of H, the tanacetyl hydride

gives an alcohol, C 10H IB O, by abstraction of H2 0, it gives

cymene C, H 14 , by action of phosphoric chloride, t

. monochloride and cymene, and with ammo-
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mo-silver nitrate it gives the mirror characteristic of an aldehyde.
< ' i ! / I r 1 1 <_ 1 'inn u id >t gh fs ac<

with nitric, it yields camphoric acid. The portion of the oil not

acted on by the sulphite proved to be an alcohol C 10H 18 O, with
a small quantity of a hydrocarbon C 10H 16 . Hence tansy oil oon-
sists of 70 per cent of an aldehyd C 10 H 16 0, of 26 per cent of an
akoh,,! C 10H 18 O, and of 1 percent of a terpene C 10H 16 . Val-
erian oil proved to be composed of: (1) a terpene C ]0H ]6 , (2) an
alcohol <J l0H, 8 0, (3) borneol formate, acet
C 10H 17.CHO 2 , C 10HMCaH sO 8 , C 10H 17C s

H
8 2,and (4) ethyl-

borneol oxide, C2 H 5
.O.V 10R lr—Ber. Berl Chem. Get., xi,

449, March, 1878. g. f. b.

4. Formation of 5 minate$ fa

Pancreatic Digestion.—Salomon has succeeded by the action of

atic ferment upon pure blood fibrin, in preparing bypo-
xanthin and very probably also xanthin itself. The former has
been observed only as a product of putrefaction hitherto.

—

Ber.
Berl. Chem. Ges., xi, 574, April, 1878. g. f. b.

8. The present Con <) .<
l rol<>gy.—I\\i.v\v,\\\,

tor of the observatory upon Vesuvius, has published in

the Attidella R. Accad. di Napoli, VII, p. 1-20, 1877, a resume
of his observations upon the electricity of the air, which he has
conducted during the past twenty-seven years. He also gives a

description of the apparatus which he has found best suited to his

purpose. The electrometer resem hat of Dell-
man : ii dith t-_ bmvi \ -i. c<-t utially from the latter. The suspen-
sion of the needle is bifi] , between the fixed arm
and the needle is not due to the repulsion of two bodies charged
by conduction to the same amount, but is the result of induced
charges. The needle is provided with a horizontal disc which is

centered over a vessel of which it is apparently the
cover. This vessel is placed in communication with the testing
conductor. The excursions of the point of the needle are read
by means of a microscope. The chief peculiarity of the conductor
consists in this, that it ends in a plate twenty-seven centimeters in

diameter, and the conn. rometer is broken just
as the conductor reaches the limit of the height to which it is

i is about 1*5 meters.
With feeble electrical condition the first swing of the needle is

the double of its final deflection. With large differences of

be fall of deflection is less. This diminution of indica-
tion gn-es a measure of the electrical disturbance. The deflec-
tions are compared with those produced by the poles of thirty

ntft. A Bohncnbertrer's electroscope serves as an
indicator of the kind of electricity. The director believes that

^ is preferable to Thomson's self-registering electro-

ns tend to show that the electricity of the
d that a negative state of the electricity of the air is

local disturbance. The strength of the + electricity

lcreases with the relative moisture of the stratum of
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air over the apparatus. Simultaneous observations upon the
observatory of the University and at the Capodimonte in \.i|.!< s,

also at the observatory upon Vesuvius. More distant observa-
tions upon the little St. Bernard and in M n, i.'i, ri have impressed
the author with the belief that with dry clear air. in whuh the
distribution of 4- electricity i- iv_miI.ii-. the strength of the influ-

ence diminishes with increasing height.

—

BeiblMter Physik und
Chemie, vol. ii, no. 3, p. 155.

met*.—Nature, for May 2, contains a paper
that Professor

, . 276], br

an experimental solution of a problei

by Sir William Thomson, in which he observes that Proi
Mayer's "beautiful experiment [this volume, p. 276], br

Mem which
years been before me unsolved,—of vital importance in the theory
of vortex atoms ;" and also that the experiment had interested
him particularly "because the mode of experimenting, with a slight

modification, gives a perfect mechanical illustration (easily real-

librium of groups of columnar vortices revolving in circles round
their common center of gravity, which formed the subject of a
communication which I had made to the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh, on the previous Monday"—that preceding the republica-

tion of Professor Mayer's article in Nature—a point which the
paper goes on to explain and illustrate.

Note on Floating Magnets; by Professor A. M. Mayek.
n a letter to the Editors, dated South Oran^

May 21, 1878.)—I was much gratified to know I

{[From a letter to the Editors, dated South Orange, New Jersey,

that my experi-

have proved of so much use to Sir William Thomson.
When I received that number of Nature containing Professor

Thomson's article on the floating magnets, I was engaged in

writing a communication to him, giving him a concise statement

of the morphological laws ruling the configuration of the floating

magnets, with other new points of interest. These laws I dis-

covered a week or two after I sent you the short note about these

experiments, published on page 276. These laws are as follows :

the configurations of the floating magnets are divided into prim-

ary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary, etc., classes, and the con-

figurations of one class form the nuclei to the succeeding ones.

The following are the primary configurations

:

-Third Series, Vol. XV, No. 90.-June, II
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The configuration found of 9 magnets begins the second
and this configuration has 2 for its nucleus. The secon.
have for nuclei the stable primaries, i. e., configurations numbered
2, 3, 4, 5a, 6a, 7 and 8a. The tertiaries have the secondaries for

,
the tertiaries, etc.

If the configuration be made with the superposed magnet at a
constant vertical distance, it will be found that when the same
number of floating magnets form different conriirurat ions, that
these different forms always have different dei>s-t:<s. jnst as in the
phenomena of allotropy, isomerism, etc. In configurations formed
of the same number of needles the densities are neces
versely as the areas. These experi iustrate this,

that different crystalline forms, of the same chemical composition,
depend on the different directions of molecular forces, which in

all the forms may have the same intensity.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Supplement to the Second Edition of Acadian Geology ; by
J. W. Dawson, LL.D., F.R.S. 102 pp.*—This publication con-
tains the new matter added to the third edition of "Acadian
Geology," just issued ; and which is published separately in this

form for the benefit of those who already possess the second edi-

tion. It reviews the new facts which have been discovered in the
Provinces of the Dominion of Canada since 1868. Be-

ginning with the later deposits, the author endeavors to vindicate
by new facts his former conclusion that the cold of the Glacial
period was not connected with a continental glacier, but with
local glaciers on the higher lands and ice-drift by Arctic currents
over the plains, then submerged. He subdivides the Post-pliocene
deposits as follows, in ascending order

:

(a.) Peaty terrestrial surface anterior to bowlder clay.
(b.) Lower stratified gravels and sands,
(e.) Bowlder clay and unstratified sands with bowlders. Fauna,

when present, extremely Arctic.
(d.) Lower Leda clay, with a limited number of highly Arctic shells,

such as are now found only in permanently ice-laden seas.

(<?.) Upper Leda clay and sand, or Uddevalla beds, holding many
sub-Arctic or boreal shells similar to those of the Labrador

(/.) Saxicava sand and gravel, either non-fossiliferous or with a
few littoral shells, of boreal or Acadian types.

After some notice of the Trias, extensively developed in Prince
-and, where it has afforded the remains of one Dinosau-

: mts, and which in Western Nova
bcotia is so remarkable for its great trappean beds, a large space
is devoted to the Carboniferous, and more especially to the recog-
nition of an Upper " Permo-carboniferous " or perhaps truly Per-

* New York
:
Van Noatrnnd. We are indebted for this notice to Dr. Dawson,
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mian member, consisting principally of red sandstones, and hold-
ing a Bora an to that of the Lower Permian
of Europe. Details and illustrations are also given of new specif

s

of Batraehians, Rshes, Inserts, and Crustaceans, recently discov-
ered, and an analysis and comparison with other countries, is

made of the remarkable development of the Lower Carboniferous
series of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,
After a short notice of the Devonian, which, in the region re-

ferred to, is chiefly remarkable for its rich flora, in the main dis-

that of the Lower Carborniferous. and now muni. .Tin"-

•uf-

brian formati,

! much disturbed and ;

the Lower Devo
between the later and older Paleozoic.

While the Carboniferous series is unaltered, except very locally.

and comparatively bale disturbed, and confined to the lower
levels, the Upper Silurian, and all older series, have been folded

and disturbed and profoundly altered, and constitute the hilly and
broken parts of the country. Further, in the Upper Silurian and,

the older periods, there seems to have been a constant mixture
with the aqueous sediments in

and basic

well as probably outflows of trachytic and dioritic rock, so that all

these older formations are characterized by the presence of felsite

and porphyry and petro-siliceous breccia, an. I of diorite. Further,

oae rocks, owing to their composi-

tion, are much more liable to be rendered crystalline by meta-

morphism than the ordinary aqueous sediments from which the

bases have been leached out by water, and since they are usually

iierous, the appearance is presented of crystalline non-

US rocks alternating 9 1 abundant

organic remains, and comparatively unaltered. The volcanic

members of these series are also often very irregular in dis-

tribution, and there is little to distinguish them from each other,

even when their ages may be very different. These circum-

stances oppose many difficulties to the classification of all the t re-

Devonian rocks of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, difficulties as

yet very imperfectly overcome."

In New Brunswick and in Eastern Maine, it appear-

fossiliferous Upper Sib; -*• chloritic

schists and agglomerates of great thickness, and having an aspect

not unlike that of the older Huronian, while in Eastern Nova

ailar rocks appear locally at the base of the Upper

i by the deposit!*
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! rocks, constituting, with a series of overlying metalliferous

5, the " Cobequid group " of the author, and resembling much
the Skiddaw and Borrowdale formations of the Euglish

the contemporaneous Lower Silurian groups of

There are, however, undoubted points of resem-

blance between these peculiar Silurian rocks of the Acadian
Provinces and those of New England, and they constitute a re-

markable instance of the difference that may obtain in contem-
poraneous deposits belonging to areas of quiet aqueous sedimenta-

tion and of igneous activity. They show very clearly how unsafe

it may be, without proper caution, to apply the geological types

of one area to those of another.

Below these peculiar Silurian rocks, are thick deposits of Cam-
brian age, on the whole less modified by contemporaneous igneous

action, and in some places richly fossiliferous. In Cape Breton
there have recently been recognized fossils indicating an Upper
Cambrian horizon, resembling that <i the Kn-Ti-h Lingula Flags.

Below this is the Acadian series, so rich in Conocoryphe, Para-
doxides and other forms of the Menevian type, etage C of

Barrande. Still lower, according to the author, are the quartzites

and slates constituting the gold-bearing series of the Atlantic

coast of Nova Scotia. These have recently afforded some pecu-

liar fossils, and appear to be a veritable equivalent of the European
Longmynd and Eophyton sandstones. Some portions of this last

group, associated with great masses and dykes of intrusive granite,

have assumed the condition of gneisses and mica schists, with

and andalusite. Since the publication of the second

edition of Acadian Geology, attempts have been made to relegate

them to the Laurentian and Huronian ages, but good reasons are

shown for the conclusion that they are merely metamorphosed
members of the Lower Cambrian. There are, however, in New
Brunswick, and, probably, also in Cape Breton and at the western

extremity of Nova Scotia, true Huronian rocks, constituting an

upper and lower series, and also true Laurentian, more especially

pb New Brunswick and Northern Cape Breton. Details

on these points, and references to the field geologists who have
been working them out, will be found in the publication itself.

2. Mecherches experimentales sur lea cossures qui
Vecorce terrestre, particulihrement celles qui sont connues p<r
noms de joints et de failles par M. Daubrek. (Comptes He

p. 510) has coi

their object the explanation of the occurrence in rock-masses <

joints and faults. The method employed was as follows : a plate

of the substance to be examined, in the form of an elongated
rectangle, was held at one end in a vice, and by the other extremity
was subjected to a torsion or strain about a horizontal axis finally

producing fracture. The extreme angle of torsion was 20°.

The best results were obtained when a plate of ice, 80 to 90 cm.
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long, 35 to 190 mm. wide, and 1 mm. thick, was employed
being enveloped in paper so as to preserve the posit ion 'of
fragments. The most important results «rere: the format ioi

fissures whose traces on the outer surfaces of the plate \\

approximately parallel ; there were often two <;»,jug<ite series

these fissures, crossing one another at an angle varying from
to 70°, or less, and thus forming a net-like surface; in additior
the fissure-surfaces, there were also a small number of other phi
of complete separation or fracture; and finally a series of t

straight lines, like the marks of an engraver, we're observed on
surfaces. They were parallel to the fissures and often more re
lar than they; "they indicated the existence of a distinct cleav:
whose presence could be proved by a sudden shock. The i

represents a plate which has been subjected to the torsion.

The above results obtained by the torsion or twisting of a plate

of ice are shown by M. Daubree to be closely analogous to the

phenomena of faults and joints observed in rock-masses. There is

the same approximate parallelism among them ; and this is true

not only of faults upon a grand scale but also of secondary faults,

and minor joints proving them all to have had a similar origin.

Moreover it is very common to observe more than one series of

these parallel fractures, analogous to the two conjugate series of

artificial fissures mentioned above ; and though a real difference

of age often exists between them it must be in many cases true

that they have been produced at the same time. The arti-

ficial planes of cleavage described have a parallel in the natural

cleavage observed in many rocks, as for example that which gives

rise to so-ca !rs to be a

close similarity between the fractures of different kinds observed

in rocks, and those produced artificially in these plates as the

result of torsion. From this resemblance in effects M. Daubree

argues an analogy in the causes that have produced them. And
he concludes that among the different kinds of mechanical actions,

lateral crushings and so on, to which the crust of the earth has

been submitted, torsion is one which has played a prominent

part in connection with the production of faults and joints.

3. Notice of a fourth new Phosphate from FoirfcM Co.,

Connecticut; by George J. Brush and Edwajrd S. Da>a.—In our

further exploration of the locality mentioned as affording the three

new phosphates described in the last number of this Journal, we

have found a fourth new species belonging to the same group.

The mineral is salmon-colored and proved on i

phosphate analogous to triphylite in composition.
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i and albite and a mineral

has generally a bright

Hardness =4. Specific

ity =3-424. B.B. fuses at 1 to 1*5 coloring the flame bright

i red, with streaks of green, and reacts with the fluxes for iron— Analysis by Horace L. Wells proves it to be a

iganese and lithia with about tour

3 4 orLi
3
P04

+Mn
3
r 2 vJ

propose to name this new mineral Lithiolite. A full description

- - will be givea fa an early number of this Journal.

4. Mineralogische Mittheilungen (Neue Folge) ; von G. vom
Rath. (From the Zeitschrift fur Krystallographie, i, 6, 1877.)—

Prof, vom Rath describes :—a remarkable compound crystal of

•, consisting of four individuals, but not a tn

also some new forms upon calcite crystals of Bergen Hill, New
Jersey; and crystals of a new mineral, Krennerite. This last

mineral, a telluride of gold, was first docriW.l bv K runner under

the name of "Bunsenin;" as this name has already 1m en used for

another species, vom Rath, who describes the crystalline form,

proposes the name Krennerite after the discoverer. e. 8. o.

5. Das Erdbeben von Herzogenrath am 24 Juni, 1877: Eine

isehe Studie von Dr. A. von Lasatjlx. 77 pp. 8 vo. Bonn,

1878, (Emil Strauss). The monograph of Prof. Lasaulx upon the

earthquake of October 22, 1873, at Herzoe;enratli, near Aachen,
•

. . ! 8 7 k at p. 392. The earthquake

which took place on the 24th of June, 1877, in this lo<

in its phenomena much similarity with the former one, and it has

been investigated in the same careful and systematic manner. As

the results of the invest tied that the point from

which the shock went forth was at a depth of 16*85 Eng
and that th Ration was 17*7 miles per minute,

the general direction being southwest and northeast. The occur-

rence of th -aded as more or less intimately

connected with the gr ,

• Feldbr-s," whi< h

crosses the coal formation of the r.--i..n..t tin Wunn in a direetioit

nearly normal to its strike. e. s. ».

6. Die Mineralogie von Franz von Kobeix. 5th edition,

252 pp. 8vo. Leipzig, 1878. (Friedrich Brandstetter.)—The Min-

eralogy of von Kobell is now too well known to need commenda-
tion here. In the present edition the article upon th

>n of minerals has been altered to some extent with refer-

ence to the now accepted chemical principles.

III. Botany and Zoology.

I. Eourly Tttiroduetio i an I Srread of the Barberry in Eastern

/fnd.—On the 10th of June, 1764, the Province of

: mage to English gram,

ry-tHtshes," rkh the preamble: "Whereas
it has been found, by experience, that the blasting of wheat and

other English grain, is often occasioned by barberry-bushes, to
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the great loss and damage of the inhabitants of this province; be
it therefore enacted," etc.

rkable that this shrub, which is naturalized only along
the sea-board of New England, mainly in Massachusetts, and

"as up to this time fail

rior, should have so multiplied in Massachusetts during the t

which has up to this time failed to spread anywhere in t

hundred years as to have made this trouble or obtained this evil

reputation. An apparent justification of this ill ..dor of the liar-

berry (among the agriculturists we mean) will be found in this

Journal, vol. xlix of the second series, 1870, p. 4ih>. Mr. Goodell
of Salem, the editor of these old Province Laws, who called our

"The barberry had, evidently, been widely and abundantly prop*
agated in the older settlements, during the century or century
and a quarter of their exi-tence; and it is reasonable to suppose
that attempts to exterminate the 1 to the

period of this act's continuance. When the cultivation of wheat,
rly, declined, the farmers, probably, relaxed their efforts

against the barberry, and hence may we not account for its pres-

ent compai > of the older towns,

which were near the seaboard? I remember, when a boy, of

seeing a single barberry-bush in Athol, Mass., transplant.. 1 from
in the eastern counties. It was there considered a

curiosity; but I remember that I wondered why the

barberry should not have traveled as far west long before, seeing

that the pioneers of that region were, largely, from Essex and

eastern Middlesex, and that the hush app and a- thrifty as any I

had ever seen in Essex County. The preamble of this act, per-

haps, explains the mystery ; for there is no reason to doubt that

the ' experience ' of the farmers therein mentioned was neither

recent nor confined to a few, in 1754, when the Legislature, repre-

senting a large number of country towns, deemed it necessary to

vigorous measures for extirpating the barberry."

It has been suggested that the barberry never really damaged

the grain-crops of New England, at least to any notable extent

;

but that the settlers, bringing with them from England the popu-

lar fear of it, legislated upon that. But if so, we have a curious

a of the precarious nature of testimony. For in Eur >p e,

ion has passed into history as independent

evidence that the barberry did damage grain m New England.

2. Ferns of North America; by Prof. D. C. Eaton. Parts IV

and V, issued together, bring up the letter-press to p. 113, and

ate 15. All but two of these plates carry a

couple of species, and the letter-press grows more copious.

|. .

-...-
it is a new spe< ies of the Sierr i Xevad i. tl « joint -

-

Forma botany. Pelima dema, of Or

which does well in cultivation), and P. pulcheUa, a
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hich extends from Peru t

stoliths. Cheilanthas viscida of DavJavenpi

species of Mr. Lemmon's discovery, and <
'. < 'tecelnndii of Eaton,

discovered by D. Cleveland of San Diego, form the best plate of

this issue, except perhaps that of Aspidium unitum, var. glil>r >•,<<.

which turns up in Florida. Anemia Mexicana and A. adiantifo-

lia are well given. Asplenivm Huta-muraria is fairly well done,

and A. septentrionale makes little show at best; and what serves

for analysis of both is wretched. a. g.

4. Dictionnaire de Botanique ; par M. H. Baillon. Paris.

(Hachett & Co.).—This work has proceeded to the eighth

to p. 640, and to near the end of Ca. The affluence of illustra-

tion continues. a. 6.

5. Vargas considerado como Hotanico, etc., por A. Ernst.

Caracas, Dec, 1877. 4to.—This is a memorial discourse upon
IM. Vargas, pronounced before the Venezuela Society of the

Physical and Natural Sciences, upon the occasion of the transla-

tion of his remains to the National Pantheon. To this is added
the correspondence of Vargas with De Candolle and his friend

Mercier: a !i-r of the plants mentioned in the Prodromus as com-

ing from Vargas ; and, finally, the Candollean genus dedicated to

Vargas having been suppressed by the present writer, a new
genus, Vargmia, of Ternstrcemiure<t. near Marcgraria and

Muyschia, is proposed and characterized by Dr. Ernst, and two
species described. a. g.

Dr. Thomas Thomson, the school-mate and associate, in travel

ir Joseph Hookt
: Glasgow half a century

IV. Astronomy.

1. Transit of Mercury.—-The transit of Mercury was observed
at New Haven on the 6th of May by Messrs. J. J. Skinner, W.
F. Beebe and H. A. Hazen. The folloVing are the results of the

observations in Washington mean time ; the phases being those

described in the Washington instructions. Clouds prevented
observations at some of the contacts.

sss Phase
I.

Phase
n.

Phase
III.

-''"'- P<„,, Obs. ri;r

v.sr.
.." 1 36 £

::;:
Mi 5 33 18-

180 B.

[[all.

5 37 22

tr„._ s. s. s.

!'.---
5 33 48-8 Ohs
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V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. The International Geological Congress.—The time for the
opening of this Congress in Paris is now finally fixed, by the local

committee, for the 29th of August, and the Congress will remain
in session about a fortnight. Further <l 'tails as r<> organization

and place of meeting will soon be made public. Meanwhile, it is

\uglls1 to the l.
r
)tli of Scj.t omln-r.

the library and reading-room- of the Zoological Society of France,
No. 7 rue des Grands-Augustins, Paris, will be at the service of

members of the Congress. As before, it is requested that all those

who desire to take part therein will make it known to the < ieneral

Secretary. Dr. Ed. Jannetaz, at the above address, where, also, the

ion of twelve francs, required for each member, may be
sent to Dr. Bioche, treasurer. Ladies are admitted to the Congress.

The local committee add to the above announcement as follows;

There is reason to believe that the numerous colh etions of geology

xpectations, expressed in the circular of the Inter-

national Committee, of an International Geological Inhibition.

All exhibitors of

s

Uc h .oil, etions are requested to send, as above,

such lists as will enable the secretary-general, Dr. Jannetaz, to

prepare a special catalogue of them for the use of the Congress.

T. Sterbt Hunt, Secretary of th

National Academy of Sciences in April-
before the National Academy of ScienceList of papers read before the National Academy of Sciences,

at the April session, 1878 :

Formation and structure of Alacrane Reef on the Yucatan Bank ; by A. AGASSIZ.

The theory m Fekrel.

On the relation ot i; -
TTmpetly.

:r, forms of the central zoo-geographical province

of the United States: by A. S. Packard. Jr.

'

;,:,;>: iy A. s. Packard. .

j the velocity of light

r William A. \orton-.

RemarYsTn thVv , for the solar parallax from the

English telescopic observations; by C. H. F. Petebs. __._.. , „ *
\
On the vertebrate fauna of the Permian period of the United States; by E. D.

Report of progress on the subject of "oxygen in the sun:" by Heskt Drapes.

Photometric comparisons of the components of close double stars; by E. O.

cation of geographical names; by F. V. Hayden.
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A new element of the oeriui

On the primary zoo-geogra]

Theodore Gill.

Joseph LeConte.
md satellites: In- E. <\ I

by Elias Loomis.

,
'-Whet

r Stephen 1

3. Bulletin. <>f tin ('.!,.! sr„t,< X'lthnvil Mti^-um. Department

of the Interior. No. 10. Contributions to North American Ichthy-

ology, by D. S. Gordan. No. 2. 120 pp. 8vo, with 45 plates.

4. PaynSt )!>„.>. I „f I""'-' t, '"'
< > '*'?>/. dited by B. H.

Paul. 987 pp. 8vo, with G98 figures in wood. New York, 1878.

(John Wiley & Son).—This translation of Payees well-known

"Precis de Chemie Industrielle," is an acceptable addition to our

chemical literature. We barn from the title page that it is " based

upon a translation (partly by T. D. Barry) of Stohman and Knar's
German edition" of Payen. The work of the translator^ well

done and the whole work, as a systematic treatise upon industrial

chemistry, has a high value. To those who possess few hooks m
chemistry th<- a-bliti' u b\ the editor ..f m-\ eral chapter- ..u o.-ii<-r:d

ehomi-try will he found valuable. The volume extends to 987

, and the text is in fine type—too fine to be convenient

•"many readers—so that the amount of matter contained in the

work is very large. There are omissions, as, for example, the facts

relating to metal plating; those connected with the zine process

for silver production ; and some of the recent improvements in the

sulplmrio aeid prow-.-cs. I ;, :,,_.- ;1 Kreneli u <>vk. t h< n j.

tion American methods in technology is not a surprise. The work

i> -til! indi-pensaole to all interested in the industrial chemistry.

5. Smttf,a»n>'tin Ltrtttvtnm. — lhv office of Secretarv of the

Smiths „ian Institution, left vacant by the decease of Professor

Henry, has been filled by the appointment of Professor S. F. B»td,

who has for a long tirm Assistant Secretary,

•and is eminently fitted for the higher place by his long and active

experience in the affairs of the Institution.

6. American I ,.//;.,„.—Ti.. \un rh-an V— < i at ion for the

Advancement of Sden St. I -"ins.

commencing with the third Wednesday in August. Pivfc>sor

Marsh is the President of the Association for the meeting and the

7. l)r~;f,sh . U«.»-i«tion.—The next meeting of the British Asso-

ciation will be held in Dublin. It will open -

-.'.
Philosophical Magazine for May, Mr. Mallet has a reply to Gen-

eral II. L. Abbot's paper on page 178 of this volume.

pa--
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